PREFACE
As this second volume of the Proceedings
of the Second
International Conference Seminar of Tamil Studies goes to the press
(it is the last of the three volumes to be printed), we should like to
express our sincere appreciation of the spirit of helpfulness and cooperation shown by the printers, Messrs. Hoe & Co. It has been an
exacting task, but they have invariably displayed a willingness to do
everything possible to satisfy the demands made of them, no matter
how tiresome and excessive some of these demands must have seemed.
To all concerned we are most grateful.
It had been hoped to have these volumes ready in time for the
Third Conference, held in Paris in July 1970, but this proved impossible. To contributors and others who have waited almost four years
for them to appear we offer our sincere apologies for the unavoidable
delay in publication.
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EDITOR
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V. CHELVANAYAGAM

INTRODUCTION
Although many scholars within the last fifty years have attempted to
write the history of early Tamil literature, none has so far been successful
in tracing historically the growth and development of literary traditions
in the Sangam and Post-Sangam periods. To those interested in this
field of study the history of the Tamil poetry of these early periods
continues to be a problem.
Continuity in the social and cultural life
of a race generally indicates continuity in its literary history also. There
is no evidence to prove that there was any radical change in the social
and cultural history of the Tamils at any time even though the period
immediately preceding the Pallava occupation of the South is con. sidered to be a dark age in the political history of the Tamil country.
Therefore, we can assume that in literary history too there would have
been continuity and until this continuity in the literary tradition is
established and its development traced historically, the literary history
of the early periods cannot be written, as it has been done in the case
of the literature of the European countries.
In this short paper I wish
to point out some of the difficulties one will have to face in reconstructing the literary history of the Sangam period.
The difficulties will be
still greater when one tries to trace historically the development of the
literary tradition in the Post-Sangam period.
Pathittuppaththz Nor A SANGAM WORK
It is generally believed that the ‘eight anthologies’ and the ‘ ten
idylls’ belong to the Sangam period, which is said to have extended
over a period of about three centuries. With the help of these works
and of the Porulhathikaaram of Tholkaappiyam, which is a repository of
the early poetic traditions, we will have to work out the growth of the
tradition of Tamil poetry in the early centuries of the Christian era.
In this period, during which the political history of the Tamils went
through-many vicissitudes, the literature too, which had the life ofthe
people as its source. and inspiration, must have undergone _many
changes. The literary tradition‘of the early Tamils, which had its origin
in:the works that were produced long before the days of the Sangam,
could not have been static during the Sangam period, which Jasted for
3
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more than three centuries. Therefore its growth and the various stages
of its development will have to be worked out with the help of the works
that have been preserved for us. The main task of those interested in
this field of study is to arrange not only the anthologies but also the
poems in these anthologies in their chronological order. Many a
scholar has attempted to do this preliminary work but none has so far
succeeded because every one has taken Pathittuppaththu to be a genuine
work of the Sangam period and the details found in the pathikam of
the work as genuine historical data for the reconstruction of the political
history of the Sangam period.
One such scholar is K. 'N. Sivarajapillai,
who depends mainly on the pathikams of Pathittuppaththu for writing
his otherwise interesting work, The Chronology of the Early Tamils.
A critical study of the language and the contents of the poems in
Pathittuppaththu would have revealed to scholars that it was not a
genuine work of the Sangam period and that Kapilar, Paranar and
other poets of the Sangam period did not compose the poems in the
work. It is definitely a work written during a later period to eulogize
some of the Chera kings who were supposed to have lived during the
Sangam period. There are more than fifty words and phrases in the
poems

of this work

which

are not found in the poems

of the Sangam

poets or, more importantly, in the poems of the poets who were supposed to have composed some of the ‘tens’ in the anthology.
Here
are a few of them: manaalakkalavai (poem 11), mhanaiyamaikalh (12),
nhuulaakkalingkam (12), thotuththa (vayal) (13), veithutavu (15), paithiram (19). Even those who are not very familiar with the poems of
the Sangam poets will not fail to note in the poems of this work a lack
of the sincerity and the genuine feeling which we find in the compositions of the Sangam poets. Therefore this work will have to be excluded
from consideration when

we

history of the Sangam period.

attempt

to trace the political and literary

:

Kaliththokai NOT A SANGAM WORK
Kaliththokai, which is considered to be a Sangam work, cannot be
depended upon for the reconstruction of the literary history of this early
petiod, though some useful information can be gleaned from it to trace
the growth of the akam tradition and the development of material forms
in the Sangam and the post-Sangam periods. The five divisions of this
anthology are ascribed to five poets, of whom at least two belonged to
the Sangam period. When one makes a critical study of the poems in
this anthology, and notes the material forms employed in them, and: the
social. and cultural background in which they. were. produced,
one-is

tempted to agree with Nhaccinaarkkiniyar who states that the poems

in it (which were composed by various poets over a long period of time)
“were compiled by Nhallanhthuvanaar,
(a poet who: lived long after the
Sangam period). -Although a few of the poems appear to
belong to
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the Sangam period both in language and tradition, the majority of them
reflect the culture of a period far revolved from the Sangam period.
The various stages in the development of the kali rhythm—its origin in
the veNpaa, its appearance as a distinct rhythm, its development into the
complicated form of koccakam and utazhkali, until its disintegration
later into the smaller units, thutai, thaazhicai and viruththam which
came into existence at the beginning of the Pallava period—could all
be traced with the help of the poems in this anthology.
These poems
which exhibit these various stages could not therefore, have all been
composed within the limits of the Sangam period.
The anthology Paripaatru will in no way reveal the literary history
of the Sangam period. Three stages in the development of this metricalform can be roughly delineated with the help of the existing poems of
this work. In its third and last stage, when it was fully devotional in
content, it was so complicated in form that it became less useful as a
medium for the communication of the feeling of pakthi (bhakti). Hence
the saints of the Pallava period had to employ the simpler forms of
thutai and viruththam in their pathikam.
It would not be far wrong
to presume that the genesis of the form of Paripaattu and its development through various stages would have taken at least two centuries
and the period in which it developed would have been closer to the
Pallava period than the Sangam period. It is thus clear that this work

too would not be of help to us to ascertain the literary history of the
Sangam period.
Nhattinai,

Kutunhthokai

AND

Akanhaanuutu

Let us now consider the above akam anthologies, namely Nhattinai,
Kutunhthokai

and

Akanhaanuutu

to see whether they are of any use in

tracing the development of the literary traditions of the Sangam period.
These three anthologies exhibit a single pattern in organization which
is that poems in akaval metre are grouped into four hundred in each
of them according to the length of the poems.
Although they were
compiled by different scholars at different times, they all contain mainly

poems written according to the poetic conventions of a particular period
of time. It is generally believed that all the 1200 poems in the three
anthologies are of the same pattern, that these were all composed at a
certain period of time and that they exhibit a particular stage in the
development of Tamil poetry in the early days. This hypothesis, when
examined in the light of the colophons and other details given under the
poems in Putanhaanuutu does not appear to be quite correct. The
poems can be grouped broadly under three heads on the basis of their
exhibiting the conventions and traditions that prevailed during three
successive periods in the Sangam age. Of these three periods at least
the middle

one

could

be traced

fairly accurately with

the help

of the

historical data that are available in Putanhaanuutu and of the poems of
1
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the three akaval anthologies referred to above.
PERIOD OF Kapilar, ParaNar AND Nhakkiirar
The details as to how the three periods could be worked out
from the historical data that are available cannot find a place in this
short paper. However, I wish to indicate the main lines along which
the middle period could be worked out. We find that many of the
poets anthologised both in Putanhaanuutu and in the three akaval
anthologies, Nhattinai, Kutunhthokai and Akanhaanuutu praise the noble
deeds of various kings and chieftains whose numbers are quite considerable. This fact may be used to ascertain which kings, chieftains
and poets were contemporaries, or which of them lived within a
generation or two of each other. I shall indicate here how this could
be done. Aricilkizhaar, Kapilar, Paranar and Perungkuntuurkizhaar
address Peekan in order to bring about a reconciliation between him
and his wife KanNaki.

maan
Thus
than
king
kings

Auvaiyaar, in praising the gallantry

of Athiya-

Anjci, mentions ParaNar (in Putam 99) as her contemporary.
we can conclude that these poets were contemporaries.
No less
nineteen poets including ParaNar praised the valour of the Pandya
Nhetunjcezhiyan, who should be judged as the greatest of the
of the Sangam age. Here are a few of them: (ji) Ivaikkuntuur

kizhaar

(Putam—176,

77,

78,

79),

(ii)

Kallaatanaar

(17,

23,

25, 371),

(011) Kutungkoozhiynur kizhaar (17), (iv) Maangkuti Maruthanaar
(24, 26) and (v) Mathuraikkaanjci.
Most of these poets, if not all,
would have been his contemporaries.
Some of these poets praise other
kings and chieftains who lived at that time, and these kings and chieftains are moreover praised by various other contemporary poets too.
By thus grouping the poets of a particular period of time or of a particular generation on the basis of the historical data, we will be able to
list about 50 poets who lived during the time of the great Pandiyan king
Nhetunjcezhiyan

and

rulers

such

as

Paari,

Peekan,

Anjei,

Oori,

Nhannan, Kaari and others who were his contemporaries.
On applying
this method of grouping to the three akam anthologies, we will discover that a fairly large number of poems in them, about one third in
fact, were composed by these poets, that is, poets who belonged to a
Single generation in the Sangam age. With the help of these poems
~ we will be able to work out fairly accurately the poetic traditions and
conventions of the period of Kapilar, Paranar and Nhakkiirar. The
tradition was more or less fixed and did not vary according to the tastes
of individual poets of the time. There are many poets whose poems are
_ found in these three anthologies, who cannot be assigned to any particular generation or to the reign of any particular king. But their poems
do not vary in convention or tradition from those of the group of poets
_
who were contemporaries
of Kapilar, Paranar and Nhakkiirar. If such
__ poems too could be added to the poems of the period of the great trio
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then there will be only a few poems left which would have to be assigned
to a period before or after this period.
Aingkutunhuutu
The importance of Aingkutunhuutu for one who is interested in
tracing the history of early Tamil poetic tradition cannot be overestimated.
New conventions find a place for the first time in this
anthology.
The earlier convention of a single poem in akaval metre
forming a unit of expression gives place in it to ten verses forming a
single unit. Greater importance is given in it to the description of
nature and to the use of such description for the indirect expression of
modes, feelings and attitudes than in the poems of the days of Kapilar

and Paranar.

Kaikkilhai, the theme of one-sided love, finds

a place

in it for the first time in Tamil poetry. It serves almost as a link between
the stages reflected in the earlier anthologies and the later ones, namely
Kaliththokai and Paripaattu in the development of early poetic tradition.
This anthology does not appear to be a collection of verses written by
five different poets, as is commonly believed. When we analyse the
pattern of the poems, it appears almost certain that it must have been
designed and executed by a single poet, far removed from the time of
Kapilar and ParaNar, who was experimenting with a metrical form
perfected only later in the Pallava period.
CONCLUSION
I shall conclude this paper by giving one example to show how the
early tradition had changed by the time of Kapilar and Paranar. The
theme of separation in love was originally assigned to the warriors who
lived in the paalai region as being appropriate to them since they had to
be away from their homes for short periods at a time to earn their livelihood, mainly by looting. The tradition of having five themes in love

originated at a time when people lived in all the five regions in the Tamil

land.

Before the time of Kapilar and ParaNar the people of the paalai

region had

moved

into

the more

fertile regions

of kutinjct and

mullai

for permanent settlement, and therefore, the theme of separation had
to be modified to fit into the new pattern of society that occupied only
four of the five natural regions. Therefore, separation in love was
considered appropriate for the men of hilly tracts who had to go to
distant places through the arid paalai region in search of their livelihood.
This change in paalaiththinai had occurred by the time of Kapilar and
Paranar. This is only an example to show how the tradition of love
poetry was changing in the early days. During the Sangam period the
life of the people was changing rapidly on account of the Aryan and
European

influence and the consequent change in the literary tradition

of the people was almost inevitable at that time. Therefore this change —
in the tradition and the stages by which it took place cannot be traced

A

NOTE

ON

M. A.

Kutinjcippaattu

DORAIRANGASWAMY

INTRODUCTION
Kutinjci-p paattu is the eighth of the Ten Idylls, the Paththuppaattu
of the Sangam works, composed and compiled some two thousand
years ago in Tamil. Kapilar is the author of Kutinjci-p paattu.
He
is one of the very famous and erudite scholars of the Sangam age. The
colophon under Kutinjci-p paattu reads, “‘ Aariya aracan Pirakaththanai-

th thamizh ativiththatkup paatTiyathu.”

Who is this “ Aariya

aracan

Pirakaththan ’? What is meant by “ Pirakaththanai-th thamizh ativiththatkup paaTiyathu’’? Opinions differ on these points and they are
not giving complete satisfaction to research scholars. This note is an
attempt to throw some light on these two points.
DIFFERENT OPINIONS
Mr. N. M. Veengkataswaamy Nhaatraar has said that the Aariya
aracan in question was captured in war by a PaaNTiyan king and
brought to his kingdom, where he became friends with the PaanTiyan
king and stayed in Thamizhakam for many years. To make him understand that Tamil was equally great like Sanskrit, Kapilar taught him
all about Tamil and also composed Kutinjcippaatru and explained it
to him.t
Mr.

V.

VengkaTaraayulu

Reddiyar

has

said

that

there

is

no

evidence to prove that Pirakaththan was captured by a PaaNTiyan
and it was only porulh that was taught to him and even in that only
the method of marrying by the Tamilians in general and the guarding
of chastity by the Tamil women in particular; it was for that Kapilar
composed Kutinjcip paattu.”
Another scholar, Mr. Goovinhthan, has said that the Aryans, having
settled in the North,

wanted

to establish their supremacy

in the South

in Tamil Nad and an incessant war was going on between the Aryans
and the Tamilians. In order to put an end to the incessant war, Kapilar
composed Kutinjci-p paatru and explained it to him. Pirakaththan,
after knowing the greatness of Tamil through Kapilar, gave up the
incessant war and enmity against the Tamilians.®
9
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grammar

in

Tamil

were

there

in

existence,

11

prior

to

the

age

of

How is it that all of them disappeared in toto leaving

Tholkaapiyam.

Tholkaapiyam alone to survive? Unless we admit that there was a huge
deluge, inundating the whole of Tamil Nad, such a complete destruction
If it is so,
of all works in Tamil by any other means is unimaginable.
Is it by a
deluge?
the
from
how is it that Tholkaapiyam alone survived
doubted,
is
it
So
effect.
that
to
miracle? We have no information
by
attempted
,
composition
new
a
be
could
itself
am
whether Tholkaapiy
only
times,
ancient
During
deluge.
the
after
years
some
Tholkaappiyar
two territories were in existence in India: (1) the northern one occupied
by the Aryans, and (2) the southern one occupied by the Tamilians.
When the southern territory was completely devastated by the deluge,
the survivors would have had a sympathetic welcome and treatment
from the northerners, the Aryans. During the period of resettlement,
which

could

have

covered

some

one

or two

generations,

there

would

naturally have been exchange of thought, language, culture and civilizaborder
tion between the Aryans and the Tamilians, necessarily at the
area.
m
The preface from the pen of Panampaaranaar to Tholkaapiya
the
that
prove
to
evidence
as
stand
when minutely examined will
reign of Nhilam
resettlement after the deluge took place during the
ar comTholkaappiy
patronage
whose
under
paaNTiyan,
tharu thiruvin
memory after exchange
posed Tholkaapiyam, with facts from his unfailing

of notes with the
a masterly work
him very much
treatise logically,
the present time.

friendly Aryan grammarians, even mastering Ainthiram,
on the grammar of the Aryan tongue, which helped
of his
in arranging the subject matter and chapters
at
even
which gave him praise and glory to survive
three
by
ruled
was
We know that our Tamil Nad

great crowned monarchs and by several chieftains.

In the same manner,

also must have been
the northern territory, the abode of the Aryans,
Pirakaththan was
and
chieftains,
and
kings
ruled by several Aryan
near the northern border
perhaps one of the kings ruling a province very
Pirakaththan is a Tamil
of Thamizhakam during the Sangam Age.
That he was a pattern
deviation of the Sanskrit term Brahadhaththan.
in addition to the
that
prove
to
of Kapilar in addition is enough
he had
literature,
and
language
Aryan
knowledge of his own

of the Tamil language.
a knowledge of at least the fundamentals
company of Kapilar at
the
Without that he could not have relished

of free conversation with
all when he visited him. After a few days
would have requested
king
Aryan
the
guest,
Kapilar when he was his
features of the Tamil
Kapilar to explain about the special characteristic
the south.

language. which

commands

so

much

adoration

throughout

was with a real aspiration
The request to Kapilar made by Pirakaththan
by the

inspired
to know more about the genius of the language,
Kapilar.
with
talks
conversational
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It is true that our Sangam literature mentions incessant wars with
the Aryans. There is also mention of incessant wars amongst the Tamil
kings themselves. Are we to conclude on account of this, that the
Tamil kings were always in enmity with one another? In the same
manner we cannot conclude that the Tamil kings were always in enmity
with the Aryans as a whole.
So it is wrong to say that Pirakaththan
was not on friendly terms with the Tamilians.
Tt was really a golden opportunity for Kapilar to make his patron
a devotee of the Tamil language and a devoted disciple of himself.
KAPILAR’S METHOD OF TEACHING
As a matter of fact, special characteristic features in the Tamil
language are in abundance.
Why? The whole of Porulh athikaaram
is itself a speciality, containing several special features of the Tamil
language. To master it, one must devote the whole of one’s life. At
any cost one must attempt to study this Porulh speciality in Tamil or
else one’s life would be a waste. In this way, Kapilar must have kindled
the imagination of Pirakaththan. Is it not the duty of the best teacher
to prepare the mind of his disciple to receive what he is going to say in
detail? Kapilar, in that way, is a born teacher. He went on with his
discourse :
As the proverb in Tamil goes, that if a cooked grain from out of a
pot of such rice is examined and found to be cooked all right,
then it is needless to examine each and every one it contained; likewise,
one minute instance from Tamil literature will be enough to prove its
extraordinary greatness and the several special features it contained.
So saying, he illustrated one instance to Pirakaththan and left him to
judge for himself the inimitable characteristic features of the Tamil
language. This is how Kapilar helped Pirakaththan to gain a knowledge
of Tamil.
The choice made by Kapilar to instruct Pirakaththan to gain
knowledge of Tamil is exemplary. He is quite aware of the fact that
literature is the mirror of life. In the drama of the pre-marital life of
the heroine, several characters play their part and their play is exhibited
in Tamil literature wonderfully without any tinge of unnatural elements.
Of the several characters, it is the character of the maid-servant,
that
is the most difficult one to play in the drama of life. That
part of
literature depicting her character will be an inspiration to the
readers.

It is this part that Kapilar has chosen to dramatize to Pirakaththan to

give him a knowledge of Tamil.

MAID-SERVANT’S LEARNING THROUGH EARS AND HER
INTELLIGENCE
Never in any literary compositiois
n it mentioned, that the servantmaid attained knowledge throngh being educated in any
institution, But
she has gota heredity with which she can gain a vast practic
al knowledge
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of life. As Shakespeare has said that rocks and brooks were his books,
the maid-servant was able to gain knowledge from everything on earth
with the background of practical knowledge attained from her mother,
the Cevili, through the sole instrument of her own ears. One who is
of the nature of attaining knowledge and imparting it through ears
only, is Cevili. This explanation of Cevili, gives us a clue to trace the
correct form of the deteriorated word of Cevili, as ‘‘ Cevi iyali ”.
The intelligent way through which the maid-servant conveyed to
her mother, the Cevili, the most complicated and delicate matter without
giving her room to get angry with her, is enough to judge that the part
of the maid-servant character is very difficult to play. Literature which
depicts such part of the play of the maid-servant character in Tamil
must necessarily be considered great. Anyhow every minute detail of
the part played in life could not be described fully through literature
and hence readers, especially research scholars, should also play their
own part to supply the minute details themselves, from experience
gained from observation in day-to-day life.
KAPILAR’S ONE-ACT PLAY OF THE MAID-SERVANT
Before writing Kutinjci-p paattu, Kapilar would have narrated to,
or rather played the one-act play of the maid-servant in the drama of
life before Pirakaththan, inspired very much by which the latter
would have requested Kapilar to write the composition.
Accordingly
Kapilar wrote and dedicated it to Pirakaththan.

THE DIFFICULT PART TO BE PLAYED BY THE MAID-SERVANT
In the very ancient Thamizhakam of the pre-tholkaappiyan era,
complete freedom and liberty were enjoyed by the Tamilians, both men
and women, in the matter of choosing their spouses. It was a period
when honesty and truthfulness had their sway. But as days passed on,
traitors, perhaps mostly on the side of men, began to raise their heads
and they duped the innocent damsels after spoiling their chastity which

was valued as more precious than their own souls. So wise elders
prescribed strict rules that marriage should be celebrated with certain
rites and rituals, when the bridegroom should take the bride as his wife,
offered by her parents. This custom of accepting the bride from her
parents by the bridegroom took its deep roots even during the pre-tholkaappiyan era, as a separate cuuththiram to that effect is found in
Tholkaappiyam itself. Hence it is needless to say with what rigour it
would have been observed during the Sangam period, though secret
love affairs during the pre-marital wooing period between the hero and
heroine were still prevalent and tolerated by the parents

too,

since they

gave their approval after knowing it, for the sake of preserving chastity
in the heroine, as they were convinced that the union between the wooing
pair is caused not by their own efforts but by the act of paal or “ fate”,
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if it may be translated as such.

But rigorous punishments like angry

scolding, beating with tender branches of trees etc., were inflicted when
the heroines were suspected to have their own secret love affair.
Unaware of the union between the hero and the heroine that has already
taken deep roots, the parents of the heroine would arrange for the
matriage of the heroine with some-one else.
But, would the heroine
tolerate that? She would rather die than agree to it. It is in such
intricate circumstances that the part to be played by the maid-servant
becomes very difficult.
THE REGULAR PLAY AND THE REVELATION OF TRUTH
Let us now bring before our vision the one-act play that Kapilar
has played before the Aariya aracan Pirakaththan to depict the part
played by the maid-servant.
We need some introductory remarks here. The heroine has fallen
in love with a hero by the force of paal or “‘ fate’ if we may say so,
and as the hurdles are many on the path of the hero when he attempts
to come and meet the heroine at the place fixed for the night engagements, the latter becomes very much worried, resulting in the emaciation
of her body and paleness in her colour from day to day. The fostermother is not able to know the real cause for her emaciation and is very
worried. She consults soothsayers and on their advice offers worship
to deities to propitiate them, as they have been said to be the cause for
the heroine’s

emaciation.

Still,

the

heroine

has

not

improved.

The

next step of the foster-mother has to be to arrange for the marriage of
the heroine with somebody, as she has enough experience about emaciation

caused

by

sex

appetite.

This

will

be

a dangerous

situation,

as

chastity will be at stake. Time should not be wasted even by a moment.
So, with the approval of the heroine, the maid-servant approaches the
foster-mother to reveal the truth. But she cannot reveal the love affair
abruptly or else the foster-mother will get wild with rage and may take
a different step. It must be revealed in such a way that the fostermother should give her seal of approval willingly and with pleasure.
That is the special art of the maid-servant. Literature that describes
that art is really Tamil, a speciality of Tamil, in the Tamil language.
This knowledge of Tamil Pirakaththan is made to gain by Kapilar.
_ After a lot of cautious preparation, the maid-servant approaches
her mother, the Cevili, to present her theme. She takes her mother by
conversation to a psychological situation, at which she reveals the truth
for acceptance without a word of murmur.
Let us now hear the
conversation:

“Maa!” the maid-servant addresses her mother, the Cevili.
Yes! what is the matter?” asks the Cevili.
“You are very much worried, Maa!.”
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“* Yes! what shall I do?”’.
** You are worried about the heroine, aren’t you, Maa?”
“Yes! You know that’’.
“1 too am worried, Maa’”’.
“Yes! How can you keep quiet, when the heroine is in such a
state? ”
“Maa!”
“Come! What is the matter? ”
“< Pll tell you something if you don’t get angry with me, Maa!”
(This statement will naturally provoke her anger and suspicion.)
“Why? What is the matter?”
The
(There is the likelihood of the mother getting angry.
maid-servant has to be very careful here.)
“No, Maa! It is you that sent us to watch the millet field from
parrots and other birds, Maa!”

“Yes! What has happened? Have you not watched it carefully?
““No,

Maa!

We

did

watch

it very

very

carefully,

all

through

the day.”
“© Then, why are you hesitating? ”
“* Don’t be angry, Maa!”
** Why? Go on.”
“Tt rained!”
“* Some days ago!”
“Yes, Maa! It rained heavily and all the rocks were washed
Everywhere, the trees and plants blossomed with
clean.
flowers.”

Ves! ?2
“We were watching the field and we drove away the parrots
It was very
and other birds running hither and thither.
sultry.”
* So you wanted to wash your face and hands.”

“No

Maa!, we wanted to take a pleasant bath.

full of water

and

attractive.

The

springs

The falls were

were

all full with

We wanted to enjoy the bath! ”
crystal-clear water.
not take your bath? ”
you
Did
right.
all
That’s
“
Don’t be angry, Maa!”
“No Maa! We took our bath.
You did a good thing in taking
angry?
““ Why? Why should I get
a bath.

‘“* Why should I get angry? ”
a very
‘No, Maa! We played in the falls and the springs for
became
eyes
our
and
cold
felt
long time, till our bodies
red.”
“So you neglected the millet field for a long time? ”
the birds
“No Maa! Now and then we were very careful to scare
away.”
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** All right! Proceed.”
“Then we dried our long hair.

were very attractive.

The flowers on all sides of us

We wanted to adorn our tresses with

them and we wanted to make skirts out of them.”
“*So you plucked the flowers! ”
“Flowers! How attractive they were! First of all our eyes fell
on cengkaanhthalh (Malabar red glory lily). We plucked
plenty of them and heaped them on a clean rock in the
shade!”

‘Then? ”?
How beautiful they were!
“ Then we plucked aampal flowers.
How sweet! ”’
“Then?”
“You know aniccam, Maa, You used to say that it was a very
tender flower, tender not for touch but for smell. I examined
the reality of it, Maa! As soon as I took one to my nose and
breathed in, at once it faded away as if it was put on fire.
;
What a wonderful creation, Maa!”
“Then?”
The maid-servant then began to describe in detail all about
Kuvalhai, the flower next in the series of the ninety-nine flowers: given
by Kapilar and in the same manner about all the flowers one after
another. What for? It is all to keep the mother, the Cevili, in suspense,
to make her passive, to make her calm, so that the most intricate and
delicate news of the love affair might be given at the psychological
moment. Kapilar has given the names of ninety-nine flowers in a series.
Is he giving a catalogue of the names of flowers? In literature, not more
than that is possible. But in reality, the maid-servant takes the opportunity to describe the flowers,

one

after another,

with

all curiosity

so

that the Cevili will go on hearing the description without any murmur.
It is as though a continuous story is narrated to a king, ‘‘ Another
Sparrow came and took away another one” in Aesop’s Fables.
But
there it is boring. Here, in the version of the maid-servant it is full of
interest. The mother has no more questions to ask. She simply hears
the narration passively. The maid proceeds:
“We heaped all of them, made garlands out of them and adorned
Our tresses. We made skirts out of them and dressed ourselves. Meanwhile, off and on, we did not forget to scare the birds away.”

_“ Ah!, that’s good’. The mother speaks in a jovial mood,
_ “We took rest under the Asoka tree. At that moment a hero
came there, neatly dressed, with a garland on his shoulders, a cluster

_ of flowers round his tuft of hair, very attractive to look at, with
a bow

and an arrow in-his hands, followed by’ fierce’ dogs. Before
he
approached, the dogs advanced towards us and out of fear we hastened
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to some other place. The hero, meanwhile, came near us and praised
our tresses and beauty and requested us to tell whether any beasts
wounded by his arrow came there. (Here the hero is introduced with
mingled emotions).
We kept quiet on account of our shyness. The
dogs were making too much noise. He drove them away and asked
us why we did not talk to him, though we were not willing to give any
information about the beasts, and waited for a reply ”’.

(This is the most intricate situation.

There is room now for the

foster-mother to link him with the heroine and develop her suspicion
of the love affair of the heroine.)
“What did you do?”
“Maa!
What a fool the neighbouring watchman of the millet
field was! He was snoring with deep sleep at midday, perhaps on
account of an overdose of toddy his wife gave him that morning! A rut
elephant was quietly grazing in the millet field. The neighbours roared
and with sticks and javelins frightened the elephant, which got wild
and ran towards us. O Maa! We were shivering with fear and we did
not

know

what

to

do.

Unconsciously,

we

surrendered

to him,

who

without minding his own life, embraced us in one hand and with the
other pierced the elephant on the head with his javelin so that it turned
away and fled.”
How

he consoled them, how he remained with them there the whole

day and removed their shivering, how he promised to marry in public
within a few days; the family welcome, the guests, his night engagements daily afterwards with the heroine, their failures and yet not getting
angry with the heroine, the hurdles on the way on account of beasts
and reptiles, the heroine’s worry and emaciation on account of the
hurdles in the way of the hero coming to meet the heroine—all these
things are described then by the maid-servant one by one. Is it possible
for anyone to think that in the present circumstances the foster-mother
would get angry at all? What will she do next? She will likewise report
the news about the love affair of the heroine to her own parents, the
parents of the heroine, in a clever manner, as that of her daughter, the
maid-servant, and carry out the marriage successfully.

PIRAKATHTHAN’S AMAZEMENT
After hearing this narration of the act of the maid-servant or rather
after seeing the one-act play of the part of the maid-servant by Kapilar,
Pirakaththan must have really been enthraJled by it.
The wonderful
and intelligent way through which the maid-servant conveyed the news
must have gone deep in his heart. The narration of the play in literary
form with all figures and sentiments will be a feast of all sweetness
to the mind. Pirakaththan must have jumped in joy and danced in
ecstasy and cried ‘‘ What a wonderful life the Tamil enjoys! What
a wonderful language Tamil is! ”’.
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CONCLUSION

:

This is how Kapilar must have taught Tamil to Pirakaththan.
is how Pirakaththan must have gained his knowledge of Tamil!

This

A PARALLEL SCENE EXHIBITING CLEVERNESS IN DIVERSION
The contents of a verse in Akanhaanuutu (68) by Oottiyaar are
worth recollecting here. The heroine is to meet the hero at the place
of the night engagement. The foster-mother has not yet slept, though
she has gone to bed. The maid-servant narrates some incidents. First
of all she describes the waterfalls behind, the water falling so swiftly
from the peak of a hill with a roaring sound, making the koothalhamn
(three-lobed night-shade) macerate; secondly she says that the thunder
smashed the swing tied between two Asoka trees, thinking the swing
to be a snake. Again, she attempts to narrate something else, when
the foster-mother begins to snore with sleep. This is an instance to
show how clever the maid-servant is in causing diversion to the fostermother to carry out her schemes and plans. That the various names
of flowers must have been described one after another in this same
manner to divert the mind of the foster-mother so that she may tell
the love affair of the heroine at the proper moment, may now be well
understood.

NOTES
1, Nhatukkaveeri M. Veengkatacaami Nhaatraar, Kapilar, 2nd ed., Karanhthaith thamizhe cangkam, 1930,
2. V. Veengkartaraajulu Reddiyar, Kapilar, University of Madras, 1936, pp. 15
3. Pulavar Kaa. Goovinhthan, Kapilar, SISSWPS, Madras, 1952, pp. 9-10.
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In his autobiography, MM Dr. U. VY. Caminat’aiyar writes that he came
across an old bundle of palm-leaf MSS. during a weekend visit to the
library of the Tiruvavatuturai matha.
It contained eight works, the
Ettuttokai; there was initially some confusion over the significance of
the name perhaps involving the term for manuscript, éttuccuvati,? but
Dr. Aiyar knew the names of the eight from ‘an old verse ’.* Among
these he lists Patirruppattu.
In his first edition, published in Madras in 1904, Dr. Aiyar states
that he used in the main six MSS. Pride of place is given to the Tiruvavatuturai one, one was in the Government Oriental MSS. library, and
four were in private hands.? In his preface he states what has become
common knowledge: that Patirruppatiu is the fourth of the anthologies,
that it was used in quotations by medieval commentators, that it was
composed about ten Céra kings by ten poets and that it gives literary
expression to the Poetic Themes (turai) and Aspects of Warfare
(purattinai) that are a constituent of the Rhetoric of fivefold ‘ grammar ”
(ilakkanam).4
He goes on to state that in not one of the available MSS. are the
Katavulvalttu, the first decade and the tenth, and the commentaries to
them found. He then gives the quotations from Patirru. in commentaries
to Tolkdppiyam that are not found in the extant text and wisely says
that it is not clear whether these are from the missing first and tenth
decades. These passages are of purely formal prasasti, and it is not
possible to connect them with any of the Ceralar that figure in Sangam
்
literature on the basis of their known feats.
gloss on the
and
commentary
old
the
This edition contained
end of each
the
at
appear
patikams
the
MSS.
the
Following
patikams.
decade, immediately preceded by their respective glosses. Each decadeDr. Aiyar was of the opinion
‘ poem is accompanied by its commentary.
that this commentary was probably written after the time of Kunavirapantitar since it seems to quote from Némindiam.* It may thus be of
the thirteenth century A.D. or later. Dr. Aiyar further states® that since

the patikam appear only in those MSS. that include the commentary’

they cannot have been the work of the authors of the decades. The
notes appended to each decade-poem giving its title, Poetic Theme,
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vannam and tikku may have been the work of the authors of the decadepoems or of the person who collected together this anthology.®
In subsequent editions Dr. Aiyar followed the same arrangement

and, in his preface to the 3rd edition,® drew attention to the antdti-

structure of Decade IV.1° He noted the resemblance of the patikams
to inscriptional praSastis or meykkirtti inasmuch as they commence in
verse and end in prose.!!_ He repeated his view that the missing decades

were

the first and

tenth,

but added Purattirattu

to the commentary

to

Tol. Parulatikaram as a source of fragments of the missing decades.12
In 1950, a different edition of Patirruppattu, by Avvai Turaicami
Pillai of the Annamalai University, appeared.’* This differs in treating
the patikams as prefaces to each decade and placing the old glosses to
them in an appendix,“ The editor repeats categorically that it is the
first and the tenth decades that are missing, in all MSS., and states
that

in one MS. containing both text and commentary appears the note:
“patirruppattu muilamum uraiyum mutintatu; cupamastu.”” 15 From
this he concludes that the first and tenth decades must have disappeared
at an early stage.
It is, however, possible to come to a different conclusion, taking
into account not only the note appended to one MS. just quoted,
but
also the retrospective nature of the patikams in the genealogical passages
with which each commences.
In these, the hero of the (or a) preceding
decade is mentioned in relationship to the hero under discussi
on.
Decades II to VI show this succession, while VII to IX show another
continuity.
Patikam III mentions Imayavarampan (hero of ID) as the
elder brother

of Palyadnaiccelkelu

kuttuvan,

hero

of Ill.

Similarly, as

Céralatan, Imaiyavarampan appears in patikam IV as the
father of its

hero, Narmuticcéral.
He appears as Netuncéralatan in patikams V and
VI as the father of the heroes Cenku ttuvan and Atuk
6tpattu Ccéralatan

respectively. Thus, decades II and III praise kings who were
roughly
of one generation, while IV, V and VI praise kings of approxi
mately a
generation later, ruling perhaps collaterally.1® The heroes
of decades
VII to IX seem to have extended over three generations:
Celvakkatunk6
the hero of VII, is mentioned in patikam VIII as the
father of its hero,
Peruficéral Irumporai who, in turn, is taken to
be the Kuttuvan
Irumporai who is in patikam IX as father of Ilancéra
l Irumporai.
What of the lineage of Netuncéralatan, hero of
II? In patikam II
_ his father is given as Utiyaficéral, and the presump
tion is reasonable
that, following the retrospective system outlined
above, he it was who
Was praised in the missing first decade 17 and
that the numbering that
_ has come down to us beginning with decade
II, verse 11 is correct.
This indeed seems reasonable. It will be recalled
that, in the colophon
to Purananiru, ம. 2,18 Perunc6rrutiyafi céralata
n is given as the hero
of that praise-poem, and there seems no reason
to dispute the view that
he was the same person as mentioned in Patirru.
patikam II. Unfor-
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tunately the old gloss on the patikams does not comment on the
genealogies, and Dr. Aiyar does not speculate upon this Utiyaiicéral.
As it has always been presumed that the other missing decade is X,
it has not been possible to trace the identity of its hero from such
lineages, since a fictitious eleventh patikam would be needed according
to the above pattern. The most usual guess as to his identity has been
Y anaikkatcéy M4ntaraficéral Irumporai,!® and it has been assumed that
all the heroes descended from Antuvan?° have been of the Irumporai
<clan +22
However, it is suggested here that the decade now numbered IX,
lauding Ilaficéral, really is the last one, and that it was no accident
that, in the MS. mentioned by Avvai Turaicami Pillai, there was a note
stating that ‘‘ this is the end of the text and commentary to Patirruppattu.
For the hero of the missing decade we should, as a parallel to the Utiyan
mentioned in patikam IJ, go to patikam VII, which mentions Antuvan
as the father of Aliyadtan. No praise-poetry to him survives but, in
the colophon to Puram. 13, he is said to have watched from the roof
of the Vél palace the arrival of the Cola Perunarkilli.” It is suggested
that the missing decade preceded that now numbered VII, and that,
at a time when the omission had been forgotten, the decades originally
numbered VIII to X were renumbered VII to IX as they are today. It
would seem illogical to suggest Utiyan for decade I on the basis
of patikam II without admitting a similar possibility for Antuvan on
the basis of patikam VII; the problem is the consequent renumbering
of the three decades we now possess.
Unlike Utiyaficéral, nothing is known

a passage in Cilappatikdram ** may
knowledge

common

of the feats of Antuvan,

but

one or two hints.

It is

contain

that an affinity exists between certain passages

in

this epic and the patikams especially of Patirruppattu, and it is possible
that whoever wrote these patikams shared a common literary tradition
regarding the Céralar with the author of Cilappatikaram,

Vancikkantam.™

For their part, especially in view of their length relative to the
decades that they accompany, the patikams contain much more
‘ factual information about the heroes of the decade-poems being often
merely formal praise or meykkirtti.2° Moreover, many of the deeds
they mention are not to be found in the accompanying decades at all.
Patikam V and its decade are a good instance of this. The famous
venture of Cenkuttuvan to the Himalayas to fetch stone for the image
of Pattifii, his bathing of it in the Ganges and defeat of the Ariyar are
not mentioned

in decade

V at all,2° but are

absolutely

central to the

whole of Vaficikkantam in which, in a sense, Cenkuttuvan is the hero,
the just king who avenges Kannaki at least by establishing her worship.
Of the

three

feats mentioned:

“katavut

pattini

kkark6l

vénti”*”

is

the topic of Cil., canto 26, which also describes the battle against
Kanakavicayar *® that is presumably referred to in patikam V as
—3
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“ driyay annalai vitti? 2° while “ péricai inpal aruvi kkankai manni ”’,®°
the bathing of the stone in the Ganges is very fully worked over in Cil.,,
canto 27.
If such an affinity exists between patikam V and cantos 26 and 27
of Cilappatikaram, what about the other patikams of Patirruppattu,
and what about the missing patikams and decades? There are two
passages in the same kdutam of Cil. wherein are strong echoes of the
Patirru. patikams. These are a speech of the brahman Matalan extolling
the deeds of some Céralar, and the swing-song in canto 29,531 In this
latter there is a clear reference to Utiyaficéral that echoes Puram. v. 2:
*“Let us praise the valour of Poraiyan Malaiyan who gave without stint
food to the Five and the Twice-fifty locked in combat.” ®* This is in
close proximity in the swing-song to four references to feats attested
by Patirru.

patikam

II as belonging to Netuficéralatan.

The

king

is

twice alluded to as uprooting the katampu tree; ** he ruled “‘ the high
mountain and the rich land of the Yavanar of barbarous speech”? °4
and he inscribed his bow-emblem.®
The speech of Matalan is the more important reference, and most
of the eight feats herein recorded accord with those of four Céralar,
according to the Patirru. patikams.

The eight feats are:

nS

1. One tore up the katampu tree by the sea. (Cil. 28, 1. 135).
2, One carved his bow upon the mountain.
(ivid., 1. 136).
3. Enabling a brahman who had composed poems to attain the
world above. (11. 137-8).
. Limiting Death to taking lives in due order. (139-40)
. Penetrating the high mountain that bears gold in the fertile
kingdom of the Yavanar of barbarous speech. (11. 142-2).
6. The ability to destroy Akappa *¢ after driving the enemy from
the battlefield. (143-4)
7. One worshipped upon the mountain (river, arumpatavurai)
Ayirai and in one day bathed in the waters of two seas.
(11. 145-6)
8. Bringing to Vafici the bhiita of the cross-roads, one sacrificed
with wine to him. (147-8)

The first feat has already been noted in connexion with the swingsong,

Ucalvari, and it has been

seen that decade

II of Pati ‘rru. alludes

to this several times. Patikam IY may also allude to it in connexion
with Narmuticcéral, though the old gloss gives Katampinperu vayil 8
as a place-name. The second feat and perhaps the fifth tie with information about Netuiicéralatan in patikam

II and also with

Ucalvari as

just seen. The third, sixth and seventh are clearly referred to in
patikam 111 including its prose, which describe the deeds of Palyanaiccelkelukuttuvan. Indeed, the third feat seems specifically to allude to
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the composition by Palaikkautamanar of his ten praise-poems.*®

The

eighth feat reflects what is stated in patikam IX regarding Ilaficéral:
“ Bringing the great piitar of the crossroads who was powerful to this
place,*® he established (his cult).”’ 4°
Feat four alone seems distinct from anything conveyed by the
extant portions of Patirruppattu, although it is true that feat five’s
affinities lie with the passage in Cil., Ucalvari, rather than with the line
in patikam II describing the binding of Yavanar.41 It may in conclusion be suggested that this feat of controlling Death may have been
Antuvan’s or Utiyan’s, for all other feats here mentioned figure in the
extant patikams of Patirru. It seems unlikely that one feat alone out
of a list of eight should not at any time have been mirrored in
Patirruppattu.
The numbering of the decades (and patikams) together
with suggested correspondences, is as follows:
present:
ன
suggested:
I
Cil, 28,
feats:
4/25
Cil. cantos:

Ucalvari:
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i
I
2,275

Ill
Wis
3,6,7

IV
Sealy.

av!
Vv

VE
VES

VIE

1

ட
26,27

-

4/5

Vu
VOI
Vine
—

IX
xX

—

_
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NOTES

1 er having been formerly used for both quantities of e.
2 See En carittiram, Sahitya Akademi edn., Madras, 1958, pp. 348-9.
31904 ed., p. 6.
“Tbid., preface, p. 1.

5 Depending on ‘ cinnil ’ referring to Néminatam.
st ed., preface, p. 4.
® Tbid.
7 Two such MSS were available, he states in the preface to his 3rd ed., 1941,
repr. in 6th ed., 1957, p. x.

8 1904 ed., p. 4.
1941. In 6th ed., 1957, p. vi.
10 He does not mention that it is not fully worked out; the last phrase of the
tenth poem of IV is not the first of the first of IV.

41 Op. cit., p. vi.
22 Actually of one.
28 Published by TSS (Tinnevelly Saiva Siddhanta Pub. Soc.).

1 TSS ed., 1950, pp. 455-6.
35 Editor’s pref., p. 2.
18 They could hardly have ruled in succession as the sons of one father, since

their periods of reign, according to the prose following each patikam, total a century.
See UVS ed., 1904, pp. 59, 79, 99.
17 As Prof. T. P. Meenakshisundaram
Puram., p. iv.

suggests in his Intro. to the TSS

ed. of

- 18Qp. cit., pp. 4-5. The poem itself corroborates the story of the feast for the
“ twice fifty ’, 11. 15-16.
18 T. P. Meenakshisundaram, op. cit., p. iii.
20 In Patirru. pat. VII, 1. 2 as father of its hero, Aliyatan.
ட

21 Patirru.,

TSS

ed., p. iii.

K.N.

Sivaraja

Pillai in

Chronology

of the early

tables, identifies this king with the one mentioned by Paranar in Akam., 142,

22 See TSS ed., I, pp. 37-8.
33 Cil., 11. 135-48.
% Tt is not proposed to discuss here whether this kantam was an integral part
of the original work or not.
25 See UVS 6th ed., p. vii.
% But occur in pat. V, 11. 4-7. The patikam and decade most in accord are
VIII that praise Peruficéral Trumporai.
27 Pat. V, 1. 4.
38 Te. Kanaka and Vijaya; Cil. 26, 1. 186.

US

ed. 1950, ற. 538.

2° Pat. V, 1. 6.
*°Tbid., 1. 7. There is the possibility that these lines were an accretion; the
old gloss on this patikam is silent until line 9, and this patikam is longer than the

other extant seven.
31 Ci], 28, 11. 135-48, and 29, vv. 23-5.
32 Cil. 29, v. 24, 11. 1-3: “‘ Or aivar iraimpatinmar utanr’elunta/porir peruficoru
porratu tanalitta/ceran poraiyan Palatal tiram pati.”
Cf. Puram. 2, 11. 13-16 and
colophon.

; ள் Cil. 29, vv. 23-4.
20, 1.4.

Cf. Patirru. Il, 11, 11. 5 and 12-14; 12, 11. 1-3; 17, 1. 5;

34 Ci]. 29, y. 25. Cp. Patirru. pat. Il, 1. 8, UVS ed., 1904, p. 23.
This line is
not in the TSS ed. quoted earlier. Here, the Céral ‘““ bound Yavanar of barbarous
speech.”

35 Ci], pp. 29, v. 25.

Cp. Patirru. pat. Il, 1. 4.

36 Akappa
is usually rendered ‘fort’; e.g. Cil., ISS ed. 1950, p. 602, and Tam.
Lex., p. 11, col. i. However, here, and in the three contexts in Sangam poetry in
which it occurs, Céralar are involved; its usage is specialized and so a place-name
seems to be involved.
37 Patirru. pat. IV, 1. 7; comm. UVS ed., p. 58.
°8 Patirru. pat. LI, prose (cp. feat 3); for feats 6 and 7 cp. ibid., 1. 3 and 11. 7-8.
89ivan: UVS glosses this ‘ivvulakatté’, 6th ed., 1957, p. 245, but the author
may have been writing in Vafici and simply had ‘here’ in mind.
Cil. states that
ie
டத
the bhuta in Vafici, which he seems to have captured; see patikam
“0 Tbid., 13, 14.
41° van col yavanar ’ is the link-phrase in all three collocations.
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THE

PSYCHOLOGICAL SYMBOLISM
KUTUNHTHOKAI

LALITHA

OF

PAALAI

IN

SAMBAMOORTHY

The Kutunhthokai anthology is one of the eight works that are
collectively known as eTtuththokai, recognised as one of the earliest
works of Tamil Literature. Kutunhthokai is a collection of about fourhundred poems, generally ranging from four to eight lines in length.
The common theme of all these poems is love.
The paalai is one of the five types of landscapes we meet with in
ancient Tamil poetry, the others being kutinjci, mullai, marutham and
nheythal. Paalai refers to the arid and semi-arid tracts of land. It is
interesting to note that though the other four terms denote specific
regions, paalai refers to no such specific region. The
geographic
ancient grammarian Tholkaappiyar does not mention paalai when he
talks about land-divisions and the principal deities associated with each
From the Cilappathikaaram, it is clear that paalai tefers also
region!
to kutinjci and mullai lands that become dry and parched during the
seasons when there is no rain.2 This view is supported by statements
from Kutunhthokai itself. The theme of the paalai love poems is pirivu
and related states. The background season and time chosen as most
apt for this are early and late spring, when the country is dry and
desolate, and mid-day, when the sweltering heat is most intensely felt.
Symbolism has been defined as ‘“‘a visible object representing to
the mind the semblance of something which is not shown but realised
by association with it.” * Another authority lends weight to this statement in saying that symbolism is “ artistic imitation or invention that
is not an end in itself but a method of revealing or suggesting immaterial
ideal

or

otherwise

intangible

truth

or states.” 5

Moreover,

a symbol

becomes significant only when it occurs persistently, both as presentation
and as representation, in any given work.® Jt is in this light that
symbolism which reflects the psychological state and reactions of the

lovers and those associated with them in the paalai poems of Kutunh-

thokai is examined. The ninety poems listed under the heading paalai
the
have been considered for this study.” The symbolism reflected in
detail,
some
in
examined
is
paalai
landscape and environment of the
and mention is also made of symbolism that is unrelated to landscape.
Due to restrictions on the length of the study, exhaustive descriptions
:
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have not been possible, and illustrations have been limited to the more
significant examples.
TERRAIN
The paalai terrain is, more often than not, portrayed as mountainous. We come across mountain ranges that divide up the land,®
and make passage difficult. We see majestic, high mountains which
rise up to the skies,° their peaks nestling in the clouds.°
There are
boulders strewn around, and hillsides are riddled with caves in which

tigers lurk.1*

The difficulties which such a terrain would present to a

traveller are denoted by such terms as malaiyuTai arunjcuram, itapparung
kuntam, and innaa arunjcuram."* The roads through this difficult and
desolate paalai country are equally uninviting and full of dangers.
They
are mostly narrow footpaths by the side of the mountains, often
forming labyrinths * to confuse and bewilder the traveller, who could
easily lose his way.
The road is strewn with sharp flints which cut the
wayfarer’s feet.‘° The weary traveller finds his road stretching endlessly
before him.!’
This rugged and difficult paalai terrain is symbolic in several ways.

The thalaivan’s dedicationto duty is shown to advantage when he leaves
the comfort of his home and the bliss of the company of his beloved
to seek fortune to support his dependants.1® We see a man who is not
softened by love, but one who abides by his obligation to society. The
adverse conditions he overcomes while in search of wealth throws light
on his physical prowess.
The vivid descriptions of the paalai country
which we hear from the thalaivi, who is pining for her lover, symbolise
her love and sympathy for him. In the utterings of the thaozhi about
the paalai land, we sense her strong attachment for the thalaiyi, on
account of whom she sympathises with the thalaivan.
TEMPERATURE

The uncompromising and mountainous paalai landscape is made
more harsh by extreme heat due to the scorching rays of the mid-day
sun.

The

exposed

rocks

become

as hot

and the earth itself is burnt and black.”

as

a blacksmith’s

furnace,1°

Mirages, resembling the dis-

carded skin of a snake, are but a deceptive consolation to the traveller.24
Even the plants and trees that are indigenous to the paalai landscape,
such as the oomai, kalhlhi, maraa, yaa and ukaay. are overpowered by
the heat, their trunks weakened and their barks blistered.22 Naturally,
such a vegetation can afford only a very sparse shade from the heat,
from which animals and man try to escape. We see the leafless branches
of the ukaay and yaa trees casting lines of shadows (varinhizhal} on the
ground.** Sometimes even this shade is unobtainable,24 and the only

Tefuge from the heat are the heaps of dried leaves which hide the bodies
of the sictims of plunderers,25
:
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the tall branches of the oamai tree,*”? make the white flowers of the
iruppai fall off the branches,°® and even uproot the veengkai tree in
bloom.®*
These violent winds of the paalai landscape serve to portray the
turbulent emotions of the thalaivan and the thalaivi in their separation.
The thalaiyan’s restlessness about the thalaivi whom he has left behind
is partly due to her sorrow which is destroying her beauty,*° and which
may even kill her by the time he returns. His search for wealth which
is difficult to obtain,“ and the dangers he meets with in the process,
may be the other causes for his anxiety. The thalaivi’s worry for the
thalaivan who has undertaken a hazardous journey, her anxiety for his
return, especially when he does not return at the appointed time,*? and
her fear that he may have forgotten her,** are well-reflected in the forceful winds of the paalai. The worry and restlessness of the cevili, when
her daughter goes with her lover, have also to be considered.“
VEGETATION
In spite of the heat and aridity of the paalai lands, a considerable
variety of vegetation is depicted, the word coolai*® denoting the significance of the extent of trees and shrubs. However, the harsh environment leaves its stamp upon the vegetation, which is mostly dried up and
wilted. Some plants and trees adapted to the dry paalai climate seem
to dominate the scene. The tall bamboo, rustling in the winds,4* and
the cactus, with its blistered trunks and fruits popping in the heat,4?
are two of these. The vaakai tree has flowers that resemble the comb
of the peacock and pods that rattle in the winds.*® The oomai, with
its dried and blistered trunk, is another common tree.*® The yaa, with
its bark capable of retaining water, offers food to the elephant.5° The
golden fruits of the veempu form food for the parrots; 51 the nhelli fruits
quench the thirst of the travellers. The other trees of the desert are
the maraa,* ukaay,4 and the njemai.® Trees significant for their
blossoms are the iruppai,® the koonghu*®’ and the veengkai.®8 We also
see the forest-jasmine, growing near stagnant water-puddles.°?
The withered and wilted nature of the paalai vegetation may be
considered as symbolic of the wilted emotional and physical state of
the lovers, especially the thalaivi. The separation from the man whom
she loves and reveres leaves the thalaivi emotionally empty and physically incapable of any action, except pining for her thalaivan. He too,
_ Suffers the emotional strains of separation; added to this is the necessity
to travel through the desert, and this exhausts him physically. When
the thalaivi decides to accompany her lover, her departure creates an
emptiness in the hearts of the cevili and the thoozhi.

The yaa, veempu

and nhelli, which sustain life in the desert by offering food, remind us
indirectly of the welfare of the thalaivan who will eventually be united
with the thalaivi, The blossoms of the desert, creating beauty amidst
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desolation, serve as constant reminders of the thalaivi during the
thalaivan’s travels. Comparisons between a woman’s beauty and flowers

is traditional in Tamil Literature.
FAUNA

AND

AVIFAUNA

As with vegetation, there is a surprising variety of animals and
birds in the paalai lands, and we are shown touching episodes of their
lives. They have to struggle against the adverse elements of their
environment, and against each other, to make a living. The elephant
tries to get food and water from the parched oomai and yaa trees.%°
The corpses of the travellers form welcome food to the tiger and the
eagle.*! Animals seek refuge from the intense desert heat at sparse
shades.®2 Birds attack the weaker of their species,®* and the tiger dies
in its effort to overcome the elephant.
We also see the interesting
drama of their love-life enacted when the lonely lizard and the birds
call their mates.
The male elephant, deer and monkey, in protecting
their species by offering them food and shelter, show us their sense of
love and dedication to duty.°6 The remorse of the elephant and the
bull when unable to help their female companions is touching.*®
The struggle of the birds and animals for survival symbolises, and
emphasises, the thalaivan’s struggle for sustenance during. his travels
across the paalai lands. When even the lower forms of life suffer from
the harsh environment, the sufferings of human life assume full significance. Birds and animals killing each other exposes the dangers that
the thalaivan is open to, and emphasises his skill as a warrior. The
desire for companionship between the male and female species of animals
and birds, by contrast, is symbolic of the loneliness of the thalaivan on
the one hand, and serves as a constant reminder of his beloved on the
other, The love and protection which the males give their females,
which are exposed to the dangers of hunger and attack from other
animals, are symbolic of the strong attachment of the thalaivan for
the thalaivi. These scenes urge him to complete his tasks quickly and
return home to the thalaivi, and save her from the danger of death or
betrothal to some other eligible suitor. Animals protecting their young
and their species serve to remind the thalaivan of his obligation to his
dependants; he is thus made more steadfast in his desire to gain wealth
to fulfil his duties towards his people.
PEOPLE.
It is convenient to classify the people one meets with in paalai
lands into two main categories. They are the travellers and the desertdwellers. The travellers traverse the desert for various reasons, one of
Traders in salt,* travelling in caravans in open
them being trade.
bullock-carts,®°° are spoken about in the paalai poems. The dangers
which the travellers are exposed to are realistically portrayed. They
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Period,

THE TAMIL IDEALS OF FEMALE

D.

BEAUTY

NADARAJAH

The ideal woman of the Tamils was supposed to please and
every sense. This idea is clearly brought out in the Kutalh.

section on Love, Valluvar declares,

gratify
In his

“All joys of the five senses—sight, hearing, taste, smell and
touch are found in this bright-braceleted maiden.’”

This is also seen in Kooyalan’s address to KanNaki.

“O purest gold, pearl of the right-spiralled conch, O faultless
fragrance, my sugar cane, my honey.’”?
The gold with its brightness pleases the eye, while the cool pearl from
the depths of the ocean is pleasing to the touch.
Good, well-blended
perfume satisfies the sense of smell. The sugar Cane is sweet to the
taste. Though honey is sweet to the taste as well, it is used to denote
the words or speech of Kannaki—honey-filled words that please
the ear.
Such an attractive or pleasing woman was often compared to cities
or towns which were of historical importance or those that were pros_perous and therefore of the greatest profit to the king and people.
Thus
when a poet wished to express the abundance of joy that a man derives
from the woman he has married or wishes to marry, one of
the best
similes he could think of was a town or a city, which in its own
way
was full of abundance and resource. Besides, a city is a symbol
of
beauty and grandeur.
It was especially so if it was a royal city or a
great sea port. One of the oft-compared cities of Tamil Nad
was
ThonTi, a great sea-port of the Ceera. kingdom, Ptolemy’s
Tyndis.
Women were said to be as pretty or as resourceful as “
Thonti of the
Ceera king, the master of strong chariots’? or as the
‘‘ Thonti of
great abundance”.* Places that were famous for an
abundance in

certain types of commodities or known for their cool climate were
also

Mentioned as comparisons for such women.
resourceful or as cool
oe
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“as ALLuur of paddy wealth ’’ 5
““as Kutanaatu of Erumai, adorned by fine ornaments ”’ °

** as the cool Kutavaayil ”’.”
GARLAND OF FLOWERS
The Tamils, living in a warm climate, welcomed anything that was
cool and lessened the sensation of heat.. They used an abundance of
flowers during the warm season. This aspect of their lives is also seen
in their idea of a beautiful woman.
She is comparable to a garland
of pretty, fragrant flowers—an object that is attractive, tender and cool
to the touch, and hence the name koothai for women.
One poem by
mentioning the flowers the garland is made of, gives us a clear idea of
the qualities the men of the Sangam age admired in their women.
They
had to be chaste, beautiful and pleasing, as coolness is pleasing to the
touch.
“It is indeed a pleasure to embrace her. She is like a
garland composed of the gloriosa, the tender mullai and the
fragrant-petalled kuvalhai. Wer body is sweet scented and more
- tender than shoots.’’®
The red gloriosa superba brings out the beauty and glamour of the
woman.
The white mullai or Arabian jasmine, usually compared to
women’s teeth, brings out the chastity of the maiden. The fragrant
kuvalhai shows the cool quality and the dark colour that were admired
as well as the eyes to which these aquatic flowers were often likened.
The whole garland gives us the idea of beauty, fragrance, coolness and
the softness of petals.
OTHER COMPARISONS
In the Cilappathikaaram, we find women often compared to a
creeper or koTi to bring out the tender, supple quality of the body and
limbs. The beauty and fragrance that went with Maathavi, the lovely
danseuse, is shown by referring to her as the ‘“‘ scented gold creeper ”.°
The spread of the cult of Lakshmi as the goddess of beauty and wealth
brought a new simile for a pretty woman—the goddess herself.
Kannaki is introduced in the epic thus:
“Her

famous

beauty

was

like that of Thiru

seated on the

flower.””?°
Manimeekalai also compares a lovely woman to the goddess of beauty
and wealth. Aathirai, the wife of Caathuvan, entered the funera] pyre
after hearing false rumours of her husband’s death. But her chastity
and the fact that he was not dead, made the flames powerless. -
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“ The fire did not touch the garments she wore.

The sandal

paste and the flowersin her hair did not change colour.

She

stood there as lovely as the red
alone on the fragrant lotus ’’.12

sits

Goddess

of

wealth who

The lovely woman was also gentle. Her gentleness was like that of
water—cool and winning. A youth who had fallen helplessly in love
with a kurava maiden declares,
“The kurava maid’s water-like gentleness has overcome my

fire-like strength.’”2*
COMPLEXION

The soft, supple and silky texture of the skin was likened to that
of tender shoots, as shown by the phrase “ shoot-like complexion ”.18
But the ideal colour of the skin was dark brown, with a sheen like that
of rich satin. It was the dark brown complexion of the women that

was largely admired and considered beautiful.

Women

with such a

colour was praised as maayoolh from their colour, maamai.
This is
the colour of the mango shoot which is usually used as a simile for
women’s complexion.
*“ Her complexion resembling mango shoots ””.14
“Her lovely, dark complexion like the tender-stemmed
mango shoots ’’,15

The dark complexion was also compared to the sapphire because
its colour and brightness. A youth being attracted by the beauty
a dark maiden wonders,

of
of

“Whose daughter is this modest maiden with a sapphirelike complexion? Long live her father! She has moved even my
heart that was firm.’

But this dark loveliness was spoilt when a woman pined due to the
Separation from her lover or husband. Then a golden colour known
as pacalai spread over her complexion. A maid seeing that the hero
made no efforts to marry her mistress, tried to bring him to his senses
and to put an end to her lady’s pining. She told him,
~ O Lord of the hilly country! I did not know that you
could be so cruel. Had I known, the dark-eyed maiden with
petal-lids and lovely ornaments would not pine now.

The

gold

coloured pacalai would not spread, spoiling her dark, sapphire-

like beauty. ”*!”
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Paathiri blooms with their soft down were also objects of comparison.1®
The stereospermum suaveolens or purple trumpet flowers were an apt
comparison to the dark skin of the Tamil women.
There were fairer
women as well—probably from the hilly areas where the sun was not
hot and was kinder to the complexion.
The colour of such women
was compared to that of gold—* gold-like complexion ” (ponneer meeni,
pon poon meeni).1® The gold when melted and made into ornaments was
‘washed’ to give a pink tint. This was specially the custom of the
Tamil goldsmiths and that it is this pink hue that is meant is clear from
one of the Sangam poems.
“See how her forehead turns red like gold (with a blush)
when hearing of the chieftain of the littoral tracts. °°
This
pared
a few
seem

pink colour is also mentioned in the PatTinappaalai but is comto the red coral—“ coral complexion” (thukir meeni).7* Though
such descriptions of fair-skinned women are found the favourites
to have been the darker ones with their maamaik kavin.”*

HIPS
In the Sangam works the beautiful woman’s hips are invariably
described as broad. They were considered more beautiful if there were
white spots on them. These spots known as theemal or thiththi were
like beauty spots on the skin,
“ The broad hips on which the spots Spread ’’.**
The hips were also said to be adorned by vari.

Vari can be either spots

or lines. The theemal
Tamils of the classical
The northern idea was
by three folds of the

or white spots that were like beauty spots to the
period were sometimes referred to by this term.
the lower part of the fulsome belly being adorned
skin, just where the hips begin. This is said to

be seen

in the much

to advantage

reproduced,

of a female attendant from Bihar.**
found in the south as well. But the
vari instead of thiththi do not mention
Neither do they mention the number
ideal. They are simply described as,

first century

sculpture

It is possible that this ideal was
Tamil poems that use the term
that the vari goes round the hips.
of the vari found or considered

* beautifully lined (spotted) hips
ல்
“ the hips adorned by lines (spots) ”.?°
THE WAIST
The waist was so slim that in poetic fancy it even disappears.

the Porunharaattuppatai the waist of the minstrel’s wife was

u—4

In

so thin
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Thus the perfect figure of the ancient Tamils was large-hipped,
slim-waisted and full-bosomed.
Some marble figurines discovered in

the Aegean Islands and dated as early as the 15th century B.c.** and
descriptions in Sanskrit literature suggest that this symmetry of form
is an ageless and universal ideal. Urvari, the heavenly nymph, is
described in the Mahabharata.
Stanodvahana-samksobhan ndmyamand pade pade

tri-yali-dama-citrepa madhyenativa sobhina *"
(Through the upborn burden of her breasts and their sharp movements,
she was bowed down at every step. Her waist was made lovely by the
three folds, like bands.)

The epic also described Damayanti as varavarnini (fair complexioned), sumadhyame (slender/beautiful waisted) pina-sroni-payo-,
dharém (with swelling hips and breasts) and cdru-vrita-payodhardm
(with pleasingly round breasts).3° The yakshi in the Meghadita, who
according to the yaksha was “the Creator’s master-work among
women ” was,

madhye-ksama, cakita-harini-preksand, nimna-nabhih
sroni-bharad alasagamanda, stokanamrd stanabhyam *°
(Slight in the waist, her eye like a timid doe, with deep-set navel,
slow-moving from weight of hips, a little stooped with her full breasts.)
But the descriptions and similes in classical Tamil literature show that
there was a certain slimness and youthfulness in the Tamil ideal. This
difference cannot be explained as a change or evolution of the same
ideal in the South. It derives simply from the fact that the classical
Tamil poets dealt with the population of South India, a different ethnic
group, the Dravidian. They, therefore portrayed their own women in
their descriptions. This difference has also been observed in the various
sculptures of the North and the South. H. Zimmer feels that,
“essentially, the general features of feminine beauty have scarcely
changed in India through the centuries and yet the type found in other
works of the South is dramatically different from that of the North.”
He contrasts a figure of Parvati from the South (plate 416) “ exhibiting
an extra-ordinary slender grace, corresponding to the actual, rather delicate and slim figures of the women of the region” and that of a yakshi
(plate 75b) who is ‘‘ burdened by the weight of her hips and thighs and

bent slightly forward with the weight of her breasts ””.*°
NOTES
1 Kutalh, 1101.
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INTRODUCTION
This article aims at identifying the plant names found in Tholkaappiyam,
the most ancient grammatical treatise in Tamil literature. Certain plant
names are specifically mentioned by Tholkaappiyar, the author of the
grammar in the first part of Tholkaappiyam dealing with ‘ sounds’ or
“letters? (Ezhuththathikaaram).
There are some other plant names
found in the third part of Tholkaappiyam dealing with the subject matter
of literature (Porulhathikaaram)

but the author does not deal with them

as plant names.
Hence, they are left out. The plant names in the
first part of Tholkaappiyam are mentioned not with a view to enumerate
the names of plants found in Tamilnad, but only incidentally when
dealing with the word changes that occur when words with vowel finals
join with words with consonant initials. Some of those words happen
to be names of plants, animals, etc. The plant names found in
Tholkaappiyam indicate their primitive and original stage in word formation since almost all the names are monosyllabic and dissyllabic and
some of them are not found in usage either in ancient Sangam literature
or in later literature.

In this article, only such of those plant names

which are mentioned by Tholkaappiyar are identified but not those
given as illustrations by the commentators, since those names may not
belong to the age of Tholkaappiyar, as the commentaries were written
as much as thirteen or fourteen centuries later. In identifying the plant
names of Tholkaappiyam wherever the same names are used by Sangam
poets, the description of the plants in the Sangam poems are studied
with reference to the description found in systematic botany and the
identifications are arrived at. The alternate names of the plants given
in the different nhikanTus (‘ vocabularies’) are also used in determining
the identification of the plant names. The popular names of the plants
still in common usage in Tamilnad are also used to a certain extent
though full reliance cannot be placed on these popular names which
vary from place to place and also from time to time. In many cases,
these popular names have changed completely beyond recognition and
in certain cases, the names are still retained though with some slight
modifications.
்
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yaa—HARDWICKIA BINATA
்
Cuuththiram (stanza) 230 of Tholkaappiyam is the first to deal with
plant names. It mentions the names of three plants viz., yaa, piTaa,
thalhaa. Yaa is a tree mentioned and described in Sangam literature.
With the help of the description found in Sangam literature about this
tree, it is possible to identify it. The word yaa has changed into aa
just as yaanai (‘ elephant ’) has become aanai in common usage in Tamil.
The word occurs as aa in
Cilappathikaaram
and
Thivaakaram
nhikaNTu of the seventh century A.D. The tree aa is at present called
aaccaa by Villagers of Tamilnad.
The commentators give the meaning
of aa as aaccaa, which is correct. There are a few aspects of the tree
mentioned in Sangam poems which help in identifying the tree exactly.

The tree is described as a forest tree.
63:
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The tree bears

characteristic

33;

bitoliate

leaves. The leaf is called kavai ontalhir (59) and also kavaimuti
(Akam 33, 257). This description of the leaf helps in identifying
the tree exactly. The bifoliate leaf of this tree is aptly compared
to the bilobed wattle of the domesticated cock and this comparison
clearly brings out the bifoliate nature of the leaf.
To a seasoned
forester, this kind of bifoliate leaf usually and commonly indicates
the tree ©“ Bauhinia’ (@aththi or manhthaarai). The only other tree in
the forest with which this kind of leaf can be associated or sometimes confused is the tree called Hardwickia binata. Since the Bauhinias
are not tall trees, the bifoliate leaves mentioned in Sangam poems can
only indicate to an experienced forester the tree Hardwickia binata and
no other tree. A forester says: ‘‘ The leaves of Hardwickia binata
are somewhat like those of Bauhinia but the two leaflets are distinct ”
(Bor, A Manual of Forest Botany). The tender leaves are said to contain
ted spots as if sprinkled with red lac in a Sangam poem (Akam 333).
There is one more surprising information given about this tree in
a Kurunhthokai poem (255). Foresters say that the tree of this species
above five feet in girth are tapped for an oil which is used as a wood
preservative. A hole is bored into the tree with an auger and a tree
will give four to sixteen gallons

of oil.

The Kurunhthokai

poem

also

mentions that the bull elephant thrusts its tusk into the heart-wood of
_ the trunk of the tree yaa which has no holes and feeds the elephant
herd.
_ With what? It can only be the oil of the tree. The meaning
of this
significant passage has not been fully brought out by the commentator.
This tree is one of the trees frequently mentioned in Sangam
poems
(e.g., Akam 257) as the tree whose bark is peeled off to bring
out the
water and also eaten by the elephants for quenching their
thirst. The
water referred to is nothing else than the sweet-smelling
oil found in
_ the heart-wood of the tree. Every forester is taught that
he can expect
Ss
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The elephants are fond

of the sweet-smelling oil and also the bark. When the bark is peeled
off, an oily substance exudes which the elephants relish.
It is most
surprising that exactly the same information is given in some of the
Sangam poems.
The tree has graceful drooping slender branchlets and
even this fact is mentioned in Sangam poems (Akam 337). The description of the leaf coupled with the surprising information regarding the
trunk of the tree makes the identification complete and beyond doubt.
There are many more Sangam poems dealing with this tree. From
what has been explained above, the plant yaa of Tholkaappiyam is no
other than Hardwickia binata. The identification given in Madras
Tamil Lexicon as mountain ebony and Shorea robusta (caalamaram)
is
completely wrong, as this tree does not grow in Madras State.
piTaa—GARDENIA RESINIFERA
The next plant mentioned is pitaa. There are a few poems mentioning this plant in Sangam literature (Akam 23, 34; Valiththokai 101;
Mullaippattu 24). The plant bears thorns. It also bears very fragrant

flowers (Mullaippattu 24) and the fragrance of the flowers makes the
forest smell pleasantly. It is also said that this plant flowers in the
evening (Kaliththokai 101). The plant itself has been described as
forming a bush. From the descriptions in the Sangam poems, it can
be identified only as a species of Gardenia which is called cape jasmine
or brilliant gardenia in English. More precisely it can be identified
as Gardenia resinifera which in Hindi and other languages is called

dekamalli because it bears flowers which smell like jasmine and look
brilliant.

The gardenias bear flowers in terminal or auxiliary fascicles

and the Sangam

poem

(Akam 23) mentions that the plant bears flowers

in clusters only. This fact also helps in identifying the plant pitaa.
There is a variety of pitaa called kutripitavam mentiond in Cilappathikaaram.

The Madras Tamil Lexicon

incorrectly identifies it as Randia

malabarica. Although the gardenias as a family are closely allied
randias, they are distinct and in Tamil literature the randias bear
distinct name of kaarai. It should not be confused with piTaa
pitavam which bears brilliant and very fragrant flowers unlike
randias.

to
the
or
the

thalhaa—JASMINUM (RED FLOWERED)

The next plant that is mentioned is thalhaa. All| the commentators
give the meaning as the jasmine with red flowers also called cemmutllai.
Mullai has been identified as Jasminum auriculatum.
This species
sometimes bears yellow or red-coloured flowers also. The plant is
described in many Sangam poems as a creeper and in some poems as
bearing red-coloured flowers. The poems (Aingkutunhuutu 447; Nhat-

tinai 61)

compare the red colour of the flower with that of the beak —
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instance (Putam 325) where a clear reference to this tree is seen
in the whole of Sangam literature, but fortunately the name of
the tree though slightly changed is still in rare usage in some
parts of Madras State.
A clear reference to this tree is found in
one poem in Putanhaanuutu 325:
uTumpizhuthu atutha otungkaazhppatalhai (Putam 325).

Reference to jungles full of the oru trees is found in Akanhaanuutu 91
and Manimeekalai (6:80).
From what Putanhaanuutu poem 325 tells,
We can understand that the tree was used for fencing. The tree is
The most surprising thing
described to be having strong heart-wood.
about this information found in Putanhaanuutu is that the same tree
it still being used as an important tree for fencing in Madras State in
villages. The reason for the tree being used has been explained in
N. L. Bor’s A Manual of Forest Botany, which says, ‘‘ This small tree
is found south of the Ganges in the Deccan Peninsula. It appears to be
more at home in dry districts. The wood is durable and is prized for
house-posts, fences, etc., as it is not attacked by white ants.”
It
may be mentioned that Putanhaanuutu talks of the tree as having been
used for fences in a village of the arid region only. It is clear from the
above information that the same tree has been used as a fencing plant
for the last 2000 years because of its durability. The leaves of the plant
This
are not eaten by animals and are considered to be poisonous.
tree is nothing else than ‘ Cleistanthus collinus’

of systematic botany.

This tree is called atukaa in some parts of Tamilnad but the name
more in common parlance is oTuppai or oTuvam. The name in Manimeekalai is otuvai. It bears a globose capsule which explodes with an
audible crack in the hot weather. Putanhaanuutu talks of this tree as
having strong heart-wood (kaazh) and it is due to this fact that the tree
is popularly used for fencing even now.
cee—ALANGIUM SALVIFOLIUM
Cuuththiram 279 talks of a tree by name cee. This plant is not
described anywhere in Sangam literature or in later literature but
Thivaakaram and Pingkalanhthai nhikaNTus of later centuries have
identified this tree as azhinjcil, which is a well-known plant to the
villagers of Madras State. It can be identified as the plant ‘ Alangium
salvifolium’. It is called ankola in Sanskrit. This plant must have
been a familiar plant in ancient times, as even till recently the wood of
this plant was used for making common household articles like pestles,
rollers,

wooden

handles,

posts

and

even

hair-combs.

It is a strong-

wooded small tree and it must have been very useful in ancient times.
The Nhikantus also say that this tree is one of the plants possessing
Strong heart-wood.
SR
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njemai—ANOGEISSUS LATIFOLIA

:

Cuuththiram 283 gives the names of three plants, viz. vicai, njemai,
nhamai,
The plant with the name vicai could not be identified in spite
of best efforts since there is no reference to this plant in the whole of
Tamil literature and also in the NhikaNntus and later dictionaries but
the word vicai is found in use in Sangam poems with the meaning of
“springing action ’, often of bamboos.
The word has been used in connection with the springing action of the bamboos when they are bent
low and allowed to go back. It may be conjectured from the usage
of the word that the plant may be one of the species of bamboo or any
other tree whose branches are elastic and are likely to spring back when
bent. It may be the bamboo with whip-like branches called Oxytenanthera thevaitesii? The tree by name njemai is the same as nhamai
because

both

the

names

are

said

to indicate

one

and

the

same

tree

according to NhikaNtTus. There are many references to this tree in
Sangam literature. This tree is identified as ‘ Anogeissus latifolia’.
The tree bears the name mhamai even now in common parlance among
the villagers of Tamilnad and also in Malayalam.
It is the common
axle wood of commerce.
It bears very strong heart-wood and is used
in making furniture and other wooden articles. One Sangam poem
describes this tree as a tall tree. The poem also calls it as white njemai
as the bark is greyish white according to the botanists. It is also said
that the leaves of the tree fall during summer (Akam 353). Itisa large
deciduous tree with grey smooth bark and purplish heart-wood.
It is
very common

in Madras

State and is found to grow gregariously.

tree is called in common parlance nhamai velhlhanhaakai.

The

panai AND arai—BORASSUS FLABELLIFER (PALMYRA) AND FICUS RELIGIOSA
Cuuththiram 284 talks of three plants by name panai, arai, aavirai.

Panai is the well-known palmyra tree and the word is in common usage
in Tamil. It is only the word arai which defies identification.
The
word occurs only in one poem in Sangam literature. Hence it is almost
impossible to identify this plant but the description in that one Sangam
poem andalsothe usage of the same name as a part
popular names of the tree in Malayalam and Kannada

in identifying this tree as ‘ Ficus teligiosa’.

The name

occurs as araiyam in a poem in Aingkutunhuutu 325:

of the present
languages help

of

the plant

~ veenil araiyaththu ilaiyoli verii-p
pookil pukavu uNNaathu pitithupulam patarum ”
(Aingkutunhuutu 325)

The poem says that the leaves of the plant make great
noise during the
hot summer when the wind blows through them. One
of the very few
trees the leaves of which make much noise well-known
to the villagers

PLANT NAMES

as well as to foresters is the tree
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‘ Ficus religiosa’.

common bodhi tree of the Buddhists.
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This tree is the

The original name of this tree

is still borne in the Malayalam word araiyaal, which consists of two
words arai and aal, the last word meaning the banyan tree.
The word
aal meaning Bodhi tree is found in most of the Dravidian languages.
The word in common use in Tamil at present for this tree is aracan.
This word has been used in Perungkathai of the thirteenth century as
aracu, There are some people who think that this word aracam comes
from the Sanskrit word raaja meaning ‘king’. This is a false
etymology.
The word arose from the word araiyam, which is the word
used in the Sangam poem for this tree and the same word has changed
into aracam.
This kind of change commonly occurs in Tamil and
Dravidian languages. The Kannada name arali and the Telugu name
rai arose from the root word arai. Since this is the famous bodhi tree

of the Buddhists, the tree was depicted in the North Indian coinage
very frequently. Some numismatists were surprised to see this tree
depicted in some of the earliest coins of Pandyas belonging to the period
from second century B.c. to second century A.D.
While the emblem of
a fish on one side of the Pandya coins and other emblems could
be explained, they were at a loss to understand the significance of the
bodhi tree within a railing found on the other side of the coins. An
explanation for this fact is found if it is understood that this tree signified from immemorial times the symbol of kingship. In Sangam literature, it is found that many dynasties had symbolic sacred trees which
they considered as emblems of their royalty and kingship and it was
considered to be a great shame if an enemy were to cut the sacred tree.
Some

of the sacred

and symbolic trees mentioned in Sangam poems

as

having been cut during the battles are, “anthocephala kadamba’
(kaTampu) the ‘ neem’ (veempu), ‘ palmyra’, the ‘ poon’ tree (punnai) ~
etc. The tree ‘ Ficus religiosa’ was the pre-eminent tree which symbolised the common concept of kingship and royalty in ancient times.
Hence it was used in coinage of the Pandyas during the early centuries.
In Sangam literature a poet called Kazhaathalayaar is said to have
cursed an ancestor of the king Irungkoveel. His ancient capital Araiyam
city perished because of the curse.
The city had two parts called
the big araiyam and the little araiyam. An intelligent reading of the
name of the city araiyam reveals that the city got its name from the tree
araiyam, which is nothing other than Ficus religiosa.
Puranhanuutu
202 talks of the city of Araiyam as NheeTunhilai araiyam, which indirectly

means

also

the tall and

high

Ficus

religiosa tree.

The

practice

of

naming capital cities or towns with the name of plants is found to be
Kaanjci, Vanjci and other old capital towns
common in ancient times.

took their names from names of trees. In the same way, the town
Araiyam seems to have taken the name from the name of the tree
araiyam. The tree is now called aracam or aracu. It was called
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thirumaram in ChuuTaamani nhikaNtu

of the fifteenth

century,

as

it

was considered a sacred tree.

aavirai—CASsIA AURICULATA

e

- The plant aavirai is the common plant aavaram in Tamil and it is
found growing wild in dry situations all over Madras State.
It is
nothing other than the common ‘ Cassia auriculata’ the bark of which
is used as a common tanning material. The plant is described in Sangam
poems as being found in dry and saltish situations with flowers the colour
of which is bright like a bush fire: The floweris also said to be golden
in colour. The flowers were used in Sangam times for making
garlands which were worn by the disappointed lover to make public
his love for a particular girl. It is found to be in dry stony hills,
scrub jungles and laterites near the sea coast.
It bears bright yellow
flowers.
aaN—ALANGIUM SALVIFOLIUM
:
Cuuththiram 305 talks about the tree called aaN. The word signifies
the male gender ordinarily. In Tholkaappiyam alone the word aan is
said to mean a tree. It is very difficult to identify this tree called aan
since there are no other references in Tamil literature anywhere about
this tree.
However, the name has been mentioned in Thivaakaram.

It gives the other names of this plant as cee, ekin. Hence it may be
that the plant is the same as the one already dealt under cee or azhinjcil.
Cuuththiram 630 and 631 of the third part of Tholkaappiyam say that all
plants with strong wood outside putakkaazh should be called pul, which
literally means “ grass °, whereas all those plants with strong heart-wood
inside should be called trees. Though it may not be considered a
very scientific classification, to a large extent it is true because all the
grasses have their strong wood only outside and not inside. The monocotyledons, which consist mostly of grasses, according to the botanists
have the hardest part of the stem near the outside of the trunk, which
consists of closely-packed woody bundles and fibres. Near the centre,
the tissue is softer and consequently becomes hollow in old stems. It
has been mentioned that the trees which bear hard wood inside should
be called aan, whereas those trees which bear strong wood outside
Should be called pen.
The palmyra tree is called peNNai in Sangam
literature and the word has to be derived only from the root pen,

which means the female gender.

It could be understood that the word

aaN signified only a tree which bears strong heart-wood

_

and

azhinjcil

might have been called by the name aan since it was in common use
and bore a close-grained, strong heart-wood.
Cuuththiram 309 talks of
a plant en which is nothing but the common gingelly seed or
“Sesamum indicum’.
Descriptions of this plant occur in many
Sangam poems.
அலல்
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illam—STRYCHNOS POTATORUM
Cuuththiram 314 tells of a plant called il/am and it is a very interesting plant. This plant is now called thethaa in common parlance. The
name il/am is the usual name in Sangam poems indicating the tree

though the name manai maram

is also used in two or three poems

(Kutunhthokai 19; Paripaatal 11:19). The Sangam poems (Kali. 142:
Manimeekalai 23: 142) explains that a paste of the seed rubbed inside
a vessel containing muddy water will clear the water.
It is also called
by the word theetu, meaning ‘ that which clears’.
Since this tree was

useful for clearing drinking water, it seems to have been grown very
commonly in households in the Sangam period, but nowadays it is not a
tree that is seen in households.
Hence, it was literally called ‘ homely
tree’ (manai maram) in old Tamil. The words il/am and manai mean
‘house’ or ‘home’ and the same name signifies this tree also. This
plant is nothing else than the tree called Strychnos potatorum in botany,
and in English, the ‘clearing nut tree’.
The seed of the tree is even
now in use for clearing muddy water and hence it is called in English

‘clearing nut tree ’.
ekin—TAMARINDUS

Cuuththiram
not occur in any

INDICA?

337 mentions

a plant called ekin.

of the poems

in Sangam

it is difficult to decipher and identify

the

This

name

or later literature.

does
Hence,

plant that bears the name

of ekin.
However, the nhikaNTus, thivakara and cuuTamani say that
this ekin is one of the names for tamarind tree as well as for the sour-

fruited mango tree, but this name could have indicated originally the
tamarind tree and later on it might have come to mean the mango tree
bearing fruits tasting like tamarind.
The etymological meaning of the
word ekin seems to indicate the hardness of the wood.
The tamarind
tree has one of the hardest woods and is suitable for making rice ede
oil processers and other articles of common use.

aar—BAUHINIA RACEMOSA
Cuuththiram 364 deals with four plants, namely aar, veTir, caar
Aar is considered to be a plant belonging to the family of
and piir.
Bauhinias.
Itis also called aaththi at present in common parlance.
It

is

a

common

dry forests.

plant

found

all

over

Madras

State

and

It has been described in Sangam poems (Akam

mostly

in

104, 269).

The Sangam poems describe the leaf as bilobed (kavailai aar, Akam 104),
which

is correct,

identification

The

bilobed leaf is characteristic and helps in the
The inner bark of the tree yields a strong

of the plant.

fibre and ropes made out of it are very strong and durable. Some
Sangam poems mention the flower garlands tied with the help of me
fibres of the tree. Aar can be easily identified as “Bauhinia racemosa”
which has pale yellow flowers.

It is also called iruvaatci in some places.
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There are also several kinds of Bauhinias having very beautiful showy
flowers and they are differently named.

This tree is the common variety.

It may be inferred that the names of the two districts in Madras called
Arcots arose from the fact that
plenty of these trees. Hence,
Arcot in English. The fancy
sources as ‘ six forests ’ is quite

these two districts had in their dry forests
it was called aarkkaatu which became
derivation of these names from Sanskrit
unsound.

yeTir—BAMBUSA ARUNDINACEA
The word vetir signified a variety of bamboo.
It is the common
bamboo, now known as muungkil.
The very same name veTir is
still in existence in common parlance in Telugu and Kannada as veduru
and biduru respectively. There are many references to this bamboo in
Sangam poems.
It is described as being abundant in forests. There
are also references to other varieties of bamboo differently named in
Sangam poems. The seed of this bamboo is called ‘ bamboo paddy ’
in Sangam poems and later on had a separate name thoorai as given
in nhikantus.
The seed was eaten as a kind of rice in Sangam
times. It is now eaten by the hill tribes.
Even the white siliceous
substance known as ‘ tabasheer’ often found as a deposit near the
nodes of the bamboo is mentioned in one poem (ThiNaimalai
60: 13) as the pearl of bamboo.
The plant is identified as ‘ Bambusa
arundinacea ?.

ia:

caar—BUCHANANIA ANGUSTIFOLIA
The most difficult name of a plant to identify in Tholkaappiyam
is the plant named caar, since no reference to this plant occurs either in
Sangam literature or in later literature. Even in mhikantus this plant
is not mentioned. The very next cuuththiram (365) tells of caarkkaazh,
which is interpreted as the stony fruit of the tree caar. This word
- caarkkaazh fortunately gives an indication of the meaning of the plant’s
name, because in common parlance this name is still in use in some
places. Many scholars will find it a rather surprising revelation. There
is a nut of a tree called caaraipparuppu, which is used just like the almond
nut in Tamilnad. These nuts are highly esteemed and are roasted and
eaten. It is called ‘cuddapah almond’ or ‘ calumpang nuts? in trade.
The tree is still called caraipparuppu among the villagers. Hence, it is
easy to identify this plant. In Telugu also this plant is mentioned as
caarapappu but the name of the plant in many parts of Tamilnad is also
kaattumaangkottai which literally means the stony seed of the wild
mango. It only shows people have forgotten the original name in many
parts of Tamilnad while the original name has been retained in a
few
places. The plant belongs to the mango family.
Hence, the present
name kaattumaangkotrai in some parts is based on its resemblance
fo the mango.

This tree is also known in some parts like Pondicherry as
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pulhimaa which means only a mango tree with sour fruits.

Since the

wood of the tree is of little use, the word caarkkaazh will only signify
the hard seed and not the wood as it is interpreted sometimes.
This
tree goes by the name of ‘ Buchanania angustifolia’. The tasty nut
is used even now in some places for the preparation of condiments and
sweetmeats.
piir—LUFFA

ACUTANGULA

Piir is nothing else but the well-known creeper ‘ Luffa acutangula ’
which yields the common vegetable. The creeper is very frequently
mentioned in Sangam literature as a household vegetable plant which
has pale yellow flowers. The flower is often compared to the pale
colouring of the face of the girl who pines after her lover. Some commentators have said that the word indicates a tree. This is not so.
It is only a creeper and there is no other tree by that name.
It is called
piirkku in common parlance.
Cuuththiram 372, while dealing with some
other words, incidentally mentions the word nel, which means only the
rice plant (Oryza sativa).
puul—PHYLLANTHUS

Cuuththiram

RETICULATUS

376 deals with three plants called puul, veel and aal.

The plant by the name puul is difficult to
no reference to this plant anywhere in Sangam

identify since there is
literature but the name

is still in vogue in Tamilnad among the village people now. It is a
common bushy plant with fruits which are somewhat tasty and are also
eaten. It is at present called puulaa and should not be confused with
puulhai, which is a name used in Sangam literature for the cotton of the

dry fruit of Bombax malabaricum.

This plant is also called pullaanjci

nowadays, and also karunelli.
Village children some years ago used
to play a game in which they used to say that the tiger is entering secretly
into the bush of the plant pullaanjci.
It is a very straggling, bushy

shrub which can easily hide a tiger in its natural setting.
called ‘ Phyllanthus reticulatus”

or

It is related to the species called ‘ Emblica officinalis’
common gooseberry (nelli).
veel—ACACIA

This tree is

‘ Kiraganelia reticulata * in botany

which is the

ARABICA

:

The word veel means only the common plant well-known to all as
‘ Acacia arabica’ and is a common tree all over Tamilnad.
There
are references to it in some Sangam poems (Akam 89, Nhattinai 302).
The

poems

describe the strong heart-wood,

the small leaves of the tree.
It
woods.
unnoticed.

the typical fruit pods

and

The tree has one of the strongest heart-

has very small leaves and has pods which cannot go
The tree is also described in very dry and arid regions in

Sangam poems.
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aal—FICUS BENGALENSIS
The plant aal is the well-known common tree called ‘ Ficus
bengalensis*. There are many references to the tree in Sangam literature.
The tree is described as possessing many prop roots which bear the burden
of the tree even when the main stem is ruined (Putam 58). The ripened
fruitis described
as looking like the newly burnt, brick-red, mud pot.

The

tree is called ‘The Ancient Tree’ and ‘ The Godly Tree’ because of
its ancient, religious associations. It is also said to bear fruit without
flowering (kolhi: Putam 58). The flowers are minute, crowded together
in a hollow, almost closed receptacle and hence its flowers were not
known. The young leaves of the tree are said to be fiery red (Paripaatal

4: 66) which is quite true to nature.

The word is still used in the same

form in the Dravidian languages.
சை

kumizh—GEMELENA ARBOREA
Cuuththiram 387 mentions the name of the tree kumizh.
There
are references to this beautiful flowering plant in Sangam literature.
This plant is still called kumilh in Tamil among the villagers. It has
got a beautiful flower which is compared

to the human

nose, since the

shape of the flower when it is placed horizontally looks like a human
nose. It also has a fruit which has been described in a Sangam poem
as looking like the globular golden pendant worn in the ears of women.
The fruit is said to have a sharp point at the tip, which is quite true.
The colour of the fruit is said to resemble the colour of the leather case
of a musical instrument. This plant is identified as ‘ Gemelena arborea’.
It is also called the torch tree in English because the twigs of the plant
are commonly used for burning torches in villages. The wood of the
tree is also used for making musical instruments like drums for which
it is considered to be eminently suitable.

thaamarai AND aampal—NyMPHAEA LOTUS AND NELUMBIUM SPECIOSUM
Cuuththiram 394 talks of names having the ending with the particles
ai, am, pal.
The names are considered to be taamarai, velhlham, aampal.
Yaamarai is the well-known ‘Nymphaea lotus’, the common lotus

plant.

Velhiham is not a plant and signifies the freshes in

the river.

Aampal is the common water-lily, ‘ Nelumbium speciosum’. There
are plenty of references to these two plants in Sangam literature and

it is not necessary to quote them extensively.

There are two varieties

of lotus and four varieties of water-lily described in Sangam literature.
CONCLUSION

é

f

A close study of these plants reveals that most of them must have

bee
in common
n

use during the Sangam period.

The trees by the names

yaa, uthi, otu, njemai, arai, cee, aan, pulhi, ekin, aal, veel, kumizh are

trees which provide wood useful for timber, for carving and making
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household articles, and so on.
wood

which

would

have
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Most of these trees have

strong heart-

been very valuable to the Tamils

of antiquity.

Vetir is the common bamboo very useful for making fences, houseposts and the roofing cf houses. The plants pitaa and thalhaa are the
flowering plants with fragrant flowers used for making garlands and
for the tresses of the women-folk.
Aavirai was a plant whose flowers
were

made

into

garlands

though

used

for inauspicious

reasons.

The

flowers of panai and aar were considered as the titulary flowers of the
Cheras and the Cholas respectively.

J/lam and caar were the two plants

whose seeds were used in households in ancient times. Maa and puul
are plants with edible fruits. The fruits of pulhi are household articles
useful

for cooking

purposes.

The

only

vegetable

plant

that has

been

referred to is piir which could have been used only as a vegetable. The
water plant taamarai and aampal were useful for adorning water tanks and
also

for

making

garlands

Considering

these

facts,

we

have

to come

to the conclusion that all the plants mentioned in the first part of
Tholkaapiyar’s grammar would have been very familiar in his times.
They were also familiar in Sangam

times, as most of them are also now.

In giving these names as examples, Tholkaappiyar chose only the names
of such plants which were familiar to the ancient Tamils and whose
identification would not have been as difficult in those days as it is now.
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INTRODUCTION

It is the purpose of this paper to analyse the structure of Manikkavasagar’s thought, ie., the basic conceptual pattern underlying the
theological and philosophical statements contained in his hymns.
We
recognise at the outset that Manikkavasagar (MaaNikkavaacakar) is
primarily a poet and that his hymns are works of poetry, not of theological or philosophical demonstration. The composition of these works
obeys rules of poetic creation and is in concordance with the nature of
literary forms chosen by the poet (an exhaustive study of the poetic
forms employed by the poet is a desideratum as yet unfulfilled). It is
very diffisult if not impossible to resolve the poetic “ effusions” of a
religious genius into elements of a neat system of theological or philoNevertheless, the poet in this case wants to say
sophical thought.
something that is more than momentary flash of insight or an ephemeral
It is clear to every reader of Manikkavasagar’s poems
state of mind.
that there appears in them a consistent pattern of religious experience
and religious thought. The present study tries to lay bare the fundamentai structure of this pattern.
and
The method adopted in this paper is that of a philological
semantic
phrases,
and
historical investigation, i.e., statistics of words
analysis, reference to the religious climate of the poet’s time, and to
conpossible sources of his information. The author of this paper is
well
quite
knows
he
endeavour;
an
such
of
scious of the limitations
assimilated
not
are
they
as
long
as
understood
not
are
that literary texts
not take place a
by the reader, that is, as long as there does
cannot underOne
living encounter between the text and the reader.
stand

a text unless

one

lives by

it, unless

the

text becomes

a living

in turn the reader
organism having its life from the reader and enriching
one assumes it.
unless
text
a
by its own vitality. One cannot understand
are immehymns
Manikkavasagar’s
that
In that sense it is recognised

diately meaningful to the modern Shaiva reader, who may spontaneously
interpret them in the light of the total siddhantic tradition, without

passing necessarily through the intricacies of philological analysis, or
blasphemy.
who may even consider philological analysis as sheer

that the manner of
The author of this paper does not pretend
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that his poems are the ‘“‘ outpourings of his heart ’’ as is frequently said,
and that they often ring with the lilt of ecstasy, it is true also that they
are skilfully composed pieces of real artistic craftsmanship, and they
are evidently meant to convey something to others. In a word:
Manikkavasagar’s theology is experience transformed into language.
In order to study the structure of Manikkavasagar’s theology, we
propose to study the structure of his language. This is a tremendous
task which cannot be accomplished in a short paper.
Further, the
author of this paper humbly admits that he has as yet only started an
investigation which requires considerable time and for which almost
nothing has been done so far. He cannot help deploring a certain lack
of method in almost all publication known to him about Manikkavasagar’s religion and philosophy.
It may be said also that a thorough analysis of Manikkavasagar’s
language and of its structure is an indispensable prerequisite for any
attempt at translating and interpreting his poems to people not familiar
with Shaiva tradition, and that it is also the only way towards situating
the poet in the history of Indian thought.
PSYCHOLOGY
We are confronted at the outset with a rather delicate problem
which we can only mention, without really tackling it. In many places,
Manikkavasagar admits a certain dichotomy in man, that is a distinction
On the one hand, man is சணா?
between inner man and outer man.
(breath), wyir (life), karuththu (mind); on the other, he is aakai and
utal (body), and uun (flesh body). This dichotomy, and the manner
in which it is set forth, would require a detailed analysis; it seems that
it represents the ancient Indian distinction between praaNa/abtahkarana
and deha/sariira, or the distinction between suukshma and sthuula (which
is well known to Manikkavasagar; cf. 3.10).
If this first introductory

observation refers us in a general way

to

the vast upanishadic and post-upanishadic tradition and especially to
its systematic elaboration in the Samkhya philosophy, the study of the
main psychological terms employed by Manikkavasagar confirms this
impression.
Manam appears in the hymns forty-eight times. A rapid survey
shows that this term figures in two sets of affirmations.
(a) Manam is the center of man’s empirical being which is dominated
by

the activities

of the five senses.

As

such, manam

is the organ

of

logical reflexion (5.3), of will and intention (40.4) and of emotions
(5.88; 6: 11, 21, 34); it is hard (5.37; 50.1) like stone (5.56; 8.5) and
iron (38.1); therefore, it has no real education (4.73), deceives man
(1.55) and is the cause of man’s ignorance of God (21.8); it is wayward
and confused (29.9; 32.3) and refuses to “melt” (32.10). All this
‘
corresponds to upanishadic and Samkhya tradition,
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5.56; 6.15 etc.; the idea occurs a number of times and is expressed in
many diverse ways); Shiva “enters”? it (5.26, 47; 8.2: 18.4; 15.4;
38.10 etc.) and makes it His abode (3.112, 176; 13.11; 31.3; 49.7 etc.);
so that it “rejoices ’’ (1.9) Rare are the passages where ulhlham is said
to be unruly (5.79), the positive appreciation of it being far more
important as is the case with ciththam. In particular, it is said to be
*‘Juminous” (15.14; 11.6), the supreme light of Shiva shiniag up in it
(22.1, 7) and spreading in it (8.18; 37.9 etc.).2
Puththi

(buddhi)

occurs,

as

far

as

I can see,

only

once

(13.19):

Shiva “‘ enters ”’ buddhi, but the usage is not very clear. Akam is much
more frequent, (8 or 9 times) and its usage is similar to that of
manam-nhenjcu.
In conclusion, it might be said that Manikkavasagar’s use of psychological terms proves his acquaintance with general upanishadic and
Samkhya-Yoga tradition, but it seems very difficult to declare him
dependent on any particular philosophical system.
THE

LIBERATION OF MAN
We have seen that the liberation and transformation of man is
achieved by Shiva alone: Shiva enters ciththam and dwells in it; He enters
also manam, making it melt away and thus capable of receiving God
and of knowing Him.
Asa
result of liberation, there is a new way of
life, made up of singing and dancing and seeking the company of anpar
and atiyar.
Liberation means: removal of fetters. The fetters are numerous:
very often Manikkavasagar blames the five senses, and of course also
manam or nhenjcu, i.e., the organ of coordination of the senses. The
problem

of association

with

women,

a subject

of constant complaint

in Manikkavasagar hymrs, deserves special attention, as evidently it is
linked up with metaphysical notions like maayai and caththi. In a
general way, it may be said that to Manikkavasagar empirical existence,
characterised by sense activities, is utterly miserable.
His vocabulary
of “pain”? and “‘ suffering” is extraordinarily rich: There are innumerable words derived from Sanskrit (thukkam, paavam, keetham,
neetham, dvandvam, etc.) and from original Tamil (thuyar, thunpam,
allal, yeekam, nooy, keeTu, piNi, eetham, kuttam, etc.), showing in return

the prime importance of the joyful liberation realised by Shiva.

The essence of misery, its never ending beginning, is pitappu (birth)

and

vinai (karma).

occurs

fifty-four

statistical evidence is very interesting: vinai

The

times,

whereas

the

nouns

pitappu,

pitavu

and pitavi

Twice,
occur sixty-eight times, and the verb pitayuthal nine times.
we find a combination of both (vinaippitappu), and very often pitappu

is combined with itappu, death.
birth and death (samsara)

samsara,

The accent is thus on the processes of

rather than on the force which commands

Vinai appears often as valvinai (‘awful” vinai), sometimes as
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tiivinai (“ bad’ vinai) or as iruvinai (vinai of both kinds, good and bad),
and it is also associated with aacai, ‘desire’. But there is no real
elaboration of the doctrine of karma.
The poet takes its existence for
granted, and he is particularly appalled by the perpetual pitappu which
brings on non-ending misery.
The verb which is mostly associated with pitappu is atuthal: Shiva
“cuts ’? the chain of birth and sets man free.
Twice

only,

vinai is associated

with

malam,

which

is one

of the

central terms of Shaiva tradition (31.9: 30.7). Malam occurs only
twelve times (which is surprising in a Shaiva text which runs up to
3264 lines!), and in two places (1.54; 4.28) it has the concrete meaning
of “ dirt ”’,: malam is the element which troubles cittam (51.1); it is an
“ancient” power (pazhamalam, 36.8, mummaimalam, 51.9, and mummalam, 2.111; 30.7,” and it is the root of all misery (2.111). Once it
is undoubtedly defined as “‘ triple malam ”’ (48.2) but the nature of triple
malam is not explained. Eternal malam creates vinai in which man is
hopelessly lost (30.7). The only attitude Shiva can adopt against malam
is to “cut”?

it (atuthal), this verb being in most

places combined

with

the term. It seems that the poet mentions malam primarily in order to
say that it has lost its power over him.
Shiva Himself is called 14 times vimalan, nhimalan, amalan, nhinmalan, this attribute being evidently adopted from general Indian
tradition.
Fourteen times, the poet mentions paacam
which is central to later Shaiva tradition.
Here

(fetter), another term
too, his main interest

is to claim the end of its working (six times with atuthal, twice with
thiiral). We pleads his ignorance as to the nature of paacam (45.7),
although he associates it once with vinai (9.4).
A special problem is raised by the curious expression which occurs

thrice: pacuppaacam: Shiva
tated ones are “free from
pacu (cow) does not seem
siddhanta tradition (=the “

“cuts” pacuppaacam (31.4) and the libepacuppaacam” (40.7). In these passages,
to have the meaning it is given in later
soul”), but pacuppaacam simply seems to

Mean “a cow’s rope”.
If this is so, Manikkavasagar never mentions
the three fundamental entities of Shaiva tradition: pathi, pacu, paacam;

it seems thus that the later systematisation
from the Thiruvaacakam.

We
eee

may

of the Siddhanta is absent

:

add that once Shiva is called pacuppathi (39.2) in that

pacu does not appear to have the technical meaning

of “ soul ”

either.
Panhtham (bandham) and panhthanai are used ei ght and three times
respectively. The meaning and function are the same as for malam
and paacam: Shiva “ cuts ” the fetters (atuthal) and releases those
who

are enslaved.

£ é _ The most important term of all those which deal with the origin
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of pitappu and vinai is maayai or maayam (seventeen times).
Maayai
is clearly not on the same level as malam and paacam: Shiva is never
said to “cut off’ (maayai).
On the contrary, He is himself styled
““maayan’’ (see below, 3.9). Maayai is a dynamic power: it creates
innumerable caththikalh (4.44; cp. 46.1), and tries to convince men
(49.5, 8); it is essentially darkness (1.51) and produces valvinai (1.51)
and pitappu (1.44). The whole of empirical life is characterised by
maayai (42.5).
As already mentioned, maayai is directly associated with Shiva
who is maayan (23.7) and resorts to the illusions of maayai (36.7). In
that sense, i.e., as a description of Shiva’s doings, maayai is synonymous
with a great many other terms, such as patitu (deceit, 34.3), viccai

(magic power, 5.28, 29, 94), inhthiranjcaalam (enchantment, 2.43, 94),
kalhlam (guile, 2.55, 65) thanhthiram (sorcery 3.131 f.), ciththi (supernatural achievements, 2.63), nhaaTakam (dance-play, 5.7, 10), and very
often, paricu (capacity).
Because He is maayan, Shiva may also be called viccayan (possessing
magic power, 6.31), eththan (liar, 42.4), cooran (thief 3.141), kalhvan
(thief 5.6—against 10.11, 19), pwNarkkayan mate 5.70).
In all places, maayai has thus the original and dynamic meaning of
“magic power ”: there is not the slightest trace of mayavada, which is
only mentioned polemically (4.54). But again, Manikkavasagar admits
that he does not know what exactly maayai is (45.3).
In conclusion, it may be said that Manikkavasagar’s ideas about

malam, paacam,

panhtham and maayai can easily be traced back

to

general upanishadic tradition, and in particular perhaps to the Shaiva
trend within the same, but that he does not seem to be determined by
any

particular

school

of thought.

He cannot

be

claimed

as a typical

‘representative of the later Shaiva Siddhanta school either. Upanishadic
tradition offers him only a language which he uses freely in order to
proclaim his great experience: all suffering is “‘ cut off”.
GOD

We may only mention rapidly the main elements which seem to
enter into Manikkavasagar’s message about Shiva.
The first is the one which we might call ‘‘ puranic ”, i.e., the puranic
myths about Shiva: the linga not recognised by Vishnu and Brahma;
of
the destruction of the three cities; Shiva’s third eye; the sacrifice
Surya’s
of
out
pulling
the
head,
Brahma’s
of
off
Daksha, the cutting
teeth: Ganga in the hair of Shiva, etc. All these myths confirm Shiva’s
infinite greatness; they are often alluded to and explained in every poem
of Thiruvaacakam. For a treatment of these myths, we may refer to
Tevaram,
M. A. Dorai Rangasami’s Religion and Philosophy of
Book 1, 1958.

The second element, almost of equal importance, is South Indian
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NOTES
41t might be asked whether u/hlham is not to be equated with the notions of
But this is very unlikely, firstly because
purusha-atman, rather than with citjam.
the terms purusha and atman never appear in the Thiruvaacakam, and secondly because
most of the statements about wh/ham are incompatible with the idea of purusha-arman.
Nevertheless, this point requires further elucidation.
2 Mummalam may also mean “‘ triple manam”; but inthelight of mummajmalam
and pazhamalam the interpretation given here seems preferable.

TREATMENT

OF

NATURE

S. MICHAEL

IN

THIRUVAAYMOZHI

IRUDAYAM

INTRODUCTION

Tamil poetry, like all poetry, abounds in its references to the sensuous
beauty of Nature. The Sangam Age sang of its beauty in an inimitable
style of stark realism and chaste description.
Poetic imagination,
although at a lower ebb at the time of the Kalaprars, did not quench
this inborn love of Nature.
The age of the Pallavas was a period of
Renaissance

in more

than

one

field.

Waishnavism and

Saivism

found

their renewal through their troubadours commonly known as Aazhvaars
and Nhaayanmaars whose religious lyrics stand unmatched to this day
for

their

exquisite

beauty

and

genuine

experience.

Of

these

hymns,

the Thiruvaaymozhi of Nhammaazhvaar stands out as the embodiment
of spontaneous devotion, lyrical flavour and deep reflection.
NATURE

IN

NAMMAAZHVAR

In these thousand verses, the poet sings primarily of Thirumaal,
of his greatness and love, of his glorious feats, of his Ommnipresent power
and glory. But even the most superficial reader will realize the immense
love the poet-philosopher has for Nature.
There are numerous allusions
to sky and cloud, sun and moon, hills and brooks, lotus and thulhaci,
birds and animals.

The poet has a predilection for the phenomena

gteen or blue which invariably send him into a trance.
mozhis however in which he directly addresses them
significance.
In 1, 4, 2.1, 6.1, 6.8, 9.5, and

types

of birds

and

inanimate

9.7 the poet apostrophizes

phenomena.

And

in

in

Six Thiruvaayare of special

the

various

well-known

Nayaki bhava, he pours out his heart before them.
The various commentaries expatiate on the nuances in diction and thought contained
in these passages.
We would however focus our attention on the real

purpose and meaning behind these apostrophes.

ANALYSIS OF APOSTROPHES
(a) Poetic Tradition
Poetic conversation with personified objects and birds is not
unknown in the literary traditions of both East and
West.* Sending
them further as messengers to the beloved who has been separat
ed from
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the lover is again a common feature in love-poetry.2
on this point is worth quoting:

65

Kalidasa’s remark

“ For who, a prey to agonizing grief
Explores not idlest sources for relief
And as to creatures sensible of pain
To lifeless nature loves not to complain. ’’*

One would therefoie think that the apostrophes to birds in Thiruvaaymozhi also belong to this category typical of love-poetry. It seems the
obvious interpretation since these passages belong to the thalaivi kuuttu,*
a literary genre borrowed from the Sangam Age.

(b) Connaturality of Nature

However the commentary known as iiTu choosing a different line
of inteipretation, prefers to see an inner meaning (itaicci porulh) behind
these metaphors.* They seem to stand for the acharyas whom the
humble poet begs to speak up in his favour before the Lord Thirumaal.
The different kinds of birds occurring in these passages therefore would
typify the various qualities of an acharya-messenger. Thus the swan
stands for a sense of discernment, anzil for the proper psychic disposition
(here of love) kuyil for sweetness of voice, the parrot for correctness of
speech 610.5
We may go one step further and affirm that the phenomena stand
KaNNan.
not only for the acharyas but even serve as reminders of Lord
This inference can be drawn

from the fifth 7) hiruvaaymozhi of the ninth

soul tries
decade, which is full of pathos. In this passage the forlorn
instead of
these,
But
flowers.
and
birds
of
sight
the
at
solace
to find
her of the
consoling her only seem to augment her pangs by reminding
remark
pertinent
a
has
again
once
various attributes of her Lord. JiTu
continuance
and
origin
its
owes
exists
that
Since everything
to make.

to God

it cannot but be similar (pooli) to Him

and thus serve as

:
a constant reminder of His Loving Presence.’
further
a
on
comment
to
Before proceeding further it would be good
The avifauna
The mood of these passages is nheythal.
detail.
thiNais.* But
other
from
borrowed
be
may
(karupporulh) however
given

the

mental

context of Nhammaazhvaar,

the introduction

of the

(from marutham) reflects
parrot (from kutinjci) and the swan and antil
that the Beloved
namely
poems,
the real mood (uripporulh) of these
think.
ordinarily
may
one
as
Lord is not so separated
(c) Sympathy in Nature
where the poet, still in
This thought is further developed in 2.1,
of Nature. whether
phenomena
the
queries
the throes of separated love,

they also suffer from similar anguish.

It is natural for the stork to
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From the above citations, one can easily gather the golden thread
behind the whole of Thiruvaaymozhi. For Nhammaazhvaar, the Absolute
is more immanent than transcendent.
He abides in every soul. He
indwells in every aspect of physical phenomena and in every element of
the universe. He is the binding force of all things that come into being.
But the philosophy of Nhammaazhvaar is not the pantheism which
identifies. all things with the Absolute.
God is rather the principle of
unification.
He holds together the world of souls and the world of the
material universe.
He is the final cause of ‘cit in so far as he is the goal.
And this He achieves by creating, protecting, dissolving and recreating
the Universe in which He indwells all the while. Thus the world of
Nature serves as the salvific medium as well as the diaphanous veil for
God’s power and love.
:
RAMANUJA
This vision of Nhammaazhvaar has been developed into its fuller
implications by Ramanuja ** especially in Shree Bhashyam.*
He holds
that
“God pervades the earth and yet is other than the earth;
the earth does not know Him; and yet the earth is His body.
He controls the earth from within. Similarly He pervades all
inanimate

matter—water,

fire,

air

and

so

on.

The

individual

souls are also pervaded by Him. . . God is present everywhere.
There is nothing wherein He does not exist. ”’?°
TEILHARD DE CHARDIN
This doctrine of the Immanence of the Absolute, Antar-yaamividya, comes very close to “le milieu divin” of Teilhard de Chardin,
who has made a marvellous synthesis of recent Western thought on
the inner principle behind Creative Evolution. According to him, God
is the Alpha whence the Cosmos takes its origin. He is “ the supreme
and universal focus Omega ” 2” whither it tends. He is the Centre of
all centres 28 and the ultimate point upon which all realities converge.”
As the Centre

“infinitely
God,

that fills the Cosmic

near

eternal

and

being

dispersed
in himself,

sphere by a umiversal milieu,

everywhere ’’.*°

“‘ We

for us is in the

process

could

He is

say that

of formation

everywhere around us”,*! “not by identification (God becoming all)
but by differentiating and communicating action of love (God all in
every One).” #2 To sum up, God is ‘‘ the Heart of Everything ’’,°*
Alpha and the Omega, the First and the Last, the Beginning and

the
the

End 424
CONCLUSION
Here then is the real clue to the whole problem. Nhammaazhvaar
is no mere post. He is a seer whose intuitive mind finds the whole

:
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universe as a manifestation of God’s life-giving action, salvific will and
overflowing love and mercy. The whole world is looked upon as the
stage for, as well as the cast of, the eternal drama of the love-story
between

God

and man.

It is in this light that we must reread some

of

the verses of Nhammaazhvaar.**
The world of Nature therefore is not just a stage on which we fume
and fret and are heard no more.*® It is not just a backdrop against
which the idle tale of our foolish life is set.3? The universe is not a
mute, passive and often cruel spectator of the human tragedy. But it
is insome way the Sacrament of the Divine, the Symbol of His love and
the Epiphany of His glory. Each phenomenon, in its own way, is a
personal sign of the Great Presence, a messenger of love from the
* God-with-us’ 38 who is dwelling in our midst. The world of Nature
is the temple for the soul to encounter God and a banquet hall to taste
and see the sweetness of the Lord.*° “ UNNum cootu, parukum nhiir
. ellaam KaNnan.”*° En pasi panta theos. ‘‘ God shall be all in
all things. 4

The whole thought-process of Nhammaazhvaar may be summed up
in the following words of Teilhard de Chardin:
*““By

means

of

all

created

things,

Divine assails us, penetrates us and

without

moulds us.

exception,

We

the

imagined

it as distant and inaccessible, whereas

in fact we live steeped in

its burning layers. In eo vivimus.”*2
and have our being. ’’48

‘‘In Him we live, move

NOTES
*E.g., P. B. SHELLEY, Ode to the West Wind; J. Keats, Ode to a Nightingale;
Putanhaanuutu, 66; Cilappathikaaram, Kaanalvari, 23, 25.
2 Valmiki, Ramayana, Aranyaka Kanda, 6, 7 and 49, 32; Nhaitatham, 126 ff.;
Nhalhavenpaa, 23 ff.
*H. H. Witson, Meghaduta of Kalidas, Varanasi, 1961, p. 5.
* Tholkaappiyam, Porulhathikaaram, Kalhaviyal, s. 21; Kaipiyal, s. 6.
°B. R. PurusHoTHAMA Natu,
Thiruvaaymozhi
ithin thamizhaakkam, Univ.

of Madras, 1967. Vol. I, pp. 222 & 223.
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° Ibid. Cf. also Thirukkutalh, Ch. 69.
7B. R. PURUSHOTHAMA NAIDU, op. cit., Vol. EX, pp. 130-1.
® Tholkaappiyam, Porulhathikaaram, Akaththinajyiyal, s. 15,
* B. R. PURUSHOTHAMA NAIDU, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 3.
10 Tbid.
Gk. sun ‘ with’ or ‘ together *; pathos ‘ feeling ’.
12 See above, note 8.
8 Tholkaappiyam, Porulhathikaaram, Porulhiyal, ss. 33, 34 and 46-8.
4 Thiruvaaymozhi, 1. 1. 5, line 3.
35 From the root iru, ‘ be ’, * stay ’, “ dwell’.
Compare also with ‘I
Iam’ of Exodus 3, 14 (The Jerusalem Bible).
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16 R. G. BHANDARKAR, Vaishnavism and Saivism, Varanasi, 1965,p. 30.
K. D. BHaRADWAJ, The Philosophy of Ramanuja, New Delhi, 1958, pp. 111-13.
J. GonpA, Aspects of Early Vishnuism, Utrecht, 1954, pp. 53-5, 163.
1? Thiruvaaymozhi, 1. 1. 10.
28170, 1- 1-7.
19 Thid., 6.9. 1.
0 Thid., 1. 1. 4.
1 Ibid., 5. 6. 1.
22 Tbid., 5. 6. 3.
3 Thiruvaaciriyam, 7; Periya thiruvanhthaathi, 11 and 75.
24K. D. BHARADWAG, op. cit., pp. 20 and 21.
25 Shree Bhashyam, 1. 3. 1., 1. 2. 19 and passim.
*K. D. BHARADWAJ, op. cit., p. 100.
27 TEILHARD
DE CHARDIN.
The Phenomenon
ofof Man,
Font: ana,
London,

1965, p. 338.

28 Tbid., p. 322.
2° TEILHARD DE CHARDIN, Le Milieu divin, Fontana, London, 1964, p. 114.
30 Tbid.

Ss
82
33
3¢
35
3°
37
38
39

BRAYBROOKE

(ed.), Teilhard de Chardin, Pilgrim of the Future, Norwich,

The Phenomenon of Man, p. 338.
N. BRAYBROOKE, loc. cit.
Revelation 22, 13 (The Jerusalem Bible).
Periya thiruvanhthaathi, 49 and 73.
Macbeth, Act V, Sc. 5.
Tbid.
Isaiah, 7, 14 and Matthew, 1, 23.
Psalms, 34, 8.

40 Thiruvaaymozhi, 6. 7. 1.
“ [ Corinthians, 15, 28.
42 Tejlhard de Chardin, Le Milieu divin, p. 112.
4 Acts of the Apostles, 17, 28.
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during a research trip which he made in April 1965. Through the
very kind help of H. H. Prince Dhani Nivat, President of the Privy
Council in Thailand, the writer was able to have a tape-recording made

of the reading of the stanzas contained in the manuscript by the present

Chief Brahmanical priest of Thailand, Phra Raatcha Khriu Vaamathep
Muni, and also to obtain a
வப் copy of the manuscript from the
National Library, Bangkok.
The initial findings of the writer, based
on the above two sources, were included ina paper entitled, ‘“Scme
aspects of South Indian cultural contacts with Thailand, historical
background’, which the writer presented at the First International
Conference Seminar of Tamil Studies, held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
in April 1966.7. The present paper is a further attempt to present additional findings with particular reference to the script and the nature
of the transcription of the text in the manuscript.
‘With regard to the script employed in the manuscript, it would
seem to be a type connected with the old South Indian Pallava-CholaGrantha

script.

The

phrase,

Pallava-Chola-Grantha,®

is used,

mainly

because while there are several general features which seemingly connect
the

script with

the

Pallava

Grantha

characters,

there

are at the same

time other features indicating some of the later stages of evolution of
the Grantha script during the period of the Cholas (11th century A.D.)
and even of the Pandyas (13th century A.D.) and of the Vijayanagara
rulers (15th century A.D.). Again, though the script appears to te
generally related to the Grantha characters, it would seem to possess
additional features by reason of which it came to ke designated ckson
nieng phrahmana, meaning “‘ Brahmanical alphatet”’, in addition to
being known as akson nieng khranth (i.e. Grantha alphatet). Tatles
of these two types of related scripts are included by O. Frankfurter in
his Sixteen tables of Thai alphabets current in Siam (Bangkok, 1914).
It is with the help of these tables of Grantha and Brahmanical scripts
and accounts and charts of the Grantha characters to te found in other
works® that an attempt has been made to read the Siamese manuscript.
Yet another kind of aid in reading the manuscript has teen the
tape-recording made of the reading by the Chief Brahmanical priest of
Thailand.

The particulars of identification are: The stanzas contained in the

Siamese manuscript belong to the anthology of Tamil devotional hymns
in praise of Siva, which came to be known as Theevaaram, attributed
to the three major Tamil Saivite saints, Sambandar, Appar and
That is to say, the stanzas contained in the fir.t section of
Sundarar.
the manuscript entitled poet pratuu Sivaalai (“ opening the portals of
the abode of Siva’’) are identified with the first eleven stanzas of the
first Tirumurai (beginning with ‘ tootrdaiya ceviyan’) of Samtandar
(7th century A.D.) and with the nine of the ten stanzas of the Seventh

Tirumurai (beginning with‘ pittaa pirai cuuti perumaanee ’) of Sundarar
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signs to include their own phonetic elements, not found in the Devanagari system or in the Grantha system
Furthermore, historical
changes have taken place in the pronunciation of some of the
consonants. 13
As for the transcription of the vocalic sounds in the Siamese
manuscript, mention may be made of the use of the following vocalic
symbols: (a) Use of post-scribed symbol for long a; this symbol is
represented by a shorter and longer vertical line with top stroke; the
form of this symbol is the same as that of the Grantha script of the
Vijayanagara period (15th century a.p.)'! (b) Use of super-scribed
symbol for long i, represented by the curl of a curve to the right, which
was the same symbol used in the Chola and Vijayanagara inscriptions
from the tenth century to the sixteenth century a.p.® (c) Use of subscribed

symbol

for short

u, represented

by a crescent-shaped

symbol,

similar to the crescent-shaped sign of the Pallava Grantha of the eighth
century A.D. In addition to the crescent shaped symbol, another sign
composed of two strokes is also used in the Siamese manuscript for
short u, which is also similar to another corresponding sign of the
Pallava Grantha of the eighth century and of the Chola Grantha of the
eleventh century 1° (d) Use of sub-and-post scribed symbol for long Use

(e) Use of pre-scribed symbol for both long and short e, consisting of a
curve to the left, terminally curled, similar to the Pallava Grantha symbol

of the 7th and 8th century A.D. for long e.1® (f) Use of the pre-scribed
long e symbol, repeated side by side, to signify ai, as well as long e,
similar to the long e symbol, repeated side by side in the Vijayanagara
script of the fifteenth century A.D., but different from the Pallava Grantha
was
symbol of the seventh century A.D., in which the long e symbol
curve)
(curled
sign
repeated one above the other.1° (g) Use of a pre-scribed
and
and a post-scribed sign (vocalic sign for long a) to signify both long
sign
pre-scribed
the
which
in
manner
the
to
similar
short 0, somewhat
for long e and straight vertical with an angular hook at the top were
to signify
used in the Vijayanagara script of the fifteenth century A.D.,
of
another
over
letter
Consonant
long 0.2 (h) Use of one super-scribed
consonants.
of
doubling
or
lengthening
the same letter to signify
are also certain
Apart from the vocalic symbols noted above, there

other accessory signs that are to be found in the Siamese manuscript.
At least two

of these

symbols

appear

to be

similar

to the

accessory

signs used in the writing system of the Khmer language of Cambodia,
system.
while one of the two signs is used also in the Siamese writing
The two accessory

signs are known

in the Khmer

language as samlap,

vertical strokes
indicated by a super-scribed sign consisting of two tiny
consisting of
sign
post-scribed
a
by
denoted
reamuk,
and
side,
by
side
two

inverted-comma-like

curves

above the other, and this symbol

Janguage.

with

their

is known

tips

curled,

placed

one

as sara a in the Siamese
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According to Georges Maspero (Grammaire de la langue khmere,
Paris, Imprimerie Nationale, 1915, p. 59, note 2), the term samlap 21
means “ killer’? 2 and it refers to an indigenous symbol that is used
together with certain consonant letters ** in the Khmer language in
order to cancel their original or inherent phonetic value and to indicate
that they are to be pronounced with the inherent vowel a eae of their
original o,?4
As for the sign, reamuk, in the Khmer language, the inherent vowel
of the letter concerned is pronounced short when reamuk is affixed.
In Siamese, the corresponding symbol is known as sara a; when it is
combined with other symbols it stands for a syllable-final with the
shortening of the preceding vowel. The actual phonetic value of sara a
in Siamese is the final glottal stop.
Now, with regard to the Siamese manuscript containing the Tamil
verses

in

South

Indian

Grantha

Script,

the

above-mentioned

samlap

symbol is to be found especially over such Grantha characters as gha
(equivalent of the Khmer kho and Siamese kh), it2, pa (equivalent of
Siamese b), ma and ya. And according to G. Maspero, the Khmer
equivalents

of these letters, namely,

Kho,

rio, po,

mo, yo,

and

also to,

ro and vo, when samlap is affixed, are pronounced with inherent vowel
a instead of 0. It seems probable that the samlap symbol was used
in the Siamese manuscript containing the Tamil verses in order that
the reciter or reader of Cambodian origin could pronounce those words
carrying the symbol with an inherent vowel a rather than o. That
there was the tendency to pronounce the initial a vowel sound as o in
accordance with the local Cambodian pronunciation habits is evident
also from the fact that a phrase occurring in some of the verses, namely,
ammaanee, is transcribed as ommaanee in some verses (on folio 273, 274,
275), while it is correctly transcribed as ammaanee on folio 271 which
preceded the folios 273 etc., of the manuscript.
_ The symbol, reamuk (a Khmer), or sara a (in Siamese) is used
in the manuscript with such letters as ma and ma to denote that the
inherent vowel of the letters concerned is to be pronounced short.
In addition to the above accessory signs, there is also the usage of
another interesting symbol in the manuscript, which is in the form of
an inverted dextrorse curl with a spiral tail. It would seem that this
is the auspicious

and

sacred

mangala

symbol

of

the

South-east Asian

type, namely, “the inverted question mark with a spiral tail”. Such
a symbol is known to have been used at the beginning, middle, ead end

of the passages in inscriptions and manuscripts of the medieval period
in India and South-east Asia, in accordance with the old Brahmanical
principle that the preservation of such documents would be ensured by
the auspicious om symbol.2> It is of interest to note that the om symbol,

in the form of the inverted question mark with a spiral tail, is used in
: ace Siamese manuscript both in the midst of the verses (€.¢., over r such
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letters as ra, sa, ma, sha, ta) and at the end of each section. It may also
be of interest to note that the Siamese Kings (at whose coronation
ceremony the Tamil Verses have been recited) are also known to have
borne the mark of the manzala om symbol on their coat of arms in the
form of the inverted question mark with a spiral tail and the anointed
king’s command is known as omkaara.*®
Yet another notable feature of the transcription of the Tamil verses
in the Siamese manuscript is that certain words in which /a and ra occur,
have -m- inserted as a kind of infix (e.g., eeri; is written as eenri, nilaa
(‘moon’) is transcribed as ninlaa, and vallavan (‘ powerful-one’) as
(vanlavan).??
Although it may be noted that in Siamese the consonants r and / are
pronounced [7], their homorganic nasal, when found in syllable final
position (e.g., aahaan for aahaara ‘food’ and this is also evident in the
transcription of some Tamil words in the manuscript as well, e.g., malar
* flower’ is transcribed as malan), it is nevertheless not clear whether it
is merely due to this tendency that -n- is inserted as a kind of infix in
the Tamil words bearing ra o1: Ja in the manuscript. But mention
could be made of other instances of Sanskrit loanwords which reached
the Siamese, especially those Sanskrit loanwords which reached the
Siamese usage through the Khmer usage in Cambodia, in which one
of the doubled or lengthened r in the medial position is known to be
pronounced -n- (e.g., the Siamese expression, phanrayaa for pharryaa
<Skt. bid-ya ‘ wife’). The lengthening of r is understood to bea
characteristic of those Sanskiit loanwords in Khmer bearing r. It
therefore seems probable that the insertion of -n- infix in a few Tamil
words in the Siamese manuscript might well have been due to an earlier
Cambodian connection or usage, and this hypothesis is perhaps
strengthened by the fact that in the Khmer language infixes are used,
particularly by the process of nasalization (e.g., ap ‘to sustain’ with
nasal infix becomes anap ‘ guardian’; cok ‘to stop’ becomes cnok
“stopper ’). Of course one must bear in mind that Tamil does not use
infixes in this sense, nor does the insertion of nasal letter alter the
meaning whereas the use of infix in Khmer does alter the meaning of
the basic word

as seen in the above examples.

Nevertheless,

it seems

probable that the scribe of this manuscript was obviously influenced
by the characteristic use of nasalized infix in his own language, which,
on account of the traces of this and other evidence noted above (in connection with the accessory signs of samlap and reamuk) was perhaps
Otherwise, of course, there remains the possibility that the
Khmer.

scribe was a Siamese who was acquainted with the Khmer usage of the
accessory signs.

The tentative conclusion of this paper, which is based on the above
evidence, is that the Siamese manuscript, entitled poet pratuu sivaalai

and pit pratuu krailaat, known to have been transcribed in Thailand
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in 1875 (.e., during the reign of King Chulalongkorn or King Rama V
of Thailand), containing part of the Tamil devotional Theevaaram verses
of Sambandar, Sundarar and Appar, written in the Brahmanical alphabets related to South Indian Pallava-Chola-Grantha characters, has
certain features of transcription peculiar to the phonetic elements of
the language(s) of the land(s) in which the verses were used by the Court
Brahmans

for ritualistic purposes;

and

some

of these features,

such

as

the use of accessory signs known as samlap and reamuk and also the
nasalized infix forms would seem to argue for their Cambodian origin
and use before they became part of the tradition of the Siamese Coronation and Anointing Ceremony.
The period in which the verses might
have been used in Cambodia and also the earliest use of the verses in
Siam, are still to be investigated and known, if possible.
Finally,
although the contents of the Siamese manuscript do not agree with
the

corresponding

passages

of

the

hitherto

published

texts

of

the

Theevaaram in South India in all respects, nevertheless the Siamese
manuscript is probably the only known instance of the Theevaaram
verses surviving in South Indian Grantha characters anywhere in the

world,?8

NOTES
+The manuscript concerned is not one of palm-leaf material, though the use of
palm-leaf MSS. is well known in Siam (See Montgomery Schuyler, ‘‘ Notes on the
making of palm-leaf mss in Siam,” JAOS, Vol. 29 (1909), 281-283).
This manuscript, like other MSS. of religious, literary, historical, technical or legal matters, is
one of paper, made of the bark of a tree known as khoi, and hence the name, khoi
Paper, which is thick, white or yellowish paper folded backwards and forwards into
accordion-like pleats.
The surface of the paper is blackened, the text being written
with a white or yellow chalkstick. Although the people of the Indo-Chinese Peninsula
are known to have used skin for their writing at one time (hence, e.g., the present
name
nang su in Siamese for book or writing, and the term nang means ‘ skin ’), they
later
came to use the palm-leaf and the khoi paper, the change from parchment to paper
or palm-leaf possibly due to the pious priests not allowing the killing of animals
for
obtaining the parchment.
The early use of khoi Paper as writing material, according
to A. BasBrian (“On some Siamese inscriptions,” Journal of the Asjatic Society
of
Bengal, Vol. 34, pt. 1 (1865, pub. in 1866), pp. 27-38), is attested by a Chinese
visiting Cambodia in 1295. The above particulars of the khoj Paper are given at officer
some
length merely to indicate that the writing material used in Thailand has been
durable and suitable kind for the writing of Grantha Characters involving one of
various
curves and curls.
* These numeral signs are the same as those of the Khmer language.
“SIt is not quite clear why these particular titles were given,
been. attempts to interpret the titles in the context of the contents though there have
of the manuscript
and the Particular ceremonies or occasions on which the verses
are known to have
been recited in Siam: one such attempt is to interpret that the
verses were recited by
the Court Brahmans
for the Purpose of inviting the great God, Siva, to pervade
the person of the King on the occasion of the latter’s coronation
.
In Cambodia,
the Sdok Kak Thom inscription recording the ritualistic cult of Devaraja
initiated
by. the Khmer ruler, Jayavarman II in A.D. 802, mentions
that a Brahman named
_ Hiranyadama prepared the ritual for the royal linga and brought
the memory of four
holy texts which he used in Preparing the ritualistic formula
and bestowed upon the
king the power of Chakrayartin, this
ower bein
all
i
havi

__ been obtained from Siva,

Bre
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Mention may also be made of the use of the phrase sivalookam tiranteerra
vallaanai (‘ one who has the power to bestow his grace by opening the world of Siva ’)

in a reference to Siva, in stanza 7907 of the Saivite saint, Sundarar (67th patikam
of Thiruvalivalam of Seventh Thirumurai of Theevaaram).

“This date has been provided in the traditional Thai style of dating important
documents including historical ones: the particulars include the number of the day
in the lunar monthly calculation, followed by the name of one of the twelve cyclical
years having the names of fauna, the name of the era (the Little Era beginning from
21st March 638 A.D. and the Great Era commencing from the year 78 A.D.) and the
number of the day of the ruler’s reign.
4 The date as given in the manuscript is of course a comparatively recent one.
But it is important to remember that several of the vital historical and literary documents in the Siamese language have often been proved to be of much earlier times,

although

the existing or surviving mss may actually date from, say, the last decade

of the 18th century or even the first decade of the 19th century.
5 Dr. Wales : based his account of the coronation on the coronation ceremony
of King Prajadhipok (King Rama VII) which took place in February 1926.
(See Wales, op. cit., p. 70).
Mention may also be made of the Special Programme of Events, published on
the occasion of the coronation of King Prajadhipok, in which it was pointed out that
the brahmanic mantras used by the Court Brahmans were handed down in a curious
corruption of an Indian Language, suspected to have been Sanskrit.
6 Xavier S. THANI NAYAGAM, “ Tamil Cultural influence in South East Asia ”’,
TC, Vol. 4, No. 3 (1955), p. 207.

Recent indications are that the French Institute of Indology at Pondicherry
in South India is also engaged in the study of brahmanical manuscripts of Indo-China;
See P. NLAKANTA SarMA, “ Tamil influence in Thailand”, The Sunday Standard,
Madras, January 7, 1968, p. 11.
7S. Smncaravetu, ‘Some aspects of South Indian Cultural contacts with
Thailand,” Proceedings of the First International Conference Seminar of Tamil Studies,

Vol. I (1967), 21-38.
® The phrase, “ Pallava-Chola-Grantha ” is not by any means new; it has been

used before, e.g., by T. P. MEENAKSHISUNDARAM, “ The scripts of South India”, Indian
Systems of Writing, New Delhi, 1966, p. 23.
°B.g., JEAN Fituiozar, ‘‘Paléographie”, in: L. ReNou and J. FILLIOzaT, L’Inde
Classique, Vol. 3 (Paris and Hanoi, 1953), pp. 665-702; C. SIVARAMAMURTI, “ Indian
epigraphy and South Indian scripts ”, in: Bulletin of the Madras Government Museum,
Vol. 3, pt. 4 (1952), pp. 1-280.

10 Mention should be also made of the difference in the sequence of the verses

in the manuscript when compared with the sequence in texts published in India:

e.g.,

Sambandar’s stanza 3 of the First Thirumurai which is stanza 2 in the texts of the

Tamil country; also stanza 8 of the texts of the Tamil country occurs as stanza 7 in
the Siamese manuscript.
The various particulars of the phonology and morphology of the Khmer
language are to be found in the Khmer work known as Abhidana cabda.
22 GrorGE Corps, Tamnaan akson thai (History of the Thai writing) Bangkok,

B. E. 2468, A.D. 1925.

்

1943).
13 Mary R. Haas, The Thai system of writing, Washington, 1956 (first pub.
14 SVARAMAMURTI, Op. cit., p. 69, fig. 26.

45 Tbid., p. 73, fig. 27, right.
16 Tbid., p. 76, fig. 28, left.

11 Tbid., p. 77, fig. 28, right.

employ
38 Tbid., p. 79, fig. 30. Cf. “ The Dravidian languages possess and largely
the short sounds of the vowels, e and o, and most of them have different characters
for those sounds, for the purpose of distinguishing them from the corresponding
Sanskrit is destitute of short e and o . . . in general the difference
long vowel.
between short e and o and the corresponding long vowels (in Dravidian) is a difference
of
which pertains not to euphony or the inflexional form, but to the bases or roots
—R. C. CALDWELL, A
words, and is essential to the difference in the signification”
3rd ed,
Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian or South-Indian Family of Languages,

Teprint, University of Madras, 1961, pp. 135-6,
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19 SIVARAMAMURTI, op. cit., p. 81, fig. 30. Cf. “The diphthong into which final
a and aa are weakened in Tamil is represented more properly as ei thanaai....It
is represented in Grantha and Malayalam by a double e, and in Telugu by a character
which is compounded of e and /. . . . Kumaarila-bhatta, in transliterating the Tamil
nadei into Sanskrit characters, writes it, not as madai, but as nade. He evidently
considered the Dravidian ei nearer e than ai. I conclude therefore that this sound
is best represented by the diphthong e/.”—R. CALDWELL, op. cit., pp. 133-4.
20 SIVARAMAMURTI, op. cit., ற. 83, 12. 31.
*1 See also J. Guespon, Dictionnaire cambodgien-frangais, part 2, ற. 1837.
The symbol known as kaaran in Siamese, when placed over the final
consonant of a word, indicates that the consonant is silent.
(Mary R. Haas,
op. cit., p. 63).
* Kho, no, po, mo, yo, ro, vo, when samlap is affixed, are pronounced with
inherent vowel a instead of ௦. (See G. MASPERO, op. cit., pp. 72-3). Maspero has
also pointed out that in recent times another sign known as aak ko has come to replace
the samlap sign; but as this sign is not mentioned in the Khmer grammatical work,
Abhidana cabda, the older sign is considered more authentic.
**Tn the Khmer language, there are two series of vowel sounds, a and o, and
each

consonant

letter is pronounced

with

the carrying

vowel.

(See

G. MasPERO,

op. cit., p. 183 and 186).
* For a fairly extensive account of the use of the Om symbol, see J. J. BoELEs,
“The migration of the magic syllable Om”, in: India antiqua, LEYDEN, E. J. Brill,
1947, pp. 42-55.
%8 J_ J. BoELEs, op. cit., p. 47.
"In addition to those features of transcription discussed in the course of this
Paper, mention may also be made of some others which may be of some interest to
students of Dravidian Linguistics; (a) The palatal, aspirated stop (cha) is used for
the palatal voiceless and unaspirated ca: chaita for ceyta (folio 259);

(6) The palatal

sibilant Sa is used for palatal voiceless ca: saidha for ceyta (folio 263); (c) The cerebral
sibilant sha is used for the palatal voiceless ca: Shampandan for Campantan (folio 264);
(d) The voiced dental da is used for the retroflex ra (folio 261): (e) The dental na is
used interchangeably with alveolar na and retroflex na (folio 261, line 4): (0) The
palatal nasal na is used in one place for the semivowel ya: adifieen for adiyeen
(folio 271); (g) ya is affixed as an extra letter to words ending with a diphthong and
sometimes also to words ending in long a or long e (folio 259 and 265).
*In deference to the sacred reverence in which the manuscript and the verses
are being held in Thailand, the texts of the manuscript and their transliteration are
not published together with this paper.
்
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a peculiar fascination

for poets

of all lands;

but no one has revelled in tke sights and scenes of creation as the ancient

Indian poets did. This is true in the case of the Vedic poets, Classical
Sanskrit poets and the ancient Tamil poets. In the nature of the society
as it was then organised either in the primitive peasant communes, or
in the later feudalism, there was little in the world of man to worry them.
Their material necds were few; and in the simplicity of life, their minds
tended to look out, in contrast to the introspection that characterised
the minds of intellectuals, when human society was highly organised, as

in nineteenth century industrial England.
In primitive society poets
turned to Nature for inspiration. The very fact that the vast mass of
the people led an outdoor life, and the fact that what mattered to them
most was Nature with its joys, thrills and dangers, were perhaps the
factors that drove them to. seck inspiration from Nature.
But they
approached Nature in no questioning mood.
They were chiefly ccncerned in enjoying its sights and scenes rather than in attempting to
probe

it; and

when

they

did

have

to explain

it away,

they

fell

back

instinctively to the belief that it was all a divine manifestation—the
source of Indian pantheism.
Subramanya Bharati, an inspired poet of the twentieth century
who wrote his poetry under the stimulating influence of political and
social change, was also a keen observer of Life and Nature.
But it is
significant that whereas to the old poets it was the calm contemplative

aspect of Nature that had the highest appeal. to Bharati it was Nature
in her wildest that had greater appeal. ‘Nature for the sages was a help
to contemplation, and Tamil poets loved to depict the calm that preThis desire for calm was in fact an
vails at sunset and in moonlight.
obsession with the soul of India.
But to Bharati, it was Nature in her
wildest, most boisterous, tempestuous aspects that provided an endless
A gust of wind, a thunderstorm, or
stream of thoughts and imagery.

a cyclone could send him into raptures and he would literally dance
for joy. This love of violence is symbolic of the poet of action that
Bharati was.
One element in Nature that Bharati always loved was the wind.
Time and again one meets this element in his poetry, either described,
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or implicit in a particular imagery.

He seems to have been fascinated

by the fact that the air in motion was symbolic of cosmic energy of life.
In Kaattu he explicitly states that to praise adequately the wind is

impossible.
காற்றைப்

புகழ

நம்மால்

முடியாது

அவன் புகழ் தீராது.
In the same poem he contemplates a leaf in motion, the sea in
motion, a whirling windmill and then shows that the wind is evidence
of life.
வையகத்தின்

அவனை

உயிரையே

முப்போதும்

காற்றென்கின்றோம்

போற்றி

வாழ்த்துதல்

செய்கின்றோம்.

In the fifth section of the poem he says that Bhima and Hanuman
were the sons of the Wind-God.
They were symbols of strength, and
then he postulates that all things with life are the children of wind and
that wind is life.
உயிர் தான் காற்று
உயிர் பொருள், காற்று அதன் செய்கை
பூமித் தாய் உயிரோடிருக்கின்றாள்
அவளுடைய மூச்சே பூமியிலுள்ள காற்று.
“காற்றே

உயிர்.”

The poem Puyatkaattu was actually written on the morrow of one
of the worst cyclones that ever hit Pondicherry, and in which Bharati
himself saved his life by the fact that he had changed his residence that
day, and his old house collapsed that night.
Another element in Nature that attracts Bharati is the sea—again
Nature in action, as for example in சாரர். The constant motion of
the sea was to Tamil poets a symbol of restlessness and they compared
it to the restlessness of the human heart. They frequently apostrophised
the sea as an unrequited lover.
But to Bharati the sea is a symbol of
action, motion and cosmic energy that underlies all animate nature.
In Mazhai he gives expression, in an appropriate metre, to the
enthusiasm evoked in him by the sights and scenes that follow a
rainstorm. The pattering rain, the floods that burst away hillocks, the
flash of lightning, the peal of thunder are all manifestations of energy
and he takes infinite delight in them.
திக்குக ளெட்டுஞ்

சிதறி--தக்கத்

தம் தரிகிட தீம் தரிகிட தீம் தரிட
பக்க மலைகள் உடைந்து

வெள்ளம்

பாயுது பாயுது பாயுது--தாம் தரிகிட

உம் தரிகிட
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தக்கத் ததிங்கிட தித்தோம்--அண்டம்
சாயுது சாயுது சாயுது--பேய் கொண்டு

தக்கை யடிக்குது காற்று-தக்கத்
தாம்

தரிகிட தாம் தரிகிட தாம் தரிகிட தாம் தரிகிட

வெட்டியடிக்குது மின்னல்--கடல்
வீரத் திரை கொண்டு விண்ணையிடிக்குது
கொட்டி இடிக்குது மேகம்.
In Nature it was her violence that had great appeal to Bharati. He
was no ascetic contemplating Nature.
To him Nature is alive, because
she manifests herself in action.
Just as the appeal that Nature had for him was novel, so was his
method of treatment.
Idealism had always been the key-note of Indian
art, and true to the traditions of Indian art at large, even literature was
highly idealised.
But Bharati departed from tradition both in the style
and in the content of his poetry.
In the past, all who aspired for literary
fame were bound by the iron rules of grammar.
Grammars are a
peculiar feature of all Indian literature in that they not only guided the
form and composition, but also largely determined the subject matter
and prescribed its mode of treatment.
The rules, so all-embracing in
their nature, left little scope for the initiative of the individual artist.
They were a great restraint and they created objective poetry, where
what mattered was not the projection of the poet’s mind or his emotional
moods, but a detached commentary on his theme.
Ancient Tamil poets
treated even emotional sequences in a conventional vein. But Bharati
wrote subjective poetry. In most of his poems it is Bharati himself
who is speaking.
The poets of old painted highly-coloured pictures of such scenic
aspects

of Nature

as

twilight,

dawn,

moonlight,

spring,

often

full of

exaggeration and hyperbole, drawing their imagery from an infinite
variety of sources. But they seldom spoke of their own reactions to a
particular scene. They would supplement a word picture by the human
activities connected with it, and thus create in the reader’s mind an
impression largely by suggestion. Thus, if they intended to portray
twilight, they would not only give coloured pictures of the red sky, the
setting sun, etc., but would

also go on to give typical

evening

scenes,

such as the cattle returning home, the milkman, the maidens sporting
on the flat roof-tops, the appearance of the town guards and the proOr again they would suggest evening and then
claimer of the hours.
Thus Ilhangon different characters.
effects
proceed to give its
koovatikalh in his Cilappatikaaram, Anhthimaalaiccitappu, not content
with the other descriptions of evening that he has given, goes on to tell

us its effects on the amorous coup!e Koovalan and Maathavi and on
of winter in
Similarly in the description
the forlorn KaNNaki.
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Netunalvaatai the poet Nhakkiirar wants us to see winter as it affects
the queen separated from her lover, and the royal spouse preparing for
the next day’s battle regardless of his wife’s plight. But Bharati is
concerned with telling us his own reactions to Nature.
In Paanjcaali
capatam he is Arjuna with Draupadi on his lap, enjoying twilight.
He exclaims
அமைதியொடு

பார்த்திடுவாய்,

மின்னே

பின்னே

அமைவுறு மோர் மின்செய்த வட்டு; முன்னே
சமையுமொரு பச்சை நிற வட்டங் காண்பாய்
தறணியிலிங் கிதுபோலோர் பசுமை உண்டா?
இமை குவிய மின் வட்டின் வயிரக் கால்கள்
எண்ணில்லா திடையிடையே யெழுதல் காண்பாய்
உமை

கவிதை

செய்கின்றாள்,

உரைத்திடுவோம்

எழுந்து

“ பல்லாண்டு

நின்றே

வாழ்க”'

என்றே.

In the opening lines of the poem Kuyil he is again giving his own

reactions to the beautiful morning scene.
In KaNNammaa en kaathali he gives the effect that moonlight has
on him and his impatience at his lover’s absence:
வானினிடத்தையெல்லாம்--இந்த

வெண்ணிலா

வந்து தழுவுது பார்
மோனத்

திருக்குதடீ--இந்த

நானொருவன்

வையகம்

மூழ்கித்

துயிலினிலே
மட்டிலுமே--பிரிவென்பதோர்
நரகத் துழல்வதோ.

Again in this poem he explicitly states his absorption in the twilight
scene:
மாலைப் பொழுதி லொரு மேடை மிசையே
வானையுங் கடலையும் நோக்கி யிருந்தேன்
மூலைக் கடலினை யவ் வான வளையம்
முத்தமிட்டே தழுவி முகிழ்த்தல் கண்டேன்
நீல நெருக்கிடையில் நெஞ்சு செலுத்தி
நேரங் கழிவதிலும் நினைப்பின் றியே
சாலப் பலப்பலநற் பகற்கனவில்
தன்னை மறந்த லயம் தன்னிலிருந்தேன்.

When Bharati attempts to convey to the reader a particular aspect
of Nature, he does so more by sound than by a two dimensional picture.

This is perhaps due to the fact that he comprehended Nature more
through the sense of hearing than through the sense of sight. He had
a marvellous ear for music, in fact for all sounds.

No

doubt the vision
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of a beautiful scene in Nature enthralled him. Colour and line, light
and shade impressed his mind, but the lasting impression that it left
behind was of sounds.
In Nhilaavum vaanmiinum kaattum, he wants
his mind to take in a particular picture of Nature at nightfall, but he
wants to do so by listening to the tinkling of the evening bells, the bark
of a dog, the cries of a mendicant, the sounds of the blowing of the conch
shells, the talk of the people and the cries of babies.
நண்ணி

வரு

மணியோசையும்

எண்ணு

முன்னே

பின்னங்கு நாய்கள்
குரைப்பதுவும்

யன்னக் காவடிப்

பிச்சையென்
றேங்கிடுவான் குரலும்
வீதிக் கதவை யடைப்பதுங் கீழ்த் திசை விம்மிடுஞ்
சங்கொலியும்
வாதுகள் பேசிடு மாந்தர் குரலும் மதலை யழுங்குரலும்.
In Anhthip pozhuthu he pictures evening again where the scene is
suggested by the sounds of the crows, the cries of a parrot and a sparrow,
and the crow of a cock,
காவென்று கத்திடுங் காக்கை--என்றன்
கண்ணுக் கினிய கர நிறக் காக்கை
தென்ன மரக்கிளை மீதில்--அங்கோர்
செல்வப் பசுங் களி க&ீச்சிட்டுப் பாயும்
சின்னஞ்சிறிய

ஜிவ் வென்று

குருவி--அது

விண்ணிடை

ஊசலிட்டேகும்

பின்னர் தெருவிலெர் சேவல்--அதன்
பேச்சினிலே சக்தி வேலென்று கூவும்.
In Paaratha maathaa thiruppalhlhiyezhucci the impression of morning
is created by mentioning the sounds of birds, of the drum and of conch

shells:
புள்ளினம்

ஆர்த்தன;

ஆர்த்தன

முரசம்

வெள்ளிய

சங்கம் முழங்கின கேளாய்.

An aspect of nature that recurs in Bharati’s poetry is the scene at
dawn.
That in his subconscious mind at least, if not in his conscious
mind, there was a sense of being surrounded on all sides, is furnished
by his fondness for dawn. This feeling is implicit in his frequent
reference to and obvious love of sunrise and day break. Dawn, the
harbinger
of a new day, he uses to express the feeling that he always

ctor

le

must
hu

m.

the

old
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was necessary. The attempt to integrate the primal energy with the
energy in social change is given rather clear expression in Cakti:
வாழ்வு பெருக்கும் மதியே சக்தி
மாநிலங் காக்கும் மதியே சக்தி

தாழ்வு தடுக்கும் சதிரே சக்தி

சஞ்சலம் நீக்கும் தவமே சக்தி
வீழ்வு தடுக்கும் விறலே சக்தி
விண்ணை யளக்கும் விரிவே சக்தி
ஊழ்வினை நீக்கும் உயர்வே சக்தி
உள்ளத் தொளிரும் விளக்கே சக்தி.

Bharati came

to associate the parallel manifestation of the same

qualities in natural changes and social changes, for both were governed

by the same law of evolution.
Yet Bharati approached Nature in a spirit of theism.
origin

of life on earth has no

problems,

for he had

To him the

accepted

all that

Vedanta had said about it. When Darwin postulated the origin of man
from the anthropoid ape, he greatly upset the English intellectual world,
particularly the ecclesiastics. When the Church was teaching that God
made man in his likeness, here was Darwin proving that they came from

such a disgraceful source as the low ape. But had Bharati been confronted with the doctrine, he would have accepted it, not because it was
the finding of science, but because his philosophy had already postulated
that “‘ Brahman is equally in man as in such an absurd creature as the
ape.” For in Paarathi atupaththaatu he says:
கேளப்பா சீடனே, கழுதை யொன்றைக்
கீமான பன்றியினைத் கேளைக் கண்டு
தாளைப் பார்த்திரு கரமுஞ் சிரமேற் கூப்பிச்
சங்கர

teal.

சங்கர

வென்று

பணிதல்

வேண்டும்.

Bharati loved Nature and all its beauties.
In KaaTci he says:
்
இவ்வுலகம் இனியது,

இதிலுள்ள

His love for them is

வான் இனிமை

யுடைத்து, காற்றும் இனிது

தீ இனிது, நீர் இனிது, நிலம் இனிது.
The poetic tradition in which Bharati wrote prescribed certain
rules for using imagery.
They were not strictly defined by the
grammars, but the customary usage had hardened into a strong tradition.
Though

Bharati

often

uses

similes

that

were

conventional,

there

is

remarkable originality in some of his similes and metaphors, in keeping
with

the

new

tone

and

the

new subjects

of his

poetry.

Thus

in
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KaNNamma angkavarNanai the major part of the similes used are
conventional, but it was Bharati who alone could have compared her
smile to the newly-bloomed rose. A Classical Tamil poet would have
told us that her teeth were a row of pearls or jasmine buds. He would
thus have created geometrical perfection; but Bharati was concerned
with the effect that it produced on him—her

smile had all the freshness

and spontaneity of the newly bloomed flower:
எங்கள் கண்ணம்மா

நகை

புது ரோஜாப்

பூ.

Thus in a flash he reveals what really was the attraction in her smile.
In KanNammaa en kaathali he uses a whole series of refreshingly
original similes to depict the relationship between himself and his love.
Particularly beautiful are the following:
வான மழை நீயெனக்கு வண்ணமயில் நானுனக்கு...
வீசு கமழ் நீயெனக்கு விரியுமலர் நானுனக்கு;...
வெண்ணிலவு நீயெனக்கு மேவுகடல் நானுனக்கு...
தோயுமது நீயெனக்கு தும்பியடி. நானுனக்கு.
Just as Bharati derived his poetic inspiration from
of the ordinary people around him, so also he derived his
a careful observation of that life and nature. Drawing
compares the readiness of a princeling in helping the
thus—

the daily life
imagery from
from life, he
needy poets

சொல்லிலே நிகரிலாத புலவர் நின் சூழலுற்றால்
எல்லினைக் காணப் பாயும் இடபம் போல் முற்படாயோ.
In Paanjcaali capatam he uses a series of metaphors to describe the
sky at sunset.
In

Vituthalai

cittukkuruvi

he

envies

the

freedom

of

the

little

sparrow:
விட்டு விடுதலை யாகி நிற்பாய் இந்தச்
சிட்டுக் குருவியைப் போலே.
எட்டுத் திசையும் பறந்து திரிகுவை
ஏறிய

காற்றில்

விரைவொடு

நீந்துவை

மட்டுப் படாதெங்கும் கொட்டிக் கிடக்குமிவ்
வானொளி என்னும் மதுவின் சுவையுண்டு.
Bharati derived his images mostly from his keen observation
They came spontaneously to the poet, who was a lover
Nature.

of
of

nature, life and action and they showed scant consideration for literary
convention.

THE POETRY OF SUBRAMANYA BHARATI, A
MANIFESTATION OF NEW TENDENCIES IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF INDIAN LITERATURE

E. D.

CHELISHEV

Since the beginning of the twentieth century there has been an
intensification of the process of the ideological-aesthetic reapproachment
of Indian literatures, a process which began approximately in the
middle of the nineteenth century as a result of the awakening of the
national consciousness of the people of India and of an ever increasing
participation of broad sections of the population in the struggle for
independence.
It is precisely this period that saw the beginning of
the formation of the multi-national Indian literature consisting of
literatures of different languages of India. Each one of these literatures
retained its national features and proceeded from its cultural traditions.
At the same time there appeared in all the literatures of the peoples of
India

similar

trends

and

tendencies;

common

laws

began

in these literatures, laws called to life by the common
the country’s socio- political and cultural development.
It was

in this period

that outstanding

men

of letters

operating

conditions

of

appeared

in

different parts of India—men of letters who wrote in the different
languages of the country and laid the foundation for their national
literatures. The productions of all these writers were quite unique and
The
at the same time they had a genetic and typological community.
former appeared as a result of the extension of contacts and interaction
between India’s. different literatures, as well as a result of the facts that
Indian writers of different national literatures turned to the works of

the same European writers. The typological community in the works
of writers of different national literatures was caused by the development
in different parts of the country of socio-political conditions which were
somewhat similar, conditions that affected these writers as a result of
which similar motifs appeared in their productions independently of

each other.
One

logical,

can particularly clearly see this community,

in patriotic poetry

inspired

by

the growth

genetic and typo-

of the liberation

Such outstanding poets of India as Rabindranath
movement in India.
Bharati, Nazrul Islam, Maithilisharan Gupta,
Subramanya
Tagore,

Suryak and Tripathi Nirala, Josh Malihabadi and many others turned,
89
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independently of each other, to the same topics and plots; they depicted
characters very much alike, put forward the same aesthetic ideals, and
So on.
Without aspiring to depict all the ideological and aesthetic uniqueness of the great poet of Tamilnad, Subramanya Bharati, I shall try to
deal with only some of the aspects of his patriotic lyrical poetry which,
to my mind, made up, in the first decade of the twentieth century, the

main trend of development of the entire literature of the peoples of
India, a literature inspired by the liberation movement.
These features inherent in Bharati’s patriotic poetry, making him
akin to other outstanding poets of India, appeared partly as a result of
their common origin. It is generally known, for instance, that Bharati
was familiar with the wo1ks of Tagore and that he highly appreciated
Tagore’s services in the development

of Indian literature.

Bharati

had

also lived several years in Benares where he studied Sanskrit and Hindi.
In the same way as many other Indian poets, who were under the
influence

of the ideas

of liberation,

he was

impressed

Shelley, the revolutionary romanticist, and others.
genetic

community

of

Bharati’s

poetry

with

the

by the works

of

The problem of the
works

of

Shelley,

Tagore and other poets is a subject for special research.
However, I consider that the affinity between Bharati’s patriotic
poetry and the works of other Indian poets is rather of a typological
than of a genetic nature. Let us analyse how two leading motifs—the
motif of homeland
patriotic poetry.

and

the

motif

of freedom—develop

in

Bharati’s

In the whole of Indian poetry, inspired by the ideas of liberation,
a great place belongs to the topic of motherland.
However, in interpreting this topic many poets of the period of national awakening could
not go beyond the limits of racial, regional and religious boundaries.
Their patriotism is mostly restricted to the praising of their native parts,
to the defence of the interests of their brothers in faith and
fellow
tribesmen.
For the first time the conception of mother country, meaning
the
whole of multi-national India, with its great variety of religions,
languages,

Taces, nationalities, tastes and customs,

appeared

apparently

In the patriotic poetry of Rabindranath Tagore and Subramanya
Bharati
(I mean Bharati’s deshabhakti). It is precisely these
two Indian poets
who considered above all that the guarantee of India’s
happiness and
prosperity was in its unity.

This idea is, for instance, the

keynote

to
Tagore’s song “ The Soul of the People ” (Janaganamana,
1911) which
has become the national anthem of the Republic
of India. Even such
a wonderful poet as Muhammad Iqbal appealed
in his patriotic poetry
not to the entire Indian people, but primarily
to the Moslem community.

: The idea of unity of the Indian people
is the keynote of all the
Patriotic lyrical poems of Bharati. In one of Bharati’s
first patriotic
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poems (Vanhthee maatharam, 1907) which had the same name as the
well-known patriotic song written by Bankimchandra Chattopadhyay,
the poet puts forward the idea of unity of all the peoples and all the
religions of India. “‘ Let us disregard casts or religions, since you
were destined to be born in India it makes no difference whether you
are a brahmin by birth or not—we all were carried by the same womb,
and though we have quarrels.

We

nevertheless remain brothers.

. . If

we have no unity, we shall perish.”
In the years of the development of the nation-wide liberation
struggle, the call for unity, as a most important guarantee of success
in the struggle, was made ever more loudly by many Indian poets, who
in their works went beyond the boundaries of narrow confessional
interest.
For instance, Maithilisharan Gupta (Hindi) in his song
‘The Voice of India” (Bharat Bharati, 1912) voices a thought very
similar to a thought expressed by Bharati: ‘“‘ You know that there aer
300 million of you, and if you establish unity there will be nobody to
match you! ”’

Singing praise to their motherland which had awakened from
age-old slumber, many poets give thought to India’s future. They
solve in different ways the problem of the means and methods which
should be used for gaining freedom in the country and of the road
which the country should follow. Many poets, inspired by Gandhi’s
ideals and programme, called upon their compatriots to return to the
past;

they

lauded

manual

labour,

the distaff,

the patriarchal villages.

They had a negative attitude to the progress of science and technology.
At the same

time

there

was

a call in Indian

poetry

for the country’s

economic upsurge.
“ Our labour will be useless if we employ today
modern tools of production,” says Maithilisharan Hupta in his
“The Voice of India.” However, not a single one of the poets of
India had enough poetic enthusiasm and such civic courage to put
forward

in

development

those days such a majestic and concrete programme of
of India as was done by Bharati in his poem “ The Land

‘‘ The surplus water scattered over Bengal will be
of India” (1910).
used by us to grow wheat in the central parts of the country, we shall
build mines and extract gold and minerals and send them to all parts
of the world so as to exchange them for the valuable goods we need, . . .
we shall invent such technical means which will make it possible to hear
in Kanchi the speeches of the scientists and poets of Benares, . - . we

shall produce weapons, fine paper, we shall lay foundations for factories,
we

shall

build

educational

establishments,

. . . machines

which

will

move on the earth and fly in the air,—. . we shall penetrate into all the
mysteries of science discovered by mankind, we shall measure celestial
expanses and the depths of the seas, we
Moon”’, and so on and so forth.

In

one

of his last poems,—‘‘ The

shall study

Society

the discus

of Bharat”?

of the

(Paaratha
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camuthaayam, 1920), which in my opinion may be described as the poet’s
political testament, Bharati endeavours to look deeper into the future;
he thinks of what India will be like when it gets free of colonialism.
“There are 300 million people in our society, and all of them have

equal rights . . . If even a single person will not have food to eat, we
shall rise up against the whole world. We are the children of the same
family, the same race, the same caste. We are all the children of Mother

India, we are all equal socially and in our property rights, each one of
us is the ruler of India. ”
More than a quarter ofa century before the liberation of his country
Bharati sang praise to a free and independent India, the Republic of
India where a realm of freedom and equality for all people would be
established. It should be mentioned that such motifs became current
in Indian poetry not before 1947-1950, when India got rid of colonialism
and became a sovereign republic (for instance, in the Hindi poems
“ Birth of the Republic’ by Ramdhair Singh Dinkar and “‘ Our India ”
by Balakrishna Sharma Navin, both written in 1950).
In the works of many poets of India’s different literatures the idea
of the country’s liberation, which

can

be achieved

only by means

of a

resolute and selfless struggle, is put forth as the supreme aesthetic ideal.
In the beginning of the 20s Nazrul Islam, a rebellious Bengali poet,
calls for “‘. . . breaking the bars with a heavy hammer, knocking down
the locks and opening wider the doors of dungeons.”
Nirala (Hindi)
says that one should not ask the oppressors to be merciful. In the
words of Shivaji, addressing the traitorous Maharaja Jai Singh, the
poet
Says: “If you can wash off with the blood of the enemies the blots
of
disgrace on your mother’s body, then all your compatriots will honour
and respect you as a hero and redeemer.”
(The Letter of the Great
Shivaji, 1922). Similar motifs appeared in Bharati’s poetry much
earlier.
As far back as 1908, in his famous poem “* Mr. Winch’s statement
and
Patriot Chidambaram Pillai’s answer” the poet declares
resolutely:
*~ We shall not die any more as slaves in our own country
.. . until we
can breathe we shall utter the words ‘ Vanhthee maatharam...’
Are
there no more men in our country who are ready to sacrifice
their lives
for the good of society?” To the last days of his life
he believed in the
successful outcome of the liberation struggle. ‘“‘ There
is no doubt
that victory is absolutely certain. You are sure
to see it. Have faith

m

your

strength!”

(Mother

India’s

Garland

of Nine

Precious

Stones”, 1920).
Bharati goes further than proclaiming freedom
for India alone. In
the same way as Tagore, he expresses the thought
that India will acquire
teal freedom only when there is no trace of slavery
on the globe. “‘ Oh,
Goddess

eo

of Freedom,

keep alive!”

can

any

country

remain

unilluminated

by your

(<< Singing praise to the Goddess of Freedom Be
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The idea of selflessness in the struggle for freedom imbues India’s
entire patriotic poetry.
For instance, in the beginning of the 20s Nazrul
Islam said: “‘ We are dying for the revolution on the stormy day of its

dawn.”

As if in response to him, the Hindi poet Makhanlal Chatruvedi

wrote: “‘ Pluck me, gardener, and throw me at the roadside which will
be traversed by many heroes striving to extol my country”’.
The same
thought is clearly manifest in Bharati’s poetry.
For instance, in his
poem

“Singing

Praise

to

the

Goddess

of

Freedom”

Bharati

says:

“No matter what happens, I shall remain loyal to the Goddess of
Freedom.
Even if I find myself in jail where I shall suffer, even if I am
spurned and crushed, I shall nevertheless continue to worship you,
Goddess of Freedom ”’.
The image of freedom in Indian poetry becomes especially emotional
due to the opposition of the realistic portrayal of the country’s grievous
state and the romantic dream of its better future. ‘‘ We have become
blind because of slavery and therefore cannot notice the actual state of
our country. . . . We have become deaf because of slavery and therefore cannot hear her weeping and groans,” said the Marathi poet
Keshvsut in the beginning of the twentieth century. He also wrote:
“T

took

in my

hands

the

banner

of the

revolution,

and

I fearlessly

proclaim the coming of the revolution!’ R.N. V. Tilak, another
Marathi poet, expresses in his poem ‘‘ Sakhi svatantre’’ a passionate
desire to see the coming of freedom: ‘‘ Oh, freedom, you ate my soul,
my

life.

Without

you

this world

looks

like a desert.

For your

sake

I am ready to sacrifice my life.” There is a depth of expressiveness
and social meaning in the image of freedom in Bharati’s poetry. In
his realistic portrayal of the suffocating atmosphere of colonial reality,
the poet achieves tremendous artistic impact. India is “. . . a country
which has fallen lower than any other, a country filled with poverty,
devoid of freedom, completely ruined, infected with the terrible disease
of colonial slavery which brings people endless sufferings * (Pentastich
about Mahatma Gandhi”, 1919). The dawn becomes a symbol of
freedom with Bharati, in the same way as with a number of other Indian
poets. In the poem ‘‘ Morning” the image of the dawn is endowed
with a joyous, ingenious and almost physically tangible sensation of
the coming of a new era, the approach of which is heralded by the birds
which appear with the first rays of the sun. These are welcomed happily
and with honour by the birds sitting on the branches of trees, because
these heralds bring the news of the great changes which had taken place
in their society.
Bharati, in the same way as other poets of the era of national
awakening, was closely connected with the classical heritage of the past,

which he endeavoured to use for the propaganda of the ideas of
liberation. The desire of Bharati and other poets to reflect in their
works the truth of life, to raise outstanding problems, which were of
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moment at that time to the progressive Indian public, brought into being
a new kind of artistic thinking whose characteristic feature was that
the traditional images of Indian mythology were provided with a new
‘content. The founder of this method of portraying reality by an artistic
representation of mythology was Madhushudon Datta, a Bengali poet
and dramatist. In his poem “ The Death of Meghnad ” (Meghnadbadh, 1869) the traditional plot of the famous excerpt from Ramayana,
describing the battle between Rama’s troops and the hordes of Ravana,
he lends a modern and poignant content to the piece. In the traditionally negative image of Meghnad (Indrajit) the son of Ravana, Datta
portrays, contrary to the existing tradition, a patriotic warior whe
sacrifices his life in battle defending his country.
There is an opinion
that this work of the Bengali poet was influenced by Milton’s Paradise
Lost in which traditional Biblical images are presented unconventionally
and provided with a revolutionary content.
Inspired by the awakening of the national consciousness of the
peoples of India, the poets of different national literatures of the country
continue in the beginning of the 20s the same kind of tradition in an
attempt to lend poignant meaning to mythological images and epic
plots. Thus, in Hariaudh’s (Hindi) poem ‘‘ The Beloved in Exile”
(Pria-Pravas, 1914) Krishna leaves everything that he held dear: his
home, his native country, his beloved Radha and goes to a strange land
where people deprived of everything wait for him as they would for a
redeemer.

of others.

The poet extols man’s selflessness and sacrifice for the good

Instead of portraying the gay, carefree shepherdess Radha

full of the passion of love, Hariaudh offers an image of a modern woman

with a deep realisation of her civic and patriotic duties, a woman who
is an active participant of the liberation movement, a woman who sacrifices her personal happiness in the name of the people’s happiness.
Similar to this image of Radha are the images of women in the poems
of Maithi-lasharan Huota (Hindi) based on mythological plots, for
instance, the image of Yashodhara (the wife of Buddha) in the poem of
the same name (1933), the image of Urmila (the wife of Lakshman) in
the poem Saket (1931). Particularly noteworthy is the image of Urmila,
which inspires the citizens of her native town to a struggle for a just
cause and for the return of Roma, the legitimate heir, from exile. This
struggle which ends with the victory of the people is very much reminiscent of the satyagraha campaign which was then quite popular in India.
é I consider that it is possible to regard in the light of the same tradition also Bharati’s “The Oath of Draupadi” (Paanjcaali capatham,
1912).

In this work the poet uses the traditional plot from the Maha-

bharata—the scene
Draupadi, how they
former had won her
banished and choose

showing how
the Kaurava brothers humiliate
persuade the wife of the Pandava brothers (the
playing dice) to drop her husband who had been
one of them as her spouse. This scene in Bharati’s
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poem acquires an acute political, poignant meaning.
Half naked and
disgraced, Draupadi symbolises Mother India in a state of grief and
woe, defenceless in the face of the treacherous villains Duryodhana,
Sakuni and Duhshasanahor, foreign enslavers. Not a single one of
the five husbands dares to come out in defence of his abused spouse
and free her from the hands of the hateful enemies.
The image of the
wavering and undecisive Bhishma can be regarded as a representative

of moderate liberal reformists, helpless to do anything for their mother
And it is Krishna alone who at the critical moment boldly
country.
comes to the rescue of the woman in distress and frees her of public
This image is apparently the symbol of
disgrace and humiliation.
Balgangadhar Tilak and other radically minded leaders of the national
liberation

movement

capable,

according

to

Bharati,

of

breaking the

shackles of slavery and freeing the country from grief and humiliation.
An ever-present poetic image in Bharati’s works is the mighty
Parashakti—the formidable immanent and transcendental force which
moulds into an entity everything existing in the world, a force which
conditions and brings about all the causes, a force which is personified
as the Goddess Kali symbolising a revolutionary storm shaking the
universe or the Great Mother Goddess symbolising the Motherland or

Freedom.
Bharati was the first poet in India’s entire multinational literature
who

responded

to revolution

in

Russia

by producing

his magnificent

poem “New Russia” (Puthiya Rushiyaa, 1917). The poet portrays
the revolution in the image of the Goddess Kali who “ turned her
attention

abundance

to the land

of Russia’?

where

like snakes in the forest’,

“deceit

and

evil spawned

in

and where for the simple folk

*« _ . who ploughed, sowed and reaped there was no food * and for
those “. . . who looked for the truth there were cruel tortures, jails,
And then ‘the heart of
gallows and exile to Siberia in store.”
looked favourably at her
she
the Goddess overflowed with compassion,
toppled with such a
was
Death,
of
God
the
Yama,
and
loyal sons,

thunderous noise as if the Himalayas had collapsed.” The poet calls
the revolution in Russia “ yukappuraTci” meaning “ the revolution
which had not merely ushered in a new e1a or a new epoch, but a revolution which brought a new period of world importance in the history
which is described by Bharati as “‘the great
of all mankind,’
It is precisely this term used in the poem “ New
Kiruthayukam”.

Russia ” that gives one reason to consider that Bharati was one of the
first persons in India who managed to understand profoundly the
historical importance of the Russian revolution of 112111
Bharati was the first Indian poet to use the image of the Goddess
Kali as a poetical personification of the revolution which had destroyed
for ever the hateful old world and created on the globe a new happy
life. In Hindi poetry, for instance, the image of the Goddess Kali
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“What of the influence from outside Europe of the great literature
of Asia? In the literature of Asia there is great poetry.
There is also
profound wisdom and some very difficult metaphysics; but at the moment
I am only concerned with poetry.
Long ago I studied the Ancient Indian
languages and while I was chiefly interested at that time in philosophy,
I read poetry too; and 1 know that my own poetry shows the influence
of Indian thought and sensibility.”
(0.8. நியாமா: 7௪ Unity of European Culture’,
from radio broadcast to Germany in 1946)

POETRY AND THE HUMAN TRADITION
I preface this paper with this quotation since I feel that there still
exists a school of thought in Tamil scholarship which views with derision
any discussion on the possible influence of Western ‘thought and
sensibility’ on Tamil arts.
One of the prime functions of poetry is
to educate our finer sensibilities. If in a discussion on Tamil poetry
we cannot comfortably reconcile ourselves to the thought that poetry,
whether it is Tamil or English or Bengali, is the collective consciousness
of the human tradition—the written speech of men and women of all
countries, all temperaments, all creeds, all classes, all callings—we do not
deserve to have any association with poetry, or for that matter any art.

TRADITION AND
All poetry
difference being
sonality of the

INDIVIDUAL TALENT
is no doubt previous poetry with a difference, the
applicable both in terms of a new age and of the perwriter; in all poetry tradition and individual talent have

to be blended somehow.
tinuous and anonymous,

But Tamil classical poetry is by nature conthe signature where it is recognisable, being

traced by critics to the characteristic technical devices of a period or
an author rather than to the voice

or gestures, the moral

or emotional

quiddity of a particular person. Poetry which is thus timeless and
impersonal, tends like ballads to be stylised and to become the expression
of a people at large, and not of individual thinkers.
BHARATHI’S POETIC CREDO
If Subramaniya Bharathi—the high priest of modern Tamil poetry—
escaped from this respectable but unexciting anonymity, it was because

he lived and wrote in a period of aspiration almost hopeless and not
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in a period of fulfilment almost complete.

The bitterness of revolt,

and the spiritual ennui which give to the most characteristic modern
poetry its resilience and realism were all ready to Bharathi’s hand ; and
they found in the forms and conventions of our older poetry, a
miraculous vehicle which deftly handled by a master, gave to the modern

sensibility definite expression.
Bharathi wrote in his preface to Paanjcaali capatham.
“* He who produces an epic in simple style and diction, easily understandable metres and popular tunes will be infusing a new life into our
language. The meaning must be crystal clear even to the neo-literates;
at the same time, the poem must not be wanting in the graces
and refinements that are expected of an epic... . .”
THE LANGUAGE OF POETRY
I should like to single out from Bharathi’s poetic credo
“infusing a new life into our language”.
The dead poets
heritage of tradition, of all the finest that lives from the past,
poets carry the language forward.
For no generation feels

the phrase
provide a
the living
in exactly

the same way as its forerunners and each must therefore inevitably use
words differently. Poetry is one great source of the maintenance and
renewal of language. Bharathi—the forerunner of the New Movement
in Tamil poetry—used words differently, unhindered by the traditional
concept of “poetic diction”. The ‘‘easy commerce of the old and
the new’ noticeable in the language and imagery of his poetry reinforces Eliot’s thoughts on tradition and individual talent in poetic
communication.
“When a great poet has lived, certain things have been done once
and for all and cannot be achieved again; but on the other hand every
great poet adds something to the complex material out of which future
poetry will be written.” What Eliot did for the future of English poetry
Bharathi did for Tamil. Listen now to Bharati’s description of sunset
in Paanjcaali capatham and you will get the feel of modern Tamil Poetry:
அடி வானத்தே அங்கு பரிதிக் கோளம்
அளப்பரிய

விரைவினோடு

சுழலக் காண்பாய்;

இடிவானத்தகொளிமின்னல் பத்துக்கோடி.
எடுத்தவற்றை ஒன்றுபட உருக்கி வார்த்து,
முடிவான வட்டத்தைக் காளி ஆங்கே,
மொய் குழலாய், சுற்றுவதன் மொய்ம்பு காணாய்!
வடிவானகொன்றாகத் தகடி ரண்டு
வட்டமுறச் சுழலுவதை வளைந்து காண்பாய்
அமைதியோடு

பார்த்திடுவாய்

மின்னே!

பின்னே

அசைவுறுமோர் மின்செய்த வட்டு; முன்னே,
சமையுமொரு பச்சைநிற வட்டங் காண்பாய்;
தகரணியிலிங் கிதுபோலோர் பசுமை உண்டே?
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இமைகுவிய மின்வட்டின் வயிரக் கால்கள்
எண்ணில்லாதிடையிடையே எழுதல் காண்பாய்!
உமை கவிதை செய்கின்றாள், எழுந்து நின்றே
உரைத்திடுவோம் *“பல்லாண்டு வாழ்க”' என்றே
The sun rolls down
Immeasurably swift
Towards the nadir of the sky.
Look!

Dark-haired

one,

Kali, the mother,
Has melted down a million lightning streaks
And cast this flaming disc;
She whirls it now.
A bright green wheel in front of the supernal glory.
What wondrous green, a green not of this earth!
And from the circling flame, jagged diamond tongues
Shoot forth intermittent.
Oh! but this is a poem that the Mother is weaving.
Rise up, my love, and pray :
“ May this last for ever and ever ’.
The

duced

translator (Professor Srinivasa Raghavan)

the

spoken

rhythms

of the

original.

The

has faithfully repro-

new

rhythm

expression of a new mood.
Bharathi would well have said with
““no verse is libre for the man who wants to do a good job”.

is the
Eliot
But

what is actually significant in Bharathi’s poetry is that the new rhythms
were dictated by what he wanted to say rather than by any preconceived

notions of poetic form.
THE

NEW MOVEMENT IN TAMIL POETRY—INFLUENCE OF THE WESTERN
IMAGIST SCHOOL
All this is by way of introduction to an assessment of the New
Movement in Tamil poetry fathered by Subramanya Bharathi.
It is
significant to note that the New Poetry Movement in England
and America (1912-1918) coincided with Bharathi’s achievement in

poetry.

The innovations made by Bharathi in the content and form of Tamil
poetry provided the stimulus for the new group of poets. This new
poetry emerged during the period 1930-1940 and was considerably
influenced by the poetic credo of the Western Imagists.
Let me explain.
In 1913 a few western poets, shocked at the vagueness and facility of

the poetry of the day, determined:
1. To use the language of common speech, but to employ always
the exact word, not merely the decorative word.
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“ We
2, To create new rhythms as the expression of new moods,
writing
of
method
only
the
as
free-verse’’
‘
upon
insist
do not
poetry. .. . We do believe that the individuality of the poet
may often be better expressed in free verse than in conventional
forms.”
3. To allow absolute freedom in the choice of subject.
4, To present an image. ‘‘ We are not a school of painters, but
we believe that poetry should render particulars exactly and not
deal with vague generalities.”
5. To produce poetry that is hard and clear, never blurred or
indefinite.
6. Finally—‘t most of us believe that concentration is the very
essence of poetry.”

PUTHUMAIPPITHTHAN—THE THEME OF MORAL AMBIGUITY
On the basis of Bharathi’s innovation in the content and form of
poetry there appeared the poetry of the New School.
During the period
1930-1940 N. Pitchaimoorthy, K. P. Rajagopalan Vallikannan, and
Puthumaippiththan experimented in new forms.
K. P. Rajagopalan
and Puthumaippiththan established themselves more as short-story
writers. Their achievement in poetry would have been substantial if
not for their early death. J am inclined to the view that it is their grasp
of the new poetic form which made Rajagopalan and Puthumaippiththan
successful short story writers. Among the Manikodi Renaissance
group, Puthumaippiththan was the only writer who had a thorough
grounding in the traditional Tamil literature of the past. His pseudonym
implied that he was the faddist of the new. In his best short stories
as in his poems we get closer to the physiology of our sensations. Listen

to two stanzas from the poem “ The God has eyes” (@t-qy@a@Gs
கண்ணுண்டு). 11% poem cannot of course be taken to typify the
experimental poetry in Tamil which followed on the wake of the Western
Imagists.
Its significance lies in the use of traditional legend and myth

to communicate
religious values.

a moral

ambiguity

நீடு பொருள் கண்டு
நிமலன் அருள் கண்டு
வீடு பெற நின்ற
வித்தகர்கள் கண்டாராம்;
பாம்புக்குப்

பல்லில்-

பரனுக்குக்

கண்டத்தில்

தங்கும் விஷம் தரணி
தங்கும் விஷமப்பா.

born

of questioning

traditional
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In Ku. Pa. Rajagopalan’s ‘‘ Woman’s original secret’? (@QL/eter exofl csr
பிறவி 7 lub) there are
mating the spoken idiom.

noticeable

touches

of vers libre approxi-

மானிடன் மார்பில் ஓவ்வொரு அடியிலும் எதிரொலிக்க
உன் கால் மெட்டி என்ன வெள்ளி இசையில்
இன்பம் கட்டியது?
தெரியவில்லை; நீ சிரிக்கிருய்/
திக்குளியிலும் உனதழகு
சதையைப் போல!

உயருகிறதோ?

அழிவு கூட உன்னை அங்கம்
அலங்கரித்து விடுகிறதே.

அங்கமாக

உனதியற்கை உணர்ச்சிக் கலையடுத்தது
மொக்கின் மார்புபோல--அல்்லவா?
துச்சாதனன் போல மனிதன்உன்துகிலை உரிகிறான்பெண்ணியற்கையைப் பரிந்து காண!
பாஞ்சாலியின் புடவை போல அது
வளர்கிறது, வளர்கிறது, வளர்கிறது!
மனிதன், பேதை, மயங்கி விழுகிருன்.
A perennial theme for Tamil poets has been the many-splendoured
woman.
K. P. Rajagopalan, however, sees
little splendour in the
enigma that is woman; he admits the fatal attraction woman possesses
for man, but is at the same time repelled by this dangerous symbol of
seduction.
The telescoping of mythical personae Sita and Draupadi
with the anonymous woman of the modern age heighten his ironic

attitude to woman and sex.
N. P. PITCHAIMOORTHY—THE CONTEMPORARY SENSIBILITY
It is in the poetry of N. P. Pitchaimoorthy, that the contemporary
sensibility finds full expression through new poetic modes.
The postwar mood of frustration consequent on the decline of traditional values
gets re-created in lines like:

சூலம் எழுந்தது
அண்டம் அதிர்ந்தது
உலகெங்கும்

கூடாரம்

ஊ௫ரங்கும் விஷப்புகை
வானெங்கும் எஃகிறது
தெருவெங்கும் பிணமலை
கேட்டதொரு வேறுகுரல்.

1-8
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பங்&ட்டுக் கடைகளால்
பணக்காரர். ஆனால்
பாவம் என்றேதேதோ
பேப்பரில் வந்தன
பாவமொன்றில்லா விட்டால்
பாருண்டா? பசியுண்டா?
மண்ணில் பிறப்பதற்கு நெல் ஓப்பும்போது
களிமண்ணில் கலந்திருக்க அரிசி மறுப்பதில்லை.
At

one

mented

level—these
along

lines

are
for

indictments
financial

of society.

profit.

Everything

Weakness,

woe,

is regi-

fear

blight

every face. Yet behind these arid images of frustration there is not
only hatred of the callousness of the human heart and compassion for
suffering but a passionate sense of the positive values that these things
dishonour: freedom-—strength_joy-community compactness, precision,
a fine sense of spoken rhythm and a genuine tone are distinguishing
marks of Pitchaimoorthy’s poetry. A Laforgueian irony, tinged with
sadness runs through
(பூக்காரி)

many

of his poems

as

in

‘‘ The

Flower

Girl ”

பூக்காரி பொங்கும் குரல்
பெண்களை எழுப்பவில்லை
சாரலின் கடுஞ்செனத்தில்
பூ மோகம் ஆடவில்லை
. பூக்காரி குரலினோடு
கூடிற்று மழையின் கண்ணீர்
பூக்காரி பொட்டுக் கூடை
இிரும்பிற்று வீடு நோக்க. ....

DHARMASIVARAMU—INFLUENCE OF SURREALISM
Surrealism

with its stress on the role of the irrational in art, has

exercised however indirectly an influence on the poetic climate of the
New Group of Tamil poets. It had the effect of paving the way for a

poetry where the importance

of precise moral and rational content was

now discounted and where communication with an audience meant for
the poet, the communication of dreams.
Such is the background for
a good deal of the poetry of Dharma Sivaramu (S70 Aarap).
The
forced and unrealized collocations of images noticeable in some of his
Poetry may be due to a deliberate desire to write in the new mode.
But
where he has something genuine to communicate—where how he wants

to say 1s dictated purely by what he wants to say—he creates poetry of
a high order.

Witness ““ Dawn”

(o19-4)), where

as

the associations summoned by

each surrealist image evoke a concrete picture of “Dawn”.

associations around words like

G5ue,

Lert 5g) etc.,

The sexual

reinforce

the
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In these lines, as in Eliot’s “ April is

“When
the
evening
is spread out
a patient etherised upon a table”’,

against

the

sky

it is the experience of a felt philosophy of life that is conveyed through
the effective imagery.
Dharma Sivaramu has assimilated the poetic
forms of modern European poets into his own aesthetics and that is
why a few of his poems strike us as fine documents of contemporary
sensibility.

T. S. VERNUGOPALAN—“ OBJECTIVE CORRELATIVE ”
An age-old symbol—the Moon—transmutes itself, in a poem of
7. 5. Vernugopalan, into a “ persona” for the communication of the
poet’s ambivalent attitude to Beauty.
Portraying the Moon as a

courtesan—naked

and

ashamed

(‘‘srom Door

ug 5o5’’)—T.

S.

Vernugopalan writes—

மதிமுகத்து சதித்தளுக்கை
அலைக்கை

குலைக்கட்டும்

வேட்கைத் தொழுநோய் வந்து
ஒட்டி உருக்குலைக்கும்.
“Odi et amo ’’—the poet seems to say, both attracted and repelled by
the seductive Moon.
VAIDEESWARAN—FUSION

OF THOUGHT AND FEELING

In Vaideeswaran’s ‘‘ Dark Wisdom ”—note the ironic title (@7 or &

கருமை) have the metaphysical fusion of thought and feeling
characteristic of the poetry of W. B. Yeats. “‘ Blood, imagination and
intellect ’’ go to the creation of lines like

சுடரை வெறிக்க முடியாமல்
முகத்தை வளைத்துக் கொண்டேன்
அனாதைப் பிணமாய், நிழல்

நீட்டிக் கிடந்தது

நானா அது
என்னை

மண்ணிலிட்ட

காட்டுனோ.
It should be admitted that the taste of the New Group of Tamil poets
for casting their “‘ outline and substance ’ into image and symbol makes
the reading of Tamil poetry more difficult than it has ever been before.

This difficulty is not unfamiliar

to genuine readers of poetry and is
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certainly quite well-known to readers of modern poetry anywhere—the
obscurity arising out of a specific communication technique.
It is the obscurity created defiantly and defensively out of a basic

feeling of insecurity in the face of hackneyed techniques of communication. It is the obscurity of that supreme psychological realist Joyce,
who refused to manufacture an artificial literary style in preference to
the real, raw, verbal surface of consciousness.
In fact, it is obscurity
only till we reach the point where we grasp the grammar of the poet’s
individual consciousness.
Witness
“Hell”
(741b),
where
the

boredom and horror of quotidian existence find forceful expression in
lines like

குமிழகம் கீழுமல்ல
முழுவதும் மேலுமல்ல
விலையேற்றிவிட்டு
சோருக்க மறியல்.
பட்டினியும் அழிவுமே
கிடைத்த பயன்,
பின்னாலும் போகவில்லை முன்னாலும்
நடுக்கிணற்றில் நிகழ்காலம்

போகவில்லை

In poetic rhythms Vaideeswaran judiciously blends the traditional and
the new spoken idiom; in imagery he achieves effect by the juxtaposition
of the sublime and the sordid:
பாலூட்கக் கிடைத்தனவோ?
உணர்ச்சி யூட்டிடவோ

பால்

ஆழக் கழுத்தெடுத்து

நீளம் மிகக் குறைந்து
சேரப் பிடித்த சோலி
நின்று கவனித்து சோர்வு

நடை

பின்னச்

செய்யும்.

The female breast as the prime symbol of fertility is juxtaposed with the
modern

morbid

obsession

with half-revealed

breasts under diaphanous

cholis. Sex has lost its sanctity and meaning.
One recalls Eliot’s
Sweeney among the Nightingales staining the stiff dishonoured shroud.
“Hell” is a poem written by a literal follower of Eliot.

MURUGAIYAN—INFLUENCE OF T. S. ELIOT
If there is one modern Tamil poet who has unconsciously assimilated
the best of Eliot the poet and the critic, it is the Ceylon poet Murugaiyan.
A graduate in both Science and Arts, Murugaiyan has a deep grounding
in Tamil classical poetry. He has also read widely in western
poetry.
He can always be relied on to be more interesting, lively, provocativ
e,

wide-ranging,

psychologically

penetrating,

technically skilful and

nious than most of his contemporaries in Ceylon.

-

inge-
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He has given us a good number of successful poems and a great
many incidental and fragmentary brilliances. But he has never gathered
up and concentrated all his powers in a major achievement.
His longish

pom

(@5@»

use) suggests some deep spiritual quest.

Like most

seventeenth-century lyrics its structure is made up of oppositions and a
final resolution.
On the one side the falseness and deception of human
appearances; and on the other the true quality of spiritual reality. The
moments of eternity within life are lit by a discerning light, the assurance
of a knowing joy. One detects in this poem the influence however
oblique of Eliot’s Four Quartets,
என்று விடியும்? விடியுமெனில்
இருளும் தொலைந்து பகல் மலரும்

நின்று புதிதாய் பிறந்து வரும் :
நாளை ஒன்று சிறந்து வரும்
வென்றி மிகுந்து பூரித்து

வெயிலோன் வருவான் என இருளில்
அன்றில் இணையை அனையவர்கள்
ஆவலோடு காத்திருந்தார்...

It is his satiric “‘ Love Song” (காதற் & 51d), written in 1954, with its
overtones of powerful irony, which definitely establishes Murugaiyan as
a poet of promise. The poem illustrates: “‘ The word neither diffident
nor ostentatious. An easy commerce of the old and the new.
The common word exact without vulgarity. The formal word precise
but not pedantic.”
பசைகாய்ந்து, சருகாகிச் ௬ருண்டு, வற்றிக்
கண்ட கண்ட இடமெல்லாம் காட்சி தந்து
கசங்கி உயிர்ச் சத்தககன்ற அந்தக் காதல்,

கசங்கி உயிர்ச் சத்தகன்ற அந்தக் காதல்
கடைப் பொருள் போல் மலிவாக்கப்பட்ட காதல்
பிசங்கு மனத்தெழுந்து சிறு பிணக்கையெல்லாம்
பெரிதாக்கி Mansy ser
மாறுங் காதல்
உயர்ந்ததுதான்!

உயந்ததுதான்!!

ஐயமுண்டோ

உண்மைதலை ஒளியாது கூறுதற்குப்
பயந்து மறைந்தொதுங்கி விடவேண்டாம்,
பார் நேரே,

Murugaiyan
no wonder:

இவையெல்லாம்

பச்சை

அன்பே

உண்மை.

is perplexed about love in this very Age of Love. And
he has his scientific background to assist his dissecting

analysis; and the ascetic in him prevails over the aesthetic.

Sex stripped

of all emotional meaning and commercialised to the point of voyeurism
provokes

the sensitive poet

to burst forth into an

ironic

love-song—

PANDIT

S.M. NATESA SASTRI (1859-1906),
PIONEER TAMIL NOVELIST

“R.

E. ASHER

INTRODUCTION
For a century or two the point has been stressed by Tamil and foreign
scholars alike that few peoples have a continuous literary tradition comparable to that of south India. One of the effects of this continuity
and its combination with the excellence of the masterpieces of Sangam
and medieval times has been the concentration of historians of Tamil
literature on these great periods of the past. Little has been written
on the literature of the last century—particularly prose fiction. It is
true that some of the better of recent histories of Tamil literature* and
one or two accounts of the development of Tamil prose? give some
But apart from the writings of
space to the novel and short story.
stray articles by others* there
two
or
one
and
Subramanyam!
Naa.
Ka.

Yet it is
is little else that is devoted to this area of Tamil culture.
precisely in this field that the literary masterpieces of the twentieth
Happily some awareness of this was
century are sure to be found.
International Conference/Seminar
first
the
to
delegates
few
shown by a
of Tamil studies held two years ago in Kuala Lumpur, where a few
papers on the work of twentieth century writers of prose fiction were
read, and a fair number have been submitted to the present conference.
This paper is an attempt to follow this lead by saying something about
one of the important pioneers in the realm of the Tamil novel,
S. M. Natesa Sastri.
NATESA SASTRI’S CAREER
Natesa Sastri, a graduate of Madras University, spent his life in
same
government service, though he was never for many years in the
nt
Governme
the
joined
he
n,
graduatio
In 1881, soon after
section.

In about 1885 he gave evidence before the
Archaeological Department.
Public Service Commission ‘‘ advocating the claims of educated Indians
and their special aptitude for archaeological research.” In this he
showed “‘ an independence which was a notable trait in his character;
but it served ever afte: as a bar to that official preferment and personal
recognition to which his scholarship and great abilities fully qualified
of posts, some relatively subordinate, included
him’’.S. His succession
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that his language was a suitable vehicle for the novel, which he saw as
being the most widely appreciated literary form in the west. His love
of and practice in retelling traditional Tamil stories in both Tamil and
English had shown that he did not lack narrative skill. So in 1900 he
produced Dinadayalu.° In order that this novel should not reach a
wide public simply because of the author’s distinguished reputation in
other fields, Natesa Sastri published it under a pseudonym (Swadesamitran). His intention was that it should be judged without prejudice.
If it proved popular, he promised to publish other works of a similar
type. His confidence proved well-founded, and a second edition of
Dinadayalu and five other novels followed in rapid succession during
1902 and 1903.
In the introduction to Dinadayalu Natesa Sastri noted that every
month thousands of stories called novels were written in English.
So
that his countrymen who knew no English should know what a novel
was he had written and published this one, which, he claimed, was the
first one to appear in Tamil.“ It seems inconceivable that Natesa
Sastri had not read any of the Tamil novels published between 1879
and 1900, and one can only assume that he did not consider that the
writings of Vedanayagam Pillai, Rajam Aiyar and Madhaviah fitted
his conception of what a novel was.

Though not the first novel in Tamil as far as posterity is concerned,
_ Dinadayalu was certainly Natesa Sastri’s first. It did not, however,
mark his entry into the field of prose fiction. Some years earlier he
had been asked by Colonel Charles A. Porteous, Inspector General of
Police, to write some detective stories, for Porteous thought that members
of the Madras police force might profit from reading of some of the
remarkable things done by detectives in western countries. Within less
than six weeks of receiving the request Natesa Sastri had completed
the

book.

It contains

five

stories

recounting

the

solving

of serious

crimes—including murders and major thefts. The setting is in each
case in South India, but the stories are avowedly conceived after a
reading of detective stories written in English and French. The hero,
தானவன், 16 80 ௦156ம் because there was a very famous detective in
England called Dick Donovan. With perhaps greater justification than
in the case of Dinadayalu, Natesa Sastri claimed that this was the first
book of its kind in Tamil. The plan to follow it with another set of
south Indian detective stories appears not to have been realised.
Dinadayalu, the best-known of the six “‘ Popular Novels”, has
been discussed elsewhere and a detailed account will not be given here.**

It is the story of the first son of a Brahmin family whose mother died
when he was very young. The result is that one of the chief characters
in the book, as in others that were to follow, is a somewhat unsympa-

thetic step-mother.

As his father, too, remarried when Natesa Sastri

was only a boy, this might be supposed to be an autobiographical touch,
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The author has put on record elsewhere, however, that his step-mother
When
‘‘ unlike the step-mother of fiction . . . was very kind to me”.*
His father is sufferthe story opens, Dinadayalu is in his mid-twenties.
ing from what proves to be a fatal illness and Dinadayalu thus becomes

The book falls into two

responsible for the affairs of the joint-family.

parts, the first one describing the unsuccessful attempts to obtain
adequate medical help for the restoration of his father’s health, the
second showing how he eventually solved the problems—mainly financial
—that he was left with after his father’s death. Out of this almost
plot Natesa Sastri managed to produce a tightly-knit
commonplace
and gripping narrative.
THE REJUVENATION OF KOMALAM
By way of contrast the book which followed his successful beginning as a novelist has very little to do with everyday life. Once again
the author claimed to be producing another first in Tamil literature.
For no other Tamil writer, he said, had written a “ farcical romance ”’
like The Rejuvenation of Komalam (19025), though there were several
ஹாஸ்யகரமான நாவல்கள் [ற நிறுத,
This light-hearted story is
certainly very different from its predecessor. It concerns two sisters,
former dancing-girls, who grew disheartened through being often taunted
by younger women of their profession because of their age and lack of
good

looks.

For

Komalam

is now

sixty and her sister, Tanam,

fifty-

five. They are overjoyed, therefore, to obtain a drug that will make
them young again by taking five years off their age for each spoonful
swallowed, and they buy just enough to enable both of them to become

twenty-five again. This is not how things work out. One day, while
her younger sister is out, Komalam accidentally knocks over the bottle
containing the drug. In her panic through spilling some of the precious
liquid

she

drinks

what

remains—and

this

is

an

overdose.

Tanam

returns home to find that her sister has disappeared.
Her clothes are
still there, however, and in the middle of them is a small baby.
A
nurse is engaged

to look after this infant Komalam.

Proving

to be a

bad nurse, she is brought before the court on the instance of Tanam
(who had earlier been turned out of her own house because

of the sus-

picion that she had murdered her sister). There is an uproariously
comic court scene as Tanam tries to explain what really happened.
The
impossibly complicated situation is only brought to an end when the
effects of the drug wear off.
Unlike some of the Tamil

novelists

who

preceded

j
him,

Natesa

Sastri did not use his works of fiction as a platform for moralising.
But there is a moral in The Rejuvenation af Komalam, namely the obvious

one that one should be contented with one’s lot, as the last chapter,
where Komalam gives an account of what she suffered through having
a. mature mind in an immature body, makes clear.
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THE TWO ORPHANS
Very shortly after Komalam came The Twa Orphans (1902c) and
with it yet another type of story. The plots of both of Natesa Sastri’s
first two novels had been very simple. This one is considerably more
complicated.
Indeed one might say that there are several plots, but
all ultimately so bound up with each other that they are not easily disentangled.
The action covers a period of some twenty years, that is to
say the life of the two orphaned sisters from their birth to the time
when they marry, but the story begins about half way through this
period,

and

earlier events are recounted

through

a series of flashbacks

as a number of mysteries are solved. The interest of the reader in a
number of questions is skilfully raised. Who were the parents of the
two orphans introduced in the first chapter? Who is the old man they
know as grandfather? How did the fire start in which the three were
assumed to have died (though the children in fact escaped?) Who
murdered Arulhnhaathan on the night of this fire—and only one day
after his marriage to Kunhthalham? What is the true story of the death
by drowning of the two infant daughters of Paccaiyappa Muthali? It
turns

out

in

the

end

that

they

did

not

die,

and

indeed

that

the

two orphans are Paccaiyappan’s children.

The person responsible for

the

book

tragedies

and

near-tragedies

of

the

is

his

second

wife,

Amiruthavalli, who wanted all her husband’s wealth to be for the benefit
of her own children and not her step-children. One crime leads to
another,

and

more

than

a

little

help

is

needed

from

the

arm

of

coincidence before the narrative is brought to a happy end.
That such a story should be convincing is a sign of Natesa Sastri’s
real narrative skill. To add to the impression of realism he told in the
introduction how he had heard this true story some twenty-five years
earlier, and the novel is set in the same district where he claims it took
place.

Once

again

it was

a deliberate

attempt

to do

something

new.

In Dinadayalu he had tried to show that if in the ups and downs of family
and worldly life a man had faith in God, then God would not desert
with
him; the second novel had been satirical in intent (concerned
this third one attempted to excite the emotion
.ஹாஸ்யரஸம்):
௦8. 0000888101) (கருணாரஸம்),15
A WIFE CONDONED
The fourth in the series, A wife
ground mainly in its choice of subject.

condoned (1903a), breaks new
It shares with The Two Orphans

a certain tendency towards the melodramatic, as when in the course
of a midnight chase the villain of the story shoots (though does not kill)
the husband of his former mistress. The action is concentrated in a
relatively short period: Payoonhithi Muthaliyaar and Katpakam have
been: married some eighteen or nineteen years when the story opens and
the events that follow cover only a year or two, But the book has in
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common with Dinadayalu and The Two Orphans the technique of referring back at some length to past events when these are relevant to an
understanding of what is going on. The book’s plot is dependent on
Payoonithi’s discovery of his wife’s adulterous relationship with the
unscrupulous KanTiiravan—a discovery that results from a rare, but
not unrealistic, accident: Katpakam writes letters to her husband and
her lover on the same day and then puts them in the wrong envelopes.
As is usual with Natesa Sastri, there is no obtrusive moral tone.
But the book has a message:

a wayward wife can atone for her lapses,

and the main duty of man and wife in such circumstances is to think
of the welfare of the children. The impossibility of finding a husband
for his daughter, if his wife’s misconduct becomes known, is Payoonhithi’s main consideration.
THE MOTHER-IN-LAW IN COUNCIL
Natesa Sastri again states with 4 Wife Condoned that the story
is partly based on fact. For The Mother-in-law in Council (1903) a
very detailed source is claimed, namely a few palm-leaf manuscripts
that have survived out of a much greater number since the time of the
story. The narrative is set in Arcot when Saadat Ullah Khan was
Nawab, that is to say in the years following 1732. In publishing this
historical novel Natesa Sastri was claiming yet another first.2®
Since the book is more clearly than any other of his a piece of
social criticism, it seems strange at first sight that he should state that
what took place happened a century and a half earlier. For it is an
attack on the joint-family system and especially on the over-great power

exercised in family affairs by the mother-in-law.
In a number of places
Natesa Sastri is at pains to stress the date of the action and to emphasise
that there are no mothers-in-law so deserving of criticism in his day:
no mother-in-law now has such authority.” All of this, however, can
be taken as a device for making severe criticism without seeming to be
too offensive.
CURTAIN

LECTURES

Natesa Sastri was not the first author to pretend to be editing
earlier manuscripts. Douglas Jerrold’s Mrs. Caudle’s Curtain Lectures
(1846) were supposedly based on notes that the unfortunate Caudle left
of the “lectures ” delivered by his wife every night of their married life
before she would let him go to sleep. The book had an enormous
Success, at least seven editions appearing during the year of publication
and a good many more between then and the most recent one
in 1950,
and there were French, German and Swedish translations.
In his earlier
novels Natesa Sastri had attempted to present to the Tamil reader
types

of books that were being written in English.

But his Curtain Lectures

would seem to be the only one of his works that can without question
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be stated to be based on one specific English book.
It is a very skilful
Whenever possible, equivalent Tamil situations are found,
adaptation.
and at least twenty of the thirty-six chapters can be positively traced
back to Jerrold’s. But the imitation is not a slavish one.
Thus, where
Caudle’s laconic comments are only shown through what his wife said
when he dared to interrupt the flow of her speech, Rama Prasad’s words
(suitably brief) are actually quoted when he manages to break into his
wife’s sermons.
CONCLUSION
After Curtain Lectures Natesa Sastri published no more novels,
for his life was cut short only three years later. But he had done enough
to earn a place as one of the important pioneers in the realm of Tamil
prose fiction. By his remarkably varied output he had not only shown
what sort of writing interested English readers, but had also demonstrated that what could be done in English could equally be done in
Tamil—a fact that was not obvious to all his contemporaries.
He
possessed the good story teller’s vital gift, the ability to make the reader
want to know what would happen next.
He was writing for a wide

audience and properly judged that a straightforward, unpedantic style
was desirable.
His language is quite close to colloquial speech and
some of the conversational passages contain distinctly colloquial forms,
though extremes that might lead to difficulties in comprehension are
avoided.
have

When a writer or an artist dies young, one wonders how he would
developed if he had lived longer.
This is perhaps an idle specu-

lation. But one can at least say of Natesa Sastri that it is unlikely that
he would have repeated himself.

NOTES
(References are to author and date in bibliographical list that follows.)
1 See MEENAKSHISUNDARAM 1965, pp. 180-5; and JEsuDASAN 1961, pp. 262-8.
2 BE.g. SELVANAYAGAM 1957, pp. 113-57; and PARAMASIVANANDAM 1959, pp. 204,

213-14, 224.
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3 SUBRAMANYAM 1957a, 1957b"and 1961.
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OTHER

HARMONY: A STUDY
PROSE WRITINGS

S. VWAYA

OF

BHARATI’S

BHARATI

Bharati has now become a popular poet. His reputation as a great
poet (மகாகவி) is now firmly established.
Generations of readers
of Tamil literature and lovers of this great language are bound to look
upon Bharati as the Father of the Tamil Renaissance. There is ample
justification for calling Bharati the greatest representative of the ‘ modern’
consciousness in Tamil writing in this century. In a brief life motivated by the extra-ordinary force of genius Bharati brought new life
to the sleeping world of Tamilnad and its literature. He is accepted as
the most powerful force in the last decade of the nineteenth and the first
two decades

of the twentieth

centuries;

his influence has lasted to this

year in the second half of the twentieth century and is likely to last
many more.
All this is very good— this awakening to the merit of a genius of
our own, this recognition and praise given to him without reservations.
But as Oscar Wilde remarked somewhere, we kill the thing we love.
Whatever Wilde must have meant by that remark, the saying is coming
more or less to be true in this case of Bharati.
With the increase of
his popularity he has been read more and more scarcely. It will not
be out of place here to mention the Texan’s love of the classics. He
had grown a millionaire overnight by striking oil in the dead of evening
and, in the opulence of his riches, he ordered the complete works of
Shakespeare,

Milton

and

Dante,

with

‘ something

else that he could

read’. The danger of any author being accepted as a classic involves
his not being read at all. That is why I shudder every time some one
elevates Bharati to the exalted position of the classics.
I-would like to outline a few of the aspects of Bharati studies and
Bharati criticism in this part of the country.
Except for the 1948 edition
by the Madras Government there is now no standard edition of Bharati’s

poems, and even this edition does not seem to be in print. There are
as many cheap editions as one might wish to buy, their quality denoted
by the unhappy adjective. Though Bharati’s poems have been sung,
filmed, included in every kind of text book, translated into many Indian
and foreign languages, sometimes, accurately and well, an aura of
romance and mystery surrounds the life of this poet. There is as yet
no authentic biography of the poet. As a member of the Bharati family
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the difficulties of writing anything authentic on my

grand-father, difficulties amounting almost to the insurmountable.

As

the problem is too involved and delicate to be discussed in the course
of this brief paper, I leave it merely stated.
Then arises the problem with which

we,

as

Tamil

scholars

and

research workers, are concerned.
In spite of the tremendous popularity
of the poet almost no scholarly research has been done on his works.
I refrain from commenting on much that has been written on Bharati
by his friends, admirers and students. But J have no hesitation in
stating that very little work has been done on the wide range of Bharati
literature.
I have seen one or two theses written for the M. Litt. degrees
in the field of comparative literature; one thesis written for the doctoral
degree in Hindi

of the Saugar University by my husband’s good friend,

Dr. P. Jayaraman.
The rest is silence. My own thesis for the Ph.D.
degree of the Annamalai University is still in the process of evaluation
and nothing can be said of it except that I also ran. It can, however,
claim

to

be

the

first

attempt

at

studying

Bharati’s

works

critically

according to known methods of literary criticism.
It is against this background, where so much of Bharati’s poetry
has come into prominence but not into the field of academic research,
that I want to raise the question of Bharati’s prose writings. Bharati
has gained so much popularity as a poet and his poetry has come into
such tremendous notice that many other aspects of his personality and
many other forms of literature which he innovated and in which he
excelled

are

often

overlooked,

if not

completely

neglected.

It is the

object of my brief paper to analyse critically Bharati’s extra-poetic
creations, namely his prose, his short-stories, the new forms of literature
which he brought into existence, like the prose poem, and to show the
excellence of the forms taken for analysis.

John Dryden, the noted English poet and critic called prose ‘ the
Poetry had held the reigning power of a queen in
other harmony’.
English literature almost from pagan times. The first illustration of
the use of prose in any relevant place is the Bible (still one of the best
pieces of prose writing in the English language). But with Dryden,
prose came to occupy a place as important in the field of letters as
poetry. Dryden’s own prose is an illustration of the phrase “the other
harmony”.

poetry.

At

best

his

prose

reveals

the

excellent

qualities

of his

Take for example these lines from Absalom and Achitophel
In friendship false, implacable in hate
Resolved to ruin or to rule the state.”

or the lines from a

slightly different kind of poem:

Less than a god they thought there could not dwell

Within the hallow of that shell
That spoke so sweetly and so well.*
9
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It is not my object here to dwell on what may be called a commonplace piece of criticism, Whereas the lines from Absalom and Achitophel
point to the extra-ordinary control of diction, terseness and pointedness
of the expression, the word being almost irreplaceable, the lines from
A Song for St. Cecilia’s Day bring out the grandeur—the ‘ epic’ quality
of so much of Miltonic verse. If you turn to any of the prose compositions of Dryden, it is these very qualities of his verse which find a
glowing elucidation in them.
In his Preface to the Fables, where he
speaks of poetical traditions and families, there is this passage: ‘‘ Milton
was the poetical son of Spenser, and Mr. Waller of Fairfax; for we have

our lineal descents and clans as well as other families.”’*
Following this line of argument two centuries later, Matthew Arnold
came with the crisp definition of prose (In many ways Arnold may be
regarded a very influential precursor to the modern critics of literature
in England and Europe.
I need hardly mention that many of the critical
methods we apply to literary studies in Tamil go to these European
fundamentals.
This question is not open to debate.) Matthew Arnold
said that prose must have qualities of uniformity, regularity, precision

and balance.®
Though Arnold’s poetry strays from these qualities of good prose,
there are many instances where Arnold was unknowingly committing
himself into writing good poetry—with qualities of uniformity, regularity,
Precision

and

balance.

In his Scholar

Gypsy,

which

as a poem

still

contains the best description of the Oxford countryside, apart from the
accuracy of the scenes the poet describes, there is a charming precision
in the words he chooses to delineate the character of the scholar.
‘‘ So
often has he known

thee past him stray, rapt,

twirling

in

thy hand,

a

wither’d spray, and waiting for the spark from heaven to fall.’
Arnold’s prose is a splendid illustration of his definition. Discussing the comparative merits of the critical and creative powers in
his essay on the function of criticism at the present time, he says:
** The critical power is of lower rank than the creative. True;
but in assenting to this proposition one or two things are to be
kept in mind. It is undeniable that the exercise of a creative
power, that a free creative activity, is the true function of men;
it is proved to be so my man’s finding in it his true happiness °’.”

From this passage, selected at random from Arnold’s essays, it may be
seen how apt is his definition of prose, which luckily has the best of
the qualities of his poetry as well.
With this background as elucidation of my approach and critical
method involved in this paper, I now turn to the prose writings
of Bharati.
Bharati’s chief principle was that one must write as one speaks.
The idea born in the mind and the emotion born in the heart must both
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be expressed in direct language without any concealment.
This principle gave his prose style clarity, simplicity, beauty.
Talking about
prose style in one of his essays Bharati says:

“தமிழ்
வசன
நடை
இப்போது
தான்
பிறந்து
பல
வருஷமாகவில்லை.
கதொட்டிற் பழக்கம் சுடுகாடு மட்டும்.
ஆதலால்,
இப்போதே
நமது
வசனம்
உலகத்தில்
எந்த
பாவையைக் காட்டிலும் தெளிவாக இருக்கும்படி முயற்சி
கள் செய்ய வேண்டும்.
கூடிய
வரை
பேசுவது
போலவே
எழுதுவதுதான்

உத்தமமென்பது

என்னுடைய

க்ஷி.

எந்த

விஷயம் எழுதினாலும் சரி, ஒரு கதை அல்லது ஒரு தர்க்கம்,
ஒரு சாஸ்திரம், ஒரு பத்திரிகை விஷயம் எதை எழுதினாலும்
வார்த்தை சொல்லுகிற மாதிரியாகவே அமைந்து விட்டால்
நல்லது.”
Towards

the close of the essay Bharati propounds,

in a surprising way,

the proximity of prose to poetry:
“வசன
நடை,
கம்பர்
கவிதைக்குச்
சொல்லியது
போலவே, தெளிவு, ஒளி, தன்மை, ஒழுக்கம் இவை நான்கு
முடையதாகயிருக்க
வேண்டும்.
இவற்றுள்
ஒழுக்கமாவது
கதுட்டுத்தடையில்லா
மல் நேரே பாய்ந்து செல்லும் தன்மை.*?9
The best illustration of this criticism is Bharati’s own style of prose.
Let us take for example his introduction to the Bhagavad Gita:
“அறிவுக்

தொழில்

தெறிவைத்

செய்து

நல்லதாகவே

தவிர

கொண்டிரு.

முடியும்.

நீ

விடாதே.

நீ

சும்மா

எது

பின்

இருந்தாலும்

உன் மனம் தனக்குத்தான் ஏதேனும் நன்மை
டேயிருக்கும்.
உடம்பினால் செய்யப்படும்
இரமே
தொழிலன்று.
லும்
தொழிலேயாம்.

தொழிலில்லையா?

ஓயாமல்

செய்தாலும்

அது

அப்போது

செய்து கொண்
தொழில் மாத்

மனத்தால்
செய்யப்படும்
தொழி
ஐபம்
தொழிலில்லையா?
படிப்புத்

மனம்

தொழிலில்லையா?

சாஸ்த்ரங்க

சட்
நாடகங்களெல்லாம்,
கவிதைகளெல்லாம்,
ளெல்லாம்,
புராணங்களெல்லாம்
வேதங்களெல்லாம்,
டங்களெல்லாம்,

கதைகளெல்லாம், காவியங்களெல்லாம் தொழில்களல்லவா?
இவையெல்லாம் உடம்பாற் செய்வதின்றி மனத்தாற் செய்
யப்படுவன

அன்றோ??
* .10

This should be compared with the impassioned utterance of his poetry:

என்ன

வரங்கள் பெருமைகள்
எத்தனை மேன்மைகளே

வெற்றிகள்

தன்னை வென்றாலவையாவும் பெறுவது
சத்திய மாகு மென்றே
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இது எனக்குப் போதும்.
சென்றது கருத மாட்டேன் நாளைச் சேர்வது நினைக்க
மாட்டேன்.
இப்போது என்னுள்ளே சக்தி கொலுவிற்றிருக்கின்றாள்
அவள் நீடுழி வாழ்க

அவளைப் போற்றுகிறேன்,
வாழ்த்துகின்றேன்.3

புகழ்கிறேன், வாய் ஓயாமல்

It remains for me to say that in the prose writings of Bharati there
is as wide a scope for research as there is in his poetry. Excepting for
a stray essay here and there, the prose of Bharati is left alone by most
critics. I venture to think that even the essay of Mr. Kamil Zvelebil,
good as it is, does not patiently analyse the aspects of the prose

of Bharati technically. This paper too is only a beginning. The job
of technically analysing Bharati’s prose and studying its rhythm along
with the rhythm of his poetry is yet to be made.
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Viruththaacalam, popularly known by his pseudonym as Puthumaippiththan, (1906-1948), was a journalist by profession and was
closely
connected with such leading journals as Thinamani, Thinacari
and
Manikkoti.
Within a short period of his journalistic career, from
1930 to 1946, he produced

two hundred

or more

short stories, a small

novelette, three one-act plays, a book of poems and about 50
translations
of short stories written by Western and Eastern writers.
Also, a considerable number

of articles on various topics like literature, art, short

stories, modern poetry, politics, reviews and criticisms have
been written
by him. From his articles a selection has been published under
the title
Puthumaippiththan Katturaikalh.
PUTHUMAIPPITHTHAN’S

VERSES

This paper is concerned mainly with a detailed analysis
of his
Stories. His contribution to other fields such as poetry
and essay has
also come under the review of critics, and critics are
divided in their
opinion regarding their quality.
A close friend of Puthumaippiththan,
Mr. Rakunhaathan, in his preface to Puthumaippiththan
Kavithaikalh
labours rather painfully to extol and to bring out
the salient features
of his poems and by that process formulates his own
theory of prosody
and poetics.2 However, impartial critics would
agree that Puthumaippiththan tried a new form of poetry quite alien to Tamil
tradition and
failed miserably

in his attempt.

to blank verse nor a resemblance

His poems

have

neither

a similarity

to metrical composition in Tamil.

But these poems, no doubt, reveal the author’s
passion for novelty:
Novelty in the approach and in the handling
of the subject matter and
form.

PUTHUMAIPPITHTHAN’S TRANSLATIONS
Since Puthumaippiththan was a journalist
for a considerable part

of his life one would naturally expect him to
be an able translator.
Most of the translations he had done during
this period were items for
the Tamil dailies and as such it is now rather
difficult to assess their
standard.

-
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Nevertheless,

the

short

Stories

he translated from

English
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into Tamil, numbering about fifty in all, in between the period of his
journalistic career and the period of his active literary production,
provide the opportunity to estimate their quality. His experience in
Tamil journalism, no doubt, helped him a great deal to master the
mechanics of the language and therefore made it easier for him to
translate stories in an easy flowing style.
This is not enough to translate

a story, because short story writers, if they are really so, have mastered
the art of implication so well that they convey a great many things on
paper without stating them at all. To bring out this essential aspect
and to convey the spirit of the story while translating into Tamil,
Puthumaippiththan formulated a new staccato slickness of style, eliminating so much of what had been considered essential literary
paraphernalia.
In addition to this, his innate genius in writing short
stories gave his translations a marvellous lucidity and straightforwardness. Therefore, one almost forgets while reading his translated short
story collections, for example, Ulakaththuc Citukathaikaih®
are translations, and regards them as original works.

that they

TAMIL SHORT STORY: ITS BEGINNING AND DEVELOPMENT
The real genius of Puthumaippiththan is revealed in his own works:
the short stories.
The short story as such, and in the modern sense,
is an imported literary form from Europe.
The very word citukathai
in Tamil is a literal translation of the English term Short Story.

However, an ardent lover of Tamil would hasten to say that one could
find the trace of this genre in Classical Tamil poetry.
There is some
truth in this assumption because “the short story is closer to poetry
in its structural flexibility than it is to other prose forms ”’.
The Tamil short story has three stages in its development beginning
with C. J. Beschi’s (1680-1742) Paramaarththa Kurukathai and Celvak-

keecavaraaya
these

stories

Mudaliar’s
do

(1864-1921)

not possess

very high

Apinhavakkathaikalh.

Though

literary

authors

merit,

yet the

should be congratulated for introducing a new kind of literature into
Tamil.
The second stage begins with V. V. S. Iyer (1881-1925) and a
host of writers whose stories are of varying standard.
But in all fairness
to these writers of the second stage, they could be regarded as the real

pioneers in the craft of writing short stories.

V. V. S. Iyer, especially,

tried in his stories “‘ the neatness of a miniature and completeness of
a microcosm” but the success he achieved was not of a very high

standard.

As Puthumaippiththan

the father

of short story

rightly observes, V. V.

writing in Tamil and

he

was

S. Iyer was

the first writer

to give the story its pronounced form.* The third stage began immediately after 1930, with Puthumaippiththan and a group of brilliant and
talented story writers. The contribution of such gifted masters as
Puthumaippiththan, Ku. Paa. Raajakoopaalan, P. S. Raamaiyaa, Citham-

para CupramaNiyan to the field of the short story,

created for modern
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Tamil short story writers a classical pantheon to look to. What these
men wrote, and how they wrote, and that they wrote short fiction, to a
large degree established the serious Tamil short story of our time.
INITIAL REACTION TO PUTHUMAIPPITHTHAN’S SHORT STORIES
Among this luminous group of short story writers, the one who
achieved pre-eminence and the one considered by many critics as the
writer

who

broke

free

from

past

Tamil

tradition

and

stereotyped

formalism is Puthumaippiththan.
In the beginning, his stories were
neither appreciated nor understood by many readers because of the
newness of his technique.
However, like all writers of his time, he
wrote of ordinary people, their relationship with one another, their
foibles, their aspirations and avocations in life and of the humdrum
world of the average man.
It is the kind of life with which most people,
despite differences in setting, are in daily contact, but which, more often
than not, they scorn to look at more closely because of its trivial and
commonplace character. With penetrating insight Puthumaippiththan
analyses in his short stories the petty struggles of such a life, its grotesque
self assertions and vanities, all the pathetic antics of limited and frustrated people in their fight for existence.
In them, no doubt, he reveals
the incongruities and maladjustments of the ordinary man and points
out the symptoms and diagnoses the disease.

nor preaches, nor offers a solution.
that it was not his concern to reform

But he neither moralises,

Puthumaippiththan felt sincerely
society, but to portray as he had

witnessed the miserable drama
of human life, “with
a certain
melancholy heaviness behind which glowed a constant kindliness of

heart’. But what he implies by his vivid or at times sketchy portrayal
of the shame and the oppressiveness of life, for example in “ Kavanhthanum kaamanam”,” and “ Ponnakaram”’8is beyond the grasp of
ordinary readers, who therefore rejected them as scribbles of a madman.

But, now, with the passage of time he is not only understood but also
appreciated for the wide range of subjects he dealt with in his stories,
and the
story.

SOME

many

experiments

he

OF PUTHUMAIPPITHTHAN’S

made

in

the

texture

of

weaving

a

TECHNIQUES

In some stories Puthumaippiththan chose to interpret with characteristic mockery the life of his own Pillai community, their special traits

in character, their customs and manners

and their reactions to various

problems that arise in a particular situation or time in life.
stories,

the

spoken

dialect

of the Pillai: Community

In such

of Thirunhelveeli

was handled very efficiently to make the story more realistic and natural.®

In some other stories the dialect of the city of Madras comes out in full
colour which projects the characters in a story superbly.2° In whatever

dialect or style he wrote, he never lost the sarcasm and the wry

wit
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which are so very common to the people of Thirunhelveeli. For example
the stories like ‘‘ Nhaacakaarak Kumpal’’,4 “ Paalvannam Pilhthai ”’,2?
and “‘ Kotukkaappulhimaram ’’?* are full of sarcasm and sardonic wit.
PUTHUMAIPPITHTHAN AND WESTERN WRITERS
Unlike some of the short story writers in Tamil he was abreast
with the modern trends in stories. From Puthumaippiththan’s biography and translated stories one would infer that he received the impact
and influence of Maupassant, Anton Chekov, Nathaniel Hawthorne and
a group of eminent story writers of the continents of Europe and
America.
But after studying all his available stories carefully it is rather
difficult to say how far these writers have directly influenced him in the
art of writing a short story.
For in his stories we find the ease and
clarity of Maupassant, we hear the soft and deep sigh of the pure and
genuinely human heart of Chekoy, and perceive the twin themes of
Hemingway: pessimism and death. Therefore, it is rather difficult to
evaluate the influence of Western writers on Puthumaippiththan, and
my own observation is that he assimilated the best aspects in each of
the eminent

writers

of the West.

For

of con-

the “‘ stream

example,

sciousness ”’ technique so effectively handled by James Joyce and William
Faulkner in their stories has been brought out superbly in Puthumaippiththan’s “ Kayittaravu ”.14 Here the most important point to bear
in mind is that when Puthumaippiththan was congratulated for so
admirably handling the technique of stream of consciousness he had to
remind

his enthusiastic admirers

that he had been

completely

unaware

of that technique when he wrote the story.*®
Other techniques in short stories which are common

and on which

comparisons are often made between Western writers and Puthumaip-

A composition in prose
piththan are the use of symbolism and satire.
such as a novel or short story holding up vice or folly to ridicule or

lampooning
Occidental

individuals was a common
writers.

Puthumaippiththan

feature
in

one

of both Oriental and

of the prefaces

to his

own collection of short stories declared that in his stories he had merely
ridiculed the follies and foibles of his friends and enemies.° Both his
literary adversaries and friends liked the sarcastic undertone, scurrilous
language and scornful attitude of the stories he wrote sheerly for their
artistic quality and beauty in critical dissection of society.

PUTHUMAIPPITHTHAN’S STORIES: AN ANALYSIS
Out of the seven collections of short stories,” totalling in all ninety-

eight stories, in as many as forty stories Puthumaippiththan derides the

society in which he lived, its justice, its beliefs and its age-old customs.
He mocks at the people of his own community in “‘ Oppanhtham ”’,1®
he laughs at the interpretation of justice in ‘“‘ Nhiyaayam ”’,*® and

satirizes on intercaste marriages,®° Harijan uplift™ astrology * and what
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not. Even his ardent admirers, though not subscribing to the attitude
he took towards life and society, nevertheless agree that in satirical
stories he excels other writers in Tamil.
** Kayittaravu ’’, which is considered to be one of his best stories, is
a good example of thesymbolic story in Tamil. Kayittaravu is a symbol
which suggests a meaning on a level other than the literal one.
In this
story he speaks like a philosopher on birth and death, on body and soul,
on the eternity of time and the perception of it by the human soul, He
narrates with immaculate accuracy the birth and the inevitable death of
Paramacivam Pillai and ends the story with an axiom that the whole
concept of time has a meaning and value only when it is perceived by
the human soul, This story, particularly, betrays his pessimistic attitude
of life. ‘“ Makaamacaanam’’,?* “‘ Caamiyaarum Kuzhanhthaiyum Ceetaiyum”’ *4 and “ Pirammaraatcas ’,*° though written with clarity, are
beyond the grasp of common readers because of their spiritually allegorical nature. In ‘*‘ Njaanakkukai ”,?* Puthumaippiththan emphasises
the all-pervading nature of Maya and the difficulty of releasing oneself
from it to attain salvation or the Supreme knowledge.
The story is
related in a Clear style but the underlying meaning adroitly escapes from
grasp due to the mystic thought content. Puthumaippiththan’s genius
is brought to play in reinterpreting old stories of the epics. “‘ Akalyai’’2?
and “‘ Caapavimoocanam ’’?® the two very well written stories in his
collections relate the story of Akalyai from Ramayana and by so doing
Puthumaippiththan changes the meaning of chastity. In the former he
emphasises that chastity is purity of mind but not of body and in the
later he shows how Akalyai loses her purity and turns herself into a
stone when the unfortunate drama of Indra has once more been enacted
on the stage of her mind. ‘‘ Caapavimoocanam”’ is the best example
of psycho-analysis ever attempted successfully by a short story writer in
Tamil. The working of the human mind, the interaction of the mind
and heart, the impact of human behaviour on accepted human values
are very well brought out through the old epic characters such as
Akalyai, Gouthamar, and Sita. The language in both the stories is
the purest Puthumaippiththan ever summoned, and its gravely undulating rhythms successfully take its prose to that precaious point which is
almost poetry.

The story’s most brilliant accomplishment in technique

is its pacing, its controlled building up and skilful holding back, done
in the secure knowledge that the climax will not be imperilled by its
initial flatness. In stories like ‘‘ Katavulhum Kanhthacaamippilhthaiyum’’,2° Puthumaippiththan anthropomorphized God and made

_ him undergo the hardships of mundane life.

God’s tour with Kanhtha-

caami Pillai from Broadway-Esplanade junction to Triplicane is graphically described through a marvellous symbolic contrast in which the
story’s tragi-comic tone is most sharply realised. Kanhthacaami Pillai
is a caricature of a typical Tamil journal publisher of his time. His
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pragmatic attitude towards the problems of life, his extraordinary equipoise in the presence of God and his veiled exhibition of human dignity
before the Supreme, no doubt, make him a semi-god.
But still, his
portrayal is so human that we are amazed at Puthumaippiththan’s
extraordinary skill in characterization.
What the author wants the
story to drive home to its readers is that one cannot live a life in this
world with the job he knows well. This particular story to some extent
reflects the author’s life itself.
PUTHUMAIPPITHTHAN’S STORIES: AN EVALUATION
The number of Puthumaippiththan’s short stories that can be considered completely first-rate is probably not more than two dozen and
of them almost all are dissimilar to each other. This is because every
story is an experiment

either in form,

characterization,

plot, theme

or

style. No writer in Tamil has made such a wide range of experiments
in the inter-relationship of the elements of a story. However, he
unfortunately stood at the experimental stage itself in most of the stories
and never went beyond that either to perfect or improve on any one
type. This was perhaps due to Puthumaippiththan’s idiosyncratic
nature or perhaps to his frequent transitions from high spirits to
depression, or may be his ambition to try multifarious techniques and
different topics and themes in his stories. Nevertheless, the direct
cause could be traced from his biography

which

reveals

to us that he

had a very unsettled existence from the moment he stepped into the
field of journalism till his death in 1948 and life was a constant struggle
for him.

Never in his life was he affluent except, perhaps, in the last

two years before his death. I presume these factors contributed to the
constant change of his mental attitude and naturally this impeded him
in perfecting any one specific type of story. There was also a negative
attitude towards life, its meaning and philosophy; and hence frustration,
pessimism and death dominate his stories.
One glaring defect in Puthumaippiththan’s stories is lack of structural tidiness which one overlooks because of his forceful style.
By
his stories he has shown to us that a story can exist not only without

plot,®° without characterization,*! and without
phere,?2 but without any other rules by which
through imagination. To overcome structural
ness Puthumaippiththan put nothing but his
the choice, association, and order
feeling and speaking with anger,

carefully created atmosfictional life is projected
untidiness and waywardown ability to imply, by

of words, whether a character was
regret, desperation or tenderness;

quickly or slowly; ironically or bitterly. Where he thought he would
fail he brought to play his mastery of the language which gave his stories
that enchanting beauty and charm. It is true that in writing short
stories Puthumaippiththan was unconventional not because he wanted
to be, but because there were no conventions for short stories in Tamil,
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and that he introduced new conventions and theories which are taken
up by many in the succeeding generations of writers.
Puthumaippiththan’s contribution to Modern Tamil literatuie is
specially in the field of short story writing, and in it he achieved great
success. Those who write the history of Modern Literature in Tamil
must devote an entire chapter to him.
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THE

HISTORICAL

NOVEL

HYACINTH

OF

THE

MID-CENTURY

LEO

An interest in past history, and a desire to reveal the picturesque
elements of bygone institutions and customs are the main motives of
the historical novels. In the West it was a dying form of literature
before the second world war.
Since the war the situationhas been quite
different. Many historical novels have been published since then, and
these have set the pace for other writers in the same field. In the
twentieth century the awakening of patriotism and nationalism and with
them a feeling and understanding for national history, influenced
all
minds in India in all fields of literature. Soon the great glory of the
past was portrayed in novels both in English and in the vernacular
languages.
But hitherto the novelists had dealt with the Dekhan or
North India in mediaeval or modern times, as in Prince of Dreamers
by Flora Annie Steel and The days of the Pindari Ravages by
Sydney
Grier.
It was in the mid-twentieth century, with the movement for
Indian
independence, that the first Tamil historical novel Paarththipan
kanayu,
(1943) first in serial form, in a weekly, and later in 1943
in book form,

made its epoch-making appearance in modern Tamil literature.
Kalki
credited himself by weaving his story with incidents and
characters of
the ancient history of Southern Indian Dynasties.
Kalki was followed
by Jekacitpiyan, Sandiliyan, Akilan and others, whose
novels are likewise an offshoot of the growth of nationalism, and
expression of a newly
awakened pride in India’s glories, a means of arousing
and maintaining

the desire for self-government and independence.
Kalki’s Paarththipan
Kanavu, (1943) Sandilyan’s Kanni maatam (1958), Jekacitpiya
n’s Aala
vaayazhakan (1960), Akilan’s Veengkaiyin mainhthan
(1961), Somu’s
Katal kanta kanavu (1961) are novels which are both
good literature
and good history in spite

of certain

anachronisms.

indication by the authors themselves of
the romance, any reader will recognise
precise knowledge on which the story is
minutely studied the records and sought
others.
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HISTORICITY
Besides, their mature philosophy has guided them to produce as
far as possible an accurate background for their novels. They all have
done well in their novels to choose the Augustan age of the Cholas,
Pallavas and Pandyas thus throwing light on each dynasty at the height
of its power.
The gallant deeds of the kings of the respective dynasties
have been so clearly portrayed for the reader, that they emerge as fine
pictures of the kingdoms as a whole, and of the social and moral customs
together with the historical incidents and battles. Though some of the
novelists seem to load their novels with a mass of detail, they have
worked out in the end the whole design, which builds up into a colourful
picture, rather like a fine piece of tapestry “ where every stitch, every
knot, has its purpose and the whole is a glowing mass of colour and
line”. Their novels are a narrative of indefinite length except for
Somu’s Katal kanta kanavu
and Jekacitpiyan’s Aalavaayazhakan.
A succession of events are related and a vast number of characters are
displayed through a period of time. To be exact in their descriptions
of time and place they have narrated a series of facts which, though
relevant,

sometimes

tends to be uninteresting and tedious.

All these novels mentioned have historical characters in one or
other of the dynasties of South India for whom the authors have
invented a

series

of

adventures.

Katal

kaNta

kanavu

has

Uthaya-

canhthiran; in Aalavaayazhakan is Maatavarman Cunhthira Paantiyan,
the hero of the novel; in Veengkaiyin mainthan Raajenhthiran, and in
Kanni maatam ViirapaaNTiyan and VikkiramapaanTiyan are all historical figures. Among these some have made history for their success
and others for their failure. In certain cases a historical background
is sprinkled with a few historical characters and an imaginary figure.”
In Kanni

maatam

Aparaajithan

is an

imaginary

figure thrown

in

the

historical background of the Pandya Kingdom; Ihangkoo in Veengkaiyin
mainthan is another non-historical figure. Through Ilhangkoo’s valour
Akilan portrays the golden age of Rajendra.
Thus one finds that the
union of fact and fiction has prevailed in the historical novels, with
certain exceptions.
On the whole the novels offer a portrait gallery
of heroes, heroines, kings, queens, warriors, common people, traitors
and religious figures, all described with the authenticity that springs from
a good knowledge of historical sources.
MAIN THEMES
The main themes of these novels is the open hostility and rivalry
of the old South India Dynasties of Chera, Chola, Pandya and Pallava.

It was their constant disunity
Tamilnad.

“If there

had

that

been

created

unity

turmoil

among

the

and
three

insecurity
Tamil

in

Kings,

they would have conquered the world. The Tamils are a disunited
people’’.® It was this disunity that caused other foreign dynasties like
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the Pallavas to overthrow them.
This strife between them made them
seek foreign help as for instance from Ceylon.’ “The disunity of the
Tamil Kings in history has allowed a third party to interfere with their
welfare’’.° This foreign help proves disaster since the foreigners remain
to hold sway over the Kingdom.
In Kanni maatam the Pandya King
ViirapaaNtTiyan is shown to be a puppet in the hands of the Ceylonese
general Thanranhayakan.®
Sandilyan attributes the failure of the
Pandyas to ViirapaaNTiyan’s own weakness rather then the superior
forces and ingenuity of the Ceylonese.

Each
Pandyan

dynasty’s
King,

greatness

their love

is mentioned

of Tamil

in the novels.

is brought

out

If it is a

by reference to the

three Sangams.”
If it is a Chola or Pallava King their versatility and
patronage of all arts runs through the pages.® In Paarththipan kanavu,

Veengkaiyin

mainthan

and

Kanni

maaTam

the

rock-out

temples,

the

architecture of the Kingdoms and their painting are described at length.
These are in accord with the evidence of inscriptions and monuments.
Kalki in Paarththipan kanavu has made Sithiramandapam in Uraiyur
the most splendid of the South.2 Akilan in Veengkaiyin mainhtham
pictures the symbol of the Chola Kingdom in Gangai Konda Colapuram.
The

masterpiece

of

Chola

art,

Gangaikonda

Choleswara,

no

doubt

proves that “the Tamil races were perhaps the greatest temple builders
in the world’’1° Thus each novel speaks of the golden age of the
Tamil Kingdoms.
THE

CHARACTERS

Some characters in the novels are historical, others imaginary.
These characters are painted well and one finds the unique combination
of realism and historical insight. Abaragithan, the imaginary hero of ©
Kanni maatam, has been placed in a period of history and drawn as a
historical character. He is the Commander-in-chief of Viirapandya and
a relative of his too. In his magnificent physique, his princely rank,
his honorable nature,

his eloquent speeches,

he no doubt

seems

to be

an idol of his people.
The soldiers feared and loved him. As a
military leader and organiser he stood very high.
“ His natural genius
for war and administration proved the turning point of the war between
the Tamil Kings and the Sinhalese generals ”.1° Akilan’s Ilhangkoo,
—
a young and an aspiring prince, is no doubt the true soldier of the
time.

Thus the novelists are able to give within the vaguely defined boundaries
of fact and legend a very free play to their imagination.
Somu’s Katal kanta kanavu seems to be a pseudo-historical
Tomance. It takes us to the days of Nandivarman IJ. It presents
a
good picture of the Pallava culture. art, music and religion which
are
widely appreciated. Somu tends to defend some of the characters
and
puts us in a better humour with them. He thinks it necessary
to make
a plea for Canhthiracuutan, though a married man with responsibilities.
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Canhthiracuutan, a prince and a musician, comes to Valampuri to be
educated in music but he in the end snatches away “ Periyaalh ”’, the
symbol of God in Valampuri Island, by which action he brings tragedy
to the island and to its people. Neither does it leave the rulers in peace.
For each ruler thinks it is his duty to bring the symbol back to its proper
place. Siththirangkapuupathi is no exception. He leaves his land in
search of it and the story is woven round his search. Disaster and distress is there for all, but happiness comes to all in the end.
In
Aalavaayzhakan, Jekacitpiyan presents convincingly the atmosphere of
the Pandya period.* The novel deals with the early days of the decline
of the Chola Empire when the weak Rajarajan III was on the throne.
It recounts the glorious activities of the great ruler of the Pandya
dynasty.

Its plot is pivoted

on

the conflict

between

the Pandyas

and

Cholas.
What strikes every reader unfailingly is his power of using
the historical materials, some of which were made available by his own
researches, as he says in the preface, to build up a convincing historical
atmosphere.
Kalki is well at home everywhere when he tells something of how
each character appeared, something of how each felt, thus creating an
interest about all the characters. Whether it is Ponnan, the ferryman,
a minor character, or Paarththipan the important character, they are
He depicts the true picture of the early kings, Paarththipan
true to life.
The seriousness, humour, liveliness, scarcasm and
and Maamallan.

other variations make the spoken parts interesting throughout. His
characters are very colourful and rich. His novel is deeply connected
from the beginning with the fortunes of the rulers and kingdoms
humanly and socially. He makes us feel the poignancy and dramatic
power of the scene.
As for the women

characters, they have all described them lavishly.

There are exquisite descriptions and poetic ecstasies whenever they
appear. Maathavi in Kanni maatam is a picture of physical beauty.
It is her
She is too clever and conceited for all except Aparaajithan.
own folly that destroys her and her fellow men in the end. There are
enough incidents in the novel that reveal the true character of a woman
with

brains

and

beauty

which

enrages

and

endangers

many.

No

one

is able to withold Maathavi from her attempts of whims and fancies,
but on the other hand one notices Kuzhali has intelligence to match her
beauty.

She is quiet, steadfast, sensitive; her virtue is modesty and her

strength endurance; her character is ripened by adversity and love.
She is self-sacrificing when she forsakes the crown for her lover
Aparaajitham.

There
Arulhmozhi
adorned by
compliment
17-10

‘A woman’s kingdom is her husband ” she says.1°

are other woman
in Veengkaiyin is
beauty and gifted
to the sex for she

characters who are gentle and kind.
a shrine of perfect womanhood, who is
by every mental grace. She is a great
inspires Roohini, the Sinhalese princess,
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in the duty and ideals of a woman in Tamilnad.!?
Arulhmozhi says,
“In this country the husband is always first, God only comes next ”’.
“I am telling you the age old custom of this land. When a woman
marries, all her husband’s enemies are her enemies and she will not
He may kill her brother or her own father,
relay his secret to anyone.
but she will stand by him to the end. Those who love him are my
friends, those who hate him are my enemies.”
She is so understanding
and unselfish when she discovers that both she and Roohini love the
same

man,

Ilhangkoo.

both find happiness

They

by marrying

him

in

the end.
We
Religion plays an important part in the historical novels
notice that to please themselves the characters put on religious robes,
and go around unquestioned.
Uthayacanhthirar in Katal kanta kanavu
appears as a siddhar.1® Maamallan in Paarththipan kanavu disguises
himself as a CivanaTiyaar to carry out his duty well. In Aalavaayazhakan the Buddhist attitude and Buddhist ideals are mentioned in
many chapters.*° Every novel seems to have a religious figure and they
seem to have taken part in political affairs. Superstition is not always
employed by these novelists for darkening effects. It is employed with
fine psychology in some novels.

In Katal kanta kanavu
when

it leaves

the island.”

“‘ Periyaalh brings tragedy to
In Aalavaayazhakan

the island

Kurukulaththaraiyar

considers that a prince should not enter the palace through the back
gates.
TECHNIQUE

All these novels seem to suffer from a ponderous style, long descriptions

and,

in some

cases,

a wearily

tend to make heavy reading.

slow-moving

narration,

and

thus

The authors are everywhere presented in

person to see readers are properly informed on all circumstances of the
action, to explain the characters to them and ensure they form the right
opinion of them, and to point out how, from the failures and successes

of the characters, they may correctly understand the philosophy of
the plot. Misunderstanding, estrangement and bitterness are there, but
everything is ultimately smoothened out, so that the end of the novels
is always palatable.

NOTES
:

_ +See, for example, Somu, Katal kanta kanavu, p. 40; AKILAN, Veengkaiyin
mainhthan, a 82; JEKACITPIYAN, Aalavaayazhakan, pp. 336-7; SANDILIYAN,
Kanni
13.
maatam, p.
*E.g., Karal kKanta kanavu, pp. 149, 183; Kanni maatam, p. 480.
* Veengkaiyin mainhthan, ற. 10.
:
“ KALKI, Paarththipan kanavu, pp. 32, 33; Veengkaiyin mainhthan, p.
10.

EDUCATIONAL AND MARRIAGE REFORMS
TAMIL WRITING (1880-1950)
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Though the title suggests social reforms in general, in this paper J have
only dealt with two major reforms that affect women in particular and
these are reforms regarding education and marriage.
Writers for purposes of this paper include a selected few, Vétanayakam Pillai, Tiru.
Vi. Kaliyanacuntaranér and
and Bharati Tacan as poets,

Maraimalai Atikal as essayists, Bharati
Akilan, Kalki and Dr. M. Varataracan

as novelists, Mayavi, B. S. Ramaiya,
as short-story writers and

Nilakantan,

Putumaippittan

and Jekacirpiyan

COmacuntaram,

Dr. M. Varata-

racan and C. N. Annaturai as playwrights.
The theory of women’s rights acquired a new significance with the
movement for Indian independence.
If India was to be a success and
recapture her past glory, Indian womanhood which constituted half the
population would have to be educated and contribute its share to the
shaping of the destinies of the nation.
Hence Indian leaders advocated
female

education

and freedom

of women

in the social,

economic

and

political fields.
Naturally these movements for the progress of Indian womanhood
were reflected in the literature of the different languages of India and
provide material for themes in novels, plays and short stories. Each
author freats his theme and idea according to the literary medium he
has chosen. Besides the author’s professed object or purpose of writing,
the audience he writes for, his status in society and how he interprets or
criticises the life of his age have a great deal of influence on his writings.

In spite of inevitable distortions as being stylized, idealistic and satiric
literature being part of the culture of society does illustrate the changing

position of women and new attitudes of people.
EDUCATION

REFORMS

A few facts concerning the development of education in India
particularly in the Madras State provide us with a good background for
understanding the ideas of the various writers on educational

reforms.

Madras has been called ‘The Benighted’ by social reformers like
Mahadev Govind Ranade and B. G. Tilak on account of the supposed
backward condition of its people. So far as education is concerned
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this epithet no longer applies.1 Prior to the establishment of British
rule in India, efforts to develop and improve education came primarily
from three sources.
(1) The East India Company, (2) Missionary
Societies, (3) Individual enterprise. The indigenous schools were not
encouraged by the Government in Madras in the early part of the 19th
century.
A high school then called ‘The University’ was established
in Madras in 1841. But female education in India originated with
Christian missions. The Church Missionary Society had opened the
first Girls’ school in Madras in 1821. By 1850 there were seven schools
for native girls in Madras founded by different missionary organisations.
Compulsory religious instruction in Christianity introduced with secondary education resulted in girls of upper caste withdrawing from
missionary schools leaving Indian Christian converts and girls of lower
caste.
Governor Munro observed that in the 1830’s in Madras 5,480
girls out of a total enrollment of 184,110 received elementary education

in private schools.
By 1882 the position had substantially improved.
Women were studying in men’s colleges for want of separate colleges
for women.
So co-education had come into existence out of necessity
than as a result of progressive outlook. Though the Madras University
was established in 1857 it was only from 1887 that women were allowed
to sit for examinations for any degrees. Women took advantage of
these early opportunities for higher education.
As early as 1925 they
formed organisations like the National Council of Women and
Young Women’s Christian Association to fight for equality in education.
These reforms coupled with the revolutionary ideas of the writers
was a great impetus to women’s education. The essay became quite
popular since it gave the thinkers occasion to write down their conviction
on particular subjects and give these ideas wide circulation through
weeklies and dailies. The fact that some of these writers were also
editors and proprietors of journals compelled them to express their
opinions on contemporary social problems in their editorials and leading
articles.

Tiru.

Vi.

Kaliyanacuntaranar

revolted

against

the

colonial

system of education especially at the primary level which he said was
₹* admirably suited to turn out a race of half grown docile subordinates.”
But in revolting against the colonial system of education he was only
revolting against the system as such and not against the English language
which was the medium of instruction. His national system of education
which stressed the primary importance of the mother tongue Tamil, did
allow English as a secondary language.’ Education through the mother
tongue he thought was ideal for inculcating the national spirit among
Indians and was the natural medium in which an integrated personality
would develop.

The type of education he devised for women was based

on the ‘ Gurukula’ system of education in which students gathered to

imbibe knowledge and virtue at the feet of their Guru,

Tiru, Vi, Ka.
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also believed that women should be trained in economics and in various
skills for economic independence.
'
Tiru Vi. Ka. makes an appeal to Indian administrators of all girls’

schools not to obtain Government aid, for such aid meant an
obligation

of running the schools according to the system prescribed by the British
Government.®
This education system Tiru. Vi. Ka. thought was detrimental for girl students, for it gave them a Western orientatio
n and
deprived them of the opportunity of learning about their own
culture
and civilization. Tiru. Vi. Ka’s platform speeches helped the campaign
for raising funds for girls’ schools.
The fruits of the pioneer efforts of writers like Vétanayakam

Pillai

were gradually realised during the later periods when fictional literature
like the novel and the short stories emerged. We see the tremendo
us
burst of interest in the education of women affecting the younger generation of characters who appear even in the early novels and plays.°
The
modern system of education recommended by reformers for women
does
not escape the scrutiny of the novelists. There was a general
feeling
that the education of women was not properly planned and that
it was
developing as a replica of the education of boys. The All India Women’s
Conference protested against the omission of girls from any scheme
of
compulsory education. The conference also agitated for the remodelli
ng
of women’s education so as to include optional subjects like house-craf
t,
first aid and dietetics.
As a result of these pressures the Hartog
Committee on education was appointed in 1919. Mrs. Muthula
kshmi
Reddi was nominated as one of the members who were to
travel with
the Hartog Committee all over the country. The committee
in its
teport recommended women’s higher education at college and
University levels, co-education in the primary level and provision
of a
comprehensive and large scale curricula suited for women.
Dr. Varadarajan feels that co-education which permits free social
intercourse among students may lead to serious problems
concerning
morality.?
This may be true as far as India is concerned, for
students
enter College at a very young age.
Varadarajan’s conviction that boys

and girls should be provided with different systems of education
shows
his distaste for co-education.
He says that men must be trained in
subjects which demand physical strength, while training in
the humanities
should be emphasised for women.’ The inclusion of domestic
science
as an optional subject and the special training provided
by the Madras
University for the post-graduate L.T. degrees in
dietectics, cookery and

house-wifery are steps in providing a special education
suited to women.

MARRIAGE REFORMS
Rapid developments in the field of education were a
potent source
of influence on various other social. changes that
evolved during this
petiod, Among the peoples of India the Hindus attach
the greatest
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but a sacrament.
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Hindu marriage was thus not a mere contract

Therefore marriages were celebrated with elaborate

ritual and ceremonies.
We see that the renaissance poets are determined to wipe out this great pomp and ceremony which drain all the
savings of even the poorer
too, advocate the abolition

classes.
Essayists like Maraimalai Atikal,
of Aryan elements in the marriage rites.®

Bharati Tacan was an ardent member of the Self Respect Movement
and later of the Dravida Kalakam (1944). With the able leadership of
personalities like E. V. Ram&asami Nayakkar this party led a crusade
against caste and religion. It also forced rethinking on subjects like
customs and rituals. The new marriage rules devised by the party
dispensing with all religious ceremonies was popularised by poets and
writers who belonged to this party.??
Since arranged marriage was the most popular form of marriage
during the time of these writers, child marriage was a necessary result
Two forms of child marriages can be distinguished in
of this practice.
One is that girls were married at the tender age of three
Tamil Nad.
or four to young boys who were one or two years older. The other
form was by which young girls were married to old men. We see
several attempts to raise the age at marriage by reformers in the Madras
State. In 1892 the Madras Hindu Social Reform Association was
founded and the members of this Association, included men like
A. Subba Rao, K. Subba Rao and Varadarajulu." This was the group
associated with the Indian Social Reformer which lent its support to
the Age of Consent Bill. Though Virécalinkam Pantulu was more
popularly known for his services regarding widow remarriage, he was
also an ardent member of the Brahma Samaj—a movement which carried
on the crusade against child marriage and popularised widow rematriage.
had
Sri T. Madhava Rao the veteran administrator of Indian States
girls.
for
years
ten
to
marriage
of
age
the
raise
to
moved Lord Dufferin
But states like Bombay and Bengal dismissed this measure as * behind
time’ and branded Madras as a benighted province. Bal Gangadar

Tilak one of the prominent social reformers of Maharatta told Madras

not
that this problem was one that called for personal courage and
changes
make
to
proposed
Sastri
Srinivasa
Mr.
social legislation when
in the Bill to remove doubts about the validity of Hindu post puberty
marriages in the Madras Council in 1914. In 1928 Mrs. Muthulakshmi
introduced
Reddi, the then Deputy President of the Legislative Council,
the age of
raise
to
India
of
Government
the
a motion recommending
eighteen
down
laid
1929
in
adopted
finally
Act
Sarada
marriage. The
and
boys
for
and fourteen as the minimum legal age of marriage
full
their
gave
playwrights
girls respectively. The novelists and
problem
a
is
marriage
Child
society.
in
support to its implementation
Vétanayakam
that has been discussed even by the early writers like

Pillai 38
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Though rigid caste rules have been considerably relaxed, inter-caste
marriage is still an exception inIndia. The British Government, though
reluctant in the beginning, later took up legislative measures to invalidate
the authority of caste in the matter of endogamy. With the agitation of
social reformers the Special Marriage Act of 1872 was passed which
allowed a person to marry another belonging to any caste provided both
parties declared that they did not belong to any religion. But false
standards regarding the faith they followed, created new problems. The
hue and cry of social reformers to amend and liberalise the law led to
the Special Marriage Amendment Act (All-India) 1923.12 This act
provided that one can marry anybody without any declaration but the
marriage must be openly solemnised or registered. The 1937 Marriage
Validation Act gave further validity to inter-caste marriages. The
Hindu Marriage Validity Act of 1949 completed the series of all these
acts. The effect of these acts and the effort of the writers to popularise
inter-caste marriages resulted in the gradual acceptance of inter-caste
martiage at least among the educated classes. Inter-racial and interreligious marriages are also introduced in short stories. These fiction
writers picture with faith the changing attitude of people towards such
marriage.!4
:
The dowry system is another aspect of marriage which varies with
caste. The size of dowry is governed by custom.
The dowry began
to assume such exorbitant figures that social reformers had to set a
limit to it. In this sphere we see that writers like Vetanayakam
Pillai and poets like Bharati have begun their campaign against the
dowry system before the social reformers discussed it in their meetings
and in Parliament.

Tiru. Vi. Ka., however, does not believe in legislation

to wipe away such practices. He calls for the co-operation of parents
and especially the men who are responsible for such practices.® Dowry
problems and other associated themes like polygamy are not the central
problems of novels and short stories but are manifestly discussed in
them. The drama being a popular form of literature for reading and
acting, the frequency with which it mirrored contemporary social problems like inter-caste marriages and the dowry system made it practically
inevitable that it should reflect the changes more vividly and it also
had an immense vogue in India as an instrument of propaganda.*®
Though some of the Indian States and the parliament of the Indian
Union made attempts to eradicate this evil of the dowry system from
1941 it still continues unabated. It was only in 1961 that the Dowry
Prohibition Act 28 was passed.
In the Madras state polygamy was prohibited only in 1949. It

was legal until then.

Legal recognition of polygamy

made it very

difficult for social reformers like these writers to write against the
practice. Though law recognised polygamy, normally monogamy
prevailed among the middle and lower classes. The upper and richer class
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members regarded plurality of wives as proof of their wealth and status.
If men of the middle and lower classes had several wives they had
plausible reasons for doing so. The desire to procure a male heir was
one such reason.
The favour of essayists with regard to the question
of polygamy is divided.
While Tiru. Vi. Ka. supports monogamy,
Maraimalai Atikal feels that polygamy is the answer for the anomalies
of modern day marriages.’
The problem of divorce is not dealt with in any considerable degree
by the poets and prose writers. This may be due to the very negligible
numbers of divorce suits that may have been filed during their time.
However, they are all in support of allowing legal seperation if there were
genuine reasons for doing so. The Madras Bigamy Prevention Act of
1949 also allows for the dissolution of marriage on specified grounds.
It is evident that the reform movements of this period had the
double-headed

influence

of the writers, in that

the writers

on

the

one

hand encouraged social reforms by writing on such themes and on
the other caused acts to be passed so as to implement them with their full
effect on society.
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1 GILBERT SLATER, The Dravidian Element in Indian Culture, p. 169.
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1959, p. 78.
4 Tbid., p. 82-83.
5 Tbid., p. 80.
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SOCIAL BACKGROUND
The period between 1930 and 1940 saw the outburst of Tamil journalistic
fervour in Malaya and Singapore, and a substantial number of newspapers, periodicals, fiction and non-fiction came into existence. Some
of these newspapers and periodicals suffered heavy losses and died a
natural death due to lack of public support, and inefficient management
and lack of funds on the part of the publishers. The only early newspapers which survive to this day are Thamizh Neecan (founded 1924)
and Thamizh Muracu, (founded 1935) despite the tribulations of the
Second World War and the general apathy and indifference of the Tamil
reading public.?
This decade is also a significant period for the dissemination of
social reform ideas, anti-puranic and anti-brahminic feeling among the
Tamil community on the lines of the social reforms initiated by the
Self Respect Movement and later the Dravida Kazhakam of E. V. Ramasamy Naikkar in Tamil Nad. The abject social conditions of the Tamil
communities particularly in the rural areas and plantations,® and on
the other hand the dissolute life of some well to do Tamils in urban
areas 4 motivated a group of devoted Tamil reformists like G. Sarangapany, A. C. Suppiah, V. C. Narayanasamy, Arputhananda and others
to initiate campaigns to reform and elevate the Tamil communities.
Some of the steps these reformists took include extensive touring of
Malaya to give public talks on the need for social reforms, popularisation of the principles of the Self Respect Movement of E.V.R. and the

introduction and supply of suitable reading material from South India

on social reforms such as Puthuvai Muracu and Kuri Aracu. The circulation and popularity of these two papers was greatly increased by
the efforts put in by these reformists.° As the awareness for social
reforms

increased,

a number

of social

reform

weeklies

and

monthlies

came into existence. Of these Munneettam” was instrumental in popularising ideas of social reform, rationalism, anti-puranic and anti-

brahminic feelings and later Ciirthiruththam and Reform® carried on |
the work initiated by Munneettam.
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The process of social reform was accelerated by the visit of
E. V. Ramasamy Naikar to Malaya in 1929.
He toured Malaya exten-

sively, spreading ideas of social reform which were then beginning to
take shape. The most significant event during his visit was his opening
of the All-Malaya Tamil Conference ® at Ipoh on 23rd December, 1929,
which subsequently led to the formation of a number of Tamil Reform
Societies 1° which were responsible for a number of reforms that
followed. The Tamil Reform Movement in Singapore had amongst its
members some writers and journalists who were imbued with rationalist
and reformist ideas of the time. It started a weekly, Munneettam,
through which the society concentrated its attacks on Tamil epics,
puranas, ritualism, superstitions, brabminism,

approach towards life.
Munneettam.
THE

and advocated

a rational

Rationalism is the key-note of the writings in

NOVELS

It was against this background of social reforms that a number of
Tamil novels began to appear in Malaya.
The novels of this decade
are limited in number, and at present only five are available to
the writer.1!
With the exception of Thootrakkolai marmam

allathu paththumalaik

_kalhvan, the other four novels are concerned in one way or other with
didactic or moralizing or propagandazing writing, and with the dissemination of social reform ideas. These novels, with the exception of
Koorakaanhthan

allathu

then malaayaa

kiriyil vata

ilangkai

thuppaalhi,

deal with society in Tamil Nad or Ceylon (YaazhpaaNam).
Since the
social bacground for the themes of these novels is the land from where
these immigrant writers came, little or nothing of the societies in Malaya
is described.
However, the social reform ideas expressed in these novels
have some relevance to the Tamil and Ceylonese societies in Malaya.
Instances of such reform ideas are condemnation of the caste system,
abolition of the dowry

system,

advocation

of inter-caste marriage

and

attempts to promote the temperance movement.
The only novel which
portrays the socio-economic life of the Tamil communities in Malaya
is Koorakaanhthan allathu then malaayaa kiriyil vara ilangkai thuppaalhi.
Hence, it deserves to be called a Malaysian novel. This novel written
by Mu. Cii. Celvaththurai and published by M. S. Suppiah, has 325
pages and was printed at Star Press, Singapore in 1934.
Detective novels are generally meant to provide excitement and
pleasure to the readers.

They

as a general rule do not concern them-

selves with the socio-economic problems of societies.
Kaanhthan

is an exception to this rule.

However, Koora-

Koorakaanhthan

is not only a

detective novel, but also a didactic and reformist novel. In this aspect
this novel differs in aim and purpose from other detective novels,
particularly

Tootrakkolai

marmam

written

during

the

same

decade.
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The other detective novel
for any comment.”
THE

READING

Mathanapuurani
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is not available at present

PUBLIC

In order to understand why the writer chose to use a detective
novel as a medium for didactic and propaganda writing, one has to
know the taste of the reading public during this period.
In those days
the novels of Cennai Rengkaraajan, AaraNi Kuppucaami Muthaliyaar,
Vaduvoor Duraicaami Aiyangkaar were very popular among the Tamil
reading public in Malaya.
The novels of Koothai Naayaki Ammaalh
were equally popular and about five to six thousand members subscribed
to Jakan Mookini, a journal which appeared periodically from South
India, just to read the detective serialisations written by Koothai Naayaki
Ammaal.!®
To the middle class urban Tamils and plantation workers,
who had little or no inclination towards serious reading after a day’s
hard toil, these novels provided a passport to reading pleasure.
Thus, Celvaththurai, understanding the taste of the reading public,
exploits the situation ingeniously to inculcate serious thought in the
minds of the readers through his novel. In evaluating this novel Ampai
C. R. Cuntaram, the Editor of Munneettam, comments: ““ Koorakaanhthan clearly portrays the ethical, cultural degeneration of the young
emigrant Tamils from Ceylon and South India.”’* This comment
sincerely reflects the spirit of the author.
THE AUTHOR
The

author,

Mu.

Ciinivacakam

Celvaththurai,

was

an

immigrant

from YaazhpaaNam (Jaffna). He settled in Batu Pahat and was engaged
in Government service while writing this novel.!° Being proficient in
both

Tamil

and

English,1®

he was

well

acquainted

with

the trends

of

English and Tamil detective novels during his time. He was not a
professional writer. Writing was only a pastime to him, and Koorakaanhthan

was

his first attempt

at writing

novels.”

the first editor of Munneettam and a friend of
“‘ Celvaththurai was deeply interested in the
and participated in the activities of the Tamil
concerned yery much with the pathetic and

G.

Sarangapany,

Celvaththurai, comments:
Self Respect Movement
Reform Society. He was
abject conditions of the

Tamil society in Malaya and endeavoured his best through his moralising

and rationalistic writing to reform and awaken the indifferent Tamils.’28

PRESENTATION
Gs
Unlike the other novelists of his time who depict

life in India or

Ceylon, Celvaththurai aptly chooses the Malayan background and a
The story is narrated skilfully and sussimple, straightforward plot.

The story deals with a vicious
pense.is maintained throughout.
and the ultimate arrest
Koorakaanhthan
by
headed
bandits
group of
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of this most-wanted bandit and his colleagues by an able detective
Thurairaacaa.
The writer portrays various aspects of Malayan life in his narration.
In doing so he takes into account the actual socio-economic conditions
prevailing in the country. References to “ kampong”’ (rural) Malays,
the “‘crafty”’, enterprising Chinese merchants, Malay harlots, urban
Tamils involved in immortal activities, the abject conditions of plantation Tamils, and mention of economic aspects such as fluctuations in
rubber price and consequent wage reductions, and the use of local
terms, Malayan Tamil terminology and Tamilised Malay words in
conversations—all these give colour to the local background of the story

and add realism to the plot.
IDEAS
In line with the moralising trends of the writings of the Malayan
novelists of this time such as Ka. Tominik, Chulipuram S. Sivanjaanam
and R. Raamanaathan who belonged to the reformists group, Celvaththurai too unfolds the social abuses prevalent among certain sections of
the Tamil community in Malaya. Through selective episodes he portrays the tragic consequences of drinking, gambling and patronising
courtesans. He manifests his disgust for such malpractices, and with
much sorrow points out that a majority of young immigrants from
YaazhpaaNam and India have no sense of value and no concern for
their future. Such immigrants, he feels, save nothing for the rainy day.
When these people return to their native lands during their old age,
they take nothing but venereal diseases with them.1®
The author’s writing on the immoral life of the Tamils is just cold
criticism, devoid of sympathy and humanity and lacking in a reasoned
explanation for the prevailing conditions. The trials and tribulations
of an emigrant society torn and separated from their cultural heritage
and facing enormous hazards in an alien land deserve a more sympathetic
treatment. This is absent in Celvaththurai’s writing. He appears to be
highly puritanical and rigidly moralistic.
As has been mentioned earlier, the Tamil Reform Societies in
Malaya in the early thirties concentrated their efforts in campaigning
against puranas, epics and all Aryanised Tamil literature.

Their purpose

was to make people think rationally, and not to accept the puranic
literature as gospel truth. To achieve this goal the organ of the Tamil
Reform Society in Singapore, Munneettam, published a series of thoughtprovoking articles on Mahaabhaarata,
Periya Puraanam, Kanhtha
PuraaNam and other puranic literature. These articles were written by
the reformist writers whose psuedonyms were‘ Thootti’, ‘Je....n’,

*Vampan ’ and ‘ Cathaananhthan ”.2°

Celvaththurai, greatly influenced and inspired by the principles of
the reform movement, brings in instances in his writing where he satirizes
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Raamaa, the puranic characters
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of RaamaayaNa
such
as Ciita
such as Ruthran, Cithrakupthan

and
and

his assistants who maintain the records of the sins of human beings,
the concept of paava puNNiyam, the world of spirits and the journey
of spirits to hell.
In this story, disappointment in love drives Kannappar, one of the
characters, to become a hermit. In describing the plight of Kannappar
as ‘ caamiyaar ’, the author ridicules the pretentious practices of pseudohermits and their followers.24 The names Raaman and Ciitai given to
two despicable characters in the story is intentional. In this story
பர்கர் pretends to be chaste and faithful to her husband Viirappan,7*
but commits adultery with Raaman’** and eventually elopes with him.
The writer makes ironic comparisons of Raaman and Ciitai to Ramaa
and

Ciitaa

of Raamaayana.

This looks ridiculous,

and ridicule is the

purpose of the writer.
The writer makes

sceptical comments

on the functions

of Ruthran,

Cithrakuptan and his ‘ accountants’ who maintain the records of the
sins of human beings.24 One whole chapter is devoted to the description of the journey of two spirits—one a Tamil spirit, the other a Chinese
spirit—towards hell.2° These two miserable souls carry on their heads
proportionate burdens of sins (paava muuttaikalh) on their

never-ending

journey to hell.
Through their conversation, the writer narrates
humourously how they accumulated their sins. The author endeavours
to drive home the idea that we should be more concerned with life here
on earth than the life hereafter. The chapter on the satirisation of hell
and the world of spirits remains isolated and it has no relevance at all
to the main stream of the story, though this part of the novel is the most
absorbing and most original. All these satirical narrations indicate that
the writer is against puranic and Aryan ideas and Aryanised Tamil
literatures.

DICTION
The writer’s skilful handling of language deserves credit.
simple,

clear

and

straightforward

language.

The

use

Malayan Tamil terminology, Tamilised Malay words
and appropriate dialogues lend realism to the story.
The use of English words is restricted, compared

of local

He uses
terms,

in conversations
to the liberal use

of English in Neecamalar, written during this period. In place of
This
English words appropriate Tamil equivalents are introduced.
feature is not found in any other contemporary novels. The following
Tamil words and their English equivalents are used in the text:

ஏலப் பாலம்

PEF FN SST oT
ஆவிச்சக்கரவண்டி

eelap paalam

muticcatuththaan
thuviccakkara vaNTi

auction bridge .

cut-throat
bicycle/motor cycle
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யங் ஙான் மாரு துவான். சாய தஞ்சே சய்ய. கலெளத
சுக்கா பிலாங்லா. னை கலி ஆட ஈங்ஙார் மெள டத்தாங்
சீனி?
Yang ngaan maaru thuvaan.
Caaya thanjcee cayya.
Kalau
tha-cukkaa pilaanglaa! Lain kali aata iingngaar mau Taththaang ciini?
(Don’t scold me sir. I only asked. If you don’t like it, say so.
Have you thought of coming here again?)

0௦௦02:

பீக்கிடி,

பீக்கிடி. லூ

பீக்கிடி பறை

சிலாக்கா

பீக்கிடி.

சய

தட

மறரிதெள.

நாயே

Pikkivi, piikkiti, luu cilaakkaa piikkiti,

Caya thata marithau.

Piikkitvi patai naayee.
(Get out, get out. You dirty whore, get out.
back to you. Get out, you pariya dog.)
Generally,

first and second

person

I won’t come

dialogues are used effectively.

The conversations are appropriate and different styles are used for
different characters.
Humour pervades throughout the novel and helps

to maintain interest in the story. Frequent use of idiomatic expressions,
proverbs, and literary references to moral and ethical verses help to
illustrate the idea of the writer effectively and indicate his knowledge
of Tamil literature.2? Sometimes the writer deviates from the main
trend of the theme when he starts moralising and satirising.2* This
trend is also found in other novels during the 1930-1940 period.
CONCLUSION
It would not be an exaggeration to conclude that Celvaththurat’s
Koorakaanhthan is a significant contribution to Malaysian Tamil literature.

It deserves the attention of scholars of overseas Tamil literature,

more particularly those who are interested in studying the adaptability
of Tamil language to local environment.
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APPENDIX
NEWSPAPERS

AND

PERIODICALS

PUBLISHED

BETWEEN

1930-1940

Monthlies

செந்தமிழ்ச் செல்வி

சீர்திருத்தம்

Cenhthamizhe Celvi

i

இந்தாமணி

இளந் தமிழ்த் தளிர்
இன்ப திலையம்
கலியுக நண்பன்

Cinhthaamani

1930

Singapore

1934
1934
1928

Kuala Lumpur
Penang
Kuala Lumpur

Muyatci

:

Penang

1936

Thanh Thamizhth Thalhir
Inpa Nhilaiyam
Kaliyuka Nhanpan

முயற்கி

புதிய உலகம்
புதுயுகம்

1940

Ciirthiruththam

Puthiya Ulakam
_ Puthu Yukam

க

.

Singapore

1930

Penang

1936
1937

Singapore
Kuala Lumpur

AN

தமிழ்க் கொடி.
தமிழர் பாதுகாவலன்
திராவிட கேசரி
வாலிப

சக்தி
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A MALAYSIAN
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Thamizhk Kori

Thamizhar Paathukaavalan
Thiraavita Keecari
‘Vaalipa Cakthi
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1940
1929
1937
1936

Malacca
Kajang
Singapore
Singapore

Weeklies
சமரசன்

சமுதாய

ஊழியன்

சிந்தாமணி

இந்திய மித்திரன்
ஜனவர்த்தமானி
கலியுக

நண்பன்

மலாயா

தூதன்

மலாய் நாடு
மலாயா

மித்திரன்

மலை மணி
முன்னேற்றம்

நவநீதம்
நூருல் இஸ்லாம்

பாரதமித்திரன்
பாரத தேசன்
போனிக்ஸ்
பொதுஜனமித்திரன்
பொதுநலம்
தமிழ் நேசன்

தமிழரசி
தமிழ்ச் செல்வன்
தேசாபிமானி
தேச நேசன்

தொழிலாளி

Camaracan
Camuthaaya Uuzhiyan
Cinthaamani
Inhthiyamiththiran
Janavarththamaani
Kaliyuka Nhanpan
Malaayaa Thuuthan
Malaay NaaTu
Malaayaamiththiran
Malai Mani
Munneettam
Navaniitham
Nuurul Islaam
Paarathamiththiran
Paaratha Theecan
Pooniks
Pothujanamiththiran
Pothunhalam
Thamizh Nheecan
Thamizharaci
Thamizhc Celvan
Theecaapimaani
Theesa Nheecan
Thozhilaalhi

1939
1936
1930
1932
1932
1930
1932
1931
1937
1935
1929
1930
1930
1934
1939
1934
1940
1929
1924
1929
1934
1937
1933
1937

Penang
Kuala Lumpur
Kuala Lumpur
Ipoh
Penang
Ipoh
Singapore
Kuala Lumpur
Singapore
Singapore
Singapore
Singapore
Tpoh
ட
Kuala Lumpur
Singapore
Penang
Kajang
Kuala Lumpur
Kuala Lumpur
Kuala Lumpur
Kuala Lumpur
Penang

Penang
Kuala Lumpur

Dailies
ஜன்மபூமி
ஜெயமணி
மலாயா

நண்பன்

மலாயா

மித்திரன்

முன்னேற்றம்

தமிழ் நேசன்

தமிழ் முரசு
தமிழன்

தேச நேசன்
தேசாபிமானி
இனவர்த்தமானி

Janmapuumi
Jeyamani
Malaayaa Nhanban
Malaayaamiththiran
Munneettam
Thamizh Nheecan
Thamizh Muracu
Thamizhan
Theeca Nheecan
Theecaapimaani

Thinavarththamaani

1939
1940
1940
1932
1934
1924
1936
1931
1934
1935
1930

Singapore
Kuala Lumpur
Singapore
Penang
Singapore
Kuala Lumpur
Singapore
Ipoh
Penang
Penang
Singapore

TAMIL

HEROIC

POETRY :

K.

A

COMPARATIVE

STUDY

KAILASAPATHY

With the publication of The Heroic Age by H. M. Chadwick in 1912, the
comparative study of heroic poetry may be said to have begun. Beginning his studies on the early narrative poetry of the Anglo-Saxons, he
extended his inquiry to the epics of different peoples—particularly the
ancient Greeks—and by a comparative study established a number of
correlations which make it possible to refer to a body of works showing
many

of the same

characteristics,

that they

may

be regarded

as arising

out of a specific set of social and historical conditions.
Following
Chadwick’s work, the epic narrative poetry of the Indo-European nations
was

studied,

by

many

who

have

works on the Homeric epics, the

produced

a considerable

number

of

old French epic, the Teutonic heroic

songs, the epics of Indians, the Irish and Icelandic prose sagas and Slavonic

popular literature.
his

studies

with

Chadwick himself along with his wife followed up
the

monumental

three-volume

work

The

Growth

of

Literature (Cambridge 1932-40), which drew on several studies in various
languages. They rightly emphasized the potential value in the study
of the heroic poetry of non-Indo-European peoples, particularly the
African

and

Polynesian

communities.

In

recent

years

archeological

studies of the Near East have led to the ‘discovery’ of a New Heroic
Age of the Ancient Sumerians. This has been largely due to the work
of S. N. Kramer, who has applied the comparative method of Chadwick
very successfully. Referring to the pioneering works of the Chadwicks,
Kramer says, “it is no insignificant index of the value and reliability
of these works to note their effective utilization to give meaning and
form to an hitherto practically unknown cultural stage in the history of
ancient Mesopotamia. ”1
Since heroic poetry may be related to a specific socio-historical
condition and literary milieu it can arise at different times among different
peoples. So far as is known, the Sumerian Heroic Age is the oldest,
preceding the oldest of the Indo-European Heroic Ages, that of the

Greeks, by more than a millenium and a half.

The Indo-Aryan or

(North) Indian Heroic Age probably dates only a century or so later
than that of Greece. One could venture to say that the Tamil Heroic

Age comes next in time, preceding the Teutonic Heroic Age of about
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to the Tamil heroic poems, we find these characteristics more or less
valid. The Ten Songs at least are narratives, developed by generations
of bards whose special vocation was the declamation of heroic poetry;
they are certainly connected with a Heroic Age, which saw the establishment or the laying of foundations for the establishment of the three
kingdoms which survived well into the medieval period. In them we
have abundant factual and detailed descriptions of unimportant actions,
needed by the narratives, such as banquets, dress, travel, ornaments,
instruments, etc. They are narrated in the third person, but with plenty
of speeches, such as oaths, challenges, reports and the like. The words
kilhavi and kuuttu may be noted. The very basis of this poetry is the
traditional language of the epics, full of all formule, which had led
some modern critics to see painful repetitions in them. The metre of
these poems is akaval, the oldest known metre in Tamil, ideally suited
for oral narration, and comparable—and in fact compared by some—to
the Greek hexametre. They are centered around a few super heroes.
They were traditionally accepted by Tamil scholarship as of authentic
historical past, and like the Homeric poems we know that they formed
the staple of Tamil education in post heroic period until our times.
“ For Homer,” wrote Parry ‘“‘ as for all minstrels, to versify was to
remember—to remember words, expressions, phrases from the recitals of
minstrels who had bequeathed to him the traditional style of heroic verse.”
By studying the recent compositions of Jugoslav minstrels, he demonstrated that such poems depend upon a gradually evolved traditional style
of stock epithets, fixed expressions, which the bards fit into their mould
of verse after a fixed pattern, according to their needs. Now a study of
the early Tamil poems show this to be very true. For example fixed
formulaic phrases like ‘‘ chieftain of swift steeds’, ‘‘ warrior of victotious lance”, “ possessor of lofty chariots,” ‘chieftain of eye-filling
garlands ”, “ Ceeran of war-drum beating army’, ‘‘ wide-spaced world ”,
“beautiful broad breast’, “Mathurai rich in gold”’, are repeated wherever Occasion demands them, and they are not always the characteristic
style of a single poet. The question of imitation does not arise at all,
as there is “ no question of plagiarism or copyright ’’.®
Readers of Homeric epic are familiar with formulaic phrases such
as chronos thronos Here—‘golden-throned Hera’, polytlas dios Odysseus
— long-suffering god-like Odysseus’, Gerenios hippota nestor— the Gere-

nion charioteer Nestor’, Glaukos Athene—‘grey-eyed Athene’ or ‘Mycenae
or Troy rich in gold’, etc. Such stock epithets and many others like them
evolved by a long process were the stock in trade of all the minstrels and
in due course came to form a literary dialect or what has been called the
epic dialect. Similar to these noun-adjective combinations are the stock
of repeated lines and passages.
This composite nature of the Tamil heroic poems, and their cherished
recital by

schools

of bards—of which we have some

evidence—in

due
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impact on Homeric scholarship. For example, Lachmann’s theory of
independent lays that constitute the J/iad is said to be traceable to the
creation of the Kaleyala by the poet-scholar-folklorist Lonnrot. This was
a Finnish epic made out of a number of epic poems collected by the
scholar. Likewise, the postulation of three strata for the Iliad by Leaf,
the famous editor, commentator and analyst, owes something to the
systematic analysis and edition of the Mahdbhdrata, with its obvious
interpolations. The idea held by the influential Greek scholar and
translator, Gilbert Murray, that the Homeric epics are traditional books,
subject to continuous change, i.e. accretion and expurgation, appears
to have been derived from the Higher Criticism of the Old Testament.2°
These were some of the influences that emanated from works of the last
century and before. In the present ccntury the collection and analysis
of living oral poetiy of several peoples have gradually helped evolve a
new awareness of oral poetics which alone seems to hold the key to the
true understanding and appreciation of heroic poets like Homer.
Says
Professor Emeneau, ‘“‘ For many scholars over many centuries the implications of oral composition for the understanding of Homer were forgotten. There was a need for some new impulse to make the matter
vivid enough to be vital in Homeric Studies.”11
The reference is of
course to Milman

Parry and his associates who

broke

new

ground by

applying boldly and profitably to Homeric study the details of the
technique of oral verse-making found among the South Slav epic
singers.
While studies on Tamil heroic poetry can benefit immensely from
such works as that of Radlov, the Chadwicks, Parry, Thomson, Lord and
others, I would hazard the suggestion that a proper study of Tamil
heroic

poetry itself

will

in turn

throw

some

light at

least on

some

problems that beset the students of Homeric and other heroic poetry in
general.
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Cf. Nature Ancient Tamil Poetry, Tuticorin,

® AJA LIV (1950), pp. 184-92.
10 Cf, G. MurRAY, The Rise of the Greek Epic, Oxford, 1934, pp. 93-145.
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p. 312.
As an attempt at applying theories of oral poetics to a living Dravidian
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Material contained in
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DRAVIDIAN
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The humorous tale of RsyaSrmga must have been extremely popular in
ancient India, as it is found not only in the epics and in the Puranas,
but also in the Buddhist tradition. Apart from trifling variants, the
story is the same in all versions:
Rsyasriga was the son of the great Rsi Vibhandaka and a
heavenly nymph (apsaras); he had a horn on his forehead, because
his mother had the shape of a deer when she conceived him.
He grew up in the jungle without having ever seen any human
being except his father.
Once the country of King Lomapdda
(or Romapada) was hit by a terrible drought, and it was learned
that rain would only come again if R. would be brought
to the king’s residence. Sdntd, the lovely daughter of King
Lomapada, was sent to the hermitage together with a host of
courtesans on a decorated raft, where she seduced and abducted
Rsyasrnga,

who

took

her

for

a

young

ascetic.

His

father

Vibhandaka was very furious at first, but finally agreed to their
marriage.
It was the German indologist L. V. Schroeder who first suggested
that behind this tale an old ritual play for obtaining rain might
be hidden.? But he was without doubt wrong in assuming that it was of
Aryan origin. In this paper I hope to show that it is in fact based on
a rain

myth,

but

of Dravidian

origin.

The

proof

is based

on

the

etymology of the name of the Rsi Vibha@ndaka which is clearly of nonAryan origin.
From the Dravidian Kurukh (or Oraon) in Chota Nagpur, the
Rey. Hahn has recorded the following story:
There was a man called Birbal; when he laughed it rained.
One time he did not laugh for a whole year and consequently
there was a drought in the country, and he was driven away by
the angry king.

He took

rest in a hostel, where

other people

had come and taken rest in different corners without knowing
of each other. At midnight due to a series of misunderstandings
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a terrible noise and confusion arose, which made
and rain came again.®

Birbal laugh,

If we put aside the second part of the story and its silly jokes, it has
nothing in common with the RsyaSrnga tale except the central motif
of the rain-bestowing superman and the name Birbal which is vaguely

reminiscent of Vibhandaka.

But two other versions will supply further

details.
The

Bhamtds,

a

according to Grierson
about Birbal: *

criminal

tribe

found

in

Berar

and

M.P.,

but

probably coming from the Telugu country, tell

He had a son and was the prime minister of a king, who
had also a son. These two were great friends and agreed that
whichever

of the two

was married

send his wife to

first, should

the other’s house. The king’s son was married first and sent
his wife to Birbal’s house before he himself had gone to bed with
her. On the way she was attacked by robbers who wanted to
take away her ornaments, but she asked them to take them only
When she arrived, Birbal said that he looked
on her return.

upon her as his sister and gave her valuable presents. On her
way back she met again the robbers who had found enormous
booty in the meantime and therefore did not want her ornaments
any longer.
Here Birbal is no longer

the rain-giver,

minister in this version;

obviously

but

another

trait, the sending

of the king's daughter decked with ornaments to gladden him, is wellpreserved instead. Furthermore it is interesting that Birbal is a prime
the main

figure has

been

confused

in both tales with the famous minister of the same name at Akbar’s
court, who is the hero of countless popular tales especially in Bihar,*®
and an older form of this name has been remodelled accordingly. He
is obviously confused with his son in the second part of the story, as
is the king with his son.®
A story from the Santal area retains the original name.
Birbanta of the oilman’s caste owned many tanks and ponds,
but he did not allow Birluri of the Goala caste to send his cows
When Birluri was prepared to fight him, he became so
there.

furious that he prevented all people and animals from drinking
his water. The angry king of this country promised one of his
daughters and half of his kingdom to the man who would kill
Birbanta.

Birluri was

ready

to kill him.

His

deceased

mother

in the guise of an old woman advised him not to give any water

to Birbanta and to take his sword when he throws it away.

Birluri
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fought Birbanfa only with a quarter-staff, producing a big cloud
of dust. He defeated with his own sword Birbanfa and won the
king’s daughter.’
In this story the motif of Vibhadndaka, Birbanta, as master over rain, has.

undergone only a slight change, and the king’s daughter is married: not
to Birbanta

but to his enemy—a

kind

of

confusion

very

common

in

folk-tales when in a state of decay.
Regarding the hero’s name it
must be noted that Birbdnfa may stand for *Birbdnta (or *Birbdnta,

*Birbanta)

as Santali does

not distinguish between

short

and long

vowels.
Another variant of the name is contained in Pijju Bibenj, the name

of the Kui rain-god 8 (for *piju-Bibenju, or *Bibenjufrom Kui piju ‘ rain’)
where the first r is missing as in Skt. Vibhkdndaka, but the cluster zt is
represented by the Kui masculine ending -nju. We may now reconstruct,
something like *ibiir)-bénru as an old Dravidian compound meaning
“rain-god ’ bir may be identified with Gondi pir or pirr ‘ rain’ (=Tamil
peyar ‘to discharge’, DED 3610), its r-less variant (in *“Bibenju,
Vibhandaka) with Kui piju ‘ rain’ (which has been added again to *Bibenju where the meaning of bi- had become obscure), Kuwi piyi ‘rain’,
Tamil pey- “to rain’ (etc., cf. DED 3610). Skt. -bhdndaka, Sant. -banta
(or -*bdnta), Kui -benju represent a Dravidian word for ‘ king, god’,
cf. Parji

vgdid,

vedid,

* god’,

Gondi

vénu

‘ spirit,

god’

(DED

4550),

besides Kui pénu “ god’, common in compounds denoting names of
gods, Tamil péyan * demoniac, madman’, Gondi pén ‘ god’ from *péndu
cf. the pl. pendku (besides péik, DED 3635) with variation v-/p- also
found elsewhere and perhaps due to sandhi.
The original stem is “péy,
preserved in Tamil péy ‘ devil, goblin’, Mal. pé, péyi ‘ demon’, whereas
Tamil péyan, etc., contains the common
-an, Kan. -nu, Tel. -du, Kui. -nju, etc.

masculine

suffix

*-zru.

Tamil

It is interesting to note that the name closest to Sanskrit is found
in Kui, the language of the Khonds; for it is this Dravidian tribe which
has kept the custom of human sacrifice (‘ meriah ’) in order to get rain
up to our times. The Rsyasriga-Vibhandaka tales seem to be decadent
remains of a once elaborate myth connected with it. The scanty material
of the modern versions does not allow one to establish anything concrete
about their relation to the classical story. But one point is noteworthy.
In the Bhathti story. Birbal is confused with his son (=Rsyastiga in
the classical tales),° in the Kurukh and Santali versions Birbal/Birbanta
is the main figure, not hisson.
This might be an old trait of the myth.

In the Rsyasrnga tale not only Rsyasriga is seduced by a king’s daughter
but also his father Vibhandaka by a heavenly nymph, whereby his son
Rsyasriga is born. The two seductions might be variants of but one
mythical fact, re-united in a single story, a development well-known in

general mythology.
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‘ All known versions are thoroughly discussed by H. Lipers, ‘Die Sage vom
Rsyasringa ’, Philologica Indica, Gottingen 1940, p. 1 ff.
*L. V. SCHROEDER, Mysterium und Mimus im Rigveda, (Leipzig, 1908, p. 292 ff.
® FerD. Hann, Kurukh Folklore in the Original (1905). German translation in
Blicke in die Geisteswelt der heidnischen Kols. Sammlung von Sagen, Médrchen und
Leidern der Oraon von Chota Nagpur, Giitersioh, 1906, pp. 49 ff., No. 25.
* Linguistic Survey of India, Vol. XI, Gipsy Languages, pp. 19-21.
®Cf. V. A. Smrru, Akbar the Great Mogul 1542-1605 (reprint 1962), p. 171.
° LSI XI, p. 21, note 1.
7C. H. Bompeas, Folklore of the Santal Parganas, London, 1909, No. XCIV,
p. 284 (written Birbanta ; the more exact spelling Birbanfa is found in Bodding’s Santal
Dictionary, Oslo 1932, Vol. I, p. 297.
®Cf. VERRIER ELwin, Tribal Myths of Orissa, Oxford, 1954, p. 640: “ PijjuBibenjis the god of water, providing both rain from the sky and water from a spring ’’.
® Cf. above.
10 Cf. the author’s paper “ Deutung einiger alter Stammesnamen der Bhil aus
der vorarischen Mythologie des Epos und der Purana ”, WZKSOA III, 1959, p. 34-82,
esp. p. 51.

THE

MONSOON IN ANCIENT TAMIL
INDO-ARYAN POETRY

GEORGE

L. Hart,

AND

III

Since no previous investigation of the relations between ancient Tamil
and Indo-Aryan poetry has to my knowledge been undertaken, their
styles and themes are here compared in a narrow area, so that a crude
yet reliable idea of relations may be developed to be expanded later.
Accordingly, poems on the pan-Indian theme of love and separation
during the monsoon are compared from three comparable anthologies:
the Tamil Aingkutunhuutu, the Prakrit Saptasatakam of Hala, and the
Sanskrit Subhdshitaratnakosa of Vidyakara.
Among the literary conventions common to Tamil and Indo-Aryan
are the grieving of the hero or heroine separated from his or her lover
during the monsoon and the heroine’s being comforted by a female
friend. All conventions are far more systematized in Tamil than in
Indo-Aryan.
In both poetries, flowers are used to evoke the rainy
season, which is sometimes not mentioned.
In both, evening is the

time when the lonely lover is reminded of separation.2 Other themes
which are strikingly similar in both traditions are comparison of rain
to weeping; * pretending that the rain is not really the monsoon, but
only an untimely shower;* comparing the blooming of plants to
laughter; ° and a change in the complexion of the heroine.®
Many of these themes seem to appear first in Maharastri, the
southern-most Prakrit and the language in which Hala’s Saptasatakam
is written—a systematic investigation of Sanskrit and Prakrit literature
would be necessary to prove this beyond doubt.
Likewise in Maharastri
there appears a technique based on symbols which is compared to
symbolism in the Tamil poems below.
The Tamil poet puts together a group of objects which by their
usually unexpressed interrelations produce the effect of the poem.
In
almost every poem, the connotations of at least one object expressed
are meant to be transferred to at least one other, either expressed or
inferred. Thus in A. 412,
“The

kaya,

the

konrai,

the neytal,

the

mullai,

the loose-

budded talavam and the pidavu all have blossomed beautifully
—in the woods which have rows of flowers, you with big thick
eyes, let us play quickly.”
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the flowers’ significance of beauty and fertility is meant to be transferred
to the eyes of the beloved and thus to her. In A. 405,
“* Like the red flame of a shining pillar lamp, she’s become
the light of the house.
He owns woodland meadows which pattering rains have covered with many flowers, and she’s the mother
of his son.”
the properties of the pillar, which supports the lamp, are transferred
to the husband, and then the wife’s dignity is emphasized when it is
said that she is the mother of his son; further, the pillar is erected only
to hold the lamp, which gives light; similarly, the lord supports his
wife,

who

produces

a

son,

in

a

sense

the

fulfillment

of

his

life.

In A. 456,
““Doesn’t he remember?
Friend!
Great white-petaled
pakanrai flowers, like day moons, spread over the green date
bush (making it), a white creeper.
He left, promising he'd stay
close to me here in the winter, mixed with hard cold. ”

the flowers first evoke the season; yet they are supported by the green
date and will soon fall off slowly, petal by petal, leaving only green,
just as her complexion will become, sallow.

The flowers are day moons

and therefore extremely delicate and ephemeral; night will be utterly
black. Their withering will come with the cold, the time he promised
to be back. Finally, the green bush is turned into a white creeper,
something it is not in fact, and that suggests the whole complex of delusion which may underlie the heroine’s expecting her lover to return, a
delusion which will become apparent when the date assumes its true
nature and the lover does not come back.
In Sanskrit and Prakrit, symbols are far more straightforward and
transferrence of connotations, in the few cases where it occurs without
being expressly indicated, is invariably between only two things. Thus
in H. 336,
:
“The mother-in-law, busy with nothing else, keeps like
something which makes living possible her daughter-in-law,
whose life rises to her throat as she sees the new clouds.”
the arrival of the monsoon

means

the husband

should

have

returned.

In H. 696,
“At

the beginning of the rains, the traveller, heading for

home, goes on his way, which
pieces, drunk.”
:

is as if shortened,

broken into
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the adjective drunk and the brokenness of the road have to be transferred
to the traveller.

In H. 566,

“ O you whose eyes fill with tears as you smell ripe kadamba!
Take heart, young traveller; you’ll certainly see your wife’s face
again.”
the kadamba must be likened to the wife’s face.
When verses have more
than one figure, the figures rarely have any relation one with another.
For example, in S. 741,

“When her friends ask her why she wilts like a crushed
Jasmine, the shy young wife, saddened by absence, still does not
speak out; holding the tears within her eyes, she only manages
a glance at the mango tree just budding in the courtyard.”
(Ingalls’ translation)
the crushed jasmine serves only to characterize the wife and has no connotation of the rainy season (since the
budding mango shows that it is spring) or relation with any object other
than the wife mentioned in the poem.
Rather, in Indo-Aryan poetry,
symbols are used for impersonal, straightforward, usually descriptive
effects. Wherever they are used, it is usually possible to ‘‘ solve” the
poem—that is, to define completely the transferrence of symbols, as in
the poems above, where the new clouds mean the wife’s husband should

have returned; the qualities of the road are transferred to the traveller,
and the kadamba is likened to the wife’s face. So strongly was the
process of “solving” felt to accompany the use of symbols in poems
that a whole new type of ‘riddle’? poems was developed in Prakrit.
An example is the following, from the Dhvanyaloka, spoken by the
gitl-friend to, the heroine:
“ Pick up the fallen flowers.
ploughman’s

daughter-in-law.

Don’t shake the sephalika tree,
Your father-in-law’s

heard

this

uneven racket of your bangles.”’

In Tamil, such a solution is impossible because there are more symbols,
and the relation between them is not always implied, so that a final
construction of the relation of each symbol to each other one is not
possible. In A. 405 (above) for example, it is possible to point to

the implied

simile between

the pillar and

the husband,

etc., but

by no means exhausts the interplay of symbols in the poem.

that

There is,

for example, the contrast between the red inside of the house, presided

over by the wife, and the woodland meadows with their pattering rains

and flowers which the husband owns, an effect to which a figure of
speech cannot be assigned because it is too nebulous.
I have been
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unable to final one poem in Sanskrit or Prakrit which could be analysed
in a similar way—the poetry there uses different techniques and achieves
different effects. The Indo-Aryan poems which can be “solved’’ as
exemplified above first appear in large numbers in Maharastri and are
imitated in Sanskrit.
Research would need to be done to establish
exactly when such poems occur in Indo-Aryan, but it is certain that
there are few if any of them before the second century A.D., whereas
there are countless numbers of them in Hala and other Prakrit sources,
as indicated by the examples given of such poems almost all Prakrit
ones, in treatises on Alamké@rasdstra such as Dhyanyaloka and
Kavyaprakasa.
;
It remains to account for this difference between the techniques of
Tamil and Indo-Aryan poetry, and then to draw some conclusions
concerning the relations between

them.

First, it has been pointed out

that conventions are more fixed in Tamil. Hence, the basic apparatus
for evoking effects is given to the poet; jasmine calls forth the rainy
season, evening sorrow, and so on. It is clear that to keep the poetry
from becoming a rehearsal of trite figures, ingenuity had to be used to
ensure complex and interesting relations between them, and to bring
new figures into subtle relations with the old. Probably the conventions, based as they were on symbols, assured that the poems would
continue to make their effect chiefly through the interplay of symbols.
Sanskrit, on the other hand, had no well-developed conventions based
on symbols; rather, it had sacred texts, technical texts, and, most
important, its epics.
The men who wrote poetry in it knew Panini,

with his rigid systematization, and probably were aware of the structure
of every sentence which they wrote—enough of them, at least, to
influence

the poetry.

Thus,

every

element in

a verse had

to have

a

well-defined place, and this fact tended to produce poetry in which
elaborate artificial figures, rather than the type of symbolism found in
Tamil, came to abound.
Moreover, Sanskrit Kévya developed from the
epics, where words

are used for description rather than symbolism,

so

that descriptive verse was natural to it.
Another reason for this difference in techniques is the totally unlike
structures of the Tamil and the Sanskrit languages. In Tamil, it is difficult to make two or more long subordinate adjectival clauses modify
the same noun, since each must be turned into a phrase ending in an
adjectival participle, since antecedence is determined by position, and
since there is no way of co-ordinating adjectives with a conjunction.
Were one simply to write Phrase A—Phrase B—Noun C, then it would
be natural to take as the antecedent of Phrase A the subject or the
object of Phrase B. Nhaan venta aracanaith thootkatiththa cuur means
“the demon which defeated the king whom I vanquished ’’, not “ the
demon which defeated the king and which I vanquished”. Tamil
must replace one of the phrases with a non-adjectival phrase or change
11-12
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the entire construction. For the former, there are two alternatives:
the verb of one of the phrases can be made an adverbial participle,
implying precedence in time to or intimate connection with the verb of
which Noun C is subject: aracanaith thootkaviththu nhaan venta cuur
maaynhththu; or the verb of one of the phrases can be made an infinitive,
implying simultaneity or nebulous relationship of the infinitive and the
predicate of C: nhaan vella aracanaith thootkatiththa cuur maaynhthathu.
These two constructions are natural and are found in almost every line
of Tamil verse. Their effect is to replace relations between nouns and
their modifiers with a far more ill-defined one between two verbs; each
clause tends to hang separate from the others; its connection with the
main clause is tenuous, and what its content is meant to describe is not
defined; therefore, the hearer of poems is left to infer whatever relation

he will between the various phrases which go to make it up. In Sanskrit,
on the other hand, it is possible to make a virtually endless succession
of adjectival compounds of any length (6ahuvrihis or karmadharayas),
corresponding to English adjectival subordinate clauses, which by their
ending can be made to modify virtually any noun in the main clause.
If this is not sufficient, any sort of subordinate clause can be created
and co-ordinated, and there are participles of all sorts and shades. Thus
Sanskrit possesses a truly formidable apparatus for describing anything
at any length with each element of the description perfectly specified as
to its relation with the thing described. But the language lacks any
verb form to give a loose relation to another verb akin to the Tamil
adverbial participle or infinitive. The Sanskrit continuative (gerund,
adverbial participle) is used only to indicate prior action, rather selfconsciously, and is rarely found in short verses, except when actions
ate described. These different linguistic structures explain to a large
extent the differences between the two poetries. In Tamil, relations
between objects mentioned in different phrases are unspecified and
complex (that is, connotations are not limited to one other object),
whereas

in Sanskrit,

they

are usually

specified,

and,

if not,

they

are

never complex. Therefore, while Tamil poems depend for their effect
on the interplay of symbols, Sanskrit makes great use of straightforward
description where objects, completely specified as to their relation with
other words in the sentence, are not free to radiate their connotations
to other parts of the poem.
It has been shown above that many themes are shared by ancient
Tamil and Indo-Aryan poetry. Although these are treated in different
ways in the two traditions, it is clear that at least some of them must be
borrowed or inherited from a common source.
Further, it has been

seen that in Prakrit and to a lesser extent in Sanskrit there are poems
which derive much or all of their effect by an interchange of symbols,
far less complex and better defined than that which occurs in Tamil
poetry. This use of symbols is, I believe, foreign to early Sanskrit
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poetry of, say, Asvaghosa’s time, with its roots in the epics; moreover,
it seems to have developed in southern Prakrit Maharastri and to have
In any case, it is similar to the technique
been imitated in Sanskrit.

used in Tamil poems, if only in its reliance the related motifs that it is
related—distantly

perhaps—to

the

technique

of Tamil.

If this

be

accepted, then it is more likely that it developed in Tamil, whose structure and conventions were naturally fit for it, than in Prakrit, whose
grammar and tradition are basically those of Sanskrit. The foreignness
of the whole conception of Tamil poetry to the Indo-Aryan tradition
could explain how it is that a poetry with well-developed conventions
could be borrowed from to produce a derivative poetry which used the
conventions in a more rudimentary way: in the old Indo-Aryan tradition,
the conventions and techniques of Tamil would have had to overcome
formidable opposition: first, the structure of the Indo-Aryan languages,
which made description, not symbolism, the natural thing; and second,
a well-entrenched tradition of poetry with its roots in epic, utterly alien

to the Tamil techniques. The result would certainly be the sort of
hybrid between description and the use of symbols found in Prakrit
and Sanskrit. Alternatively, it would be necessary to postulate a common ancestor, something for which there is no evidence and which is
most unlikely, or to assume that the technique developed in Prakrit.
If this latter hypothesis be adopted, it is necessary to assume that there
was a very early poetry in Prakrit, none of which survives today (all our

verses in question being in Maharastri or other Prakrits which appear
to have been spoken not too much earlier that the dramas), which grew
up in spite of a strong tradition, nourished continually by Sanskrit, of

descriptive, non-symbolic poetry, such as is found in Pali and Buddhist
hybrid Sanskrit ; further, it would be necessary to suppose tbat that
technique was borrowed by Tamil poets and refined almost unbelievably

by the time of the Tholkaappiyam.

When

it is considered that the

Tholkaappiyam is generally put no later than the second century ந.௦.,

this hypothesis appear untenable.
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COMMON ELEMENTS BETWEEN EARLY
AND INDO-ARYAN LITERATURE
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It is evident even on the most casual reading of any part of the eight
Tamil Anthologies (eTruththokai) that they have much in common
with classical Sanskrit and Prakrit literature. There are identical conventions—separation during the monsoon and consolation of the heroine
by a female friend for example; similar techniques involving the use of
symbols; and many similar themes—tigers killing elephants; cobras
having shining blue sapphires on their heads: elephants having pearls;
cobras being shattered by thunder; kings “ eating” the earth; jasmine
laughing in the monsoon; and so on. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri and
S. Vaiyapuri Pillai have seen the Eight Anthologies as a mixture of Sanskritic and

Dravidian

elements,

and would

label Virtually all the things

in common between the two as of Sanskrit origin. This, however, fails
to take into account the remarkable purity of the language of the early

Tamil literature; it contains no more than three per cent of words of
Sanskrit origin, and most of these are Prakrit forms.
In a literature

such as Telugu, on the other hand, which developed under the direct
influence of Sanskrit, early works contain as much as fifty per cent of

pure Sanskrit words.

It is therefore important to make a methodological

investigation of early Tamil and Indo-Aryan literature in order first to
show systematically exactly what the two have in common,

and second

to determine exactly when the common elements first appear in IndoAryan,

so

that

some

conclusion

can

be reached

as

to their

source.

other

relevant

Accordingly, for my project, I am reading through the earliest six of
the eight Tamil anthologies and surveying Indo-Aryan literature, including the Mahabharata (in part), the Ramayana (in part), the Buddhacarita,
Kalidasa’s

works,

the

Hala

SaptaSataka,

and

several

compositions. I plan to prepare an index showing exactly where and
how often each common element occurs in the Tamil and Indo-Aryan
sources, and hope from that to be able to conclude what the source
was of many of them, and to fix the times of any major influxes into
Indo-Aryan.
My research to date leads to the following tentative conclusions. °
The Eight Tamil Anthologies could not have been preceded by a large
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of written Tamil literature no longer extant, for many

First, while many

poems

mention

poets

and

patrons

reasons.

who went before;

none of the persons mentioned lived outside the general period in
question; that is, we have poems written during the lifetime of each
one of them.

If there had been a large written literature existing before,

it is inconceivable it would not have been mentioned when we have so
many

references

to

the

literature

which

we

possess.

Further,

the

Tholkaappiyam, which would appear to have been written in the same
general period as the Eight Anthologies, gives elementary instructions
on how

to form letters, and lays down

a rule that “‘ northern’

words

should be Tamilized even if they are mutiliated in the process. From
this, we may infer that the Tamil alphabet was not yet standardized,
and that a style for writing had not yet developed, many writers preferring to use unchanged Sanskrit or Prakrit words brought by the
coming

of

Buddhism,

Jainism,

and

Brahmanism.

In

other

words,

writing must have been introduced from the North not too long before,
perhaps by the Maurians, who are spoken of in two poems as having
broken through from beyond the mountains which encircle the earth.
It follows that the literature of the anthologies represents the development of an oral literature, highly refined, which existed in Tamil Nad
before the introduction of writing: in early Tamil society, with its
emphasis on the king and on an inward looking family life, it is not
at all surprising that an oral literature should have developed whose
main

divisions were based

on these two facts; moreover,

in the antho-

logies themselves, there are wandering troupes of bards who sing poems,
play instruments, and dance, a form of life which seems left over from
when the poetry was purely oral. Thus, it would appear that Tamil
literature, like Greek literature, produced its greatest lyric poetry
within two or three centuries of when writing was first introduced,
a type of poetry which quickly disappeared and was later only
imitated.
The period of the Tamil anthologies was most probably the first
and

second centuries A.D., one when the two great Sanskrit epics were

fixed, but Sanskrit classical poetry was just barely emerging with
Thus we find in the Tamil anthologies borrowings from
Asvaghosa.
puranic stories, which must have been exceedingly popular all over India
at the time, but virtually no stylistic features or conventions which
occur previously in Indo-Aryan, a fact which substantiates what was
indicated

above,

that

there

were

many

Aryan elements in Tamil Nad

when the Eight Anthologies were written, but that the style and conventions of the poems were developments from an oral literature which
took shape with little or no contact with the Aryans. It is in
Maharashtri, the southernmost Prakrit, that the conventions and techniques of Tamil verse appear first in Indo-Aryan, most notably in Hala’s
SaptSataka, some time after the second century. From there they
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0. The purpose of this paper is (1) to disprove the statement that
Tholkaappiyam, the oldest extant Tamil work dealing with Tamil grammar
and Poetics, is influenced by the Ndtya Sdstra of Bharata Muni, and
(2) to bring to light some evidences in Sanskrit works on poetics indicating some possible influences of Tamil.
0.1. The scope is limited on the one hand to Tholkm., Poru. Athi.
and its commentaries by JlhampuuraNar,
Nhaccinaarkkiniyar
and
Peeraaciriyar ; on the other, to the Natya Sastra by Bharata, its commentary, Abhinava bharati, and the works of Bhoja, Dandin and Raja

Sekhara.
1.0. Some Tamil scholars, discussing the question of Tholkm’s age,
have expressed the opinion that as it has followed the Nat. Sas. of Bharata
in certain portions—like meyppaaTu and awNi, it is a later work
than the Skt. work.1 The relevant portions in these works as cited
by them. are :—
(1) Tholkaappiyam, Porulhathikaaram chapter V1, Meyppaattiyal,
Suut. 1-12.

and

(2) Bharata,

Natya Sdastra, chapters V1 and VII.

Rasas and

Bharvas.

A careful comparison of these portions reveal that (1) the scheme of
meyppaatu is not the same as the Rasa theory and (2) Tholkm has many
evidences to show that it must have been earlier than the Nat. Sas.
1.1. The Meyppaatu sutra in Tholkm., ““Nhakaiye...meyppaaTenpa”
is said to contain the eight cuvai or rasas of the Skt. work.2 Another
sutra “ aankavai yorupaalaaka...kataiye * is explained to contain the
thirty-three Vyabhichari Bhavas or “the transitory states of mind ”
enlisted by Bharata.*

1.2. (a) Neither the word cuvai (equivalent to rasa) nor any other
Tamil equivalent occurs anywhere in Tholkm.
(b) The eight rasas enlisted by Bharata are srngdra, hasya, karuna,
raudra, vira, bhayanaka, bibhatsa and adbhuta, which have eight Sthayi
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bhavas (lasting or durable states of mind) in rati, hdsa, Soka, krodha,
utsaha, bhaya, jugupsa and vismaya as their bases respectively.> The eight
rasas of Bharata are not mentioned in Tholkm.
The first set of eight meyppaatu (referred to in 1°1) are parallel
to the sthdyibhdya of Bharata, which, however, are not in the same
order.
(c) The commentators on this sutra, Ilham., and Peer., explain
them as bases of eight cuyais respectively. Obviously, these commentators, who came nearly fourteen centuries after the composition of
Tholkm. have introduced the theories of Skt. poetics known in their days,
not intended by Tholkm.?
(d) The meyppaatus are detailed in Tholkm., as part of the method
of describing porulh, i.e. akam or putam, but not in the context of rasa.
The theory of akam and putam has similarities with that of rasa of Skt.
poetics, but it is not identical.
(e) Tholkm. describes four types of each of the eight meyppaatus
bringing the number ‘thiry-two’ as mentioned in the first sutra in the

same chapter.

This division is not found in Nat. Sas. and it gives different

descriptions to the eight sthdyibhdavas.®
(f) Tholkm. gives another set of thirty-two mental states also
Called by the same name meyppaatu. These have a parallel in the vyabhichari bha@vas mentioned by Bharata. This parallelism led scholars
to say that this is a translation of Bharata’s Karikas.? The disparity
between these two sets of items is evidenced by the following :°

()) Tholkm. has only thirty two items whereas Nat. Sas. enlists
thirty-three bhdvas.
(ii) The order of the items is not identical.
(iii) The definitions given to these are not identical in both.
(iv) The Nat. Sas. gives pure bhdvas i.e. states of mind which
are vyabhich@ri, i.e. temporary states (as opposed to the sthdyi
bhava—iasting states of mind) changing their alliances with
various sthdyibhdvas, whereas the thirty-two items of Tholkm.,

have not only mental states among them, but also physical
states like itukkan," viyarthal, or vaazhththal.
1.3. The Nat. Sas. discusses in detail :
(1) The vibhava i.e. the external circumstances
excite various feelings or emotions.

or persons who

(2) Bhava—the mental or physical states which are divided under
three headings as (a) sthayi bhdva—the lasting mental states
which are eight in number, (b) Vyabhichdri bhava the transitory states of mind which are thirty-three in number and (c)
Anubhaya—the physical marks like perspiration, tears, etc.
caused by the mental states, which are ten under the name
Satvika (or uncontrollable) and innumerable other physical
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actions. All these cause the mental state of bliss called rasa,
which are eight as per Nar. Sas.
1.3.1. Tholkm. does not describe the meyappatus under such classifications, nor does it mention the rasa. Under the word meyppaatu, the

eight items of cuut. 3 (resembling eight sarvika bhdvas)

and thirty-two

items of cuut. 12 (having a semblance of vyabhichéri bhavas) and many
external circumstances of akam and putam are included.

1.4. These evidences lead us to the conclusion that the Nat. Sas.
of Bharata indicates a well developed system of rasa which was not known
to Tholkr.

The fact that Tholkr. was not aware of the Nat. Sds. of Bharata is
substantiated by his discussion of ‘simile’ (wvamai) as it is found in his
work.
2.0. Tholkm.. gives only one figure of speech (simile) with its variations; first, numbering

four according

to the conditions of similarity or

tertium comparationis;}* and again variations numbering about thirtytwo which are identical with other figures of speech like metaphor,
hyperbole etc. defined by the latter works in Skt. and Tamil poetics.

Whereas the Nat. Sas enlists four items under figures of speech, as upamu,
dipaka, ripaka and yamaka.1* This is definitely an advancement on the
earlier upama.
2.1. Tholkm. has some resemblance in this to the Nirukta of Yaska
in Skt. where the word upama is defined in the said sense and other figures

of speech do not occur. Yaska has this word in the sense of upamdna
also (the object with which a thing is compared). The word alankdra
does not occur in Nirukta in its technical sense2° The conception of
upama has been well recognised by the time of Panini and the word
upamana acquired its technical meaning during this period.
Tholkr’s treatment of wpama, the absence of a separate word for
upamana and the absence of even the word ‘ani’ in Tholkm. (which is
used by the later Tamil rhetoricians in the sense of alankdra’) clearly
indicate that Tholkm., is an earlier work than Nat. Sas. and its author was
not aware of Bharata’s work.
3. There are mentions of nhaataka and the traditions of nhaataka
in Tholkm., in more than one place.1® In one place (Chap. VI, Suut. 53)
isthe word nhaattiyal meaning ‘as in the country.”!” The other references
like nhaataka or paNnai, though they indicate that Tholkaappiyam is
aware of drama and dramaturgy, do not refer to any particular book on
the topic. Even if it is accepted that they do, the reference may not be
to the work of Bharata but some earlier work on Natya Sastra, It is
now well established that before Bharata, there were Natya Sdstras by

Kréasva,

Silali, Adibharata,

Nandibharata

etc.1®

Tholkr. must have

known some work or tradition of drama of earlier times.
4, Certain questions connected with Bharata and his Natya Sas.
compel us to ponder over its possible origin in Tamil Nad. The bases
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of such an idea are meagre, but not untenable.
are significant in this regard :—

The following points

(1) @

Bharata is not the name of one person but of a community
of actors and dancers.1®
(6) This word is said to be composed of the initial sounds of
three words Bhava, Raga and Tala, thereby implying that
it is a derivative word and not an original name of any
person.
(c) This word is similar to the Tamil word
டப
or
porathar who ate mentioned as dancers.
(இ The word n@tya has its origin in Dravidian languages.
(3) (@) Among the Bharata putras numbering one hundred, whose
names are given in the first chapter of Natya Sastra, many

names have an echo of Tamil languages, for instance, the
twin names Nakha Kutta and ASmakutta.2° Nakha Kutta
appears to be the changed form of Nhakai-kuuththan or
‘the dancer of mirth’. The second word Asmakutta
occurring in company with this lends to the supposition
- that it may be a changed form of Azhu Kuuththan or ‘the
dancer of sorrow.’
(6) The word krsdsva mentioned by Panini as the author of a
Natya Siitra (earlier to Bharata) reminds one of the
Tamil word

Tham pariyan, which

is a name occurring in

ancient literature.”
(9) Acharya Visweswara Siddhanta Siromani, who has edited
and translated some chapters of Nétya Sdstra in Hindi, has
these points to make.®? (a) The original work, i.e. Natya
Sastra, and its commentary Abhinava bhdrati were found in
South India. (6) The Bharata Natya has had its ancient
tradition preserved in South India. (c) The poses or Mudras
depicted in Bharata’s work are found carved on the walls of
Nataraja Temple in Cidambram.
(d) The author of the

commentary of Natya Sdastra is Abhinava Gupta, who is
probably not the same as the author of the commentary on
Dhranyaloka. He
belongs
to South India.
Acharya
Visweswara concludes that it is probable that the Natya
Sastra’ of Bharata was originally composed in South
India.

3.0. Tholkm. considers the porulh—with its two divisions of akam
and putam—the subjective and objective aspects of human life—as the
main element of poetry. The Bharata Natya Sdstra, which is the oldest
extant work on poetics as well as dramaturgy, considers rasaas the main

elements.

There is striking similarity in the arrangements of these two
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There is room for the inference that

the porulh theory was earlier than the rasa doctrine.
rasa doctrine is a further development of porulh.

It may be that the
As no other Skt.

work, earlier than Nat. Sas. is extant, it is difficult to find the link between
the theory that is discussed in Tholkm. and the rasa of Nat. Sds. Buta
few evidences from Skt. works are given here which bear a possible
influence of poru/h in them. This is worth further investigation.
5.1. In Kavya Mamansa RajaSekhara (10th century A.D.) mentions
eighteen divine sages who are supposed to have composed separate
treatises on several aspects of poetry.22 Among them occurs Pulastya
who wrote on vastava. Commentators are silent as to the nature of the
vastava theory. Tamil porulh deals with the kavya vastu; can vastava
be connected with porwlh ?
5.2. Something strikingly similar to akam is seen in the theory of
ahamkéra rasa expounded by Bhoja (11th century A.D.) in his two famous
works SjngaraprakdSa and Sarasvati Kanthdbharana.
We calls the
Srngara Rasa by the names Abhimdna and Ahamkdra.** Jn this theory of
Bhoja, the word Ahamkdara does not: have the sense of egotism as in
common usage, but it is a philosophical concept meaning ‘Ego’. It is
also called Abhimana “because it is this that is responsible for making
beings enjoy as pleasure even painful things.” “It is called Ahamkdra
because of the refinement of self-consciousness in the Rasikas. ”
According to Bhoja this alone is the rasa. Several bhavas numbering
about forty-nine,very similar to the meyppaaTus of Tholkm rise out of this
ahmkara.
The bhavas also when in climax can be “ secondarily called
rasa, for the one ahamkdra rasa extends its character of rasa to these
also. Thus Bhoja recognises this ahamkGra-the Ego consciousness as the
one basic rasa, the substratum, from which all bhayas arise and strengthened by their own supporting feelings reach a climax.
5.3. Bhoja’s theory is unique in Sanskrit poetics. But Bhoja himself
depends on Dandin for his theory. A verse from KdyyddarSa of Dandin
has been quoted by Bhoja where Dandin explains three ahamkaras
namely rasavat, preyas and trjasvi.2* The drjasyi which is defined as
radhahamkara by Dandin is the basic phase of rasa which exists in every

soul as a result of the experiences of previous births.
5.4. This theory of Bhoja has been criticised by many later commentators and scholars, the meaning
itself not accepted by many.

given

to Dandin’s

sloka by Bhoja

is
3

5.5. But we can see a surprising similarity in all this with the theory
of akam,

as expounded

in

Tholkm,

in its commentaries

by Ilham.

Nac. and Peer. as well as the latter works of Tamil Poetics.

and _

Even thie

pame ahamkdra rasa has an echo of akam of Tamil.

5.6. In the absence of any evident link between Tholkm. and Bhoja’s
works, it will be probably very hazardous to come to any definite conclusions. But one cannot but conjecture—knowing that Dandin (7th
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century A.D.) lived in Kanchipuram (in Tamil Nad) the capital of Pallava
Kings and he must have been surely familiar with the traditions of Tamil

poetics—that, if Bhoja took a cluefrom Dandin and
ahamkara rasa, it must have had an echo of akam in it.

developed

his

ABBREVIATIONS
athi

athikaaram.

cuut
Tham
Meyp

cuuththiram
IlhampuuraNar
Meyppaatu

Nhac.

Nhaccinaarkkiniyar

Nat. Sas.

Natya Sastra of Bharata

Peer.

Peeraaciriyar.

por.
S.K.B.

porulh
Sarasvati Kantabharana

Skt.

Sanskrit.

Sr. Pr.
Tholkm
Tholkr

Srigara Prakasa
Tholkaappiyam
Tholkaappiyar

ல்

NOTES

-

ரய RAGHAVA. AYYANGAR,
தமிழ் வரலாறு,
Pp.
“2.
S. VatyaPurt Privat, History of Tamil Literature.

2 R. RAGHAVA AYYANGAR,

Annamalai University, 1952,
Madras, 1956.

தமிழ் வரலாறு,

ற. 263.

₹: நகையே யமுகை யிளிவரன் மருட்கை, யச்சம் பெருமிதம்
வெகுளியு வகையென், றப்பாலெட்டே மெய்ப்பாடென்ப
£*
(தொல்.

மெய்.

3.)

என்னுஞ் சூத்திரத்தில் எண்வகை
சுவையுடன்
பட்டுச் : சாந்தம்” என்னுஞ்
சுவையை இச்சுவைகளோடு சேர்க்காது அப்பாலெட்டே மெய்ப்பாடென்ப என வட
மொழியினர் மொழிந்தபடி. எடுத்துக்கூறுதல் காணலாம். - இவ்வாறு...... இவ்வெட்
டினையும் சுவையென்று தொகையிட்டு விரித்து விளக்கியவர் வடமொழியில் நாட்டிய
நூல் செய்த
பரதமுனிவர்.......... ₹: நகை ஹாஸ்ய
மெனவும்,
அழுகை
சோக
மெனளவும்...... வெகுளி

கூறுவர் 1,

714,

என்னுஞ்

ற, 264

ரெளத்ர

“*ஆங்கவை

சூத்திரத்தாற்

மெனவும்,

உவகை

இருங்கார

மெனவும்

யொருபாலாக.. ........கடையே

பரதமுனிவர்

தம் நாட்டிய

நூலிற்குறித்த

£:

வடநூலார்

(மெய்.

12.)

வியபிசாரிபாவ

மெனப்படும் நிலையில்லாத மெய்ப்பாடுகளையே இவர் பெரும்பாலும் மொழி பெயர்த்
துணர்த்தி னரென்பது இவ்விரு நூலிலும் பயிற்கியுடையார் துணியக்கிடப்பது ''.

“Bharata, Natya Sastra, Chapter VI, Karikas 18-21.
* Ibid, Karikas 15-16.
* See Ilhampuranar and Peeraciriyar, commentaries
VI, Meyp., cuut. 3.

on the
:

Tol. Por., Chapter

“See A. C. Chettiyar, Advanced Studies in Tamil Prosody, p. 2.

“ For a treatise

on grammar which arose about the fourth century B.c., we have commentaries from
the pen of persons who came nearly fourteen centuries after its composition. ”
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* The definitions of rati in Nat. Sas. and uvakai in Tholkm. are given here for
comparison.
₹* செல்வம் புலனே புணர்வு விளையாட்டென
அல்லல் நீத்த உவகை
has

ரகத்

Uvakai is created

நான்கே '*

(தோல்.

by any of the four, viz. the enjoyment

%7. 17.)

of wealth, sensual

meeting with love and playing (strolling in the garden, swimming in the

pool

etc.) ’”
With this compare Bharata’s Naf. Sas. Chapter VI, Prose portion and Karika 9:
“ Rati is (the form of) excessive joy (or delight) created by any circumstances
like the enjoyment of seasons, flower garlands, unguents, ornaments, feast, beautiful
house, the absence of opposition or adverseness etc....the sentiment called rari is
created by obtaining the cherished objects of pleasure. ”

தமிழ் வரலாறு,

* See R. RAGHAVA AYYANGAR,

ற. 264.

10 The thirty-two items in Tholkm. are: uTaimai, inputal, nhaTuvunhilai, arulhal,
tanmai, arakkam, varaithal, anpu, kaimmikal, nhalital, cuuzhcci, vaazhththal, nhaanal,
thunjeal, athattu, kanavu, munithal, nhinaithal, veruu-uthal, matimai, karuthal,
aaraaycci, Viraivu, uyirppu, kaiyatu, itukkan, poccaappu, potaimai, viyarththal, aiyam,
mikai, nharukku (Tholkm. Por., Chap. VI, cuut. 12).
The thirty-three items in Nat. Sas. are: nirveda, glani, Sanka, asuya, mada, Srama,
alasya, dainya, cinta, moha, smrti, dhrti, vrida, capalata, harsha, avega, jadata, garva,
vishada, autsukya, nidra, apasmara, supta, vibodha, amarsha, avahittha, ugrata, mati,
vyadhi, unmada, marana, trasa, vitarka.
1 See Ilhm. Commentary on Tholm. Por. cuut. 12:
₹* இடுக்கண் என்பது மெய்யானுந் தோற்றுவதோர்

மெய்ப்பாடு **

15562 770177, Chapter VII, uvamai iyal., cuut. 1.
₹ஈவினையயன் மெய் உரு என்ற நான்கே
வகைபெற

வந்த

உவமைத்

தோற்றம்

'*

18 Bharata, Natya Sas. Chapter XVI, Karika 40.
14 -Yaska, Nirukta, Chapter, 13.
15 See S. K. De History of Sanskrit Poetics p. 3

16 See Tol., Por., Chapter I, 56.
3: நாடகவழக்கினும்

உலகியல்

2: நாட்டிய(ல்) மரபின்

Chapter VI, 1.
8 பண்ணைத்

வழக்கினும் '?

ள்

Chapter V, 53.

தோன்றிய

நெஞ்சு

கொளின்

sromepsG

அல்லது

**

:
QuTGaw’’.

1? See Tholm. Por., Chapter VI, 53, Com. Ilham.
38 See for the works on drama, before Bharata, P. V. Kane, History of Sanskrit
Poetics, pp. 21 ff.
S. K. De, History of Sanskrit Poetics, pp. 18-31.
்
A.B. Keith, The Sanskrit Drama, p. 13.

M. Ramakrishna Kevi, Introduction to his edition of Nat. Sas., p. 16.
19 See, Introduction to the Naf. Sas. ed. M. Ramakrishna Kavi,.
2 Bharata, Nat. Sas, Chapter I, Karika 33.
2 panini, Ashtadhyayi, IV.

22 Acharya Vishweshawara, Introduction Nat. Sas. pp. 42-46.
23 RajaSekhara, Kavya Mimansa, Chapter I, 2nd passage2 The references to Bhoja are taken from the thesis entitled Bhoja’s
Prakasa by Dr. V. Raghavan, Chapters XVIII and XIX.
25§.K.B., V. 2.
°8 Dandin,

Kavyddarsa,

If. 265.

Sringara

CONTRIBUTION

OF

TAMIL SAVANTS
STUDIES

TO

SANSKRIT

P. THIRUGNANASAMBANDHAN

It is the considered view of several Indologists like Rhys Davis, T.
Burrow, S. K. Chatterjee, that the cultural intermixture of the Aryan and

Dravidian had taken place even in pre-Vedic times.
give and

take

between

the two

language groups,

There was mutual
and

modern

Indian

culture is a composite culture, though the predominant strains of the
one or the other can still be discerned in the language, art, philosophy

and literature of our land. The extent and degree of the impact of the
one on the other varied from time to time and from region to region due
to several historical factors like migrations of people, royal patronage,
organised monasteries and so on.
In the early stage, since the times of Asoka, Sanskrit and Prakrit
cultures were known to the people in the South but it was rather through
Prakrit than through Sanskrit.1 Sanskrit could not make its influence

felt in Tamil Nad until about the fourth century A.D., when the Pallavas
who were patrons of Prakrit turned their attention to Sanskrit, which
came therefore to be used more and more for secular purposes as well.
Tamil has had its evolution so far as our historical knowledge of it
goes for more than 2,000 years, when it developed side by side with

Sanskrit, Prakrits and Indo-Aryan in different regions of India.

Both

from linguistic and literary points of view, Tamil has had an autonomous
existence. Tamil poets found no very great need to wiite in Sanskrit in
the early period.
But when royal patronage was extended to Sanskrit
by the Pallavas and Cholas, the Nayaks and Mahrattas, we find a large

output of Sanskrit literature in Tamil Nad.
In this paper, I propose to deal only with a few who are primarily
Tamil savants but who have also contributed in some measure to Sanskrit
studies by their works.
If we turn our attention to early Tamil history, we find the profound

influence exerted by Jains and Buddhists with their well-knit monastic
institutions on the Tamil people not excluding the scholars in Tamil.
Their language

of religion

being

Pali and

Ardhamagadhi

there was

practically no incentive to write works in Sanskrit in Tamil Nad until
these religions began to show signs of decline. Saint Gnanasambandhar,
who lived during this transition period, refers to the Buddhists and Jains
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who used Prakrit, an aberration of Sanskrit. With the revival of Saivism
and Vaishnavism, the vigorous propagation of different schools of
Vedanta of Sankara, Ramanuja,
Madhwa and Srikantha, scholastic
disputations were carried on in the language of scholars, Sanskrit. I

leave out of my present account these system builders of the South whose

contribution to Sanskrit philosophy and literature is enormous as being
beyond tlie scope of my present paper as outlined earlier.

If we turn our attention to the early period we notice occasional

essays at Sanskrit compositions by the Jain and Buddhist scholars of
Tamil Nad.
For example the source of Jivakacintémani of Tiruttakkatévar, the Mahdpurdna in Sanskrit, has a dual authorship; the first part
is attributed to Jinasendcarya and the second part to Gunabhadracarya.
Divakara,

after

whom

the

lexical

work

மே0ார0௦ம ௨ வட நூற்கரசன் தென்றமிழ்க்

2115811; sve1e7-—a Tamil

poet

Divdkaram

கவிஞன்

is named,

is

கவியரங்கேற்றும்

and at the same time a master of

Sanskrit.”
Sarvanandi, the learned Jain monk who lived at Patalipura (now
called Thiruppatirippuliyur) translated Lokavibhaga from Ardhamagadhi into Sanskrit in 458 a.p. in the 22nd regnal year of Simhavarma
Pallava, the ruler of Kanchi (Mysore Archaeological Report, 1909-10, pp.

45-63

Acarya Dignaga, who lived near Kanchi in the fifth century, is
referred to by the Chinese traveller Yuan Chuvang.
He studied Buddhist
texts under the renowned logician, Vasubandhu, and later at Nalanda.
He is the author of Nyaya pravesa and Nyayadvara, two works on Indian
logic.

Sri Umapati Sivacarya, who lived on the outskirts of Chidambaram

in a hamlet known even to-day as Kottavankudi in the thirteenth
is the author of eight out of the fourteen canonical works
Siddhanta, including Sivaprakasam and Sankalpanirékaranam.
at a time when every rival school of philosophy was contending

blish its own supremacy.
quent verbal wrangling.

There

was intellectual

ferment

century,
in Saiva
He lived
to esta-

and conse-

If one were to establish his claim, one has not

only to quote the scriptures in Sanskrit but bring to bear on the discussion
all his dialectic skill and logical acumen which are fourd in Sansktit in
an exceptional degree. Sri Umapati Sivacarya wrote a commentary in
Sanskrit on Pauskarégama and another on Epitomy of Saivagamas called
taraina sangraha (a collection of a 100 gems of Agamayakyas).
He
refuted the contemporary schools of philosophy, including the Advaita,
in his works both Tamil and Sanskrit.

Sri Sivagra Yogi, head of the Suryanarkoil Adhinam in Tanjore

district durirg

Sanskrit.

the sixteenth

century,

was

well versed

in Tamil

and

Besides his swravytti on Tamil grammar, he is credited with

the authorship of the translation of Tarkasangraha and its commenta
ry
Annambhattiya. He also translated the Siddhdnta prakasika in prose
ல
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attributed to SarvatmaSambhu Sivacarya, Srutisiiktimdlad and Sloka
paficaka of Sri Haradatta Sivacarya and Sivatattvaviveka of Appayyadiksita.

He also translated Sarvagfidnottardgama and Devikdlottaraégama

bearing on Saiva Siddhanta.
as well.

He is the author of several Sanskrit works

Mention may be made of the Sanydsapaddhati, Kriyadipikd and

Sivajftana-bhodhiya laghutikd,
on Sivajfianabodha.

Wis work Sivdgrabhdsyd is a commentary

It follows the jiianapada of Pauskara and Mrgendra

Agamas.
Kulasekhara, the author of Tamil prabandha, has contributed to the
devotional lyric in Sanskrit by his Mukundamala.
Arunagirinatha, the great mystic and ardent devotee of Subramanya
of Thiruppugazh fame, is well-known as the author of Kandar Alankaram
etc. His mellifluous and rhythmic verses in Tamil, marked by jingling
assonance of sound with a free admixture of Sanskrit words, constitute
a special variety of Tamil devotional lyric. The fact that he was awarded
the title “Kavisarvabhauma’ by his patron king points to the possibility
of his being an author of some Sanskrit works also. A work in manuscript (No. 2090(d) in the Government Oriental Manuscripts library,
Madras) bearing the title Virabhadravijayah, a ‘dima’ type of drama, deals
with the creation of Virabhadra by Siva and destruction of Daksayajna.
The author’s name is given as Kumai1a Dindima, who can be identified
with Arunagirinatha of Thiruppugazh fame from a copy of the gift deed
presented to Kumara Dindima Arunagirinatha found engraved in the
fourth: enclosure wall of Ekamranatha temple at Kanchi as disclosed in
Fol. 173b of the manuscript under reference. The ancestors of the
Dindima family are said to have lived in Gaudadesa on the banks of the
Ganges.
His great grandson Rajanatha is the author of Acyutarayabhyuclayam, a poem describing the rule of king Acyutaraya (1529-1542).
In recent years,
Panditamani
Kathiresan Chettiar translated

Sukr.miti into Tamil and Swami Vedachalam translated the Sakuntala of
immortal fame. A further and more thorough-going study may reveal a
number of other works in Sanskrit written by savants who have made a
mark in the field of Tamil.

NOTES
1 J, Fituiozar, ‘* Tamil and Sanskrit in South India”,
p. 292.

TC, Vol. TV, No. 4 (1955)

2 MayILar Cint VENKATACAMI, Camatamum tamilum, p. 116.
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LITERATURE
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INTRODUCTION

The Tamil language is rich in poetry.

It has been growing since the

Sangam age. Generally the poetry is free from religions bias, but there
is a marked increase of religious poetry growing up since the Post-Sangam
age. Then there were the Tévdram Lyrics of Saivites and the sacred
poems of Vaishnava Alvars. They are unique in Tamil literature. Great
poems with Buddhist and Jainist background have found a place in
Tamil literature.
The Christians too have contributed their share to
enrich the Tamil poetry. The Muslims contribution in this regard is
by no means small.
The aim of this paper is to show what the Muslims have contributed
towards the enrichment of Tamil poetry, and also to point to special
fields in which they have made a unique contribution.
It is said that there are ninety-six varieties of literary forms in Tamil
literature.
Many of these literary forms are found in the literary works
with Islamic bias. The unique contribution made by the Muslim poets

in the Tamil countrics excels in the field where they have introduced
certain literary forms which were not found among the earlier works of
Tamil literature. These particular literary forms have been introduced by Muslim poets because they belonged exclusively to the Muslims.

MUSLIM LITERARY FORMS IN TAMIL LITERATURE

Foremost among these is Pafaippor. Pataippor is a Tamil phrase, but

there are no literary forms by that name written by non-Muslims.

This

phrase consists of two words, patai and por. Pafai means ‘army’ or ‘forces’;

forces for the defence of a kingdom.
There are six kinds of forces,
namely mila-p-patai, kuli-p-patai ndtfu-p-patai, kattu-p-patai, tunai-p-patai
and pakai-p-patai. Pér means ‘fight’, ‘battle’, ‘war’. Therefore, pataippor means a large-scale war. The literary forms known as pataippor
current among

the Muslims

also

deal with wars.

The pataippors

can

be compared to ‘war ballads’ in English literature.
The other literary forms introduced by the Muslims in Tamil literature
are known by Arabic and Persian names. Among the literary forms having

Arabic names is mundajat.

Although the poems are

yet they are Tamil poems

composed according to the rules of Tamil
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called

mundjat,
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prosody. Mundjat is an Arabic word. Literally it means ‘whispering to’,
‘confidential talk’. This word is generally used for extempore verses offered
after the usual liturgical form has been recited. It is an Arabic verbal
noun, meaning ‘uttering in secrecy’.
In later usage, it began to indicate

supplication addressed to Allah and his blessed devotees.

There is no

limit to the number of stanzas which constitute a mundjdt.

Kissa is another type of Muslim literary form in Tamil literature.
Kissa is an Arabic word meaning ‘story’. The Muslims in Arabia during
those days spent their time and leisure by narrating stories. Therefore,
it meaps narrating a story. Kissds or stories were related to religion.
There was humour in them; hence they were popular among the people.
The Muslim poets have used these literary forms to convey stories with
an Islamic bias so that they may be popular among them. The verbal
noun of the word kissd is Qasas, which means ‘narrating a story’. Asa
result there is a literary form known as kissd in Arabic literature. Therefore, the Muslim poets of Tamil countries called them kissds merely to

make their stories popular.

In the field of Muslim-Tamil literature, there

are kissds in both verse and prose.
Al Qasas is the title of the twenty-eighth Surah of the Holy Quran.
It is so-called because in the twenty-fifth verse of this chapter, Prophet
Musa (Moses) is said to have related the narratives of his adventures to
Prophet Suhaib.
Another kind of Muslim literary form is Masala. It is derived from
sual which means ‘questions’ or ‘problems’.
There were occasions when
questions

were

raised

and

the answers

given

on

Islamic

topics.

This

system was introduced in Tamil literature by the Muslim poets to convey
to the general reader by means of questions and answers some of the
intricacies of the teachings of Prophet Mubammad.
When a question

was asked, the other replies.
Those

who

were

well versed

That was the general trend of the story.
in this type

of literary form

will be in a

position to answer any intricate questions raised on Islamic subjects.
The Persian literary form introduced into Tamil literature by Muslim
poets is called nama. The word ndmda is the Tamilised form of the Persian
word namé. It means a story, a book or a chronicle.
Shad Namé in
Persian can be cited as an example.
These new literary forms introduced into Tamil literature by Muslim
poets contain Tamil verses of a high standard. They are of high literary
merit. The poets used these media not only to preach the Islamic
teachings but also to make even the ordinary people know what Islam
is. These literary forms, besides helping the Muslims to propagate
Islam, enrich. the ever-increasing poetry of the Tamil language.
PATAIPPOR
3
Let us first take pafaippor. Aintu pataippor is a collection of five war
ballads which deal with wars that took place duriag the early history of
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Islam between Muslims and non-Muslims.
401/0 pataippor describes
five wars. These five ballads are called after the names of those who
led the armies of the non-Muslims.
They are: Ipuniyan, Ucci, Vatocci,
Taki, Intirayan. In all these wars, the fourth Khalifa of Islam, Ali
Ibnu Abi Thablib, Son-in-law of Prophet Muhammad, was the hero on
the side of the Muslims.
These pafaippors were written by Assanali Pulavar, son of Kanda-

pillai Pulavar of Puvai.

The date of the composition of these Pataippors

is A.D. 1738, that is the 1,150th year of the Islamic Era. The stories
_ related in these five war ballads are inter-connected.
The Pafaippors relate the story of the war between Khalif Ali and
Tbunian, the Ruler of Kuracan.
Ibunian is portrayed as a colossus

(whose

height

is

500

cubits:

whose

mouth is 130 cubits: the length
their circumference one cubit: the
resembled a hillock: both shoulders are
This description closely resembles
Lilliput.

It

may

be

mentioned

that

chest

is 200

cubits:

whose

of his teeth 100
cubits
and
nose is 100 cubits: each eye
likened to two high mountains).
the description of Gulliver in
“but

for

the

Arabian

Nights

there would have been no Gulliver’s Travels” (H. A. R. Gibb,
Literature: Legacy of Islam, Page 201).
Although the descriptions cannot be accepted as literal facts, the
theme reveals Islamic ideas through this medium.
The description of
Ibunian may have been exaggerated to glorify the valour of Khalif Ali.
Finally, Ali won the war.
of King Intriyan known

When [bunian was killed, one of the chieftains
as Ucci was sent to fight against Ali.
Later

Ucci was defeated. This battle is vividly described in Ucci pataippor.
Then King Intirayan proclaimed that he would give his daughter
Panimati in marriage to the person who would bring the head of Ali.
Another chieftain, Vatocci, embarked on the attempt to kill Ali and
carry his head to the Court of King Intirayan. When Vatocci was
defeated, he surrendered to Ali. Vatocci pataippor deals with these
events.
Taki Pataippor has

Taki,

husband

Intirayan, as the leading figure.
Ali, attacks Taki and kills him.
like the head of Ali and Vatocci
Intirayan with the intention of

of the eldest daughter

of King

In this battle Vatocci, with the help of
Later Taki’s head was made to look
took this head to the Court of King
marrying King Intirayan’s daughter.

King Intirayan was so pleased that he ordered for the marriage ceremony
immediatzly.
Meanwhile, he received a letter from the Palace of Taki
describing all that happened to Taki.
As a result the marriage ceremony

was stopped and King Intirayan himself undertook to fight Ali and
Vatocci. He fought the Muslim army but did not meet with any
success.
There are vivid descriptions of war in all these war ballads. The
valour of Khalif Ali who led the Muslim army is described at length.
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His horse Dul Dul is also. vividly described. The fleetness of this horse
is described by the statement that its movement was so fast that at one
and the same time it could be found to be everywhere.
This shows the
greatness of the person who rode the horse.
Finally, every one of the adversaries was killed and King Intirayan
was decisively defeated.
Consequently,
King
Intirayan
and his
vanquished army embraced Islam.
The author tried to preach
Islam to non-Muslims through these war ballads. It also contains
answers

from

Ali to the

by non-Muslims.
ballads, we may
hyperbole,

questions

Looking
see that

into
they

that were

raised

the details
are good

but they have their own purposes.

Muslims

know Arabic and Islamic teachings in the Arabic
in these books in the form of war ballads a good
necessary

information

and

answers

to any

regarding

Islam

found in these war
examples of oriental
who

did

not

language, found
source to collect

questions

on

this subject

raised by non-Muslims.
There is another war ballad called /rausu Kul pataippor, known also
as Salha pataippor. It deals with the history of a woman called Salha.
She is the embodiment of chastity. This book deals with how she
embraced Islam after realising the truth of the message of Prophet
Muhammad.
This is composed by Kunji Moosu Lehbe Hadji Alim
Pulavar. Although this is called a pafaippor, a war ballad, it has charact-

eristics of an epic.

It also deals with the war between Khalif Ali and

Trausul Kul.
The war is vividly described as usual.
how Lady Sabha fought

with Irausul Kul,

This describes in addition
at times astonishing even that

great hero Ali. The war ballad ends with the destruction of Irausu Kul
and victory to the Muslims.
Hussain patippor is another war ballad which deals with the battle
It was
of Hussain, son of Ali, grandson of the Prophet Mubammad.
Another of this
written by Kalai Acan Alip Pulavar of Melappalauyam.
type is Sakkun pataippor.

This deals with a war between

Muslims

and

non-Muslims, Sakkun leading the non-Muslims and Khalif Ali the
This war ballad is compiled in Ammanai strain. Although
Muslims.
the book ends with the defeat of Sakkun in the war, Sakkun gets back his

kingdom.
MUNAJAT
Many mundjat poems are collected together in Mundjat malikai which

means a ‘garland of Mundajats’. There are twelve of them. The author
was Ce Mu Seyed Mohamed of Kilakkarai. Just as flowers constitute
a garland, here mundjats have

been made into a garland.

These Tamil

pOems are written in Arabic script.
The first mundjat describes the various attributes of Allah. In this
Mundjat, the poet refers to ninety-nine attributes of Allah. At the end of
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every verse he uses the Arabic phrase Arhamur Rahimin, which means ‘the
compassionate and the merciful ”’.
In another stanza, one of the four of the attributes of Allah mentioned
is razak (one who gives food’). It is interesting to find the Tamil word
iranam used to mean ‘food’.
As to how iranam came to mean food is

difficult to understand.

Perhaps it may be from rana which meant body,

‘a wound in the body’, etc.

Muslim poets may have taken this word to

denote food because food is essential for the growth of the body.

The

word iranam is not even found in the standard Tamil dictionaries. Jn
this Mundjat malikai, there is yet another mundjdt, another supplication
addressed to Allah. The interesting feature of this munajat is that each
of its stanzas begins with each of the letters of the Arabic alphabet, without paying any attention to the Tamil grammatical rule that certain
letters do not begin a sentence in Tamil.
The third poem in the Mundjat mdalikai invokes the blessings of
Prophet Muhammad as each of the stanzas has ‘Muhammadu Nabi
Ullavé’ at the end of the stanza. In one of his stanzas, the sympathy with
which he considers even his worst adversary is dealt with. On one
occasion even the Angels were not prepared to tolerate those who caused
untold harm to Prophet Muhammad, but Prophet Muhammad bore
them all. The Angels went to the extent of asking the permission of
Prophet Muhammad to punish his adversaries but he did not give them
permission to do so. This incident is referred to in one of the songs.
The next three mundjdts in this series contain hymns of Khalif Ali,
his wife,

Fatima

and

their sons Hassan

and

Hussain.

In the mundjat

on the Khalif Ali one stanza describes the capacity of Ali to control his
five senses. Two other mundjdts invoke the blessings of Saint Mubiyudeen. In one of them the first letters of the stanzas are arranged
according to the different letters of the Arabic alphabet. The other
munajdis refer to various religious dignitaries who lived in South
India.
Mundjats are very numerous in Tamil literature. Even those poets
who wrote many other literary forms did not fail to include at least one
01 two munajats among their poems.
There

is a book Ananda Sahityam where there is a mundjat immedi-

ately following the supplication to Allah invoking the blessings of Prophet
Muhammad.
An interesting feature in this mundjat on Prophet Muhammad is that each line of every verse begins with the title of one chapter
in an order in which it appears in the epic Cirdp-purdyam of the poet
Omar.

gfe

Fay

Navanita puficam is a collection of many poems written by Seyed
Mohideen
Kavirayar.
Most of the mundjats in Navanita puficam
contain ten poems each. Even in these mundjats, the order remains the
same. The first is a supplication to Allah; then the blessings of Prophet

Muhammad and subsequently of the various Saints are invoked.
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Several Muslim poets from Ceylon have written many mundjat
poems.
One such notable person is Asana Lebbe of Jaffna and Arulvakki
Abdul Kadar of Kady, although the latter in his books always refers to
himself as a person from Thiruputtir in South India.
KISSA
In Kissas Islamic culture in general was introduced as the subject
matter of Tamil poetry by Muslim poets.
The story about Prophet Youssuf is dealt with in one of the kissds.
The story is the same as a biblical story of Prophet Joseph. Matar
Sahib Pulavar was the author of Youssuf Nabi Kissa in Tamil. He
belonged to [rumpatti in Thanjavur District. Even in the Holy Quran
the life of Prophet Youssuf is referred to as a story. The author of
Youssuf Nabi Kissé has composed verses in an easy style. Prophet
Yakub had twelve sons but the apple of his eye was Prophet Youssuf.
When the other sons knew about this relationship, they became jealous.
It grew deeper after this incident. One day when Prophet Youssuf was
a small child, he dreamt that the Moon and the Sun sat on his lap. His
father, Prophet Yakub, when he heard of this dream, said that it indicated

that prophethood would come to Youssuf. This angered the other
brothers. They thought that they could get the prophethood if they
could kill the young man and they conspired to kill him. They prevailed
upon
them

their father, Prophet Yakub, to send his son Youssuf along with
to tend the sheep.
The father agreed.
This incident is very well

portrayed in this book.

How he was pushed into a deserted well, and

how

a caravan

he was

rescued

by

of traders,

are vividly described

in

another poem.
There is another kissd known as Zaitoon kissd. This deals with an
encounter between Mohamed Haniffa, the son of the fourth Khalif, Ali,
and a woman, Zaitoon by name, to whom

belonged a

forest land whither

the son of Khalif Ali went for hunting. The kissd describes how Zaitoon
and other persons embraced Islam. The author of this kissd, Abdul Kader
Sahib of Perteyarpoor, states that this kissd is taken from the kissds in the
Persian

and

Urdu

languages,

so that those who

Persian and Urdu can understand this story easily.
this kissd is that verse and prose are intermixed.
Islamic ideas are expressed.

are not familiar with

Another feature of
Even in this Kissa

MACALA
The ‘question-and-answer-poem’ called macala has been introduced
in Tamil literature by Muslim poets with a view to make the unlettered
Muslims know the Islamic teachings by listening to the recitals of these
poems.

One such book, a catechism, is known as Noor macala.

Most of

the verses in this macala are couplets. This deals with the questions asked
by the daughter of a king and replies given by prince Abbas.
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;

Meharvan was the name of a daughter of a king. She was arrogant.
She had put to death many princes on their failure to solve he: problems
or answer her questions. Those princes tried to solve her problems in
order to get married to her. One Appacu, son of a king called Akumata
Sha, had heard of this princess and went there to answer her questions.

poem

He

answered

all her

questions

and

later

has a parallel in Tamil literature— Aviram

married

her.

Talaivankiya

This

apuryva

cintamani.

Ayira macala is another poem. of this type. It is also known as
Atijaya purdnam.
This contains the traditions of Prophet Muhammad.
This has been arranged as the Jews not knowing what Islam is, asked
certain questions regarding Islamic teachings and this appears as answers
to those questions. On behalf of the Jews, one Abdulla Ibnu Salam
asked the questions and Prophet Muhammad replied to those questions.
It is more or less a catechism of Islam. It was written by VannappariMalappulavar of Madurai.
When all the questions were answered, the
questioner and others embraced Islam.
There is yet another macala in prose known as Vellafti macala; also
known as Tayattutu. Itis written by Sheik Abdul Kadar Alim. Tavaddud was the learned woman in one of the Tales of Arabian Nights. It is
also a catechism consisting of 669 questions and their answers.
NAMA

Mihraj means
journey to heaven.

‘ascent’. Mihraj refers to Prophet Muhammad’s
It is also called isra, the ‘nocturnal journey’. He was

taken on the journey by Angel Jibreel from Jerusalem to heaven.

pray

it was during this journey that Allah decreed that the Muslims should
five timesaday.
Prophet Muhammad not only preached this

precept

but

also

practised

it and

led

an

exemplary

life.

This

great

incident is referred to in the book Mihrdj ndmd. The day on which
this incident took place is a sacred day for the Muslims,
Madr Sahib

of Aiyampettai is the author of Mihrdj nédmd.

The Mihraj. nama is a

chronicle of Mihraj. It vividly describes Prophet Muhammad’s journey
to heaven. Mihrdj ndmd refers to an incident during the journey. The
Angel Jibreel gave Prophet Muhammad a cup of milk to drink. Prophet
Muhammad drank from that cup, but he did not empty it. When a
little was left in the cup, Prophet Muhammad handed it over to Angel
Jibreel. On receiving the cup Angel Jibreel stated “You have left a
little milk in the cup; that shows some of your followers will go to hell ”.
Prophet Muhammad then requested that the cup be given back to him
so that he may drink what remained, but Angel Jibreel said ‘‘ What has
happened has happened according to the decree of Allah. ”
Another of this type, Naru ndmd, means ‘Book of Light’. Naru
nama@ deals with the creation of the universe. It is an adaptation of the
work of Al Ghazzali. It describes Kayarpattanam under the caption
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Folk ballads are an important genre of folk literature which has not
received the attention of modern scholars. There is a large body of
folk ballads with which our peasants are familiar. These can be classified.
into four types. (1) Epic fragments of mythical ballads.
(2) Historical
ballads. (3) Romantic ballads. (4) Ballads with social themes.
The social ballads have social problems as their themes.
Caste
oppression,

intercaste

marriage,

forms

of inheritance

and

their effects,

and humanism are a few themes elaborated in this type of ballad.
The ballads fall into five types according to the special themes they
deal with.
(1) Intercaste marriage and
its tragic consequences (e.g.)
Muththuppaattan kathai, Mathurai viiran kathai and Cinnanaathan kathai.
(2) Caste oppression and injustice to the lowest caste of people
perpetuated by the people of the high castes. e.g., Cinnaththampi kathai.
(3) The clashes between the matrilineal and patrilineal groups
when the former seek marriage alliance with the latter: e.g.,
Thotrukkariyamman kathai and Vengkalaraajan kathai.
(4) Denial of property rights to women and its tragic consequences : e.g., Nhallathangkaalh kathai.
(S) Humanism that transcends religious and caste barriers :
e.g., Kauththalamaatan kathai.
Let us now examine the themes of the first group of ballads. They
deal

simply

with

love,

or with

love that is consummated

in marriage

between a man and a woman belonging to different castes. Most typical
of this type of ballads is the story of Muththuppaarran.
MuththuppaaTran was a Brahmin youth. After a quarrel with his father and
brothers he left home and took service under Raamaraajaa of KotraarakKaraa.

By dint of merit he rose high in position and grew prosperous.

Having heard of this, his brothers visited him and took him home with
all the wealth he had earned.

On the way Paattan met two Chakkiliya

girls and fell in love with them. He stayed back with the determination
to seek marriage with them. The brothers attempted to murder him
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without success. Muththuppaattan sought out Vallappakatai, the
father of the two girls, and fell at his feet entreating him to accept him
as his son-in-law. Shocked beyond his wits, the Chakkiliya chief tried
to ward him off. Muththuppaattan insistently demanded the hands of
the two

girls in marriage.

VallappakatTai

agreed

to the marriage

on

condition that he renounced the marks of his high caste and promised
to accept the profession and way of life of the Chakkiliya caste. The
Brahmin youth fulfils all these conditions and wins the girls for his brides.
In the course of a few years he is chosen chief of the class. He guards
the mountain roads leading to Kerala affording protection to the trade
between Tamil Nad and Kerala. Thwarted in their attempt to rob the
merchants passing along these roads the robbers of the Vaanniya caste

wreak vengeance on Paatran.
his care by the people

They drive away the cattle entrusted to

of neighbouring

attempt to wrest the cattle from them.

villages.

He

is killed in the

His wives perform sati.

Mathurai viiran kathai is also a story of love and marriage between a
Chakkili hero, Mathurai Viiran, and the daughter of a Naick nobleman,
Bommi, and his tragic end.
The story of Cinnanhaathan is a conflict between right of inheritance
and intercaste love. Cinnanhaathan or Kumaarasvaami was the sole

heir to the properties of his father and four uncles.

He had an only aunt

whose only daughter was married to him when she was two years old and
he was eighteen. At twenty he fell in love with Ayyamkutri, a woman
of the barber caste, and lived with her on the outskirts of the town. His
father took no objection to it, since concubinage was not forbidden to the
youths of wealthy families. But trouble started after AyyamkuTTi
attained puberty. The father and uncles of Cinnanhaathan asked him
to sever his relations with AyyamkuTTi, return to his parental home and
live with his legal wife. Cinnanhaathan refused to recognise her as
his wife saying he would for ever live with Ayyamkutri and his children.

They said that they would disinherit him. He would not be intimidated.
Then they reported the matter to their overlord, the Zamindar of NaaTtT-

aththi and asked bis advice. He told them that they might do whatever
to
they liked. He promised his support to them. They went back
their
save
to
blood
cold
in
him
murdered
and
Cinnanhaathan’s house
The two women performed
caste and their families from ignominy.
sati.
I have narrated the stories of two ballads of the first type somewhat

at length, just to give a glimpse into the nature of the themes these ballads

deal with. In the first story the man renounces his social eminence,
economic advantages, family connections and high caste and identifies
waver.
himself with the clan life of the girls he married. He does not
him.
adopted
that
caste
the
to
He is killed while fulfilling his duty
In the story of Mathurai Viiran the woman belongs to a higher caste
than that of the man. The course of their wedded life does not
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run smooth.
Finally the hero of the story meets with a tragic end. This
story clearly throws light upon how the rulers looked upon intercaste
marriage and how they were tolerant so long as it did not clash with their
interests.
The last story is rather unique in all folk literature I have come
across. The landlords tolerated concubinage and illicit love, so long as
it did not run counter to the rights of the legal wife and rights of patrilineal inheritance. When it did come to a clash with them they would
destroy such relationships.
Ginnaththampi kathai has a different theme.
It describes how
craftily the ruler of a small region

makes use

of the physical

strength,

courage and organisational skill of a Chakkili youth to clear the forest
slopes of wild animals to make it fit for cultivation and when his fame
spreads and influence grows, he sends bim to his brother-in-law, who
needs an unmarried youth to be sacrified before digging out a treasure
pot. The boy is killed. The fear that this boy with his adherents
might prove a threat to his power induces the ruler to get rid of
him when an opportunity arises. Such themes recur quite often in
ballads.
The last type of social ballad 1 have mentioned at the beginning
of this paper, deal with the bloody clashes between Nadars (Nhaatar)
and Nayars (Nhaayar) of South Travancore.
The former are patrilineal
and the later matrilineal. When a Nayar king wanted to marry a Nadar
woman, the father of the girl refused to give his consent, thinking that the
marriage

would

only amount

to concubinage,

for his grandsons

would

never iaherit the kingdom. The king decided to take his bride by force.
He surrounded the fort of the Nadar Chief Vengkalarajan.
But the girl
persuaded her father to cut off her head and throw it out from the ramparts. Soitwasdone.
The Nayar king took away the head and cremated it and raised a temple over it. Thetwo stories are similar. Such
incidents might have occurred when the Nayars spread south and met
the Nadars already settled there.
Nhallathangkaalh is the story of the tragic end of a woman who
throws her seven children into a well and commits suicide, being unable

to bear the indignities heaped upon her by her cruel sister-in-law. NhallaNNan and his sister Nhallathangkalh worked together while they were
young and unmarried. They raised crops and planted trees. The family
lived in prosperous

circumstances.

Then

Nhallathangkaalh

was

given

in marriage to a wealthy farmer living in a far-off village. She bore
seven children. Then there was drought for many years and her family
began to be in want. Nallathangkaalh’s husband left the family in search
of work. Nhallathangkaalh went to her parental home just to spend a
few days and obtain from her brother a few bags of corn to tide over
critical days. When she arrived in her brother’s home, she found that
her brother had gone to the fields. Her sister-in-law treated her as an
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unwanted guest. Disappointed in her expectations and broken-hearted
at the crucl taunts of her sister-in-law she left after a few hours. She then
realised that, though she had contributed her labour for many years to
increase the wealth of that family, she had no right to even a moiety cf
that property, because after marriage she had become an utter stranger
to her own paternal family. The strange woman who had become the
wife of her brother had all rights since her children would be heirs to

that property.

She threw her children into a well and plunged into it

after them. ‘The brother returned home and learned about her visit
from a neighbour. Going in search of her he found her and the children
dead.
Having learned of his wife’s behaviour he took revenge on her
and her parents by means of a strategem and finally killed himself. There
is strong evidence to show that the incident of the story is a historical
fact. Kauththalamaatam kathai is a story of sublime humanism that
transcends barriers of caste and religious differences.
A Chakkili
girl Puuvaayi went every day to a town to sell curds and ghee to her
A rowdy belonging to a higher caste crossed her path every
customers.
day with evil intention. She informed a Muslim youth Partani ANNan—
‘Muslim Brother-—about her trouble and expressed her fear that on that
day too he might lie in wait for her. The ‘Muslim brother’ promised to
accompany her. The rowdy approached them and attempted to molest
The rowdy
her. The Muslim brother warned him but to no avail.
attacked him with a knife. The Muslim brother defended himself.
Both were killed in the fight. Puuvaayi was distressed to see that the
man who had offered to save her from insult was killed. She cursed the
gods and killed herself.
Except the story of Nhallathangakaalh which is known to the
people of Tamil Nad as a whole, the other stories are known only to the
people living around the place where the incidents of the stories tock
place. The Muththuppaattan kathai has spread throughout Tirunelveli

District and a part of Kanyakumari District.

Mathurai

viiran kathai

spread throughout Madurai District. Cinnaththampi kathai is known
only in the southern part of Tirunelveli District. The Thoottukkari
amman kathai and Vengkalaraajan kathai are not known outside south
Kanyakumari District. Kauththalamaatan kathai has been forgotten
even in the place of its origin. The Tamil ballads have not become the
cultural inheritance of the people of Tamil Nad. There is reason to fear
in the
that they may soon vanish from the memory of the Tamil people
of
duty
primary
the
therefore
is
It
decades.
course of two or three

scholars engaged in the study of Tamil folklore to collect these and similar

ballads and bring out well-printed and annotated editions, to prevent
disappearing
these cultural treasures created by the common people from
time.
thief,
imperceptible
fast by the theft of that
The following conclusions may be arrived at from the foregoing
study of the themes of ballads.
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The ballads throw light upon the nature of social structure such as
caste organisation, rigidity of caste rules, and the relation of caste to
occupational groups. Thus the upper feudal classes correspond to the
privileged higher social castes and the caste rules are generally favourable
to them.
The laws of inheritance are held sacred and the caste rules are designed
to safeguard the laws ofinheritance. Thus ties of kinship are to be broken
if they run counter to the feudal rules of inheritance. Hence concubinage
is tolerated so long as it does not interfere with the interests of legitimate
children born of the wife of the same caste. Any human relationship
that would challenge this line of inheritance would be ruthlessly
destroyed.
The rigidity of the caste rules are no more than chains on the lower
strata of the working people of the feudal society to keep them confined
to their stations in life. Talent, initiative, courage and other noble
traits discovered in the youth

of the lower caste strata are encouraged

only to the extent they do not threaten the supremacy of the higher castes
in the hierachy of the caste system. All the rules of caste are intended
to preserve the feudal relations between classes and perpetuate the social
system advantageous to the feudal landlords of the higher castes.
The breach of the caste rules especially of sex and marriage are
frowned upon by the leaders of the higher castes for many reasons. The
chief of them is that amalgamation
of caste would break down caste
barriers and strike at the root of class differentiation and introduce
changes in social structure. Hence the opposition to intermingling of
castes by marriage is really an inhibitory factor on social change. That
is why, in the case of the slightest infringement of caste marriage rules,
the offenders are liquidated without the slightest compunction.
The feudal system with its special form of inheritance deprives
women of any share in property.
The position of women in society
is therefore subordinate. A woman ceases to have any right in the home
of her birth as soon as she gets married.
Humanist passions are hedged in by caste segmentation. Noble
passions of man sometimes rise above these limitations transcending
considerations of religion and caste. But that is only just a ripple
on the otherwise calm surface of society. The caste rules and organisation
are 50 tenacious that any individual protest soon loses its effect and everything calms down to normal. But the aspirations of the lowest strata
of the people are reflected in such lone protests and inspire them for
centuries. Such are the stories of Muththuppaatran and Mathurai viiran.

The clash between two cultures of different groups of people finds
expression in certain ballads of the regions

occurred.

in

which

Mainly these clashes occurred when marriage

sought by one
inheritance.

group

with

another

group

with

these

clashes

alliance was

different

forms

of
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These ballads provide source material for sociologists, social anthropologists, and historians of society.
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THE

STRUCTURAL PATTERN OF TWO
NARRATIVES IN TAMIL

K.

P.

TRADITICNAL

S. HAMEED

The endeavour in this paper will be to apply structural and pattern methodology based on the principles of synchronic structural analysis, to the

study of two traditional narratives of Tamil Nadu and to mairtain that
the two narratives, irrespective of content and context, belong to one and
the same structural type on morphological grounds.

The principles proposed to be adopted for the patterns approach and
structural analysis are those of Vladimir

Piopp

as expounded

in his

Morphology of the Folktale’ and of Alan Dundes as employed in his
doctoral dissertation The Morphology of North American Indian Folktales.*
The two traditional narratives chosen are: (@) The Pazhayanuur
Niili myth, as it is available in the verbal tradition and (6) the Kannaki
legend, as found in Cilappathikaraam.
Both the tales are very old and
belong to antiquity, the former getting reference in Niilakeeci and in
Ceekkizhaar’s Thiruthontar Puraanam, besides other works and the
latter gaining

elaboration in

Cilappathikaaram.

The

Niili

story

in its

nascent folk version form is crude, rawand rugged, while the story of
Kannaki attains sophistication and elevation as befitting the culture and

refinement of the elite and aristocracy of IIhangkoovatikalh’s times,
gaining a halo and sanctity characteristic of an ancient epic of the Tamils.

For purposes of structural and pattern approach Propp defines
morphology as ‘the description of a folktale according to its component
parts and the relationship of these components to each other and to the
whole.> Propp adopted what he called ‘function’ as the basic minimum

structural unit to be pressed into service in pattern methodology.
‘Function’ according to Propp ‘is an action of one of a folktale’s dramatis
personae’. Heconcludes that ‘functions serve as stable, constant elements
in folktales, independent of who performs them and how they are fulfilled

by the dramatis personae’.+
Since Propp did not bother to standardise any term for the elements
which fulfil the function, Alan Dundes, applying the theory and terminology of Kenneth L. Pike as expressed in Pike’s Language in Relation to a
Unified Theory of the Structure of Human Behaviour,® discerned three
complex overlapping components of ‘emic’ units, the feature mode,

manifestation mode and distribution mode, in Propp’s ‘function’.
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feature mode Dundes termed as ‘motifeme’ and adopted ‘motif’ to refer
to the elements fulfilling the motifemes.
He also utilised the term
‘allomotif’ and intended it to bear the same relationship to motifeme
as do allophones to phonemes and allomorphs to morphemes.
We now proceed to detail the two traditional narratives of Tamil
Nadu.
In the Pazhayanuur Niili myth as it obtains in the oral tradition
the story continues from one birth to the next. In the myth, also known
as Pazhavuur Niili and Aalangkattu Niili, a certain young man, belonging
to a trading community, a few months after his marriage with Niili, is
enamoured of a charming courtesan and deserts his young and loving
wife. The very thought of her husband living away from her with his
mistress enrages Niili and a period of struggle and conflict begins. The
husband after wasting all his wealth upon his mistress is reduced to

poverty.

The mistress refuses to admit this poverty-stricken man into

her bed-chamber any more. His thought suddenly centres round the
only remaining ornament, the costly bejewelled thaali of Niili. With the
intention of usurping this thaali he comes back to Niili and lives with her
for some months. With deceitful motives he tells Niili one day of his
desire to leave his native town with her and settle in some far-off town so
that they could for ever live away from the sight of his wicked mistress and
regain at the same time their lost fortune:

Innocent Niili welcomes the

idea and both leave the house one night and her husband entreats Niili
who is now in the family way to spend that night by the side of a well.
Accordingly they break the journey and the husband spreads the bed right
under the parapet wall of the deep well.
The night, the moon, the sweet
scent of the forest flowers and every thing around, above and about

Niili exercise a strange spell on her.

With fond words of love and .

affection she wraps up her husband under her arms. Niili’s husband,
who has been waiting patiently for this opportunity snatches her costly
thaali and, deaf to her heart-rending screams, treacherously pushes her

down into the well and hastens back to his mistress.
first birth ends here.
again as a merchant,

The story in the

In the next birth, the murderer husband, reborn
is on his way to the town where he lived in his

previous birth and happens to halt near the same well on a moon-lit
night. Niili’s spirit which has been hovering round the place all these
years has a task to perform and a duty to fulfil. Her spirit has been
erying and waiting for an opportunity to wreak vengeance. Niili’s ghost

suddenly comes out of the well, appears before her husband as a woman

of surpassing beauty and claims the lonely traveller as her husband.

Taken aback he looks steadily at her for a moment, comes to the conclusion that she is a mohini, an enchantress of the ghost world and
instantaneously rejects her. The claim and its rejection are referred to the
wise men of the neighbouring village, who after hearing both sides give
their verdict in favour of ‘Niili, duly declaring the traveller to be Niili’s
Further the wise men allot a house in the village and order the
husband.
14
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to live there,

assuring

the husband

that no

harm

would

befall

him. There is joy written all over Niili’s face at the thought of the approaching moment in victory. All the unfulfilled passions, which were cut
short at a most crucial stage of her former life, come up again in full fury
that night, and she hugs him to her bosom, only to sap the life out of
him. The following day the wise men of the village come to the house
only to find the dead body of the traveller with the woman missing. They
repent for their wrong decision and put an end to their own lives by
plunging

into

fire.

The

story

of Niili’s

struggle

and

ultimate

victory

spreads far and wide, striking terror in the hearts of men, particularly
wicked and unfaithful husbands.
The concept and the belief that the
Pazhayanuur Niili is a fiendish demon always demanding human sacrifice
comes to stay.’
The outline of the KaNNaki and Koovalan story as such is known to
everyone in the Tamil country.\ In the ancient city of undying fame,
Pukaar, Kannaki the heroine of the poem is married to Koovalan. To
enable the married couple to live in sweet harmony, their parents belonging
to the rich merchant class set up a separate establishment wherein the
wedded pair spend some time together happily. Koovalan chances to
cast his eyes upon Maathavi, a beautiful courtesan of the city. In the
company

of the

dancing-girl,

well-accomplished

completely forgets his wife KaNNaki.

in her

art,

Koovalan

KaNnNaki pines away in her loneli-

ness, discards her ornaments and sorrow becomes her only adornment.
Life turns out to be one of trials and tribulations for her from now on.

Koovalan loses his enormous wealth by dalliance with his courtesan wife.
Maathavi’s innocent jest in a song at the seashore during the festival
sacred to Indira makes Koovalan suspect her fidelity. Already reduced
to poverty he comes home in a repentant attitude and opens out his
heart to the sorrow-stricken KaNNaki. Explaining the circumstances he
has brought upon himself, he tells KaNNaki of his resolution to leave the

city for Madurai, there to regain their fortune. Reaching the outskirts
of Madurai Koovalan leaves his wife under the protection of a shepherdess
and proceeds to the city to sell one of his wife’s anklets to raise the capital

to set up some business.

He meets in the bazaar the goldsmith of the

royal household, shows the anklet to him and offers to sell it for a fair

price. The goldsmith who had stolen the queen’s anklet sometime
before, immediately schemes to deccive Koovalan. He seizes the
opportunity to accuse Koovalan of the theft of the queen’s jewel and
thus prove himself to be innocent. Proclaiming that the anklet is fit to
be worn only by the queen and not by anyone else and requesting Koovalan to stay in his cottage, he proceeds post-haste to the palace, informs
the King that he had found out the thief who had stolen the queen's

anklet and hands it over to the king. The innocent Koovalan becomes a

victim to the deceit practised on him by the goldsmith.

The king, without

investigation, orders capital publishment and Koovalan is unjustly killed.
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The shocking news reaches KaNNaki.
Distraught with grief and sobbing
aloud in anguish she rushes to the spot where her husband lies in a pool
of blood. In terrible grief she cries and cries until she seems to see
Koovalan rise up to go to heaven saying to her, ‘Stay here.” All her
grief turns into wrath.
She takes on herself the task of proving the
innocence of her husband and seeking justice and destruction of the
tule that brought such grievous wrong on her. She comes into the royal
presence, accuses the king of injustice and proves the innocence of her
husband by breaking open her anklet of rubies and showing its contents.
The king dies broken-hearted at the enormity of his injustice and the
queenalso followsherlord.
KaNnaki tears off her left breast and flings it
at the city of Madurai and the city is consumed by fire. Thereafter she
proceeds to the Chera country, climbs up the hill Tiruchengunru and
stands underneath a veengai tree. Koovalan descends and takes
her to heaven in a celestial car. The hill tribe who witness this miracle
report this to the Chera king. Desiring to perpetuate the memory of
Kannaki, Cenguttuvan goes north to the Himalayas, secures a block of
stone, consecrates it by bathing it in the water of the Ganges, sculptures
an idol of Kannaki, completes a shrine and inaugurates KaNNaki worship
in the land, in the presence of several kings. Thus the struggle that
started early in her married life culminates in her final victory, that of

the people deifying her as ‘Paththinikkatavulh’ and worshipping her
as such.§
The elements fulfilling the ‘functions’ in a bread sense and constituting
the core of the two tales may be put as follows :
Niili myth
(a) Niili and husband live as wedded
couple and while living so husband
unexpectedly goes and lives with a
courtesan wife.
(6) Niili starts facing a struggle in
married life.
(c) Husband comes back, expresses repentance
for having lived with
another woman and promises to
make
amends for past conduct.
(False)
(d) Husband speaks of his plans to start
living afresh amidst new surround(False)
ings and prosper with wife.
(e) Deceit and deception results in husband killing Niili unjustly.

(f) Niili takes revenge on her husband,
acquiring supernatural powers.
(g) Niili becomes a fiendish demon,
striking terror in the hearts of wicked
husbands.

Kannaki legend
Kannaki and Koovalan live as a happy,
ideal married couple and while living so,
Koovalan unexpectedly goes and lives
in the company of a courtesan wife,
virtuous, refined, culture and sensitive.
Kannaki starts: facing a struggle in
married life.
Koovalan
comes
back
to Kannaki,
expresses repentance for his follies and
promises to make
amends for
past
conduct. (Real)
Koovalan speaks of his decision to leave
Pukaar, start life afresh with Kannaki,
sharing with her the hopes to regain lost
reputation, prosperity and fortune. (Real)
Deceit
and
deception by goldsmith
results in King ordering the execution of
Koovalan unjustly.
Kannaki wreakes vengeance on the king
and his capital, acquiring supernatural
powers.
Kannaki becomes a goddess, Paththinikkatavulh striking terror in the hearts of
those who commit injustice.
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We find that the above elements beginning from (a) and ending with
(g) are stable and constant in the two narratives. Since this structural
analysis does not include a strict linguistic analysis, we admit the possibility of the presence of an admixture of content cognates and cognates
of structure in the elements detailed. However, the striking thing is that
the sequential relation of these elements are fixed and bear a certain
relationship to each other and to the pattern of the whole. In (c) and (d)
above, under Niili, the repentance shown and the plans spoken of by the
husband to start life anew are untrue. He merely pretends and inveigles
Niili into going with him with other treacherous and wicked motives.
But in (c) and (d) under KANnnaki, the husband is sincere, truthful and
honest; all the same, the elements in both are identical.
In his morphology of the Russian fairy tales Propp had extracted
and collated thirty-one functions and by the application of combinations
of his function pairs he concluded that the Russian fairy tales on morphological grounds belonged to one and the same structural type. In Propp’s
function 8, the hero causes harm to one member of a family. He may
leave her alone, cause her mental agony, or murder her or abduct her.
In this the feature mode of function 8 could be expressed as ‘villainy’
which starts the actual movement of the folktale. The manifestation
mode consists of all the ‘non-simultaneously occurring physical variants
of the function’, and would thus include the leaving away or the murdering
or the kidnapping of one by the villain. The distribution mode would
consist of the positional characteristics of a particular function, i.e., where
among the thirty-one possible functions arrived at by Propp, it occurs.
Thus function 8 may occur in initial position or after a number of functions
from 1 to 7. A state of disequilibrium can be caused by a harm done
unwisely by the hero to a member of his family.

This state of disequili-

brium can be brought to a state of equilibrium by Propp’s function 19
which can help liquidate the initial lack or misfortune. The husband
leaving the wife brings about a lack (L). He repents and comes
back which can be construed as lack liquidated (LL). Just in the same
manner as L and LL can combine to form a motifemic sequence, Propp’s
other function

pairs can in different combinations

of sequences

bring

about alternations of structural patterns. Some of Propp’s other function
pairs are: Interdiction/Violation (functions 2 and 3: Int/Viol), Consequence/Attempted Escape (functions 4 and 5 Conseq/AE), Deceit/
Deception (functions 6 and 7: Dct/Depn), Struggle/Victory (functions
16 and 17: Str/Vic).
_ A minimum of at least two motifeme sequences are essential to

constitute a folk tale.

The initial and closing motifemic slots as for

instance (L) and (LL) can be made to expand upwards and downwards
to permit other motifemic pairs to come in and take their respective
positions

in

order

to

enter

into

relationships

permitting

a

certain

_____ regularity and symmetry to each other and to the fundamental primary
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slots both at the top and at the bottom.
(Dect) & (Depn), (T) & (TA),
or (Int) & (Viol) can occur as intervening motifemic pairs between
(L) & (LL).
Applying the Proppian/Pike model, we now proceed to the delineation
of the morphology of the two traditicnal narratives in Tamil. The stable,
constant elements referred to above can be structured as sequences of
motifemes combining to form complete wholes.
Married couple living together are suddenly and unexpectedly
separated. From the moment of separation quick succession of events
hitherto undreamt of erupts, events most challenging and trying to the
heroine. To her, life turns out to be a struggle throughout until at the
very end when after passing through trials, tribulations, conflicts and
stresses, she is supposed to have emerged out victorious either as a demon
or as a deity. Between the two basic function pairs, Struggle/Victory the
tales start, move, develop and end.
In the Niili myth, the husband’s joining the courtesan girl, leaving
his wife in loneliness, paves the foundation for a struggle in life for Nii

(Str).

The husband’s leaving the wife brings a lack (L); the moral code

prevents a married

man from living with anotber girl (Int); the husband

lost fortune (LL).

While on their way in the forest, under the moon-lit

goes and lives with a dancing girl (Viol); he wastes all his wealth upon her,
is reduced to poverty, is even refused admission into the girl’s bedchamber (Conseq); he leaves her (AE); and comes back tolive with Niili
though with other ulterior motives (LL). Husband wants to live away
from wicked mistress and regain lost fortune (L). To liquidate these, both
husband and wife leave native place in order to settle in far off and repair
night husband cunningly suggests the breaking of the journey, spreads the
spot
bed near the deep well and beckons Niili to spend the night at that
(Det). She succumbs to the deception, fondly embraces the husband
Her spirit
only to be pushed mercilessly down into the well (Depn).
waits to
she
Patiently
vengeance.
hovers round the place crying for
come to
tc
changes
husband
murderer
The
(T).
carry her task through
a
the same spot. Coming out of the well Niili’s ghost transforms into
and
husband
her
as
woman of surpassing beauty, claims the traveller
house, hugs
after the wise men give their verdict in her favour, inside the
out (TA).
life
his
saps
and
night
the
in
husband
the once treacherous
into the
falling
husband
her
on
consequent
struggle
her
of
story
The
of
achievement
terrible
the
in
clutches of his courtesan wife resulting
and
victory
stunning
a
in
ends
finally
husband
her
her vengeance over
afraid of
people who consider Niili as a fiendish demon are mortally
her (Vic).
;
pine away
In the Kannaki legend, Koovalan’s leaving KanNaki to
:
sets
in her loneliness starts the struggle (Str). His stay with Maathavi
that
enjoins
concept
in disequilibrium in KaNNaki’s home (L); moral
his wife (Int);
Kooyalan should not live with another woman who is not
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he lives in the company of his courtesan wife (Viol); suspicion, misunderstanding and loss of all his riches (Conseq) makes Koovalan leave
Maathavi (AE), and come back home in a repentant mood and open out
his heart to KanNaki(LL).
Koovalan wants to repair lost reputation and
regain lost fortune (L). To liquidate both these, Koovalan and Kannaki
leave Pukaar and proceed to Madurai (LL). In Madurai deceit makes
its appearence in the person of the goldsmith of the royal household
(Det) and Kooyalan falls a prey to the deception practiced on him by
the goldsmith, is wrongly accused of theft and is condemned without
investigation by the king to be executed unjustly (Dcpn).
Kannaki takes
on herself the task of avenging the death of her husband, comes into the
royal presence and to prove her Lord’s innocence breaks open her other
anklet in terrible rage (T); seeing the king and queen die, she tears off
her left breast and flings it at the city which instantaneously is enveloped
by fire (TA). She thence proceeds to the Chera country, climbs up the
hill, when Koovalan descends down and takes her heavenwards in a
celestial car. Her final victory in the struggle that started in her
married life elevates her to the exalted position of a Paththini Katavulh
(Vic).°
The elaboration and magnification of the narrative sequences of the
two traditional narratives yield the following structural pattern:
Str,

LZ,

Int/Viol,

Conseq/AE,

|

|

LL,

L/LL,

Dct/Dcpn,

T/TA,

Vic.

3
4
5
1
Within the nuclear two-motifeme structural slot, Str & Vic., the two
traditional narratives can be aligned one over the other in the order of
the identical

2

intervening

motifemic

sequences

as

L,

Int/Viol,

Conseq/

AE, LL, L/LL, Det/Depn, T/TA, clearly revealing that the two narratives
on morphological
type.

grounds

come

under

one

and

the

same

structural

There may be accretions by way of incidents, events and episodes in
the content of the myth or the legend, but irrespective of content and
context, the motifemic depth of the two narratives when
extended, involved and complex Indian folktales is not
~ six intervening motifemic pairs but they occur within
two motifemic initial and terminal basic slots, Struggle

compared to other
much.
There are
the simple nuclear
and Victory.
The

relationship of the intervening motifemic pairs as amongst themselves
and to the opening and closing fundamental primary pairs are so close

and inextricable that the parts cannot be separated from the pattern of
the whole. In other words this means that the parts by themselves
cannot exist without the whole which often times is not the case in
respect of the majority of the involved,

folktales.

complex

and

cumulative

Indian
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In the case of the two traditional narratives taken for analysis, if we
push out of the basic related frame of initial and terminal motifemes, any
one of the intervening motifemic pairs, that pair simply just cannot
have an existence independant of the movement of the pattern of the
whole narrative. Tbis enables us to come to the conclusion that the
two narratives, the Pazhayanuur Niili myth and the Kannaki legend
in addition to their belonging to the same structural type morphologi
cally, also qualify themselves to be placed under the category of the
‘fixed form’ of folktales which are simple and simpler in contrast to the
category of ‘free form’ folktales which are elaborate, intricate and
involved.

NOTES
1 Vladimir Propp, Morphology of the Folktale, ed. Svatava
trans.
Laurence Scott; Publication 10 of the Indiana University
Anthropology, Folklore and Linguistics, Bloomington, 1958.
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FF Communication, Vol. 195, Helsinki, 1964.
See also ‘‘ From
in the Structural Study of Folktales’, JAF 75 (1962), pp. 95-105.

Pirkowa-Jakobson,
Research Center in
Indian Folktales”’,
Etic to Emic Units

3 Vladimir Propp, op. cit. p. 18,
“Tbid., pp. 19-20.
5 Kenneth L. Pike, Language in Relation to a Unified Theory of the Structure of
Human Behaviour, Part I, Glendale, California, 1954.
® Such stories of birth, death, rebirth and final release occur frequently in the
In the Kannaki legend also the tutelary deity of Madurai
tales of ancient period.
tells KanNaki that in her previous birth she was Niili, wife of the merchant Cangkaman
Again in Manimeekalai, Kannaki as deity informs Manimeekalai
of Singapuram.
that to expiate her sin of destroying Madurai, she and Koovalan would undergo births
and deaths for generations together in this world.
7 The earliest extant work centring round Niili is Niilakeeci, supposed by some
to belong to the first century A.D. The heroine in this work is the presiding deity of
Pazhayanuur crematorium whose fame spreads far and wide and becomes well-establiThe demon of Balaalayam comes to seek Niili’s help against
shed in Northern India.
For a detailed account of how Niili ultimately became
the Jain ascetic Munichandran.
by
a disciple of the ‘Muni’, see Professor A. Chakravarti’s Niilakeeci, Tamil translation in
Other works
Ka. Appadurai Pillai, Paari Nilaiyam, Madras, 1955, pp. 11-12.
(on the
which Niili figures are also discussed by Professor Chakravarti: see pp. 12-13
ThalapuraaNam of ThiruvaalangkaaTu), and pp. 15-17 (on Swami Samandabathira’s
Traththinakantakam).

8.

R. Ramachandra Dikshitar (The Silappadikaram, Oxford University Press,

Sangam works
Madras, 1939, pp. 9-10) assigns to Cilappathikaaram a rank among the
Pillai, giving
and concludes that it belongs to the second century A.D. S. Vaiyapuri
A.p. (See
825
than
elaborate arguments, assigns Cilappathikaaram to a date later
1956,
History of Tamil Language and Literature, New Century Book House, Madras, of the
Waiyapuri Pillai also points out that there are other versions
pp. 143-53).
and adding new
Kannaki story that have developed down the centuries, gathering popular ballad,
“A
materials to suit the varied tastes and fashions of the Tamils:
parts, contains many
Koovalan Kadai, even now read or recited with great relish in rural
nhaatakam,
elements not found in Silappadikaaram” (Ibid., p. 143). Koovalan. is unsophistidecades,
the drama that is being staged during the course of the last five
There are
cated and is far removed from the tale as narrated in Cilappathikaaram.
folk of Kerala which
other folk versions contained in the oral literature of the rural
prevalent in Tamil Nadu.
perhaps are anterior to the versions and variations of the tales
the Kodunkooluur
The story of “‘ Otrai Mulaichi” sung by devotees on their way to

VeTci:

OR

THE

FIRST STAGE OF WAR
SANGAM PERIOD

DURING

THE
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Cattle rustling was held as an initial act of war by the grammarians of the
ancient literary convention. The cattle of the enemies were stolen by
the invading army, according to scholars, to avoid killing cows, which
was considered a sin. The scouts sent out by the invading king went

to the cattle shed of the enemy and captured the cows.

When the guards

of the cow-shed resisted, there began the initial act of war which the
grammarians called vetci. Even an act of theft was considered an act of
war !
That the cow was held sacred during the Vedic movement is made
clear by Campanhthar’s hymn :
Vaazhka

anhthaNar

vaanavar

aaninam?.

But one cannot say that only the followers of the Vedic religion
Cilappathikaaram, a Jain work. is also against
respected the cow.
the same manner as it is against the killing of
in
cows
of
the killing
Brahmins.?

Manimeekalai

a Buddhistic work,

condemns

cow-slaughter

in ‘Yakgnas’ because of its doctrine of compassion to all living
such an act
beings.t Certain verses in Sangam literature condemn
an Indian
was
this
Probably
terms.
unequivocal
of cow slaughter in
belief.
One naturally expects a conflict between kingdoms or states, whenever a war is spoken of. According to Tholkaappiyar it is the king who
sent his vanguards to steal the cattle of his enemy before starting a major
a
war. But the occurrences that mention this act, do not prove such
not
could
participants
the
occurrences,
the
of
most
in
and
contention,
be said to belong to any standing army. Let us examine the Sangam texts
themselves.
Only in Putanhaanuutu, we have poems composed on veTci. Sevenare classified as related to this type of warfare.° Five belong
poems
teen
to Vetci and twelve belong to ‘Karanhthai’. But according to Tholkaappiyam, these two vetci and karanhthai—are not different stages of warfare.”
Probably the commentator, as pointed out by Nhaccinaarkkiniyar,®
followed not Tholkaappiyam but some other authority when classifying
this anthology.

Notin all the five veTci verses is cattle rustling mentioned,
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nor in all the twelve karanhthai verses is cattle-recapturing mentioned,
One Vetci poem speaks of a gift of land to a hero and seven karanhthai
poems speak of matters other than rustling and re-capturing of the cattle;
of these one speaks of erecting a grave-stone for the fallen hero.
From Putanhaanuut poems one could infer that only a particular
social group—matavar—and not a contingent of any standing army took
part in cattle lifting. There are verses praising the heroism of an individual as well as of a group. But this group is only a social group and not
the wing of any standing army, which went with its own chieftain for
lifting cattle.
Here arises a question; was there not any standing army during the
Sangam period?
There was a standing army, at least with every major
political unit. Tholkaappiyam speaks of a three-fold division.® The
kings fought in those days not only with their standing army, but also
with the assistance of some warrior tribes, and the display of their valour
was amply rewarded by the gift of lands.1° The off quoted poems from
Putanhaanuutu to proye the heroic deeds of ancient Tamils were not sung
of any particular soldier, but of war-like men, born of a particular tribe—
kalhlhar, matayar, mazhavar. There are eighteen occurrences of cattle
lifting found in Sangam texts other than Putanhaanuutu.!
The warrior
tribes who took part in this ‘battle’ are mentioned in the following terms
kolaivil aatavar,

kotuvil

aavavar;

ilhaiyar, pulayu yil ilhaiyar;
kotungkaal matavar, cengkan matavar, nhaaNutai matavar,
viingku cilai_matavar; mazhavar, katungkan mazhavar
kutumpatai mazhavar ; kalhayar.
Matayar and mazhavar are not different tribes.
Mazhavar literally
Means young men, and matayar brave men.
In certain verses matavar

has another reading in mazavar.\2 The writers on South Indian tribes
also identify mazhavar with matayar.® JIhaiyar means young men and
aavavar brave men. Probably aatavar is a general term and matayar
a specific term. Kal/havar is our modern kallilhar: and kalhihar and
matavar belong to the one and the same stock.

It seems the tribal name

is Kalhavar and not kalhihar. It should be noted that single consonants
and consonants+-vowels were not differentiated in Tamil orthography
before the invention

of the press.

Kalhavar

means

warlike people.

It

should be noted that kalenu'4 in Telugu means war, battle, combat; and
the migration of these tribes southward from the north of Tamil Nad,

is evidenced both by sociological studies as well as by classical literature.
_

The

mention

of a king is rarely found

in the instances related

to

cattle lifting. But all the three kings of Tamil Nad have some connection
with these tribes. One of the Sangam verses speaks of coozhan as,
“Punittu aan thorayin ilhaiyar perumakan.. .tokupoor-c-coozhan’.1° Here

coozhan is praised as one who could command this tribal people who were
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cattle seizers. PaanTiyan is praised as ‘aakolh muuthuur kalhavar
perumakan.. .tennan’,'® which means, one who controlled the kalhavar at
muuthuur,

who

were

cattle rustlers.

Another

verse is interpreted,

that

one Ceera king suppressed one kazhuvulh—leader of herdsmen—after they
have lost their cattle to wWhaiyar.” and another ceeran was praised as
mazhayar meymmatai ‘protector of this tribe’.18
These show that there were such people at their command and the
kings felt proud of that and they were even their patrons.
Probably
they might have felt that the victory in the battle field mainly depended
on the help of such tribes. Here in these instances, one need not interpret
that the cattle were lifted under the direction of the kind, and can be interpreted, i/haiyar and kalhavar whose occupation it was.
One of the seven philanthrophists, Ezhini athiyamaan, it is said in
one of the Sangam verses, adorned his head with vetci flower.1° But no
mention of any veTci type of warfare is made about this chieftain.
He
is praised as athiyarkoomaan and mazhavarperumakan.*® It seems he
belonged to the athiyar clan and he had the control over the mazhavar
tribe.
Ezhini, who had a cavalry force, is another chieftain, who sent matavas

to seize the cattle of his enemies. Here cattle means both male and female
and there is no mention of the veTci flower here.**
Whether these chieftains were in any way related to the mafava
tribes or not should be studied separately.
This particular tribe lived not only in different parts of Tamil Nad
but also beyond its northern boundary where Tamil was not spoken of.
The Telugu country which was beyond Veengkatam is mentioned in a
poem.22.
In another poem, the chieftain Erumai who fought a veTci
type of war was called Varukar Perumakan.?*
Paanan is another chief-

tain who fought such a war.24 The verse refers to his country as being
north of Tamil Nad.2° Whether PaaNan mentioned in the above verse,
refers to an individual or a clan is not clear.

These references, though

they deserve to be studied separately, throw some light on the social
condition of that age. The tribes—kalhlhar, matavar, mazhayar—must
have migrated southward from the north of Tamil Nad. As already
stated, the etymology of the term kalhavar also substantiates this theory.
Nhatukal: MEMORIAL GRAVE STONES:
According to Tholkaappiyar such stones are planted only for those
who lost their lives in vetci warfare with certain ceremonies which are
not mentioned in classics. Tholkaappiyar probably envisages a form of
hero-worship in his grammar.

Here arises a question: was
worship 2. Was he worshipped by
kith and kin? There are instances
latelamented husband and it was

;

nhatukal ancestor-worshhip or herothe whole society or the hero’s own.
to cite that the wife worshipped her
a simple worship.°? The peacock-
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feather, the athiral flower, the veengkai flower along with palm-leaves,
used to decorate the memorial stones suggests, that the heroes worshipped
in such stones belonged to a particular tribe kalhlhar, matavar, mazhayarwho adorned themselves in this fashion when alive.28 The inclusion of
such worship in veTci also proves that it was a funerary rite of a particular
tribe, and probably by the amalgamation of rustling of this tribe, into
the stages of a major warfare, this particular rite was extended to other warriors. Here the ancestor worship became hero-worship where the
whole community paid homage to the hero.?®
This particular tribe lived mostly in barren lands. As there was no
cultivable land around them, they had to seek their livelihood through
other means.

Their wealth, it was said, is their strength (vali valham) and

the high way (vazhivalham)*° and their main occupation was cattle lifting.
We have references of ‘memorial grave stones’ mostly in paalai songs.
According to Tholkaappiyam the rule of Ceera, Coozha Paantiyar
extended to the whole of Tamil Nad;*! and such reference is found in
Sangam literature also.°? But from the available literature one cannot

say that only these three political units were in existence.

There were

chieftains who had small areas under their control. There were also tribal
chiefs who refused to be commanded by either kings or petty kings.
These independent tribal-chiefs, even patronised the poor®,
This tribe has

a notable

bull-cult.

‘‘ Bulls with

sharpened

horns

are driven tc fury and the young man who wishes to distinguish himself
and prove himself a desirable match for the lady of his choice must jump
on the bull’s back and recover a cloth from its horns.’
On festive
occasions like maattuppongkal this jellikkattu is an important element
among the kalhlhar community

today®

and references are not wanting

in Sangam literature to prove that such a function belonged to this tribe.*®
It is this particular tribe which had a bull-cult, that went to the
enemy’s shed to lift the cattle; not only the cows but also the bulls were

_ seized as already noted. To them cows were not sacred as some scholars
are inclined to think but cattle to them was wealth. It was not because
of Vedic faith that cows were stolen; it was not even a method of declar-

ing war in its origin.

It would be surprising to note that cows were

slaughtered and eaten too by this tribe.2”

offerings

to their personal

deity.88

The

Cows were killed as sacrificial

bulls

were

killed

for the

Particular purpose of using the skin for making drums.®®
Hence, the
arguments that cows were stolen because they were held sacred cannot be
substantiated.
The difference of opinion pointed out by IlhampuuraNar*® between
Pannirupatalam and Tholkaappiyam reveals a historical fact. While
Tholkaappiyam admits only mannututhozhil—lifting of cows only on the
direction of the kings, Paanirupatalam admits both mannutu
thozhil

and thanutu thozhil—lifting of cows without the knowledge of any king,

where the conception of a state or kingdom as an organic unit, is not
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consideration.

The very

acceptance
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of thannutu

thozhil

suggests that once, this lifting was not considered as an initial act of a
major war.

Cattle lifting in its origin was undertaken by this tribe. During the
process of cattle lifting, they had to face a resistance, sometimes from
another tribe and sometimes with the army of state. In Cinhthaamani
a clash between a tribe and a state is mentioned.™
When such an act was thought of as defying a state as an organic
unit, Tholkaappiyar rejected the tharmututhozhil and accepted only
mannututhozhil,

Thus

it becomes

an initial act of war,

or as some

historians have stated, a method of declaring war.
The development of such a tribal action into state action is clearly
seen in veettuva-vari. At the outset one caalini born in this matayva tribe
spoke to them.
* The herds prosper in all enemy villages, while the communal store
houses of the Eyinars appear empty. Have the fierce hunters of the
matavar tribe lost their strength and courage... You matavars! bring
the goddess her due...” Then the tribes worshipped and paid the offer-

ings.42 Finally this ends with the following invocation:
“Tet the PaaNTiya anxious to win the battle against the army’s
powerful array, place on his crown the red ixora flower. ”
Here the tribes expect the PaanTiya king to wear veTci so that they
could go to the enemy’s shed tc seize the cattle to fill up their own empty
sheds. Even Tholkaappiyar does not mention that cows when lifted
by the scouts were given to the king.
Thus it is evident that the cattle rustling mentioned as an initial act
of war by Tholkaappiyar was in its origin a tribal action.

NOTES
1 Thol. porulh. ௦. 60.
® Theevaaram atangkal mutai. 3372.
3 Cilappathikaaram. XX1. 52-55.
4 Manimeekalai. XII. 50-56; 68-9.
5 Pattina-p-paalai. 202; putam. 9,34.

6 Pyutam. 257-65, 269-70; 286-7; 290-1; 298-9.
7 Verci—tustling; kKaranhthai—re-capturing.

8 Thol. porulh. c. 90. commentary.
® Thol. porulh. c. 72.
19 Pytam. 285; 312.
u Akam. 63, 67, 97, 101, 105, 113, 131, 159, 213, 239, 253, 309, 338, 342, 377,
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Pathit. 71.
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THE TAMIL CITY IN ANTIQUITY
SOME PRELIMINARY VIEWS

R.

Civilisation means being a city.

to the moderns largely so.

RAMANI

To the ancients this was totally so, and

Thus Aristotle’s concept of man as a political

animal referred to him as one belonging to the intellectual and moral

world of the polis.

The western world knows of the Greek and Roman

cities and city-states as economically and politically independent entities;
the Tamil city of the Sangam and post-Sangam periods does not exhibit
such a passion for independence.
There is no political identity of the
Tamil city separate from the state of which it is a physical part. The city
as corporate per se was known to the Tamils. Yet literary evidence points
to the presence of a definite urban civilisation different from rural, and
even of an “urban personality’. There is a specialised orchestration,
** the symphony of the city ”, quite evident.
RELIGIOUS STATUS
To the Tamils the city was much more than just a social entity.
While providing much of the sensory and physical needs of man, the
city had, at the same time a semi-religious existence. A particular dharma
or polity obtained in the city that gave it a personality of its own and a
will to act as a whole.
This idea is given substance by the story of the
destruction of Mathurai as narrated in Cilappathikaaram. There is

pictured a state of divine balance—a symphony—in the order of things
obtaining in the city. Its existence accorded to a pre-determined history.
It had been determined that Mathurai would flourish as a centre for arts
and learning, the embodiment of justice and universality of outlook.
Foreigners to the city would be treated in accordance with the laws of
natural dharma.
However it had been forecast that at a specific time
the city would be consumed by flames as a result of the city as a whole
doing wrong to one person.*
There thus existed the idea that a city itself can do wrong. Thus any
transgression of the divine order resulted in the city itself being punished.
Kannaki justified her act in causing the destruction.
yaanamar kaathalan thannai-th-thavatizhaiththa
koonhakar ciitneen kuttamileen yaan.*
iJ—15
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There has been a merging of two entities, the king and city. The
king’s fault was also the city’s fault, and the consequences affected both,
despite the fact that the king, in this case, had paid with his life.
THE GUARDIAN DEITY
Each city had an overall guardian deity which presided over all that
happened within its walls. The guardian deity was the moving spirit
behind the city’s prosperity. It was the preserver of the city polity and
the harbinger of all good.
So long asthe deity remained within the city,
no evil would befall it, but when it chose to leave the city because of some

injustice that had taken place, the mantle of protection was removed and

the city experienced tragedy. There was also the practice of the conqueror
of one city bringing its presiding deity to his own capital for the enhancement of his prosperity.®

The guardian deity took various forms.
Mathuraapathi in Cilappathikaaram appears in the form of half-man half-woman,‘ rather like
Ardhanaadhiiswara of the Aryans.
Here are apparent the feminine
and masculine aspects of existence—the aspects of Grace and War.
A
parallel to the concept of city guardian deity is to be found in the Greek
and Roman environment, in Dindymere of Thebes, Athene of Athens
and Sparta. Here Poias of Argos, and Juno of Rome.
Each of these
western gods and goddesses was totally local to the city and there was
not even the excuse of universality or omnipotence in them.
However,
what was different in the Greek and Roman experience was the total
deification of the city and its establishment as the emanating point of
temporal and spiritual authority. As the pioneer of urban studies,
Fustel de Coulanges puts it, “there is nct a place in the city which is not
impregnated with religion, and which is not occupied by some divinity.
The gods inhabit it. °5

The Tamils did not conceive of the city as a religious entity; they only
attributed to it a particular social ethos, and vested it witha presiding deity.
This fundamental divergence from the western model gave the Tamils
acertain universality of outlook lacking in the Greeks and Romans.

SATIATING THE SENSES
The city was to the Tamils the provider of pleasures par excellence.
It satiated man’s craving for pleasures of the senses as well as the mind.
If the city fulfilled its functions in this sphere, the inhabitants would
never consider leaving it in search of better places. Thus residential

longevity of the inhabitants was indicative of the city’s position; as is seen
in constantly recurring descriptions as

pathiyezhal atiyaap pazhangkuti kezhii-i viyalitam.®
Emigration reflects the failure of the city to provide the requisites of the

inhabitants.

The city should be capable of feeding the whole world.
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DAS

muzhangku karal n jaalam muzhuvathum varinum
vazhangka-th-thavaa-a valhaththa thaaki.7
More important even than the buildings perhaps,

the city should have

arborial

satisfaction.

groves

and

shady

walks

to give

sensual

Music,

dance and painting, and the attendant art of physical love the talented
public women provided were the other pleasures of the city.8 However
apart from these purely sensory and aesthetic satisfactions,

the city also

provided pleasures of a more intellectual kind.
Regular oratorical
contests and philosophical discussions took place at the patti mantam
between persons of high education, as PaTrinappaalai bears testimony.
palkeelhyith-thutaipookiya
thollaanai nallaaciriyar
utazhkutiththu eTuththa urukezhu kotiyum.’
The pen-portraits presented by poets describing the wealth of the
city are rich with variegated images and the onomatopoeia-like suggestive-

ness of Pattinapaalai
heaven on earth.

bears evidence

of this.

This city is in effect a

nhaakanhiilh nhakarotu nhaakanhaatu athano
pookaniilh pukazh mannum pukaar.?°
It is thus a curious turn of mind found only among Tamil poets that
makes them describe the qualities of their heroines as comparisons of
cities, as in
thankuTa

vaayil

annoolh."

The psychology of the author of PaTTinappaalai who compares all
the pleasures of the great city of Pukaar with those of his beloved, is to
be understood in the light of this poetic experience.
Therefore the city of the ancient Tamils was not one possessed of a
‘* pathological personality *’ or in the grip of a “compulsion neurosis ”

in the words of Mumford,! but a provider of pleasures immeasurable, a
balm for the soul and body.

ALTRUISM AND UNIVERSALITY
Cosmopolitanism

psychology.

was

a fundamental

element in ancient Tamil

city

The urban attitude is generally one of reserve and suspicion.

Since the goods of civilisation are concentrated in the city, the chauvinism

of a people finds its narrowest and most parochial expression in the attitude
of its city inhabitants towards members of other races or nationalities.
In the ancient Greek and Roman cities, citizenship was a religious status

and ethnocentrism was the governing philosophy.

Entry into the society

was never granted to members of foreign tribes; members of the same
tribe, but holding citizenship of another city, had to undergo strict
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religious and legal ceremonies,

with

consent

of all other citizens before

they could be taken into the fold. If foreigners had, out of necessity,
to be countenanced, they were segregated into different quarters and their
intercourse with the local populace was conditioned by very strict terms.
Tkis was the state in Greek and Roman cities. The Tamil attitude seems
to have been diametrically opposed to this. True there were sections of
the city where foreigners conglomerated, particularly Yavanas of Ionian
(Greek

and

Roman)

to yavanar
concomitant

origin.

Numerous

references

occur

with,

regard

irukkai.
However,
this
probably was the natural
of the tendency for imigrants to congregate to preserve

their cultural identity.

Further,

such concentration provided

a ‘* shock

absorber effect’ for acclimatising the new arrivals to local conditions
and for preparing the way for eventual assimilation.
Other references
to foreigners generally picture them in favourable terms. Yavanars are
presented as wealthy merchants, and expert professional soldiers. Their
works of art are held in high esteem.1* Thus nowhere is apparent the
supercilious attitude. On the contrary, there is a positive expression of
treating the foreigner even as one’s kinsman.
The city, the diadem in the
crown of a civilisation is the crucible par excellence—the place where
people who have migrated from many lands and speak many tongues,
mix freely and live in perfect bliss.
mozhipala perukiya pazhuthiir thee-eththu-p
pulampeyar maakkalh kalanhthini thutaiyum
muttTaa-c-citappin paTTinam.“4
This represents a utopian situation rarely to be seen even in literature.
_ There was further, a belief in the acquisition of knowledge from across
the seas. One seeks to understand this universality of outlook in geography and anthropology. The Tamils were as a group a migrant people,
who

may

even have had

origins in the Mediterranean

area.

There has

been cultural contact with many other groups, and an appreciation of the
apparatus

of different

civilisations.

This

led to a non-insular cultural

outlook. Further, Tamil Nad itself is a peninsular
vast Indian Ocean and is the centre of trade routes to
towns, and the seaports particularly, were the scene
and departures of foreigners of various types. This
ment of a cosmopolitan attitude in the city.
CITIZENSHIP

projection into the
the East. Thus the
of constant arrivals
led to the entrench-

.

This universality of outlook is basic in the Tamilian attitude towards

citizenship or membership

of a city society.

concept, as has been seen, was very restrictive.

The

Greek

and

Roman

The main reason was that

citizenship was a religious state. There was a central altar, the phrytaneum, to which the members of the polis paid obeisance. Matters were

very different in the Tamil concept.

True the city had its own guardian
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deity, and even a pantheon of gods. Yet the city was never a religious
entity by itself. Religion, to the Tamil, was either the Vedic religion of the
north, or propitiation of the many local deities, ora mixture of the two.
True also that the practice of identifying oneself with one’s city and
extolling its virtues existed, as when Kannaki introduces herself,
perum peyar ppukaar en pathiyee.!°
There was also the practice of appending the name of one’s town to one’s
name,

as in Mathurai

Kanakkaayanaar,

and Utaiyuur Muthukuuththan-

naar.
All these indicate a love for the city of one’s birth and residence.
Yet, there was no specialised patriotism towards the city. The nationalism of the ancient Tamil was schizoid; it consisted in turn of a love for the
country, the overall king, the chieftain and the city all combined.
Just
as there was no Tamil nationalism, there was no city nationalism. Further,
the concept of citizenship the world over presupposes a number of
fundamentals.
Max Weber lists some conditions under which a settle-

ment can be considered a full urban community.*®

Most of these were

present in the Tamil city, but what was absent was a legally independent
city establishment with a legally constituted separate court. The Tamil
city was part of the state, and had no legal existance ofits own. Further,
unlike in the cities of Mesopotamia, Syria and Phonecia, there was no
social structure pertaining purely to the city. The Tamil was a member
of a caste, with ramifications all over the country.

Thus, in terms of the

religious, the legal and the social, the Tamil city did not constitute a
separate body granting citizenship status to its residents. Citizenship as a

specific status of the city dweller was unknown.

The Tamilian attitude

of universality would have precluded the operation
polity within the Tamil area.

NOTES
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TAMIL COUNTRY
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF GEOGRAPHICAL THOUGHT
The ancient Greeks contributed a great deal to the early development of
geographical thought. Their conception about the world was based
mostly

on

travel

and

careful

observation;

and

their

study

embraced

many important aspects of the terrestrial phenomena.
In the centuries
that followed there was little scientific learning in medieval Europe.
Greek thought, when found contrary to theological considerations, was
suppressed.
Beginning with the eighth century there was a new awareness,
and a revival in geoyraphical thinking largely owing to the spread of
learning in the Moslem world.

and exploration.

Then came the period of travel, discovery

Owing to the pioneer attempts of the European navi-

gators new lands were discovered, and the knowledge of the world expand-

ed.
Scientific geography as we understand it today, is really a product of
the nineteenth century. It was during this period the great European
formulators

(Kant,

Humboldt,

Ritter,

Ratzel) clearly defined the scope

and content of the subject, and elaborated the method of collecting,
organising, and presenting its material. The early formulators of scientific geography, especially those in Germany, stressed the importance of
the natural environment, while La Blache, the founder of modern French

geography,

emphasised

the

importance

of

the

humanistic

role

in

geography.

THE REGIONAL CONCEPT AND ITS PLACE IN GEOGRAPHY
The inner dualism in geography was first recognised by Bernhard
Varenius in the seventeenth century. He pointed out in his Geographia
Generaliy (1650) the need for a new organisation of the geographical
material, and distinguished two main branches in it, namely the general
and special geography; the former dealing with the processes of the
physical phenomena, and the latter with the interrelations between the
physical and human processes in specific regions. These two Classes
represented the present day systematic and regional branches of geography
‘respectively. Although Varenius drew attention to this apparent dualism,
219
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it was discussed at length only during the nineteenth century. There was,
however, no agreement on these two main approaches to the subject;
sometimes it appeared that there was an antithesis between the two. But
in the later years ‘there has been a wide concurrence in the view that
regional geography is at least a vital and indispensable part of the subject.”
The interrelationship between man and his environment is the central
theme in geography. This aspect cf geography can be best studied only
when it is treated as a related phenomenon within the confines of a specific
regicn. Herbertson in England proposed the term ‘natural region’ in
1905, and divided the world into a series of ‘major natural regions’.2. The
criteria adopted were largely physical, namely climate and vegetation.
His scheme of ‘higher units’ (1913), a modification of his earlier scheme,
was a more Satisfactory one.* In his own words, ‘the higher units were
not physical nor biological, but geographical’. Hartshorne in America
discussed at length this question of regional concept, and following
Hettner, he proposed a series of ‘generic regions’.
There have been many criticisms about the regional concept. It is
argued that the regional approach is didactic, arbitrary, and not sufficiently
related to practical affairs. Most of the arguments advanced against the
regional concept are based on the supposed inadequacy of the criteria
adopted to delineate geographical regions.»
But it is a fact and an
observable phenomenon that the world embraces a large number of
specific regions which are unique and recognisably distinct areas.®
Regions are not of any predetermined size. They range from a little
valley to macro regions as extensive as South Asia or Southeast Asia.
The large regions can be conveniently

subdivided

into micro units, the

subdivision depending on the scale and nature of investigation. Therefore in theory the earth may be considered as one having a series of
geographical regions, each depicting a unique synthesis of the physical
and human characteristics.

THE REGIONAL CONCEPT AND THE FIVE-FOLD DIVISION OF LAND.
ANCIENT TAMIL COUNTRY

IN

THE

It is seen from the foregoing observations that the regional method in

geography is a relatively modern approach, developed by the European

scholars in order to facilitate analysis and interpretation of geographical

facts. Whereas, a study of the ancient literary works in Tamil, collectively
referred to as Sangam literature, clearly shows that in the ancient Tamil
country the regional idea was already a developed concert both in theory
and practice.

In the ancient Tamil country the land was classified into

ஐந் திணைநிலம், five nhilams, each having a distinct physical landscape

and an appropriate human experience. The classification was essentially
geographical.
:
The Tamil country, according to Tholkaappiyam, occupied all the

Jands south of Tirupathi hills which included the present Tamilagam and
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Kerala, and the border-lands of Mysore and Andhra Pradesh.
Politically,
the ancient Tamil country was divided into a number of small kingdoms
and chieftaincies. But according to literary conventions the area was
classified into five distinct geographical regions, each having its own
characteristic form of poetry, namely ‘mountain poetry’, ‘pasture land
poetry’, ‘seaside poetry’, and so on. The ancient Tamil country had an
abundant variety of landscape embracing in its fold the coastal plain,
the western ghats, the elevated Nilgiris, Anaimalai and Palani hills, the
residual hillocks in the east, the eroded river valleys, and the alluvial
flats and deltas. This diversity of landscape gave rise to the five-fold
regional division, fundamental to Tamil poetry.
THE REGIONAL LANDSCAPES
The ancient Tamils had divided the South Indian landscape into five
distinct types (mr), on the basis of differences in topography, climate,
vegetation, soil, water resources, animal life, and human activities. The
interaction between the physical and human factors was evident in the
resultant culture associated with each of the regions.
The mountain region was termed kurinjci, after the name of a
flower which was significant in the flora. This region appears to have
extended over the mountain and hilly lands which included the western
ghats, the Nilgiris, the Palani and the Anaimalai hills. The people who
inhabited this region were called kutavar; hill tribes belonging to

this primitive group are still found in the hilly tracts of South India.
There were large belts of forest in the mountain region. Wild animals
such as elephants, tiger and bear were found in plenty.

Peacock and a

few other species of birds were also known. The rivers and streams were
infested with crocodiles. The population of the mountain region being
small and the technology backward, there was less human interference
with vegetation or animal life.

The human activities conformed to the nature of the physical environment. Hunting, gathering, and primitive cultivation were the main
occupations. The forested mountain region had opportunities for
hunting and gathering. Animals such as deer, pig, and iguana were
hunted for food. Honey, wild fruits and nuts were gathered from
forests.

The terrain was not so suitable for sedentary agriculture.

The

hill slopes where suitable were used for the cultivation of thinai (millet),
which was the principal grain raised in the region. Descriptions about
the techniques of cultivation reveal that it was rather a primitive
form of agriculture, somewhat similar to the present day shifting
cultivation (chena in Ceylon). Some hill paddy was also cultivated; the
valley flats were probably used for this purpose. The hilly tracts
also yielded condiments and spices such as pepper, tamarind, etc.
There was also domestication of animals; cattle rearing was practised

to some extent.

The

people

derived

their

food

mainly

from the
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region. Millet, rice, meat, curd, and honey were the main items of
food.
The settlements of these mountain people were small and strategically
established in nucleations on valleys and hill slopes. Each of these
settlements was considered a small village, and was referred tu as cifukuTi.

The society was largely self sufficient and simple.
Although the
people had beliefs in animism and superstition, their religious thought was
centred on the cult of Muruxan

(Ceeyoon), who

had

been

traditionally

associated with the mountain region (Malaikizhayoon). The worship of
Murukan was linked with various forms of rituals, some of which persist
even today among the hill tribes. Offerings of flowers, honey and millet
were made, and ritual dances including the vertiyaattu were performed.
Animal saciifice also formed a part of the ritual.
People gathered in

large numbers on festive occasions. The use of musical instrument.
such as the flute and drum was also common.
All these have a strong
anthropological significance, and many such practices continue to prevail
among tribal groups even in the present day.
The

after
the

pasture

the white
undulating

lands in the ancient Tamil country were called

fragrant jasmine
meadows

and

flower.

mullai,

The mullai region included

scrublands in the Trichinopoly,

Salem,

Coimbatore and Madurai districts. The people who inhabited this
region were called aayar, or iTaiyar, terms signifying the occupational
character of these people. Herding was their principal activity,
and animals such as cattle, buffaloes, goats and sheep were reared
on the extensive mullai lands. Cattle rearing being the predominant form
of activity, dairy produce such as milk, curd and ghee formed an important part of the dictary items. Flesh of hunted animals (deer, rabbit) and
wild birds was also eaten. The excess quantities of dairy produce were
exchanged for grains (millet, rice), from the neighbouring regions. There
was also some cultivation in this region. Adjoining the meadows were
found small fields where dry grains such as varaku were grown.
The settlements of these people were in compact groups called
ceeri,

Such settlements are found in the Tamil country even today and

are associated with herdsmen (aayarceerikalh).
The dwellings were
generally small and simple structures.
The social and religious conditions of the people were linked with the
pattern of economic activity and ecology. Animals such as cattle were
highly valued in society. It appears that trade in the modern sense was
_ less developed in the region; there was a system of barter by which excess
dairy produce was exchanged for grains. Religious worship was well
developed.
Thirumaal (Maayoon) was the God of the region.
As in kurinjci various forms of rituals and ceremonies were associated
with the religious life of the people.
The riverine plains constituted a separate region in the ancient Tamil
country. This was referred to as marutham,
after the flower of the
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of rivers and tanks.

These

lands embraced the fertile plains adjacent to rivers such as Kayeri (also
called Ponni), Pennar, Palar and Vaiyai and their deltas. The alluvial
plain of the Kaveri, the largest single plain tract, extended ina triangle
from Tanjore to the mouth of the river. The presence of flat land, fertile
alluvial soil, and an abundant supply of water favoured the development
and spread of agriculture. Paddy and sugar-cane were the chief crops
cultivated. Cultivation techniques, especially those employed in paddy
cultivation, were elaborate and complex.
Practices such as cattle
ploughing, levelling, transplanting, weeding, harvesting, threshing, and
winnowing were in common use.
There was also a system of irrigation

based on wells, tanks and rivers. The irrigation work based on the
river Kaveri was well-known.
Different methods were used to lift water;
these included the well sweep and a mechanical device operated by bullocks
(aampi). Two main varieties of paddy were used. These practices
show that in the marutham region there was an advanced form of agricul-

ture. Arecanut, kaanjci and maruthu were some of the common trees
found in the region. Rice was the staple article of food and it was eaten
with chicken on occasions.
Flesh from wild animals which was available
in plenty in kurinjci and mullai cegions was not availabe here.
Settlements were confined to the slightly elevated grounds near paddy

lands. These villages were called ww while those of kurinjci and
mullai were referred to as cirukuTi and ceeri respectively. This distinction
in nomenclature
permanent
and

villages

in

shows that the agricultural settlements were
of great significance.
There were numerous

this

region;

most

of

them

requirements.
There was also some
size were said to be in existence.

The

region

was

were

urban

more
such

self-sufficient in

development;
்

also noted for its elaborate

towns

social and

their
of fair
்

religious

practices.
Religious ceremonies were intimately linked with agriculture.
There were festivals associated with rivers (Kaveri, Vaiyai) and tanks.

Because of the importance of rain for cultivation, people conceived of a
rain-God

Jnhthiran

(Veenhthan),

goats

were

sacrificed;

offerings

Even today there are various

flowers and toddy were made.

festivals and ceremonies connected with paddy

cultivation

of

forms of

in the Tamil

country.

The maritime tracts lying on the western and eastern coasts of the
ancient Tamil country were called nheytal after the flower of an aquatic
plant that grew in the backwaters and lakes of the region. These
flat sandy

lands

were

different

the

from

landscapes

described

above.

The low-lying water-logged areas were covered with aquatic plants and
mangrove swamps. The continental shelf surrounding the coastal lands
was suitable for fishing, and hence fishing came

form of economic activity.
tracts were known

by

a

to be the predominant

The fisherfolk who inhabited these coastal

variety

of

names

including

nhulhaivar,
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parathavar, and yalainjar.
Nets and other simple devices were used
in fishing which was confined to the coasts. Salt production by
evaporation process was a secondary activity. The conditions in the
coastal belts were not favourable for the cultivation of crops; consequently
the activities of the people were oriented towards the sea.
The settlements were arranged in a linear pattern along the coasts
and were called patrinam, coastal towns. This meant that they were
closely built settlements by the seaside. The smaller and less compact
settlements were called paakkam, meaning suburbs. The ordinary

settlements consisted of small thatched huts.

There were

also

the

complex elements in the form of cities and ports, having regular
overseas trade relations which contributed to the prosperity and wealth
of the ancient Tamil kingdoms.
The social and religious activities were centred on the economic
functions. The God of the nheytal region was Varunan, the God
of the sea. Among the many rituals and ceremonies were offerings
of fish (fresh and salted).
Owing to the maritime location and
the early development of foreign trade, there was a greater degree of
urbansiation in the nheytal region. Scattered archeological excavations
haye shown that there were many significant urban clusters with a multiplicity of structures and civic facilities executed according to plan.
The arid tracts in the ancient Tamil country were referred to as
paalai, after the paalai flower, significant in the arid landscape. This was
the fifth category of land, and according to Tholkaappiyam the four regions
described above (especially Kurinjci and mullai) gradually changed to arid
tracts due to continued parching. There were no true desert-like landscapes in the Tamil country as the whole area was subject to the monsoonal
thythm of climate.
However there were lands which experienced temporary aridity, especially, during periods of continued monsoon failures.

During such periods the rivers and tanks dried up, and water-table sank
low leading to the drying of wells. The southern tip of the Indian
peninsula including the Ramnad and Tinneyely districts, often experiences
a high incidence of drought and rainfall ineffectiveness.
This areain the
ancient time too must have been very much like what it is today, and it
is likely that the Sangam poets referred to this particular region as paalai.

This was a region of difficulty, where vegetation and animal life were
restricted.
The people who inhabited this region were called by various
names such as mafavar,

eyinar,

and

veetar.

People

belonging

to

the

matavar group are found even today in the arid belt of Ramnad
district. Hunting was their main occupation; bows and arrows, and
dogs were used in hunting. The physical environment being negative
and difficult, the only other way of procuring the necessities of life was
by highway robbery which was rampant in the region in ancient times.
The people of this region were known for their valour and rough conduct.
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Rice, flesh of animals and birds, and toddy were the main items of food.

With the exception of rice, the other items were obtained locally.
The settlements of these people were in the form of simple dwelling
huts in which were hung all the gadgets used in hunting and robbery. The
God of the region was Kottavai, the God of victory. Many forms of
rituals were associated with the worship of Kottavai.

The above account of the five regional landscapes clearly shows that
they were remarkably distinct areas, each having a distinct physical
environment and appropriate human response. Thus the five regions
recognised by the ancient Tamil scholars were differentiated on the basis
of geographical criteria. The ancient poets in the Tamil country were
diligent enough to distinguish and differentiate these five contrasting
regions. In this connection it is apt to mention here a statement by
Herbertson, that ‘each place has its genius loci, of which the poet is
usually the best interpreter.”

NOTES
1S. W. WooLDRIDGE and W. G. East, The Spirit and Purpose of Geography,
London, 1960, p. 141.
2 A. J. HERBERTSON, “‘ The major natural regions : an essay in systematic geography ’’, Geographical Journal, Vol. 25 (1905) pp. 300-12.
3 A, J. HERBERTSON, “‘ The higher units’, Scientia. Vol. 14 (1913), pp. 199-212;
reproduced in Geography, Vol. L, Part 4 (1965), pp. 332-42.
4 Richard Hartshorne, The Nature of Geography. Washington, 1939.
51. D. Stamp and S. W. Wooldridge, (ed.), London Essays in Geography, London,
1951; see G. H. T. Kimble, “ Inadequacy of the Regional Concept.”
6S. W. WooLprRIDGE and W. G. East, op. cit., p. 145.
7A. J. HERBERTSON, ‘‘On the One-inch Ordinance Survey Map, with special
reference to the Oxford Sheet ’, Geographical Teacher, Vol. I (1902), p. 166; quoted by
E. W. Gilbert Geography, Vol. L, Part 4 (1965) p. 325.
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The purpose of this paper is to trace the cult of /ingka from the preAryan times and to clear certain misconceptions.
Scholars both Western
and Indian rarely had the opportunity of consulting the sources of
information in archeology and Tamil literature to come to correct
conclusions. The /ingka cult has been held in the past to be essentially
a phallic cult and this error is persisted in even to this day. In this
Conference-Seminar which brings together scholars all over the world
interested in literature and culture, archeology and history, it is worthwhile to consider this question, so that the misconceptions may be
dispelled for all time. A re-examination of the origin of the /ingka cult in
the light of the relics of the Indus Valley culture and Tamil sources will
not be a day too soon.
THE LINGKA CULT IN THE VEDIC AGE
The starting point for the importation of the phallic element is the
reference in the Rig Veda to certain people called Sisna devahs. They were
held to be the votaries of the cult of phallic worship and considered to be
inimical to their culture. The descendants of the Vedic people were
assumed to have adopted the cult of the enemies of their forefathers and

associated it with Rudra-Siva worship.

With reference to this, A. A.

Macdonell observed, “‘ A symbol must have been used as at a later period
in the phallic worship which was known in the earliest Vedic period, as is
shown by the occurrence in two passages of the word Sisnadevah—those
who have the phallus for their deity; such worship was, however, repug-

nant to the religious ideas of the Rig Veda, as Indra is besought not to
let the Sisnadevah approach the sacrifice (7: 21-5) and he is said to have
slain the Sisnadevah (10: 99-3). In the post-Vedic period, the phallus or
lingka became symbolical of Siva’s generative power.’ In support of
this view, Macdonell cited as authorities two writers, V. Shroeder and

_ W. Hopkins.

Though H. H. Wilson in his translation of the Rig Veda,

rendered the word Sisnadevah as ‘phallus-gods’, he mentioned that the

Sanskrit commentary
had given the meaning differently: “‘ The expression
Ghnan Sisnadevan is very remarkable both as denoting the contemporary
worship of the linga and its opposition to Brahmanism.
Sayana
explains
226

the

word

Sisnadevan

as

meaning

incontinent,

licentious. we
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The question is whether we should give more credence to the commentaries
of Sayana, Yaska and Durgacharya (who followed the earlier commen-

taries now lost) than to the off-hand opinions of some scholars.

The

renowned Vedic Scholar, Prof. P. V. Kane, is emphatic about the correctness of the commentaries.
He has said, “ Sisnadeva could hardly mean
those who worship phallus as god.”?
Muir also says, “‘ However
interesting it would be to find a proof of the existence of phallic worship
among the aboriginal tribes contemporary with the Vedic rishis, it must
be confessed that the word Sisnadevah does not supply this evidence. ”
Hence the correct position seems to be that the two Rigvedic texts in
question merely recorded a contemporary hieratic prohibition. The
orthodox worshippers merely considered that persons who were impure

and incontinent were not fit to approach the place of their rituals.

That

is all the construction that could be placed on these texts.
WHO

WERE THE SISNA WORSHIPPERS—DASYUS AND DASAS ?
Assuming that Jingka cult had something to do with the Sisna-devas,
it is relevant to examine who these people are. The usual assumption is
that the Sisnadeva worshippers were the same as the Dasyus and Dasas
frequently mentioned in the texts as the enemies of the Rig Vedic folk and
that these enemies belonged to a different race of people. But Muir
gives his considered view thus: “‘I have gone over the names of the
Dasyus or Asuras mentioned in the Rig Veda with the view of discovering
whether any of them could be regarded as of non-Aryan origin; but I have
not observed any that appear to be of that character.’
In fact, the
surnames Dasyu and Dasa were borne by the orthodox celebrities figuring
in the Rig Vedic texts, e.g., Trasa dasyu, Dasyav Vrika, Sudasa and
Devadasa.
Wilson has drawn attention to this: ““ Considerable animosity prevailing amongst the Vedic people themselves and their Gods
being solicited to protect them from their own neighbours and relations. **
There is thus no evidence to support the view that phallus worship was
in vogue in the Rigvedic age among some non-Vedic people. The
question of the adoption thereof by later Hinduism does not arise.
THE LINGKA CULT IN INDUS CULTURE
It was a fascinating obsession of the researchers of the last century
(like Bruce-Foote, the specialist in pre-historic and proto-historic antiquities) to see traces of Jingka worship in the stone or terra-cotta relics
of the stone age. When the relics of the Indus Valley culture came to
light, certain objects—stone cylinders and stone rings—led scholars to
trace the cult in the Indus Culture.
In the. monumental History of
Mankind

published

by

Unesco,

Sir

Leonard

Woolley

states,

“ Even

in modern India, the worship of aniconic stones, both natural and worked,
plays an important role; the phallic form, the Jingka, is the embodiment of
Siva, the vulva form, that of his consort, Mahadevi;

ring stones having
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the same significance are connected with the Goddess of fertility. All of
them are found in great numbers in the sites of the Indus Valley Cities, ”7
It is unfortunate that wide publicity has been given to the phallic theory
in a Unesco publication. There is indeed no proof that the stone
cylinders and rings served as objects of worship in the Indus Valley
culture although the concept of the Deity was Pasupati. The relics
were

not found

at

answering

in cells or enclosures,

shrines, or designed as places of ritual.
Mohenjo-daro”’,

to the

description

Woolley himself admitted in the

Leonard

of

‘‘ Of the many buildings excavated
Unesco

book “ not one can be identified with any certainty as a temple or shrine. ”
If the phallic cult was in vogue in the Indus culture there should have been
an indication thereof in the contemporary Indian settlements in Sumer.
Gordon Childe was sure that ‘‘ Indus merchants enjoyed on alien soil
the comforts of their native worship, just as British merchants in Istanbul
can attend an Anglican service every Sunday. 8
THE EVIDENCE OF EARLY SANSKRIT AND TAMIL LITERATURE
In early Sanskrit literature, there is no mention of the /ingka except
in the Drona-parva of the Mahabharata, as pointed out by W. Hopkins,
who has recorded that even that passage was a later addition to the epic
and remarked, “The J/inga is late in its appearance in literature. It
certainly is not an epic trait.”® No importance could be given to the
mythological

stories in certain

Puranas

which

are fantastic.

In early

Tamil literature (particularly the Sangam poems) we have descriptions of
the anthropomorphic forms of Siva.

There is not the slightest suggestion

anywhere that the /ingkam was worshipped as phallus. The Thevaaram
hymnists (600—800 a.D.) constantly speak of Siva’s manifestation as a
cosmic pillar of fire. In the Aakamic manthiras relating Jingka installation
(e.g., Aghora Sivacharya’s paddhati, 1600 A.D.) there is no phallic suggestion at all. An exposition of the sublime philosophy of the Jingkam
is given in a whole section (Seventh tantra) of the Thirumanhthiram of
Thirumuular (200 a.p.). He deals with the symbolism in five aspects,
viz., andam, pindam, sadasiva atma, gnana and Sivalinga. Nowhere is
there any suggestion of a phallic symbolism or origin.

THE EVIDENCE OF COINS AND SCULPTURES
From the evidence of Kushan coins (second century A.D.) of Kanishka
and Vasudeva we learn that Siva was known only in human form ‘in those
days. J. N. Banerjea wrote, “‘ The appearance of the figure of Siva and
not a /inga as an object of worship in the Kushan coins clearly shows that

up to the time of the Kushan King, Vasudeva, Siva worship had not come
to be identified with /inga worship.’!° There is an erroneous theory
of T.A. Gopinatha Rao that Jingka worship was prevalent in South India

in the second century B.c.
called Parasuramesvara

He observed a lingam at the Siva temple

at Gudimallam,

13 miles from

Kalahasti.

It
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was imagined to be like the phallus with a figure resembling a Buddhist

Yaksha in a dated sculpture from Bharhut and so he assigned it to the
second century B.c." But the temple itself has been assigned to the ninth
century A.D. by K. A. N. Sastri.* Further, there is no scriptural nor
iconographic authority for representing Siva as ParaSuramesvara.
In
fact,
a
distinguished
archeological
and
epigraphic
authority
(V. Venkayya) has after an examination of the temple and its inscriptions
of ninth century A.D., declared, ‘‘ None of the ephigraphs furnishes any

clue to the circumstances which led to the choice of this name. ”?*_
Although mukalingkams are not unknown, the icon at Gudimallam is
certainly not one. The variety of Jingka called Mukalingkams (with the
head of Siva or four or five heads) prevalent in Nepal and other places
point to the truth that the Jingkam was not intended to represent the
phallus at all. A fine specimen of Mukalingkam can be seen at the Tiruvathikai-Virattanesvara temple (near Cuddalore) famous in the life of
Saint Appar.
THE LINGKAM IN PALLAVA SHRINES
Evidently the earliest epigraphical mention of the /ingkam is pater
in the Sanskrit inscription of the upper cave in the Tiruchirapalli rock,
ascribed to the Pallava King Mahendra VarmanI.
Itrunsthus.
“ While
King Gunabhara is a worshipper of the Jingka, let the knowledge which
has turned back from hostile (vipaksha) conduct, be spread for a long

time in the world by this Jingka.’*

The name of the king (Gunabhara)

coincides with the name of the temple (Gunapara-vichcharam) built by
the Pallava King who patronised Saint Appar, according to Ceekkizhar,

the Saiva hagiologist (1,200 a.D.) (Appar puraaNam, verse 146).

This

king with all the zeal of a convert, probably initiated the practice of setting

up a lingkam in all Siva shrines.

The evidence in Tamil literature in

support of the fact that Siva was largely worshipped in anthropomorphic
form is corroborated by the remarkable feature of Pallava shrines—whether
excavated or built of stone—which contain on the back wall of the sanctum

the sculpture group of Somaskanda

(Siva, Uma

and Skanda).

The

placing of a /ingkam before this group was popularised by this king.
Obyiously the flamboyance of temple art overshadowed the pure symbolism of the Jingka in the intervening period.
The earliest shrines
probably consisted of a /ingka under a tree.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE LINGKAM
After showing that the cult was not in vogue in the early period, C.V.
Narayana Ayyar has stated that in the Upanishads the cosmic Purusha
was called ‘4-linga’ (without any recognizable symbol). “Not being’

conceivable ”, this scholar inferred, “‘ Jsa could not be worshipped. Yet’
the mind will not be satisfied without worship and so something representing Mahefvara-Siva came to be worshipped. That was the Jinga orTi—16
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even as being symbolic of the creative power of God. It is only a symbol
of the formless aruvuram. St. Appar (seventh century A.D.) in his
Lingka-Puraana-Kutunhthokai

God.!®

bymn

refers only

to this

symbolism

of

Ceekkizhar, the hagiologist (twelfth century), says that lingka

is only a symbolic form

of the formless.

This form is only a pillar

of light and has no association with the phallus.

On the other hand, the

lingkam has five faces (or sides) viz., aghora, tatpurusa, vamadeva, satyojata and isana. Sometimes reference is made to archyamedhra occurring

even in a puristic work like the Lingka Purana to give support to the
phallic idea.

In Puranic mantras, medhra is mentioned along with all

other angas of the deity in the anga pijd of many other deities.

The

worshipper conceives of every anga of the deity as part of the Divine form.
In fact this Purana says that the /ingka is devoid of touch, colour etc.
Siva Purana, the Purana free from corruptions, goes a step further and
says that lingka is chinmaya, and the Lord says to His consort Uma, that
there is none dearer to him than, one who worships Him in /ingka symbol
knowing that it represents the effulgent self-luminous light. Skanda
Purana says, “‘ The sky is the shaft and earth its pedestal; all Gods dwell

in the lingka; since the whole creation finds its origin and rest there, it
receives the name Jingka”
was indubitably introduced
period) which displaced the
age. The Tamil tradition is

(ling=come; ka=go).
The lingka worship
in the Aakamic period (the metaphysical
crude sacrifices and worships by the Vedic
the purest Aakamic tradition.

CONCLUSION
It will be apparent that there is no substance to regard the /ingka

cult as having any connection with the phallic cult.

The misconception

is due to ignorance and the attempts to interpret the archeology of religon
without metaphysical bearings. There is no basis for such misconception,
at least in the Tamil tradition, as it is traceable even from a distant date
like the age of Thirumuular.
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THE

POWER

STRUCTURE

NOBORU

INTRODUCTION
For the understanding

OF

THE

CHOLA

RULE

KARASHIMA

of historical change

or stagnancy

a study of its socio-political structure is essential.

of a society,

Several conceptions—

feudalism, general slavery, Oriental despotism, etc.—have been advanced
for the interpretation of the socio-political structure of early Indian society.
Whatever concept one might put forward, no one would refuse to admit
that the village-community was the basic component of Indian society.
For elucidation of the socio-political structure of early Indian society,
Firstly: the historical nature of
there are two points to be examined.
the village-community of the time. Secondly: the structure of the power
network over those village-communities. In this paper, I deal mostly
with the second point, confining the examination to the Chola rule (from
the ninth to the thirteenth century).*
A few years ago, Burton Stein published an interesting article on
the mediaeval trade in South India,” in which he discussed the problem of
social integration in the nuclear areas (advanced areas) of Coromandel,
emphasizing thereby the integrative function of “ citrameli ’’ assembly
of Vellala agriculturists, which often cooperated with the organizations of
merchants and artisans.? Though pursuing almost the same problem,
I want to examine in this paper the integrative function of the brahmadeya
village (village granted to brahmins), laying aside the consideration of the
town, or commerce.

BRAHMADEYA VILLAGE: ITS SPECIALITY
The villages of Chola times can be divided into two categories:
“brahmadeya ” and “non-brahmadeya”.* The majority were nonEach village of this category, in most cases, had an
brahmadeya.
assembly called “uur”, which was generally composed of land-owning
cultivators.> As they formed the basic productive class of the entire
society, the Chola rulers’ chief concern must have been to exercise control
over them.
The brahmadeya villages were decidedly in the minority and were
domigranted to brahmins by the king. The grantees lived in them and
themselves
brahmins
the
As
population.
nated the other non-brahmin
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APPENDIX
Nadus of the Cholamandalam under the reign of Rajaraja I with the numbers
brahmadeya villages included in each:

of

Arumolideva-valanadu

1. Ala-nadu
2. Arvala-kurram

3. Idaiyala-nadu

4. Inga-nadu
5. Mangala-nadu
6. Nenmali-nadu

2
2

2
2
1
4

7. Puliyur-nadu
8. Purangarambai-nadu

0
10

10. Valavala-kurram
11. Vandalai-vellur-kurram
?
12,

0

9. Takkalur-nadu

1

3
11

Kshatriyasikhamani-valanadu
1, Ala-nadu

3

7. Serrur-kurram

3

3. Marugai-nadu

4

9. Tirunaraiyur-nadu

5

5. Muraiyur-nadu
6. Pattina-kurram

1
9

2. Inga-nadu
4. Panaiyur-nadu

1
1

8. Tevur-nadu

10. Tiruvarur-kurram
11. Vela-nadu
12,

Keralantaka-valanadu alias Tenkarai

1, Suralur-kurram
2. Tattaigala-nadu

1
1

?

1

1

1
8

Keralantaka-valandu

3. Uraiyur-kurram
?

4,

7
2

Nittavinoda-valanadu
1. Avur-kurram
2. Kandara-nadu

4
1

7. Pambuni-kurram
8. Poyir-kurram

4. Kilar-kurram
5. Mudichchola-nadu

3
Zz

10. Virasola-valanadu
11.

3. Karambai-nadu
6. Nallur-nadu

1

9. Venni-kurram

1
0

4

0
2

2
Uyyakkondan-valanadu

1,
2.
3.
4.

Akkur-nadu
Ambar-nadu
Kurumbur-nadu
Marugai-nadu

5. Pambur-nadu

6. Tiraimur-nadu

3
5
6
1

4

2

7.
8.
9,
10.

11.

Tirunaraiyur-nadu
Tiruvalundur-nadu
Ven-nadu
Vilai-nadu

?

1
4
6
4

4
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3. Kunrir-kurram
4. Panriyur-nadu
5. Poygai-nadu
6, Poyir-kurram

7. Pulivala-kurram

8. Purnil-kurram
9. Sennimangala-kurram
10. Varagur-nadu
11.
2

உம்மு

1. Emapper-kurram
2. Kil-vengai-nadu

ம்ம்ம்

Vadagarai Rajaraja-valanadu

1

13. Neluvur-nadu

3. Innambai-nadu
4. Irungolappadi

6
1

15. Poygai-nadu
16. Tirukkarumala-nadu

5. Kar-nadu
6. Kondu-nadu

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12,

Kurukkai-nadu
Manni-nadu
Mirai-kurram
Milalai-nadu
Nallarrur-nadu
Nangur-nadu

3
1
1

4
6
2
1
2
3

14. Pidavur-nadu

17. Tiruvali-nadu
18. Tiruvindalur-nadu

19, Uttungatunga-valanadu alias
Vadagarai-kunra-kurram
20. Vennaiyur-nadu
21. Vilattur-nadu
22. Vesalippadi
23.
?

சம்கி
க பம்

1. Adigaimangai-nadu

2. Andatti-kurram

090219
பெல்

Rajendrasimha-valanadu

2

4. Semburai-kandam
5. Vadavali-nadu
6. Venkonkudi-kandam
72
a

ம னு

Kil-palaru

1
2
1
0

னம

Rajasraya-valanadu
1. Kalara-kurram
2. Mimalai
3. Pachchir-kurram
Mipalaru

1
1
0
3
0
0
0
1
0.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14,
15.
16.
17.
18.

Panangadu-nadu
Tanjavur-kurram
Punrir-kurram
Purakkiliyur-nadu
Sundaimulai-nadu
Vada-kavira-nadu
Vadasiruvay-nadu
Vila-nadu
?

ஆய வறு

Arkkattu-kurram
Eyi-nadu
Eriy (Eriyur)-nadu
Idaiyarru-nadu
Kiliyur-nadu
Kil-sengili-nadu
Kil-sudi-nadu
Mi-sengili-nadu
Miyvali-nadu

வர்கு

Pandya-kulasani-valanadu

- 1.
QE
3.
4,
5:
6.
Ws
8.
9.

CONSOLIDATION ON FEUDALISM AND ANTIFEUDAL
STRUGGLES DURING CHOLA IMPERIALIST RULE

N.

VANAMAMALAI

“The vast majority of the population (of the Chola country lived in
villages and agriculture was their main occupation.
Great prestige
attached to ownership of land, and everyone, whatever his occupation,
aimed

at having

a small

plot he could

call his own.

The village

was

thus primarily a settlement of peasants and its assembly an association of
landiords.
A periodical redistribution of the arable land of a village
among its inhabitants prevailed in many parts of the country till comparatively recent times. Besides the landowners, great and small, there
was a fairly large class of landless labourers, an agrarian proletariat who
assisted in the operations and shared the proceeds of agriculture; some

of them were in a condition of selfdom, and all of them had less to do with
the management of local affairs than the landlords. The artisans of the
village had shares from the common land of the village, which were of the
nature of retainers or inducements to them to stay in the village... Tenancy
cultivation was quite common, especially on lands belonging to temples
and other corporate institutions, the terms of the tenancy being fixed by

either the terms of the original endowment or by separate negotiation
in each case. +
That is the picture given by Prof. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri about the
life in the countryside in the dominions of the Cholas. The passage does
not give us a clear picture of the relations between the landless proletariat

and the small peasant on the one hand, and the temples, Brahmins and
freeholders who owned most of the land in the countryside on the other
hand.
Land being the chief means of production in the feudal system,
the forms of ownership of land and the forms of employing the labour
of the landless proletariat in agricultural production determines the
relations between the two classes.
Construction

work

of huge

temples

and

grant

of endowments

to

them began in reign of Raja RajaI. Before his ascension to the throne,
the main form of land proprietorship was ‘Vellanvagai’, free holdings by
peasants and !andlords. The construction of temples continued to the
reign of Kulothunga III and grants were made to the newly constructed
temples. Raja Raja I endowed the Tanjore Temple with lands in 35
villages. Five of them contained lands over 1,000 acres in extent, 5 others
239
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The classes that tilled the soil and produced the grain that was mainly
appropriated by the feudal and parasitical classes were :(1) the agricultural
labourer, (2) the tenants (Karatchi Udaiyar). (3) the sub-tenants (Kudimai
Udaiyar), (4) the serfs and slaves of temples. The radical changes effected
by royal orders and the decisions of the Mahasabhas affecting structure

of land proprietorship produced more and more tenants and sub-tenants.
The tenants were of two types: (1) landowners of Vellanvagai who took
over tenancy of temple lands and Devadana lands, and (2) poor peasants
who lived on their labour, The Brahmins were enjoined not to engage
in work connected with agriculture. The ‘Vellanvagai’ landowners
leased their lands to sub-tenants who were small peasants owning the
implements of labour. They were the Kudimai Udaiyar.
The landless
labourers had no right to share in the produce but only received daily
wages. The inscriptions also speak of slaves who either sold themselves
to the temples as slaves and also those who were sold by their previous
masters to the temples. They tilled the temple lands but they were not
paid any wages. They were only maintained by temple funds. All these
classes of people produced the wealth of the country. These structural
changes in landcwnership reduced the small peasant, real tenants and

sub-tenants and slaves to conditions of abject poverty.

They were made

to bear the main burden of the extravagant expenses of
the royal household and frequent wars.
Their conditions
The promise of religious merit and the prospect of
next world did not allure them
very much. The
also fell squarely on their shoulders since the major

land in

each village

belonged

to

the temple

or

the temples,
deteriorated.
bliss in the
tax burdens
portion of

Brahmins

which

were tax-free (Iraiyili).
The unbearable conditions of life made the peasant struggle
against
them now and then. These Struggles took the forms described
in the
paragraphs which follow.
The intreduction to ‘Temple Inscriptions’ mentions the
following
incident. A dancing girl by name ‘Chathuri Manikkam’
threw herself
down from the temple tower to establish the right of
her relatives to till

the land assigned to her a ‘jeevitham’.

Another incident at the close of

the Chola rule is mentioned by another inscription.

A Brahmin committed

self immolation in a similar manner to establish
the rights of the temple

servants for their maintenance when it was not paid
to them by the
Self immolation appears to have been a form of protest

Sabha.’

against unjust measures and a method of focussing attention on the
sad
State of affairs in any village.

mp ac ee rua in Tanjore iit mentions that te
ea

:

a

Yelalkarars) committed self immolation by Jeaping

© assig
Hames of a fire lit before the temple to establish their rights over
the land
e
e
ned to them Geevitham), )» when when th these
were grabbed by the
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® Temple Inscriptions, 2868, 637.
4 Temple Inscriptions, 713.

5 Temple Inscriptions, 727. Oriental MSS. Library.
6 At the close of every inscription there is a blessing to all those who support the
~
gift and an imprecation against those who oppose it.
7 SADASIVA PANDARATHAR, History of the Later Cholas, p. 81.

8 Ibid., Part II, p. 76.
9.1.1. No. 213 of 1928; §.I.I. No. 230 of 1921.
10 Temple Inscriptions, 783, D 3355.

1 Temple Inscriptions, 111, D 2868.
12 Temple Inscriptions, 785, D 3357.

18 Temple Inscriptions,

94, D 2875.
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VILLAGE

AND

TEMPLE ADMINISTRATION
ALLUR INSCRIPTIONS

IN

THE

L. NANNITHAMBY

This paper is an attempt to study the development and social structure
of the

from

village

community

inscriptional

neighbouring

and

sources.1

villages,? their

of the

the local administration

Though
social

a comparative study

set up

and

relation

temple

of various

to the

temples

would provide us with comprehensive and a more representative picture
of the historical development

of the village society, this paper is only a

sample survey of one such village—Allir.
Allar, a non-brahmadeya village is situated near Uraiytr, on the
Southern

side of the

Kavéri

river

at Lat.

10° 53’, Long.

It

78° 37’.

is six miles to the West from Tiruccirapatti and the nearest railway station
is Mérkuti.

The prominence of Allir could be attributed to its proximity

to Uraiyir—the Chola (Céla) capital. Many of the pre-Rajarajésvaram
temples aré situated in this village. There are five different temples and
most of them are Siva temples.* These temples flourished with income
from lands donated to them. They bad royal patronage and received

donations from aristocrats, staff of the temple and the common people.

DONATIONS AND DONORS
record of
Invariably every inscription dealt with in this paper is a
temples
the
to
made
donations
donations to temples. Analysing the
different purposes
we learn that they were of various types and made for

for burning
as for feeding and bathing the deity, for feeding the staff and
deities
special
to
and
itself
lamps. Donations are made to the temple

Kottain some cases, as is done to Ati Cantésvarar and Tirukkamak
or given exceptional
neglected
js
temple
one
No
Nacciyar.t
mutaiya
All temples receive an
prominence with regard to making donations.

most popular
equal amount of attention. Land and gold seem to be the
to donations
forms of donations made. There are only stray references
of lamp and padi made to temples.
(Pentattis).
Donors range from the King to the temple women

of a certain
Aristocrats make donations in order to continue the worship
to Allir
g
belongin
citizens
local
are
donors
other
The
patron deity.

and its immediate neighbourhood.
17-17

There are certain families like the
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There were these witnessing officials to witness the sale,

purchase and donation.
The local assemblies appointed various committees to help in the
administration. The Talaivaic Canrdr, who were 11 in number, could
have been one of these special committees responsible for the main sluice
besides

other bodies like the Variyams.

Though

talaivai which

means

main sluice gives a clue to the function of this committee, the term canr6r
is not clear.

The Talaivaic Canror are seen as being involved in the sale

of temple lands too.1! The Talivayar may be another name for the
possession. Therefore they could have been rich land owners or prominent men of the villages. It is doubtful if they held any Government
posts.
Nakarattar were members of the assembly of the town and the Nattar
were members of the assembly of the Natu.
Orders from the king are
addressed to them.12 Assessment of land revenue and division of land
was made by them. As the term suggests, Kankani must have been a
supervisor of the staff of various departments. They could have been
agents of the central government who acted as a check on the various
officers.
Mattiyastas were village officials who acted as secretaries. They
recorded the proceedings of meetings. But the term Mattiyasta itself
means arbitrator. It is difficult to decide if the duties of these officials
included that of arbitrating disputes or if it referred to people who were
to record the minutes and other pieces of information truly and faithfully
without any exaggeration or misrepresentation. They may also have
been middle men between the central administrative body and the local
people.
There is no indication of any payment being made to the members

of the committee.

But the administrative officials and other temple

staff may have been paid. The close ties between the temple and the
society is clearly indicated by the pattern of employment, the system
of
administration and the structure of society.
SOCIETY

GOVERNED

BY

THE

TEMPLE

The Chola society as seen from the Allur inscriptions
can be divided

into three major stratas, that of Brahmins, non-Brahmins
and aristocrats.

There 1s no evidence of a caste system except of
the Brahmin caste.

Brahmins are subdivided into the

Saivite and

Aryanisation has spread into many
culture of the Chola people. Deities
Aryanised.13

Vaishnavite

The

groups.

of the aspects of life and
are canonised and names are

The society seems to be one that is closely
related to the temple.

The
together the royal
family and members of the aristocratic
families as donors, the Brahmin
and non-Brahmin as temple officials and
staff and the genera
் l public as
temple evolved as the uniting force
since it brought
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i
Ee

ti

ied out by the parufai do justify their designation as an adminischor But the distinction made between parufai and mitlap-

iil adhe prefix mitlam which usually refers to the sanctum sanctorum may give
ள்

some idea about the people who constituted this body.

_The parutai may have had

the ordinary priests as its members while the smuilapparutai may have had the priests
of the sanctum sanctorum. Noburu Karashima’s surmise that the parufai was an
organisation discharging duties connected with the temple administration and that it
worked perhaps under the control of the Sabhai (Noburu Karashima, “ Allur and
Tsanamangalam,” Proceedings of the First International Conference Seminar of Tamil

Studies, Vol. I, Kuala Lumpur,

1968, p. 427) lends support to this interpretation.

10K. V. SUBRAHMANYA AIYER (ed.), op. cit., 687, 694.
1 Tbid., 689, 692.
18 Tbid., 692.
18 Makatévar, Paramésvarar, Umaskantar.

“ Utaiyar Virac6la Ilank6 Vélayina Orri Maturantakan, (S.I.1,, viii, 687).
Avantiya Kovap Pallavaraiyinana Mayilai Tintan Anatti (S.II., viii, 692)
679),

8 Vikkiramakécari Ponni. (S.7./., V. 8, 674) Teviyar Parantakan

1° Paratayan Tivéeti Kantan Cankarnanarayanan
Uran Arificikai (S.L.1,, V. 8, 697).
18.77. V. 8, 678. Cantinakarattal,

(S.J.

ப

V. 8, 682)

8.

Civak6cari
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party for damages suffered during the war. The Dutch promised the
Thevar a pass annually for a ship to Bengal with chanks.}*
Though the Thevar in his weakness had agreed to the provisions
concerning the passage through the Pamban Channel and the dismissal
of Periathamby Marikkar and his relatives, these were so much against
his interests that it is not surprising that he did not stick to his promises.
He

continued

to encourage

free

sailing

through

the

Channel

with

all

types of goods and his dependence on the Marikkars was great.
Disputes
continued to arise over this passage and the Dutch finally decided to
settle this by an attack on the Pamban straits and the island of
Ramesvaram.
A naval expedition was sent under Major Philippus Pyl
early in 1690 which captured the fort of Pambanaar which commanded the
Channel. Thereafter the island itself was occupied and the Thevar sued
for peace. A treaty was signed in September 1690.14 The Dutch
returned the land they had conquered in the war, including the fort of
Pambanaar.
But they were empowered to build a house here for a
Resident and 3 or 4 Dutch soldiers to be stationed here to watch over the
Channel traffic. The Dutch secured a toll-free traffic through the Channel. All ships without Dutch passes trying to cross the Channel were to
be stopped and half the confiscated goods were to go to the Thevar and
the other half to the Dutch. The Thevar also promised to set
up a
watch post on the south side of the island to catch smugglers
and a
Dutch native peon was to reside there also.
The treaty saw
Ordination of the Theyar’s trade and traffic to Dutch
interests.

the

sub-
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ANNIE BESANT
AND THE RISE OF POLITICAL
ACTIVITY IN SOUTH
INDIA,
1914—1919

HuGH

F.

Owen

Mrs. Annie Besant was a figure of India-wide significance.
was

the first nationalist

politician

to work

Indeed, she

successfully at the all-India

level.t. Yet she was of particular importance to southern India, where
she set the pace for political life between 1914 and 1918, and successfully
introduced the ayitational style. In doing so she prepared the way for
nationalist politics in South India in the era after her direct influence
had been removed.
This is not to deny that there had been political activity in the Madras
Presidency before Annie Besant came on the political scene there in 1914.
The Madras Mahajana Sabha had been founded in the 1880s; the Presidency capital in particular produced several notable nationalist newspapers; and C. Vijiaraghavachariar and V. O. Chidambaram Pillai (to
name but two patriots) had each been the centre of a cause célébre.*
But political activity had declined, especially after the ejection of the
Extremists from Congress in 1907 and the imprisonment of Tilak and

the transportation of such active South Indian workers as Chidambaram
Pillai and Subramania Siva in 1908. Jn the latter year V. S. Srinivasa
Sastri and other Moderates set up a number of District Congress Committees

for continuing

‘collapsed

work

in the Tamil

after a time”’,® and in

1911

and

Telugu

the Madras

areas,

but these

Moderates

were

deprived of their major leader by the death of Y. Krishnaswami Iyer.
By 1914, then, national politics in Madras, both Moderate and

Extremist, were in considerable disarray. Criticism of the current Congress and its inactivity was widespread, and nationalists were casting about
for new leadership. Indeed, one newspaper, which was not conspicuously favourable to Annie Besant, urged its readers to compare the work
done and the results achieved by a single woman—Mrs Annie Besant—

with that to the credit of waggonfuls of blatant Congress-wallas who
beat the big drum at the end of every year and exhibit themselves as the
acknowledged

leaders of the people.°

:

Mrs. Besant’s qualifications for political leadership lay in her TheoShe had
sophical work and her advocacy of India’s case in England.
come to India in 1893 as a leading member of the Theosophical Society
and, becoming the Society’s World President in 1907, moved to Adyar,
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of the seats in

general

constituencies

for non-

CONCLUSION

From early 1918 Mrs. Besant failed to provide the nationalists she had
helped to rouse with a satisfying programme of political activity. She
moderated the tone of her criticism of the British, partly because the
Congress Moderates had been alienated by her espousal of passive
resistance and because she was anxious to prevent them splitting away
from Congrees; partly, too, because the promise of advance toward
“responsible government”? embodied in Montagu’s August
1917

Announcement convinced her that there was a change of heart on the

part of the British; and partly, too, because her fundamental antipathy
to potentially violent agitational politics reasserted itself, reinforced by
her recognition that the Home Rule League was insufficiently developed
for carrying on a passive-resistance campaign.
In May 1918, when she
urged the Madras Provincial Conference at Kanchipuram to support
unconditionally the Government’s call for recruitment, she met solid
opposition from the younger delegates who represented about half those
present;*” and at the Special Provincial Conference, which met in August
to discuss the Montagu-Chelmsford Report, she was “ hooted ” down
despite her criticism of the Report.*8 One index of the position
Annie
Besant had come to occupy in Madras politics is given by
the fact that,
while in mid-1918 the Moderates from other provinces
withdrew from
Congress, overwhelmed by their inability to stem the rising
agitational
tide, the Moderates of Madras attended both the Special Congress
in
Bombay in September 1918 and the annual session
in Delhi in December,
and supported Mrs. Besant in seeking the amendment,
rather than the
total rejection, of the Montagu-Chelmsford
reforms proposals.2° At
the session in December 1918 their efforts
were unavailing, and
Annie Besant’s leadership was decisively reject
ed by the nationalist
organisation.
Nevertheless, her influence in M adras
politics did not end there.
For, by her Home Rule agitation
sh e had provided many Madrasis,
notably among the younger, weste:;
n-educated generation, with opportunities for political activity:
she ந ad introduced a sense of impatie
nce,
which could only be Satisfied
by a great anti-British agitation such
as was
inaugurated by Gandhi early
in 1919.5°
A number of Theosophists
withddrrew their support from that
hat agitation when Mrs. Besant with
drew
hers.
But the Home Rule agitation had prepa
red
the
way
for
the
harta
ls
and demonstrations in Madras
and the mofussil of the Rowl
att Act
Satyagraha® and for the later
Gandhian movements, and had
built up an
se movements,

as well as contributing
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earlier rumblings of non-Brahmin

discontent:

see Malayali, Tangasseri,
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in ibid., 1914, pp. 1093-5; cf. ibid., pp. 1931, 2121; ibid., 1915, pp. 91, 412-3, 1342,
1697; New India, | Sept. 1914,p. 6; 19 May 1916, pp. 11-12.
For a searching analysis
of the non-Brahmin movement, see E. Irschick, “ Politics & Social Conflict in South

India:

the non-Brahmin

Movement

& Tamil

Separatism,

1916-29”,

Ph.D.

thesis,

Univ. of Chicago, 1964.
88 See Government of India to Secretary of State for India, 24 Nov. 1916, in Home
Poll A, Dec. 1916, no. 358; V. S. Srinivasa Sastri to Hanumanta Rao, 26 Sept. 1916,
Servants of India Society Papers.

37 Leader, Allahabad, 24 Oct. 1917, p. 9; Home Poll Deposit, Jan, 1917, no. 45.
38 Home Poll Deposit, March 1917, no. 33; ibid., April 1917, no. 60; ibid., June 1917,
no. 69; ibid., Sept. 1917, no. 6; ibid., Nov. 1917, no. 30; ibid., March 1918, no. 40; see
Addresses nos 76, 77 by South Indian Liberal Association, and non-Brahmin Communities of the Madras Presidency, in “‘ Addresses Presented....to..,.the Viceroy and the...
ee
of State for India”’, in Great Britain, Parliamentary Papers, 1918, Vol. XVIII,

. 9178,
- 8 Home Poll Deposit, Nov. 1917, no. 7; ibid., Mar. 1918, no. 41; ibid., May 1918,
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2404-5, 2408, 2413-14,

2439-40,

2493-5,

2602-3,

2621, 2757,

2850-1, 2912-3;

ibid.,

1918, pp. 15-16..

«© See Commonweal, 28 Dec. 1917, p. 449.
© Thid.
4 Home Poll B, December 1917, nos. 225-8; ibid. Deposit, Jan. 1918, no. 60;
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45 See ibid. Deposit, May 1918, no. 64; Address no. 79 by Madras Adi Dravida
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for India ’’, doc. cif.

46 Address no. 64 by Madras Presidency Association, in “* Addresses Presented...
to.,..the Viceroy and the....Secretary of State for India 22 10047.
«7 Home Poll B, May 1918, nos. 581-4, pp. 20-1; ibid. Deposit, August 1918,
no. 28, pp. 3-4; Reports on Indian Newspapers, Madras, 1918, pp. 753-4, 789, 793, 802,

804, 806, 929.
48 Home Poll Deposit, Sept. 1918, no. 40, pp. 2-4; cf. Reports on Indian News்

papers, Madras, 1918, pp. 1293-4, 1302, 1311.
160-3,
89 Home Poll B, Oct. 1918, nos. 191-4, pp. 14-15; ibid., Jan. 1919, nos.
216 (6); Report
pp. 11-12; Bombay Police, Abstracts of Intelligence, 1919, paragraph
on 29. 30. 31
of the Special Session of the Indian National Congress held at Bombay
pp. 79-108; Report of
August & Ist September 1918, D. D. Sathaye, Bombay, 1918,
1918, Reception
33rd Session of....Congress held at Delhi on 26, 28, 29, 30, 31 December
‘
Committee, Delhi, 1919, pp. 70-2.

for the
80 See the writer’s “ ‘Who Knows how it All Came About ? ’—Organising “* India
in 1919”, 1966.
51 See S. Subramania Iyer to M. K. Gandhi, 23 March 1919, item no. S 6465,

Symposium
Rowlatt Act Satyagraha’’, paper, Australian National University

to M. K. Gandhi,
A. Besant to M. K. Gandhi, 10 May 1919, and S. Subramania Iyer
Besant to K.
19 May 1919, S 6605, Gandhi Papers held at Sabarmati Ashram; A.
Dwarkadas et. al., 21 March 1919, K. Dwarkadas Papers.
569, 606-7,
52 See Reports on Indian Newspapers, Madras, 1919, p. 636, also pp.
Poll Deposit, March 1919, nos 16 and 17; ibid., April 1919, no.
ட்ட
609, 649, 654
1919,
48; ibid., July 1919, no. 46; Madras Police, Abstracts of Intelligence, 1919,
paragraph 294, cited in Bihar & Orissa Police, Abstracts of Intelligence,

paragraph 486,
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grasped the various problems of the textile workers in the city of Madras,
through his close association with Celvapathi Chettiar! and P. Keecava
Pillai.2 Especially, P. Keecava Pillai’s articles in Patriot on the social
and economic problems of the textile workers formed the background
of T.V.K.’s future work in the Labour Movement in the State of Madras.*
THE FOUNDATION OF THE FIRST LABOUR
MATION OF THE MADRAS LABOUR BOARD
T. V.

K. in collaboration

with

UNION IN INDIA AND THE FOR-

Keecava

Pillai, Celvapathi

Chettiar

and Raamaanjculu Naidu,* convened a meeting under the auspices of
Sri Venkateeca Kunaamirtha Varshani Sabha at the Janakaaraamaayammaal bungalow
textile workers

on March 2nd, 1918, in order to assess the views of the
of the three mills in Cuulai (B. & C. Mills and Cuulai

Mills) with regard
Madras.

to the formation

of a Labour Union in the City of

That meeting was very well attended

by the mill workers and

the decision reached was that they should form a union without any
further

delay.

Accordingly,

under

the

presidentship

of B. P. Wadia,

the first well organized union, “‘ Madras Labour Union ”’ was inaugurated
on April 27th, 1918.° With the inception of the Madras Labour Union,
a chain of fourteen labour unions was formed in the State of Madras.®
The mushroom-like growth of these trade unions between 1918 and 1920

compelled the labour leaders in Madras to devise a scheme for federating

the unions of the province into a provincial federation so as to coordinate
the work of the affiliated unions on broad lines of policy without transgressing the freedom of the individual unions. With great difficulty and
initial setbacks the “‘ Madras

July 4th, 1920.”

Central Labour

OBSTACLES TO THE TRADE UNION MOVEMENT
The

quick growth

Board”

was instituted on

of trade unions in the State of Madras

was un-

fortunately viewed with suspicion at that time by the Governor of Madras,
Lord Pentland, and by some prominent personalities of the State like
The Anglo-Indian press not only
the Raja of Raamanaathapuram,
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entirely to their hands and not to go back to work without their approval.
In the meantime the management of the Mills, in order to nip the Labour
Movement in the bud, applied to the High Court for an interim injunction
to restrain the members of the Lock-out Committee from making speeches

which in their view inflamed

the minds

of the workers.

They also

claimed large damages for the loss they had sustained as a result of the
activities of the Lock-out Committee.
This injunction was granted by
the High Court of Madras which held that “‘ the Committee induced the
men to break their contracts and it is a legitimate inference from the
words and actions of its members that the Committee was formed with
that object and it thus formed a conspiracy of ten people whose intention
was to induce the work-people to break their contract. The Company
agreed not to prosecute further, provided the President of the Union,
At
B. P. Wadia severed his connection with the Madras Labour Union.
this juncture Wadia was forced to leave Madras suddenly because of his
difference of opinion with the Theosophical Society. Therefore he had
no other alternative but to agree to the proposals

of the management

of

the Mills. With the end of this strike, the employers acquired a powerful
weapon in the form of the injunction to quell the infant trade union movement

and its activities.

This was viewed

very seriously

by everyone in

public life and warnings were voiced that unless immunity from certain
civil and criminal liabilities was conferred on the unions and their officers
there would be no legitimate function left for the unions in future.'?
T.V.K. THE PRESIDENT OF THE MADRAS LABOUR UNION
Under these difficult circumstances T. V. K. became the President of
the Madras Labour Union on the departure of Wadia to Bombay en
route for Europe on January 31st, 1921.

T.V.K. continued in that offiee

till September, 1923, and during this period there was yet another lock-out

in the B. & C. Mills, Madras.1_

At first it started as a wage dispute in the

Cardan Department of the Carnatic Mill which resulted in the suspension
of two scheduled caste workers. This so enraged the workers of the department that they went on strike to redress their grievances without the
knowledge of the Union.
Because the Cardan Department is the life
of a mill, all the other departments in the Mill came to a stand-still.
Taking into consideration the importance of the Cardan Department the
authorities should have handled the situation tactfully and delicately
but they took a revengeful attitude towards all the workers and locked
out the Mill without any justification for such

an action.

T.V.K.

who

was then at Cuddalore rushed back to Madras on reading of this in the
newspapers.

In his capacity

as the President

of the Union

he advised

the Cardan Department labourers to report for duty immediately, because
he felt that the direct action of a section of workers without the knowledge

of the Union was out of tune with union principles. However, when
they went with the other workers to report for duty, they were informed
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Madras Labour Union to lead a series of strikes that took place in succession in all the three mills of the city of Madras.
Although the reasons
for these strikes were trivial, the strikes in themselves presented certain
challenging problems to the trade union leaders of future generations.
Unlike the previous lock-outs of the B. & C. Mills in the early 1920s, in
the Cuulai and B. & C. Mills lock-outs in 1937 and 1942 the workers as
The reason for this
well as the leaders lacked unity among themselves.
trend was partly the influence of party politicians in union activities and
partly the struggle for representation in Municipal Councils, State

Assemblies and at the Geneva Conferences.'°

After India achieved her

independence the influence of party politicians on the workers grew, the
result being that the politicians sacrified the interests of the workers to the
furthering of their own political ambitions.

At the time of the 1937 lock-

out in the Cuulai Mills the Congress Party which was in power handled
the situation exactly in the same way as the English administration would
have done and that enabled the workers to review their stand with regard
to the Congress Party. ‘Nevertheless, T.V.K. managed the situation
commendably, always safe-guarding the interests of the workers and
overlooking all other factors. Thus the active role he played in the
Madras Labour Union came to a happy end in 1943 when he resigned his
Presidentship of the Union

to remain one of its Committee

members

till

his death.
AN EVALUATION OF T.V.K.’S WORK AS A TRADE UNION LEADER
Thus from 1918 to 1943, for a period of twenty five years T.V.K. was
very closcly associated with the Madras Labour Union in Madras.
His
work for the trade union movementat the initial stages was (1) to organise
trade unions at the various industrial centres of the State of Madras and (2)
to educate the workers in the democratic principles of Trade Unionism so
as to mould them into unionists. Also, he gave them a general outline
of the growth of the Labour Movement in other parts of the world with
special

reference

to

the

British

Labour

Movement;

he

expounded

to

them the causes of the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia and its impact on
the Labour

Movement

all over the world; he taught the economic value

of labour as contrasted with capital, and finally he convinced them that
their salvation rested on cconomic independence.
To achieve economic
independence he advocated as early as in 1920 the nationalization of road
and rail transport, heavy industries, and banks, so that the profits from
them would go to the working class at large and not to a few individual
capitalists.
Further he suggested that the workers should not always

remain as mere wage earners but become working partners of their
factories and mills. He said that this ideal could be translated into
reality only by Government law and, to achieve it the workers should resort

to peaceful satyagraha.’°
inspired ideas among

While

engaged

the workers, T.Y.K.

in spreading such Marxiststrongly believed that, in the
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immediately

one of the sisters of

Sarojini Naidu, made plans to organize another Central Board, and this materialized
following the decision arrived at during the first Madras Presidency Labour Conference
on March 21st, 1930. Thus the Madras Central Labour board was inaugurated with
the following aims: (1). “‘ to establish and promote labour unions in the Presidency of
Madras; (2) to bring about harmonious relations between employers and workers;
(3) to endeavour to raise the wages of the workmen; and (4) to do such other things
as would raise the status of the workmen. **
8 T. V.K. Tamil Thental, pp. 407-8.

Duration of Strike

Name

of the factory
and centre

No. of workers engaged

in Strike

..
...

Woolen Mills, Cawnpore
Railway workers, Jamalpore

eis

17,000

...

16,000

3. Jan. 9-Jan. 18, 1920

...

Jute Mills, Calcutta

es

35,000

4. Jan. 2-Feb. 3, 1920
5. Jan. 31, 1920

...

Bi
General Strike, Bombay
British India Navigation Company, Bombay.
ar
Mill workers, Sholapur
Indian Marine Dockworkers ...
Tata Iron and Stecl works...
aot
Mill workers, Bombay
ate
Mill workers, Madras

200,000

1. Nov. 24-Dec. 2, 1919
2. Dec. 7, 1919-Jan. 9, 1920

...

....
6. Jan. 26-Feb. 16, 1920
....
7. Feb. 2-Feb. 16, 1920
8. Feb. 24-March, 29, 1920...
...
9. March. 9, 1920
....
10. Mar. 20-Mar. 26, 1920
....
Il. May, 1920

Mill workers, Ahmedabad...

10,000
16,000
20,000
40,000
60,000
17,000
25,000

Das, R. K., The Labour Movement in India, pp. 36-37.

wT, V. K., Vaazhkkaik Kutippukkath, p. 476.
LoOKANATHAN, P. S., Industrial Welfare in India, pp. 183-184.
Das, R. K., The Labour Movement in India, pp. 38-39.

ம

ருரு K., Vaazhkkaik Kutippukkalh, p. 473, and p. 516.

15

Ibid., p. 477.
T. V. K., Indiaavum Vituthalaiyum, p. 370. Tamil Thental, pp. 414-15.
Das, R. K., The Labour Movement in India, p. 39.
LOKANATHAN, P. S., Industrial Welfare in India, p. 184 and 191.
T. V. K., Vaazhkkaik Kutippukkath. p. 510.

3
3
35

Ibid, 517-18.
[bid., pp. 511-12.
மீ TV. K., Indiaavum Vituthalaiyum. pp. 370-1.
Firstly, in the
17 This can be proved by citing two illustrations from his work.
alu Naidu
1927 Madras Corporation Elections, the Congress Party set up Bhaktavats
Municipal
against the Labour Candidate Celvapathi Chettiaar for the Perambur
T.V.K. being a Party man as well as a Labour Leader, was in a dilemma
Constituency.

as to which of the two candidates to support.

To avoid a contest in this predominantly

candidate,
Labour constituency he requested his Party officials to withdraw their left with no
He was then
but this was turned down without the least consideration.
who easily
other choice but to support the Labour representative, Celvapathi Chettiaar,
Secondly, when the All-India National Trade Union Congress
won the elections.

was inaugurated in 1947 with the blessing of Sardar Vallabai Patel, under the pretext
s,

that

the

old

All-India Trade Union

Congress was

dominated by

the Communist
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T.V.K. vehemently criticized the stand taken by Patel by pointing out that the new
INTUC was sponsored by capitalists inside the Congress Party. T.V.K., Tamil
Thental, p. 412.
T.V.K., Indiaavum Vituthalaiyum, p. 389.
LALWANI, KAstur CHAND (ed.), Labour Economics, p. 118-19.
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TAMIL DIALECT NOTES!
RAAPPAATI—THE
NIGHT
SINGER

M.

SHANMUGAM

PILLAI

This is something peculiarto Kanniyaakumariand Thirunelveeli districts.
The practice, as my informant told me, extends up to Cangkaran Kooyil
and Thaazhaiyuuththu in Thirunelveeli districts, but not beyond.
Twice in a year the Night Singer comes out into the villages and
towns in the months of Avani (August-September) and Maaci (FebruaryMarch) immediately after the harvest, between 12-30 and 4-30 at
night and sings.
He always has an assistant who collects the things
that the people give. The assistant goes out from street to street crying
** Raappaatikki pati pooTtungkoo ’—‘Give the dues to the Raapadi.’
Before starting in any village or town he visits the burial ground.
It is believed that any one who happens to meet him when he returns
from the burial ground will die.
The singer comes in black dress, a long gown covering the whole
body from top to bottom.
He wears a tall, flat, red and decorated hat.
He has his ears and neck also covered with a black cloth and one sees
just the front of his face and nothing else.

The villagers, on hearing his songs, place paddy, conjee, turmeric
and a piece of charcoal in a winnowing basket and place the basket
outside without seeing him and close the door. The lady of the house
will take a litile of the conjee, turmeric and the charcoal in her hand and
bring them round the head of each member

of the house, once or thrice

for each and place them in the winnowing basket, spitting at the same
time to drive away the evil eyes cast. In the towns now, people usually
give him money, ten to twenty-five paisa. He collects these things and
then sings, praising and blessing them, standing in front of their houses.
There is a story about the origin of this practice. Once there was
no rain for twelve long years in spite of all the mantras and pujas that
Then a sanyasin came from Palani and said that
the people performed.

if a spinster was given in sacrifice there would be rain.

Nobody came

give him these things and that it should be hereditary.

The king also

forward. One of his predecessors offered his daughter. There was
then rain and prosperity. When asked what he wanted in return, he
requested that when he went into the villages in the nights people should
gave the necessary orders to that effect and thus it continues even to this
day.”
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It is said that they never come out during the

After their collection in the villages they should quit the place

before dawn.

Otherwise the dhobies of the higher castes have a right to

confiscate their collection.

When

placing the dues, the villagers place

them in front of their doors, while the singers are far away from their
doors, and then close their doors. After collecting the dues the singers
sing their blessings standing in front of the closed doors. While asking
for kuti, the villagers hide themselves behind the doors and start up
conversations.
The members of this caste practise mantras to drive away the evils
from houses, like the evil eyes cast, evil ghosts possessing the women and
such like. The higher caste people sometimes call them to perform these
things in their houses for which they are paid.
I

The song is divided into three portions.

The first portion is the

introduction which the singer sings as soon as he enters the village.
he invokes the blessings of Lord Vishnu.

Here

II
The second portion invokes the blessings of all the Gods and Goddesses to give him the right kind of expressions. It starts with Lord Vishnu.
But the major portion of the song is devoted to invoking the blessings of
Kaalhi. A vivid description of all her pervading nature is given here.
Her hair spreads wide to all the different parts of the world.
She comes
taking a bath in the different oceans, dressed in blue silk, with protruding
teeth and with a silver stick and a trident in her hands.
He sings this portion going from street to street, thus announcing
his arrival.
Ii
The third portion is the one he sings in front of the house after
receiving the dues. It usually takes thirty minutes to sing the whole
portion, including the frequent beatings of the drum.
This portion is divided into seven sections according to the contents,
for discussion here.
In lines 54-60 he blesses the landlord and his wife who gave him his
dues and their family, with a prosperous farm, with pots of foaming milk
and with houses always bustling with marriages. May kindness blossom !
In lines 61-72, invoking the blessings of Lord Siva, he drives away
beyond the oceans, burnt to ashes, all sorts of evils in the houses, in the

lands and in the farm.
119
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In lines 73-88 he invokes the blessings of Murukan and Sarasvati
to protect the different parts of the body, Sarasvati to protect the tongue
and Murugan’s veel to protect other parts of the body.

In lines 89-101 he invokes the blessings of Siva to drive away the
evil demons. This is in contrast with lines 61-72 where no demon is
mentioned.

In lines 102-203 he describes the first sowing of the paddy seeds for
the year on the tenth day of tne month of Ciththirai. The lady of the
house gives the seeds to the man (180) who sows them on the lands (203).
Invoking the blessings of Gods (102-106) he beseeches that whatever be

the kind of paddy sown, it should not wither.
a long list of the various kinds of paddy.

In lines 113-137 he gives
The first sowing is done in

Ciththirai (144). Lines 145-180 describe the ceremonies and the pujas
the lady performs before she hands over the paddy seeds to the man for
She bathes in the Ganges early
sowing.
golden pots, covers the floor and draws
pours ghee in a lamp with cotton wicks
coconuts and incense. She places the
before the lamp.

With

in the morning, brings water in
She
koolams with cow dung.
and lights it, She offers fruits,
different kinds of paddy seeds

a pure, kind and concentrated

mind, she hands

Lines 151-157 describe
over the seeds, with her kind hands, tothe man.
the various kind deeds her hands are accustomed to do. Lines 181-203

describe the first sowing of the seeds for the year.

The man goes to the

field with his plough and yoke of gold and with his cattle. Lines 182-185
describe the various kinds of bulls. Lines 186-188 describe the plough.
The bad omens are kept far away (192-194).

In lines 204-215 he invokes the blessings of the Goddess of Earth for
good yields and to keep the pest and the diseases away

from the paddy

plants. Lines 204-210 give a list of such diseases which infect plants.
Lastly he blesses them with long life, first by invoking the blessings
of the great Gods (216-241) and then by invoking the blessings of the

Gods and the Goddesses in the districts of Kanniyaakumari and Tirunelveeli (242-256).
APPENDIX
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Kinds of paddy mentioned in the song:
.
.
.
.

PalvaTivam campaa
citumani
perumani
cituraaci nellu
koriccampaa

manNakkaththai
kungkumukaccampaa

. kooththumuththuccampaa
. kuTakamalliccampaa
10. mallikaiccampaa
11. manamulhlha campaa
12. vaalniinra campaa

TAMIL DIALECT NOTES
13.
14.
125
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
D2
23;
24.
25.
26.
27.
28%
29:
30.
Bie
32.
33:
34.
Shy:
36.

279

karukuthuur campaa
clirakaccampaa
milhaku campaa
kanni arici
katuppunel arici

katpuuraccampaa
theecaththuccampaa
cempaalhai arici
thuumpaalhai arici

cikathaaci arici
kallurunrai arici

nelluruntai arici
kaarpookaththarici

katTai arici
karuppunel arici
aanaikkompan
arikkiraavi
kotTraranjcampaa
katakamalliccampaa
mallikaiccampaa

manamulhiha campaa
cengkal arukku
citumeeni nellu
thumpaippuu campaa

Names of bulls and buffaloes:

க இல. ஒவ

. netticcuTTi
. mayilakkaalhai
kilhikkompu
. Maatakkompu
karumayilai

civalai
erumaikkitaa

Plant diseases and pests:
1 paccaalhaippuucci
Ds kuntaalhappuucci

3 kuruththuppuucci

NOTES
[21 am indebted to the U.G.C. for a grant under the Research Scheme for
University and College teachers, which enabled me to collect data on Tamil dialects
of Kanniyaakumari district which is being processed. This is the third paper prepared
under this survey, the other two being “ Tamil Dialect Notes-1. a. Fishermen of
Kanniyaakumari ’’ (International Conference-Seminar of Tamil Studies, Kuala Lumpur,
April 1966) and “1. b. Fish Names.’ Along with the dialects I also coilected the
folk songs, some of which were recorded on tapes and kept in the Linguistics Depart-

ment, Annamalai University.

My informant for this folk song is Mr. Velu, from Vellamadam, who practises
this profession even now.
2 Similar stories are related for several other things in the district.
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Education.
In this he had preserved many of the techniques (both
attack and defence, with relevant action photographs) of cilampam.
These he had gathered from and discussed with fifty-six cilampam experts
from diverse parts of Tamil Nad.
As this unique staff-play contributes to the objectives of physical
education, according to Doctors

in Physical Education

in

India,”°

it is

the author’s dream that it may one day become a world sport, a unique
contribution from Tamil Nad.

NOTES
1 Letter from N. Sethuragunathan, Professor of Tamil, V. H. N. Senthikumara
Nadar College, Virudhunagar, 5 October 1966.
2 Letter from Dr. M. Varadarajan, Professor of Tamil, University of Madras, 17
October 1966.
3 Replies to questionnaire by experts in cilampam.
4 Paranjcoothi munivar arulhiya thiruvilhaiyaatat puraaNam muulamum uraiyum,
Madras, 1937, p. 659.
்
5M. B., “ Cilampam”’, Kalaikkalhanjciyam,
Thamizh Valharcci Kazhakam,
Madras, IV (1956), 699-700.
8S. Nadarajan, “‘ Thamizhaka vilhaatrukalh, ” Thinamani kathir, 8 April 1966.
7 Replies to questionnaire by experts in cilampam.
8 Ibid.
® Sethuragunathan, Joc. cit.

30 7217.
11K, Arumugaperumal, Muththuppattan kathai, Cangku Nhuulakam, Tirunelveli
Junction, p. 2.
12 Sethuragunathan, op. cit.
13 Letter from P. Rajadurai, Professor of Tamil, Aditanar College, 15 February
14 bid.
18 Bg. Kazhaka thamizh akaraathi, SISSWPS, Madras, 1964, pp. 342 and 411;
Tamil Lexicon, University of Madras, 1926-39, Vol. II, pp. 740, 741 and 755.

16 Durgadoss S. K. Swamy and S. Valithunairaman, Viirepaantiyak-Katrappom-

man, Prema Publishing Co, Madras, 1958 pp. 25, 233, 248 and 254.

17 Letter from D. Devaneya Pavanar, Professor of Tamil, Annamalai University,

Annamalainagar, 14 September 1966.
18B. ZIEGENBALG (trans.), New Testament (Tamil), Tranquebar Mission Press,
Tranquebar, 1715, I Cor. 9: 26.
19 J. Pp. Faprictus (trans.), Old Testament (Tamil), Danish Mission Press, Trnaquebar, 1782, Sam. 2:14.
20S, Guruswamy, Cilampakkalai, Sri Murugan Yogasana Asramam, Tuticorin,

1964.

2 J. P. Tuomas, Organisation
22%, RAJAGOPALAN, A Brief
shers, Delhi, 1962, pp. 15, 16, 89
23 Associate Artists, Madras,

of Physical Education, Madras, 1961, p. 15.
History of Physical Education in India, Army Publiand 92.
1967.

24 “ Quarter-staff ’’, Oxford Junior Encyclopaedia, 1X (1956), 397 and 430; “ Quart-

er-staff ’, Encyclopaedia Britannica,
25 CHIRAKKAL T. SREEDHARAN
28 See above, note 24.
27 Replies to questionnaire by
28 Replies to questionnaire by

XVIII (1957), 830.
Narr, Kalaripayat, Chirakkal, 1963, p. 13.

experts in cilampam.
Doctors in Physical Education in India,
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that political factors played a minor role in the structuring of agrarian
relations over the long period, though some political events had important
effects on the whole, dynastic and other formal political institutions were
as often the consequences of agrarian change as the cause. This periodization is neither precise nor complete, and more work must be done to
assure that a genuinely agrarian periodization, related only to agrarian
change, is developed.
At present, my argument is that changes in the South Indian agrarian
system, as these may be seen in the three episodes upon which I am
concentrating, can best be understood in terms of changes in South
Indian peasant life and institutions. The overall period of the study is
determined by the pivotal importance of peasant institutions in the texture
of South Indian society and culture. From the ninth century, when it
can be demonstrated that the principal elements of South Indian life were
directly linked to and dependent upon peasant institutions and peasant
cultivation, until 1850, when these institutions began to be substantially
economic
influences (administrative,
by varied British
modified
educational and urban), the dominant forms of social organization,
modes and distribution of wealth, and forms of political and religious
organization cannot be separated from extant peasant societies in their
various ecological settings. My analysis of the three periods has been
primarily focussed upon the basic unit of agrarian integration in each
period (where “agrarian unit” is defined in terms of relatively high
densities of significant agrarian relations), the modes of integration within
such units, and relationships among such units.
Because cultivation is at the core of the peasant agrarian systems,
I have tried to concentrate upon relationships of social groups to historical
Among the
cultivation systems on the premise that they wereinterrelated.
agrarian
peasant
any
of
function
and
structure
the
influence
factors which
system most profoundly is the particular array of extant “‘ ECOTYPES ie
An ecotype is basic because it is the system of energy transfer which
underlies any cultivation.2 Sets of organic elements such as field crops,
livestock, animal and human labour combined with inorganic elements
such as implements, fences, irrigation channels, and, under given conditions of nature, such as rainfall, soils, temperature, produce what is

considered a satisfactory level of energy storage and transfers for the
maintenance of life. In any particular natural environment, the range of possible

or practicable

ecotypes

is a limited

one,

and

only

a few may

persist for a considerable time. As an ecotype, or combination of ecotypes, is not a natural, but a man-made system for optimizing the energy
transfers necessary for life, it will vary as much from social and cultural
values as from the states of nature in which they exist. Thus, when the
state of nature is known, the array of ecotypes may be an aid for understanding the particular society and culture of a peasant people. This is

of special importance for the historian of peasant societies which, in

semi-dryry ( cult

ages

with wh
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Under the heading, Central Dravidian, the Language Tables of the 1961
Census Report lists the following language groups:
Number of
speakers
a

512,161

Kolami
Es
see
ae
Gondi (Dorli, Gondi, Maria and 13 others)

Kui (Kui, Pengu)

oo

:
a

51,055
1,501,431

Parji
oe
Koya
ats
Khond/Kondh
Kond
ce

a
a
ல
ac

109,401
140,777
168,027
12,298

=<

2,495,150

we
es
ட்
ave

ட்

re
we
ப
by

se

me
es
ன்
Ze
otal.

Under North Dravidian, spoken in North Orissa, Bihar and Bengal, the

* following languages are listed :
Number of
speakers

Kurukh/Oraon
Malto
cs

ne
is

ahs
oe

Ss

S
te

a
‘Potales

1,141,804
88,676
1,230,480

The Dravidian speakers in Bengal, Bihar, Orissa and Madhya Pradesh
are constituted by about three dozen tribal communities in various stages
of cultural and economic development and degrees of linguistic and
Surrounded by Aryan-speakers who are ecocultural transformation.
nomically and politically powerful, these Dravidian speakers are under
various pressures and react to them first by becoming bi-lingual or in
some cases tri-lingual, then by giving up their original languages and
adopting those of their dominant neighbours. The largest groups of
Dravidian speakers are the several Gond tribes in the eastern districts
289
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notice of the unfortunate situation. Even if they did, it is doubtful if
they will be able to do anything to prevent this cruelty to tribal children.
In Bengal and in Bihar, the Governments are really concerned about
the growing influence of the Jnarkhand party who are claiming a national
language status for the Santali language.
Following the example of
their Santal neighbours, the Kisans—a branch of the Kurukh-speaking
Oraons—of Orissa, are developing linguistic ethnocentrism.
The
Kisans are now trilingual, using the Kisan tongue among themselves
and Hindi and Oriya for communication with their neighbours in North
Orissa. Recently one of my colleagues found the Kisan leaders at a
meeting of the Kisan Jati Sabha insisting on speeches being delivered
in Kisan instead of the Oriya lingua franca. It is doubtful if, in the
competition for survival, the languages of politically and economically
weak minorities have any chance of winning and continuing any vigorous
:
existence, much less of growing.
This rather depressing account of the progressive increase of the
pace of attrition of tribal languages leads me on to the chief point I
want to make in this paper.
It is most unfortunate that both anthropologists and linguists have not been active in their researches on the

Dravidian speaking tribes of Central and Eastern India.

Ethnographic

studies are not fashionable among Indian anthropologists of the present
Most of them have become rural and urban sociologists
generation.
Unesco
as more funds are available for rural and urban research.

appointed a committee to consider the problem of research on vanishing

cultures. I do not know if any similar agency has gone into the question
It is for this Conference of Tamil Studies to
of vanishing languages.
Nigam
take this question up for their active and urgent consideration.

(1964, p. ccii) after examining the little research done during the last
six decades, comes to the conclusion that the Grierson classification of

the Central Dravidian languages is no longer valid, but that an alternative classification requires further studies. Apart from classification,
there are the far more interesting aspects of language change. Linguists
can watch here the steps in the decline and final death of languages.
These are as interesting as the physiology of death is to the medical man.
The linguist may even be able to prevent the death and disappearance
of some at least of them.
There

are some

crucial

historical

problems

for which

the anthro-

pologists and historians of India would like to get linguistic answers.

The first of such problems is a proper explanation for the presence of
One set of scholars say that these
Dravidian words in the Rg Veda.
words may have been indirectly borrowed, not directly, as Dravidian
Mayura is one of the Dravidian
speech has no traces left in the Panjab.
(Mayura) ate indigenous
peacocks
As
words found in the Rg Veda.

to the Panjab, could it be that the local people, (non-Aryan, nonDravidian, according to this hypothesis) had no words of their own for

story
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t careful a
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ancient poems and mythologies can at best be only very tentative. In
what follows I do bear in mind that the suggestions made are tentative

and provisional.
According to Indologists, social practice of cross-cousin marriage,
especially matrilateral cross-cousin marriage (rmatulakanya vivaha)
differentiates the northern

Hindu from the southern, and this difference

is considered to go back in time and is related to differences in architypical Dravidian and Aryan social systems. Anthropologists, particularly Karve, have pointed out that the clans to which Krishna and
the Pandavas belonged were cross-cousin-marrying clans; that this goes
with the puranic reference to the ancestress of the Pandavas, Kali
Satyavati, being dark-skinned; and that the Maharashtrians, in spite of
their Indo-Aryan speech, practice cross-cousin marriage on an extensive
scale. What is the current situation with regard to this marriage custom
among the central and eastern Indian Dravidian speakers? Among the
Maler, cross-cousin marriage is no longer in vogue; in his book on this
tribe Vidyarthi does not make any reference to it, and the kinship terminology of the Dravidian type is also not in use. The Oraons and the

Kisans practise it but on a declining scale.

In Orissa, the Konds of

the interior areas practise cross-cousin marriage, but those in the plains
who marry their cross-cousins have to pay a nominal fine to the caste
council. The Oraons of Chotanagpur who have migrated and settled
in the Sunderbans district of West Bengal have completely given up
cross-cousin marriage. Some sections of the Maharashtrian Brahmins
get over Aryan prohibition of cross-cousin marriage by the subterfuge

of an adoption of the cross-cousin to an unrelated family before his
marriage.

Research

on

what

is happening

to cross-cousin marriage

among other Dravidian speakers has been very meagre.

Of linguistic and also of sociological interest is the rate and mode
of replacement of Dravidian kinship terms by Dravidian speakers in
central and eastern India. The Maler use Abba (father), Ayah (mother),
Perrdu (wife), which seem to be Dravidian, but their other kinship
terms are Aryan. The Oraons retain Baa (father), Maamu (mother’s
brother) and Tachi (for father’s sister and mother’s brother’s wife, after
the Dravidian pattern). The Konds of Phulbani region, partially
Aryanised, retain about 10% of Kui terms, that is, just the core kinship
terms.
Most of the Dravidian speakers in the area under discussion are
They have no tradition of drinking milk.
giving up beef eating.
which they widely share is the erection of
practice
Another Dravidian
stone monuments to commemorate their dead. None of them have
the tradition of a mortuary rite involving the use of large burial urns,
which seems to have been practised by early Dravidians all the way
from Tinnevelly in the south to Jorwe in the upper reaches of the
Godavari.
a AE
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During the final stages of Aryanization in the tribal areas, tribal
groups secure the services of Brahmin priests to perform priestly ceremonies for their domestic rites of passage and they also secure roles in
the ceremonials of the large temples. The Mundari-speaking Savaras—
a section—have been transformed into temple servants in the great
Jagannath temple at Puri in Orissa. A former student of mine, Sri Uma
Charan Mohanty, has reported on the recent adoption of th'e worship
of Siva, Kali and Kartikeya by the Konds of Phulbani, about 1870 a.p.,
and on their Danda festival at which the Brahmin priest performs homa,
the Mali priest performs the worship of Siva etc., and the Kond priest
sacrifices the goat in honour of the tribal goddess Jakri Penu (now
sanskritized as Kandhuni Buddi). The vedic god, Agni, puranic deities,
Siva, Kali and

Kartikeya,

and

the tribal deities, Tara

Penu

and

Jakri

Penu are worshipped side by side at a grand merging series of ceremonies.
(I visited the Kond village Sadrupumpa in the Phulbani district after the
Danda festival was nearly over.) With a Brahmin family taking up
their residence in the tribal village the social distance between the tribesmen and the rest of the Hindus seems to have been considerably reduced.

SIX

UNPUBLISHED LETTERS OF FR.
EXISTING IN THE VATICAN

JOsEPH

ROBERTO
LIBRARY

NOBILI

WICKI

Fr. Roberto Nobili is acknowledged as one of the most expert of
Europeans in Indian thought and manners in early times.1_ As a young
missionary he acquired a perfect knowledge of the difficult Tamil and
Sanskrit languages.
It is a pity that only about 50 of his letters are
known, since he was more than half a century in India (1605—1656).*
The late Father Tacchi Venturi merits our gratitude for having discovered six letters in the private archives of the Boncompagni family,
to which Pope Gregory XIII belonged.
Fr. Tacchi offered these letters
for publication to Fr. Peter Dahmen,? who was especially occupied
with the person and writings of Fr. Nobili. But in the same year, 1935,
when Fr. Dahmen had announced the existence of these letters and the
fact that he hoped to publish them, he died. After this date little was
heard about them.4

Hungarian
were

any

Some

months

ago,

however,

I was

advised

a

by

colleague to look in the Vatican Library and see if there

letters

of

Fr.

Nobili

extant

there.

The

investigation

was

successful. In the Boncompagni section E 6 is a complete volume
bearing thé following title in Roman capitals: “Lettere di Roberto
Nobili, Missionario Gesuita nel Maduré nell’Indie orientali dall’anno

1606 all? 1615’, or “ Letters of Roberto Nobili, Jesuit Missionary in
It seems that this volume,
Madurai in East India, from 1606 to 1615”.

with the stock of the Boncompagni Archives, was incorporated in the
Vatican Library after the Second World War (or even before).

As the employee told me, there is no index to this new Vatican
acquisition.
Examining the codex, I saw that these were just the six letters
They are all autographs, five of them in
announced by Fr. Dahmen.
One of them was addressed to Catherine Nobili
Italian, one in Latin.
Sforza, Countess of Santa Fiore, and is dated 7th September 1606; four

addressed to the Duchess of Sora, Costanza Sforza Boncompagni, and
dated 6th December 1606, 3rd December 1607 (two letters), 29th October

1615, and one, on extraordinary reddish paper and huge in size, to the
The Countess Catherine Sforza was
Marquis Gregory Boncompagni.

the widow of Ascagnio Sforza, who had lately been the commander of
the Papal expeditionary forces in France. Her daughter Costanza had
295
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are written

by

personalities of the early contacts between West

and East.®

NOTES
1 VINCENT Cronin, A Pearl to India: The Life of Roberto de Nobili, Rupert HartDavis, London, 1959.
2 P, DauMEN, S. J., ** La Correspondance de Robert de Nobili’, Revue d'Histoire
des Missions, X11 (1935), pp. 579-83.
5 Tbid., pp. 581-2.
4 V. CRONIN, op. cit., pp. 278-9.
5 Ibid., pp.

12-13.

5 This paper, which does not belong very obviously to any of the sections ultimately
set up for the Madras Conference, is transferred here from the Science and Technology
Section.
(Editor’s note).
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APPENDIX

I

(Commentary by Dr. S.A. Imam of the University of Ceylon on the extract from Masudi’s
Muruj al Dhahab I, 61-2, (Paris edition).
Al-Masudi, the celebrated Arab historian and traveller of Bagdad had visited
South India in the early tenth century a.p. on his way to Ceylon.
In his Muruj-alDhahab or ‘‘ Golden Meadows ”’ which is an abridgment of his Universal History,
he tells us about the manners, customs and religion of the inhabitants of South India;
the pomp and grandeur of the Court of the Maharajah India; that the people of India
(meaning

thereby

South

India)

according

to

their

Code,

had

strictly

forbidden

their

kings to drink wine.
It is not, says he, motivated by religious strings but because
of the fact that when a ruler drinks he is not deemed suitable to conduct the affairs of
the State correctly.
If it is proved, he goes on, that the King did indulge in alcoholism,
abdication was imperative.
These Indians are known for their appreciable knowledge
of politics.
The Arabs during the period, called Java-al Zabij, which to my mind is an Arabized
form of Sri Vija, the well known South Indian ruler under whose suzerainty the Island
was ruled.
The author of the article ‘* Ceylon *’ in Encyclopaedia Judica has quoted al Masudi
in connection with the conquest of Sind by the children of “‘ Harm *? (Hematics) who.
had settled down

there, in remote antiquity.

Al Masudi seems to have visited Ceylon twice on his way to China.

His first

visit to Ceylon may perhaps be fixed to 912 A.p. or 913. Practically every Arab traveller
who happened to touch the North Western Coast of Ceylon made it a point to pay
homage to the sacred footprint of Adam.
Time permitting, they penetrated into the
interior as well. Al Idirisi, who has made pointed reference to Ceylon in his monumental geographical work, has mentioned names of prominent towns including that
of the northern region of the Island.
But al Masudi appears to be more interested in
landscape, medicinal herbs and the culture of the people.
The extract taken from his
Muraj probably refers to the Northern Province of Ceylon as pre-medieval Sinhalese.
So far as I could ascertain from the authorities, the Sinhalese never cut the bodies of
the dead kings into four before cremating them.
It is just possible that al Masudi who
had participated in the Royal funeral had seen the corpse cutting ceremony in a nonSinhalese area.
I am inclined to think therefore that this pecrliar ritual connected
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with the dead must have been a Tamil custom which must have been abandoned in

later centuries, since Ibn Battuta, who was in Ceylon in 1342 a.p. and who was a very

shrewed observer who was deeply interested in non-Muslim culture, does not make
any reference to this body cutting ceremony which was prevalent in the days of AlMasudi.

APPENDIX
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(Translation of an extract from Masudi’s Muruj al Dhahab J, 61-2, Paris edition).
“<7 saw in the land of Serandib—this is an Island out of the Islands of the Ocean—
that when their King died he was placed on a low chariot having many small wheels
meant for that purpose so that his hair trailed on the ground. There was a woman
with a broom throwing dust over his head shouting, ‘Oh people, this was your King
yesterday, who ruled you and whose authority and command were current among you.
Now you see what has happened to him after abandoning this world. The Angel of
Death has siezed his soul. It is He the Alive, the Eternal who is immortal! Therefore
do not yield to the illusion of life after him (the King)’, and such utterances which mean
an invitation to fear of God and asceticism in this World.
He is taken round all the
streets of the city; thereafter he is dismembered into four parts. The sandalwood,
camphor and all sorts of perfume have already been prepared for him. Then he is
cremated and his ashes are scattered in the wind. The majority of the people of India
do likewise to their kings and nobles with a set purpose they speak of and thus they
prepare a road for the next life. **

THE

COURT

OF

THE

ARIYA

H. W.

TAMBIAH

CHAKRAVARTIS

The Jaffna Kingdom flourished between the 8th and the 16th centuries.
This period is a memorable one not only for the Tamils of Ceylon but
also to all who are interested in Tamil culture. After the demise of
the Chera, Chola and Pandya Kingdoms, there was no true Tamil
Kingdom in South India excepting in Northern Ceylon.
Although the early kings of Jaffna did not style themselves Ariya
Chakravartis, by the 12th century this name came into use. There
have been many

surmises as to how the kings came to style themselves

as Ariya Chakravartis.

Some are of the view that they were the Eastern

Gangas, others have taken the view that they had descended from
Shatriyas or the Gangavamsa and the Brahmin families in Rames-

Still others think that the first Ariya Chakravarti was a Pandya
waram.,
general who asserted sovereignty in Ceylon when the Pandyan kingdom
was on the verge of collapse.

Be that as it may, this was a glorious period of Tamil culture during
which the Tamil language and the various arts developed. Fortunately
for posterity, the literature written during that period contain glimpses

from which the pattern of the Ariya Chakravartis, court can be reconAttempts are made in this article to deal with kingship, the
structed.

king’s education, splendour of the Ariya Chakravartis’
coronation ceremony, the administration of justice and
Council.

divine origin from the Sun

The Ariya Chakravartis claimed
the Moon.

court, the
the King’s
and

They claimed to be the Lords of the Universe and assumed

throne names, such as Pararajasingham, Segarajasingham or ‘lions of
In keeping with their theory of divine origin, the king
the Universe’.
was

considered

and

on

as

comparable

to

Skanda

whose

residence

was

the

mountain abode of Skanda.2 His feet have been described as lotus
feet comparable to the feet of Gods and Goddesses.*
Although the Ariya Chakravarti was king of only a part of Ceylon,
occasions

assumed

suzerainty

over

the whole Island,

he

was

to
also the ruler of Sethu. This is vouched by a number of references
him as Sethukavalar.t Numerous coins have been found with Sethu
as their seal. During certain periods the Ariya Chakravarti assumed
suzerainty over the whole Island. This was particularly so during the
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reign of Marthandan.
This fact is supported both by the literature of
this period and also from the accounts of foreign travellers.’
KING'S EDUCATION

க

The Ariya Chakravarti was given a sound education to befit his
royal status. He is said to be versed in the three branches of the Tamil
language(iyal, icai, nhaatakam).’
Thus the astrological work, Segarajasingham, is compared to the sacred thread which the Ariya Chakravarti,
who is well versed in the three branches

of Tamil, wore.

He is referred

to as thilakam of the learned people.’ He was taught all the princely
arts and the military sciences, which it was customary for royal princes
to learn during that period. Thus, the Vypavamalai states that during
the exile of Kanagasooriya Singa Ariyan (1440-1450 A.p.) when Senpakaperumal (referred to in the Sinhalese Chronicles as Sappumal Kumaraya)
conquered Jaffna, Kanagasooriya’s sons, Pararajasegeram and Segarajasegeram, were taken care of by the royal family at Thirukovil in India
and they were taught military sciences.
KING WAS PATRON OF THE TAMIL SANGAM
The king maintained the Tamil Sangam and rewarded poets and
writers. He is referred to as the patron of the Tamil Sangam.?
He
was not only learned in Tamil but also in many foreign languages.
Ibn
Battuta, the famous Muslim traveller, states that he was able to speak
in Persian to the Ariya Chakravarti when he met him.!°

THE SPLENDOUR OF THE ARIYA CHAKRAVARTI’S COURT
Portuguese historians state that the throne of the Ariya Chakravarti
was adorned with ivory and gold and embellished with the rarest and
choicest of precious stones.!t The crown was conical in shape and
studded with resplendent gems. The king wore a necklace of gold
studded with priceless gems.
His armlets were made of gold and precious

stones.

To

ascend

the throne

there

was

a long

flight

of steps

inlaid with ivory, When the king sat in durbar, he sat with
his queen
who did not wear a crown22
The bull flag waved majestically in the
air and the royal couple sat under a white umbrella.
THE

CORONATION

CEREMONY

The coronation

ceremony

was

accompanied

with

great

pomp

and

splendour as was characteristic of that period.
A graphic description
of this ceremony is given in the Kailasa Malai.
At the durbar the king
was seated on his golden throne which was studded with pearls of price-

less value.

He was decked in tesplendent diamonds and shining jewels.

On one arm he held the ritual sword, the sign of regal authority,
and
on the other the mace, which was the symbol of power.
He was sur-

rounded by his ministers, nobility arid his people, when he
Pao

சலக்

Bee

ea

received
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anointment at the hands of the purohit whp showered blessings on him.
Whether the verses of the Thiruvempaavai was sung, as was customary in

some of the eastern countries, is not clear.

THE ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM
During the minority of the king a regent was often appointed.
Thus, the Vypavamalai states that when Pararajasegaram died leaving
his infant son who was three years of age, Arasakesari, a cousin of the
king was appointed as regent to take charge of the kingdom during the
king’s minority. There are many references to Ministers in the literature
of this period. But the exact content and scope of the advisory council
is not clear. The Vellalas and the Madaipallis formed the nobility.
Feudal tenure similar to the one prevalent during the Chola period
prevailed.
GOVERNORS OF PROVINCES
On the Chola pattern, the king had many chiefs who were in charge
of districts. Thus reference is made to a chief of Omantai, a village
about 60 miles from Jaffna town who received at the hands of the king,
not only gold, but also the right to rule the district. Pararajasegeram,
the brother of the Ariya Chakravarti was given the right to rule certain
villages.45 Lands were given on feudal tenures to chiefs. The word
‘udayar’ with reference to the chief headman indicates that he had
lands given by the king.
EMBLEM OF THE ARIYA CHAKRAVARTIS
The flag of the Ariya Chakravarti bore the emblem of the recumbent
bull with a crescent and the sun.
This emblem is found not only on
their flag but also on their coins. The literature of this period makes
several references to the bull flag.?®
COURTS OF JUSTICE
The king administered justice in the audience hall. The bull flag
of the Ariya Chakravarti fluttered from the top of the audience hall.*”
There were other courts as well. In the other courts the Thesawalamai
and the Dharmasastras were administered.
H is likely that Brahmins,
who were well versed in the Dharmasastras, presided over such courts.
The Panchayats, consisting of the village elders, also administered
justice.
THE LAWS ADMINISTERED
The customary laws
in the courts. Ceylon
the Tamils which has
walamai consists of a

ன்
known as the Thesawalamai, were administered
preserves the pure form of customary laws of
become obsolete in South India. The Thesapeculiar blend of the customary laws of the

lasa Malai refers
sel
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BILJET RELATING TO THE OBLIGATORY
OF CERTAIN SUBJECTS OF THE DUTCH
GOVERNMENT IN CEYLON
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During the Dutch rule of Ceylon
governments issued proclamations,
to be obeyed and observed by the
of this type were called ‘‘ plakkaats

(1658-1796), the central and local
publications and orders which had
general public. Dutch publications
” and “ biljets’’. They were issued

in Dutch, Sinhalese and Tamil.
The Sinhalese and Tamil proclamations
were but translations of the Dutch originals.
They were not only read

and proclaimed at public places but also nailed at important places for
the information of the public.1 This is the reason why few of them
have survived today.
Some of them are preserved in the Department
of National Archives, Colombo.
The earliest of them to be printed is
dated 6th August, 1742, and till this time all of them were written by
hand.?
The following is the unamended Tamil text of a biljet issued by
Julius Valentyn Stein Van Gollenesse who was the Dutch Governor of

Ceylon from 1743-1752.
The place of issue of this biljet is Colombo
and it is dated 3rd of the month of Maaci, 1744. This printed document
bears

the

number

36

among

2440, in the Department

the collection

with

of National Archives,

the register

Colombo.

number,

The docu-

ment is printed on a thick, white, hand-made paper, the length and
breadth of which are ten and seven inches respectively.
The length

and breadth of the printed matter are 7 and 54 inches respectively.
The print is slightly effaced on the right side from lines 9-17. My
suggested reading is given within brackets in those places.
1. inhtha ilangkaiyile periya aaNTavamaaraale iththaat cakala
2. maana perkalhukkumatiyappaNNukitathaavathu
3. uththama

kompanjnjiyavin

kiilhe kutiyirukkita

ceTTi paravar

conakar uuzhiyappanivitaika
4. Ihinaale akantukolhlbayeNumenkita iccaikalhinaat kalhlhamaatkamaakath thaatumaatukalh
5. ceyithukonTu angkumingkum nhaatupitangkalhilum palapala
itangkalhilunh thanniccaiyaampati
6. ye thirikitathum nhaalhukkunhaal athikamathikamaaka engkalhukkuk kaaNac campavikkuthu ippaTippaT
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of the month of last Thai by us to nail this biljet in all the public places
and by this enable all to know it.

Hereafter, the Chetties, Paravas and

the Moors without any distinction amongst themselves, must without
exception obtain in the first place an identity card from the Chief
Resident of the villages they reside in. If the period (of the validity)
of the identity card is over, the persons concerned must renew them
from others. This is done in order to enable the persons concerned to
show (this identity card) when required to establish beyond any doubt
that they belong to such Service Thombo and live in that particular
place. Let it be known that if after fourteen days of the proclaiming of
this biljet, any of the above mentioned people are found to be not in
possession of that identity card, they will be immediately taken into
custody, and in order that this be a warning lesson to

others, manacled

and made to work for some time for the Honourable Company.
All
those coming under the jurisdiction of this order should obey it.
This document was issued from the Colombo Fort on the third
day of the month of Maaci in the year 1744 on the order of His
Excellency Julius Valentyn Stein Van Gollenesse, ‘ Raad Extraordinaris ’
Councillor of India, and Governor and Director of the island of Ceylon

and His Chief Councillors.
J. V. D.

SLEYDEN

Secretary.

WRITING
Although

this

is

a printed

document,

it exhibits

certain

ortho-

graphical peculiarities prevalent at the time of its draft. The consonants
are not dotted. The short e and o are not differentiated from the long
ee and oo. They are printed alike. Similarly, in vowel-consonants, the
short vowel-consonants are not differentiated from the long vowelconsonants.

™—three.
There are some numerals printed in Tamil characters.
is printed
thousand
Seven
™=hundred.
O=ten.
#—four. eT=seven.
by prefixing the sign for ‘seven’ ef to the sign * hundred’ 7, One
The word for ‘ month’ in Tamil is maatham.
thousand is printed ௬.
in one instance. The word for ‘ date ’ in Tamil is
This is printed as
as & in one instance: gserare We aaNTu
printed
is
This
theethi.
maaci mii © thii ‘on the third day of the month of Maaci in the year,
1744.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE BILJET
Indo-Ceylon trade was in the hands of petty traders distributed
along the coast of South India and Ceylon. The Dutch East India
Company realised the importance of participating in this trade for the
u—21
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purpose of enriching its major annual trade.

The profits which accrued

from the Asian trade were utilised for the purchase of merchandise for
They were
Europe or to provide them in exchange by the Company.

also utilised for the maintenance

of administrative machinery

and

military force in Ceylon.®
The Dutch Government in Ceylon looked upon the Chetties, Moors
and Paravars as their rivals in the Indo-Ceylon trade which was entirely
in the hands of private individuals. The Dutch government aimed at
a monopoly of trade in arecanuts, cloths and other articles, both locally
and outside. It viewed with grave concern the trading activities of
Chetties, Moors and Paravars and took stern steps to curb them.
It
imposed several taxes and restrictions on these three merchant communities.1 Persons belonging to any of these communities had to render
obligatory service or uuzhiyappaNivitai to the Dutch government from
time to time. The fisher caste was required to serve as sailors on board
the Company’s vessels for twelve days in the year, excepting those living
in the villages, Columbuttur and Araly, the former of whom perform
their only service in conveying the Company’s servants to and from the
islands, for which purpose they are obliged to use their own vessels.®
The Moors are bound, whenever called upon, to assist in launching boats
and hauling them on shore, and those who sit at the bazaar with their
merchandise are required to come to the castle and assist the cashier
in counting copper coin.6 The Chetties have to assist the cashier in
counting copper coin when they carry on their trade in the bazaar.’
The Chetties, Paravars and Moors living within and around Colombo
are bound to clear the forest outside Negombo Gate between Wolvendaal
and the town and to help in counting the Company’s arecanut and cash
when the quantity received or issued is very large.®
The biljet confirms the fact that the movements of these three communities who were subjects of the Dutch government were very much
restricted. They were ordered to carry an identity card in which the
identity of each person with regard to his particular locality and the
obligatory service expected of him was entered. This identity card has
to be produced whenever the Chief Resident or other authorised person
demands it1° If any person of the Paravar or Moor or Chetty community is found without an identity card after fourteen days of the

proclaiming of this biljet, he will be manacled and made to work for

some time for the Honourable Company. If this period of residence as
Specified in the identity card of any of these persons lapses, it was his
duty to renew it. The need for issuing this biljet arose on atcount

of the underhand, disorderly activities (perhaps relating to local trade)

and loitering on their own will here and there by the Chetty, Moor and

Paravar subjects of the Dutch government

themselves

from

government.18

the

obligatory

services

with a view to exempting

demanded

by

the

Dutch
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NOTES
2 See lines 8-9 of this biljet.
*M. W. JurRIAANSE, Catalogue of the Archives of the Dutch Central Government
of Coastal Ceylon 1640-1796, Ceylon Government Press, Colombo, 1943, p. 127.
® SINNAPPAH
1958, pp. 147-73.

* Ibid,
587 Memoir
oe

1915, ற.

8.

ARASARATNAM,

of Thomas

by Sophia

Van

Anthonisz.

Dutch Power

Rhee for
H.

C.

in Ceylon,

Djambatan,

Amsterdam,

his successor, Gerrit de Heere, 1697,

Cottle,

Government

Printer,

Colombo.

8 Ibid., p. 56.
®
™
11
32
13

See
See
See
See
See

lines 3-7 of this biljet.
lines 9-15 of this biljet.
lines 15-18 of this bilet.
line 12 of this biljet.
lines 3-7 of this biljct.
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A TAMIL DOCUMENT RELATING TO
CHANGES OF THE DUTCH PERIOD

NUMISMATIC
IN CEYLON

S. THANANJAYARAJASINGHAM

A Tamil plakkaat relating to the rating of the Dutch copper coin, duit,

is preserved in the Department of National Archives, Nugegoda, Ceylon.’
The plakkaat was issued on the Sth day of the month of Maaci in the
year 1733 by Jacob Christiaan Pielat who was sent as Special Commissioner to investigate into the affairs of the Dutch East India Company
in Ceylon. It ranks twenty-second among a collection bearing the
register number 2440. It is in thick, white, hand-made paper. Its
length is 8 inches and its breadth is 144 inches. It contains 24 handwritten lines. The handwriting is in black ink and is well preserved.
It has a margin of one inch at the top, left and right sides and 2} inches
atthe bottom. .
The following is the roman transliteration of the unamended Tamil
text of the plakkaat and my English translation of it.
1. iinhthiyavil aalocanaikku eksththeraoTuthanaariyum inhtha
ilangkaith thiivuk kove
2. tinamenhthuvil kompanjnjiiyavit kaariyangkalhukku iinhthiya
thecaththai aalhukita veththaaviyavil aathikka
3. maana cinjnjormaataale komecaayirumaakiya yaakkooppuk
kiriisththiyaam piilaaththaakiya aathikkamaana
4. varum avaruTaiya aalocanaith thalaivamaarungkuuta ithaik

kaankita allathu vaacikkitathaik keTkita caka
5. lamaana perkalhukkum aarokkiyamaaka atiyappaNNukitathaavathu

6. 1731: aaNTu aavaNi mii 8 thikathi katralhaip paththiraththaikkontu pitaciththamaakki oru velhlhikkaacu
7. kku anjcaakavum allathu oru thutrukku iraNTaakavum
inhthak kovetinamenhthuvit cakala thalangkalhilum valha
8. ngkappaNNina ulaanhthaavaale konTuvanhtha cempukkaacu
itaiyaal 1045 m irupathu velhlhikkaacit

9. thampakkaacum anththak kaNakkinpatikkuththaane matuபட் maatiyeTuththukkolhlhumpatikku muuNTu maaath
10. thukkulhlhaakak kompanjnjiiyavit pokkishaththile oppukko
Tukkit athukku iinhthiyavai aazhukita veththaaviya

ன்
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11. vil
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.

19.
20.

aathikkamaana
cinjnjormaarutaiya
cangkai
ponhtha
katralhaikalhaik karanaampatiye nhiizhikkappaNNa veNTi
inhthap pitakitra varusham atpaci 30 m thikathiyile pitaciththamaakkina paththiraththile ezhuthic cakalamaana per
kalhukkuk katralhaipaNninapatikku anhthak kutikkappatra
avathi thai mi 30 m thikathiyile mukinthuponapati
yinaale melaale kutikkappatta aathikkamaana cinjnjormaaruTaiya cangkai ponhtha kattalhaiyai athika
maaka niilhikkappaNNumpatikku anhthak kaacukalhai vaththaaviyavile valhangkukita pitakaaramaakaththaane
oru
velhlhikkaacu
kku ettaaka matupaTiyum valhangkukitathukku 31 m thikathiyile engkalh aalocanaiyile mukinhthapaTiyinaale me
18816 collapparra cempukkaacukalh oru velhlhikkaacukku
etraaka nantaaka valhangkukita nhaaNaiyampola avarava
re
karanitukkitathileyum
mattung
kaariyangkalhileyum
anhthap pitakaaramaakaththaane matupati kotukkita-thu
kkum kom
panjojiiyavit pokkishaththile oppuvikkitathukkum inhtha aracaatcikkuk kiilhaakak kutiyirukkita uththama kompanjpjii
yavit panivitaikaatarung kaikkiit kutiyaanavarkalhumaakiya
velhlhaikkaatar

katuththa

manushar

cakalamaana

_per-

kalhukkum
21. ithaikkonTu katralhaipaNNukitom itu engkalh kuTiyaanavarkalhutaiya nhanmaip pakuthikkum purocanath
nallathenkitathu engkalhukkuth thottappaTriruk22. thukkum
kuthu
23. inhthak katralhaippaththirang koTupatTtathu 1733 aaNntTu
maaci mii 5 thikathi kozhumpit kotTaiyile

J.C. PIELAT
ENGLISH TRANSLATION
Be it known for the welfare of all persons who either read or hear
the reading of this proclamation from His Excellency, Jacob Christiaan
Pielat, Extraordinary Councillor of India and Supreme Head and Commissary for the affairs of the Company in the Island of Ceylon and his
Chief Councillors, on behalf of the Honourable Government of Batavia:

By the proclaiming of the proclamation on the eighth day of the

month

of Aavani in the year 1731, a Silver-Kaasu was made current at

five to the double stuiver. With a view to making the supreme orders
of their High Mightinesses who rule India from Batavia continue in
force, we ordered all persons concerned

by this proclamation issued on

the thirtieth day of the month of Aippaci of this very same year to deliver
within three months to the treasury of the Company the Copper-Kaasu

brought from Holland, 1045 Reaals, 20 Silver-Kaasu and Thampakkaasu
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for exchange again at the same rate. The said time being over by the
thirtieth day of the month of Thai, with a view to making the most

supreme enactments of the said High Mightinesses continue to be still
more in force, we in accordance with the resolution of the Council on
the Thirty-first day, hereby order the servants of the Honourable
Company, white men, dark men and all others who are subjects of the
Honourable Company which is under this Government, to deliver to
the treasury of the Honourable Company all such coins so that they
may be rated once again at eight to one for a Silver-Kaasu as current
in Batavia, since people settle their dues with eight of the above-said
Copper-Kaasu to one Silver-Kaasu, as though it is the genuine coin in
circulation, and in making payments again at the same rating in other
transactions. We considered this best in the interests of our subjects
and property. This proclamation was issued on the fifth day of the
month of Maaci in the year 1733 from the fort of Colombo.
J. C. PIELAT

GLOSSARY
eksththeraotuthanaari.
This phrase is derived from Dutch ‘extra ordinaries ’? and
means “ extraordinary ’’. It refers to the membership of the Governor in the
Council of India in Batavia.
An ordinary member of that Council, when he
was present in Batavia, had the right to vote in Council; the extraordinary member
was allowed to attend meetings only but had no vote.
ulaanhthaa.
This is a tamilisation of ‘‘ Holland” and it refers to the Dutch.
The
term is even now in common parlance in the Jaffna district.
kooveetinameenhthu. This term is from Dutch “gouvernement” and it means‘ government ’’.
kompanjnjiiya.
The Portuguese word for company is “ companhia”’ and this is
derived from it. The term refers to the Dutch East India Company as ruling
the island of Ceylon.
komecaayir.
This is from Dutch “ commissaris ”’ and it means “ Commissioner ”’.
cinjnjoor.
This is an honorific prefix derived from Portuguese ‘‘ Senhor’’ and it
means “‘ Sir, Lord ”’.
thuttu.
This is a tamilised form of the Dutch word, “duit”.
Duit was an old
Dutch copper coin of which eight went to make a stuiver.
It is in common
parlance in the Jaffna dialect of Tamil.
yaakkooppuk Kiriisththiyaam piilath. This is a tamilisation of the Dutch name Jacob

Christiaan Pielat.

Jacob Christiaan Pielat was sent as Special Commissioner to

Ceylon in 1732-1734 to investigate and bring back to order the chaotic state of
affairs which resulted from the tyrannical administration of the Dutch Governor,
Feu
Voyst (1726-1729).
His position in Ceylon was higher than that of Gover-

Tr.

veththaaviya.
This is a tamilisation of “ Batavia ”’ which was the Dutch headquarters
ன்
in the East.

NOTE

* Memoir of Jacob ம Christiaan Pielat, , 1734 ல Transla
ted b y Sophiai Peters.
G.J.A.
Skeen, Government Printer, Colombo, 1905.
On the nature er plate nata, see introduction to preceding paper.

THE INDIAN TAMIL IMMIGRANT LABOURER
CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM IN CEYLON: A BRIEF

AND
SURVEY

B. BASTIAMPILLAI

The position of the Indian immigrant labourer in Ceylon has been for
a long time a subject of great interest particularly to the local politicians.
In legislatures, it has been the subject of much debate and it has occupied
Constituthe attention of officials and unoffcials to a good extent.

tionally what would the Indian immigrant be has also been a favourite
subject,

whenever

there

were

constitutional

advances

especially

in the

20th century. Constitutional advance had usually been a slow process
except in the 20th century. In the 19th century, apart from the rather
revolutionary arrangements made by the Colebrooke Commissioners in
Some
1833, there was hardly any noteworthy constitutional change.
change did occur as for instance the enlargement of the Legislative
However, in the 20th cenCouncil, but nothing sensational happened.

tury constitutional development followed fairly quickly. Atthe end of
the first decade there was reform and so was it at the end of the second
decade.

Later on, there occurred the more remarkable changes follow-

ing the constitutional reports made by the Donoughmore Commissioners
and the Soulbury Commissioners in the thirtes and forties.
No

advance was made

as a result of violent agitation

as in India.

In fact in the 19th century the larger element of the population in Ceylon
was politically inert. And even the articulate elements agitated for
reform sporadically. Whenever there was commercial prosperity there
were hardly any tremors to disturb the political harmony in the country.
was a
When there was slackness in trade or business was bad there
cannot
one
century
Even in the 20th
demand for political advance.
that
trace any great disturbance in the political sphere. The advances
made the
were made were mainly through peaceful negotiations, which
upon
take
and
island get rid of a crown colony type of Government,
Constitutional
The
independence.
eventually
itself Dominion Status and

The usual crown colony type of
changes followed step by step.
finally to a
government gradually gave place to responsible status and
sovereign parliament.
several different
Ceylon consists of a plural society composed of
the largest
Tamils,
the
races—the Sinhalese, who are a majority,
There also
ans.
Europe
and
ns
Eurasia
or
s
Burgher
minority, the Moors,
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exist sub-divisions
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in the structure.

Indian Tamils and Ceylon Tamils.

The

Tamils

can be divided

into

The Indian consisted of a fluctuating

labour and mercantile population with the interest both in India and
Ceylon. There are differences in the religious sphere too. The heterogeneous society consists of Buddhists, mainly the Sinhalese, the Muslims,
mostly Moors and Malays, and Christians drawn from many stocks.
The Tamils are largely Hindus. Linguistically, too, the country is
divided; Sinhalese, Tamil and English are spoken.
In the Central, Uva
and Sabragamuva provinces, although they lie largely in the Sinhala
area, the Indian estate workers speak Tamil. The Indians had come
in as labourers to British owned estates. During the Coffee Era, roughly
from the 1830s up to 1880s, labour had been seasonally employed. Subsequently, with the decline of coffee, tea, rubber and coconuts became
the staple products of the island’s plantation economy.
There, too,
particularly

in

the

tea

and

rubber

plantations,

Indians

were

largely

employed.
Early representation in the Legislative Council had been based on
a communal ground.
One Low Country Sinhalese, one Burgher and
one Tamil racially represented the local population.
The communal
problem had thus begun very early. In a way it thwarted constitutional
advance for a number of years and created a sense of suspicion and
fear among the peoples. In 1889, two additional members were taken
to represent the Kandyans and the Moor communities.
But still none
had been appointed on behalf of the Indian Tamils, although their
employers, the planters had a say in all affairs.
In 1910, there was a volume of constitutional advance granted to the
Colony. The Legislative Council was to contain eleven officials and ten
non-officials of whom four were to be elected. Here again, although there
was provision for tvo Tamil members, no specific provision was made
for

an Indian

to represent

the labourers.

depend on others to ensure their welfare.

Indians,

therefore,

had

to

Some members, missionaries

and the administration both Indian and local had to help the immigrant

labourers. Even the constitutional advance secured in 1920 and 1923,
little ameliorated the position of the Indian worker.
About 1910 itself
there were nearly 440,000 Indian labourers. Their number would have
grown larger by 1920, but the reconstituted Legislative Council still
contained only one Indian representative.
By this time there were
nearly 500,000 workers. The 1923 reforms on a
territorial basis
offered to the Indian Tamils the first chance to obtain two seats in
the
Council.
Whenever there was constitutional progress in a context where the
community

was

complex,

the

diverse

elements

began

to

suspect

and

distrust each other. The concept of patriotism was
as much racial as
national. This becomes clear at the time the Donoughmore
Commisloners came to inquire into Ceylon’s constitutional position
and suggest
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changes.
The members of the Commission were the Earl of Donoughmore, Sir Mathew Nathan, Sir Geoffrey Butler and Dr. Drummond
Shiels.. The Commission was appointed in August 1927.
It was a
high powered commission indeed, well suited for the purpose for which
it was sent. The Earl of Donoughmore had parliamentary experience;
having been a colonial Governor, Nathan knew much about colonial
administration; Butler was a Cambridge don, a member of parliament
and an expert on the procedure of the League of Nations while Shiels
had both local government and parliamentary experience. Generally,
the minority community was not united, but even then it was clear it
would oppose the grant of power to the majority community.
The
majority community wanted full responsible government.
Others feared
that it would, when endowed with power, impose its will on them—
minorities.
In solving this problem lay a major part of the task of the Commissioners.
His Majesty’s Government, as the Commissioners felt, was
not merely a trustee of the wealthier or higher educated classes. It had
also to take care of the peasant, the ‘cooly’, and the poorer lot who
Hence, apart from it being
formed the bulk of the population.
unacceptable to the minority communities, the grant of full responsible
government

was

not

even

otherwise

possible.

At

the same

time,

the

Commissioners condemned communal representation in no uncertain
Communal representation could only worsen relationships and
terms.
The Commissioners were hence willing
create more damage to society.
to take a drastic step in dealing with the constitutional question. They

were willing to grant universal franchise. Many factors had convinced
them of the necessity to take this step despite local articulate opposition.
There was a striking absence of industrial or social legislation. Ceylon
had no poor law system, no workmen’s compensation, no factory legislation of a proper variety, no decent housing for most workers, no
primary

education

and no control over trades.

hardship to the labourer.

All these caused much

There was a great gulf between the educated

classes and the labourer and the inarticulate Indians could not hope to

bridge this gulf.
The presence of a large contingent of imported labour was a daily
problem

to the administration

and the commission was made

aware of

this. At this time there were about 700,000 Indian immigrants of whom
a considerable number could be considered permanent residents. Ceylon
was backward in social and industrial legislation. There was no provision for relieving destitution at all. And the labourers suffered in
the absence of workmen’s compensation, the most elementary factory
legislation and there was no control over hours and wages. To the
Commissioners, the only remedy for such a state of affairs lay in the
extension of franchise. Up to now nobody had questioned the right

of one or a few to dominate the lives of such a helpless multitude,

The
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Commissioners condemned even the imposition of a literacy qualification,
because the Indians would then have only a handful of electors. Because
of the low birth and owing to the lack of opportunity, the labourers
were illiterate. But to allay the fears of the majority community a qualification of five years residence in the island permitting temporary absence
of less than eight months during the five-year period was laid down
in granting the vote. It was particularly important when applied to
the Indian immigrant, when the privilege of voting was limited only for
those with an abiding interest in the island or were permanently
settled.
There was to be no franchise for those not resident in the island
for five years and who were not in Ceylon for over six months inthe 18
months immediately prior to the commencement or the preparation of
the electoral register. The problem of Indian immigrant labour as
earlier stated was a serious and different one. Most of these Indians
were employed in tea and rubber estates. Also some served as labourers
in government,

municipal

and

other

urban

works,

while

there

was

a

few others who were traders and shop-keepers.
The labourer decided
to come into Ceylon because he was not well placed in South India. He
belonged to the depressed classes and hence was an outcast and very
poor. Once in Ceylon they were better off than their compatriots in
South India. However, even in Ceylon the labourer’s position could
be still improved.
His position was far from satisfactory.
It was provided that an important Government official with a seat
in the Legislative Council was the Director of Indian Immigrant Labour.
It was his function to look after the welfare and provide for the protection of the workers. The Indian Government also had a Civil Servant
resident in Ceylon who kept in touch with the Indian and Ceylon
Government with regards to matters concerning Indian immigrants.
As a result of the representation by the Indian Government and also
due to the activity of the Director of immigrant labour, there were some
improvements in labourers’ housing, wages and medical care in the
‘thirties’, But even then the lack of adequate representation cannot

be overlooked.

When an Indian labourer was shot by a policeman

while quelling a disturbance, others had to query the government about
it because there was no strong Indian voice in the Legislature.
The

planters

took

a

peculiar

attitude

towards

Indian

labour.

Generally they were anxious that a labourer should have good conditions
because without satisfied labour their enterprises would suffer. Howyer, they resented governmental interference and took up a defensive
attitude when

improvements

were

urged.

Moreover,

owned by those in the U.K. and therefore planters

the

estates

did not have

were

a free

hand, especially when proposals involved capital or increased expenditure.

Further, there was no regulation of local labour and planters resented

state-interference only in regard to their employees.

As the Indians
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were economically helpless, the last reform commissioners had appointed
two Indian representatives to the Legislative Council. But these two
were to represent all Indians and not specifically labour. Planters
regarded their relationship to labour from an industrial point of view
while Ceylonese members,

some of whom

were themselves planters, did

not feel responsible for an alien population and were unenthusiastic.
Under these conditions the labourer had to rely on other factors to
ensure his well being. The pressure exerted by the Indian government
had been helpful. The lack of interest shown by Ceylonese is
all the more disturbing, because a large section of the labourers
were

permanent

residents

about

40%

to

50%,

and

many

were

born

in Ceylon.
Under the pre-1930 conditions, only a small fraction, mainly supervisors or kanganis and some coolies in government and municipal
services had the income qualifications to vote at elections to the legislative council.
The Donoughmore Commissioners felt that now with
the amendments, made despite the residential qualifications, a considerable number would be entitled to vote at elections.
Thereby they could

effectively
Hence,

secure

because

an

expression

of this

and

other

of their
reasons,

grievances
the

and

difficulties.

Donoughmore

Com-

missioners decided it essential to have the two representatives. They
felt that under this territorial scheme some Indians would be elected to
look after the needs of labour.
Immigration was, as stated earlier, always a subject of interest to
Ceylonese politicians. The majority community especially had even
pleaded that all immigrant labourers should not be given the vote.
Even repatriation was several times considered as a possible means of
relieving unemployment, and in some cases it was even carried out.
Naturally, as stated before, the Indian Government, too, was ostensibly
interested in the welfare of its people abroad.
Actually, the question
of the Indian immigrant became, to use a hackneyed phrase, the much

Even after the acceptance of the
talked of Indo-Ceylon Problem.
Donoughmore Constitution, the position of the labourer did not improve
very much.
But it was of some use, however, and in 1935, two
Ordinances were passed, namely the Indian labour (Amendment) OrdiIn the late 30s the Local Government was also
nance of 1935.
Unemployment was on the
considering the Indian Question seriously.

The question of citizenship rights for the Indian estate
increase.
workers was inevitably bound up with the question of controlling

And at this juncture, the government tightened the
immigration.
procedure for registering immigrants.
When the Soulbury Commissioners arrived in Ceylon in 1944—

composed of Lord Soulbury, J. F. Rees and F. J. Burrows—they, too,

clearly realised immediately that economic development under British
initiative had added a further element to the mixture of communities
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in the Island. The main point in immigration was the supply of labour
for plantations. Altogether, there were about six to seven hundred
thousand immigrants and they were more than the Ceylon Tamils in

number.

It was evident that the Sinhalese were not inimical to the

grant of universal suffrage, but they wanted the franchise of the Indian
estate labourers to be more restricted than it was under the Donoughmore scheme. They accepted a principle of domicile to satisfy their
qualms. In 1942, there had been negotiations between the Ceylon and
the Indian Governments on questions connected with immigrants’ status,

domicile, and franchise.
But before anything could be settled the
negotiations were called off. Of the good that had followed, perhaps
from the Donoughmore recommendations, the Soulbury Commissioners
observed that over wide areas where a plantation economy prevailed,
some employers did provide housing, schools, and hospitals for
labourers. But the position was still far from satisfactory where the
labourer’s position was concerned.
Some of the conditions were due
to the stipulation laid by the Indian government which was defined in
the Ordinance relating to estate labour (Indian) 1889.
Subsequently,
this Act was amended in 1890, 1909, 1921, 1927, 1932 and 1941. In

view of these ordinances, the immigrant did enjoy a measure of protection greater than and different from that of other workers.
Again, the
principle of minimum wage was introduced in the Minimum Wages
(Indian) Labour Ordinance of 1927, which was amended in 1935. This
Act enabled the Governor to appoint an Estate Wages Board in any
revenue district to fix minimum rates of payment for labour for its area
and was confined merely to the estates.
The Soulbury Commissioners also correctly understood the position
when they said that the Indian Tamil community was a racial element
in Ceylon of much later origin. They had initially come in as labourers
in plantations in 1837.

Their numbers

ebbed

and flowed

according to

the economic conditions in the plantations, and in normal times they
moved to and fro from India in a continual stream. The Soulbury
Commissioners also noted that there was one nominated and three elected
members from the Indian Tamils in the State Council.

But whether they

were Tepresentative of the immigrant is a pertinent question to pose.
They came from the upper strata of society.
The Ceylon Legislative Council had accepted the principle of
abiding interest and permanent settlement as conditions for the grant
of franchise. But the method of its application caused an acute con-

troversy.

In addition to this test of past residence, the Sinhalese wanted

it reinforced by a further indication of an intention to remain in Ceylon
and eventually become a permanent part of the Island’s population.

Hence the Governor had recommended
choice.

domicile either of origin or

As a test for the undomiciled, there was to be a

certificate of

Pernianent settlement which meant five years residence, an intention of
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permanent settkement and no protection from any other government.
This alteration was a frequent source of friction between the Ceylon
Board of Ministers and the Indian leaders in Ceylon.
It was after this
stipulation that the constitution of 1931 had been accepted.
No doubt
the Indian government protested against any modification of the
Donoughmore Commissions Report.
But the government of Britain
did not pay any heed. A direct result of the implementation of the
Donoughmore

Report

was

in

1931

itself, there

were

100,000

electors

instead of 12,438 Indian immigrants.
Thus there was an immediate
increase of over 700 os in the electoral register.
Both the Sinhalese and the Indians were, however, dissatisfied with
the conditions in Ceylon.
The former thought that there was a liberal
grant

of the franchise to the immigrant who,

in turn, believed that the

conditions to obtain franchise were strict and cumbersome.
But since
1931, the number of Indian voters on the other hand kept on increasing.
In 1936, there were 145,000 electors and in 1938, out of 670,000 Indian
and dependants, more than 170,000 had registered as

estate labourers

electors, and by 1939 the figure had exceeded 225,000. Hence in any
way the apprehension of the Sinhalese was justified. It was felt particularly by the Sinhalese leaders that, if universal suffrage was allowed
without any limitations, the floating Indian population would gain all
the up-country seats. In 1938, the Sinhalese had represented to the
Governor that regulations regards the grant of Indian franchise were not
The Governor agreed with the need
properly and strictly implemented.
Once this was done, from 1940 registrato tighten up the procedure.
tion

declined.

the Indians.
declined.

In

1943,

there

were

only

168,000 voters

among

from

With the new procedure involved, interest in registering

According

to

the

new

scheme,

there

was

to be

a

check

by an officer and an ora! examination of anyone who applied for
registration.
The reason for this fall in numbers could be due to lack of interest
and apathy. The other reasons could be the absence of an imminent
election and also the reluctance to be specific about future intentions.
perIt is interesting to observe that very few chose the certificate of
Instead, they chose the
manent settlement system to become voters.
earlier
domicile of choice system inclusive of five years settlement. By the

system, they might have feared that they would lose protection from
The issue of a certificate of permanent settlement
their government.
conditions. Firstly, it had to be claimed by the
several
under
was done
person who had the necessary qualifications. But there was a handicap,
as the estate worker was generally
1945, it is not surprising that only

settlement were obtained.

The registration of Indian workers was also

difficult because of the large number

had

to be discovered.

From 1931 to
ignorant and poor.
about 500 certificates of permanent

Moreover,

of workers whose future intention

the labourers

were

a propertyless
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working class who could not and did not have the same pull on the
social forces as they would have had they been people of this country.
This was always a serious obstacle to the Indian immigrant’s political

progress.

However, since 1940 despite a tightening up of procedure a

substantial number did
acquire
the franchise
by
the
domicile
mode.
The political status of Indians in Ceylon is closely and inextricably
interwoven with immigration from India. The immigration of unskilled
labour was also the vital element in Ceylon’s economic life. Since the
introduction

of universal

franchise,

and

the numbers

kept

coming

in,

Indian immigration had become an important political factor too.
On
the Ist of August, 1939, the Indian government banned all emigration
of unskilled labour.
Following this in November 1940, a conference
was held in Delhi to settle differences between India and Ceylon as
regards franchise, domicile and the status of Indians.
But this proved
abortive.

points

At

a second

including

question.

an

But with

conference in 1941 agreement was reached on all

impending

immigration

the intervention of the war

bill

and

the

in December,

franchise
1941,

all

issues for settlement were postponed.
Later the Indian government in
1943 refused to ratify the agreement and therefore the status quo
prevailed even at the time the Soulbury Commission arrived.
It should also be mentioned lastly that in common the Indian
immigrant labourer gained some protection which was available to all
minorities. There were safeguards not specifically meant for the Indians
alone. According to the earlier conditions, the Governor had the
power to veto bills whereby persons of any particular community or
religion were made liable to any disability or restriction to which persons
of other communities or religions were also not subjected or made liable.
Advantage

could

not

be

extended

solely

to

persons

of any

one

com-

munity or religion. Any principle which has evoked serious opposition
by any racial or religious or other minority and which in the Governor’s
opinion is likely to involve the oppression or unfairness to any such
minority could be disallowed. The veto was actually meant for bills
relating to racial and religious minorities and was a sequel to the
abolition of communal representation.
Communal representation had

lasted long enough that, with the sudden replacement

by wholesale

representation territorially, some safeguards to allay minority fears were

essential.

The

increased power

of the Governor

was

meant

to secure

Justice to the minorities. Under the Soulbury Constitution a second
chamber was also allowed partially to alleviate minority fears. Apart
from other protections which were available to the Indian immigrant,
there was general protection to all minorities inclusive of Indian
immigrants, by these terms. The Soulbury Commissioners
did not give
any special protection to the Indian Tamil immigrant labourers.
Like
the Donoughmore Commissioners they saw no special compelling need
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for it. Therefore, the immigrant remained in society with poor protection at the legislature. Their views were not usually brought forward
for consideration. Hence arose there a need for trade unions to
represent an inarticulate group of people.
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AGRICULTURAL COLONISATION OF THE
BY THE CEYLON TAMILS

H. N. C.

DRY

ZONE

Fonseka

Government sponsored peasant-agricultural colonisation of the Dry
Zone started in the early 1930s with two principal objectives: (1) relieving population pressure and land hunger in the Wet Zone and in local
pockets in the Dry Zone, and (2) increasing domestic agricultural
production. There are at present 67 peasant colonies in the Dry Zone
with 43,804 allottees and 221,903 acres under cultivation.
Of these
colonies, 13 situated in the administrative districts of Jaffna, Vavuniya,
Mannar,
Batticaloa
and
Amparai
have
been
settled
entirely
or

predominantly by the Ceylon Tamils.
The present paper is devoted to a consideration of some principal
aspects of land use in the Tamil peasant colonies.
It emerged from
tecent studies in the field of the social and economic geography of two
representative schemes:
Karachchi-Iranamadu colony in the Jaffna
district and Unnichchai colony in the Batticaloa district. The principal
method of investigation was questioning allottees. There are 1603
allottees in Karachchi-Iranamadu, all of them Jaffna Tamils, while in
Unnichchai,

out

of

the

251

allottees,

the

Majority

are

Batticaloa

Tamils.
The

majority

of the allottees

of these

two

colonies

belong

to the

two principal categories: immigrant and local. People from overcrowded and land-hungry villages of the Jaffna peninsula and those
from similar villages in the Batticaloa district settled in the two colonies
fall within the immigrant category.
Landless peasants and those with
little land in the old villages of the areas where the two new colonies
were established have been given colony land under the local category.
The category, Educated Youth is a special feature of Karachchi—Iranamadu. The allottees are young men with a good secondary education
in Tamil and some in English as well. Their settlement represents an
effort by the Government to ease the growing problem of unemployment
oe the ranks of the educated youth, by attracting them to the
and.
The standard ‘size of allotments is five acres of low-land (land
provided with irrigation water) and three acres of high-land (land not
provided with irrigation water).
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AGRICULTURE
Types of agriculture practised in the low-land and high-land allotments differed. Irrigated paddy cultivation was the most important
form of land use in the low-land allotments. Two major tanks supply
the water, Iranamadu
tank to Karachchi-Iranamadu colony and
Unnichchi tank to the Unnichchai colony. The Iranamadu tank is
capable of irrigating 20,000 acres, while the Unnichchai tank could
irrigate only 7,419 acres. Irrigation water supplied during Kalapokam

(காலபோகம்) is sufficient to cultivate the full extent of the low-land
allotments, while during Sirupokam (#g/Gur&ib) the supply of water
is restricted.
Cultivation of tree crops, vegetables, dry grains and rainfed paddy
is the principal form of land use on the unirrigable high lands. It was
found that the extent of the development of agriculture on the high lands
differed

in

the

two

colonies.

In

the

Karachchi-Iranamadu

colony,

almost all the allottees were growing coconut on varying extents of
their allotments. Plantains were widely grown in most allotments.
Some

allottees, particularly

those in the Educated

Youth

scheme,

irri-

gated tree crops from their wells during the dry season.
Paddy,
vegetables, particularly chilli and onion, yams, cigarette and cigar
tobacco and dry grains were cultivated during Kalapokam in plots of
varying size, onion, chilli, dry grains, gingelly in particular were grown
during Sirupokam under well irrigation. These allottees had evolved a
well planned out system of rotating the different plots devoted to these
crops with each other and also with the area set apart each season for
the use of the animals. It was found that most high-land allotments
were developed. This could be attributed to the industrious nature of
the Jaffna Tamils and well irrigation which ensures cultivation during
Sirupokam.
In the Unnichchai colony few allottees had developed their high
lands to any appreciable extent. Many complained that their high-land
allotments were stony and rocky and unfit for growing any crop. The
cultivation of tree crops was sporadic. The allottees said several sets
of trees planted had died during the drought. Two factors were against
the growth of tree crops here. The level of the Unnichchai tank runs
down considerably during the dry season and the streams too run ‘dry,
hence the ground-water conditions are not favourable. The Kachchan
(s#erreit) withers up and destroys the young plants.
TECHNIQUES OF AGRICULTURE
- The techniques of agriculture differed to some extent between the
two colonies. In Karachchi-Iranamadu, tractors were widely used in
preliminary tillage in paddy cultivation and for threshing the harvest. —
In
This reflected the general shortage of buffaloes in the area,
Unnichchai, the use of tractors was much less, though many allottees
17-22
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had no animals.

Many people here were in favour of the use of tractors

because of the speed with which work could be completed
lacked the funds to hire tractors.
tractor and threshing with animals.

Ploughing

was

chiefly

but they
done

with

In both colonies, the allottees used certified seed paddy supplied
by the Government Department of Agriculture but fresh stocks once
in every three years were not obtained as advised by the Department.

Transplanting paddy was very limited.

It was confined to Kalapokam

and to small extents of the low-land allotments, about half an acre.
In Karachchi-Iranamadu, the limited practice of this method was due
to: (a) high labour costs, trained labour had to be obtained from the
peninsula, (6) the late issue of water during Kalapokam, and (c) insufficiency of time during the shorter Sirupokam.
In Unnichchai, some
people were ignorant of the method of transplanting.
While highlabour
costs limited the practice of this method here too, an additional problem

in this area was the sandy nature of the soils of many allotments: transplanting cannot be practised on such soils, on account of the lack of
their water-retaining property.
Low-land paddy areas were manured during both seasons with
organic and inorganic fertiliser. The applications of fertiliser were
more intensive in Karachchi-Iranamadu than in Unnichchai.
Here
besides articial fertilisers, compost, green manures and farm-yard
manures were used. In Unnichchai, many allottees said co-operative
credit facilities were not sufficiently available for the purchase of fertiliser.
The allottees lacked ready cash. Weeding was done mostly by spraying
weed-killers. Only a few allottees did hand weeding. This was due to
the insufficiency of family labour and the heavy expenditure of hiring
labour. Spraying could not eradicate certain types of weed. In KarachchiIranamadu, improved methods of cultivation were practised on the high
lands as well.
High-land crops were heavily manured with compost,

farmyard manure and green manures.
AGRICULTURAL

Paddy

Hand weeding was practised.

PRODUCTION

yields in

Karachchi-Iranamadu

were medium

to good,

varying from 26 to 50 bushels per acre. The allottees said that the
yields would have been better if not for certain inherent problems of
their allotments as (1) infertile sandy and gravelly soils, (2) salinity and
alkalinity, and (3) excessive weed growth. Paddy yields in the Unnichchai
colony were very poor. 75 per cent of the allottees interviewed by the
writer obtained yields less than 20 bushels per acre. The allottees
attributed this poor state of the yields to the following factors: (1) the
effects of the 1957 floods in removing the fertile top soil and the
occurrence of severe guilting, (2) sandy nature of the soils, (3) insuffiல் ciency of water, (4) excessive growth of the weeds, and (5) the increasing
- Salinity of some allotments. —
:
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INCOME

The allottees’ chief source of income was the sale of paddy.
In
the Karachchi-Iranamadu colony, gross income from paddy varied
between rupees 500 and 1,000 per season. This income reflects the yields
of paddy since about 85 per cent of the harvest was sold. In Unnichchai,
many allottees had obtained incomes much less than the allottees of
Karachchi-Iranamadu had got, since the paddy yields of Unnichchai
were poorer.
Income from the sale of subsidiary crops in both the
areas were less than Rs. 500 per annum.
In Unnichchai, most of the
people worked as agricultural labourers in the lands of the Podiyars
(Guruwrt), the rich middle-class farmers. The rate of pay was about
three rupees per day.
CREDIT
Co-operatives were the chief source of easy credit available to the
allottees. In Unnichchai colony, they were not sufficiently well organised
to meet the credit needs of the allottees. Hence the people here were
indebted to Podiyars, Chettiyars (@F:_4wr), money lenders and
traders in Eravur and Chengaladi.
An interest of 50 per cent was
charged.
The allottees who borrowed from the Chettiyars had to pawn
the jewellery of their women-folk.
OUTLOOK

OF

THE

ALLOTTEES

Caste differences were vital in the social life of the allottees in the

Vellala (Qaererrers) allottees never
colony.
Karachchi-Iranamadu
visited the untouchables in their houses. There was no inter-marriage
between people of different Castes. Low Caste allottees were never
elected to office in rural development or co-operative societies. However,
it was found that in public institutions such as schools and on public
platforms these differences did not persist.

MUTAHIR,

A

TAMIL

PRIME

MINISTER

ORIENT

LEB

OF

MALACCA

MALACCA
Malacca today is the capital city of a state of the same name in the
Federation of Malaysia.
It was an independent kingdom on the Malay
Peninsula from circa 1400 a.p. to 1511. Its last ruler, Sultan Mahmud
Shah, moved his seat of government first to Muar and then to Pulau
Bintang after the loss of his capital at the hands of the Portuguese.
His

son,

Alau’d-din

Sultan of Johore.
kingdom.

II

succeeded

him

in

1528

and became

the

first

Johore, till that time, had been a part of the Malaccan
;

THE TAMILS IN THE KINGDOM OF MALACCA
It is hardly probable that any Tamil ever came to Malacca before
Parameswara turned it from a fishing village into a royal capital.
Under Parameswara, his son Iskandar and his grandson Sri Mahataja, the second king, Malacca flourished rapidly both as a political
centre and as a commercial port, attracting and absorbing many Tamils
from regions nearby, especially Pasai, on the middle eastern coast of
Sumatra.

MUTAHIR’S GRANDFATHER: BAGINDA MUNI PURINDAN
Among the Tamils who came to Malacca from
prominent

was

Mutahir’s

grandfather,

Baginda

Pasai, the most

Mani

Purindan.

He

was a rich merchant married to a princess of Pasai, according to
the
Sejara Melayu (the Malay Chronicle) compiled and edited by
a
descendant of his, Tun Sri Lanang, in 1612.
; G. P. Rouffaer, the German scholar, thought differently.

Rouffaer

said he came from Menangkabau, a region in central Sumatra,
where
the people were in the habit of using the title of ‘‘ Baginda
” to
designate princes.
It is doubtful, however,

whether

this Baginda

Mani

Purindan was

teally married to a Pasai princess or was a prince himself
in Menang-

kabau.

He was rich, and that was enough to give him a good start

when settling down in Malacca.
Before

long,

he gained

so much

influence in the

that his daughter or one of his daughters was
Maharaja’s harem and brought forth a
328
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MUTAHIR’S FATHER: TUN ALI
Under such circumstances, Baginda Mani Purindan’s son, Tun Ali,
could not fail to rise in royal favor. Just exactly what posts Tun Ali
occupied in Sri Maharaja’s time, we do not know.
Yet, by the time
of Sri Maharaja’s successor, Sri Parameswara

Dewa

Shah, Tun Ali was

powerful enough to play an important role in the coup d’état of 1446,
through which Raja Kassim, son of Tun Ali’s sister, became king of
Malacca in the place of Sri Parameswara Dewa Shah, son of Sri
Maharaja and a princess from Rokan.
Raja Kassim, after his accession, was to be known as Sultan
Muzaffar Shah, the first Moslem ruler in Malaccan history. He reigned
till 1456.
He

Tun Ali became Sultan Muzzafar Shah’s bendahara, prime minister.
to be the father-in-law of the Shah’s son and heir, Sultan

was also

Mansur Shah.
In his old age, he retired from office in favour of a dignitary of pure
Malay blood, Tun Perak. Tun Perak rewarded him with the hands of
a sister, Tun Kudu.
MUTAHIR’S MOTHER: TUN KUDU.
At the time she was given to Tun Ali, Tun Kudu had been in the
But she was still young enough to
harem of Sultan Muzzafar Shah.
give a son to the old, retired bendahara. This son was Mutahir.

MUTAHIR’S SISTER: TUN NACHA

a
After the birth of Mutahir, Tun Kudu was also able to produce
the
into
sent
later
daughter, Tun Nacha (alias Senarja), whom Mutahir

Ala’uddin.
harem of the future Sultan Nansur Shah’s son and heir,

MUTAHIR’S EARLY CAREER
With a half-sister in Sultan Mansur’s harem

and a

்
:
sister in Sultan

Mutahir occupying
Ala’uddin’s harem, it is not surprising for us to find
commander of
and
justice
successively the posts of temenggong (chief
the police force) and bendahara.
Hassan appointed as
After becoming. bendahara, he got his son
the next temenggong.
r had made
While a temenggong under Sultan Mansur, Mutahi
an, Sultan
Kelant
of
ruler
the
himself quite a name in a campaign against
the Malay
of
coast
eastern
north
the
on
state
a
Iskandar. Kelantan was
As

the bendahara

4

:

peninsula.
under

Sultan

Ala’uddin,

Mutahir

led an

army

by the king of Ligor,
into Pahang to help it ward off an invasion headed
a’s dependencies.
Malacc
of
one
then
as
was
a vassal of Siam. Pahang
uent states of
constit
the
of
one
a,
Malacc
and
an
It is now, like Kelant
the Federation of Malaysia.
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In the field of civil administration,

he contributed

in no

small

degree to the prosperity of the kingdom of Malacca in general and of
the capital city in particular.
THE COUP D’ETAT OF 1478
Sultan Ala’uddin died in 1478. His heir, Raja Munawar, was a
son through a princess of Pahang.
Mutahir’s nephew, Raja Mahmud,
was Ala’uddin’s son through Tun Nacha who, though very much of a
favourite in Ala’uddin’s harem, had not been able to replace the princess
of Pahang as the sultan’s queen.
Raja Munawar, therefore, had every
right to succeed Ala’uddin on the throne, as the queen’s son.
Mutahir took action before it was too late.
Hastily,

he

put

his

nephew, Raja Mahmud, on the throne before Raja Munawar, who was
then stationed at Kampar, in Sumatra, could manage to return to
Malacca.
Some historians suspected that Sultan Ala’uddin died in Mutahir’s
hands. This is not true. The real murderer was Ala’uddin’s halfbrother,

Sultan Muhammad

of Pahang,

who

had come

to Malacca

to

assist Ala’uddin in the latter’s preparation for a pilgrimmage to Mecca.
MUTAHIR’S

MISTAKES

A man in Mutahir’s position was bound to make many mistakes,
among which three were very grave.

First, he neglected to cultivate the good relations between Malacca
and Ming China. Malacca had been sending tribute-bearing embassies
to Ming China ever since the time of its first king, Parameswara, down

to the time of Sultan Mansur.
Sultan Ala’uddin did nothing along
this line and Mutahir, as Ala’uddin’s bendahara, was to blame.
In fact,

Mutahir alienated himself consequently not only from the Chinese
imperial court, but also from the numerous Chinese traders and
merchants who had settled down in Malacca and who enjoyed a great
deal of influence among the people and in the inner circles of the
Malaccan royalty.
Secondly, he imposed heavy tariffs on the imports from Rokan and
other regions of Sumatra.

Such a discriminating policy, while benefitting

fellow-Tamils from southern Indian countries, could not endear himself
to the Malays in Malacca and other Malay

states in Malaya,

Java and elsewhere.
Thirdly, he refused to give his daughter
Mahmud,
MUTAHIR’S DOWNFALL
:
In 1510, one year before Alphonso

Tun

Fatima

d’Albuquerque’s

Sumatra,

to

taking

Sultan

of the
city of Malacca, Mutahir was put to death by Sultan Mahmu
d, on the
charge

that he aspired to become a sultan himself.
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Ironically, the man who accused him of such a crime was not a
Malay, but a fellow-Tamil: Mudeliar.
Mudeliar, also a rich merchant
like Mutahir’s grandfather, Baginda Mani Purindan, had a grudge
against Mutahir, being slighted by the latter during a court meeting.
—
Just Mudeliar alone, however, would not be able to overthrow a
Khoja Hassan, the laksamana
high dignitary as powerful as Mutahir.
(commander of the navy), supported Mudeliar in his accusation. Khoja
Hassan was of pure Malay blood and son of Malacca’s most famous
admiral, Hang Tuah.
The Sejara Melayu, whose compiler and editor Tun Sri Lanang
had a good reason to be partial to Mutahir, does not mention any
racial antagonism between Malays and Tamils but says -instead
that Khoja Hassan was persuaded by Mudeliar by the promise of a
bribe.
Sultan Mahmud, upon hearing Mudeliar and Khoja Hassan’s joint
accusation, is reported by the Sejara Melayu to have said: “I have a
three-fold

hatred

for

Mutahir.

I am

the

sultan,

but

he

all the

has

I want his daughter and he humiliates me by refusing to give
power.
her to me. And now, he dares to covet my throne!”
The Sultan sent immediately two royal guards to Mutahir’s house,
with the order to kill Mutahir,

his two

of his

older sons, the husband

daughter Tun Fatima and a number of his other relatives.
Mutahir’s youngest son, Tun Hamza, was spared together

Tun

with

Fatima.

EPILOGUE
harem. They
The Sultan lost no time to take Tun Fatima into his
d Sultan
succee
to
was
Ali
Raja
had a son afterwards: Raja Ali.
Mahmud in 1528 and
first Sultan of Johore.

became

known

in history
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Every
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following which Emperor Hsien Tsung granted to Mahmud a confir;
mation of his royal title.
Kia Shih (History
Lo
Ma
a
Among the modern works, the best is
the Commercial
by
1940
in
published
of Malacca) by Chang Li-ch’ien,
Press at Singapore.
Authentic information about the Tamils in Chola and the conversion to Islam of Malacca is to be found in Ma Huan’s Yin Ya Sheng Lan
(Wonderful Sights of Overseas Countries), written in 1416 and first
published in 1451.
Two Portuguese works are worthy of mention: Juan de Eredia’s
Declaracam de Malacca e India meridional com o Cathay (1597-1600)
and D’Albuquerque junior’s Commentaries (1557).
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nations,

such as Malaysia, tend to

describe the interracial situation in broad generalizations about major
divisions of the population, using such large categories as “ Malay”,
Anyone who studies such situations closely,
“ Chinese’, and “Indian”.
The
however, soon realizes that these are indeed quite broad categories.

people so categorized seldom constitute homogenous communities instead,
they tend to belong to sub-groups with many differences—linguistic,
religious, economic, political, and educational. These differences have
important effects on the positions of the sub-groups in the larger society.
When I began to study leaders of Indian origin in Malaysia, it quickly

became apparent that these intra-group differences must be taken into

In a paper at the First International Conference of Tamil
account.
Studies, I considered some of the major subdivisions of the group called
In this paper I plan to concentrate on certain
‘Indians ” in Malaysia.
of Malaysians of Tamil origin: those who
sub-groups
aspects of two
Nad and those who came from Ceylon.
Tamil
from
Malaya
to
came
Because they share a common cultural heritage and speak a common
would be
language, it might appear at first glance that these groups
But
community.
Tamil
Malaysian
part of a relatively homogenous
disthem
given
have
that
them
between
differences
there are many
in their
tinctive positions in the developing Malaysian nation, reflected
attitudes
their
in
and
conceptions of themselves as separate groups
the two groups
toward each other. The circumstances under which
positions.
distinctive
these
came to Malaya help to explain

RELATION OF POSITION TO THE PATTERN
Although,

as is well known,

OF MIGRATION

trading contacts

between

Tamil

Nad

centuries, the period
and the Malayan peninsula extend back over many
British control over
of
t
ishmen
establ
the
with
most relevant here began
Nad and Ceylon.
Malaya, and the migration of Tamils from Tamil
British officials
,
Malaya
With the establishment of Pax Britannica in
Ceylon Tamils
ed
recruit
Malaya
to
who were transferred from Ceylon
in the conisors
superv
as
and
on
strati
admini
as clerks in the colonial
and other
docks,
phs,
telegra
posts,
s,
railway
of
ion
struction and operat
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Several thousand Ceylon Tamils came to Western Malaya

during the last quarter of the 19th century and the first quarter of the

twentieth, with a very large portion of the employed male immigrants
entering government service at the middle levels. Most of the estimated
number of 30,000 Ceylon Tamils in Western Malaya today have their

origin in the migration of this period.
Tamils from Tamil Nad began to migrate to Western Malaya in
large numbers about a generation later than the Tamils from Ceylon,
and relatively few of them were recruited for government service on
the same levels as the Ceylon Tamils. Considerable numbers came as
unskilled, manual labourers for the same government enterprises in which

the Ceylon Tamils were employed as supervisors, but the largest number
came as labourers for the rubber estates and tin mines, particularly after

the beginning of this century.

Largely as a result of this movement,

the Tamils of Tamil Nad descent in Western Malaya today number
about 750,000, approximately 25 times as many
as the Ceylon
Tamils.
Several significant differences between the two groups are associated
with the circumstances under which they came to Malaya.
First, the
Ceylon Tamils who qualified for the clerical and supervisory roles were
not only English-speaking but had some education in English-medium
schools. In contrast, a very high proportion of those who came from
Tamil Nad prior to World War II were illiterate and knew no
English.
Second, the Ceylon Tamils tended to come from rising middle-class
families, mostly Hindu in religious tradition but including many Christians, and commonly having relatives who had been in government

service under the British in Ceylon or Malaya.

The majority of the

Indian Tamils were from labouringclass families and from villages where
they had little contact with the British; most were Hindus and the
non-Hindus were more frequently Moslem than Christian.

Third, their pay scales and relatively permanent jobs enabled the
Ceylon Tamils to establish families in Malaya quite soon after their
arrival, if wives and children did not actually come

with them.

There

was, consequently, an early Malaya-born generation, and at any given
census period the ratio of men to women has been lower among the
Ceylon Tamils than among the Indian Tamils.
The latter, for economic

and other reasons, did not establish families in Malaya so quickly.
Labourers Tecruited for the estates and mines rarely brought wives ot
families

with

them,

and

even

the

Tamil

businessmen,

Chettiars, commonly left their families in India.

such

as

the

As living conditions

on the estates and mines improved, women from the same castes as the

male laborers were brought in from Tamil Nad and employed as workers
along with the men.
Eventually families were established, and with
high birth rates there was a rapid growth of Malaya-born Tamils in

—
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1957 the sex ratio of Tamil Nad Tamils had declined

to 127 males per 100 females,

but this was still somewhat higher than

that of the Ceylon Tamils which had declined to 115, not far above
normal for an established population.
Fourth, because of circumstances already summarized, most of the
Ceylon Tamils are now of the second, third, or fourth generation; most
of the Ceylon-born generation is gone, although there is a small and
influential number of recent migrants who have come to Malaysia in
academic and professional positions.
Among the Indian Tamils, the
India-born generation is still an important element.
There has also
been an influx of university graduates, in even larger numbers than from
Ceylon.
Fifth, the Malaya-born Ceylon Tamils were concentrated, almost
from the beginning, in the towns and cities that were government
administration centres, while the Tamil Nad Tamils were predominantly
located in more isolated rural areas.
Sixth, there was a striking difference in the educational experiences
of the Malaya-born Tamils of the two groups.
Ceylon Tamil children,
because of their urban residence, had readier access to English-medium
schools, and their families were more likely to encourage them to attend
these schools in preparation for government and professional positions.
With family incomes well above those of the Tamil labourers, many
Ceylon Tamils sent their children not only through secondary school
Most of the early generabut also overseas for professional education.
tions of Tamil children of Tamil Nad parentage had fewer educational
opportunities; in the rural areas they had little access to English-medium

schools which would prepare them for higher education, and they came

largely from families with little or no tradition of formal schooling.
Children of estate and mine labourers commonly did not attend school
at all or were taken out of school as soon as they could add to the family
While the 1957 Census of Malaya did not report educational
income.
data for Tamils separately, some inferences can be drawn from the data
reported for the “Indian ” category, which show that 29% of the Indian
males and 67% of the Indian females fifteen years of age and over had
never attended school. Tamils constituted 80% of the Indian population
in 1957; the percentages of Tamil Nad Indians who had not attended
school would undoubtedly have been higher than for the Indian group
as a whole, while those for the Ceylon Tamils would certainly have been
much lower. It must be recognized that this is a consequence of earlier
circumstances; the situation is rapidly changing for the Malaysia-born
descendants of immigrants from Tamil Nad, with their increasing move-

ment to the larger cities, the growth

of a middle class increasingly

conscious of the economic and status values of formal schooling, and
Nevertheless,
the improvement in rural education since independence.
has been
group
Tamil
Ceylon
the
of
advantage
educational
earlier
the

top leaders of In

> view that
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in Malayan Indians’ sympathy with the Indian National
a sympathy which few Ceylon Tamils demonstrated.
The
organized in 1946 with an Indian nationalist, an India-born

as its first president.

Three

of the

five presidents

have

been

Indian Tamils, the other two having been North Indians.
The current
president, who took office following a severe internal conflict within
the MIC in 1954, is a Malaya-born Tamil of Tamil Nad descent. With
more than three-fourths of the Indians in Malaysia being of this descent
and with an increasing sense of unity among Tamil Nad Tamils, it is
not surprising that Indian Tamils now predominate in the membership
and leadership of the MIC.®
Although from the beginning a few of the
members and even some of the spokesmen have been Ceylon Tamils,
some important Ceylon Tamils have not joined.
Within the MIC
there have been clashes between Tamil Nad Tamils and Ceylon Tamils
aspiring to leadership roles; some of my informants have reported
resentment by Tamil Nad Tamils of what they considered to be the
superior, sometimes condescending attitudes of Ceylon Tamils toward
By 1965 it appeared that most of the former Ceylon Tamil
them.
Instead, they have been allowed
members were no longer in the MIC.
to acquire “‘ direct membership” in the Alliance as individuals. But
this does not give them, as a group, a collective base for political
There is a Ceylon Federation which has long been the
bargaining.
main group speaking for Malaysians of Ceylonese origins, led since its
inception mainly by Ceylon Tamils, but it has no status as a political
party. Its efforts to be accepted as a fourth partner in the Alliance
have not succeeded.® Minor concessions have been made: the head of
the Ceylon Federation has been appointed a Senator in the Dewan
Raja (the upper house of the Malaysian Parliament), presumably to
represent the interests of the Ceylonese Malaysians, most of whom are
Ceylon Tamils, and a few Ceylon Tamils have been permitted to stand
as Alliance candidates in State and municipal elections and have been
elected.
In spite of these concessions, the once influential role of the Ceylon
Tamils as a group is viewed by many Ceylon Tamil leaders as declining.
In the colonial administration, because of their ready access to British
officials, the Ceylon Tamil group wielded an influence in decision-making

far out of proportion to their relative numbers.

Now, in a political

Ceylon
system where power is allocated through voting at the polls, the
Nad
Tamil
the
to
comparison
in
population
small
their
Tamils, with
Tamils, cannot exercise comparable group influence in the political
party system, and at the same time they are losing their prominent
Regulations on the filling of
position in the governmental bureaucracy.
Ceylon
of Malays.
employment
the
favor
now
administrative posts
as
influence
their
use
longer
no
can
bureaucracy
the
in
still
Tamils
Ceylon
other
of
effectively as they once did to secure the appointment
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Tamils, and they are inclined to view the

present situation as one in

which positions above Ceylon Tamils are often being filled by Malays
with fewer qualifications
decline of the self-image
bureaucracy, an efficient
Since Ceylon Tamil

and less experience.
There is a corresponding
of the Ceylon Tamils as the backbone of the
in-group which “ kept things running.”
families still enjoy better than average incomes,

- they continue to provide their children with educational advantages with
which to compete for professional and technical jobs. However, the
older Ceylon Tamils have been concentrated so largely in government
jobs that they are in a weak position to help their youth get jobs in
commerce and industry in the same way that they were once able to
get government appointments for them.
There is, thus, more feeling
among them that the younger generation will have to get ahead on the
basis of individual abilities and personal contacts, or through connection
with non-ethnic organizations such as professional associations and
labour unions.
The group position of the Tamil Nad Tamils is viewed by their
leaders somewhat more optimistically. They do not have the nostalgia
that some of the Ceylon Tamils have for the “* good old days”, because
they are conscious of the low status accorded the estate and mine workers
who have constituted such a large part of their group.
Now, through
their larger numbers and their partnership in the Alliance through the
MIC, they do have some political power, and two Cabinet Ministers
are of Tamil Nad descent. There is some feeling, however, that the
political recognition and benefits received through this partnership are
not commensurate with their numbers in the voting population.
It is
true that Indian Tamils face obstacles to improvement of their economic
position. The growing fragmentation of the rubber estates and the
declining price of natural rubber undermine the employment security of
Poorly educated Tamil estate workers.

But there is a feeling of collec-

tive strength in facing these threats, partly because of increasing trade
union power and partly because they do have representation in the
government. The National Union of Plantation Workers, by far the
largest trade union in Malaysia, most of whose members are
Indian
Tamils, has wielded much more influence since independence than unions

did under the British regime.

Its president, an India-born Tamil, has

been appointed a Senator in the Dewan Raja by the Alliance government,
and in this role he is viewed as a spokesman for the interests
of all
unionized workers generally and for plantation workers
specifically.
Moreover, the security of the plantation workers has become
a concern

of the President of the MIC who is also Minister of Works, Posts,
and

Tele-communications.

உதட

Through

his leadership

and the efforts

of his

the MIC, the National land Finance Co-operative Society

was organized in 1960.

It has raised money to purchase rubber estates

in order to Prevent their fragmentation and the displacement of workers,
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Tamils.
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The more than 20,000 acres purchased so far is only

about a third of the acreage actually fragmented since the association,
was formed, but this movement has important symbolic value in giving

the threatened Indian Tamil workers a feeling that there are Indian
Tamil leaders in positions of influence who are concerned about their

plight and are trying to do something to help them.
Although the majority of employed workers

of Tamil Nad

origin

are still in lower skilled, lower paid jobs as compared with the Ceylon
Tamils, the status of the group as a whole is less disadvantageous under
present conditions. Through the influence of union officers, political
leaders,

and government

representatives

satisfactory group image is developing.

of Tamil Nad

origin a more

At the same time, an increasing

number of Malaysia-born descendants of immigrants from Tamil Nad
have been obtaining the educational qualifications by which, as individuals, they hope to climb the economic and social ladder. However,

they face the same obstacles in obtaining government employment as
do

the

Ceylon

Tamils

in a developing

nation

in which

government

positions seem to be particularly coveted. They face the competition
of their Malaysia-born Chinese peers in commercial and industrial
segments of the economy which have been strongholds of Chinese
entrepreneurs.
Higher education or specialized education in preparation

for professional and technical positions holds some promise for advancement, but many of the younger, educated Indian Tamils, like the younger
Ceylon Tamils, feel a sense of uncertainty and insecurity about their

future. Perhaps this is another instance of the ‘‘ rising expectations”
syndrome: as a minority’s self-conception improves, the ambitions of
its members rise faster than the opportunities to satisfy them. But
ironically, the youths of the formerly advantaged group, the Ceylon
Tamils, are now facing the same problems as the educated youth of the
However, the Ceylon Tamils are aminority within
Indian Tamil group.

having

a minority,

cope

to

with a more

drastic

re-evaluation of

their group status.
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3S, ARASARATNAM, “‘ Social and Political Ferment in the Malayan Indian Community 1945-1955, ” Proc. of the First Int. Conf. Sem. of Tam. St., Vol. 1, pp. 141-55.
4 Usua Manasant, The Role of Indian Minorities in Burma and Malaya, Bombay:
Vora & Co., 1960, pp. 102-3. Dr. Arasaratnam also refers to reactions among

Tamils to the appointment of a disproportionate number of North Indians in Malaya

to fill such positions.
~ 5 ARASARATNAM, op. cit.

After 1963 the M.I.C. became the Malaysian Indian

Congress.
6 Straits Budget, August 23, 1967, p. 9; September 20, 1967, p. 8.

INDIAN

LABOUR IN THE RICE INDUSTRY
PRE-WAR BURMA
CHENG

OF

Siok Hwa

With the establishment of British control over the provinces of Lower
Burma-—Arakan and Tenasserim in 1826 and Pegu and Martaban in

1852—the prohibition on the export of rice and other commodities
imposed by the Burmese Government was lifted and this together with
the comparative stability brought about by British rule encouraged a
flow of capital, labour and enterprise into the country. One important

result was that very rapidly an economy based on subsistence agriculture
gave way to one based on commercial agriculture. Cultivators took up
more land and cultivation expanded at a tremendous pace, for paddy
could be sold at increasingly higher prices to the recently set up, but
fast expanding, rice milling firms which were exporting ever growing
quantities of rice to markets in Europe and Asia.

This rapid conversion of jungles and swamps into paddy fields was
undertaken

almost

entirely

by

the

Burmese

themselves.

Indigenous

enterprise was responsible for ‘‘the most spectacular development of
her economic history ’’,! the clearing and bringing under cultivation of
the waste lands of the great delta plains of the Irrawaddy and Sittang
Rivers and the coastal regions of Arakan and Tenasserim.” But this
development could not have been so rapid without the emergence of a
class of hired labourers, Burmese and Indian, who were willing to work

in the paddy-growing tracts, the rice mills, the transport systems and
other sectors of the rapidly developing economy.

GOVERNMENT-ASSISTED INDIAN IMMIGRATION
The general aim of the British Government was to reclaim the
waste swamp and jungle and increase the acreage under cultivation as
quickly as possible so that not only would the country furnish raw

materials and food for export in exchange for textiles and other manufactured

articles, but also, and this was particularly important in the

early days,

it would

help to contribute towards

administrative

and

military expenditure incurred in acquiring and running the country.
As Lower Burma was sparsely populated,® the Government realised

that development would be slow unless immigrants could be attracted.

Attempts were made to stimulate migration from Upper Burma but
though many came the demand for manpower in the fast developing
economy of Burma was far from satisfied. The British Government
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1

AVERAGE NUMBER OF IMMIGRANTS AND EMIGRANTS
BY SEA TO AND FROM THE PORTS OF BURMA
1871 TO 1938
PERIOD

1871
1876
1881
1886
1891
1896
1901
1906
1911
1916
1921
1926
1931
1936

BURMA

௦ 1875. ...
to 1880...
to 1885...
to 1890...
to 1895...
(61900 ...
to 1905...
௦1910
::.
௦1915
::.
to 1920...
to 1925...
to 1930...
(௦ 1935. ;..
to 1938.

ம்
ன
ழக
a
No
டக
i
a
ச்
=
2
a
RK
a

eS
=
ute
aS
ae
ப்
te
=
a
=
ue
ie
ei
௯

Immigrants

Emigrants

Net Migrants

14,200
16,700
74,200
112,000
130,800
147,500
179,800
316,800
336,600
273,500
367,100
405,800
276,600
234,400

10,300
12,100
54,400
89,200
104.400
102,300
138,000
297.800
278.700
238,100
315,200
361.500
273,700
235,800

3500
19,800
22,800
26,400
45,200
41,800
19,000
57.900
35,400
51,900
44500
2/900
—1'400

Sources: Yearly figures from 1900 to 1938 are taken from Report of the Commission of Inquiry Appointed to Examine the Question of Indian Immigration into Burma

by James Baxter (Rangoon, 1941) p. 121. Earlier figures are culled from various
Annual Reports on the Administration of Burma.

at the various ports in Burma. Furthermore the figures include immigrants and emigrants of all races, but in view of the relatively insignificant
volume of migration from countries other than India, the figures may
be taken to represent the movement of Indians. As Furnivall pointed
out, “ One has but to watch the arrival of a few boats to realise that
Indians . . . constitute the great majority of passengers.”
Immigrant labourers who came unassisted by the Government were
of two kinds—free and contract. Free labourers entered the country
at their own expense and were free to enter whatever employment they
poor,
could get. As the vast majority of the labourers were extremely
were
came
that
few
The
there were not many free labour immigrants.
them
send
could
who
Burma
usually the relatives of men already in

and
the passage money, or labourers who had been in Burma before

had returned to India for a visit.’
passage fares.
Most of the labourers could not afford to pay their
labour called
of
They were usually recruited in India by a contractor
some Rs. 25
them
lend
and
a maistry who would pay the fares for them

of their
to Rs. 100 for the liquidation of debts and for the maintenance

could send remittances.
families for a couple of months till the workers
sure that the labourers
make
would
maistry
the
Prior to. embarkation
As almost all labourers were illiexecuted a contract or agreement.
them by misrepresenting
terate, maistries were in a position to exploit
the terms of the agreement.
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land became more difficult and expensive.
This tended to increase the
supply of labour as young men could no longer start a farm as easily
as before. At the same time the growing problem of indebtedness
forced many dispossessed owner-cultivators to become tenants or
labourers and evicted tenants to become agricultural labourers. By
the late 1920s and early 1930s there were more Lower Burmese than
Upper Burmese labourers.
Not only were there more Burmese labourers but there was a
noticeable increase in the number of Indian agricultural labourers.
As
the volume of Indian immigration grew, coolies found greater difficulty
in getting jobs in the ports and towns.
Also the demand for labour
for reaping was very great just before the beginning of the rice milling
season so that Indian coolies usually arrived in November and December
to work as reapers in the countryside and returned to the ports in time
for the mills.
In 1911 it was remarked that there was a tendency which was not
very widespread but which was gradually growing, for cultivators in
Lower Burma to engage bands of Indian coolies to transplant or reap
the paddy crop. This was especially noticeable in the districts close to
Rangoon such as Pegu, Insein, Myaungmya, Pyapon and Hanthawaddy
where the holdings were large and where Indian labourers were within
easy reach. The Indians travelled in organized gangs, varying in size
from under ten to fifty or sixty men, reaping each farmer’s crop in turn
and were paid in money at so much per acre of kwet (1°32 acres). A
gang of fifteen men could reap a holding of about fifteen acres in three
days.

By the 1920s

transplanting
the

Indian

and

some

Burmese

reaping

gangs.

Most

gangs,
of

the

women.!°
This practice of engaging gangs
operations,

however,

was

not

labourers were also organized

working

on

transplanting

similar
gangs

into.

terms

as

consisted

of

of labourers for specific farming

universal

in

the

paddy-growing

tracts.

Tt extended a short way beyond the districts mentioned above and was
found near Bassein and Moulmein, but generally the reaping problem
was solved in a different way. The conditions of water-supply and
flooding, the level of the ground and the different types of soil often led

to the use of different varieties of paddy sown at different times for
different parts of each holding. Warious parts would then ripen successively and permit a small number of workers to complete the harvest
in along period.

In some extreme cases in Myaungmya district reaping

went on for three months in holdings of a size which would be disposed
of in three or four days in the Hanthawaddy district with its large Indian

reaping gangs.
In comparing the effciency of Indian and Burmese labour, James
Baxter testified in his 1941 Report that employers of labour were agreed
that though Burmese labourers tended to take longer rests so thata
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labour was found to suit conditions of employment admirably.
Coming
from the poorest districts of India, the Indian labourers were willing to
work long hours at arduous, monotonous work for very little pay. They
were docile, submissive and could be controlled quite easily. The
bigger mills housed them in insanitary, overcrowded barracks, while
other Indians lived in cheap lodging-houses with twenty-five to thirty
fellow coolies in a room.
Under such conditions of work and with
such low remuneration rates, no Burmese labour was forthcoming.
Gradually mills sprang up in the interior, along the river banks
and near the railway stations. After the turn of the century there was
a rapid increase in the number of small, up-country mills owned mostly
by the Burmese and by Indians and Chinese. Indigenous labour then
became more noticeable in the rice milling industry for the labour used
in these mills was predominantly Burmese; but up to 1941, the vast
majority of the labourers, skilled and unskilled, in the rice milling
industry as a whole, was Indian.
Table 3 shows the number and per-

centage of skilled and unskilled Burmese and Indian labourers working
in the rice mills on 2nd February, 1939 (the peak period). It can be
seen that the Burmese accounted for less than a quarter of all labourers
employed in rice mills. Of the skilled workers, the Burmese accounted
for a slightly higher proportion, being about a third of the total. Indians
were predominant in both the skilled and unskilled categories, especially
the latter.

TABLE

DISTRIBUTION OF SKILLED
IN RICE MILLS ON 2np
Burmese

3

AND UNSKILLED LABOURERS
FEBRUARY, 1939, BY RACE

Indian

All Races

Burmese

Number of Labourers

Skilled
Unskilled

Indian

All
Races

Per Cent

a
oa

3,284
11,191

6,164
39,538

9,844
50,778

33-4
22-0

62-6
77-9

100-0
100-0

Total...

14,475

45,702

60,622

23-9

75:4

100-0

Source:

Baxter, Report, pp. 66-7.

As is strikingly illustrated by Table 4 which shows the proportions
of Burmese and Indians employed in rice mills in selected districts
extending from south to north, from Rangoon to Toungoo, on
2nd

February,

1939,

Indian

labour,

both

skilled

and

unskilled,

was

predominant in the large mills in Rangoon and Hanthawaddy while
Burmese labour was more important in the more distant mills such as
those in Henzada and Toungoo.
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DISTRIBUTION OF RICE MILL EMPLOYEES, SKILLED
UNSKILLED, BY RACE AND BY SIZE OF MILL ON
FEBRUARY 1939
NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEESS

SKILLED

Burmese

Indian

349

AND
2np

UNSKILLED

Total

Burmese

Indian

Total

Number of Workers
0- 49

:

a

1,395

1,267

2,662

2,589

3,889

6,478

50- 99
100-199
200-299
300-399
400-499
Over 500

sie
ak
a
nae
ot
ae

711
204
208
175
53
538

1,281
699
589
298
451
1,584

1,992
903
792
473
504
2,122

3,591
2,098
743
367
160
1,643

4,862
4,056
3,133
2,820
3,424
17,354

8,453
6,154
3,876
3,187
3,584
18,997

0- 49
50- 99
100-199
200-299
300-399
400-499
Over 500

iat
க
‘ee
as
ட்டா
ya
pes

Per Cent

Source:

52°4
35°7,
22:6
26:3
37-0
10°5
25-4

47-6
64:3
77:4
ie
63-0
89-5
74-6

100-0
100-0
100-0
100-0
100-0
100-0
100-0

40-0
42:35
34-1
19-2
11:5
4-5
9-5

60-0
57°5
65:9
80-8
88-5
95-5
90-5

100-0
100-0
100-0.
100-0
100-0
100-0
100-0

Baxter, Report, pp. 67-8.

among their own people.

It was impossible to introduce Burmese into

an Indian gang and the only way open for the Burmese to secure
employment was to form their own gangs.
But here the Burmese were
handicapped for they. lacked head maistries with capital who could
finance them. for long periods. Indian head maistries could do so and
were preferred by employers, who were thus saved the problem of dayto-day advances.
COMPETITION BETWEEN INDIAN AND BURMESE LABOUR
From the early days of the rice industry till the First World War,
Indian and Burmese labour could be described as complementary rather
than competitive. ‘‘ The Indian immigrants fitted tidily into the country’s: economy, arriving in time to harvest the crop and then to supply
the labour demand for the equally seasonal milling industry. .. .”24
‘“* While the indigenous population was confining itself largely to agricultural

extension,

the

deficiency

of

labour

industrial occupations was filled by immigrant
Thus ‘‘ each had his own separate sphere in
country.’1%
Gradually competition between the two
began to appear in increasing numbers on
labourers and as tenant-cultivators. At the

in

the

commercial

and

races, mainly Indians.’
the economic life of the
races developed. Indians
the agricultural scene as
same time the Burmese
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began to look for work in the big rice mills as well as in other spheres
such as the Public Works Department, transport, communications, the
dockyards and the lower ranks of the public services, where Indians had
practically monopolized the labour supply up to the 1920s.
In this competition the Burmese found themselves faced with many
handicaps. One was the much lower standard of living of immigrant
Indians. For agricultural jobs Indian labourers were at times preferred
even though they were less efficient because they could live on wages
Indian tenants
that were too low to be acceptable to the Burmese.
were usually preferred by the growing class of Indian landlords and
also by some Burmese landlords because they were more docile and
were willing to pay higher rents.
The Burmese found that they had not only to face competition in
their traditional stronghold, agriculture, but also they could not compete
effectively

in

any

industry

where

Indian

labour

was

already

well

entrenched. This was because of the fundamental differences in the
The vast
mode of living of the Burmese and immigrant Indians.
majority of Indians left their families in India and lived very cheaply,
crowded together with twenty-five to thirty of their fellow-workers, with

food and lodging provided by the gang maistry at a low contractual
rate.

On the other hand, Burmese labourers would refuse to live under

such conditions and, even when free quarters were provided as part of
the contract, would in most cases prefer to live with their families at
some distance from their place of work, thus adding very considerably

to their actual cost of living.
Another handicap faced by the Burmese was the maistry system of

employment adopted by most of the big European firms and by the
This system, which was mentioned
various Government Departments.
earlier in connection with employment in rice mills, meant that the

Burmese had to organize themselves into gangs to get certain types of
work, but the Burmese lacked head maistries with sufficient capital at
their command to finance a gang for long periods.
eae ae preferred by the big rice firms and other foreign
ண
ட many of the British managers had worked in
Tr were a sh
ee ae were better acquainted with Indian
avs cad inéthads A os
with those of the Burmese. Also,
THATS RRSW the a oa oe
the British better due to the longer period of
Beth activities iat ys of
es in India.

ine
that a situation should

an
ae

early 1930s, when the general

economic

es

mevitable

க

{ot ர

groups,
so different
in lan guage,
hee aculture,
it
ees and
ae
He ofHae
life,
philosophy
religion
intense
should! become
In May

1930, and again in 1938, violent riots broke

out.

The

immediate cause of the 1938 riot lay in religion while the 1930 riot was
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due mainly to the feeling of frustration prevalent among the Burmese.
As a result of the riots and racial disturbances, the number of Indian
immigrants declined while the number of emigrants rose. The Indian
population in Burma further decreased with the separation of Burma
from India on Ist April, 1937, the signing of the 1941 Indo-Burmese
Immigration Agreement, which placed restrictions on Indian immigration,” and the Japanese advance on Burma.
By the time the Japanese
took over Burma the Indian population was more than halved.18

NOTES
1F. G. E. HALL, A History of Southeast Asia (London, 1958), p. 650.
ள்
* In 1830, 66,000 acres in Lower Burma were under rice; in 1860, 1,333,000 acres;
in 1890, 4,398,000 acres; in 1920, 8,588,000 acres, and in 1940, 9,932,000 acres.
Annual
Reports on the Administration of Burma and Annual Season and Crop Reports.

® The density of population in Lower Burma compared with that in other provinces of India and in the U.K. at about the same time is shown in the following table
taken from the Report on the Census of British Burma, 1872 (Rangoon, 1875), p. 7.
Census Year
1872
1872
1872
1871
1872
1872

Country or Province
Lower Burma
Bombay
_...
Madras...
U.K.
Ra
Bengal
we
N. W. Provin

tes
saa
Bee
ee
12
abs

Population per square mile
ess
whe
or
=i
வ
ae

31
159
221
261
269
378

* Report of the Commission of Inquiry Appointed to Examine the Question of
Indian Immigration into Burma by James Baxter, with the help of an Indian assessor
and a Burmese assessor (Rangoon, 1941), p. 44 and Burma Census Report, 1911, Part 1
p. 75.
;
® Burma Census Report, 1891, Part I, p. 176.
® J. S. Furnrvat, An Introduction to the Political Economy of Burma, 2nd ed.
rev. (Rangoon, 1938), p. 88.
7 Report of the Royal Commission on Labour in India, (London, 1931), p. 427.
8 The sex ratio of the immigrants was about 28 males to | female: ranging from
12 to 1 among the Tamils and rising to as high as 185 to 1 among the Uriyas.
E.J.L.
ANDREW, Indian Labour in Rangoon (Calcutta, 1933), pp. 15-19.
® These trends are depicted by the following figures which show the number and
percentage of the different classes of male workers in agriculture in 1881, 1921 and
1931. The increase in the number and percentage of agricultural labourers is particularly striking.
On the other hand, the percentage of agriculturists who were ownercultivators shrank from about three-quarters of all agriculturists in 1881 to slightly
more than a third in 1931.

1881

OF AGRICULTURIST

CLass
Labourer
Tenant

Owner-cultivator

1931
1921
(In thousands)

1881

1921
(Per Cent)

1931

feces

Fy

93

622

1,007

18-7

27:1

40-1

ee

3

41

512

578

8-2

22-3

23-0

va

363

1,166

927

73-0

50-7

36-9

Totaly.

497

2,300

2,512

100-0

100-0

100-0

Burma Census Reports, 1881, p. 83 and 1931, Part I, p.

130.
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10. C. W. Dunn, “ General Characteristics of Agricultural Economy in Burma”,

A collection of papers written by government
Agriculture in Burma,
Royal Commission on Agriculture, 1926-8 (Rangoon, 1927), p. 22

officials for the

1 Baxter, Report, p. 48; Burma Census Report, 1911, Part I, p. 70: and Rangoon
Gazette, 26 August, 1912.

12 BaxTER, Report, ற. 66.
18 Tbid., pp. 66-7.
4 V_ M. Tuompson, Labour Problems in Southeast

Asia, (New

Haven,

1947),

௮11/5
18 Burma Census Report, 1931, Part I, p. 34.
16 Baxter, Report, p. 1.
1 The Agreement made it necessary for an Indian entering Burma to secure either
a passport with a visa or an immigration permit issued by the Government of Burma.
A literacy test, not necessarily in an indigenous language, might be imposed on those
immigrants who wished to stay in Burma for an indefinite period, while other immigrants
were allowed to stay for a specific period which could be extended by the Burmese
Government.
B. R. PEARN, The Indian in Burma, (Ledbury, 1946), p. 29 and UsHa
MAHAJANT, The Role of Indian Minorities in Burma and Malaya (Bombay, 1960), p. 79.
18 PEARN, op. cit., p. 32. Over 400,000, between 40 and 50 per cent of the Indians
in Burma, left the country in the early months of 1942.
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OLD-JAVANESE
INSCRIPTIONS

HIMANSU

BHUSAN

AND

SANSKRIT

SARKAR

The art of writing in many parts of South-East Asia is generally believed
to have been derived, to use a generic term, from southern India.
Epigraphists have designated this script as ‘ Vengi’, ‘ Pallava’ or
‘Pallava-Grantha’,

but

this does

was introduced by the Pallavas.

not necessarily

mean

that the script

It does however refer to the script

of that region of southern India, which was later on dominated by the
Pallavas.
Out of this script was evolved the Old-Javanese script, of
which the earliest specimen is provided by the Dinaja inscription of
760 A.D.
It is a developed form of the Pallava-script and it came to
be known

Buddhist
writing.?

in

native

parlance

as Aksara

buda,

i.e.,

Aksara Buddha

or

writing. In broad terms, the phrase signifies pre-Muslim
The Pallava-style of writing was followed by the Old-Javanese

script, which evolved out of the former and its first specimen is provided

by the Dinaja inscriptions, dated in 760 a.p.3 An episode, however,
in the history of the Old-Javanese palaeography was the introduction
of the Pre-Nagari script in the late eighth century A.p. The script has
been used in the Sanskrit inscriptions of Kalasan,’ Kelurak,° Plaosan,°
Sajivan,” etc. It also emerges in the script of Sumatra and Cambodia
for a brief spell of time, presumably due to the influence of the Palamonarchs of Bengal and the Sailendra-monarchs of the Malayo-IndoThe Pre-Nagari script of the 8th century and the protonesian world.
Bengali script of the 13th-14th century were however severely limited
in regard to time and space and do not appear, in the present state
of our knowledge, to have permanently affected the evolution of a
national

script for important

members

of the Austronesian

family

of

The modern Javanese script is the successor of the Oldlanguages.
Javanese script as found in the Dinaja Inscriptions referred to above.
The Pallava-Grantha character, as adapted in Java, led, I believe,

to the evolution of national scripts in several islands in the vicinity of

Java. Such, for instance, was the case in regard to the Sundanese,
Madurese and Balinese scripts. The Sumatran script of the Middle
Ages is also believed to have developed

out of this script.

The Batak

handwriting of central Sumatra is merely a variation of the Javanised
Pallava-icript.
pe.

The

simplification

introduced

into the Batak writing is
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believed by Goda®

to have been due

to the

writing materials

used, for

The Rejang and Lampong scripts of
instance tree bark or sap-wood.
South Sumatra also bear remarkable affinity with the Javanised PallavaGrantha

character.

Kern

thought

that

the

ancient

alphabets

of the

Bugis and the Macassars of Celébes were evolved out of an ancient
According to
common Malay or Sumatran script of the same family.
some scholars the old Filipino and old Tagalog scripts seem also to be
derived from Dravidian sources.2 A thorough study of the palaeography of South East Asia is thus absolutely necessary to determine
the nature and extent of the infiltration of the art of writing from India,
including Southern India, and the exact provenance thereof.
Recently, some broad features of the palaeography of South-East
Asia, as represented in some of its earliest inscriptions, have been
challenged by Christie, but attention to this matter will be paid by us
later on. These preliminary observations are necessary for an intelligent
appreciation of the contribution made by southern India in the evolution
of the Old-Javanese script.
La Vallée Poussin had once described palaeography as ‘ une petite
science conjecturale’. In the absence of directly dated inscriptions, it
is no doubt difficult to establish a firm framework for the study of
history, but as matters stand now, the palaeography of the earliest
epigraphs, which are undated, is our only guide to determine the history
and culture of the periods concerned. From the details outlined above,
it would appear that the script of southern India has been mainly
responsible for the evolution of scripts in a large part of South-East
Asia. In a recent survey of the provenance and chronology of early
cultural influence in South-East Asia, Christie has, however, assigned a

greater role to the Gujarat-Malava and western Calukyan scripts than
Pallava-scripts in the development of the palaeography of South-East
Asia, before the 6th century A.D2° The famours Vo-canh inscription
(c. 400 A.D.) of Indo-China, the epigraphs of Kedah I and Bukit Meriam

of Malaya are believed by Christie to be written in the Gujarat-Malava
script. He thinks that the inscriptions of Mulavaraman of Borneo are

written “in a southern script, though it does not appear to be the full
Pallava style, which can, however, be seen in Purnavaraman’s inscriptions

from

Taruma,

West

Java”.

He

of the 6th century A.D. or a little later.

assigns

them

to the

beginning

He also admits that the

Tuk

Mas Inscriptions of Central Java was incised in a South-Indian style.

These views, formulated by Christie, are challenging and differ in

_ Some major respects from the views of almost every other scholar who

இரக்க?”

has written on the subject.
the -earliest epigraphs of

The grounds for the assignment of some of
South-East Asia to the school of writing

prevalent in the Malav
an- Gujarat region need to be fully substantiated by
A
a detailed examination of the scripts, but the
very fact that the same
_ Scripts have been assign ed to northern,
western and southern India by

SOUTH

different scholars
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indicates a need for a comprehensive probe into the

scripts of the earliest inscriptions of South-East Asia in the context of
the contemporary palaeography of India. The broad similarity of these
scripts at a certain stage and piecemeal study of individual inscriptions
have been mainly responsible for diverse opinions bearing on the date.
Such study has carried us, it seems, nowhere.
As the rise of the Pallavas
synchronised with the growth of several kingdoms in South-East Asia,
it might again lead one to think that the script of the Pallavas, and not
that of western or northern India, was mainly responsible for the
introduction of their script in several places of South-East Asia.
It is, however, generally admitted that the oldest records of Java,
namely

the

inscription

of Taruma

in West

Java,

were

written

in the

Pallava script or style. The same script has been used in three other
inscriptions of West Java. A comparison of these records with those
of Borneo

and southern India, as far as this has been made, reveals the

fact that these inscriptions from western Java have probably to be placed
in c. 450 A.D., though there are advocates to place them in the
6th century A.D. It is difficult to be dogmatic about this date, as there
was not much change in Pallava-Grantha characters between 400 and
750

A.D.

Of the four

records

under

review,

the

oldest

character

has

been used in the Ci-arutan inscription.11 With it, fair similarity has
been maintained by the Tugu inscriptions, which have the additional
advantage of being dated in the twenty-second year of the king. The
Kebon Kopi and the Jambu inscriptions, on the other hand, betray a
somewhat

later

development

of the

script,

strokes developed into ornamental curves.
this variation

is due

to the decorative

as

we

find

herein

vowel-

It is, however, possible that

style

of writing

of the copyists

employed.
In 1933, a very short inscription was found

incised

on a megalithic

boulder at Rambipuji near the Lumajang-Jamber road in a corner of
East Java.12. The script is in the same style as in the records of western
Java referred to above and thus pertains to the Sth century A.D.
It read thus:
PA-RVVA-SVA-RA
The

occurrence

of this

i.e., ‘ Lord of the Mountain ’.

record

on

a boulder,

which

may

perhaps

be

imagined to represent a miniature hill, may refer either to Siva, who is
universally recognised as the Lord of the Mountain, or may even signify
a sanctified object of indigenous popular worship, as found involved in
the imprecatory. formula of. the. Old-Javanese inscriptions. It is no
doubt hazardous
to determine the age of this inscription on the basis
of ‘only five letters, but they resemble the scripts. of the 5th century கற.
to be found in tracts dominated by the Pallavas.
If this view be correct,
it would signify that there were several waves of immigration from the
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region called Kunjaradurai, which lay, according to the Brhatsamhita,?
between Kach and Tamraparni.
It was also celebrated as a place
where Agastya-worship was prevalent.
The seer Agastya made a deep
impact on the religious life of South-East Asia in ancient times and a
temple was dedicated to him in Java as early as 760 A.p.18 All these
indications might tempt one to postulate that the origin of the first
important dynasty of Mataram, its Siva and Agastya worship have
ultimately to be traced to southern India. The position was somewhat
changed when the text was proposed to be read as: srimat kunjarakunjadesanijitam gangaditrhavrtam.
Scholars then tried to find out
Kunjarakunja in Java itself, though without success. It seems to me
that the translation of the text is wrong and that verse 7 should be
translated as follows:
‘* There is a great island called Yava,

abundantly

supplied

with rice-grains and other goods and rich in gold-mines.

That

(island) is acquired by the immortals (by mantras) and other
means; where there is a wonderful place dedicated to Sambhu,
a heaven of heavens, surrounded by the Ganga and other holy
resorts and laid in a beautiful woodland habitated by elephants,
existing for the good of the world.””°
This translation puts an end to the romance of Kunjarakunja, but
even then the connexion with southern India is unmistakable.
South
Indian people have also found elaborate mention in a record from the
9th century A.D. I refer to the Jaha inscription of 840 a.p.2° As the
Canggal inscription is dated 732 A.p., there would appear to be a gap
in our knowledge of South Indians in Java for a little over 100 years.
This Jaha inscription mentions the Kling people. The inscription is
believed by many scholars to be unauthentic,*! but it seems to me that,
when an attempt was made in the Sing Masari-Majapahit period to
adapt the older charters to the idiom of contemporary Java, the copyists
or editors of the old charters might have committed mistakes on account

of their ignorance or the illegibility of the text. These mistakes do not
necessarily signify that the original charter was fabricated. An indirect
support to the proposition regarding the familiarity of the name comes
from the Chinese annals. In the New History of the T’ang Dynasty
(618-906 A.D.), we come across the name of a kingdom called Ho-ling,
which is usually believed to be a Chinese transcription of the famous
name Kalinga and is generally located in Central Java, though there
were advocates to place it in the Malay Peninsula. It seems that the
emergence of Ho-ling (=Kalinga) synchronised with waves of fresh
immigration through some ports of Kalinga, but it does not necessarily
mean that all of these immigrants were Kalinga-people.* In any case,
emigration through the ports of Kalinga must have been heavy, as it
succeeded in establishing a new settlement in Central Java or rechristen-
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The Pandikiras obviously refer to the Pandya and the Kera-people and
they still survive in the Malay Pandeker.28 Thus we have here precise
data from the inscriptions bearing on the ethnic groups of people from

southern India who had gone to Java and possibly other places of
Indonesia for commercial
taka, called Karnnake

or other purposes.

Of these names, Karna-

in Old Javanese charters, became

so popular in

Java that people are found in the foundation-charters to bear names
like Karnnakendra and Karnakesvara.2® Goods coming from foreign
countries are also referred to in an inscription dating from the reign of
the same king Airlannga: yan pavlivli bhanda adgan ri paradesa, thus
referring to saleable commodities which came from foreign lands. I
have already mentioned which these foreign lands were. I made a
thorough search of the Old-Javanese inscriptions hitherto published for’
any trace of the merchant-guilds of southern India like the nandesis,
for instance, but without any success. It is however unthinkable that,
after penetrating into the markets of Sumatra in 1088 a.D., as the Lovu
Tuvu inscription indicates,®° such merchant-guilds would not extend the
field of their operations to the more prosperous neighbouring island of
Java. The Chola raids of earlier decades must have also made additional
contribution to the creation of a favourable climate.
But the joy of the foreign merchants referred to in the inscription
of King Airlangga mentioned above did not necessarily mean that they
were always welcome in at least some of the freeholds established for

religious purposes during the reign.

In fact, restrictions were put in

the movement of such foreigners including South Indians, in such freeholds.21_ Merchandise from foreign lands, beyond a certain limit, was

expressly forbidden from the religious foundation of Vimalasrama in
East Java.32_ Although the South Indians were not alone in this discriminatory arrangement, the very fact of restriction implies that they
came in large numbers.
All these records have been found in the
residency of Surabaya. Consequently, the Brantas river and the Kali
Mas were the principal means for the transportation of merchandise
from southern India into the interior tracts of eastern Java.
The
tributaries like the Kali Konto and the Kali Keling further served as
channels for the introduction of South Indian goods into the hinter
land. The very name of Kali Keling is suggestive.
Whatever may be the circumstances leading to the emergence of
Ho-ling as a kingdom in Central Java or to the occurrence of Kling in
the epigraphy and geography of East Java, one should not lose sight
of the fact that the term Kling (—Kalinga) had the same adventure as

the Greek word Jawones, a term which was used by the Indians to denote
any Greek, subsequently the Mussulmans and even the-Europeans.**
The commercial activities of the Orang Keling, i.e., the people of
Kalinga,

and

even

which

the

denoted,

Indians

in a general way,

in

general,

were

the Tamils,

greatly

South Indians

responsible

for

the
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One might have
of the name in the epigraphy of Java.
popularity
loan-words in
Tamil
expected, in this context, the inclusion of many
intrusion,
Prakrit
of
case
one
Excepting
the Old Javanese vocabulary.
Central
of
charters
the
in
word
Indian
c
non-Sanskriti
there is not a single
Unless some obscure words in the
Java numbering over one hundred.
charters of East Java conceal any word of South Indian origin, the
charters are written in Old Javanese with a liberal dose of Sanskrit
words, especially at the preamble or beginning.
Tamil loan-words in
Indonesian vocabulary, however, increased considerably between the
15th and 19th centuries on account of the commercial activities of the
Tamil people. The Hindu and Muslim Tamils of the port regions of
Malacca and adjacent areas who kept their accounts in Tamil were

mainly responsible for this.

These loan-words in the Malayo-Indonesian

vocabulary belong to the domain of trade and commerce.
From the Orang Keling, let us now return to the time of King
Airlangga.
I do not wish here to refer elaborately to the military
expeditions of the Cholas against the Sailendra empire of Sumatra and
Malaya, but I have to refer here to an interesting phenomenon which
has baffled scholars.
As I have said before, inscriptions of the
time of Airlangga refer to many

people from. southern

India thronging

in the port-areas of Eastern Java. This reference occurs when the
Sailendra empire was being convulsed by the Chola invasions.
If we
think of these two phenomena together, it may not be impossible that
the phrase haji yuravari an vijil sangke lvaram i.e., ‘the king (of)
Vuravari, when he came from Lvaram ’,** occurring in an inscription
of King Airlangga, but referring to the destruction of Dharmavamsa
and his kingdom in the year 1007 a.p., may refer to a kingdom of
southern India, thus being the precursor of the more adventurous Chola
invasion of subsequent times. The word vuravari in Old Javanese
means * clear water ’, while Jvaram may signify ‘ sweet water’.
Although
some scholars have tried to trace the name in some rather obscure
localities in Java and Malaya,®> I should like to point out certain

strange coincidences, which may tempt us to look for the land in southern

India. I refer to a kingdom called Baruvara in some inscriptions from
the Mysore area,”® but since the kingdom in question has not been
placed in the list in any sense of geographical sequence, it is difficult
to fix up its exact location. If this be in southern India and Vuravari

_
:

be the corrupted form of Baruvara, a search should be made for the
exact location of this ephemeral kingdom. The way in which it has
been mentioned in the Mysore inscriptions seems to indicate that it
Was not an insignificant kingdom, though it did not long survive. The
ளு pe

is the claim of Rajaraja I to have conquered, in

eae Me ; os = ட்டி Kandalur Salai.
stant

ம

௨.2”

Whether

we

. . and twelve thousand ancient
hold

the

view

that

these

12,000

slands refer to the Maldives ** or these and other islands, it is strange
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that the dates coincide with the destruction of the kingdom of Dharmavamsa in eastern Java.
Can all these strange coincidences signify that
Rajaraja I and the king of Baruvara collaborated in naval expeditions
and that, while the king of Baruvara destroyed the kingdom of Dharmavamsa the Chola monarch led naval expeditions against other islands?
The only other powerful king who could have destroyed the kingdom
of Dharmavamsa

was the Sailendra ruler of Sumatra

and

Malaya,

but

he has nowhere been mentioned; besides, the ultimate defeat and death
of the king of Vuravari at the hands of King Airlangga preclude this
possibility. This major enterprise from southern India, which was
temporarily crowned with resounding success, but ultimately proved to
be very costly for the king of Vuravari, seems to be echoed in another
inscription of king Airlangga.*® The relevant portion of the text reads
as follows:
8. Bhratavarasa kepwa pranata mastaka sahanikanang musuh parangmukha sa... ri paradvipa pramandala— . . . J translate the passage
thus: “* Bharatvarsa, all heads (bowed down) in obeisance, along with
enemies fully disinclined (to fight) . . . from other islands and other
2100165224 2
This passage has not received adequate attention from scholars,
but the use of the word Bharatavarsa, followed by expressions denoting
defeat of enemies, seems to be significant from the point of view
elaborated above. It was the victorious conclusion of the war which
enabled

Airlangga,

I believe,

to

describe

himself

as

ratu

cakravartti,

Lord Paramount, in the line immediately following. I therefore offer
a tentative suggestion, that Haji of Vuravari is the same as Baruvara in
southern India; that he and Rajaraja I undertook overseas expeditions
in 1007 a.D., that while the latter conquered

other islands of the Indian

Ocean, the king of Baruvara destroyed the king of Dharmavamsa, but
he was ultimately defeated by king Airlangga. This exploratory invasion
by the king of Baruvara paved the way for the more successful naval
expeditions of the Chola monarchs.
In view of the paucity of the data,
all questions arising out of this proposition cannot be adequately
answered now, but I offer this suggestion for a study of the problem
from a new point of view. If this interpretation be correct, one can
understand why king Airlangga put restrictions onthe trade of foreigners,
including south Indians, in the temple zone, which no other previous or
succeeding ruler of Java had ever done.
| have already referred to the fact that the country of Kalinga
figures in the inscriptions of King Airlangga.
It did not disappear
from the inscriptions of Java.

A Juru Kling, i.c., a headman

of Kling,

is mentioned in an inscription dated 1194 a.p.° The name also appears
in an inscription from Jiju in the Mojekerto division of the residency
of Surabaya; the inscription is to be dated in the last quarter of the
15th century a.p.41 Here King Girindravardhana has been designated

su
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Bhatare Kling, i.e., Lord of Kling.
The name is reminiscent of Kalinga
of India, but both the references seem to indicate the principality lying

to the North-West of Kediri by the side of the river Kali Keling.?
-.

_

Ror about three centuries after the reign of King Airlangga, the
inscriptions of Java do not reveal any story of contact with South India.
That is, to a great extent, understandable, as almost all the Old Javanese
and Sanskrit inscriptions of Java are charters connected with the foun-

dation of freeholds for deities.

Obviously there was hardly any scope

to refer, excepting very casually and rarely, to political and commercial
affairs of the State. Not until we come to 1314 a.p., when the Blitar
inscription was issued under the orders of King Jayanagara,* do we
find any data connecting Java with South India.
In this and in the
Sidoteka inscription of 1323 a.D., we find the king assuming the curious
title of Sri Sundara Pandyadevadhisvaranama-rajabhiseka Vikramottungadeva. A nobleman also bears in the Sidoteka inscription the name
of Sundaradhirajadasa.
Another surprising thing is that the seal-mark
_ of the king was ninadvaya or two fishes, which was also a Pandya custom.
At the present

state of our knowledge,

it would

be too much

to read

any political implication into the matter, but one may perhaps admit .
that the phenomenon demonstrates close contact, be it cultural or
commercial, with southern India. This contact continued unabated at
least up to 1365 a.p., because the Nagarakrtagama which was composed
in that year, refers to merchants and Brahmanas coming from Karanataka and Gauda.
The Buddhist monk Buddhaditya of Sadvihara in
Kanci (Conjeeverum) and the Brahmin Mutali. Sahrdaya came to the
Javanese court of Hayam Wuruk.4® The former composed a Bhogavali
in Sanskrit slokas, while the latter paid “ praise in slokas.’”4¢
Kanci, referred to in the Nagarakrtagama of 1365 a.D., is thrice
mentioned in another inscription from J iju to be dated in the last
quarter
of the 15th century A.D. One of these references pertains to sang
hyang
dharmma ring kanci, thus a religious foundation at Kanci, but the drift
of the passage indicates it to be a place located somewhere in the sub-

division of Mojokerto, and not to Kanci of Southern India, although

the need for further clarification of the matter still
remains.

'.. These are all the data we can possibly have from a study of
the
Old Javanese and Sanskrit inscriptions of Java. Unless we supplement
Such data from other sources, our. study of the subject
of overseas trade
and cultural contact of the Tamil

people with what was

India is likely to be blurred in some major respects.

once

a greater

These other sources

include literary and inscriptional data from both India and S.E. Asia,
0

western and Arab, including Persian, geographers,
the

fie f er
111656 pilgrims, relics of sculptural and architectural art of
een
and of India and South-East Asia, the whole range of its
_ Palaeography, social customs, myths and legends, historical tradition
ஜீ and folk-tales, the names of localities, rivers and hills,
loan-words,. etc.
ப
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It is a stupendous task which must necessarily spread over years, and

the organisers of the Seminar of Tamil Studies are to be congratulated
that they have taken the initiative in this bold adventure.
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OF CHINA’S CONTACT WITH SOUTH
THE EARLY FIFTEENTH CENTURY
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After the unification of China by Ch’in Shih-hwang (i.e., the first emperor
of the Ch’in dynasty), those places now known as North Vietnam were
marked out as provinces and prefectures.
Possibly, the communications
between China and the South Seas had already begun in the Ch’in
dynasty (221-207 B.c.); but the earliest record of such communications
was found in the latter part of The Geography of the Provinces of Kwang-

tung and Kwangsi contained in the History of the Former Han Dynasty,
vol. 28(I1). At that time the remotest place in the region of the South
Seas which the Chinese People has ever visited was Hwang-chi Kuo.
During the reign of Han Wu-ti (i.e., Emperor Wu of the Han Dynasty)
(140-87 B.c.), the rulers of Hwang-chi Kuo often sent their envoys to
China.
Recent researches by historians have established the identity of
-Hwang-chi Kuo as Kancipura, the capital of the Pallava Dynasty of
South India. Kancipura is now known as Conjeeveram, south-west of
Madras, South India. It follows that China’s contact with South India
dates back more than two thousand years.
Subsequently there were

Chinese people touring the region of the Indian Ocean almost in every
dynasty.
In the reign of Tang Tai-chung (i.e., Emperor Tai-chung of the
Tang Dynasty) (627-649), a Chinese monk named Hsuan Chuang went

to India by land via Central Asia to study Buddhist scriptures in 607
and did not return to China until 643.
During his fifteen-year stay in
India, he rambled throughout the country, including South India.

Besides
wrote

bringing
a book
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of travels
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This book certainly provided much information

about South India for the Chinese

for study, Hsuan

scriptures

people.

While sojourning in India

Chuang met with the kindest treatment from Indian

kings, monks and people in general.
It was in the early part of the
15th century that China and South India began to contact each other
on a large scale.
The year 1368 marked the beginning of the Min Dynasty.
Since

1369, Min Tai-tsu (i.e., the first emperor of the Min Dynasty) regularly
dispatched envoys to various countries in the region of the South Seas.
In 1369, Liu Shu-mien was appointed a royal messenger to visit the
Chola country. In 1370, the Chola king sent an envoy to China in

_
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company with Liu Shu-mien and presented to Min Tai-tsu a memorandum carved ona piece of gold foil and many special Chola products.
‘In return, Min Tai-tsu gave the Chola king a large quantity of the best
silk piece goods and a calendar book.
In order to do some publicity as to China’s wealth and strength,
Min Chen-tsu (i.e., the second emperor of the Min Dynasty) began

sending royal messengers to foreign countries from 1403 on.

Yin Ching

was appointed an envoy to visit Malacca, Calicut, Cochin, etc., while
Wen Liang-fu and Ning Shan were envoys to visit Chola Nad, etc.
Among these -plazes, Calicut, Cochin and Chola Nad were all situated
in South India. Min Chen-tsu presented many excellent silk piece
goods to the kings of these states.
;
In 1405 the royal messenger of the king of Calicut arrived in China
together with the returned Chinese envoy.
A great deal of special
products were brought along from Calicut for the Chinese royal household. In return, Min Chen-tsu again bestowed on the king of Calicut
many things. Erelong,
Ma Pin was sent to visit the Chola country on
a royal good-will mission, and superior silk and satin suitings were
presented to the Chola king as the Chinese envoy did last time. The
Chola king also designated a royal messenger to come to Chinain Ma
Pin’s company with some wonderful products from his country.
Conveyed to China for sale was a shipment of peppers from Chola Nad.
Min Chen-tsu exempted them from all the taxes leviable thereon in
order to accord the most favourable treatment. °

P15

i

Among the royal messengers sent by Min Chen-tsu to the regions

of the South Seas and the Indian Ocean, the most successful

one was,

of course, Cheng Ho. Within twenty-eight years (from 1405 to 1433),
he visited seven times those countries situated in the regions of the Indian
Ocean and the South Seas.
The farthest place he reached was the
eastern coast of Africa.
Each time the crew of the fleet under his
command numbered above twenty-seven thousands.
Cheng Ho and his subordinates began their first voyage in 1405
and did not come back to China until 1407. Their itinerary covered. a

number of countries.

But, first of all, he paid a visit to the king of

Calicut. This was because Calicut, then a great state in the Indian
Ocean, was very influential among other states. Should
Calicut be
willing to establish diplomatic ties with China, other states in that
region
would

naturally

follow

suit,

Upon

his

arrival in Calicut,

Cheng

Ho

presented the imperial decree of Min Chen-tsu conferring an
additional
title of King upon the king of Calicut and bestowed a silver seal for the
kingship in addition,

Chinese court dresses were given to the courtiers

of Calicut in accordance with their respective official ranks,
Cheng Ho erected a monument in Calicut as
a memorial.

Besides,

In 1407, Quilon, another state in South India, delegated an envoy

to visit China in company with those envoys from Calicut and Sumatra
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and offered some of their best domestic products to Min Chen-tsu as
a gesture of homage.
To reciprocate such good will, the Chinese
emperor bestowed saddled horses and silk piece goods on the king of
Quilon and some gifts on the envoy from that nation, too.

In the winter of 1407, Cheng Ho received the imperial order to
make a second voyage to the Indian Ocean and the South Seas. With
a big:fleet under his command, he started for his destinations towards
the end of the same year or in the early part of the next and did not
return to China until 1409. Among the numerous states he visited
during his second voyage to the Indian Ocean and the South Seas were
Calicut and Cochin both located on the south-west coast of the Indian
Peninsula, Koyampadi situated at the southern end of the same
peninsula, as well as Ceylon, an island state in the southeast of India.
To the king of each of these nations, Cheng Ho offered a lot of excellent

silk and satin suitings while those kings also presented to Min Chen-tsu
through Cheng Ho many treasures as well as rare birds and beasts.
On February 15, 1407, Cheng Ho contributed to a Buddhist temple
situated on a mountain of Ceylon many sacrificial utensils made of
gold and silver as well as other instruments for worshipping Buddha.
About this fact, he erected a stone tablet on which a narration was
inscribed thereon. This stone tablet which was discovered on the island
of Ceylon in 1911 has been since kept by a museum in Ceylon. On the
upper part of the stone tablet were inscribed Chinese characters, while
on the lower part, two kinds of characters, the Persian, and the Tamil.
From this we can infer that the Chinese might be aul to read Tamil

characters at that time.
As instructed by Min Chen-tsu, Chaat Ho made his third voyage
in 1409 and did not come back home until 1411. As shown by his
itinerary, the countries he visited this time in South India were still
Calicut and Cochin. It was a matter of course that presents were
exchanged by both sides.
On December 18, 1412, Cheng Ho was again ordered by Min
Chen-tsu to make his fourth voyage to the Indian Ocean and the South
Seas. He set out in 1413 and did not return to Peking until August 12,
1415. During this voyage, he paid another visit to Calicut and Cochin
and

offered a considerable amount

of silk piece goods

to the kings

of

these two states. In 1415, Calicut, Cochin and Koyampadi all sent
envoys to China for offering their tributes to Min Chen-tsu. In 1416,
-Calicut and Cochin did the same again.
Though

Indian: Ocean

Cheng

Ho

was. ordered

to make

his fifth voyage

to the

and the South Seas on December 28, 1416, he and his

fleet did not set out until the early part

of the next year.

It was

on

August 1, 1419 that he returned
to Peking after completing his mission.
The purpose of this voyage was to see the envoys in the South Seas
who wanted to go home. - Among the aforesaid envoys there were those
4
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In Louis Dupuis’s Grammaire Srangaisecolonised by the French.
found the statement that there has been
is
1863,
in
published
tamoule,

a demand for a Tamil grammar in French even from such distant places
as Réunion and Martinique.*

SOURCES

Since reading this statement about twenty years ago, | have made
enquiries concerning the presence of Tamil descendants in these countries,
but obtained no precise information until I was able to visit these islands,

Professor Guy

Lasserre in his two-volume

work

on Guadeloupe

has devoted a chapter to the ‘ Indians’ of Guadeloupe, and published
also an article in the Cahiers d’outre-mer in which he states that until
1882 the migrants were entered in a separate category from the rest of.
the population, and they formed on 3lst December, 1882, a total of
21,084 immigrants distributed mostly in plantations, especially of sugar
He mentions the Tamil names and generally classes the migrants
cane2
For Martinique, however, no study has been made,
as Dravidians.
and the impression both among the majority of Indians and non-Indians

was

that

A study

the
made

immigrants

came

from

India and were

of the history of migrations

Hindi-speaking.

to Martinique

is contained

in an unpublished thesis presented to the Sorbonne in 1965, in which

to
Eugéne Revert has studied the policy and the practice of migrations
The sources from which a study of this kind may
the Martinique.?
be made are many, but the present paper confines itself to the published
material, to the references in the Bulletin Officiel de la Martinique, (BOM)
moniteur
the Annuaire Martinique, and to the weekly newspapers, €.g., Le

de la Martinique—Journal

officiel de la colonie,

the baptismal

and

school registers, and to personal interviews.

PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION

Slavery was abolished in Martinique in the year 1848, and this
was the occasion for many slaves to abandon the sugar and other plan-

tations on which they had worked. The negroes were particularly
averse to working in agricultural estates since it was in these estates
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that they had been forcefully employed.
The economy of the islands
was very much dependent on labour, and an attempt was made to recruit
labour from Madeira and from Europe, but the experiment proved a
failure. The Governor and his advisers as well as the Ministry for the
colonies

advocated

the

introduction

of Indian

labour,

which

they

observed had been such a success in the Burbon and Réunion islands.
The Moniteur stated in an article on February 4, 1855 (Vol. I, No. 4)
that the British, having tried Germans, Irish, Portuguese, Maltese and
Africans, finally found that the Indians were the saviours in Demerera,

Jamaica, Trinidad and ten other colonies. On September 13, 1851 the
Governor of Martinique in a letter admitted that immigration was
“une des nécessités de l’époque” and that it was indispensable and
urgent. It was estimated that more than 7,000 agriculturists were necessary
to continue the work on the plantations so that the economy might not
fail, The planters themselves were most anxious that Indian labour
should be recruited for Martinique and various reasons were advanced,
such as the success of Indian labour in the Burbon islands; the need
in Martinique for an intermediary ethnic group which would soften the
ethnic rivalries already found among existing groups in the island, and
that ‘les noirs” were inconsistent and irregular whereas the Indians
were docile, hardworking and belonged to an enlightened country and
people, and labour would be cheap. There were others who argued in
favour of immigration from Africa because the Africans would be able.
to acclimatise themselves more easily and would integrate better with
the existing population of African origin. The opponents of Indian
immigration added that the Indians belonged to a soft and lackadaisical
race and would not be able to stand the rigours of perpetual rain, cold
and

fever.

The

Governors,

however,

of both

islands

favoured

simul-

taneous immigration (from Africa and India).
A proprietor planter from Frangois in Martinique wrote to Mr. St.
Rémy in Paris (28th August, 1851) that he would not demand labourers
from Europe since the few who had been introduced in the colony had

given a bad example and spread nefarious doctrines, the evil results of

which they were experiencing.
He looked both to India and to Africa
for labour.
Africa, Madeira, the Canary islands and even the Azores

were considered places which could be exploited for labourers
(BOM, p. 350). Accordingly the necessary legislation was passed and
the conditions of immigration, of repatriation, of re-employment and
of permanent residence were cautiously stipulated. These decrees
and
contracts of labour followed the same pattern as for immigration to
other countries, but were not always so strictly. observed in the
Antilles.

Gradually, as the. number of immigrants increased, a committee.
for
Immigration was

instituted

(1861)

for the allocation

of immigrants.

Already by the decree of 1852, a special agent had to be
appointed

at

the place of emigration; the recruits were subject to a medical
inspection
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and had to live in depots prior to embarkation; the ship itself had to
be inspected in France prior to its departure for the country from which
the immigrants embarked, and the food, clothing, medical attention,
separation of men from women, and disciplinary action for indiscipline
during the voyage, were all provided for.
In order to ensure a safe working of the plans of immigration, a
commission was set up consisting of M. M. L. Hayot and M. de Percin
Northumb, proprietor planters of sugar who were authorised to travel
to Trinidad and Barbados on the ship ‘‘ Chimére ’’ to study the agriculture and economy and the conditions of Indian and Chinese workers,
and to make “practical and perceptible recommendations for the

exploitation of agriculture in Martinique.”
FRANCO-BRITISH

Since most
colonies,

on

AGREEMENT,

1861

of the recruitment

Ist July,

1861,

(BOM. 1853, p. 271).

of labour was done in the British

a convention

was

signed

between

France

and Great Britain concerning the conditions under which labour could
be recruited and employed.
The second clause of Article 9 provided
for the repatriation of the labourer, and of his wife, and children born
in the colonies.
The labourer was required to work on six days out
of seven, and for nine and a half hours each day (Art. 10). Sailings
of emigrant vessels to ports east ofthe Cape of Good Hope were
permitted any time of the year. For other Colonies, the period of sailing
had to be between the Ist of August and the 15th March.
This restriction applied only to sailing vessels; steamships, however, could take
immigrants any month of the year (Art. 10). A European doctor and
an interpreter were provided for. Any person over ten years of age
was considered an adult emigrant, and two children between the years
of one and ten could be counted as one adult. The women and children
were to be accommodated on the ship in positions different from the
Because of complaints which arose during periods of transportamen.
tion, further restrictions were imposed on the movement of men to
other parts of the ship and maistrys were appointed to supervise
discipline and be intermediaries between the officers and the emigrants
(Art. 14). It was also defined that the same convention applied to
Indian

immigration

to

Réunion,

Martinique,

Guadeloupe

and

their

dependencies, and to French Guiana.
The decree of 27th March 1852 said that in order to augment the
agricultural potential of the island the business of transportation was

being confided to a Captain Blanc.who already had satisfactory
experience of transporting emigrants between India. and Réunion.

STATISTICS OF IMMIGRATION AND CONDITIONS OF RECRUITMENT
The first batch of Tamil labour arrived in Martinique and
Guadeloupe in 1852 and 1853, and until 1883 there were regular sailings
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from India. Sometimes there was more than one sailing a year carrying
new contingents of labourers, as well as sailings from India of repatriated
labourers.
Statistical tables are available for the years 1853 to 1899
(See Appendix).
The importation of Indian labour was discontinued after 1883
partly because of the objections raised by the Government of India
against the recruitment of labour in its territories and partly because
of the high mobility of Indian labour.
Most of the recorded sailings
of Indian labour are from Pondicherry and Karaikal.
An agreement
was signed dated 20th April, 1864 between the Government of
Martinique and the Compagnie Générale transatlantique for the transport of labourers recruited in India. The signatories were M. Gabriel
Contarier representing the Government and M. Charles Borde representing the Company.
According to the agreement, in 1864 and 1865,
1400 immigrants were to be introduced.
The women were to be between
14 and 30 years; the men between 16 and 36. Children over ten were
to be considered as adults, and children under ten of both sexes were
not to form more than a tenth of the contingent.
This classification was
to be made before their departure from India, and the Company was
not to refuse to receive and transport all the children accompanying
their mothers. Article 4 of the Agreement explicity stated that workers
from India destined for Martinique were to be embarked exclusively
from the French ports of Pondicherry, Karikal or Yanaon or from the
ports of the Madras Presidency. The company was to provide
each
“ engagé”’ with some clothing for the journey, a pair of trousers and
a shirt (pantalon, chemise) for the men, cloth (pagne) for the women,
a blanket

sheet

for

each

person,

and

clothing

of wool

necessary

for

passing through the lower latitudes. These articles of clothing
became
the property of the immigrant.
The Company was to be paid for each
living adult immigrant they landed the sum of 415
francs and 45
centimes.

Children under ten years were not to be paid for.

The Company
a year,

and

from

was to have a sailing to Martinique
1865

were

to

take

back

to

India

at least once
contingents

of

repatriates for whom stipulated sums would be
paid:
291 franes per person, if total of repatriates was below
50;
242 francs 50 c. per person, if total of repatriates
was below 100;
194 franes per person, if total was below 100
or over.
That the vast majority of migrants to Martinique and
Guadeloupe
» were Tamil speakers is also evident from the provisi
ons made for the
celebration of the Pongal festivities in Martinique.
It was stipulated
in the “ Contrat d’engagement de travail” (1858)
that every year at
the end of the year, a four-day holiday shall be
given in order that the
“Indien” might celebrate. the feast of Pongal.
The new weekly. newspaLe
pe
tur published
Monite
on 14th January, 1855 (Vol. I, No. 4, p.
2),
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a full account by a planter from Frangois in Martinique about the
celebration of the Pongal feast in his estate. The chief priest chosen
from among them was adorned with flowers and two lambs adorned
with garlands were killed as a sacrifice. The boiling of the rice and the
cries of ‘* Qurai sev” are described by him in detail.
The sailings of ships from Karikal and Pondicherry were followed
with great concern in Martinique and Guadeloupe, and the official
newspapers published lists of planters with the number of labourers
they

were prepared

to employ.

The

demand

was

far in

excess

of the

supply and therefore the commission decided on the number they would
be prepared to assign each year. The official newspaper gives the dates
of departure of ships from the Indian ports, and the dates of their arrival
in the Antilles.

For example,

there is a record of the Hampden

left Pondicherry on 22nd September,
women
Infants

81,
and

which

1856 with 570 persons—men 440,

children (m) non-adults 36, children (f) non-adults 2.
“‘ non-engagés’’ 11.
Again on the 11th December, the

newspapers announces that the Hampden
with 549 Indians and 4,430 sacks of rice.

has arrived at Saint Pierre

INTEGRATION
Since the cessation of migration and repatriation in 1893, the history
of the Tamil community has been one of slow integration with the rest
of the Martiniquian and Guadeloupian population.
The migrants did
not find themselves socially accepted even by the population of African
For an Indian migrant to be married outside his own
descent.
community

was considered

persons was

such

to be an elevation

of social ststus, and for

applied the term “‘ Chappes-Coolies’’,

or one who

had escaped the disabilities of his own milieu.
On the other hand, in
Guadeloupe there was still a distinction, until the last generation between
the “‘ Calcuttas ? or those of North-Indian origin and the “‘ Malabars ”
Vis-a-vis those of African descent, the
of South Indian descent.

“Indians” maintain that they have closer affinities with the European
than with the African. Though intermarriage of Indians with those of

African and Creole descent has reached a stage where only a few Tamil

families remain without any kind of racial admixture, somatic characteristics such as colour and hair,
as Indian and Dravidian.*

still make

a type easily recognizable

The Indians themselves are completely integrated culturally with the

rest of the population.

They

are now

the third

or fourth generation,

and bear no memories of India and no kind of contact or affiliation
with anything Indian in or from India. A type of checked cloth worn
as head dress by the women is known as ‘“‘ Madras”, probably from
A number of terms used in cooking
the cotton imported from Madras.
population of Indian descent of
possible
a
Of
are of Tamil origin.
15,000

in Martinique
W—25

and

20,000

in

Guadeloupe,

hardly

17

persons
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MOVEMENT

OF

ந
YEAR

INDIAN POPULATION
31ST DECEMBER 1899
INCREASE

opu-

lation

on Ist
January

Brought

in
during
vear

Births

Total

Deaths

=
1,248
1,564

1,282
381
1,546

7
30...
35

1,289
1,659
3125

41
94
142

1857
1858
1859
1860
1861

3,003
4,046
5,291
6,760
7,416

1,227
1,534
1,891
1,078
1,109

68
63
68
130
151

4,298
5,643
725)
7,968
8,676

252
334
422
482
385

8,046
8.105
7,688

1865

7,267

=

402
ரு

132
153
131

1853

TO

DECREASE

1853&1854
1855
1856

1862
1863
1864

FROM

8,580
8,258
8109

475
372
276

Repatriation

—
—
os
18
68
70
245

1

RemainTotal

rab of

31st
Dec.

41
95
142

1,248
1,564
3,003

252
352
490
552
630

4,046
5,291
6,760
7,416
8,046

_
198
276

8,105
475
7,688
570
552-200
7,141

7,817

245

431

676

1866

7,141

338

100

7,579

255

—

255.

54324

1867
1868
1869

7,324
9,081
9,334

2,220
937
456

121
122
727

9,665
10,140
9/907

298
303
315

286
503
—

584
806
315

9,081
9,334
9,602

393

10,292

25
272
283
162
368

480
749
646
464
778
537

10,398
10,581
10,063
11,135
11,236
11,813

403

147

-

1870

9,602

937

146

10,685

393

1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876

10,292
10,398
10,581
10,063
11,135
11,236

463
788
னை
1,407
766
953

123
144
128
129
113
161

10,878
11,330
10,709
11,599
12,014
12,350

455
477
363
302
410
537

1877

11,813

379

172

12,364

487

—

487

11,877

1878

11,877

912

171

416

—_—

416

12,544

1879

12,514

908

146

12,960

13,598

457

1880
1881
1882
1883

12,639
13,189
13,169
13,111

893
452
922
925

187:
192
208
216

15919
13,833
14,299
14,252

530
664
636
599

_—
—_—

—

959

12,639

—

530
664
1,188:
599

13,189
13,189
13;1f1
13,653

502

552

ஜக

13,653 >

-—

177

13,830

623

281

904

12,926

1885
1886
1887
1888
1889

12,926
11,909
10,055
9,966
9,778

_—
—_—
_—
_
—

183
204
150
107
120

13,109
12,113
10,205
10,073
9,898

382
267
239
296
307

818
1,791
—
—
879

1,200
2,058
239
295
1,186

11,909
10,055
9,966
9,778
8,712

1890

87125

100

8,812

381

1891

8,431

—

107

8,538

294

569

863

—

-

1892

7,675

—

84.

7759

238

1893
1894

1௮2.
7,210

_—
—_

103
70

7,624
7,280

187
179

227
2,024

—
—

70
84
64

5147
4,877
4,840

126
101
121

228
வ
_

ன

55

4,774

101

=

1895
1896
1897

5,077.
4,793
4776

1898

4,719

1899

4,673

—

25,509

69

5,568

4,724

31,077

A

15,335

oe

11,077

381

8,431

7,675

238

7521

414
2,203

7,210
5,077

354
101
121

4796
4,776
4,719

101

4,673

77

4665

26,412

4,665

SOME CONTACTS AND COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE
ANCIENT NEAR EAST AND THE INDUS VALLEY
CIVILIZATION

ALAN

DAVID

CROWN

In the sociological and historical scenes portrayed in the Vedic literatures
a long history

of oral and

written transmission?

has

left no clear indi-

cation that the Kulturkreis of the ancient Semitic world found any
extension southwards into India.2 However, a study of the development
of civilized life on earth and the time sequence of that development
indicates the improbability of the invention of writing and the emergence
of similar urban societies in two adjacent areas within a comparatively
brief time span.2 The balance of probability is that the culture of
ancient Mesopotamia which would seem to be of greater antiquity than
the Indus valley civilization was the intellectual source of the latter.
It is not the fact of cultural diffusion between these regions that is
doubted by scholars but the degree of that diffusion for, contact between
What was the
them can be traced and has been traced in many ways.
merely a
there
Was
areas?
these
between
relationship
the
of
degree
there
was
or
trading association with a simple exchange of commodities
drawn
ideas
of
communality
a
a more intrinsic relationship: was there
from a single source but taking different forms in the two areas?
form
It is contended here that, despite the substantial differences in
difference
between the civilizations in the two regions, there was little
in quality between them, for both sprang from a common heritage and
both made use of the same basic ideas. It is furthermore contended
products of those
that, mutatis mutandis, comparison of the material
than herecivilizations will allow us to draw more daring conclusions

tofore possible about the nature of the Indus valley civilization.

CONCLUSIONS ABOUT FORMS OF GOVERNMENT
because of
The existence of any urban community is possible only
to take
eller
city-dw
the
enables
a high degree of organization which
ed
enrich
by
aided
is
who
tor
cultiva
the
of
y
advantage of the capacit
A
or.4
ltivat
non-cu
technology to provide a surplus of food for the
life:
urban
of
nance
mainte
food surplus alone is insufficient for the
n city-dwellers to
there must be a high degree of co-operation betwee
city habitable.
the
keep
and
make
to
ary
necess
es
provide the faciliti
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There must also exist a form of social organization by which society can
appropriate part of the produce grown by the cultivators, or some
incentive, such as an exchange of goods, must be provided so as to
ensure that the capacity of the cultivators to produce a surplus is utilized
to the full. The Indus civilization can have been no exception to this
basic rule. Mohenjo-daro and Harappa are estimated to have housed
respectively, populations of the order of 15,000 and 5,000 persons.®
Both cities were built to careful plans: drainage systems alone testify
to the degree of care and co-operation which went into the building and
Hence, there must have been some
ordering of the civic structure.?
authority responsible for the planning, development and co-ordination
of communal life and some means must have been available for coercing
What form did that
the food producers to grow crops to capacity.
authority take? In other words, how were those people governed?
It is customary, in searching for an answer to this problem, to look
for parallels to the ancient near east. Here, government took the form
of rule by divine or quasi-divine warlords with all the paraphernalia
and

panoply

of military rule.

Where

was

monarchy

non-existent

the

theocratic tradition was generally strong and the priesthood developed
hierarchical and autocratic tendencies.» Though Wheeler’s discovery
of fortifications around the citadel at Mohanjo-daro have made it
impossible nowadays to speak of the Indus valley civilization as nonviolent, the restriction of these fortifications to one area of the cities,
the acropolis-like mounds,!° contrasts sharply with the defensive walls
of Mesopotamia which circumvallated the entire populated area of
cities. This minimal defensive work and the lack of palace buildings
and other signs of the rule of an autocratic monarchy
has forced
scholars to postulate a theocratic theory of state which vested legislative
and executive powers in the hands of a priesthood.
But, the experience
of the ancient near east was that even a priesthood which exercised
absolute power developed the external signs of privilege as are seen of
monarchs.
Hence, the evidence suggests that no single person, whether
priest or king, exercised predominant power in the community.
It may well be that without the challenge of alien neighbours at a
comparative level of technology or, alternatively, without intercity conflict for which there is no evidence in the Indus valley, there may have
been no stimulus to develop autocratic rule as there was in Sumeria.!2
There was yet another type of rule in the ancient near east, which,
though ephemeral and static, appeared in limited areas over an extended

time-scale within which scale fell the life of the Indus valley civilization.
This government was a form of primitive self-rule wherein executive
power was vested in a group of city elders though executive and legis-

lative

Powers

priesthood.

were

These

divorced,

law-making

city-dwellers,

being

technically

the prerogative

equal

in the eyes

of the

of the

law, were local landlord/food producers who had moved their
residences
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into an agglomeration of dwellings around the temple complex.
Such
a situation is certainly found in Canaan during the period of the Israelite
settlement but may not be a unique Israelite development.
It may well
stem from the customs and habits of nomads who have become sedentary
agriculturalists.
Oppenheim!* has postulated a similar situation in
primitive Sumer in a symbiosis of rule by a council of elders and a
temporary charismatic leadership of the Israelite “ Judge’ type.
In Israel this form of rule was only destroyed by external pressures.
Until the advent of the Philistines forced a monarchy

upon the country,

government by elders and legislation by the priesthood expressed the
amphictyonic tradition satisfactorily. It may well be that we must
look for the somewhat mysterious origins of the Indus civilization in a
nomadic incursion from the Baluchistan region™ or, less specifically,
from the same region from which the Sumerian people migrated to the
The form of government developed in the
Tigris-Euphrates valley>
Indus valley after the initial settlement may well have paralleled the
postulated government of early Sumer and the known government of
early Israel, that is government by elders and priests. Whether there
were religious regions for such a migration or whether one could postulate the existence of an amphictyony to account for the peaceful
relationship between the cities of the Indus valley must depend on
evidence which is never likely to be forthcoming.
Parallel features in the archeological remains of the Israelite and
Indus valley civilizations seem to indicate similar solutions to a similar
problem, the problem of nomads adjusting to urban life. In both
regions houses tend to be of a uniform type (in Israel we speak strictly
of the period of the ‘ Judges’) with no houses greatly exceeding others
in size or importance! reflecting the somewhat static mode of settlement
and apparent social equality.1’ In both areas a central acropolis is the
main means of defence, though in the Indus valley individual houses
were apparently stronger and more easily secured,?® whereas in Israel
The use of the
a communal, though weak, defensive wall was used.1®

wall in Israel was no doubt learned from the displaced Canaanites and
it may be that the central fortress/acropolis was the more natural
response

of an

ex-nomad

people

to the problem

of defence.

In both

places the impression is strong of a society without the social tensions

the
between classes which make for development, societies in which
goods
of
manufacture
the
which
need for slaves was restricted and in

was for trade rather than for sale. In both societies the basic commercial
activities seem to have been trade.*°

CONCLUSIONS

ABOUT

THE

RELATIONSHIP

WITH

THE

ANCIENT

NEAR

EAST

AND THE QUALITY OF THAT RELATIONSHIP
It has been conjectured above that the Indus valley civilization was
developed after a nomadic incursion and. furthermore, that the original
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home of the nomads was close to or identical with the original home of
the Sumerians. Is there any other evidence of such a relationship?
The

Indus

valley civilization,

layout of the cities,
in situ but seems to be
deliberately at a fixed
the Indus civilization
have been made for

if one may judge

from

the planned

shows no evidence of evolutionary development
based on experience gained elsewhere and executed
stage in time.*
No firm traces of the origin of
have yet been found, though tentative suggestions
links with Kili gul Mohammed, Amri and Kot

pastoral-cum agticultural civilization in India at about 3,500 B.c.22) On
the other hand there seem to be clear traces of a technical relationship
with early Sumer even though the time difference between the Indus
and early Sumerian civilizations would seem to make this impossible.
If this relationship can be demonstrated then one must postulate that
both civilizations drew on a similar or the same source for their basic
techniques which then were developed separately.
There are few examples available to us of Indus stone sculpture
and though Wheeler ®® denies that there is anything significantly in
common between the sculpture of Mesopotamia and the Indus region,
he is nevertheless forced to admit a resemblance between Indus and
Mesopotamian heads.24 On the few specimens of human heads in
stone from the Indus valley the hair is worn in a bun or chignon at the
back of the head and is secured by a metal or woven fillet round the
forehead.** This is the Sumerian style of the early dynastic period as
seen, for example, on the gold helmet of Mes Kalam from Ur of the
first half of the third millennium.2*
Of particular significance is the
way of treating the ear which is identical on the Indus sculptures and
eatly dynastic Sumerian sculptures.
This method of treatment is not

repeated in sculptures of the Sargonic and post-Sargonic period
bespeaks a relationship with the early period of Sumer.
At

Mohenjo-daro

and

at

ancient

Eshunna

similar

building

and
tech-

niques were used among which we may list the corbelled-arch, stone or

baked-clay

lattice screens for windows,

horizontal drains of baked-clay.

vertical

pottery

drains

and

The corbelled arch needs stone rather

than brick in its construction, since this design places tremendous
pressures On the arch necessitating huge thicknesses of walling.
Hence,
in Sumer

and subsequent

Mesopotamian

civilizations

in short supply the corbelled arch was soon replaced by
So far as I am aware the true arch was not developed in
but the corbelled arch was used. If these techniques
pendent developments, which seems most likely, then
been drawn from the same source either by diffusion
Sumeria to India

of origin,

which

or via the experience

of the Indus

was

to

either

Sumerian culture originated.

adjacent

Sumer

where

stone was

the true arch.2?
the Indus cities
were not indethey must have
of culture from

folk in their land

or the

place where
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Against the idea of diffusion is the fact that the earlier not the later

Sumerian and Sargonic developments

are paralleled in India despite

well-attested trading contacts. This fact would speak for a direct
relationship of the Indus culture in its formative stages with the
Sumerian culture.
In support of this view is the similarity in quality between the

Indus valley civilization and the Mesopotamian civilizations.

Mutatis

mutandis the quality of both civilizations presupposes a genetic relationship rather than some relationship developed through normal processes
Economic texts from the Old Babylonian period
of cultural diffusion.
and the discovery of Indus valley seals in Mesopotamian sites point to
regular trading contacts between the two regions. Afghanistan seems
to have been the sole source of the lapis lazuli used in Mesopotamia *
and the nickel content of copper imported into Mesopotamia and the
texts which give the source of the copper as Magan and Meluha indicate
that the copper came from ihe same Indian source as that used in
Mohenjo-daro.2® All of this is well attested *° and it is unnecessary to
restate this evidence. It is not the fact of the trade that is important

but the implications of that trade for the nature of society in the Indus

valley, for the nature of the goods exchanged can tell us a great deal
about the society using or manufacturing those goods.
The Indus valley was the entrepot and source of many of the raw
materials used in Mesopotamia, supplying copper, timber—especially
ebony, precious and semi precious stones, ivory and perhaps cotton and
tortoise-shell.3! Manufactured goods including chairs, carved ivory
and worked carnelian were also supplied.3 There is no record in the
Mesopotamian texts of what was supplied in return, for boats sailed
directly from Meluhha to Mesopotamia, but we see clearly that India
(the Indus Valley) had a well-advanced technology as well as a surplus
of raw materials. Trade may well have been a oneway traffic except
in regard to certain luxury goods. The inference that may be drawn
of
from the type and volume of this trade is that despite the local forms
of
mode
and
nature
the
valley
goods and manufactures in the Indus
of
that
from
removed
far
been
have
cannot
living of that civilization
A civilization which can utilize for itself certain types
Mesopotamia.
and
of goods and materials and can provide similar raw materials
from
remote
civilization’
‘
another
of
manufactures to meet the needs
it in space cannot be remote from that civilization in quality and
nature.

CONCLUSIONS ABOUT MYTHS AND RELIGION
the two
If it be granted that the material nature of civilization in
specific
to
s
response
regions was of similar type and that social
es
differenc
been
have
must
there
though
situations were of similar genre
of
nature
the
to
as
es
inferenc
some
draw
to
possible
be
in detail, it may
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mythology and religion in the Indus valley, where material similarities
allow.
Our basic source of information as to Mesopotamian mythology is
textual material and this source of information is lacking in the Indus
valley.
A secondary source presents itself in Mesopotamia in the
engraving of mythological scenes on cylinder seals. In India where the
seal took the form of a stamp, though the cylinder seal was known,*4
scenes which appear to have mythological overtones are also found.
Are we entitled to regard these seals as a secondary source of knowledge
of Indian mythology? The answer would seem to be yes. Many of
the seal impressions of the Indus valley bear no marks of cords, knots,
reeds or other tying materials on the reverse side and some are engraved
on both sides.3> Hence they may well be amulet or cult seals of the
type found in Sumer.*®
Which mythology do these seals represent? It is customary to
regard those motifs on Indus seals which are parallel to Mesopotamian
religious motifs as being inspired by or copies of Mesopotamian religious
motifs.

Cult seals, however, tend to have a local flavour and find their

meaning in myths current in the native environment.
Alien sources of
inspiration have no purpose or place in cultic usage unless the local
tradition has subsumed an alien tradition into itself.
Moreover, some
myths have an international provenance with some variant form and

where on an Indus cult-seal an international-type mythic scene is found,
we may well suspect the presence of such a myth in the Indus valley.
Thus the Gilgamesh-like image strangling tigers on one seal ®? immediately brings to mind

the universal hero who

in one role is a dragon

slayer.
The Hebrew angel Michael, the gods Marduk and Ra of
Babylon and Egypt perform the same role as Indra in the mythology
of dragon slaying and it may well be that in the Indus valley we have a
precursor of the Hindu Indra.*° With the dragon-slaying myth are
usually to be found two other aspects of the great heroic figure, the
survivor of the deluge and the thief of fire. Both are represented in
the Gilgamesh epic and both appear in Hindu mythology, although

whether the Gilgamesh-like seal allows us to presume their presence in
Harappan days is not certain. The flood myth belongs to the later,
not to the earlier Sanskrit levels and it has been suggested that it was
absorbed into the mythology from the Indus civilization rather than
being native to the Sanskrit speakers.
Another form of the dragon-slaying myth in ancient Sumer, closely
associated with the Gilgamesh epic, was the bull-slaying by Gilgamesh
and Enkidu.
Bull-grappling seals are represented in the Indus valley
and

perhaps

represent

a similar form

of myth

rather

than

an

alleged

Indus sport of bull-grappling.*"
Remains of figurines and burials when compared with similar forms
and types in the ancient near east Suggest something-of the nature of.
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Even without the evidence

the religious practices in the Indus valley.
of

the

numerous

figurines

which

have

been

excavated,

the

Mother

Goddess cult in the Indus valley would have been suggested on the
grounds of burial alone. James 15 regards the provision of certain
grave goods as the hallmark of a burial type which represents an extension of Mother Goddess beliefs and he draws parallels between burials
in.the Indus valley and burials throughout the Fertile Crescent.” What
form the ritual of worship of this goddess took is not certain though we
may well conjecture. What appears to be a prototype Siva is found
on one seal #4 and it has been conjectured that Siva or the prototype
In view of the fact that
was a male consort of the Mother Goddess.*®
the lingam is the symbol of Siva and since in Harappan iconography
the lingam and yoni rings are found,** the cult probably took the form
of a basic fertility rite, perhaps ritual or symbolic copulation as in
Mesopotamia.
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ARCHAOLOGY

AND

THE SOUTH-INDIAN
PROBLEM

DRAVIDIAN

P. JOSEPH

Where did the Dravidians of South India come from and does archzology give any clue? An answer is attempted here through a study of
the chalcolithic culture of south-east Rajasthan, central India and the
Deccan.

THE CONTENT OF THE CHALCOLITHIC CULTURE
The sites were founded mostly on the black soil belt. Based on
a village economy, the settlements were small except, perhaps, in
Rajasthan. The people cultivated wheat, rice, millets, pulses, vegetables
and

cotton.

They

reared

cattle,

sheep,

fowls,

pigs

They

dogs.

and

Brick was known only at Ahar?
lived mostly in mud-built houses.
and Gilund ? in Rajasthan.
They used very few metal tools. Copper was scarce except, again,
at Ahar and Gilund. Of special interest are a copper dagger with midrib
from Navdatoli? (Central India) and a similar one from Chandoli4
Of like interest are a few iron implements from the latest
(Deccan).
(not post-) chalcolithic phase of Eran,° Nagda,°—both in Central India
—Prakash?

and Bahal&—both

in the Deccan.

Méicrolithic tools, how-

ever, of fine-grained chalcedony, jasper, etc., were plentiful. There was
a good percentage of blades, turned out on the crested guiding ridge
technique. But at Maski® and Brahmagiri’? in the Deccan chert
Again in
blades made through the same technique were also known.
hammerstones
and
anvils
axes,
stone
polished
butt
pointed
the Deccan
were popular, their popularity increasing towards the south.
In
The pottery was highly diversified in shapes and shades.
mostly
black-and-red,
the
was
ware
common
Rajasthan? the most
white-painted. Cream-slipped, black-on-red, buff, grey, red and lustrous red were some of the other wares. These wares were known to
the rest of the chalcolithic area, though not all to every site. The
common denominator, however, was the black-on-red painted with
geometric, plant and animal motifs and called Malwa ware 2? in Central

(earlier in Central India than at the type-site)

India and Jorwe ware!®

in the

Deccan,

with,

no

doubt,

special

local

In

characteristics.

the

Deccan the typical chalcolithic ware was mixed with a burnished grey
387
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or black pottery, whose incidence increased towards the south.

Of a

variety of pottery forms note may be taken of bowls, basins, jars, dishes-

on-stand, bowls-on-stand, perforated pots, double pots, spouted vessels
and those with animal-headed handles (from Ahar 1),
Among other items of culture were animal figurines and beads
particularly those with peculiar decorations from Ahar.®
The available c-14 dates 1° indicate that the chalcolithic culture was
largely post-Harappan, extending from roughly 2000 B.c. (beginning of
Ahar I A) to 700 B.c. (approximate end of Bahal II).
POST-HARAPPAN

CULTURE OF KATHIAWAR-GUJARAT

The chalcolithic culture of Rajasthan,

Central India and the Deccan

did not start in situ. The only nearby region, where one may look for
origin is Kathiawar-Gujarat.
Here the key-site is Rangpur)? whose
sequence is reproduced in 20-odd other sites.
It shows that after
1900 B.c. (c-14 date for the end of Lothal A), when floods destroyed
the Harappan civilization, the Harappans reoccupied the sites but their
culture was of a poor standard.
At Rangpur this stage was noticed
in period II B.

The

vitality of the

old civilization,

however,

had

not

quite vanished and sparked off, specially in ceramics,8 an evolutionary
process—there

was

no

foreign

intervention—in

nating in Rangpur IT.
The houses at the start were mud-built.
but not burnt ones.!®

The settlements

were

Rangpur

II C,

culmi-

Later mud-bricks appeared
small.

No

town-planning

or drainage was in evidence. Writing was confined to graffiti on pots.?°
Copper was scarce. Microlithic tools of chalcedony jasper and agate
came into fashion. Short blades became popular.”
The pottery 2* was mainly black-on-red, painted with geometric,
plant and animal designs. The forms were bowls, jars, basins, disheson-stand, bowls-on-stand, spouted vessels, double pots and a limited
number of perforated jars. No doubt there were local variations of the
common black-on-red pottery, e.g., the Prabhas ware.2? Other wares
were the painted buff, plain red, plain grey, lustrous red (in fact blackand-red through inverted firing) and cream-slipped (from Rojdi 24),
Beads*

of terracotta, steatite and

semi-precious

animal figurines 2° were other items of culture.

stones

as well

as

EXPLANATION OF POST-HARAPPAN CULTURAL POVERTY IN KATHIAW
ARGUJARAT
The poverty of the post-Harappan culture of Kathiawar-Gujarat
and its evolutionary trend have to be accounted for by external
causes
in addition to internal ones. Floods devastated not only Kathiawa
rGujarat but also the Indus valley and north-west Rajasthan. Moreover
,
foreigners seem to have taken advantage of the situation
to over-throw
the Indus cities.2?_ They had also over-run the Sargonid
empire in the
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west.
Deprived thus of their overseas trade—their very raison-d’étre—
the post-Harappans of Kathiawar-Gujarat lost their prosperity.
Hence
their cultural degeneracy.
In this context the change-over from Jong to
short stone blades is easily understood.
Once the Sukkur-Rohri source
of chert was closed due to disturbances, the post-Harappans had to take
to locally available soft-grained material.
Using the crested guiding
ridge technique, at which they were adepts, they produced short blades
from small cores.
REVISION OF RANGPUR CHRONOLOGY
Rao’s Rangpur dates *5 need to be revised in the light of the latest
c-14 determinations.
As Harappa civilization (Period A) ended at
Lothal on c-14 dating around 1900 B.c., Rangpur II A (Harappa
civilization) must have ended about the same date.
Recent c-14 dating
for Ahar would point to Ahar I A beginning around 2000 B.c.2% Since
the lustrous red ware, which originated in Rangpur II C and reigned
supreme in III could have gone to Ahar I C (dated approximately
1880-1700 B.c.) only from Rangpur II C at the earliest, the revised
dates for post-Harappan Rangpur are:
1[ 8-- 1900-1800 8.௦.
Il C—1800-1700 B.c.
111 --1700-1400 ற.௦.
Incidentally, if Harappa in Kathiawar-Gujarat ended around 1900
B.c., Ahar’s beginning about 2000 B.c. needs explanation. As evidenced
by the initial work at the site, it seems to have started as a Harappan
settlement; such was the case of Gilund too. [See the mud-brick houses
of Ahar and Gilund and the imposing mud-brick walls and burnt-brick
(of almost Harappan dimensions) structure of the latter site]. Lothal
A III was destroyed by a serious flood about 2000 B.c.°° Migrants must
then have founded Ahar. Since, however, Harappa lasted in Kathiawar
only a century more, Ahar’s history was largely post-Harappan.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE CHALCOLITHIC CULTURE OF SOUTH-EAST RAJASTHAN, CENTRAL INDIA AND THE DECCAN AND THE POST-HARAPPAN
CULTURE OF KATHIAWAR-GUJARAT
Owing

to loss of overseas trade,

the post-Harappan of Kathiawar-

Gujarat lost attraction for the peninsular coast and migrated to the
mainland from Kathiawar in search of pastures new. Due to disturbances

they

could

not

proceed

north-west;

they

went,

therefore,

north-east into Rajasthan and turned south—c-14 dates bear ample
testimony to the north-south movement.
There must-have been also
movement eastwards from the Gujarat coast. The migrants had to
take to a new way of life; they became mainly mixed farmers. This
explains the general poverty of the culture—small village settlements,
11-26
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unpretentious housing, loss of writing except for grafliti on pots, paucity
of copper, preponderance of stone tools and, at least at the start,
somewhat decadent pottery.
In all their wanderings they seem to have
kept in constant touch with their original home in Kathiawar-Gujarat.
Hence the resemblances—making due allowance for local preferences—
in almost every item of material culture, from beads to food-grains,
from buildings to figurines.
Now for some specific similarities. The flat copper axes of Ahar,
Navdatoli and Jorwe easily hark back to Harappan and post-Harappan
ones from Kathiawar-Gujarat.*!
The microlithic tool, including blade, industry was brought from
Kathiawar-Gujarat.
And yet, as if to emphasise that free availability
was the main reason for choice of material, they produced only copper
tools at Ahar and Cilund, where copper was plentiful, and long chert
blades at Maski and Brahmagiri, since the raw material could be had
from nearby Raichur.
Their pottery too can largely be traced to Kathiawar-Gujarat.
The chalcolithic region was indebted for the technique only of its blackand-red ware to Lothal and Rangpur where it formed part and parcel
of the Harappan and post-Harappan ceramic outfit. The painted
black-on-red, grey—plain or painted—and plain red wares recall postHarappan Kathiawar-Gujarat types. The cream-slipped pottery of
Ahar, Navdatoli etc., could have gone from Rojdi (two c-14 dates of
1970 and 1740 B.c. for phase B® are significant) in Kathiawar.
The
lustrous red ware of Ahar I C on the one hand and Navdatoli IV and
Bahal I B on the other definitely went from Rangpur 11 C and III
respectively.
No doubt some new pot-forms and designs emerged but many old
ones persisted. Concordances in form comprise bow! with flaring rim,
blunt-carinated

bowl,

sharp-carinated

bowl,

bowl

with

concave-convex

profile, bowl with deep carinated shoulder and splayed rim, high-necked
Jar, high-necked jar with beaded rim, carinated jar, jar with cylindrical
neck, non-carinated or slightly carinated dish, dish with beaded rim,
basin with beaded rim, basin with clubbed rim, dish-on-stand with
corrugated stem, hollow-stemmed dish-on-stand, bowl-on-stand, (evolved

from dish-on-stand), tubular-spouted and channel-spouted (the elongated
spout evolved from the short beak
pots and double pots.

of the oil-lamp) vessels, /ota-shaped

‘
Similarities in design may be noted in hatched diamonds, wavy
lines, hatched panels, triangles, foliage patterns. peacock, antelope or
deer with wavy horns and dancing humans with flying hair.

CHALCOLITHIC CONTACT WITH NEOLITHIC
eas As the chalcolithic culture moved into the Deccan it came in
intimate contact with a neolithic culture, characterised by polished
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pointed-butt stone axes, anvils, hammer-stones, burnished black or grey
ware and probably urn burials. The neolithic apparently began around
2300 B.c. (c. 14 date for Utnur) in Andhra-Karnatak. Its northward
push was halted at Daimabad (Northern Deccan) by the chalcolithic,
which then marched into the southern Deccan, where its impact on
Sanganakallu, Maski and Brahmagiri is dated about 1000 B.c. (not c-14).
Recently new chalcolithic sites have been discovered in the southern
Deccan.** Intensive work at some and a few more c. 14 dates would help
solve some problems.
For instance, at Brahmagiri the grey ware, found
throughout period I was associated with ochre-painted red warein I A.
At Bahal grey ware of the Brahmagiri type occurred in period I A and
black-painted red ware in I B.
If, as is supposed, painted pottery
travelled from north to south, Brahmagiri I A should be later than Bahal
IB.
Inthat case how did Brahmagiri type grey ware appear in Bahal
I A? Maybe the two sites owed their grey ware to separate sources.
CHALCOLITHIC CONTACT WITH WEST-ASIAN ELEMENT
The chalcolithic culture was superimposed by another cultural
element, using beads with compartmented decorations (at Ahar), midribbed copper swords (at Navdatoli and Chandoli), and iron tools,
specially socketed axes and swords with a

Prakash and Bahal).

faint mid-rib (at Eran, Nagda,

The bead designs resemble West-Asian ones and

also those on the compartmented stamp seals of Nal (North Baluchistan),

the Shahi-tumps (South Baluchistan) cemetery and Jhukar culture that
followed Harappa in Sind.2* The mid-rib for swords and socket for
axes were techniques unknown in the sub-continent until foreigners
See similar copper weapons from the top-layer of
brought them.**
Mohenjo-daro as well as the Jhnukar culture. The bearers of the relevant
beads and copper tools came to the chalcolithic area in a first wave in
early 2nd millennium B.c., and the carriers of the iron tools in a
subsequent wave in late 2nd millennium B.c.

LINGUISTIC INTERPRETATION
To interpret all these data linguistically, the chalcolithic people, as
descendants of the Harappans, should have spoken the same language
Lahovary recently posited for the entire area from
as the latter did.

India to Spain a pre-Indo-European polysynthetic linguistic sub-stratum,
comprising dead languages like Sumerian, Hurrian, etc., and living ones,
namely, Basque, Caucasian and Dravidian. This linguistic group
pioneered

the

neolithic

and

urban

revolutions

in. their

area.3*

The

builders, therefore. .of the Indus civilization, namely, the. Harappans,
must have spoken proto-Dravidian. The chalcolithic folk, hence, spoke
the same language.
The neolithic people of the Deccan must have been Munda-speakers.
The close contact between them and the chalcolithic folk explains the
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existence of several Munda traits in the whole culture, including language,
of the Dravidians and vice versa.
Moreover, Dravidian society absorbed
many Munda-speakers, who adopted a superior culture.

The foreigners who brought the mid-ribbed swords, socketed axes
and peculiarly wrought beads were the Indo-European speakers
Aryans.*? Their impact led to the replacement of proto-Dravidian

or
by

Indo-European in the northern half of the chalcolithic area and to the
splitting up of proto-Dravidian into the modern Dravidian languages
in the southern part. In this context the Kullur (Deccan) hoard of
mid-ribbed copper swords,"* seems significant. The Aryan southern drive
was presumably beaten back towards the end of the second millennium
B.C. by the combined strength of the Dravidian and Munda speakers to
almost the northern borders of the Deccan.
The evidence is slender
but consistent with the major linguistic division of the country along
the northern limits of modern Mysore and Andhra states. Peaceful
penetration, however, followed the failure of Aryan arms. Thus began
the entry of Aryan elements into the Dravidian way of life in Southern
India.
One weakness in this study is the lack of chalcolithic sites in
Tamil Nad.
Maybe vigorous search will lead to discovery. Otherwise
it would

mean

that the Tamil

speakers left southern

Deccan

for Tamil

Nad only about the time that tribal monarchy emerged in their polity.
SUMMARY

The chalcolithic people of south-east Rajasthan, Central India and
the Deccan were degenerate Harappan migrants from KathiawarGujarat. They spoke, like their illustrious compeers, proto-Dravidian.
Theirs at the start was a culture in a state of devolution.
But it soon
evolved due to not merely the very vitality of the old civilization, one
of the grandest

of the ancient

world,

but

also contacts

with

Munda-

speakers, flushed with the pride of fresh achievement in having crossed
the neolithic hurdle, and vigorous Indo-Europeans, the bearers of a
superior technology.
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SOME ANCIENT CRAFTS AND TECHNOLOGY
IN
TAMIL NAD AS REVEALED IN EXCAVATIONS

K. V.

RAMAN

INTRODUCTION
Archeological excavations and explorations done in Tamil Nad have
brought to light certain new and interesting data pertaining to the
material culture of the Tamil people and their achievements in various
arts and crafts. Some of these facts afford remarkable corroboration
of the evidence found in the early Tamil literature, while some give us
entirely new and hitherto unknown details regarding the various technical
crafts in which

the different

sections

of the

population

were

engaged.

The beautifully-designed sparkling pottery, the graceful terracottaimages,

modelled and moulded, a wide variety of iron-implements,
lovely beads
of glass and semi-precious stones, a few gold, silver and
copper objects

—all recovered from excavations—have a significant story
to tell us
about the origin of the raw materials, the technique of
manufacture.
the accessory equipments, and so on. The object of
this paper is to
focus attention on certain important crafts or village
industries that
were developed in the proto-and the early historie
times, roughly from
300 B.c. to 300 A.D., as revealed in excavations.
A.

CERAMIC

INDUSTRY

Pottery-making

was

one

of the

oldest

crafts

developed

by

man.
In Neolithic times, man crossed the food-gatheri
ng stage and evolved
a food-producing €conomy and engaged himself in
agricultural pursuits.
The cultivation of cereal crops meant that the
produce had to be stored
for future use. This led to the invention
of pottery—which was first

made

by hand

and

then turned

on the wheel.

Here in Tamil

Nad, the
earliest pottery found in the Neolithic times
was a greyish ware with
its surface burnished. It was found in the
earliest levels at a site named
Paiyampalli in North Arcot District... The
strata in which it has been
found has been dated to circa 1400 B.c.* It
is exactly like the burnished
grey ware found at places like Brahmagiri
and Takkalakotta in Mysore
and Nagarjunakonda

pottery, though

in the Andhra Pradesh.
samples of coarse, hand-made

found along with it,
394
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Pottery have also been
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The ceramic craft reached new heights during the time
Megalithic culture was in full swing in Tamil Nad.
Now,
had to cater to a larger and growing community whose needs
were more varied and refined.
Hence, pottery was produced
seale with a rich repertoire of shapes and forms.

when the
the potter
and tastes
on a large

The pottery developed

by them is known to archeologists as the black and red ware, which
was obtained by a specialized process of firing called ‘* inverted firing ”.
The vessels made of clay were placed in the kiln in the upside-down
position, with a fair quantity of carbonaceous matter stuffed inside, so
that the rim portion of the vessel as well as the interior were in direct
contact with the fuel and hence turned black while the lower portion
of the vessel was exposed to oxidising conditions and hence turned red.*
This lent a charming double-colour-scheme to the vessels. Added to
this was the bright and polished surface which make this pottery a
superb product of the times. This glitter was probably obtained by
the adoption of salt-glazing process.
In this process of firing, when
the fuel was almost burnt out in the kiln and the pots were still red-hot,

moist salt was thrown into the kiln. Under the intense heat. the salt
would volatize and spread over the surface of the pots and produce
the glaze.
This pottery is important for archeologists for dating
purposes. In South India and the Deccan it has been found in the
layers which are generally datable from about 300 B.c. to 100 a.p. But
in Central and North-West India, pottery produced in the same technique
has been found to occur even in the Chalcolithic cultures datable to
about 1500 B.c,
A variant of this pottery was another variety known as russetcoated pottery. This was developed sometime around the first century
A.D. Produced by the same process and having a similar shining surface,
it has beautiful designs over its body in different patterns, like the
The
crisscross and the wavy lines which give it a distinct quality.
designs were made in kaolin before firing and hence they are not erasable.

This pottery has been found to occur in large quantities, especially
in the districts of Madurai, Coimbatore, Salem and Mysore State.*
The Tamilian potters were receptive to new ideas. About the first
century A.D., when there was a good contact between South India and
Rome, a few peculiar pottery-traditions obtaining at Rome made their
advent here. A particular ceramic ware known as the rouletted ware
which was made of fine clay and under reducing condition was evidently

But it soon became popular
first used by the Roman traders here.
here and very close imitations of the pottery with similar rouletted
designs have been found in places like Arikamedu, Kaveripumpattinam,
Uraiyur, Sengamedu.* While the finer samples were probably imported,
‘
cruder varieties seem to have been locally made.®
Nad
Tamil
of
that
on
Another effect of the Roman ceramic tradition
was the manufacture of large conical-bottomed wine jars called the
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But subFirst they were recognised at Arikamedu.
‘amphorae’.
sequently, they have been found in large numbers in the excavations at
Kanchipuram and Kaaraikadu (South Arcot District). They were
manufactured by a rather complicated process—the upper portion made
on the wheel and the lower portion made by hand and then both joined
together by luting. The local potters seem to have quickly acquired
the new techniques and adopted them here with considerable ease. At
Kanchipuram, both the original or the imported amphorae in fine pink
clay, as well as the locally made

ones

in dull red ware,

were

found

in

the same layers.’
ந, BRICKS, TILES AND TERRACOTTAS
We know that in the Chalcolithic times mud-brick structures were
constructed in many sites in Central India.
for the period is inadequate.
However,

For Tamil Nad, the evidence
we find that structures made

of kiln-burnt bricks were constructed in Kaaveripumpattinam as early
as 250 B.c.§ The beautiful I-shaped wharf and the brick-built facade
of water-reservoir afford eloquent testimony to the remarkable skill
attained by the Tamil people in constructional engineering.
The bricks
found in the wharf are perhaps the largest size found in South India and
measure 24”x 12" 3”, while the smaller variety measure 17” 17” x3”.
They are heavy and saffron-red in colour.
Made of soft and welllevigated clay, they are examples of highly perfected craft which has
enabled those bricks to remain unaffected in the saltish backwaters for
more

than

2000

years.

The

massive

size

and

durable

nature

of the

bricks used in public buildings such as the wharf may show that the
brick-industry was probably patronised by certain trade-guilds, engaged
in export and import activities. For ordinary houses, small bricks
were probably used.
The bricks used in the Buddhist monastery at Kaaveripumpattinam
exhibit decorative detail and skilful workmanship.
Bricks with various
mouldings, as well as chamfered or bevelled edges have been used to
Suit the various positions in which they were placed.
Bricks with curved
and other complicated profiles were evidently shaped in fresh clay.
before they were placed in the kiln.

The tiles found in the excavations are indeed interesting. The
ancient Tamils did not use the concave tiles which we use to-day. They
used rectangular flat-tiles, about six inches long and two inches broad,
with a little hook-like projection at one end. They were probably closely
placed one after the other over the rafters without leaving any gap. These
tiles are of uniform size, probably made on a large scale in moulds.
These rectangular tiles have been found in the early historic and medieval
sites at places like Kaanchipuram and Kaaveripumpattinam.
Another specialised branch of the potter’s work was in making of
clay-toys and images, some as playthings and some as cult-objects.
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First, they were hand-modelled; and when the demand for the cultimages grew, they were prepared on a mass scale on moulds.
Figures
made on both single-mould and double-mould have been obtained from
excavations.
Several beautiful terracotta figurines like a mother holding
a child, ladies with

elaborate coiffures,

ear-ornaments,

gamesmen

etc.,

are usually found in the excavations.
These miniature-masterpieces
display greater vocational skill and imaginative mind which served as
the forerunners of the more enduring iconographic forms on stones
and bronzes.®
C. BEAD-MAKING INDUSTRY
Some of the most attractive and colourful objects usually found in
the excavation of the ancient sites of Tamil Nad arethe beads and bangles.
Beads made of semi-precious stones like jasper. chaladony, carnelian,
quartz-crystal, agate and amethyst have been found at places like
Arikamedu, Kaaveripumpattinam, Kaanchipuram, Uraiyur in early
levels. In particular they are to be found in large quantities in
Kaaveripumpattinam, where probably a regular manufacturing and
trading centre of beads was located. Both at Kaaraikadu (6 miles
from Cuddalore on the way to Chidambaram in South Arcot District)
and Kaaveripumpattinam, beads in incomplete stages of preparation
have been recovered.
Completed beads show excellent finish and are
often of uniform size and shape as if they were finished by some
mechanical device. Beads with simple discular or special shape as also
those of complicated shapes like the lug-collared or groove-collared and
The numerous beads found so far
segmented beads were prepared.
certain types of fine-grained
importing
or
quarrying
in
skill
display
stones, cutting them to. various smaller sizes, drilling to get a central
hole, and finally giving them a proper finish. The availability of these
beads in different stones at a place like Kaaveripumpattinam, where
the necessary raw materials do not occur, obviously indicate that they
have been imported from the hilly tracts,
D. GLASS INDUSTRY
Glass-making was known to the Tamils at least from the first
century A.D. At Kaaraikadu, a site of that date, a number of glass
lumps as well as waste-slags of glass have been recovered from the
excavation, along with finished and half finished beads of glass.1° This
clearly shows that glass was manufactured at the site, evidently for the
preparation of beads and bangles. A number of broken earthern
crucibles found in the excavations probably indicate that the raw
materials like sand and lime-stone were melted in earthen crucibles.
The material is generally opaque but sometimes translucent. Transparent glass is extremely rare. Bangles were usually made in black
glass and sometimes in blue also; whereas beads were made in red,
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yellow, green and blue colours.

At Arikamedu, glass beads of different

shapes (such as spherical, cylindrical, biconical, barrel) have been found
in the strata datable to the first century A.D. Specimens of imported
Roman glass have also been found in the same site." We do not know
whether

glass

was

also

utilised

for making

bowls,

plates

or

mirrors.

But the Tamil epic Manimeekalai mentions the existence of even a
structure made of Palhingku, which is generally taken to mean ‘ glass’.
Even if this is taken as poetic exaggeration, it implies at least a knowledge
of the potentialities of glass.”
E, METALLURGY
(i) Iron:
It is generally considered that the discovery of copper was made
during the late Neolithic period.
But its usage was only very limited
and hence it had little effect on the Neolithic economy as such.
Stone
tools were still used predominantly.
The advent of iron on the other
hand introduced profound changes in the economic life of the people.
Iron was used for making tools for utilitarian as well as offensive
purposes.
Agricultural hoes, sickles, knives as well as swords, lances
etc., were prepared, and this introduced new and unprecedented vigour
into the economy.
In South India, iron was introduced sometime

around 500 B.c.1° The Megalithic culture which came in its wake was
widespread in Tamil Nad during that period. A very rich repertoire of
iron implements have been unearthed at places like Adichanallur
(Tinnevelly District), Perumbair, Sanur, Kunrattur, Amritamangalam
ete. (in Chingleput District). Implements like the arrow-head, spear,
wedge, horse-bit, dagger, chisel were found in the megalithic tombs.
These

clearly

indicate

that

the

megalith-builders

knew

the

mining

of

iron and the allied industries of smelting and forging.
We do not know exactly the method of iron-smelting used by the
ancients. But it was probably done in the following manner: Places
where iron-ore occurred were known to them.
The purer variety of the
Iron-ore was selected and mixed with charcoal and heated intensely for
several hours with continual fuel-additions. For a regular supply of
air for fanning the fire, probably bellows were used. Thus heated, the
iron-ore became an incandescent sponge of metal. The clay or any
other mineral mixed with the iron-oxide and the charcoal ash sintered
into a slag, permeating the sponge and protecting the iron from further
action.

After

a certain

time,

the furnace was

broken

into,

and

the

glowing ball of iron pulled out and, while white hot, hammered in order
to remove all the slag-covering over it.

Finally the remaining particles

of the metal were put together and hammered to weld them into a
coherent mass.
In many of the Megalithic sites in the District of

Madurai, one can notice rejected iron-slags in profuse quantities. This
indicates that iron was smelted and perhaps beaten into various shapes
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at, these sites. The iron-implements found in the megaliths
India offer an interesting study in ancient metallurgy.

of South

(ii) Copper, Silver and Gold
In early historical times copper and silver were used especially for
making coins. The rectangular pieces of impure silver, bearing several
punch-marks, were current in South India probably even before the
Christian era. But apart from this, silver does not seem to have been
as popular as gold for making ornaments.'*
Copper was widely used for coinage in the early centuries of the
Christian era. Punch-marked coins in copper have been found in South
India, one of them at Manigramam near Kaaveripumpattinam.
At the
latter place have also been found five specimens of square copper coins
belonging to the early Chola dynasty, with their cognizable crest—the
tiger. Similar square coins of early Pandyas were also made from
copper.
They have been found in the region round Madurai.
Earthern

moulds having a number of square sockets used for the preparation
of the square coins have been found at Kaaveripumpattinam and
Kaanchipuram.
Profuse quantities of bronze objects were found in
the urn-burials at Adichanallur and these show advanced workmanship.
All these facts clearly testify that technological processes connected with
metallurgy, like smelting, smithy and casting, were in vogue in Tamil Nad.
The use of gold in Tamil Nad also goes back to early days, probably
in the late Megalithic times. In the site of Adichanallur a few gold

diadems or mouthpieces were found in the burial-urns.

At Suthukkeri

near Pondicherry a gold necklace was found in one of the cairn-circles.
We do not know wherefrom this precious metal was extracted. But
the Tamil Sangam work Pattinappalai informs us that gold was
imported to Kaaveripympattinam from the ‘northern hills’. This
can only be taken to refer to the Kolar hill-regions, noted for their goldmining areas, which were probably tapped even in ancient times. The
use of gold for the costly jewellery of the kings and nobles as well as
of the middle-class people is amply borne out by the early Tamil works
like the Cilappatikaaram and the Kaliththokai.’ The former attests to
the presence of goldsmiths and jewellers in places like Madurai and
Puhar.
In the first century A.D., Roman gold flowed into the Tamil country

in large quantities.

Roman gold coins were obtained for their bullion

value in exchange for several articles like pepper, muslin etc. A contemporary poet informs us that beautiful large ships of the Yavanas
brought gold to the port of Musiri and returned laden with pepper.’
Some of them have been found in hoards and some stray ones in a few
This fresh flow of gold must have given a fillip to the
megaliths.
goldsmith’s craft. From Tamil literature we know that several types
of ornaments like necklaces, rings, bangles, anklets and crowns were
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made in gold. This varied jewellery necessarily implies a knowledge
of all the necessary equipments like the furnace, blow-pipes, moulds,
crucibles ete.
F. TEXTILES,

CHANK-CUTTING

AND

IVORY

Besides these, the prevalence of a number of other industries, like
the textile, chank-cutting, ivory-carving industries, is borne out by the
excavations.

At

Arikamedu,

two brick-built

tanks

used

as cisterns

or

vats for dyeing the muslin cloth were unearthed. The Periplus informs
us that Uraiyur was a great centre of the trade in fine cotton-products,
which were even exported.!8 A number of sawn conch-shells have been
found in Arikamedu excavations and a few sporadic ones at Kaaveripumpattinam and Korkai1® They were used for making bangles.
Chank-cutters or “‘ Sanguvalayalkaarar’’ at Pumpuhar are mentioned
in the Cilappatikaaram. Ivory combs and gamesmen were found in
the early levels at Kaanchipuram excavations.?°
The foregoing analysis of the various objects found in the excavations in Tamil Nad will serve to show that the ancient Tamil craftsmen
had attained a high degree of skill in various industries like ceramics,
metallurgy, textiles and glass. While theliterature undoubtedly makes
references to these, it is through excavations that we come to see and
handle the actual materials used by the ancients.
Let us hope that future
excavations will bring to light several such precious products of our
ancient craftsmen which now lie buried in the womb of the earth.
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epithet vanished and another aspect of the saint came to the front,
that is the saint as a mother, as is clear from her name ‘‘ KaraikkalIn the ninth century saka, however, in Bantay Sréi,
ammaiyar”’.
the emphasis lies on the péy aspect. The fact that this representation
possibly is the oldest available adds to its interest. The representations
in Tanjore and Gangaikondacdlapuram belong to the middle of the
tenth century saka—and bronze figures, even the oldest ones, are still
later in time.
Keeping in mind the slight differences which are due to the desire
of emphasizing either the péy, or the ammaiydr-aspect, we may observe
how remarkably the plastic expressions of the Khmer sculptor are akin
to those which have been current in India, all through the centuries:
squatting position, emaciated torso and limbs, long hanging breasts,
dishevelled hair, the holding of a musical instrument (cymbal, etc.) in
order to accompany the dance. We may, for example, compare the
sculpture of Bantay Sréi, with the image of Gangaikondacolapuram
(Plate II), or with the bronze of Tiruvalankadu.
Thus Karaikkalammaiyar was evoked in the Khmer country, at a
well-fixed date (889 saka), and in the surroundings of the capital Angkor.
But she is to be found represented in other places also. And this fact
She
shows that she was a well-accepted and living figure in Cambodia.
can be seen on a lintel of Vat Baset (Plate Il) in the Battambang
district. Considering its stylistic features this image can be placed at
the end of the tenth century saka. As a matter of fact, the monument
bears inscriptions, some of which dated 958 and 964 saka. On this
lintel is seen a fleshless woman,

squatting

at the feet of dancing

Siva,

as a symmetrical counterpart of a feminine figure with a young and
firm body. We have been led to the conclusion that the first figure
which is often
is Karaikkalammaiyar, the second one being Uma
by Karaikkalevoked
often
and
Nataraja
of
side
the
on
represented
ammaiyar in her poems. Thus in the Tiruvdlankaju ttiruppatikam she
says: ‘‘There the charmer dances and the highlander’s daughter,
In Arputattiruvantati she sings about “ the
bewildered, watcheshim”.
raised breasts ”.
and
young
cup-like,
one with
One may observe that, on this lintel and on the Bantay Srei
pediment, the dancing Siva has ten arms, in conformity with the tradition
of North India, whereas, in the tradition of South India, he generally
has four arms.

On

this point then,

Khmer

sculpture seems to show a

synthesis of different influences.
has
In Phimai (which nowadays belongs to Thailand, but which
pediment
a
of
parts
several
empire),
Khmer
the
of
been a dependency
have been found recently. A reconstitution of these is being made
presently.

one
It represents Siva dancing above a row of worshippers;

ecstasy;
emaciated woman squats down at the feet of the god, being in
representation
isa
This
handle.
a
on
fixed
bell
a
holds
she
if
it seems as
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of Karaikkalammaiyar.
From the patterns of decoration, from the
workmanship of the figures, we may fix the date of this pediment towards
the beginnings of the Angkor Vat style, namely in the middle of eleventh
century saka.
Another representation of Karaikkalammaiyar is found in a fragment of sculpture preserved in Phnom Penh Museum under the accession

number B-109 (Plate IV).

Inthe Phnom Penh Museum,

it is labelled as

“ probably part of a pediment’ and it is described as “ an old woman
with hanging breasts’, but no hint is given as to her identity or the
place of the find. In our opinion, in fact, it is another representation of
Karaikkalammaiyar.
It bears all her characteristic
features: the
breasts are clearly of long pointed shape and hanging, the body and
the legs are lean, and there is the squatting position.
Moreover, in the
upper part of the stone, near the fractured edge, one can distinguish
the traces- of the leg of a dancing figure, in a position such as we
see in the reliefs of Phimai and Gangaikondacdlapuram.
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Archaeology is the scientific study of the material remains of the ancients.
In this study, several disciplines are made use of, such as epigraphy, art,
architecture, geology, chemistry, biology, statistics and the like.

is another subject whose aid is also invoked.
There are many branches of physics which are made

Physics

use of in the

study of ancient materials, such as spectroscopy, X-rays, electron micro-

probe, metallography, hardness studies, thermoluminescence, magnetism
and neutron activation.
One determines the composition of the ancient
materials through spectroscopy. X-rays determine the structure and
composition.
Electron microprobe helps in the determination of the
composition of materials, which are available in minute quantities.
Differential composition, if any, can also be determined from point to
point in the body of an ancient material. Metallography reveals the
structure of the metal or alloy, while hardness gives an indication of
the nature of the work done on metals and alloys.
_Thermoluminescence
is useful in dating pottery. The study of magnetism gives the date when
an undisturbed kiln was last fired. Neutron activation is helpful in
determining trace elements.
:
Physics, too, is playing a vital role in the field of archaeological
exploration and its use in this sphere will be discussed here.
The purpose of archaeological excavation is to unearth buried
ancient materials
and to study them in their proper context.
Archaeological excavation is based on archaeological exploration.
The latter depends on surface finds, and topography, including the
presence of mounds etc. By the very nature of things, the actual
location archaeological materials cannot be pinpointed by these
methods.

Buried
bricks,

archaeological

brick walls,

fired

materials
structures

may

consist

such as kilns,

of ancient
furnaces,

pottery,

ovens

and

hearths, pits and ditches filled with top soil, rubbish or a rampart tilting
and falling in, rocky materials, iron, ferrous alloys, non-ferrous alloys,
Of these different materials, pottery conswood, bones and the like.

Many of these
titutes the very alphabet of archaeology.
are capable of detection through the application of physics.
11.27

materials
Electrical
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resistivity measurements and proton magnetometric measurements have
been utilised in this connection.
Electrical resistivity measurement consists in inserting four metal
electrodes to a depth of a few inches into the ground in an area to be
explored for archaeological remains.
A current of about 20 mA. is

passed between the two outer electrodes.
the two inner electrodes.

This induces a voltage across

If there is a difference in the soil type between

the inner electrodes, a wall between them or a ditch with fillings, pottery

dumps, metals, alloys etc., an anomalous voltage will be recorded across
them. The induced voltage can be measured by applying a counter
E.M.F. from an external source in the opposite direction so as to produce
a null reading of the galvanometer.
The opposing E.M.F. read on the
galvanometer will be equal to the induced voltage.
If, as is usual,
alternating current, the probe contact potentials or polarisation
will be
obviated.
Nearly twenty years ago, the writer worked out details of
the
electrical resistivity method in collaboration with Dr.
M. B. Ramachandra Rao, an eminent Indian geophysicist.
At that time, there was
a proposal to have the forebay of the Tungabhadra Hydro-elec
tric
Project close to the archaeological ruins of Hampi.
The authorities
were anxious, therefore, to have a quick survey of the entire
region so
as to be sure that nothing of importance would be lost in
the course of
the construction.
The writer suggested the electrical resistivity method
for a quick and economical archaeological survey of the
area.
But they
Were not ready to adopt this new scientific technique,
even though it
was supported by an eminent Indian geophysicist.
So far, no attempt
has hitherto been made to adopt this method anywhere
in India.
Proton magnetometric Survey was employed for the
first time in
India early in 1966. There are appreciable amounts
of ferromagnetic
impurities in clay or soil. On heating clay or soil,
the tiny magnets
present in them will align themselves with the magnetic
field of the earth,
just as a freely Suspended magnet does. When
it cools, the magnets
will be sealed in the direction of the earth’s
field. The presence of
these
tiny magnets

affects the normal strength of the earth’s
magnetic
field wherever they occur.
Thus there is a change in the apparent
strength of the earth’s otherwise homogeneous field.
It is now possible

to measure the earth’s field correct to one
part in 50,000 or more.

this means it is possible to detect the apparent
field caused by the Presence of archaeological
make allowance for the diurnal variations of
the
_ An archaeological site has ancient buried

various points, in addition to what exists
on the surface.

above, many
டட

field.

By

changes in the magnetic
materials.
One has to
earth’s field.
materials distributed at

of the materials contain tiny magnets.

As was stated

Wherever

such

occur, they produce anomalous values
for the earth’s magnetic
2
5
:

:

ன்

்

ல்
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Proton magnetometric observations are made at definite intervals
of, say, two metres.
The interval will also depend on whether the
survey is to be broad and general or a detailed one. Any place which
gives anomalies in the values of the earth’s field and which are not due
to geological features has under it buried archaeological materials.
A proton magnetometer works on a well known scientific principle.
Water consists of hydrogen and oxygen as constituents. Each atom
of hydrogen has a proton and an electron, the former constituting the
nucleus.
A bottle of water is taken with several turns of copper wire
wound over it. A strong D.C. current is sent through the wire.
This
sets up an electric field.
Since ditch-filling is more sterile than pit-filling, it may be difficult
to detect it. The ditches have, however, an advantage in that they
have

a

geometrical

form.

When

considered

in

isolation,

anomalies

might be indistinguishable from random fluctuations due, for example,
to natural variations in the conditions and depth of the top soil. But
it may acquire significance when seen in plan form. This is similar to
the recognition of geometrical features in aerial photography. At
Verulium, for example, the inner fosse sectioned near Blue Hill and
having a geometrical form was followed for half a mile through proton
magnetometric survey.
The proton magnetometric survey has, therefore, a great significance.
It was this which prompted the French Institute, Pondicherry and the
Institut de Physique du Globe, Paris, to apply this method for the first
Mr. Yves Martin of the Institut de Physique du Globe,
time in India.
Paris, stayed in India to initiate and assist in these investigations.
The following sites, which date from about the second century B.C.
to the second
writer:

century

A.D.

were

surveyed

by

Mr.

Martin

and

by the

(i) Woriyur, near Tiruchirappalli, the ancient capital of the
Chola kings.
(ii) Kambarmedu, near Mayuram, which is supposed to be the
birth place of the great poet, Kambar.
(iii) Nattamedu

or

Karaikadu,

seven

miles

from

Cuddalore,

which is supposed to be a Roman site similar to Arikamedu (near Pondicherry) excavated by the eminent British
Archaeologists, Sir Mortimer Wheeler.
(iv) Kaveripattinam at the mouth of the river Kaveri, which
was an international seaport of the Chola kings carrying
on trade and commerce with Mediterranean countries
(and probably also with countries of the Middle East)
and of the Far East. Ptolemy, Periplus of the Erythrian
Seas and Tamil classics like Cilappathikaaram make
mention of this seaport. The Tamil classics speak not only
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of the maritime intercourse, but also of foreign settlements

in Kaveripattinam.
pattinam.

Two places were surveyed in Kaveri-

Of the different sites surveyed with the proton magnetometer,
Kaveripattinam seems to be the most interesting.
According to Tamil
classics, parts of Kaveripattinam were supposed to have been engulfed
by the seas, even as portions of the Rameswaram island have been.
The writer was, therefore, interested in getting some evidence of this,
if possible, through proton magnetometric survey.
A proton magnetometric survey was conducted on the beach at
Kaveripattinam about 6 metres from the water’s edge.
A grid was
formed 16 metresx 20 metres.
Magnetic measurements were made at
intervals of 2 metres.
Anomalies were shown to be present.
They
reveal the existence of buried archaeological materials. The presence
of such materials is evidence of ancient settlements corresponding to
them. Nobody would ever think of having human settlements so close
to the sea, unless one postulates that the sea was far away when the
settlements sprang up and that it encroached on the land in later times.
The late Dr. Zeuner, the eminent archaeologist and expert in
geochronology, found evidence in different parts of Europe and also

at Arikamedu for a rise in the sea level between the fourth century B.c.
and fourth century A.D. The rise in the sea level may not be very significant in general

terms.

But

the

destruction

of Kaveripattinam,

if partial, would seem to coincide with this period of rising
The river Kaveri was probably in flood and there was cyclonic
which is a regular, annual feature in this part of the country,
between Cuddalore and Nagapattinam.
The results of the proton magnetometric survey on the
Kaveripattinam

was,

no

doubt,

limited

in

extent.

even

sea level.
weather,
especially
beach

Nevertheless

at

they

are interesting and impressive.
On a request from the writer to the
Director General of the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research,
the National Geophysical Research Institute continued the proton
magnetometric investigations on the beach at Kayeripattinam.
They
took magnetic measurements on the beach North-South, 800 metres
long and separated by 20 metres from the water’s edge and from
a point
opposite to the Kannaki statue. The results of the survey show
three
interesting features:

(i) A 50 metres length of disturbed readings given by the proton
magnetometer.

The disturbance is due to iron, etc., which

have gone into the construction
housing the Kannaki statue.

of the modern

(it) A 350 metres length of magnetic anomalies

enclosure

showing the

presence of archeological materials buried in the beach
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close to the water’s edge. As against this, the initial
survey conducted earlier was over an area 16 metres
x 20
metres.

The presence of ancient materials so close to the

water’s edge indicates the probable existence of human
settlements in ancient times. This is not merely a confirmation of the results of the earlier survey, but also an
extension of it. The existence of human settlements so
close to the water’s edge over a relatively wide area shows
that the phenomenon of encroachment by the sea was
probably more general.
(iii) A 400 metres length of no magnetic anomaly (and the profile
In ancient times
covers the mouth of the river Kaveri).

and before the modern hydro-electric projects came into

existence in the States of Madras and Mysore, the mouth
of the

river Kaveri

must

have

been broader,

and

conse-

quently there was no chance for the presence of any
material
Hence there is no archeological
settlement.
ancient
of
evidence
as
beach,
the
present under the sands of
settlement.

It seems necessary to survey the entire area of Kaveripattinam to
excavation,
find out the likely places for systematic archeological
which might connect the already excavated areas on the one hand with
different places in Kaveripattinam and with the beach on the other, to
limit the extent over which ancient Kaveripattinam spread. And the
proton magnetometric survey will be the most economical mode of
in solving these problems.
approach
The ancient seaports (and Kaveripattinam is an important one) on
Far
the international sea route from the Mediterranean world to the
survey.
East richly deserve such a proton maghetometric
There is another aspect to the whole question. The almost landlocked Mediterranean Sea has revealed several ancient ship-wrecks. The
excavated,
contents of these ship-wrecks have been archeologically
Arabian
the
Sea,
Red
the
that
unlikely
not
is
It
studied.
and
analysed
similar
contain
might
Sea, the Bay of Bengal and the Indian Ocean
s for
observation
over-sea
through
ship-wrecks. They may be located
cal
archeologi
The
er.
magnetomet
under-sea ship-wrecks with a proton
the
on
light
throw
to
likely
are
ships
these
of
analysis of the contents
the
on
lie
contemporary history and archeology of the countries which
Such an investigation is
international trade and commerce routes.
culture, besides bringing
of
history
likely to usher in a golden age in the
integration.
al
internation
in emotional, national and
of the
The writer is thankful to Prof. Filliozat. Director General
Institut de Physique du

Globe,

Paris, for initiating these investigations

and for making it possible for him to join the French mission.
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The origin and evolution of the Tamil, Vatteluttu (varrezhuththu) and
Grantha scripts have attracted the attention of eminent scholars for
over one hundred years now. These scripts were evolved in Tamil Nad
to write Tamil and Sanskrit languages.
Dr. Burnell and other scholars
held

that

Vatteluttu

was the

original

Tamil

script,

from

which later

Tamil and Grantha characters were evolved.
tion that the Tamil script was evolved
Scholars like Dr. Caldwell held the opposite
and Grantha were evolved from the Asokan
tive Grammar of the Dravidian Languages

They rejected the suggesfrom the Asokan Brahmi.
view, that Tamil, Vatteluttu
Brahmi.
In his ComparaDr. Caldwell writes, ‘‘ The

character

Canarese,

called

Hale

Kannada,

or

Old

and

the

various

characters in which Tamil is found to be written in old inscriptions seem
to me to be founded on the basis of an alphabetical system which was
originally intended for the use of Sanskrit” (p. 126). He adds that the
character of the Asokan inscriptions in the third century B.c. was
gradually modified into Tamil-Malayalam characters with the lapse of
centuries and in the progress of literature from the original seats of the
Aryans to the extreme south.
“This may surely be regarded as more
probable in itself than that the Asokan character were nothing more
than an adoption or invitation of the Tamil-Malayalam character”
(p.

127).

‘On

the

whole,

the

question

of the

origin

of the

Indian

characters, that is, the question whether Asoka’s characters were derived
from the Dravidian or the Dravidian from Asoka’s does not yet appear
to me to be conclusively settled. For the present I am inclined with
Mr. Beames to prefer the latter solution.”
Sri T. N. Subramaniam
states in his fascinating study that the Asokan Brahmi itself was evolved
for writing Dravidian languages.
Sri C. Sivaramamurthi has clearly
demonstrated in his studies the evolution of the Tamil and Vatteluttu
sctipts from the cave script of Tamil Nad and their relation to the
neighbouring

scripts.

Sri I. Mahadevan,

in his recent

studies, tries to

argue that the scripts of Tamil Nad are derivatives of the Brahmi script
of Asoka and consequently places all the cave inscriptions of Tamil Nad
in the second century B.c. An attempt is made in the present paper
to show (a) that the early Tamil script was not derived from the
Asokan
410
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Brahmi, but was contemporary with it, that it was known as Damili as
early as the second century B.c. and that both Damili and Brahmi were
derived from a common origin, and (4) the later Tamil, Vatteluttu and
Grantha scripts were clearly derived from the parent Damili.
In this connection it is interesting to note that Sri B. B. Lal,
Director-General of Archeology in India, has shown that 89 per cent
of the graffiti marks on the megalithic pottery of South India are found
on Harappan pottery and seals.
Inviting attention to this article, Dr. Kamil Zvelebil has suggested
in a recent article two possibilities for the similarity of these marks.
““ The signs on the megalithic ware may be the remains of a writing
which the Dravidians brought with them in a degenerate, impoverished
and fragmentary form, from the large cities of Harappan civilization or,
on the contrary, they may be the germ of a writing fully developed and
elaborated in the Harappan towns.” If the latter view is accepted,
it must be admitted that the art of writing in its rudimentary form was
evolved in South India. Scholars now agree that the Brahmi of the
Asokan edicts was evolved from the Harappan script, though a considerable gap yet remains to be bridged from the pictographic script
of the Harappan seals to the Brahmi.
The suggestion that the rudimentary writing of the south was developed in the Harappan cities is
beset with certain factual difficulties. So far as the recent researches
prove, the earliest date that could be assigned to the megalithic culture
is 800 B.c., whereas the mature Harappan cul:ure existed in circa 2500 B.c.

No graffiti mark which bears a close resemblance to the Harappan script
and which could be dated to the pre-Harappan era has been found so
far in South India. For the present it is not possible to derive any
conclusion, except to state, that the Harappan script evolved gradually
through the centuries and may, therefore, be considered the parent of
all the scripts of India.
During the evolution it was enriched and consequently modified
by its commercial and social contacts with the Middle East, as it has
left its own impact on the scripts of those lands. It is a natural interaction of developing cultures, situated in neighbouring areas. So we
are inclined to believe that, as the Asokan Brahmi was evolved gradually
from the Harappan script, a few other scripts were also evolved in India
in the pre-Mauryan period. As early as the second century B.c., eighteen
different scripts were recognised in the Jaina work, Samavayangana Sutta.
Since eighteen scripts are distinguished as early as the second century B.c.
and Bammi (Bra! mi) is mentioned as one among the eighteen, we are
inclined

to disayree with

Mahadevan

with

reference to his suggestion

that the early Tamil script was derived from the Asokan Brahmi.
The earliest inscriptions of the Tamil country are found in the
natural cxverns occupied by the Jaina ascetics and on the pot-sherds
excavated at Arikkamedu, Alagarai and Uraiyur.
The same script is
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found employed in the bilingual Satavahana coin of Vacittiputra Sri
Satakani and the Chengam hoard of coins recently discovered.
From
the very beginning, this early script of the Tamil country shows certain
independent characteristics, as in ma, and employs letters like zha, lha,
ta, na, which are the special characters of the Tamil language and which
are not found in Brahmi.. (The close resemblances between these two
scripts are due to their common origin, as suggested above). The
Samavayangana Sutta mentions a script called Damili among the eighteen
enumerated scripts. It is well-known that in the pre-Christian era the
Tamil people were called Damilas by the Ceylonese in the south, and
the Prakrit-speaking people of the north and the western writers.
So
it 1s clear that, in the pre-Christian era, the script employed by the
Damilas was called Damili by non-Tamils.
The Samavayangana Sutta,
being a Prakrit work of the Jainas, employs the term, “‘ Damili’”.
The
Lalitavistara, which enumerates 64 scripts and which is decidedly postChristian, calls the script “‘Dravidi’’. The term ‘“ Dravida” does.
not occur in the Sangam classics. There is every reason to believe that
the term “ Dravida’ is post-Christian in origin. As mentioned earlier,
the term “‘ Dravidi”’ for the earliest script of Tamil Nad occurs only in
a later work. The earliest recorded name for the script of the Tamils
is Damili.
It is also necessary here to study the relative chronology of the
Damili script. Sri Mahadevan has taken the inscriptions of Arikkamedu
potsherds as the sheet-anchor for arriving at what he calls relative and
absolute chronology. The Arikkamedu pot-sherds, have the distinct
advantage of being found in a stratified excavation, which has helped
in arriving at a date with the help of associate finds. They are dated

from the first century B.c. to second century A.D.

by

Sir Mortimer

Wheeler.
However, the inscription on the Atikkamedu pot-sherds and
their relative chronology are not free from doubts.
It may be seen
from

the line drawings

and

illustrations that there are many

errors in

the formation of the letters either committed by the scribe himself
or
the modern copyist. It is not possible from the published account
to
assess the relative stratigraphical position of each of the inscribed
potsherds which is vital for arriving at the chronology of
the scripts. A
terracotta figurine, found in the same site in a pre-arritine layer,
is that

of-a woman clad in sari and wearing a blouse.
Wearing the sari the figurine cannot be assigned to
the 18th century A.D. The site being an esturine
seems to have got mixed up with the earlier ones.
be difficult to arrive at any absolute chronology
Arikkamedu potsherds.
The recent excavations at Uraiyur conducted
lingam, of the University of Madras, has yielded a
with Damili inscriptions.
;
aie

From the mode of
a period earlier than
area, the later layers
It is evident it would
on the basis of the
by Dr. T. V. Mahanumber of pot-sherds
;
:
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In this connection it is necessary to state that there are at least two
varieties of the ancient Damili script which Mahadevan classifies as the
earlier script and later script on account of the following reasons:
A. Earlier
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

system:
A consonantal symbol is treated as a basic consonant.
The medial vowel is denoted by a medial sign.
The a and aa medial sings, are, however, identical.

B. Later system:

(i) The consonantal symbol is either basic or with an inherent
a depending on the context.
(ii) The medial @ sign goes out of use and this medial sign
represents the medial a vowel only.

The inscribed potsherds excavated at Uraiyur give a different picture.
What Mahadevan calls the earlier script occurs in a later layer, while
the later script occurs in earlier layers in one and the same trench.
Uraiyur 4 has yielded four inscribed potsherds in which the second
potsherd was found at eleven feet below the ground and carries the
so-called early characters, while the third and fourth pot-sherds found
at fourteen

and

fifteen feet below

the ground,

carry

later writing.

If

the Uraiyur potsherds have been excavated from an undisturbed site
(and Dr. Mahalingam tells me that the earlier layers were not disturbed)

it
the chronology adopted by Mahadevan may have to be revised;
of the
chronology
early
the
as
far
So
absolute.
as
taken
be
cannot

Damili scripts is concerned, it is still open to further research.
be
The evolution of Tamil and Vatteluttu from Damili may now
Pallankoil
the
is
characters
Tamil
in
inscription
earliest
The
considered.
century A.D.
copper plate charter of Simhavarman, assigned to the sixth
of Candira
inscription
rkunru
The earliest Vatteluttu is that of Thirunatha

The Pillaiyarpatti inscription of Peruparanan must also be
Nandi.
country
assigned to this period. The earlier inscriptions of the Tamil
noticed
inscription
Damili
are in the Damili’s script. The Latest
s
inscription
No
cattan.
Devan
of
inscription
so far is the Araccalur
and
belonging to the intervening period have been found till recently
Tamil and
so there were many missing links in the evolution of the
by the
copied
recently
inscription
stone
hero
a
But
Vatteluttu scripts.
State Department

of Archeology,

Madras,

supplies

the link and

now

of each
it is possible to demonstrate in no uncertain terms the evolution

hand, and Vatteluttu,
and every letter from Damili to Tamil, on the one

particularly
on the other. A careful examination of this inscription,
a middle
occupies
it
that
indicates
the letters like tha, na etc., clearly
to 4-5th
assigned
be
must
so
and
Tamil,
and
Damili
position between
wholly
neither
is
century A.D. The script of this hero stone inscription
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Tamil, nor wholly Vatteluttu, but consists of both Vatteluttu and Tamil
characters in what may be called a mixed script. A careful examination
of the Thirunatharkunru record would reveal that too is also in a mixed
script. The Thirukkalukkunran inscription of Vatapikonda Narasimha
(about 545 A.p.) and a few other inscriptions of Isvaravarman and
Narasimhavarman belonging to the same period are also found in mixed
scripts. A greater number of Vatteluttu inscriptions of the seventh
century A.D., are found in the northern Kongu country and Tondaimandalam than in the Pandya country. Even the earliest Vatteluttu
inscription found in the Pandya country at Pillayarpatti is also in the
mixed alphabet. We have mentioned earlier that the Simhavarman
plates assigned to the sixth century A.D., carry well-evolved Tamil
alphabets. So it must be admitted that two scripts developed out of
ஹரிர்: (ஐ) Tamil and (6) a mixed script of Tamil and Vatteluttu.
The beginning of this mixed alphabet is found in the Araccalur inscription assigned to the second century A.D. In the above inscription the
letters, Na, ma and ma are clearly on their way to Vatteluttu and when
compared with the Irulampatti inscription clearly show the evolution
of these letters to Vatteluttu. The other letters in the Araccalur inscription are Tamil. A number of inscriptions in wholly Vatteluttu
characters are found in the Kongu and Pandya countries and all these
epigraphs belong either to the eighth century a.D., or still later periods.
So the popular impression that Vatteluttu prevailed only in the Pandya
country and that it was developed there is no more valid. While the
Tamil was well developed as early as the sixth century A.D., the Vatteluttu
was independently employed only from the eighth century A.D. The
evolution of Vatteluttu is mainly due to the natural tendency of a
writer to curve the letters while writing quickly. This has also led
to another important trait in writing. Originally some of the letters
has to be written with two or more strokes. A tendency arose to
eliminate two or more strokes so that all letters could be written
in one effort, which has been mainly responsible for the gradual
தூரம் of the Tamil and Vatteluttu characters.
This tendency
however is not exclusive to this script.
Perhaps it is a universal
law. The same is responsible for the evolution. of Telugu-Kannada
and Grantha scripts as well,
Regarding the origin of Grantha, it may be mentioned that. Varga
letters for writing Prakrit words

demonstrated

by

the

Arikkamedu potsherds,

are found from the very beginning,

Arittapatti

(Mangalam)

two scripts are noticed.

inscriptions.

as

In the

Damili and the script

of the Satavahanas. Thus, it is evident that, from the very early
period,
there was a need in the Tamil country to make use of letters suited to
write the Prakrit language. In this connection it may be of some interest
to note that the Prakrit language was prevalent in Tamil Nad even before
the advent of the Jainas and Buddhists. This in all probability
is due
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to Vedic people who migrated to the south and permanently settled
there. So the necessity arose for writing Prakrit, what may be called
a Tamilised Prakrit, for which various varga letters were employed, as
evidenced by the Uraiyur potsherds.
But the most important development took place under the early
Pallavas, who established Kanchi as their capital some time in the third
century A.D. Their rule extended to the Andhra and Karnataka regions.
Tuus the unification of the lower Andhra and Karnataka regions with
the Tamil country brought in a great fusion in script and language.
The
‘earliest Grantha script is found in the early Pallava characters which
are in the Prakrit language.
This script necessarily bears a close resemblance (almost identical) to the early Telugu-Kannada script, which was
also then emerging as an independent script. In this connection it may
be mentioned that till the fourth century A.D., literary Prakrit was the
court language of the kings in the Deccan. The appearance of Kalidasa
in the fourth century A.D., was a turning point in the literary history of
India. Closely following this great master, many eminent Sanskrit
poets like Bharavi and Dandin appeared in the field. Asa result the
whole country was surcharged with this new literary atmosphere. This
also gave a happy turn to local languages, like Hale Kannada, which
came to be employed in inscriptions. Though hitherto they were lanlanguages of the masses, Prakrit had developed the necessary terminology
for documentary purposes for being employed in inscriptions. The local
languages now rose to the same status. So bilingual inscriptions came
to be written in the south.

However, in Tamil Nad

proper, Tamil was

the main language found in inscriptions and from the sixth century A.D.
Sanskrit came to be included in the characters. The script that was
employed in Tamil Nad for Sanskrit language, was closely influenced by
the then evolving Tamil and Vatteluttu scripts. Since this script was
found in Pallava epigraphs it came to be called Pallava Grantha.
The so-called box-headed or nail-headed scripts appeared at first
as embellished script but soon gave room to what is called Kannaluthu.

A

STUDY

OF

THE TAMIL JAINA
AT KALUKUMALATI

A.

1.1. Kalukumalai

is a rock

INSCRIPTIONS

VELUPPILLAI

in Kévilpatti

Taluk

in Tinneveli

District.

Nearly a hundred inscriptions in ancient Vatteluttu have been discovered
there and more than ninety are brief donative records. Most of these
inscriptions refer to sculptures of Jaina figures referred to as tiruméni
or patimam.
Only two inscriptions mention the Pandya ruler Maranjadaiyan. On palaographic grounds, these inscriptions can be assigned
to the early period of the First Pandyan Kingdom.
These inscriptions
are published in South Indian Inscriptions, Volume V. As all of them
were referred to in the Annual Reports of South Indian Epigraphy for
1894, the numbers referred to in this article refer to the number of
inscriptions as given in the Annual Report. The study will be from
both linguistic and sociological points of view.
2.1. A glance at these inscriptions is enough to show that the Jaina
votaries were not confined to one particular locality or district at the
time these sculptures were made. The number of localities mentioned
show that Jainism was widely prevalent in South India and the mention
of a number of donors from particular localities may indicate that
Jainism had strongholds in those localities.
(1) Tirunéccuram

..

38, 39, 40, 41, 48, 55, 59, 60, 79,

(2) Kuranti
(3) Tirukkottaru
(4) Nalkir

..
..
..

87, 90, 104,
29, 43, 56, 70,
24, 27, 44, 69,
62, 63, 64, 66,

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

..
..
we
-.

21,96, 100
33, 106,114
35, 37,.84
42,49

Péreyirkuti
Venpaikkuti (Ilavenpai)
Kottirnatu
Katakkuti

(9) Milalir
(10) Palayiraikkani
(11) Tirunarunkontai
(12) Malaikkulam

பதத
seer
LO
த

:

(13) ॥ாஙிலா

(14) Alattir
416

sae

61

Tl

107, 112, 113
85, 92
101
67
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(15) Ananir

417

86
88
89
96
98
=, 108

(16) Cirreyirkuti

(17) Melicci

(18) Tirunattir
(19) Kalaiyar
(20) Véppanir

2.2. Jainism, especially the Digambara Jaina variety treated women
as inferior beings in their religious scheme.!_ The Digambara Jaina faith
was the Jaina sect that was prevalent
twenty women were referred to as donors

in the Tamil Nad.
About
of Jaina images of Kaluku-

malai.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Cirup6lan Piccai Kuratti
Ciri. . . . Kurattiyar
Tiruccéranattuppataikal
Ciri Vicaiyakkurattiyar

(5) Tiruccdranattukkurattikal
(6)

Céntan Kuratti

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

Kutiyan Korri
Maninankai
Manni
Nattikappatarar
Nalkarkkurattikal
Ilanéccurakkurattikal

(13)

Aratlanémikkuratti

(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

Kutti Nili
Nanntr Catti
Milalirkkurattika]
Kitarkkutikkurattiyar

(18)

Makanakkuratti

..

30
31
32
33
35, 37
47
33
62
63
66
67
80
82
87
88
105
106
115

Inscriptions 45 and 89 do not mention the name of female donors.
2.3. A number of distinct titles are attached to the
ascetics; Kuratti and its variant honorific singular forms
Kurattikal were attached to female ascetics. Kuratti
form of Tamil ‘ kuru’ which is a derivative of Sanskrit ‘
Kuratti
Cirupdlan Piccai Kuratti

Palayiraikkanikkuratti
Céntan Kuratti

Arattanemnikkuratti
Makanakkuratti

names of Jaina
Kurattiyar and
is the feminine
guru’.

Kurattiyar
30 Ciri. . . . Kurattiyar
31 Milalirkkurattiyar
Al Ciri Vicaiyakkurattiyar
82 Perirkkurattiyar
= 2115 Kitatkkutikkurattiyar

:
31
32, 109
33, 34
105
.. 106
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Kurattikal
Taccan Cankakkurattikal
Tiruccadranattukkurattikal

33
35, 37

Nalkirkkurattikal

66, 67

IJanéccurattukkurattikal
Tirumalaikkurattikal
Mammai Kurattikal
Milalirkkurattikal

80
81
82
105

Tirupparuttikkurattikal

83

In the case of male ascetics, the title ‘ guru ’ becomes kuravatikal:
Uttanantikkuravatikal

27

Palatévakkuravatikal
Vimalacantirakkura-

28

vatikal
44, 95, 101
Perunkotir Tévar Kuravatikal
75

Besides kuravatikal, designations
were also used:

atikal
.... perlyatikal
Kanakayvira atikal
Canticéna atikal

such as atikal, patdrar?

and periyar

patarar
Kunacakarapatarar
Ciruppatarar
Kanakanantippatarar

21, 45
36
52,70

26
28
44,101

Tirttapatarar
Amalanémipatarar

56, 80
67

periyar

Canticénapperiyar

27

Pavanantipperiyar

91

Tayapalapperiyar

94

2.4. Jainism discourages mixing of sexes as much as possible. A
number of didactic works written by Jaina authors are very strong on
this point.* But the inscriptions show that male teachers had female
disciples and vice versa.4
Amalanémipatarar—Nalkarkkurattikal
Tirttapatarar—Ilanéccurattukkurattikal
Patti nipatarar—Paruttikkurattikal

67
80
83

Inscription 45 does not mention the name of the female disciple of

Kunacakarapatarar.
There is only one example for a male disciple of
afemale teacher.
=
ட்
Tirumalaikkurattikal—-Enati

5

:

81
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2.5. About fifteen images were installed by the donors on behalf
of others or in the name of others. 98 of 1894 says that Tévan Céntan
did

it on

behalf of his father Kaviti

Tévandr.

Pantannalari did it on behalf of his mother.

104

of 1894

says

that

But the other inscriptions

do not show the relationship between those who installed the images
and those on whose behalf they were installed.
Céntacéri on behalf of Purayan Céntan
பேர் Vicaiyakkurattiyar on behalf of Céntafi Catti
Tiruccaranattukkurattikal on behalf of Cataiyam Korri

22
33, 34
35

Tiruccadranattukkurattikal on behalf of Kittah Kaman

37

Tiruccadranattukkurattikal on behalf of Tiyankutti
Maraii Cattan on behalf of Cattafi Cénti
Enati on behalf of Kuttanam

38
48
81

Milalarkkurattiyar on behalf of Kunanantiperiyar
Milalirkkurattiyar on behalf of Cimanki

109

kkuravatikal

110

Kitarkkutikkurattiyar on behalf of Céntan
Paramaii Cattan on behalf of K6tan Tanavara
Puravan Vélan

106
Nar
107

2.6. The Jaina ascetics who have given up all wordly connections
and the Jaina laymen prefer to identify themselves with their gurus
who have shown them the highest path. Male disciples call themselves
either

manakkan

in the masculine

singular

or manakkar

in honorific

singular, while female disciples call themselves either manakki in feminine
singular or manakkiyar or manakkikal in honorific singular.

Inscription

21 uses the word citan for male disciple.
manakkan
Kanakanantipatarar

manakkan

Tirumalaikkurattikal

2

mandkkar
Uttanantikkuravatikal

manakkar

Palatévakkuravatikal
Vimalacantirakkuravatikal
Kanakanantipatarar
Tirttapatarar

»
ள்
த்
BS

Piranacantiran

70

Enati

81

Canticénapperiyar

27

Kanakavira atikal
Canticéna atikal
Atittapatarar
Kanakanantipperiyar

Patikkamanapatarar

5

Pavanantipperiyar

Tirumalaiyar M6nipatarar

ss

Kunntryokiyar

Putpanantipatarar
manakki
:
Nalkirkkurattikal

3
manakki

Kunacakarapatarar

5

28
44, 101
52,
56
91

95

Peradnantipatarar

102

;
Nattikappatarar.. .

66

கீத.
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4.4, Inscriptions 116 and 117 are interesting in that both of them
mention the third regnal year of Maranjadaiyan and both of them refer
to endowment made by Gunasagarapatarar.
They made provision for
meals for ten and five Jaina ascetics, especially mentioning ‘ patarar ’
who expounds the Jaina Siddhanta.®
5.1. These inscriptions provide a number of examples fora peculiar
sandhi change mentioned in Tolkdappiyam Eluttatikaram, Sitra 350.
When two proper nouns, being names of father and son or daughter
occur together, -an ending of the first word may be replaced by -am
ending. If the second word begins with a plosive, the nasal ending
of -m undergoes change in accordance with that plosive.
Iyakkan Kati

29

Céntan Kuratti

47

Céntanh Catti
Cataiyan Korri
Kittan Kaman

33
35
37

Maran Cattan Cattafi Cénti
Korran Kutiyan Kutiyan Kori
Céntan Kutitanki

48
53
60

Tiyan Kutti

38

Tottan Tarukki

64

Maram Pulli
Cattam Palatévan
Kaman Cirunampi

39
40
42

Kannan Cattan
Cattan Kannan
Tévan Céntan

90
90
98

NOTES

1 MAYILAI SEENI VENKATASAMI,
pp.

Camanamum

tamilum, SISSWPS, Madras, 1959,

185-7.

2 Compare Skt. bhatara.
See Cirupancamilam, vv.
8 Patinen kilkkanakku, S. Rajam, Madras, I , 1959.
:
17, 50, 36; Elati, vv. 43, 20; etc.
4 Pp, B. Desat, Jainism in South India and some Jaina Epigraphs, Sholapur, 1957,
p. 76.
5 A. C. SEKHAR, Evolution of Malayalam, Poona, 1953, pp. 28-9; also the present
of Tamil Inscriptions of 800
author’s unpublished theses, “‘ A Study of the Language
A.D. to 920 a.p. ”? and “A Study of the Language of Tamil Inscriptions of Catavarman
Cuntara Pantiya of Maravarman Kulacékara ”’.

6 It is interesting to note that only these two Tamil Jaina inscriptions refer to the

When Saivism replaced Jainism, Tinneveli
exposition of Jaina Siddhanta in Tamilnad.
District became a stronghold of Saiva Siddhanta.
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அன

A STUDY

OF

THE

MEYKKIIRTHTHIS

OF THE

CHOLAS

S. THILLAINATHAN

When Tamilnad for the first time was united under the Imperial Cholas
(Germ) it became a powerful and prosperous empire and that led to
the enriching of the channels of literature. The importance of the
king grew considerably under this empire and the poets began to sing
about his achievements, genealogy and personality.
The glories of
kings were described not only in court poems.
They also found a
place in a number of inscriptions of this period.

The Meykkiirththis (Qwui 4&7 4 S)=er—‘true fame’) prefixed to the

inscriptions and grants, contain a description of the activities and
achievements of the ruling monarchs.t
Writing such Meykkiirththis
eulogising the kings, their genealogies and glories became very popular
during the period of the Imperial Cholas.
The eculogies belonging to
different kings begin with different auspicious phrases and those phrases
themselves indicate the particular kings of whom they were written.”
Meykkiirththis written in good poetic Tamil employing the akaval
metre were prefixed to the inscriptions for the first time during the reign

of Rajaraja the Great (A.D. 985-1014) and this custom was continued
under later rulers. The poetic merits of the Meykkiirththis written
during the reign of Rajendra (a.p. 1012-1044) suggest that they were
composed by some of the Tamil poets who adorned the court of King
Rajendra.
The

main

purpose

of many

of the

Meykkiirththis

written

during

the Chola era was to eulogise the valour, generosity, administrative
efficiency and unparallelled leadership of the king. This was done in

gripping and beautiful poetic style.
Writing about the Meykkiirththis
of Kulottunga TI, T. V. Sadasiva Pandarathar says that though they
are in praise of the rule of that king, all their contents are not authentic

historical facts.

But he makes special mention of their literary richness.

Glancing through these Meykkiirththis one will come to the conclusion that they were not just meant to record the personality,
character, state policy and greatness of kings. They abound in poetic
ornamentations.
Many similes and metaphors
are found.
More
obvious is the rhyming style in which they are written.
Their authors
display a marked predilection for alliteration. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri
says, “all the prasastis of the Cola kings
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with few exceptions, may be classed among the best specimens of the
literature of the age; the stately diction, the easy flow of the verse, and

the animated narration of historical incidents mark them out as a class
Writing about prasastis
by themselves in the literature of Tamil.”*

which have
them poems
A few
personality,

come down in Sanskrit inscriptions, M. Winternitz calls
and says that their masters were masters of poetic art.”
instances could be shown to elucidate how the valour,
generosity and other characteristics of kings are brought

shoulders,®

that the Goddess

out beautifully in the Chola Meykkiirththis. To describe the victorious
nature of the king it is said that the Goddess of Victory rested on his
of Victory had

a delight for him,® and

that valour formed part of his retinue.?°
To praise the personality and fame of the king it is said that his
arms covered with large jewels formed the subject matter of a
great number of poems"? and that the Goddess of Fame rested on
him.??
To glorify the knowledge and learning of the king it is said that
the Goddess of Learning resided as a chaste woman on his tongue.’
It is also said that the Goddess of the Tongue abided by him.™
To glorify the generosity of the king he is described as spreading

his kindness

to every individual like a sweet mother to all human

beings.1® It is said that Rajaraja II was like a father to the fatherless,
mother to the motherless, child to the childless and soul to all human
Benignity is said to have formed part of the retinue of
beings.¢
Kulottunga 1.1”
Describing the kingly justice of a king, it is stated that his parasol
was held like a matchless second moon overspreading the whole world
and that the age of misery (Kali age) concealed itself in a deep pit.1*
its beneThe parasol of the king is here compared to the moon to show
of
Goddess
the
placed
have
to
said
is
I
volent nature. Kulottunga
parasol.
his
Earth happily under
under
Describing the prosperity and magnanimity of the Empire
Earth
of
Goddess
Rajadhiraja, his Meykkiirththi says that while the
Goddess
the
embraced
he
stayed under his moon like white parasol,
of Prosperity.?°
I say that he established
Kulottunga
to
Meykkiirththis belonging
Goddess of Prosperity
the
that
and
worlds*
all
in
fame and charity
under him.?? It is
stayed
Earth
of
Goddess
the
while
him
embraced
two feet on their —
his
bore
also said that the kings of the ancient earth
்
:
heads as a large crown.”*

King Vikrama’s Meykkiirththi states that the Goddess of Earth and

says
the Goddess of Prosperity rested on his arms and chest. It also
promoted
he
that
and
world
whole
the
overspread
parasol
his
that
to have
manudharma for the whole world to rejoice.°* Kings are said
்
worn his two flowerlike feet.”
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Their effort to do justice to the mode of the art of court poetry is
While writing Meykkiirththis, they take advantage of every
obvious.
small event to bring in elaborate details and descriptions. A Meyk-

and

kiirththi with the only purpose of recording the true events
achievements will not necessitate such descriptions and hyperboles.

In their desire to glorify the Chola rulers and their empire the
authors of Meykkiirththis have exaggerated and idealised certain things.

It is true that the Meykkiirththis attempted to connect Chola rulers
with Gods and fabled heroes. But they cannot altogether be dismissed
as mere imaginings, for they relate some of the true events that took
place during the time of the kings to whom they belong.®
T. V. Sadasiva Pandarathar says that King Rajaraja must have got
his ‘true fame’ (Meykkiirththi) recorded in his inscriptions with a desire
to make his descendants acquire prowess and perseverance to preserve
the Chola empire by perceiving his heroic deeds.°® From this safe
also
supposition it could be presumed that the Meykkiirththis were
maintenance
aimed at providing inspiration for the consolidation and
also
of the mighty Chola empire. The other forms of court literature

aimed

at providing the same inspiration.

It cannot also be. denied

and citizens
that they would have given to the king, officials, soldiers
the glory
safeguard
and
consolidate
to
of that period, the inspiration
of
achievements
the
that
purpose
this
with
was
It
of the empire.
the
with
was faced
ancestors were described. When the Chola empire
problems

of consolidation,

expansion,

and

maintenance,

there arose

a

As a result, those
demand for such Meykkiirththis and court poems.
literature found a
and
rewarded
who composed them were extensively
fertile land in which to flourish.
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SOME ASPECTS
SCULPTURE

OF DRAVIDIAN ARCHITECTURE AND
AND THEIR IMPACT ON CEYLON

L. S. DEWARAJA

I. DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF DRAVIDIAN ARCHITECTURE
Indian art and culture as we see it today is a welding together of Aryan
and

Dravidian

genius,

a joint creation

of the North

Indian

and

South

Indian people. In the histories of India frequently written, the IndoGangetic plain has been the main focus, whereas the Krishna Godavari,
the Pennar and Kaveri which have been the nursery of empires and
cultures,

no

less

renowned

than

those

of

the

North,

are

generally

overlooked by the historian.
From about 600 a.p. or even slightly earlier, the Calukyas rose to
power in the Deccan and at Aihole Badami and Pattadakal, all situated
in the Krisna Tungabadra valley—the earliest seat of Calukya power,
we can first recognise the germ of those elements in art, architecture
and sculpture which later developed into the Dravidian school. One
such detail occurs in the pilasters placed at each of the exterior angles
of the building. The shafts of these taper slightly at the upper ends,
above which is the characteristic “ cushion ” capital with an expanded
floral abacus supporting the bracket. This particular form of pillar,
later became universal in the architecture of South India and also
wherever the Dravidian order spread.
Amidst the ruins of the early Calukya temples one could recognise
the prototype of the Dravidian sikhara,’ another distinctive feature of
.
the temples of South India.
note.
of
worthy
is
which
feature
There is another architectural
This is the structure arising above a parapet at the back of each of the
porches and which has been identified as the embryo gopuram—the
gateway which dominates all the approaches to the Dravidian temple.
All these distinctive features, namely the particular type of capital,
the elongated sikhara with the convex curve and the dominating gopuram,
formed the main elements of the Dravidian style which was practised
almost entirely in Dravidadesa.

Il. INBLUENCE OF PALLAVA SCULPTURE ON CEYLON
Dravidian architecture could be conveniently divided into five
petiods during which the five principal kingdoms of South India held
427
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sway: Pallava, c. 600-900 a.p.; Chola, 900-1150; Pandya, 1100-1350;
Vijayanagara, 1350-1565; and Madura, 1600 onwards.
The greatest achievements of the Pallava sculptors was the carving
of an enormous granite boulder on the sea shore with a representation
of the Descent of the Ganges (Gangavatarana) from the Himalayas.
There are sculptured representations of scores of animals, figures of

men and devas in the skies all giving thanks to Siva.

The cleft in the

centre of the giant boulder was at one time an actual channel of water
built to resemble the Descent of the Ganges.
The creations of Pallava craftsmen had considerable influence
overseas. In the temples of Anghkor Vat and Anghkor Thom and
Borobudur one could trace the character of the rock cut monolith of
In the sculpture which developed in Java and CamMahabalipuram.
bodia out of the same school one sees the chaste elegance that is
apparent in the sculpture of Pallavadesa.
Ceylon had political and cultural contact with the Pallavas. The
Pali chronicle Culévamsa records that a Sinhala King of Anuradhapura
Manavamma took refuge in the Court of Narasinghavarman I
(630-668).2 There he was treated with royal dignity and he returned
to Ceylon in 684 with a Pallava army given by Narasinghavarman II
(680-720), and won back his throne. The friendly relations thus established between Ceylon and Pallavadesa would have continued and this
may explain the traces of the Pallava style in the art and architecture of
Ceylon.
The Gedige at Nalanda which dates from about the eighth century
is in the late Pallava style. The sunken relief of the figure of a seated

man with the head of a horse emerging from the rock behind him found
at Isurumuniya has been ascribed on the grounds of style to the seventh
century. Whatever this figure represents it is one of the finest sculptures
in Ceylon. The studied restraint and the elongated slender limbs are
The rock surface on
reminiscent of the sculptures at Mahabalipuram.
which this figure is carved is finished down to the water level with sculptural groups of elephants among lotuses. The entire conception, though
not so stupendous or elaborate, stimulates the Gangavatarana and the
elephants show a marked resemblance with the Pallava type.
_ Il. INFLUENCE OF CHOLA ARCHITECTURE ON CEYLON
The Chola conquest of Ceylon was completed in 1017 and the Cholas
who were mainly Saivas built shrines for their own faith at Polonnaruwa
which was the seat of their Government.

Though modest in proportion

when compared to the mighty edifices at Tanjore and Gangaikonda-

colapuram,

yet the temples

they

raised

to the

glory

of Siva

at

Polonnaruwa, are of considerable architectural merit. There are in
Polonnaruwa a series of Hindu Temples built during the period of Chola

occupation.

The shrine now called Siva Devale No. 2, the main edifice
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of which is still preserved has an inscription of Rajendra Chola on its
walls.? This is built entirely of stone, mainly granite, and consists of
a garbha griha, antarala, ardha mandapa and mandapa with a storeyed
The architectural
vimana rising pyramidally to an octagonal dome.
details such as the brackets of the pilasters and the dormer windows
show the same stage in their evolution as in South India.

IV. CEYLON’S CONTACT WITH PANDYA, VIJAYANAGARA AND MADURAI
The great city of Vijayanagar which sprang up in 1379, as the last
bulwark of Hindu India against the onslaught of the Muslims retained
Its martial character and the
its glory till the end of the 16th century.
chivalry and romance of its rulers are amply reflected in its elaborate
architecture and extravagant sculpture.

According

to Percy Brown

the

art and architecture of Vijayanagar represents the supremely passionatic
flowering of the Dravidian stylet The chief feature of the Vijayanagar
temple is the prominence given to pillars and piers. The pillars are
supported by furiously rearing horses, rampant lions or fantastic monsters
(Yali or gajasimhas) carved on stone and so well painted as to seem
alive. The rampant animal which was a decorative element in Pallava
architecture, became a permanent gift to the building art of the South.
Thiese animals and also the dwarf like creatures painfully supporting
heavy weights are a common

feature in mediaeval

and modern temples

in Ceylon.
Ceylon had political contacts with Pandya, Vijayanagar and
Madurai; and while the political relations were only temporary phases
the cultural and religious influence of Dravidadesa on Ceylon remained
a predominant and permanent feature. There were peaceful immigrants
from the Tamil country, mainly Brahmins who benefited by the
munificence of the Sinhala rulers.®
The Saiva Vaishnava cults had gained ground and by the beginning
of the 16th century the upper stratum of Sinhalese society was fast
the
becoming Hinduised. The process continued unabated during

dynasty
17th as well, and was accelerated in the 18th when the Nayakkar
not in
Though
(1757-1815).
Kandy
in
established
was
Madurai
from

any way comparable in extent or magnificence
edifices of South India, the mediaeval Sinhalese
ture show unmistakable Dravidian influence.
were very likely erected by stone masons and
India or those of South Indian blood who were

with the contemporary
architecture and sculpMost of the buildings
craftsmen from South
settled down in Ceylon.

V. THE DRAVIDIAN FEATURES IN THE TEMPLES AT GADALADENIYA AND
LANKATILAKA }
One of the earliest and best preserved of the mediaeval temples in
Ceylon is the one at Gadaladeniya (built in 1344) which according to
an inscription on the spot was built under the direction of an architect

L.
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The Dravidian pillar which we have described earlier underwent
little change but became far less ornamental

once it was introduced to

Ceylon. The most characteristic of the Vijayanagar pillars has a main
central shaft and a cluster of miniature pillars attached to it, so lavishly
carved that the entire composition becomes a “ figurative drama in
stone.”” A much more simplified copy of this is seen in the two pillars
Each of
on the two sides of the porch at the Gadaladeniya temple.

these pillars consisting of a cluster of two minor pillars attached to the

main shaft is fashioned out of one large block of granite. This main
shaft is of a type that is fairly common throughout the later phases of
the Dravidian style, consisting of alternate square and octagonal sections.
The very characteristic wooden pillars of the Kandyan period are of
this type. The square faces of the pillar are carved with figures of the
dancing Nataraja, Krishna playing the flute, makara and lotus motifs.
The octagonal subsidiary shafts correspond in every detail with those
of the Dravidian order. The constricted neck opens out into the
flower like member which supports the phalaka or abacus on which is
the seated lion. Crowning the pillar are the pendant lotus forms. Thus
the South Indian influence is seen everywhere but instead of its extravagance and exuberance we get the characteristic restraint and simplicity
that is evident in the Buddhist architecture of all ages in Ceylon.

NOTES
1 The crowning member of an edifice.
2 Cilavamsa, Chap. XLVI, v. 3.
3 9, Indian Inscriptions, Vol. IV, No. 1388.
‘ Percy Brown, Indian Architecture: Buddhist and Hindu Periods.
p. 767.
5 PARANAVITARANE, History of Ceylon, University of Ceylon,
the chief of
* “ By engaging master artisans at whose head was Ganesvaracari,
architecture and image
the guild of sculptors who was (well versed) in such arts as
making.’ Epigraphica Zeylanica, 1V, No. 12, p. 90.
7 History of Ceylon, p. 875.
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MAHISASURAMARDDANI

M. C. SUBHADRADIS

The statue of greyish sandstone,
belongs to the private collection
Yugala of Thailand. It is 1°57 m.
The goddess is represented in

IN THAILAND

DISKUL

which I wish to discuss in this paper
of H. R. H. Prince Bhanubhandhu
high including a tenon underneath.
an erect standing position on a buffalo

head (Plate 1). She is sculptured in high-relief as can be seen from her
profile (Plate 2). This statue will be successively described in details.
Her hair is arranged into a chignon on top of her head, the upper
part of which can still be clearly seen. The lower part is decorated
with flowers. Two large flowers can be noticed on the top row, each
one at the lateral side of the head, at the middle section of the hair.
The lower section is composed of a sort of diadem decorated by five
smaller flowers. The face resembles those of Vishnu wearing cylindrical
hats (7th-8th century A.D.) found in Thailand.
The earlobes are long

and decorated with large ear-rings.

The necklace is composed

of a

vertical set of pearls in the middle, flanked by two divergent heads of
makara (Plate 3 and Sketch
1). Her body is rather corpulent in
accordance with the Indian conception of beauty.

The goddess has four hands.

The upper right is holding a trident,

the handle of which extends down to the feet of its divine owner.

The

lower right hand is in the “ siici hasta” with the middle and ring fingers
pointed up to the palm. The upper left hand is holding a glaive.
This

can be clearly seen though the lower part of this arm is broken.
The
lower left hand is placed on the hip of the goddess.
She wears both
armlets and bracelets.

The former is decorated with a

stylized floral motif

whereas the latter is plain, only divided into three sections
(Sketch 2).

The dress of the goddess is a rectangular piece of cloth draped like

a dhoti (sarong) with large folds hanging down in front
of the body,.
having the upper end of these folds arranged like a fan separated
into
three large sections hanging down in front of a cloth belt above the

navel. The drapery itself is ornamented with parallel folds. Another
separate piece of cloth is used as a decoration. It forms an oval loop

In front of the body and then its two ends are tied around the cloth

belt and form two large protruding motifs on both
sides of the hips of

the goddess.

These

two

ends

of cloth

then

flow: down

on the lateral

sides of the legs and terminate in a pleated design near
the feet.
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is standing

on the head
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of the buffalo-demon,
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the

story of which is too well-known to be repeated here. This animal
head is very realistically rendered like any water-buffalo head in
South-East Asia.
The stone tenon

underneath,

which

is formed

of the same piece as

the statue, is nearly rectangular in shape. It is 34 cm. high.
Though the present writer cannot find the prototype of this image,
it can be clearly seen from the drapery of the goddess, especially the
additional piece of cloth forming a loop in front of the body and then
extending down on the sides of both legs that the influence came from
South India, probably from the Pallava style and this image might date
back to about the 8th century A.D. So far it is a unique piece of sculpture in Thailand and presumably came from the southern part of the
country. One stone image of Vishnu wearing a cylindrical hat, which
is now preserved in the Bangkok National Museum, and probably
belongs to the same date as this Ma@hisasuramarddani,

has also a cloth

belt draped like a loop in front of his body. This image came from
the town of Bejrapuri (Petburi) in the south of Thailand. This relationship can also be extended to the three famous stone images at Takuapa,
scholars
still further south, discovered with a Tamil inscription dated by
A.D.
century
9th
the
to
to the period from the 7th
which
The writer of this article would like to present this statue,
its
enlarge
on
later
might
who
scholars
to
published,
been
has never
field of study.
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THE SANGAM AGE TO

TRIVIKRAMA

OF THE TAMILS FROM
THE AGE OF KAMPAN

NARAYANAN

INTRODUCTORY
Of all the arts painting has the least pretensions to immortality.
“Though nothing now remains of the paintings of the Greek artists
Zeuxis and Apelles,” observed the renowned British painter, Sir William
Orpen, ‘‘ We know not only from contemporary appreciation but by the
later wall paintings of Pompeii and the memorial portraits of Alexandria
that classical painting reached a high standard of realistic efficiency.”
The position of ancient Tamil painting was similar. We have in the
Tamil country a few examples of later days which came to light in the
first half of this century. The great scholar Ananda Coomaraswamy
deplored that no regular search had been made for paintings in the older
parts and the more neglected surfaces of the southern temples.? His
words gave the cue to three enthusiasts whose efforts proved the continuity of Tamil pictorial art from the seventh century onwards, namely
T. A. Gopinatha Rao at Ciththannavaacal, Jouveau-Dubreuil at Kaanjciipuram and S. K. Govindaswami at Thanjcaavuur.2
It was V. Kanakasabhai Pillai who first drew attention in his epoch-making book, The
Tamils 1800 years ago to the ‘“‘ considerable degree of proficiency of the
Tamils in the art of painting.’4 But no systematic attempt was
made to find out what evidence lay enshrined in literature. Such a
study spread over a long period has yielded to me an appreciable number
of valuable references to the practice of painting.

RESUME OF THE FINDINGS
The collected references show that the poets held painters in great
respect. The ordinary people seem to have lived and moved among
pictures. They saw pictures almost everywhere—on the inner and outer

walls of buildings, whether religious or secular, public or private, even
inside the marble chambers of pleasure parks as at Pukaar, on
palanquins, boards, scrolls, screens and toys. A picture stood for all
that was lovely and even ordinary people were capable of estimating
artistic merit. There were professional and amateur artists. There
was once a manual in Tamil called Ooviya nhuul—a textbook for both
painters and
434

dancers.

Sketching

from

memory

as well as uncoloured
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line drawings are also alluded to. The texts praise the ideal loveliness
of paintings, in fact the best trait of Greek art and the perfect art of
the west until recent times. Caaththanaar said that painters were
capable of depicting any thing in their art. In the old practice of Matal
eetuthal the portrait of the girl loved by the disappointed youth was

painted.

Paintings of attractive landscapes

and city scenes imply a

knowledge of the art concepts like composition, rhythm, balance, harmony and contrast. There is mention in the texts of brushes, boards,
scrolls and parchments as well as pictures painted on walls.

GROUPING OF SUBJECT MATTER
The subject will be dealt with under the following headings:
(a) Literary evidence: (i) Classical period, (ii) Hymnal period, (iii) Epic
A survey of the material reveals that
period; (6) Epigraphic evidence.
the literature of the first (classical)
in
numerous
are
while references
period they are not so in the later periods. The first period—the age
of the Sangam works—was really the Augustan age. It was the age of
prolific poesy of men and women of diverse creeds and callings, of
spartan heroism and of trade relations with one of the mightiest
empires known

to

history.

Little

was in a flourishing state and
in those days. The references
indications of their creative
depicted the fascinating scenes
such meticulous regard to the

wonder,

therefore,

that

literature

that it preserved vivid pictures of life
to painting therein are remarkable
impulse. Their paintings should have
of love and war that are treated with
canons of classification peculiar to Tamil

poetry.

LITERARY EVIDENCE—CLASSICAL PERIOD
and
It has to be mentioned at the outset that there is a significant
It
day.
present
the
to
times
unique linguistic usage from the earliest
when
ed
commenc
have
must
art
pictorial
of
shows that the history
We
they began to use pictorial symbols to record their spoken words.
—
writing
and
picture
still have the same word for both drawing a
is
it
if
language
other
any
in
howler
ezhuththu. It will be an amusing
pleasing
a
is
it
But
picture.
a
*
wrote
“
so
and
so
expressed therein that
idiom in Tamil.
lovely
The Tamil word ooviyam for painting stood for all that was
of
ion
descript
the
for
formula
poetic
and excellent. So, it became a
or an arresting
anything beautiful—a charming girl, an attractive house

as a painted
scene. The poet simply said that the sight was a beautiful
i (146)
Nhattina
read.in
we
girl,
a
picture. About the attractiveness of
master
a
by
drawn
picture
a
of
that
as
seen
be
to
thus: “A beauty fit
This
s.’
admirer
stic
enthusia
of
g
gatherin
a
of
praise
the
won
who has
those
in
merit
artistic
assess
indicates that ordinary people were able to
n prince
days. In the epic, Manimeekalai (18-66), we see the love-lor
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Uthayakumaran waiting in the pleasure park to ensure the maidenascetic, MaNimeekalai.
Observing his presence, she hurries in fright
to the marble chamber in the park. He pursues her there and peeps
into it.

‘‘Oh,

here

is some

painted

stuff of the

marble

chamber ”’;

so saying the confounded prince withdraws, much to the relief of
Maathavi’s saintly daughter. A poet of Nhattinai (177) spoke of a
damsel’s beautiful figure which had to be drawn again and again in
regret by a painter. This may refer to regular sittings given by
fashionable ladies for portraits as in the west. We feel that the
expression oovaththanan (meaning as that of a painting) used by poets
(Pathittuppaththu 61-68, Akam 98, Nhattinai 182, and Mathuraikkaanjci
365) for the description of dwellings and city scenes was more significant
than the well worn adjective © picturesque ’ in English.
_ The essentially imaginative character of painting is reflected in the
common names by which painters are called. In Kaliththokai (Paalai 22)
they are spoken of as Pulanutai-maanhthir, i.e., people with insight.
Another common name was Kannulh-vinainjar in Mathuraikkaanjci
(517-519). According to the commentator it meant ‘ those that present
their work before the spectator’s eye’. The commentator belonged to
the later days when art ceased to be a vital force.
The meaning
intended by the ancient poets who must have lived with painters must
be “those with the inner eye or mind’s eye’. The meaning is clear
from the context in which the painters are mentioned.
The lines run
thus: “ Those who imitate any kind of object, who possess keen insight
and penetrating perception, those who work with their inner eye”
(Mathuraikkaanjci 517-519). The same meaning is emphasized in a
line of Manimeekalai (5-7) which speaks of ‘“‘ what the painter thought
in his mind to depict’. The epic gives an interesting description of a
scene of picture-gazing by wayfarers. While going to the pleasure park
to gather flowers,

MaNimeekalai

and

her companion

Cuthamathi

saw

“those who were looking at bewitching paintings executed by artists
on white plaster over the walls of high mansions raised in burnt brick,
depicting forms from the gods of heaven down to every kind of living
being” (3; 127-131). The name Viththakar meaning ‘ the able ones’
has been used in these lines to denote the painters. In a list of city

_ craftsmen

the epic enumerates (28;

34-38)

potters,

coppersmiths,

bell-metal workers, goldsmiths, carpenters, clay-sculptors and the painter
folk, painting through their boon (of inspiration).
The poets of
Paripaatal (21) and Nhattinai (146) even called the painter a valloon or

powerful one.

. We need not be sceptical about the extraordinary abilities claimed
fcr

painters... The mystic painter-poet of 19th. century England, William

Blake, famous for his originality and spirituality, had never seen the
_ ocean. But he painted the picture of the ocean. from his imagination.
_A modern critic could not find any previous master who had equalled
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in truth and impressive majesty, Blake’s vision of the ocean. “ There
is nothing like it in art. It is purely imaginative, but in realism it surpasses all realistic art. It is the veritable triumph of imagination. ”
So observed William Sharp.* In his third discourse at the Royal
Academy Sir Joshua Reynolds emphasized the essentiality of imagina-

tion for artists and recalled the example of a Greek artist thus: “ Having
a perfect idea of beauty fixed in his mind, he steadily contemplated and
to the imitation of this, all his skill and labour were directed. ”

Tamil culture once had a manual of painting called Ooviya nhuul
which,

the

author

of Manimeekalai

said,

was

well-designed

for

the

dancing women (2: 30-31). The commentary on Cilappathikaaram
(8: 23-26) has drawn attention to the Ooviya nhuul where the poses
and

postures

in dance

have

been

prescribed.

The

work

is, however,

stated to have been lost even before the time of the commentator. There
is an allusion to the work in Perungkathai (35-47). It seems natural that
a common treatise on the human figure in motion was in use for both
painters and dancers. It seems that besides this old manual there was
a later work in Tamil called Cithithira caaththiram. A few years ago
(1962) I was thrilled to notice that name in the list of old palm-leaf
To my utter dismanuscripts in the Tamil Sangam at Mathurai.
appointment the manuscript could not be traced. It was apparently
lost in a fire that occurred there once or was eaten by white ants later.
In the lost seaport capital, Pukaar, there were bright temples displaying varied paintings (Pattinappaalai 49-50). Paripaatal (19: 53-57)
describes thus a crowd of visitors busy admiring the frescoed walls of
the Tirupparankuntam temple. “Near the abode of Maanmaruka
(at Parankuntam) amid the bamboos and rocks are halls with diverse
paintings where visitors gather and pointing to the pictures learn their
story.’ Things wonderful are sometimes attributed to divine authorship. The Kutunhthokai (89) mentions “a delicate little girl like the
damsel drawn by the large-eyed deity on the western side of the dread
A similar description is found in the
Kolli hill of the Chera king”.
Nahttinai (185) also.
This Kolli figure reappears in the devotional poetry of Thirumangkai
Aazhvaar.

The Paantiya king Nherumaaran

is stated to have died in

a painted chamber (Putam 59). We learn from from the Citupaanto the
Naattuppatai (20-22) that its hero, Nalliyakkotan belonged
a disonce
was
there
that
shows
probably
This
group called Ooviyar.
tinct professional class of painters. He is also referred to in a poem
of Putam (176).
He had perhaps

There was also a poet named Perum-Ciththiranaar.
There is a seeming
something to do with painting.

allusion to painting and the brush in couplet 1285 of Thirukkuralh.

while
The early commentator Parithiyaar has given this interpretation
of collyrium is
the later commentators have said that the application

spoken of therein.
11-29

We may hold the earlier commentary to be correct.
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Sundry objects and articles such as the following were beautified
by pictures, drawings and ornamental designs: banners and curtains
(Putam 56, Thirumuruku 151, Cilam 3-95, 6-109, Perungkathai 4-14),
palanquins (Perungkathai 1-38), toys (Nhattinai 58) and the ceiling
of the bed chamber (Nhetunhalvaatai 159-162).
The figures of
damsels mentioned in the following texts were evidently painted ones:
Mathuraikkaanjcit

723,

Akam

369, Manimeekalai

7-295,

21-115.

A

portrait was painted in the quaint old Tamil practice of self-torture
called mataleetuthal performed by a disappointed lover. The desperate
young man paints or gets the picture of the girl he loves (Kutunhthokai
286). The black and white works which came into prominence in the
last century in the west are described in the texts. Manimeekalai states
(22-88) that the heroine entered a house and stood like a punaiyaaooviyam, explained in the commentary as a picture drawn only in
lines, without the use of colours.
‘The word is met with in Nhetunhalyaatai also (147). The Tamil
painter evidently knew the great secret of the graphic art that the bold
strokes of a rapid sketch gave more life to it than meticulous finishing
with all minor shades and details and colours. This can be easily
verified by having before us a photograph and a well-drawn sketch of
the same figure made up of only a few lines. A few suggestive lines

make a greater demand

on the play of imagination than a finished

picture and the truth is that the spectator’s mind is a far better painter
than the painter’s hand. To adapt Keats’ famous lines, “seen sights
are lovely,

but

those

unseen

are lovelier

still.’’

yen

in the

case of

finished pictures, Reynolds said in his discourse cited above that a firm
and determined outline is one of the characteristics of great style. The
painting of groups and panoramic views as already stated would be
successful only by the subtle effects of composition.
A knowledge of
these qualities was probably acquired by the ancient Tamil painters
after long experience, by trial and error. Though detailed accounts

of secular painting, of frescoed chambers of courtesans and of portraits
of beauty queens and of painting materials are met with the Ciivakacinh-

thaamani and Perungkathai, it is not proposed to notice them
they do not strictly pertain to the Tamil country.

here as

LITERARY EVIDENCE—-HYMNAL PERIOD
This was the age of Hindu revival, when reformed Hinduism copied

the example of Buddhism and Jainism in appealing to the masses in
their own language. But the latter’s love of painting does not seem
to have been copied. The lack. of interest: in. peeve art is indicated
> ‘the paucity of literary references.- Yet-the inborn aesthetic
ஸ்
ட்ட
ர. ள்
the deve:
வி

pieces.

“‘ Neither

colour

nor

regretted Appar at Thirukkazhippaalai.

shape could

be

seen

by

‘‘On the canvas of my

me’’,

mind
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A similar state-

ment was made by Periyaalzhvaar (in Thirumozhi 5-4) who sang:
“On the walls of my heart I have drawn for myself all thy acts of
prowess without exception.”’
He describes that the divine child
(Krishna) walked thus: (1-8-6) ‘when he walked, the footprints left
here and there resembled pairs of feet drawn with the conch in one and
the discus in the other.’”’ His description of the music of Krishna’s
flute is superb.
“Towards the sound of his flute herds of deer gazed.
They forgot their grazing; the grass slipped from their month.
Without
moving either side, without changing their position, they stood like a
painted picture’ (3-6-9). The beauty of Atrapuyakara thirumaal at
Kacci stole the heart of not only his own devotee, Thirumangkai
Aazhvaar but also of Siva’s devotee, Cunhtharar.
The former asked:
“who is this so full of loveliness with lotus eyes and beauteous body
like a portrait drawn by a master-painter?’’
Cunhtharar refers to the
deity in his hymn on Anhekathangkaavatham.
LITERARY EVIDENCE—EPIC PERIOD
Kampar’s references are numerous and only a few will be noticed
here. He spoke of a face that resembled a red lotus which had bloomed
in a painting.
(Cuntharakaantam Kaatcippatalam 20).
Ciuithai’s
loveliness and brilliance were those of a very painting (KiTkinhthaakaantam Kaarkaalappatalam 1). Vaali appreciated the fine figure of
‘‘ Oh, one who is handsome like a painting”, so
even his opponent.
he addressed Raama (Kit-Vaalivathaippatalam 127). Anhumaan was
pained to see Ciithai in the Acooka-vanam “like a painting that had
Kampar had.
absorbed smoke” (Cunhthara-Kaatcippatalam 11).
Cunhtharathe
in
have
We
paintings.
damaged
such
seen
obviously
kaaNtam a small interlude which is not found in Vaalmiiki’s text. Since
the coming of Ciithai, RaavaNan neglected his former favourites.
‘‘ What use is weeping now,”’ they sigh, “ can we not at least draw the
portrait of our master? ” (Cunhtharar- Uurtheetupatalam 172). Sketching
from memory was probably in vogue in those days and that by women.
In the time of Ceekkizhaar there must have been mural pictures
as described in his PeriyapuraaNam (Campanhthar 1173). The hagiographer said that Paravayaar was so beautiful that the painting of her
picture was the despair of the creator (Thatuththaatkontapuraanam, 141)
In the Tamil grammar of the Jain saint Pavananhthi we read that pictures are essential to mansions as towers to cities and jewels to the
dancers (Nhannuul 55).

PAINTING IN INSCRIPTIONS
The Pallava king Makeenhthira Varman I has called himself a
tiger among painters, Ciththirakkaarappuli, in two inscriptions, one at
This title does not seem to
Kacci® and the other at Pallaavaram.”?
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have been a vain one, as another epigraph
recorded that he wrote a commentary called
On ancient texts. A Chola inscription has
a painted hall at Thanjeaavuur.®
This must

of his, at MaamaNtuur has
* Southern Painting’ based
referred to the existence of
have perished.

CONCLUSION

The entire subject of Tamil painting in all its aspects deserves to

be dealt with in a comprehensive and well-illustrated monograph.
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THE

ROLE

OF

DANCE
PADMA

SCULPTURES

IN

TAMILNAD

SUBRAHMANYAM

INTRODUCTION
The twin arts of dance and sculpture developed together in close spiritual
association with the concept of the Divine Being himself as a dancer
The fusion of these two arts dates back to the dawn of
in Tamilnad.
our civilisation. The figure of a dancer unearthed in Mohenja-daro
of proto-historic India explains the genetic relationship between the
various dance styles of India. The pose of this icon is still found in
the varied dances of our country.* Some dances have been mentioned
We infer from the description
as purely indigenous in Tolkappiyam.
attained high development or
not
had
and
rustic
that they were rather
codification.
“ The first well lighted epoch in the history of the Tamil land is
that reflected in the literature of Sangam (the first 3 or 4 centuries A.D.).””
In this age, the Pdnar and Viraliyar were said to have been roving bands
of musicians and dancers, who preserved the folk songs and dances of
an earlier age. Their dance seemed to have also included certain hand
gestures

as

mentioned

in

Bharata’s

Natyasdstra.

Thus

a

conscious

attempt to synthesise the indigenous pre-Aryan modes with those of
the north resulted in the development of the dance art, as seen in the
later work Cilappatikdram.
DANCE SCULPTURES
of
The dance sculptures not only reveal the origin and evolution
the art in Tamilnad,

but also show

that the Tamils

were free from

all

derived
linguistic inhibitions in their endless quest for knowledge. They
for the
sources
Sanskrit
from
also
but
Tamil
from
only
not
on
inspirati
Sanskrit
in
development of their culture. Treatises on all arts ‘written
Trans.
were in the normal course absorbed and preserved in Tamilnad
literaextant
earliest
The
Tamil.
in
arose
lations and abridged editions
Bharata.
sage
by
tra®
Ndtyasas
the
be
to
said
is
gy
ture on dramatur
rata
All the works that came to be written on dance in the post-Bha
no
is
*
tikaram
Cilappa
period had the influence of the Natyasastra.
Pajicaand
am®
endpatiy
Bharatas
titles,
exception to this. The very
Adiyarkubharatiyam © mentioned as Tamil works in the commentary of
country.
Tamil
in
enjoyed
Bharata
that
on
recogniti
the
prove
nallar
is
aspect
practical
the
All these works deal with the theory of dance;
Gods
various
the
of
on
associati
The
.
seen in the sculpture of Tamilnad
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with dance made it necessary for the sculptor to study the Natyasdstra
before depicting these deities in stone. This knowledge was one of the
main factors that contributed to the refinement of sculpture.
The
presence of an accomplished nartaki—the dancer—attached to the
temple induced the sculpture to create dance sculptures. In turn, such
sculptures remain as everlasting guides for successive generations of
dance enthusiasts. They served to codify and preserve the art for all
time.

Among

such

closely

inter-related

creations,

benefitting

each

other, the most important is the karanam in the field of dance and
sculpture.
It is a matter of pride for Tamilnad that it has been able
to preserve in pristine purity the Kashmiriyan sage, Bharata’s style of
dance in the form of sculpture. Though there are dance sculptures
all over India, such close adherence to the Bharata tradition cannot be

seen anywhere else.
KARANA

Karanam

is a

technical

term,

derived

from

its Sanskrit route, kr

—meaning ‘to do’. In short, it is a unit of dance which was the basis
for concert items in ancient times. The karanam is generally mistaken
to be a static pose. As it is a combination of the three elements, namely
cari (movement

for the

legs),

mrtta

hastan

(gesture

stanam (posture for the body), it is a full movement
concept.

for

hands)

and

and not a static

Thus a karanam can be compared with the adavu of contem-

porary dance. Just as many adavus make a tirmdnam and many
tirmanams an item, according to the number of karanas specified, they
were called kdalapaka, mdtrka, bhandaka, sanghataka and angahara.
To compare it with the components of language, the elements of karanas
are alphabets,
sentences.

the karanas

are

words

and

the

rest

are

phrases

and

Bharata’s Ndtyasastra is the earliest extant literature giving details
about these karanas. Pharata has described 108 karanas in his fourth
chapter. In Adiyarkunallar’s commentary on Cilappatikdram a reference
to karanam is found. While describing the requisite qualities of the dance
1125187, 118020 586 * இருவகைக் கூத்தின் இலக்கணமறிந்து.?, 7 1,6., 15
is supposed to know the rules pertaining to the two types of dances.
These types are explained as Santi kuttu and vindda kittu by Adiyarkunallar. Santi kiuttu is of four types, namely sokkam, mey kuttu, avinaya
kuttu and ndtakam. The explanation for sokkam is given as “ 43)
நூற்றெட்டு கரணமுடைத்து5: 8 1.6... 1015 made up of 108 karanas.
It is also called Suddha nrittam or abstract dance. Thus the 108 karanas
were commonly
TANJORE

in practice in Tamilnad.

SCULPTURES

Apart from the literary evidence for the popularity of Bharata’s
Karanas, the dance sculptures in the temples of Tamilnad prove beyond

6 0௩ 84௭1௭2:
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without any linguistic, political or geographic barrier. This clearly
shows the spirit of assimilation of the Tamils to imbibe and foster all
that is best.
COMPARISON
A comparison of the karana figures in the three temples is an
interesting study. In Tanjore, there is no inscriptional explanation; in
Kumbakonam, we see the respective names of kararas below each figure.
The high water mark is reached in Chidambaram, where the whole
sutras of Bharata have been inscribed with the corresponding figures.
The Tanjore figures depict Siva with four arms; in Kumbakonam the
figures are those of Satraddra as can be inferred from the label inscribed
therein. The sculptures here are said to be older than the present
gopuram wherein they might have been fixed subsequently.
In Chidambaram, we find female figures in the form of ardhasirpas, strictly following
the serial order of Bharata’s work.
The four arms found in the Tanjore figures are often used for
symmetry; it is also wonderful to follow the way in which the animation
of the movement is shown through them.
The first two arms show the
beginning while the other two, its course or end. *
DANCE AND ACROBATICS
There are slight variations in the interpretation of karanas in the
three temples, but it is clear that the 108 karanas are the same for both
the sexes.
There are no fdndava and ldsya karanas independently.

Some are certainly more graceful than a few acrobatic ones.

But even

these gymnastic movements seem to be common for men and women.
The karanas such as sakatdsyam, cakramanddlam and Gangdvataranam
which are highly acrobatic in nature are meant as exercise for the body
to keep the dancer trim. It might also be due to the merging of acrobatics and the art of dance which has been natural during the course of
history of dance in any part of the world.
For example, Curt Sachs,
in his World History of Dance says, “It is significant that in the
old Egyptian, the same word ‘hbj’ is used to designate the ordinary
dance and also the gymnastic exercise known as_ the ‘ bridge’
which is frequently depicted on the monuments of the middle and
new kingdom.’’® The figure described here is the very same as the
karanam, cakramandalam as depicted in Chidambaram and Kumbakonam.

PARALLELS IN TAMIL AND SANSKRIT WORKS .
Coming to the practical aspect of the karanas, it is interesting to
note certain parallels in Tamil and Sanskrit works.
Néftyasdstra

describes sfénam (a static posture for body) as a constituent element of
karana. The Tamil works describe the same as #120 (nilai).
Apart
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from Bharatasendpatiyam and Paftcabhdratiyam referred to in Adiyarkunallar’s commentary on Cilappatikaram, Dr. U. V. Swaminatha Iyer
often follows the Suddhadnanda PrakéSam which is an early Tamil work
on dance. Wherever the complete quotations are not available, this
work has been utilised to throw more light on the subject. While
describing the rules for the various kittus, Adiyarkunallar quotes the
following from an early work:
அறுவகை
ஈரெண்

வருத்தனை
அத்தகு

நிலையும்
வகைய

ஐவகை

வங்கக்

நான்கும்

தொழில

The six nilai are the same

பாதமும்
கிரியையும்

நிருத்தக்கை முப்பதும்

வாகு

as

மென்ப?

the six stdna

of

Bharata’s

work.

Suddhanandaprakdsam also gives the same names; they are: samam,*
yaishnavam,* vaisakam,* mandalam,* alidam,* and pratyalidam.*

The five 7.51b (pddam) or feet variations given

in the Tamil work

safcaram.*
kéficitam,* kuficitam* and
udghatitam,*
ate: samam,*
The terms, kdficitam and saficéram must be the same as ajicitam and

agratala saficaram respectively of Bharata’s work.
Of the sixteen angakriyas mentioned in the Tamil

and

Sanskrit

works, some are as follows:

The normal posture of feet is samakali in Tamil and samam in
Moving the feet in sama posture without lifting is sarikai
Sanskrit.*
in Tamil and sarika in Sanskrit;*
Stamping with the heel, toe
kuttanam in Sanskrit.*

or

sole

is kurttanam

in

Tamil

and

Crossing the feet is suvattikam in Tamil and svastikam in Sanskrit;*

Encircling with one leg, the other foot which is steady is veffanam
in Tamil and vestanam in Sanskrit.

The four «1550

(varuttanai) mentioned in the Tamil works are

the same as the four hasta karanas of

upavestitam,* yyavartitam*

Sanskrit; they

are: apavestitam,*

and parivartitam.*

The 30 nrtta hastas are all exactly the same as in the NatyaSsastra.

Adiyarkunallar explains mey kuttu as concerning love themes; they

are also called ahaméargam

singalam.

The

are of three kinds,

same term Ahamarga™

viz., desi,

vadugu

and

is seen in the Sanskrit work.

Bharatarnava of Nandikesvara.

:
;
MANDALAS
during
Madavi
by
ed
perform
was
While describing the dance that
her Arangerram—maiden performance—Ilanko says:

கொட்டிரண்டுடைய தோர் மண்டிலமாகக்
கட்டிய மண்டிலம் பதினொன்று போக்கி?
11-30
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Here a reference to mandalam is found.
by Adiyarkunallar as:
பஞ்சதாள

பிரபந்தமாகக்

This has been explained

கட்டப்பட்ட

தேசியொத்தை

ஒரு

தாளத்திற்கு இரண்டு பற்றாக பத்தும் தீர்வு ஒன்றுமாக பதினொன்று
பற்றாலே தேசக் கத்தை ஆடி முடித்து என்க?
The paficatala prabandam is a musical form which consisted of five
78/83.
Just as we have ragamalikas in our contemporary music, there
were talamalika compositions in ancient times, which seem to have
been used for dance.
Madavi’s dési dance appears to have consisted
of eleven parts, including the final tirmadnam (S749
tirvu) which may
be compared with the ‘coda’ of western music.
For each of the five
talas, and danced two parru (4!) or groups of movements which
may be compared to the mandi of our contemporary dance.
It is also
said that the dance wasin the form of mandalas.
Again there is a
reference to mandalam in the same chapter; Ilank6 says, “. . . <9s5door
ஐது

மண்டிலத்தால்

that it was

danced

.

2? 14 After

describing the musical form,

with the help

of mandalas.

The

he says

term aitu is

explained as * beautiful ’, thus being used as an adjective to the mandala.
But my humble submission is that it is quite likely that the word
gitu means the numeral five, thus indicating that the piece was
performed in the form of five mandalas.
The term mandalam has been elaborately

dealt with in the Ndatya-

Sastra. Though there is a mandala stdna or posture mentioned, this
term is also explained in a different context. A mandalam is a combination of a group of cdris or leg movements.
Hence mandalam is a
more complex concept than even the karanam.
While the karanam
is made up of a cé@ri, nrtta hastam and stanam, the mandalam is made
up of many caris.
Unless the cdris and karanas are all perfectly
understood, the mandalas cannot be deciphered.
Hence, to reconstruct

or even to get a vague idea of what
during the age of Cilappatikaram, a
has got to be our primary goal. A
standing of the literature concerned
of dance sculptures.
EVOLUTION

OF

the dance of Tamilnad looked like
thorough knowledge of the karanas
study of the karanas by the underhas got to be guided by the study

KARANAS

_ The 108 karanas which had formed the foundation of the dance
of Tamilnad in ancient times underwent many changes as centuries
passed. The culmination of the process of assimilation of Bharata’s
work

together with indigenous

While describing Matavi’s

development

dance,

Ianko

is seen in Cilappatikaram.

says,

“ நாட்டிய நன்னூல்

நன்கு கடைபிடித்து.35 1; 15 ௦5 111289 that by Ndftiya nannil he means

only the Natyasastra
of Bharata which

Matavi

is said to have

strictly
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followed.
Coming to the Pallava period, we find a sculpture of Siva
in catusra posture of Bharata in the Dharmaraja Rata in Mahabalipuram; closely following this, there is adherence to Bharata’s work in
Kailasanatha temple at Kanchi.
Later even the Saiva Agamas which
dealt with the 64 tdndavas of Siva had the influence of Bharata’s karanas;

for example, the dnanda tdndava figure of Nataraja is known as
bujangatrdsitam in the Agamas and the Ndftyasdstra. We have already
seen the progress

from

of sculptural codification of Bharata’s karanas

the 11th century. Any art, which is dynamic, develops, changes and
grows on new lines with the passage of time; in the 13th century, the
dégi style reached new heights by the merging of folk arts and creative
genius of the local artistes. Even this development was the subject of
literary codification; in his Sangita ratnakara, Sarangadeva describes 36
dési karanas in the name of utpluti karanas, i.e., karanas with jumps.

mention

inscriptions

Kudumiamalai

the

திருப்

ரணி,

pdatfataivu,
பாட்டடைவு, மெய் காட்டடைவு, தஇருவாலத்தி (ராம
The term adaivu literally
mey kattataivu, tiruvdlatti) as dances.

means
karana

Geiéene18
must

have

(or combination).
been

evolved

as

The Tamil

atfaivu.

terminology

Gradually

the

for

term

and concept of karana as propounded by Bharata were fading.
During the time of the Nayak kings, innumerable dance sculptures
were added to our temples; that often they seem to be repetitions
From this we infer that they were meant to
of the same poses.
be only architectural ornamentation and not meticulous interpretation
of theory. During the 18th century, the Maratha king Tulaja in his
Sangita s@ramrta, recorded the ddavus of his time; by this time the
ataivu had by usage become adavu. Tulaja’s work may be termed as
the basic text for what is to-day known as Tanjore style of dance. The
the
final phase was reached at the time of the famous Nattuvanats,
a
become
almost
had
karanas
Tanjore quartette; by then Bharata’s
some
even
that
fact
sad
a
is
It
purposes.
practical
dead concept for all
of the adavus which were prevalent as late as the 18th and 19th centuries
are lost to-day. Due to various political, economic and sociological
of our valuable
causes, we have lost the capacity to retain with us some

invincible
artistic traditions. But there is no doubt that our art has the
fact that
the
is
this
for
evidence
striking
The
capacity to survive.
Far East
the
India,
Bharata’s karanas are still found scattered all over
and even in the West.

CONCLUSION
based on
The explanation of the origin and evolution of dance
Only a
fact.
and
fiction
n
mythology cannot draw a clear line betwee
others
For
.
history
art
in
ted
interes
those
rational approach can satisfy
practice
and
theory
of
que
techni
the
sake”
art’s
for
art
“‘
who believe in

is the main attraction.

Thus for all those who are interested in the
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spiritual, emotional, intellectual, esthetic, historical or any other aspects
of our dance art, the sculptures are the primary source.

what was really in vogue and are not mere fantasies.

They depict

By studying them,

we will not only regain Bharata’s art in the real sense, but also have the
profit of the 2000 years of evolution this art has undergone.
Proper preservation of the dance sculptures in the country is an
immediate necessity. Spoiling them by white-washing and covering
them by careless constructions should be ruthlessly prohibited.
An
extensive survey of all the dance sculptures of our country and the
Far East will reveal valuable facts. Evidently individuals cannot afford
to do this. Educational foundations and universities should come forward to undertake such gigantic projects. It is high time that our

universities had faculties for dance, giving the art its due place in the
academic world. In this connection, I would like to express my gratitude to the Annamalai University for having given me an opportunity
to carry on my humble research.

NOTES

* Tolkappiyam—ascribed to c, 300 a.v.:

K. A. Nilakanta

Sastri, History of

South India, 2nd ed., Oxford University Press, 1958.
Fora description of dances, see
VY. R. Ramachandra Dikshitar, Studies in Tamil Literature and History, Luzac & Co.,
London, 1930, pp. 191-2: “ Vallikkittu....in honour of Valli...popular among lower
classes of society. Kalanilaikittu was of high order...arranged in honour of a young

soldier....His friends presented his Virakkalal an anklet and

Purattinaiyial refers to Velan Veriyadal.

indulged in a dance...

The chief feature of this dance was to offer

bali or animal sacrifice....in the course of such worship one got possessed with the
spirit of God and began to dance.,.. There was another kind of adal....It was a custom
then that when once the King who led the host fell in battle, to whatever side he might

belong, other kings stopped the fight, surrounded the dead body and honoured it
by a kind of dancing in which skilled display of swords was a feature. ””
* K. A. NILAKANTA SASTRI, op. cit., p. 100
* See MANMOHAN GuosH, The Natyasastra (translation), 2nd ed., Manisha
Granthalaya, 1967, Introduction, pp. Ixiv-Ixv: ‘‘ Apart from the fact that Bhasa once

mentions the Natyasastra, there is plenty of evidence to show that the dramatist was

acquainted with the contents of the work.
Under these circumstances the most
probable date for Natyasastra becomes about 500 B.c. because it was known to Bhasa. ”

“ Ascribed to 600 a.p. See K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, op. cit., p. 82. See also
ibid., p. 112: “Tn its present form the work cannot be placed earlier than
the fifth
century.
:
si

La

ம் ன ரட்ட

° Ibid., pp. 9, 231.

ட அர்கம்

miulamum....atiyarkkunallar uraiyum.

3

(

*“ Truvakaik kittin ilakkanam arintu *: see Arankersu katai, line 12 (p. 57).
*“ Atu nirettu karanamutaittu ’?: see Swaminatha Aiyar, op. cit., p.
80.
® Curt 1947.
Sachs, ௮. World
New York
21. History ry of of D. Dance, trans. 5 Bessiei Schonberg, Bonanza
Books,
z
k

%“ Avuyakai nilaiyum aivakai patamum
_

__attaku tolila vaku menpa. 7”.
_.

—

irenvakaiya vankak kiriyaiyum
-Yaruttanai nankum niruttakkai muppatum

:

See Swaminatha Aiyar, op. cit., p. 81.
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_* Dola hastha (a gesture for hands) and kuffanam (movement for feet) are involved

in dances pertaining to ahamarga (erotic sentiment).

See Nandikesvara, Bharatarnava,

ot and trans. by K. Vasudeva Sastry, Saraswathi Mahal Library, Tanjore, 1957, pp.
12 “ Kottiran tutaiyator mantila makak
kattiya mantilam patinonru pokki’”’.

Arankérru katai, lines 144-5 (see Swaminatha Aiyar, op. cit., p. 74).
8 “Pancatala pirapantamakak kattappatta téciyottai oru talattirku irantu parraka
pattum tirvu onrumaka patinonru parralé téci kittai ati mutittu enka.” Jbid., p. 119
(Arankérru katai).

ue |. atanai aituman tilattal.
_

Arankérru katai, lines 151-2.

15 “ Nattiya nannil nankukataip pitittu. Jbid., line 158.
38 VISWANATHA PILLAI, Tamil-English Dictionery, 7th ed., Madras School Book and

Literature Society, 1963.

APPENDIX
Details of Demonstrations
* Denotes demonstration during the course of reading the paper.

Demonstration after Reading the Paper:
1. Demonstration of Karanas along with the projection of the slides of respective
sculptures.
(a) Representational:

Gajakrsiditakam, Mayiralalitam.
(b) Abstract:
Talapuspaputam, Katiccinnam, Mattalli. (Lasya type).
Dandapadam, Akshiptarécitam (Tandava type).
(c) Demonstration of Karanas’ evolution into Adavus.

2. Demonstration of Tirmanam choreographed with Karanas weaved into Adavus.
Example from “Meenakshi Kalyanam” Dance-drama.
3. Demonstration of the jati (rythmic syllables) inscription. This inscription
ascribed to the second
in Brahmi script at Aricalur has been recently deciphered and is

century.
the
4. Demonstration of a Thillana which was composed simultaneously when
Karanas were included in the Choreography.

THE

KORAVAI—A
REMINISCENT

FOLK CUSTOM OF THE CEYLON TAMIL
OF THE ART OF THE SANGAM AGE

M. D.

RAGHAVAN

Koravai as a dance finds frequent reference in Sangam literature. As
a dance of the maidens of the hill tracts, it is featured in the Cilappathikaaram (2nd century A.D.).
Different commentaries have reacted differently to the cultural
content of the Koravai.
Cilappathikaaram is the basis of all such interpretations. Success in love or victory in war finds expression in the
dance of the Koravai.
Seven or nine women of the cowherds, join
hands and dance singing songs. This dancing hand in hand to the
accompaniment

as

“a

rural

of loud

noisy

singing,

sport

especially among females

has led lexicographers

accompanied

with

dancing

of the ploughman’s

Caste”?

to speak

of it

hand

hand

in

(Winslow, Tamil-

English Dictionary).
Here I may draw upon my own experience in the course of my
field work in Ceylon on the Ethnographical Survey of Ceylon, which
tevealed

an ancient custom

of the sounding

of the Koravai

in the villages of the Eastern Province of Ceylon.
rejoicing, as in receiving important personages, the
It is sounded both when a guest arrives, and when
mark of respect and honour paid to the guest. It

prevailing

On all occasions of
Koravai is sounded.
he departs. It is a
is not quite easy to

convey the idea of the Koravai, without experiencing it, as it was my
privilege to do on the occasion of my visit to the village of Kalutavalai

a few years ago. The sound burst forth from the assembled women,
standing with their mouths covered by the palms of their right hands.

Tt is a rolling

sound

and

not the single

note

produced

as when

one

whistles with the breath forced through the lips forming a small orifice.
The technique of the Koravai is not quite easy to explain.
The
difference between a whistling sound and the Koravai is in the manipulation of the tongue which rolls in the mouth producing the rhythmic
wavy sound that is the peculiar feature of the Koravai.

The custom of sounding the Koravai, on joyous and auspicious
occasions, prevails in Travancore. M. Raja Raja Varma Raja describes
it in one of his writings as “an onomatopoeia of the hushed sound
produced by the peculiar movement of the tongue within the mouth,
covered by the hand, on all joyous occasions as child birth, marriage
450
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and other festivals.
Even at services in shrines, this is very common.
It is a sign of appreciation and approval by the women, of any joyous
event.” According to the same author, Koravai is sounded by the
women of Travancore, “‘ on the third day of the festival of Kamankettu,
a festival of invocation to Kama, the God of Love.
Only married
ladies take part in it. Kama is invoked and enthroned on a pillar
decorated with sandal paste, flowers and green leaves. The leading
woman offers puja to the god, and all assembled make merry with
amusements and singing.” The custom is reported to prevail in Bengal
under the name of Kulu on social occasions.
Raja Raja Varma Raja
points out, too, the correspondence of the Koravai with the Uloolu
Dhvani of the Sanskrit classics. As a popular custom, it does not seem

to prevail in other parts of Kerala.

Its occurrence in Travancore is

possibly a survival of an essentially Tamil folk ceremonial in the days
when Travancore was part of ancient Tamilakam.
The word Koravai signifies, primarily, the voice (Ku-rava in Sanskrit,
Rasa Krida, the dance of Sri Krishna
means “‘ having a bad voice”).
and the Gopis, was essentially the cowherds’ dance, alternatively known
It
as Korava, a name which has the association of noise and uproar.
is this idea, possibly, that has given the name to a particular type of
fire-works in Malabar, called the Koravai Puu. As it is ignited, it
sends forth a fountain of sparkling flowers, emitting in the process, a
sound with alternating high and low note—a distinct reflection of the
sound of the Koravai by the women of the villages.
The cultural complex of the Koravai, in its ensemble, reveals it as
a dance of the women to the accompaniment of their own voice, the
Koravai. The more one contemplates the application of the same
term

to the dance

the

as to the voice,

more

does it become

obvious,

that the dance took its designation of the voicing of the Koravai, as
an accompaniment of the dance. The name Koravai-Kuuththu, to
denote the play by its full name, makes it manifest that it was a dance
played to the accompaniment of the sounding of the Koravai.
This takes us to the terminology of dances in general, differentiated,

the one from the other, by different criteria.

Kudai

Kuuththu,

is the

dance with the Kudam or the pot in hand, the early progenitor of the
Kalagedi Sellam, the Chembu dance of Ceylon maidens. Dancing on
stilts, is Marakkal Kuuththu, the “ wodden-legged dance ”. The dance
to the clapping of hands by the maidens of Kerala, is Kaikottikali. A
little known dance of Siva to the clapping of hands, a triumphant dance
Dancing under a canopy of cloth is
of rejoicing, is Kodukottai.
Kuurai-Kuuththu.

Dancing

with

a

dig

into

your

partner,

with

an

occasional tickling and pinching in the course of the dancing, is
Killupurandi. These are among the old folk dances of the Tamils, as

Vidwan F. X. C. Nataraja of Colombo expounded one evening, in the
course of our discussion on this intriguing subject.

ON THE NEED OF A DETAILED SURVEY OF
KOODIYATTAM AND BHAAGAVATAMELANAATAKAM

M.

CHRISTOPHER

ByYRSKI

A case has been made recently for the Dravidian roots of the
theatre.
Dr. Indu Shekhar in his book Sanskrit Drama: Its
and Decline collects arguments which cannot be ignored.
Even
are prone to criticism, still they make a strong predilection
Dravidians for the art of theatre amply evident. No-one can
a fact which

strikes

even

a casual

observer,

art of
Origin
if they
of the
negate

that the art of theatre in

all its numerous manifestations is exceptionally common among the
peoples of South India. Let the examples of the well-known Kathakali
and Bharatanatyam alone be cited.
Dr. Shekhar writes that a sympathetic study of the South Indian
traditions, which unfortunately are scantily preserved, points to considerable possibilities of yielding valuable data concerning the origin
and decline of the Sanskrit drama.!_ Dr. Shekhar unnecessarily narrows
the South Indian traditions to the Dravidian ones exclusively. This in
my opinion cannot but impoverish the South Indian culture, which in
the way

it imbibed

the Aryan

genius of South Indians.
Dr. K. R. Pisharoti,
particular the Kuuttu

cultural contributions,

shows the unique

Another and earlier authority on the subject,

holds that the South
of Kerala has a wider

Indian
Indian

theatre and in
importance, for

in this we have the Sanskrit dramas staged.2 It is hardly necessary
indeed to quote any more in support of this presupposition concerning
the importance of the South Indian theatrical traditions for the study
of the classical Indian theatre. This fact was given a practical expression
when the Koodiyattam (Kuutiyaattam), the most interesting traditional
theatre of the Chakyars of Kerala, was for the first time presented
under the auspicies of the Samskrita Ranga in Madras in August 1962
and subsequently was presented also for the first time in Delhi under
the joint sponsorship of the Sangeet Natak Akademi and the Paderewski
Foundation of New York in March 1964 and in Benares also in March
of Benares and the
at the invitation of His Highness the Maharaja
The critics might have differed in the
Indo-German Cultural Society.

appreciation of this art from the view-point of modern theatre. But,
so far as its importance for the study of the classical Indian theatre
goes, they were unaminous in pointing out the unique opportunity
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created by the fact of the continuation of the ancient tradition of theatre
in the South.
:
Here a doubt may arise as to the continuity and genuineness of
this tradition. The subject has not been studied in its minutest detail.
But reviewing what has been done so far ® one has to admit that a prima

facie case for the genuinness of this tradition has been established.
I
shall also adduce a few points of my own research which may be of

interest here.
First of all it has to be clearly stated that a tradition of staging
Sanskrit dramas, which is traced at least ten centuries back by all
authorities, could not have developed at that time in an isolation from
a general practice still quite prevalent and vigorous all over India. The
fact that it was precisely in Kerala that the manuscript of the Natyasastra
with the commentary of Abhinavagupta, a Kashmirian, was discovered
stands out as a powerful proof of the universality of the Bharatamuni’s
treatise and of its influence in Kerala as well.4 In such circumstances
11 15 difficult to imagine that Chakyars would have staged Harsha’s plays,
for instance, in a convention altogether unrelated to what was prevalent
all over India. Certain technical points of Chakyar’s art give an additional strength to this argument.
During a cursory reading of
Chapter V of the NdtyaSdstra with Pt. Mani Madhava Chakyar, I
discovered that a lot of the rather obscure information contained there
regarding different steps and movements seems to be quite obvious to
the Chakyars

even today and they discover in it elements

of their own

practice. A further detail worth quoting concerns the make-up which
in its basic feature (the covering of the entire face with paint) seems
to be in tune with the relevant

recommendations

of the

NatyaSsastra.®

Yet another interesting point may be made regarding the usage of a
local dialect by the Chakyars on the stage. They were in this respect
criticised by an anonymous

author

of the NatankuSa

despite

the clear

sanction of the Na@tyasdstra to that effect.®
As we can see, there are sufficient grounds to believe that
Koodiyattam is actually a branch of what was once a mighty tree of
the classical Indian theatre. Yet the study of Koodiyattam alone cannot
suffice as the source of our information about the practice of the ancient
Tndian theatre. Koodiyattam has its great deficiencies. The greatest
one is the crippled form of the text of a drama presented by the
Chakyars. They construct their performance around a tiny fragment
of a play which they never present in its entirety. The fragmentary
character of the Koodiyattam performance requires, therefore, an additional study of such

an ancient dramatic

form which could

shed

light

on how a full-fledged dramatic representation might have looked.
Such
information can be had from the survey of the Bhaagavatamelanhaa-

ந

_Takam of Mellatur.

Its history is not as ancient as that of the Keralese

_art, but in contrast to it Mellatur theatre presents always a full-fledged
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play. . This is so probably because it did not hesitate to abandon Sanskrit
altogether. Besides this, it has one more advantage over the Koodi-

yattam.

It is the way in which it integrates dance into a performance.

Undoubtedly this is in harmony with the injunctions of the Néfyasastra.
Dance par excellence is absent in the Koodiyattam, although it is the
Koodiyattam which employs actresses for the female roles and not the
We may thus concede that Pt. Balu
Bhaagavatamelanhaarakam.

Bhagavatar is right when he claims for the art of Mellatur a great

As a matter of fact this
measure of adherence to the Néfyasdstra.?
art alone has preserved dance and abhinaya in correct proportions, and
in this respect it stands closer to Bharata’s rules than the Koodiyattam.
The importance of the concerted survey of these two traditions
Still this is not
from the historical point of view cannot be doubted.
of the modern
creation
The
survey.
such
the only reason for making
national theatre of India constitutes, it seems to me,

important reason.

another, far more

It would be an impertinence for a foreigner to offer

I shall therefore limit myself to drawing
here any detailed comments.
The modern theatre of Europe
an analogy to the situation in Europe.
could never have been what it is now without its Greco-Roman roots.

How much more privileged in this respect India is in having its ancient

traditions intact due to an exceptional addiction of South Indians to
the art of theatre. Europe had to reconstruct painstakingly the shape
of her ancient theatre from the ruins of Greece and the bare texts of
India may even today repair to actors
Attic tragedies and comedies.
Should there be any doubt,
who can claim Bharata’s ancestorship.
survey of both
comprehensive
therefore, as to the urgent need of a
Bhaagavatamelaand
Koodiyattam
that
traditions? The more so in
only
nhaatakam are rapidly withering. There are practically speaking
Mani
Pts.
namely,
living,
still
Koodiyattam
the
of
three exponents
and
Madhava Chakyar of Lakkidi, Madhavan Chakyar of Irinjalakuda
Only
better.
much
faring
The art of Mellatur is not
Rama Chakyar.
a concerted

effort

to

take

up,

transform

and

continue

whatever

the

of the
tradition has handed over to us can bring about the resurrection
national Indian theatre.
Apart from this there is yet another aspect of considerable
cannot be
importance, which especially in the case of Koodiyattam
modern
the
of
development
the
in
It is the role of this art
overlooked.
mention
to
necessary
hardly
is
It
Malayalam language and literature.
of Lakkidi.
in this connection a well known name of Kunchan Nambiar
of theatre
field
the
in
both
activities
his
in
alone
means
no
by
He was
more
offer
to
enough
and literature. Here I do not feel competent
this
of
measure
exact
and
extent
The
than this general remark.
scholars.
Indian
by
rather
assessed
properly
be
interdependence can

At this place I feel more justified in forwarding one more reason

be surveyed.
why the classical theatrical traditions of South India should
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It is created by certain trends in the development of the contemporary
European theatre. These trends make a meeting of the Indian and
Western theatres possible and mutually profitable.

Roughly

speaking

for the last two centuries European theatre has been dominated

by a

realistic or often even naturalistic conception.
In a way it has been like
peeping through a key-hole at the scenes from the everyday life of our
neighbour.
Of course, the European drawing-room play of the nineteenth century undoubtedly deserves the appellation of art. But in
its convention it has been too close to everyday life and therefore it has
been unable to bring to a spectator a true catharsis.
He might have
emerged from a theatre-hall after such performance edified, or even
moved but he could never have that exuberant, overflowing feeling of joy
and wonder which he could have sometimes experienced watching the
nearest in spirit to Indian theatre operetta or nowadays a musical. In
one word—he could never have an experience of rasa. But now the

situation is slowly changing.

Emotion and feeling shake off shackles

of naturalism and are expressed now on the European stage much
more directly. It is exactly at this juncture that the encounter with the
Indian classical theatre as represented by the South Indian a trditions
may appear beneficial. On the one hand it will help us in Europe to
discover our own shape of the theatre of emotion and on the other it
will help us to understand Indian culture still better than hitherto.

Last but not least it has to be stated that India in her South Indian
cultural traditions has preserved the oldest living theatre in the world.

Thus

the survey of it becomes

a desideratum.

exaggeration if we say that the Koodiyattam

It will not be an

of Kerala is the same for

the history of world theatre as the ruins of Abu Simbel in Egypt are for
the history of world sculpture and architecture. The last ones are being
saved with the co-operation of the whole world. Should therefore an
art which remembers the times of Panini be left alone and disappear?

NOTES
* [. SHEKHAR, Sanskrit Drama: its Origin and Decline,
Leiden, 1960, p. 93.
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N. Pisharoti, Kalalokam,
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of
The Times
of India Annual, 1962; P. C. K. Nambudiripad, “‘ Kutiyattam ”, Kerala’,
thesis submitted for
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constitutes the decorative setting and also the principal aid in building
particular moods.
Folk plays use dance for establishing the distinctive
characteristics and temperament of the actors. The dances are communicative and rhythmically very appealing. In fact the folk conception
of drama is primarily asadance.
This is evidenced in such idioms as
Kuuththu aavinaan and nhaatakam aatvinaan (he danced a play). Dance
is, therefore,

the most

important

aspect

of folk drama

and

it remains

so in the folk dramas of Batticaloa.
Every actor dances to the accompaniment of callari (cymbols) and
maththalham (drum). The drum, more than any other instrument, is
the herald of folk drama.
It is the drum-beats from which the actors
get the direction for moying from one situation to another.

The drum

is thus the basic orchestra, an unfailing guide and prompter.
In the
drummer lives the perennial rhythm of folk life. Without the drum
folk drama is useless.
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN vaTamooTi AND thenmooTi
The vatamooti or northern type of play has as its theme episodes
from North Indian literature, mostly from the Mahabharata and
Ramayana.
The thenmooti or southern type generally has South
Indian or indigenous themes.
These two types of folk drama are distinguished by their theme, the type of music they employ, their dances
and

their costumes.2

The

vatamooti

plays

have

as

their theme

war,

and they generally end on a tragic note. The thenmooti plays have love
as their theme and end on a pleasant note. There are marked differences
in the dances

also.

The

thenmooti

dances

are more refined,

intricate

and difficult than the vatamooti dances. As the thenmooti dances are
difficult and intricate, the actor, when he first appears on the stage and
dances

the introductory

or entry

dance,

becomes

very

tired,

and

this

makes it necessary for the song introducing him to be sung by the chorus
or

the

aNNaavi.

In

contrast

with

this,

because

the

dance

in

the

vatamooti is easier, the actor after the introductory dance, himself
sings his entry song. In the thenmooti the songs are dragged out and
are graceful. In the vatamooti they are not so dragged out and are
more vigorous. In the vatamooti the viruththam songs are sung without
dragging while in the thenmooti the actors drag the viruththam. In keeping
with this the prose is also lengthened in the thenmooti. In vaTamooTi
when an actor sings asong the full song isrepeated by the chorus, while
in the thenmooti only its last portion is repeated. After singing the
last portion the chorus sings the tharu (syllables sung to the tune of the
The singing
song) of the full song, while the actor dances to its tune.
vaTamoott.
in
found
not
is
and
thenmooti
to
of the tharu is peculiar
The costumes of the two types of drama are also different from
each other. The actors in thenmooti have to strain and twist their
bodies while dancing and as a result their dresses are light unlike those
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of vatamooti, which are fairly heavy.
The varamooti characters wear
the karappu utuppu consisting of bulging skirts stitched round large

bamboo rings and hung from the waist.

This is also called villu uTUuppU.

The karappu uTuppu of kings and ministers are made with five Tings,
while that of the others are made with three rings.
Though the
thenmooti characters also sometimes use the karappu, generally their
dresses are light and are made of silk cloth. In the vatamoovti the
kings wear the kerutam, made of hard wood, as their headgear.
There
is an umbrella fixed to the top of this crown.
This is called canhthiravattak kutai. The crowns of the kings in the thenmoovri are light and
are called puumuti (flower crown).
When the various actors enter the stage for the first time and
perform the introductory dance, the aNNaavi beats the drum and sings
the thaalhakkattu peculiar to each character, and each dance.
The
dances usually performed by the men are wlaa (gesticulatin g while standing and while walking to the sides) potiyati (dancing forwards slowly)
viicaaNam (dancing either left or right in a circle) and ettw (dancing
figures of eight). Chieftains and warriors perform in addition to the
above, the following dances: nhaalati (a dance which consists in the
actor jumping from one foot on to the other four times, leaning sideways
each time so as to transfer his weight onto the foot on which he has
landed) kuththu mithi (striking and treading on the front foot and the
heel alternately four times) and paayccal (a dance which consists in the
dancer jumping forward and backward).
The female actors perform the following dances: oyyaaram (gesticulating while standing with feet apart and bending).
Portiyati,
vilccaanam, eTtu thattati (gesticulating and dancing striking both legs
alternately), Kunhthu nhilai (dancing the nhaalati on the heals with
legs

folded) and atanhthai (fast dancing to the tune of atathaalham.
above dances

are performed

to the

singing

of thaalhakkatru

a@NNaavi (who is accompanied by the drum) and the chorus,

The
by the

INFLUENCE ON THE SINHALESE FOLK PLAY
A comparative study of the folk play of the Tamils of Ceylon and
the Sinhalese folk play reveals that the Tamils and Sinhalese have
a
common

heritage in music and drama.

Professor E. R. Sarachchandra

States very emphatically that one of the Sinhalese dramatic traditio
ns,
the tradition of the Sinhalese nadagama, is taken over directly from

Tamil folk drama.*

Though later Sinhalese nadagamas drew their themes

from traditional sources, the earliest of them

were

definitely translated

into Sinhalese from Tamil originals. The authors of various
nadagamas
have acknowledged in their works that they have borrowed their
theme
and forms from Tamil.4
_ Considerable Tamil influence is seen in the language of
the early

Sinhalese nadagamas.

Tamil words have been very freely borrowed and
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used extensively along with Sinhalese words.
verses are in Tamil

metre;
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The Sinhalese nadagama

not only have the Tamil

metres

viruththam,

innicai, kalippa, kochchakam venpaa, paraNi etc., been freely used,
they have been used in the same order and in the same situation as in
the Tamil originals. All the melodies are of South Indian origin though
the Sinhalese singers seem to have dropped the Tamil intonation when
they sing them.
SIMILARITIES WITH CERTAIN FORMS OF THE FOLK DRAMA OF SOUTH INDIA
Yaksagana of Karnatak*® and the vatamooti of East Ceylon have
very striking similarities. Yaksagana uses as gorgeous make-up and as
vigorous dances as vaTamooti.
It is essentially an entertainment for
the masses, performed in the open air in the same manner as in Ceylon.
It has the same type of stage, with people seated on three sides spreading
their own mats. The bhagavata seems to be the counterpart of the
aNNaavi.
As the aNNaavi does in Ceylon Tamil folk plays, the
bhagavata sings the invocatory songs and introduces the characters.
The
same typeof curtain is used but in this case it is held at the two ends
by two persons for the entry of the actors. Every character enters
dancing and is introduced by the bhagavata.
Imposing costumes and loud make up are used in yaksagana as
in the vatamooti.
Oil lamps with a dim light provide the lighting. It
appears that in olden days two torches were carried in front of the actors.
The

dances

express

the sentiment

of the plays,

and

are their essential

ingredients. The themes centre round the Ramayana and Mahabharata
as in the vatamooti.
Dialogue seems to have been used more freely
in yaksagana than in vaTamooTi.

KATHAKALI
There
vatamoovi

seems to be a close relationship between kathakali and
in some respects.
Like vatamooti, kathakali portrays a

theme through the media of dance, music and gesture. It draws its
themes from epics, and places its emphasis on rousing the sentiments
of viiram and koopam.
The costumes and the methods of presentation
are similar to those of vatamooti. The stage setting, the person who
presents the play and those who accompany him, the audience sitting
around the stage, the oil lamps—these are close similarities between
the two forms. The art of gesture, the vigorous dances and the
The
imposing make-up are also very similar in the two cases.
similarity is so great that one-wonders whether there is any connection
between the Tamils ofBatticaloa and the place of origin of பர டன்
THERUKKUUTHTHU
The therukkuuththu has been in vogue in the Tamil land in South
India for many centuries but it now appears to be decadent. - It is also
17-31
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known as viithi nhaatakam
of a village street or at its
themes of the plays of this
seem to be similar to those

and is usually performed today in the middle
end, where the local shrine is situated. The
form and the manner of their presentation
of the folk plays of the Tamils of Ceylon.

DEFECTS OF THE FOLK PLAY AS PERFORMED TODAY
The main defect that the folk tradition suffers from is that the
diverse elements of dance, song, costumes, lighting etc., have not been
combined, one with another, in an artistic way, with the dramatic element
as the predominant one. People come to listen to the songs or to see
the dances and not to follow the play. As the plays are performed
today, acting has no important place in these. Because of the musical
structure

of the dances, many actors tend to take the dance as an end in

itself. What is necessary is a combination of acting with dancing.
The best of the drum tends to drown the singing of the actors.
This
should be rectified; the drummer should modulate the beat of the drum

so that the voices of the actors may be heard.
Make-up is one department where the old should give place to the new.
Costumes should be
so designed as not to hamper the movements of the actors.
Shortening
the duration of the plays is another essential requirement.
Deft handling
of light will increase the dramatic effect of the play. With modern
make-up, the careful handling of lights, and an artistic combination of
dance song and music folk plays can be made irresistible in their appeal.
It is necessary to bring out in print the vast folk literature which
is available to us in manuscript form.
So far only a few folk dramatic
works have been edited and published. It is also imperative at this
stage to make a detailed study of the various folk dramatic forms of
the Tamils of Ceylon as found in Jaffna, Batticaloa, Chilaw and Mannar,
and to compare them with those found outside Ceylon.
It is hoped
that this paper will at least kindle such an interest.
The folk plays of
the Tamils of Ceylon have a character and fascination of their own

and a study of them will enrich our experience and knowledge of the

various forms of dramatic traditions found in the world.
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MELODIC

AND

HARMONIC

SYSTEMS

OF

MUSIC

P. SAMBAMOORTHY

Melodic music and harmonic music are the two types of music evolved
by the genius of man.
They show the heights to which the genius of
man has soared in his quest for new forms of musical expression.
Melodic music prevails in the countries of the orient and harmonic
music in the countries of the occident. The simultaneous sounding of
consonantal and related notes is the dominant feature of occidental
music.

Counterpoint

and polyphony

are instances

of

plural melodies

sounded simultaneously.
In the melodic system, music progresses by
successions of single notes.
Aesthetic pleasure is the goal in both systems of music.

Only the

method of approach became different.
The

concept

aesthetic facts.
of a raga

of raga

is India’s

gift

to

world

Each raga has a distinct personality.

is established

by the contour

of its ascent

music.

Ragas

are

The individuality
and descent,

phrases and the delicate graces, curves and quarter tones.

key

The raga

system paved the way for the development of Manodharma Sangita
or creative music.
In a concert of Indian music, the performers not
only render the compositions of great composers, but also perform their

own music, improvised

on the spot.

rhythmical or non-rhythmical.

When

This impromptu music may be
an alapana is rendered, the raga

is expounded without any reference
to as specific time-measure.
kalpana svaras, that is extempore solfa passages,

a particular tala or time measure.

When

are sung, they are in

One who is able to excel in creative

music is considered a great musician.
It may be pointed out here, that the builders of the Indian system

of music knew
consonance.

the systems.

the principles of harmony;

Samvaditva in Sanskrit is

The series of consonantal intervals are common to both

The classification-of notes into inai, kilhai, nhatpu, pakai,

(இணை, இளை, நட்பு, te9&) envisaged in Cilappathikaaram 2000 years
ago is proof of the fact that the ancients knew all the facts relating to
consonance and dissonance.

Although

India has been in contact with

western culture for three centuries now, their music was never adopted
here, because of the highly developed nature of the indigenous music.
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India is thus in the happy position of being the one country in the orient
with a highly developed independent system of music.
Of the two sub-systems of music, Karnatic and Hindustani, the
former has a greater antiquity. Its history can be traced from the early

days of the Christian era. Bharata himself pays a tribute to the highly
developed artistic talents of the artists in South India in chapter 14 of
his work

Natya Sdstra.

South India is fortunate

political troubles and foreign invasions.

in being free from

The bulk of musicologists,

musicians and composers hailed from Tamil Nad.
Tanjore District in
South India is the brightest spot on the musical map of India.
Some of the important features of South Indian Music are:
(1) Its extensive system of scales inclusive of heptatonic and tran-

silient scales.

All the scales used by nations in different parts of the

world can be seen in South Indian music.
harmonic

minor

scale, the melodic

minor

The major diatonic scale,
scale,

the whole

tone

scale

used by Debussy, the scale figuring in Promotheus of Scriabin and the
various pentatonic scales are all used here.
The Indian solfa system is the earliest in the history of world music.
It is mentioned in Narada Parivrajaka Upanishad written four thousand
years ago, whereas the western solfa system dates only from the time
of Guido d’Arezzo (10th century A.D.).
(2) A multiplicity of rhythms is used in South Indian music,
compared to the few time measures used in the West.
Indian musicologists knew the method of deriving scales through

the process

of

They

also

were

(G7#, Qe,

model

shift

familiar

Grd).

of

tonic

with the

(grahabhedam—S75Gu51).

cycles

of

fourths

and

fifths

These are mentioned in the Cilappathikaaram

2nd century A.D.).
(3) The use of quarter tones and micro-tones.
are referred to in the Kudumian

The quarter tones

Malai inscriptions (7th century A.D.).

The Pythagorean scale is seen in the raga Devagandhari.

(4) South Indian music has a rich repertoire of art music, sacred
music, dance music and folk music.
(5) Many composers here have written beautiful operas and dance
dramas.
(6) The largest number of musical instruments, as many as five!
hundred, is found eres Each instrument has ர.
a high hae

றி...
(7): The art of
ee is a. great en in.
ட். One can give
rhythmic. display of an improvised nature on the mridangam and thrill

an audience.

oe ‘unique: .

The rhythmic harmony Bearded: by a

பரம

is some-
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The sociologist who undertakes the study of a society other than
his own will have at least within his frame of reference the principle of
cultural relativity. This will include a sensitivity to differences in values
and a stance of neutrality toward those differences in value which obtain
between his own and another society.
His methodological directive will
be to interpret and understand another society from the “‘ inside’: from
the vantage point of the terms and concepts of the members of that
society,
and he will avoid trying to impose concepts which are
alien to the self-interpretation
of the
society by its members.
However, this principle is at variance with what may be called the
general interest of the discipline of sociology itself which has as its
aim

a

greater

society.

generality

And

reference,

a

this
set

than

implies

of terms

that

that
and

of the

the

understanding

sociologist

concepts

derived

of a single

has

a

frame

from

the

historical

of

development of sociology which may be alien to the self-understanding
of any one society.
In intercultural studies the sociologist is confronted with a dilemma:

either he imposes a set of terms which may be alien to the society
under

study or he abandons these and accepts those of the members of the
societies which he studies. In either case he will have lost the significance of intercultural study for conceptual development, for he will
have altered neither his own concepts nor those of the society under
study.

Yet

the major

significance

of intercultural

studies

lies

in

the

Prospect for greater societal self-understanding and this means the
prospect for re-definition and revision of the conceptual tools through
which our understandings may be expressed.
Thus in intercultural
studies the sociologist must reckon with the tentativeness of his own
conceptual formulations and preoccupations in order to provide an
openness in his own conceptual apparatus and exercise a greater selfconsciousness with respect to them.
Coming to the study of social organizations in South Asia, the
over-riding conceptual preoccupation of sociology has to do with the
contrast between modern and traditional societies. A contrast which

“reflects the situation as it existed in Continental Europe after the
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French Revolution when the struggle between residues of the preRevolutionary regimes and the Revolutionary regimes was understood
as a contest between tradition and reason.”+
All of the classical
dichotomies? of sociological theory—Gemeinschaft-Gesellschaft, statuscontract, folk-urban—appear to reflect in some degree this historical
viewpoint, and they all as well appear to polarize societies into two

types exhibiting a contrasting set of dimensions.

While these typologies

differ from one another in details, they are essentially similar in meaning
in that they oppose the values of a scientific-technical culture to something called traditional culture. These typologies are also intended to
apply to whole societies as social systems as well as to institutions as
sub-systems of these societies. Thus in Max Weber’s works economic
institutions,

kinship

systems,

religions,

bureaucracies,

authority

struc-

tures and musical systems* are all classified in terms of the rationaltraditional dichotomy.
To a large extent, however, these dichotomies
between traditional and modern societies are founded empirically on
the economic-industrial sphere of society. For this is the one sphere
in which the effect of the application of the scientific-technical orientation
tends to show a progressive accumulation.
The concept of traditional
society thus tends to take on a cluster of meanings with reference to
structures and modes of behavior associated with a pre-industrial
economy and administration.
It is only when we turn to some of the non-economic spheres of
culture that the classical dichotomy between traditional and rational
What after all is ~ traditional ”
society begins to appear awkward.
about music in a traditional society or conversely what is rational
about music in modern society? It is no great insight that the
musical system of a what is called classical Karnatic music is a
product of cultivation nd discipline as sophisticated as any classical
However, when one is drawn to the study
music of modern society.
of

the

social

and

cultural

context

of

this

musical

system,

one

1s

forced into a conceptual crisis of dealing with a rational product of
a traditional social system. To put the matter another way the
facts of the system of classical Karnatic music do not fit neatly into
த
the concepts of traditional society.
made
attempt
systematic
no
been
has
there
Weber,
Except for Max
by sociologists to apply the typology of modern and traditional society
to the sphere of music and art. Max Weber’s central thesis in his interpretation of social structural developments in the Occident was the
growing preponderance of rational social action. In the application
of this thesis to musical life, Weber argued that the process of
rationalization involved the separation of the expressive and purely
aesthetic interests from their subordination to practical interests.
(‘Practical here refers to everyday mundane concerns as well as
the service of art in magical and religious ritual.) Thus the rational
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development of music involves its seculiarization and the professionalization of the role of the musician:
“Under the influence of magic, fixed musical forms are
established and a class of priest musicians appears.
Under the
influence of magic, rigid upper limits on rationalization are
established. When such formulae are released from magico-

religious contexts and when the professional musician is free to
employ

such musical formulae

in secular contexts,

actions cease

to be evaluative and traditionalistic and may become rationalistic
and affective.” 5

This thesis is contextual in the sense that rational music is defined not
absolutely but, rather, in terms of its capacity for innovation. and
secularization. Thus, Weber seems to argue that musical innovation

in the direction of aesthetic interests is hampered so long as the musician
Temains in the service of magical and religious purposes.
Weber does
credit the magician-musician with advancing the rational development
of music initially by way of fixing modes and musical formulae but,
then, argues that the magical-religious context prevents any further
development.
:
The development of the Classical South Indian music appears to

offer evidence contrary to this thesis.

(By Classical or Karnatic tradi-

tion is meant the musical style which was crystallized around Tanjore
during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and represented in the
work of the composers Tyagaraja, Syama Sastri and Muthuswami
Diksitar. For in Karnatic music there is evidence of an art music
developing within a religious context. Tyagaraja, who is undoubtedly

the central figure for Karnatic music,

railed against the secularizing

trends in music and, at the same time, introduced many innovations.
ன்
Of the stories told of Tyagaraja’s life, one that is often repeated
Involves his refusal to put his musical talents to a practical or secular
use.
He is said to have refused to sing in the service of entertaining
rich men or kings, much to the dismay of some members of his family.
These sentiments are reflected in his own songs. In
Né@rdyana Hari
he says, “Oh Lord of Sita! I do not rely on (wealth like)
money and

horses which are transient.

I shall certainly not beg of rich men,

flattering them with matchless musical compositions in their praise.’’
7

Again in Nidhi Chala Sukhamd, “Which gives more happiness,—flattery
of mere men bound up in their own conceit, or the singing of the Lord

who has been praised by the wise Tyagaraja?”’® That he was sorely
_ Pressed by those around him is evident in a number of his songs. ““ Even
_ people whom I have regarded as friends treat me with jealousy and

_

_

enmity, slight me and abuse me in a number

of ways and regard me

4S an outcaste unfit for association,” he sings in Enduko Ni Manasu2
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“Oh Rama!
The abode of Pranava! Give me your love. I have
become a laughing stock of one and all. How am
to bear this any
longer?” (From Oh Rama Oh Rama Omkaradhama.°)
Much of the criticism with which he was assailed must have related
to his steadfast devotion to Rama and his decision to take the path of
a Bhakta.
As a religious virtuoso, Tyagaraja lived outside the
“normal ’’ expectations of life which occupied those around him.
Like the earlier Bhaktas of Medieval times he criticised the external
formalism of rituals and concern with worldly things, and like Mirabai,

his devotional way of life was assailed by those around him who were
more concerned with practical and formal matters.

In all this, it might

be said that the life of Tyagaraja was “ traditional,”
sentiments and the path of devotion he chose were in
historical Bhakti movements of the past—of the early
South India and the Hindi and Marathi saints of the
He did not mark out a new path of religious devotion so
an old one.

for his religious
keeping with the
Tamil saints of
Medieval times.
much as confirm

However, it must be borne in mind that the religious fervor

of the Bhakti movements did represent a break with the traditional way
of life so far as mundane, worldly things are concerned.
Bhakti was
a popular religious movement.
The songs composed’ by the great poets
were in the vernacular languages, not Sanskrit, and the Bhakti saints
were drawn from lower as well as higher castes of Hindu social structure,
and the normal ritual relations of caste life were not always observed
in the congregation of Bhaktas.
In this respect thelife of a Bhakta
was somewhat in tension with the demands of the traditional social
order.
Thus, Mirabai was ட]
for her association with ies religious
devotees, for not having committed sati on the death of her husband

as was the custom among Rajput widows of her time. Tyagaraja was
criticised for not devoting his musical talents along more Seeley lines
as a source of livelihood.
;
What is significant here, however, is that in wedding his musical
genius to religious devotion Tyagaraja may have gained more freedom
from fixed formulae than had he taken a purely secular path. For the
devotional path he chose was itself extraordinary even though a path
sanctioned by tradition. Becoming a Bhakta meant release from certain
Had Tyagaraja become a court
other ‘‘ traditional’? obligations.
musician in Tanjore, would his musical contributions have been restricted

by purely formal considerations of what would be considered “ good ”
music? Indeed, the court itself had made significant contributions in
the codification

of ragas

as in Venkatamakhi’s

Melakarta

Janya-Raga

scheme. But cannot such a codification act as “ rigid upper limit” on
musical development as well as a magical formula? It is noteworthy
that ©. Gosvami in his book, The Story of Indian Music} says of
Tyagaraja: ‘‘ Perhaps more than anyone else he freed music from the
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bonds of highly intellectual and technical forms

and

clothed

her in

humane ones.” (italics mine).
For Tyagaraja, any activity undertaken without a devotional aim
isin vain. Consider this statement in Kshinamai Tiruga:

Oh Mind!

Give up the siddhis which are perishable and

bring you rebirth. Perishable are the fruits of. the study of
Sanskrit, drama, poetics, vedas, puranas, and the performance of
sacrifices, Japa and Tapas.
The

real

road

is the

worship

of Rama;

then

all that

the

devotee does, the Lord will accept with approbation and vouchsafe to him the highest state that is everlasting.!2

Tt is immaterial whether a song which does not relate to Sri Rama is
sung or not sung."* (Samayamu Desilu). Thus his music was wedded
to religious and spiritual aims, but not merely in an instrumental way,
for the bliss and ecstacy of music was identified with divine bliss.14

Oh mind! Attain the highest bliss, by losing yourself in
Nada which is associated with the varieties of Ragas, themselves
the manipulations of the seven notes, and which fulfils all
righteous desires, (Néda Loludai).*

He could even question whether salvation was at all possible
to those
who were without knowledge of divine music (Mokshamu).®
Or again
in Sitavara Sangila he says, ‘One must be blessed by Brahma with
the
gift of Sangitaindna to be qualified as a Jivanmukta which is
the goal
of the Gita and all Upanishads,’7
ட்
The deification of music occurs among some contemporary musiclans in America in that music is conceived as an “end in itself,”
as
an ultimate concern or an expression of the depths being. Thus,
a
“religion” of music appears. However, this is different from
the

deification

of music

in the Karnatic

tradition,

for,

even

if Tyagaraja

regarded music as the ultimate being he never separated it from
the
traditional context of Hindu religion and ritual. The devotional element
assumes an independent significance for Tyagaraja. Music bereft
of
devotion is valueless, it is a mere thumping on
a mridangam, while
devotion with purity of mind is what makes the difference
between music
and the mere braying of a dumb animal.
The devotional clement makes for a significant difference in
the
relationship between ego and object, it insures the subjugat
ion of the
ego

to its end, which,

in the parlance

of Bhakti,

is surrender to. the

Lord. The deification of music within a secular
context may or may
not develop such a relation and it is quite possible
that the ego may
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subordinate or overpower the end and establish a coercive relationship

with it.

Bhakti provided Tyagaraja with an attitude of humility and

respect for the music he worshipped as deity. It is less clear within a
secular contest what the basis of such humility'and respect would be
for a music conceived as an “end in itself”. It is clear, however, that
respect for the materials of creation is essential to the creative artist.
If the integrity of the material is lost, the creative process is reduced to
mere production.
Thus, it would appear that the uniting of music
‘with devotion, as Tyagaraja has done, would not inhibit the creative
development and rationalization of music.
. Tyagaraja’s innovations are significant when one considers his
impact on South Indian music.
He apparently took the liberty of
composing in many “‘rare’”’ ragas but also in new ones.1* Such creations as new ragas must clearly have been in the service of purely
expressive and aesthetic aims, just as the introduction of sangatis
(variations

on the musical

theme)

as part

of the composition,

another

innovation of Tyagaraja’s, serves the same interest. The creative mentality of Tyagaraja is also attested to in the great range of his musical
works from relatively simple tunes to complete dramas.
It is evidence
of the creative imagination seeking, as it ranges over musical forms,
expressive sensibility in music.
To return to Weber’s thesis, there is much in what is said about
South Indian music which would seem to confirm the fixing of musical
formulae

within

a traditional

society,

as Weber

suggests.

Thus,

there

are many tales of the practical, magical use of music where lamps are lit.
rain falls, and the dead are resurrected by charms

of musical formulae.

In the past certain ragas also were given fixed times of the day for their
use and the breach of this code was assumed to bring disaster. Such
beliefs and practices would tend in the direction of curtailing the
expressive and evaluative musical interests, as Weber suggests. But it
is also obvious that this ‘‘ enchantment” of the musical tradition did
not thwart its creative development,

nor frustrate the aesthetic interest

in that development.

Weber defined traditionalism to mean the inviolability of the accus-

tomed

way

of doing things, suggesting thereby a resistance to the new,

Tyagaraja, himself, extolled sampradaya,
to change and development.
One
faithfulness to tradition as one’ of the virtues of the musician.
can find the same reference to tradition among contemporary musicians.
But it would be an error to assume that traditionalism is reverence for
the past in an historical sense.

For the past,

as ascertained by critical

historical observation, is not ‘‘ tradition.” Such confusion leads to the
observation that it is strange to find so little historical writing in a
country which entertains such a reverence for its past. Sociologically
speaking, traditionalism operates as an attitude in relation to one’s
It is a mythic bond which unites the group in a
contemporaries.
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common understanding. But the myth of the past is as capable of
expansion and flexibility as any “ history ’’ and, perhaps, more so, since
it does not require as its authority critical history.
Many of the
anecdotes and stories associated with the great composers of Karnatic
music are statements of witness to their greatness and their extraordinary
quality. They serve as accolades to the quality of music, rather than
as factual statements of the past.
Practically speaking, the expansiveness or limitation of tradition to
musical development are the standards established by one’s guru. The
guru remains the practical authority of what constitutes tradition for
his student, and in an oral tradition there is little room for appeal to an
independent authority. Each teacher is, however, an independent
authority so that, practically, the music tradition is composed of
pluralistic and independent authorities in any one generation.
The
teachers may be united by descent from one or two teachers of the
past—as many South Indian musicians today can trace their descent
through a line of disciples to Tyagaraja—but this unity of tradition is
much less restrictive and much more general than is supposed in Weber’s
concept of traditional society. The mythic view of the unity of the past
does not necessarily imply a changeless or rigid structure of relationships.

Change and innovation is obscured by the mythic view but it is not,
as such, prevented,
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was a never-failing source

of inspiration to the devotee in his

attempt at God-fealisation. Even as the Indian temple is a reflection
of the human form, the devotees’ cries, appeals, overtures, scoldings,
protests, threats to God and invitations to God, collectively called
Sthuthi, sthothra, paatal, paa and pan, found a place in records,
literature, copper-plates and in the inscriptions engraved largely on
the temple walls and occasionally on temple idols and bronze images.
A Bronze image of Maanikkavaacakar found as treasure trove in
Madukkur, Tanjore District contains on its palm an inscription in Chola
Grantha characters recording the following verse in katralhai kaliththutai
from Maanikkavaacakar’s Thirukkoovaiyaar:
“ Thiruvalhar thaamarai ciirvalhar kaavikalh,—iicarthillaikKuruvalhar puungkumilh, koongku paing kaanhthalh—konToongku theyva
Maruvalhar maalaiyoor, valliyi nolki, yananharai vaaynh(thu)

Uruvalhar kaamantan, ventik kotippon tholhirkintathee ”’.
In this verse the saint wonders at His Almighty’s anatomical make-up,
viz.,
with
like
with

lotus-like face blossoming with Sivajnaana, lily-like eyes radiating
mercy, nose with retrospective range up to Nataraja’s Thillai, chest
kongku flowers, hands of the colour of kaanhthalh flowers, decorated
a garland looking like lightning, as the God is performing the

hamsa-like ajapa dance, suggesting his victory over spreading kaama.
From Maanikkavaacakar’s Thiruvaacakam

some verses ate copied

on the prakara walls of the Temple at Tiruvadavayal.
are of the 12th century A.p.

The inscriptions

A neericai venpaa verse is found inscribed on a swastika-shaped
tank in the temple of Tiruvellarai near Srirangam.
The inscription is
of the reign of Pallava Dantivarman (796-846 A.D.) and reads :

“ Kantaar kaaNaavulakaththit kaathalceythu nillaathee,
PanTeeya paraman pataiththa naalhpaarththu nintunaiyee,
;
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_ ThaNraarmuupu vanhthunnai thalharceythu nhillaamun,
Unteeluntu mikkathu ulakammatiya vaimmin.”
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Meaning—‘“ Don’t love or be fascinated by this world where people
that live today are not found tomorrow; Don’t postpone good deeds
in the hope that Brahma has created people to live for 100 years; don’t
vacillate; before old age catches you and makes you totter on the walking
stick, if you haye money and property enjoy it as much as you can,
and distribute the balance among the world publicly.”’
The cave temple at Mandagapattu of Mahendra I contains a verse
in Giti vrttam, the language being Sanskrit, and reads :
* Rethadanishtakamadrumamaloohamssudham

theena”
Nirmaapitham
thanam.”

nrupeeNabrammeesvara

Here the temple has been constructed
temple

for

Brahma,

Siva

and

Vishnu,

vichithracith-

vishNu

lakshithaaya-

by the curious-minded
of a material

which

King,

a

is neither

In other words by a puzzle:
brick nor wood nor metal nor mortar.
the material suggested is rock.
On the banks of Mahendravadi tank near Arakonam is a rock-cut
cave temple of Mahendra I (580-630 4.D.) containing an inscription on
music recording a vrtta in kokilaka metre reading as—

“* Mahithathamam sathaam upamaheendra thataakamidam
Sthiramurukaaritham guNabhareena vidaarya silaam
JananayanaabhiraamaguNadhaa a maheendrapure
Mahati maheendra vishnugrahanaama muraarigraham ~
The meaning

of this verse is that after constructing the tank, the King,

by splitting rock, made out of it a temple for Vishnu in Mahendrapura.
In the temple of Tirukkalukundram near Chingleput i is a song inscribed on its walls called Aththipatru attributed to the reign of KooperunAththipaatrukal are found in five kinds as canhthajinka (1243-79).
viruththam,

kaliththurai.
raayar

koccaka

kalippaa,

katralai

nheericaivenpaa, kaliviruththam,

The King is hailed as “ Kootal aalhappitanhthaan kaataya-

makanaar,

thontaimantalangkonta

kaaTava-

pallavaantaaraana

raayar”’.

“ Thangkoo nakarpetath thaampuviththaampetath thaalhvanangki
- Cengkool valhaikkai arivaiyarooTum aTiyungkaiyum
_Pangkee rukamanna pallavangkaaTavan paarmuzhuthaalh
Engkoo mupayal paranhthuulhithaa mannaremmannaree,
Meaning—The conquered eines fall at the feet of the. Pallava
get back their queens and cities.

ne
்
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On the walls of the temple of Jaina Tirthankara Kunthunatha in
Karandai, North Arcot District, are the following verses of Kooperunjinka:
ள்
:
(a) Nheericaivenpaa:
“* Cenjcaali veelic cezhunhthonTai nhannaaTaa
Panjcaayuthaa, cliyaa, pallavaa—vanjciyaan
Koozhiyaan pukkacitaikkuuram pukakkothikkum
Aazhiyaayai, naazhikai ooranjcu.”’
Meaning—Bards wake up K ooperunjinka early in the morning by singing
—it is now only fine naazhikais for day-break, Oh King of Tondainaadu
of five pastures! Oh King possessing five weapons like Vishnu, Oh
Lion, Oh Pallava. You possess anger enough to send to prison the
Chera King, into the very prison to which you sent the Chola.
(b) ENciir aaciriya viruththam:

“ Utanutaiyum matavantil muntilaarap
Patarumalar caNpakaththil uurippeerai
Vita akalakkuyil kuuvi azhaippakkeetraal
Melliyalhantaattuvalheeviira! viiraa
Vatavaracar mathilitinhthu maalhikaiveer patinhthu
Mawcithainhtha perunhthuulhiyaana yaatu
Thitariya vempari naTaththu minran cliyaa,

Thiripuvanaththiraacaakkalh thampiraanee.”

Meaning: “ The bards (paanar), with harps in their hands, go to the
military tents of the King and sing: ‘ Oh Great Viira, Oh Chief of the
Chera, Chola, Pandya Kings! while you are marching on your horse
leading on your army, destroying the buildings and walls of the cities
of your enemies, can you imagine the state of your Queen’s mind?
Beholding squirrels sporting in the house court-yard and the cuckoo
couples billing and cooing in the adjoining champaka garden, your
Queen is smitten with love thoughts of you, and suffers separation as
you are away from her in the battle-field.”’

his verse in chanda yrtta sounds as a military march band—
© Mutra virra karatkalhitani muththa venkurai mannicuuzh
Murithiraikkatal paninilaththani muti vazhangku mukunhtha!
poor
Deets een
eee:
Bee
VartTavitca yilaththumaa yaththum, avanmalai palivaththa poor

Valhavaninootu maatukontu, malainhthanaa lhavanmaalhikai

Karranaththutai maathar ninniru, Kavarimaathar ivankulak
Karuvulakam ataiyak kavarnh thathukaivazhi avanikat
___ Parravaththana yaanai ninhtharai, yennum yaanai avanpuy
am

_

Payilu maalaikalh ninhthirukkalh, paatu maalaikalhaanathee.” ~ —

’
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In this song the victory of Kooperunjinga is eulogised: ‘‘ The renowned
Chola is conquered, his lands are seized and his daughter is taken by
you in marriage.
At your feet the crowned heads of your subject Kings
are found.
The attendant women of the Chola palaces are now waving
chamaras before you. You have espoused the Chola’s daughter for
your progeny in his family. His coronation elephant is subdued by
yours.”
This verse is in aaciriyaththaazhicai metre:
“* Poorilthikazh thelhlhaataiyil velhlhaatu civakkap
Punnirpuka valhavanjcitai pukuthap poruventik
Kaarilkotai thikazh kaaravan veelhaththu
Othungkaa natkulamataviir kaTaithitamin thitamin.”
Meaning: ‘‘ Bards address women-folk of the city to open the doors,
come out, receive the victorious King, the Kadava.
They say, ‘ Ye
women, except those who

are in the service of the harem of the Pallava

Koopperunjinga, our King is returning victorious from the battle of
Tellaru after making the roads of Tellaru and river Vellaru red with
the blood of the enemies. After imprisoning the Chola King he is
returning with the cloud-like parasol.
As we sing in praise of his
victory, you hear our songs and celebrate the victory, fling open your
house gates and come out for his reception.’ ””
On the walls of the temple of Vayalur near Chidambaram is
inscribed the following song in eNciir kazhinhetilavi aacsriya viruththam.
We may not be wrong in presuming that the famous Gopalakrishna
Bharatiyar, author of “‘ Nandan Charitram”, was inspired by this song
and its metre while composing his song “ Orunhaalhum vaaraatha pak than
thirunaalhaipoovaar ennum ciththan”’. The inscription in this temple is
attributed to the reign of Mindan Siyan Koopperunjingan (1243—
1259 a.D.) :
** Orunaalhum vitiyaatha netiya kangkul
Uulhiyana nhiintuvara ulakit punkaN
-Marunmaalai yathumunee vanhthathentaal
Maranhthaiivalh irangkaalhoo, mallaiveenhthee
Porumaalai muTiyaracar kanni maathar,
Pooticeyum puvana muzhuthuTaiyaar thaamum

Thirumaathum valharpuyaththu minTanjciiyan
Thirupuvanaththaracar thangkalh thampiraanee.”

“ Oh King!

Meaning:
puram),

valorous

O

possessing Mallai on the sea-shore (Mamalla-

Minda,

Koopperunjinga

of hands

worshipped

by

the daughters and wives of those Kings that fought with you, of -hands
132
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on which lean Budevi and Lakshmi! as twilight steps in and night comes,
this girl will die of viraha, separation, muttering ‘ Oh, how long is this
night, like an age’ Will not day light dawn? ”’
Another inscription from Vayalur contains the following verse in
panniruciir kazhinevilatvi aaciriya viruththam:
“Ponni naalanu murimaiyu mamaiccaru miruppathunj cittaikkuuTam
Poruppi raNTena valharnhthathoolh valiyinaat konrathu cooNaaTu
Kanni kaaviri, pakirathi, ninpariyaaTuthanh tutaivaalhi, kaavan
mannavar
Thitaiyuta muNangkuya thunperunhtha thiruvaacal.
Velhlhitaatha poork kannarar velhlhirap poruthathun perunjceenai
Vilhangku cemponin ampalak kuuthanai virumpiyaTeevaa! karat
Pinni kaavala! avaninaa raayaNa! Peenucenh thamizhvaazhap
Pitanhtha kaatava! Koopperunjcingka! nin perumaiyaar pukazhvaaree.””

Meaning: “O Koopperunjinga! O Avatarapurusha! beloved of Sentamil
Ayaninarayana! O, Lord of Pinnimalai adjoining the sea. Your heart
is full of the thoughts of the God that danced at Ponnambalam.
Your
army fought in such a way that the Kannadas turned back and ran.
Your feudal kings are waiting at your palace gates with tribute money
awaiting receipts. Pennai, Kaveri and Ganga serve as bathing pools
for your horses. You conquered the land of the Cholas by the power
of your hill-like hands. The Chola Queens and the ministers are in
your prison.”
On the Saluvankuppam rock-cut temple of Atirana Chandeswara
near Mahabalipuram constructed by Rajasimha (700-28 A.D.) is a
beautiful inscription in both Pallava Grantha and Nagari and the verse
in it is in mauktikamala viruththa, timed to suit a dance.
It reads:
“ Atirana chanTah.

AthiraNacantah
pathirayanibhujaamathiranacanTeesvaramithamakarooth
Thagirithanayaaguhagana sahitoo niyathakrtharathihi bhavathupasu upathi ”
்

Meaning: ‘‘ King Athranachanpa, King of Kings built this AthiranachanDeswara temple, May Lord Siva sport herewith Parvati, Guha,
Ganesa and gamas.”
aS At Mamallapuram in the Ramanuja Mandapa cave temple and

Adivaraha cave temple of Mamalla times (630-668) is inscribed
a fine
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dance tune sung during twilight to the accompaniment

dalam.

It is in Aaryaa

viruththa

rendering of the drum beats:

of Kottumad-

and starts with the onomatopoeic

It is

Dhiktaam dhiktaam dhiktaam
Dhigasthu dhiktaam dhigasthu dhiktaam dhigasthu dhiktaam
Dhikteeshaam yeeshaam navasathi hrdayee
Kupathagathir vimookshakoo rudraha.
Meaning:
“ Tum, tum, tum, tum, burn
Rudra, the rescuer of the lost souls.”

them

whose

hearts

know

not

In Sarangapaniswamy temple of the time of Rajaraja II (1146-73 a.p.)
have a series of 108 karanas arranged in such a manner as to bring
in their display the importance of the songs sung on this temple by
famous Vaishnava saints, Nammaazhvaar, Periyaazhvaar, Aantalh
Thirumazhicai Aazhvaar.
The Tirumayaam temple is important for the reason that its walls
record the name of a musical instrument—a harp—as Parivadini, which
was popular during the 6th and 7th century A.D. The text of the inscription runs as ‘‘ ParivaaTini pakarkkappaTuvaTu kaan ” meaning “ behold
the groupings (of svaras suggested) by Parivaadini”’, and this permutation and combination of svaras, of gramas and jatis are inscribed in
great detail in the Sikhanathaswami temple at Kudumiyamalai a few
miles away from Tirumayaam.
The Kudumiyamalai inscription on music, one of the largest musical
inscriptions, records the music invented by the Pallava King Mahendravarman I of the 7th century A.D. True to his title ‘‘ Sankiranajaati ”’,
i.e., misraragas, the royal musician took seven ragas as basis for his
creation of misra ragas (combination of more than two or three ragas)
at the instance of his guru Rudracharya, for the benefit of his sishyas.
The colophon at the bottom of the inscription reads as “ Ettirkkum
elirkkum ivai uriya’”” meaning that the music of the inscription can be
played both in the harp (yaazh) with seven strings and vina with eight
strings.
we
out
the
and
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INTRODUCTION

Till recently many scholars have worked at the collection of folk songs,
but their main attention was on their lyrical content. The musical
aspect just did not receive so much attention.
Hence the subject
remained a closed book. When I ventured to study the subject I faced

the stark fact that the only source available to me was the rustic folk
themselves.
The difficulties for such a primary worker in any field is
too well-known.
But the co-operation I had from the simple men and

women

of the villages make

me forget everything.

love and gratitude to the village folk, I present to you

With the deepest
some fragments

~ of my collection and humble observations on them.
The most wonderful gift that has been bestowed on man by the
Almighty is his power to express his inner-self through sweet sounds
and the power to hear melodies

of others and

of nature.

Great

sages

have found that music has the power to transport the mind to sublime

:

heights where it could feel the Divine Presence.
Primitive man must have communicated with

his fellow-beings

by

means of a language of tonal variations of the voice and by a gesture

language of the limbs.

These, in course of time, must

have

developed

into music and dance. The primitive imitated Nature around him
and
as he gradually developed emotionally and intellectually, he conceived

definite but simple musical patterns.

music.

This marks the beginning

of folk

Any well-developed art in this world has its roots in folk
arts.

Music is no exception to this rule.
With the general cultural growth

of society, music also developed.

A few gifted individuals who had the power of more refined
conception
lent colour to the crude melodies and gradually there developed
a variety
with principles, rules, tegulations, science, grammar, etc.
This new
line of development is classical music. Thus we now see both
the traditional folk music and its much evolved style—the classical
music in
almost every country in this world. Art being a living
organism is
bound to undergo these changes and developments.
During the course
of such development, we reach a Stage which may
be termed as stylised
folk music.
They have the characteristic features of both the
folk and

the classical, and in fact marks the transitional stage.
480.
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SONGS

Work is worship. Work done in a spirit of devotion and dedication
to God is, therefore, double worship.
“Life in India” truly observes
Margaret E. Cousins, “‘is not divided into two compartments, the
secular and the religious. Every action has its place in religion... .
All the songs are hymns, the Gods are its themes.”
This applies more
truly to the folk music of Tamilnad.
The simple sincerity in their dealings and deep dedication to their daily routine among the rustic folk is
something striking. Music, poetry and devotion to God formed an
inseparable part of their life. Hence, the bulk of their songs are full
of Gods and Goddesses. The spiritual feeling in their songs is generally
pronounced and sometimes subtle. The villager fears and respects the
elements of nature on whom he depends so much for his living. He
worships the Sun God, the Rain God and all the other deities who are
symbols of the facts of village life. However, the folk do have formal
religious worship once or twice a year. While the theme of the majority
of the songs is devotion to God in His various manifestations, there are
other

themes

like

epic

heroes,

love,

laughter,

wonder,

sorrow,

etc.,

covering the whole gamut of human feeling and emotion.
CLASSIFICATION

OF

FOLK

SONGS

For practical purposes, the songs could be generally classified as
follows: (1) Occupational Songs, (2) Devotional Songs, (3) Festival
Songs, (4) Recreational Songs, and (5) Women’s Songs.

A large number

of folk songs are meant to be sung by groups, for most of the work is
turned out of collective effort. There are some that are sung exclusively
by women, others exclusively by men, and a few by both of them. The
group songs are invariably led by an individual and followed by the
group.
OCCUPATIONAL

SONGS

The life of the rustic is full of hard toil.

In spite of technological

developments, their task still remains a laborious one.

But they cleverly

manage to relieve the burden of their work and increase productivity
and efficiency with the help of songs. “Sing while you work
and work while you sing” seems to be their motto. The rhythmic
character is largely dictated by the nature of their work. The only
accompaniment to most of the work songs is the noise created by implements like pestles, sickles and so on. Though there may be words
directly relating to the job at hand,

a large segment

of the work

songs

have nothing to do with the task. The themes deal with incidents of
all types—almost everything under the sun.
_ Agriculture is the most important occupation in Tamilnad.
Many
are the operations that come under this activity and almost all are
accompanied by music even today. The following
is Kulavaipp4ttu.
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of the head in a procession as offering mainly to Mariyamman, the
Goddess of epidemics.
Naiydantimélam provides the music for the
procession. Songs are sung occasionally when the procession starts
or halts.*12
FESTIVAL SONGS
Festivals occur once or twice a year in a village, in honour of
Muruga or village deities like Mariyamman, Kaliyamman etc. Kévati
is carried on shoulders to propitiate Murugan, the favourite God of
the Tamils. Here too, the music is provided by the ‘naiyantimélam.
There is also vocal singing of Kdvaticintu and songs on Murukan set
in a particular pattern of melody with variegated rhythm.
Chennikulam
Annamalai Reddiar’s K@vaticintus are the most popular: here are a
couple of examples.*43—4
During festive occasions the womenfolk sow nine kinds of grains (navadényam) in small pots known as
mulaippari. Kummi is performed by clapping of hands and singing
around it.*© Pindnpu is celebrated during Pongal when a basket
with the cow-dung balls kept in the front court-yard in the month of
Markali, known as Pillaru (the Elephant God), is decorated with plenty
of flowers. Offerings of food stuffs to the deity are also collected in
the basket. The baskets are carried in a procession with intermittent

kummi performances around it and the contents are either thrown in
a river, pond or well.

The women have a good feast there itself and

return home.

Here is one such song.*1®

RECREATIONAL

SONGS

The villagers knew the art of enjoying their leisure by singing and
dancing. Kummi, koldttam, pinnal kolattam, oyil kummi, kaicilampattam, kaliyal, vaintdnai, cilampam, varmaniya atimurai, etc. were
all different types of dances and full of music. While the women
performed

kummi

and kolattam,

the men

folk were familiar with

one

or the other type. Their imagination and extemporisation in these arts
are remarkable. The following is a kélattam song by men, describing
the Kurukshetra war in Mahdbhdarata.*!7
Oyil kummi is one of the
most graceful group dances performed by men with a small piece
of
cloth inthe hand. The theme of Valli and Velan is very popular.
Here
15 a song from Valliyamman Oyilkummi.*8
Sometimes, the rustic
folk invite professional artistes amongst themselves to entertain them.
They have /avanipattu, villuppattu, kaicilampu pdttu, Kaniyan
kittu,
poykkal kutirai (dummy horse), terukkiuttu, pavai kittu or bommdlat
tam.
Lavani is an interesting musical debate by two persons
representing
two different views of the story of Kamadhanam.
The emphasis here
1s On fluency of thought and speech and the songs are
more recitatives
than musical.*19

in Tamilnad.

Villupattu is one of the richest type of

balled singing

It is sung with a Villu or bow-like instrument andthe
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fruits. The original composer of a folk songis rarely known at all.

Folk

songs vary from a couple of lines to complex patterns.
Metre is not
deliberate. Language is easy and conversational, but it conforms to
prosodical rules. The songs give us a fund of knowledge about the
history of the past, their civilization, customs, manners etc. The songs
concern a variety of subjects.
Songs of a recent origin have English
words too. The folk express their surprise over some of the modern
inventions.*°° Folk lullabies are very rich in lyrical value.
The
yerses describing the presents brought by the maternal uncle to the
newborn baby are reminiscent of the passage in Cilappatikaram describing
the Kuravas coming to meet the King Céran Cenkuttuvan with a lot
of presents.
TRIBAL

MUSIC

There are a few tribes in Tamilnad who are very musical, e.g. the
Pulayas, Ten Kurupars and others. Their music is a class by itself
and extensive research may reveal interesting links with the music of
our distant past.*8*§
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Instrumental music generally plays only a subordinate, but interesting role in folk music. The variety of folk instruments range all over
the three classified groups, the percussion, wind and the stringed.
Among them the percussion group predominates.
CONCLUSION

Before I conclude, I want to point out that contrary to general
impressions, most of the folk melodies are conceived, remembered and
expressed musically first, and verbally in a secondary manner. Another
mistaken notion is that men and women in our villages sing romantic
songs to each other in fields.
It is noteworthy that except for the
Pulayas, no other community indulges in mixed dances.
There has always been a continual interaction of cultural forces
between

the

upper

classes

and

the masses.

The

masses

were

greatly

benefitted by free entertainments in temples by great classical artistes,
who lived in villages throughout the country, keeping their ears and
minds open to all healthy influences from ordinary people. Thus the
classical music continued to be with the masses and there was a wholesome growth of culture in all arts including music. Due to political,
economic and sociological changes, men with talents migrated to the
cities; classical arts moved away from the masses into a small shell of
aristocrats and intellectuals; a void arose among the masses and cheap

entertainment filled the place. With the advent of film, the village folk
became mere passive spectators, which was physically easier for them,

but their creative mental faculties of being artistes themselves started
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But it should not drift away
fading out. Any art is bound to change.
and ultimately get disconnected from its roots. Most of our film music
is an unartistic adaptation of alien music. By force of circumstances

and repetition, the people also seem to have taken a liking for it.

But

I strongly believe our people are not incapable of appreciating good
Stray instances of wholesome film songs based on our folk and
music.
classical tradition are examples of this.
Industrialisation has also considerably affected the villager’s music.
Evidently the workers’ music cannot keep pace with heavy roaring
It is sad to reflect that even the practice of singing lullabies
machines.
Rarely did I find girls of the present
into disuse.
falling
is slowly
generation singing any genuine old folk tunes.
In the midst of all this, we see a ray of hope in the interest evinced

in our folk arts by governmental agencies like the All India Radio and
Enormous work has been
the Madras State Sangita Nataka Sangam.
our country, the subject
In
countries.
Western
in
field
this
in
done
has been dealt with by some Western pioneers like Charles E. Gover,
Percy Macqueen, Fox Strageways and subsequent Indian workers, all
paying attention only to the lyrical content. Only Fox Strangeways
has recorded a few songs in staff notation in his book on “ Music of
Tamilnad has yet to have a single publication of folk
Hindustan’.
music in notation. We have a long way to go in this field and I am

afraid we are already late.

The need of the hour is this:

Music and

Tamil Departments of Universities and various cultural organisations
in Tamilnad should enlist the services of a band of dedicated and sincere
workers for the collection and preservation of folk-music. Such workers
must be proficient in music and be able to sift the genuine from the
spurious. Published books with notated music and original tape recordings of songs taken on the spot must be preserved in their pristine purity
for posterity.
NOTES
sitram 180.
1 Tolkappiyam (ascribed to c. 300 a.D.), Ceyyuliyal,
ari, Kuttrak2 The Katalvari, Véttuvavari, Kantukavart, Vallaippattu, Ammanaiv
are all modelled after the
kuravai, Ucalvari and many such songs of Cilappatikaram
songs known as pannatti.
3 See Tirukkaral], 1020.
katat, Vines 135-9.
‘ Cilappatikaram with Atiyarkkunallar’s commentary, Natukan
p. 35.
5 U. V. Caminat Aryar, Carikat tamilum pirkalat tamilum,
lines 28-44.
8 SUBRAMANYA BHARATI, Kuyil pattu, Kuyilit katarkatai,
7 Tolkappiyam, Purattinaiyiyal, sutram 60.
2
it is always shy.
8 “Great art does not come on call, and when it comes
:
.
Chapman
Jay
John
Tamil music, is the major
8 The modern Harikambhoji, the Cempalai of ancient
Sankarabharanam, the Kotippalai of ancient Tamil
scale with the flattened seventh.
music, is the major scale.
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APPENDIX
Demonstration

songs

*—denotes demonstration
3.

புள்ளையாரு கல்லாலே
ஐயனாரு ஏறிவரும்-சாமிகிரி
தஞ்சாவூரு புள்ளையாரே
கும்௮அமானத்து புள்ளயாரே
பாட்டும் படிச்சறியேன்
ஏடும் விரிச்சறியேன்
பச்ச புளேளே பாடி வாரேணீ

ஊ.டறிய மெம்பாலே
வாகனமும் பொன்னாலே
தயங்காமே வந்திறங்கு
குலுங்காமே வந்திறங்கு
பாட்டுவகை நானறியேன்
ஏட்டு வகை நானறியேன்
பக்கத் துணை நிக்க வேணும்
ஆதரிச்ச௪ பகவானே

- அபசரமா வத் இறங்கு
தன்னாளே

னானென்னீனே னாலென்னனாளே--ஏ னுனேனன்னே னானெனன்னே
னாளேனன்னானே
மாமன் மகளே பொண்ணு.
என் மனசுக்குஏத்த கண்ணு
ஏலங்கிராம்படி. ஒன்னே
நான் என்ன சொல்லி கூப்பிடுவேன்
தத்தந்தரினிடமின்னு சொல்லி தாளம் போடையா---உன்.
மத்தளக்கதே கட்டிகொஞ்சம் சத்தங்கொடையா
மாலை முடியவேணும்
மனம் மங்களமாய்ப் பாக்கவேணும்
யாத்து வரங்கொடும்.மா
நீ தயவுசெய்து கை கொடும்மா

3.

தோகை வடிவேலா
தோகை மயில் சத்தம்
இரும்பல்லவோ சாலு

4.

ஏத்தோட

வருத்தம்

சாலோட

வருத்தம்

கோத்திரண்டா உனக்கு
தொலைதூரம் கேட்கும்
கமுகல்லவேோ ஏத்து
எறச்சவன் அறிவான்.
சாத்தவன் அறிவான்

தன்னானே னானேனானே
“தாணனீனானே னனோனானே
சந்திரரே சூரியரே

நான்

மழையை

.

மங்கல

தெய்வம்

சூடிய

மாலை

மனங்குருந்த கூகத்தனாச்௪.

எறக்கி விடு

மானுடங்க

. ஏலோ

ஏலோ

ஊலோலங்கடி

“ஏலோ

ஏலோ

ஏலோலங்கடி

ஏலே௱

கோடைக்கால கருதறுப்பாம்
நாளை நல்ல கருதறுப்பாம்
6.

ராசா

சா.மிபகவானே
இப்ப மழை பெய்யவேணு.ம்

இத்திரரே வாசுதேவா
மலையிலே

தேடிய

ஏலோ

கையெடுக்க

ஏலோ---ஆமாஞ்சொல்லு--ஏலோ ஏலோ
அப்படிச் சொல்லு

ஏலோ

ஐலஸஈ

கொடிக்காலோரம்
நானும்

வரக்

சேர்ந்தறுப்பாம்

கூடாதம்மா

தன்தனைத்தானானே நாணை தாணை ,தாணைதன்னானே--வேல்வேல்
தன் தணைத்தானானே தாணை தானை தானைதன்னானே
வெள்ளிக்கிழமண்ணைக்கி
வள்ளியவ
; வீடு முழுவயிலே
அத்தே

கர்ப்படி

மவன்

போலே

வேலவரு

வள்ளியவ

கம்பு கொண்டு

வேலவரு

. அத்தே மவன் போலே.8

பாக்கு எங்கிட்ட இல்லை
சுண்ணாம்பு நான் தாரேன்

வெத்தலே
சுப்பையா

ஆறும் பெரியாறு

இந்த அறு கடந்த

எட்டடி குச்சுக்குள்ளே
தங்க மயிலேறி

சுப்பையா

சுப்பையா

- சுப்பையா
சுப்பையா

ம௱டு. ரெண்டும் மருதை வெள்ளை
கொப்பி ரெண்டும் கும்பகோணம்
8. தன்னானேனானேன்னே
-.. தானேன்னேனானேனன்னே

. மீனுச்குடாஞ்சவலை.
மீனாப்பெரியவலை

கூட

மொழமுகுறாராம்

்

- கடைக்கிப் போவயிலே.
- வெத்தலை கேட்டாராம்... .
தானும் எங்கிட்ட இல்லே. -

தூர நின்னு கேளு

ஆறுமுகனாறு

ப
எப்படி
நான் வருவேன்
எப்படி. நானிருப்பேன்
வந்திட வேணுமையா ,
மணிகள் ரெண்டும் இருநவேலி
குலங்குதடி. சாலப் பாதை

டிங்கிரி டிங்காலே டிங்கிரி டிங்காலே
டிங்கிரி டிங்காலே டிங்கிரி: டிங்காலே
மிதப்புக்க சேத்த: மறம்மீனாச்சியம்மன் வலை,
--

ர்வ
--

கல்

-

FOLK

அன்னேன்னே

MUSIC

OF

ஏலமயிலாளே தானோனனா

அண்னேனன்னே

ஏ ஆமாஞ்சொல்.லு

ஏலமயிலானே தானானேனா

முகமெல்லாம் சோதி
சாந்து மேலே

மைசூரான்

படைக்காலம்

தங்கலாமின்னு

தலம்பாத்த

மண்ணு

ஒருதட்டில் பொன்னு

மண்ணே

இழுக்குதுண்னு

மின்ன

பூ உதிர

ஐலேலியா
உன்னையே நாடி வந்தேன்

உன்னையே வேண்டி வந்தேன்

மாரி வெளியேறி

சொல்லி

சொல்லு

ஐலேலியா

ஏலத்தான்
ஏலத்தான் ஏலவலம்
ஓபலம்
ஓபலம் ஏலவலம்
காவலிலே என் கண் மணி
வெய்யிலிலே என் கண்மணி

11.

ஏ தானானேனா
ஏ அதட்டி

மூக்குத்தி மினுமினுங்க
சாந்திடிக்க சருகுதிர
10.
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தங்க இடமில்லாமல்

தனியே

வெளியேறி
அந்நேரம்--தங்கத்தரசெரு.த்து. தானே
நிரப்போமின்னு

ஒருதட்டில் நிறுத்தாளாம் அந்நேரம் நிலைநிறுத்த

வளச்சடிக்கா

மாரி டேராவே

டேராவே

வேணுமின்னு
டேராவே.........

. அம்மா மகமாயி ஆனந்த ரூபவதி ஆனந்தமாகவே
ஆடிக்கொண்டு அவன் பாடிக்கொண்டுவரான் பாருங்கடி
கும்பத்து வேப்பிலை தாங்குலுங்க
கும்பங்குலுங்க குடங்குலுங்க
ஆடி வாரதே பாருங்கடி
அப்புச்சடச்சி உஜ்ஜினி மாகாளி
13.

14.

பன்னத் தினை மாவைத் தெள்ளியே--உண்ணும்

வாங்கப்.பிறந்திட்ட கள்ளியே--இரு
வாழ்க்கைக்குறக்குல வள்ளியே--உயிர்
வடமேருவை நிகராகிய புயமிதணி பலமாமணி
மாலைப் படீர் எனத் துள்ளியே--விழ
வான்மதி வீசும் தீ அள்ளியே
சர்வளர் பசுந்தோகை

மயிலான்--வள்ளி

செவ்விதழ் அலாதினிய

தென்னமுதும்
அயிலான்

போர்வளர்

15.

16.

LT

தடங்கை

உறும் அயிலான்--விமல

தன்னன்னன்்தீனம் தன்னானே தனம்
மங்கையரெல்லாம் வாருங்கடி. நல்ல
சிங்கார நகையைப் பூட்டுங்கடி நல்ல
மூங்கில் முனையிலே பச்சரிசி நல்ல
வச்சுப்படைக்கிற முத்தாலம்மாருக்கு

பொன்னடியை இன்னலற
உண்ணுதல் செய்வாமே

,தன்னன்ன்னாதினன் தன்னானே
மாணிக்கக் கங்கை நீராடுங்கடி.

சிறந்த குங்குமம் தீட்டுங்கடி

முப்பது தேங்காயாம் சக்கரையாம்
வணங்கிக் கும்மியடியுங்கடி

தன்னானே னானானே னானானே னானானே
ஒலயக்க கொண்டையிலே ஒரு கூடா தாழம்பூ
தாழம்பூ சித்தாடை தலை நிறய முக்காடு--ஒலே. . ஓடல
வட்ட வட்ட புள்ளாரே வாழக்கா புள்ளாரே
முழங்காலு தண்ணியிலே மொதங்குறியே புள்ளாலே--ஓலே.
தன்னானே

னானனன்னே

னானே

தன

னானன்னான

னனனானே

. ஓலே

தனே

னஞானனண்னே னானனன்னே னானனன்னே னானன்ண்னே ஞனே னஞானன்னானே
ஐயவரும் அடைக்கலம் கொடுத்தார். -அதை ஆயன் அறிந்து படை
யடுத்தார்-ஆத்திரத்துடனே

சேனை

சேத்து

வரவும்

கொண்டோடிப்

வெகு
போனார்-தேடிப்போனார்

தேரேறி விஜயனும் சென்றார்--கர்ணன் தேரின் மூன்பாகவே நின்றார்--அந்தச்
சேர்ந்த

படைகளெல்லாம்

சேர்ந்து விழும்படி

செய்தார். சண்டை செய்தார்

னஞானன்னன்னாதனம் னானேன்னே ்
வளயல் வளயல் என்று கூவிக்கொண்டே
நேரிமையாள் புனம் பார்ப்போமின்று

18.

,தானானன் னானேன்னேதனம்
வாராய் வனத்தனிலே கந்தன்
நெத்தியிலே பொட்டுமிட்டு கந்தன்

19.

மாரன் எறியானென்று தாறுமாறாக என்முன் கூறக்கவி தொடுக்கும் சிங்கம்
தமிழ்ச் சங்கம் மெச்சும் தங்கம்--உம்மை
தடுக்கும் என் கேள்விக்கு கொடுக்கும் விடைகவிதை சரியா சொல்லாவிடலோர்.
பங்கம்
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20. கணபதி எங்கையா எந்தன் குருவும் சஷமைதிலும் நான் மறவேனே
கணபதியே. . . .ஆறுமுகவா. . . குஞ்சரமே. . . . உன்னைப்பாட
பாடுவேனே நானும் உன்னை
பலகாலம் உன்னைத் தொருதே

கூறுவேனே நானும் உன்னை
மலையரசன் திருமகனே

குற்றங்குறை வந்திடாமல்
மடமயிலே ஏந்திழையே

இடமிருந்த வனக்கிளியே
குற்காக்க வேணும்

எனக்குதவாய் சரஸ்வதியே

ஏ ராரிராரிராரிராரோய்

21.

சுண்ணுமணி பொன்னுமணி

எண் கண்ணே

pe

வேலுமணி வேணுமின்னு
ஏன் மருதை அழகரோஇரு மாலழகரோ

. தன்னானே னானனன்னே
அன்னன்னா

வாசலிலே

நான்.
நீ

ப.
74

, உறியிலே வெண்ணையிருக்க
சட்டியிலே வெண்ணையிருக்க

நீ ராரிராரி ராராரோய்

இருஷ்ணன்
1

கந்தரோ வேலுமணி
வெகுநாளா தவ௫ூருந்தேன்
மாமருதெ சொக்கரோ
இருச்செந்தூர் வேலவரோ

உறிஞ்சு குடிச்சாரு
சரிச்சுக் குடிச்சாரு

தன்னானே னானனனே

தன்னானே னானனனே தன்னானே
னானனனே சோ.

என்னென்னசிங்காரம் ஆத்து

மணலெடுத்து

ஆவரம்பூ
சங்காரம்

பயிரிலே சறுபயிரு

பணத்துக்குபத்தவெல்லம்

குருநெ பொறுக்கி மகன்
கோவலரு பெத்த கண்ணு
காசே கொடுத்தமின்னு
நீ கொடுத்த காசு எல்லாம்

24,

. வேலி வேலி

26.

சுத்தினதுமாச்சு

சோ.

சிறு தாலி தங்களுக்
கொரு பொன்தாலி சோ.

குருதைமேல் வாரதென்ன
கால் நடையா வாரதென்ன
கதறாதே கதறாதே
எங்கப்பன் வீட்டு கதவுக்கே

பத்தாது

வெள்ளாட்டுக்

யாருனாலே வந்தது நங்கே
எங்கன்னன்னாலே வந்தது நங்கே

குட்டி. மேச்சுனது
மாச்சு
இத்த வைபோகம்
ராசா வைபோகம்

ஆலாத்தி எடுத்துக்கொண்டு

அவர்களையே நிறுத்திக்கொண்டு

நல்ல நல்ல ஆலாத்து
சயமங்களம் நித்ய
27.

தாலியிலே

நாங்கனெந்த
சுப மங்களம்

கெளரி கல்யாணம் வைபோகமே
்
வசுதேவ தவபால அசுரகுலகாலா சசவதன ருக்மணி சத்யபாமா
கொத்தோட வாழமரம் கொண்டுவத்து நிறுத்தி
கோப்புடைய பந்தல்£ழ் மேல்கட்டு கட்டி

28. நவரத்ன கால் நிறைந்த பந்தல் நிழல்
புவனிதனில் அவதரித்த மங்கை சீதை

லோலா

நல்லவ ரமணியிழைத்த ஊஞ்சல் மீதே
புகழ்பெரும் ஸ்ரீ ராகவனோடு

ஆடிரூஞ்சல்

29. கந்தமலர் மீதுறையும் கட்டழகி
கெளசலை

குமாரனே

சதை

சல்யாணராமா

இந்துமுக சந்திரன் ராமர்மகிழ்
கெளசீகரின்

வேள்விதனை

கோதை

காத்த

பரந்தாமா

30. சம்மந்தி வந்தானையா பாரு சபைநடுவே.
சம்மந்தி வந்தான் சருக்கி விழுந்தான் சகல

ஜனங்களும்

31. வாலி வாமையை லானி
அரிலே ரொம்ப ஜோலி

அரையிலே கந்த வாலி
பாரெங்கும் செய்வார் கேலி

32.

சம்மந்தி
ப

சீரான பெண்ணரைசே

ஆராய்ந்தே. உன்னைவெகு
பந்துக்களுக்கெல்லாம் பரிவடனே

சிறந்ததொரு
சொல்லி

வாழைக் கமுகுகள் வரிசையாய் நாட்டி,

இரிச்சு மகிழ்ந்தான்

புருஷனுக்கே

அழகாக மனம்பேச =
பாங்காகக் கல்யாணப் பந்தலலங்
-வாத்தியங்களளென்றும்

.

கரித்து

வளமாய்
முழுங்க

HANDICRAFTS OF TAMILNAD FROM
TIMES TO THE PRESENT

KAMALADEVI

ANCIENT

CHATTOPADHYAY

Tamilnad has a rich and resplendent tradition in handicrafts going back
thousands of years. Excavations of the pre-historic period reveal the
existence of textiles of the neolithic and chalcolithic times.
Tamil is
considered the oldest of the Dravidian languages, and had naturally

even a longer earlier period of oral tradition when compositions were
sung or chanted and stories narrated. In these there are references to
handicrafts.

Even in the Sangam

classics assigned to a period between

250 B.c. and 250 A.D. there is mention of fabrics, paintings and other
allied crafts which formed part of the merchandise of early trade, not
only with other parts of India, but also with lands across the wide oceans
to which went large exports.

These are ennumerated later by Kautilya in his Arthasdstra (edited
by Jolly and Schmidt VID as articles coming from the southern region.
They include heavy jewellery in gold and precious stones, blankets
“black and as soft as the surface of polished gem’’, and fine cottons
from Madurai.
The early Tamil Idylls like Perumpaanaattuppatai,Mullaippaatiu
and Mathuraikkaanjci give evidence of a flourishing urban civilization in
centres like Madurai, Uraiyur, Kaveripatnam, Kanchi etc., where lived

men versed in the Silpas4stras.
Cilappathikaaram,

One of the grandest of the Tamil epics,

considered as belonging

to the close

of the

Sangam

age and the Kalabhra interregnum, placed at the end of Sth and early
6th century A.D., contains elaboration of the temple crafts and architecture, the images, jewels, ornaments, inconographic descriptions of
deities and so on.
:

Mathuraikkaanjci,

while describing Madurai city in graphic terms,

shows us the artisans at work on conch shells and pearls, two products
which attained great renown during the Pandyan rule. The conch shell
articles were made by cutting the conch and turning the discs over a

lathe for shaping circular pieces for bangles, rings etc., and then carving

onthem.
The story goes that some of these artisans migrated to Bengal
and set up this industry there.
The idyll further describes a large

variety of craftsmen at work such as florists, perfumers, and painters
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modes of laying on colours almost gives the illusion of .
the pictures moving.
the Patrinappaalai describes the crafts flourishing in the
Kaveripattinam as it is popularly known, near the sea.

sees almost

a sea of faces,

thousands

of hands

and

arms

briskly

moving, some preparing colours, some dyeing, others embroidering on
fine silk or cotton or doing appliqué; lapidiaries bent over the stones
stringing corals, agate and pearls; setting gems, carving on sandal wood
and conch shell; making garlands of flowers, both natural ones and
artificial ones out of fabric, pith etc. There are also carpenters,
cobblers, metal workers, black-smiths.
These Idylls, as also Cilappathikaaram, present the theatre crafts, by describing the folk dance dramas,
_ showing various episodes and characters from the epics, and describing
them in detail. The theatre crafts of the South are amongst the richest
not only in this country but anywhere in the world.
The temple crafts of Tamilnad are equally rich and unique. Their
evolution seems to have begun with that of the temples themselves.
Early Tamil literature talks of the temples of the Sangam age which
obviously crumbled, having been of perishable materials. Tamil classics
like Paththuppaattu, however, refer to architects well-versed in the building art, religious as well as secular.

The temple builders later attained

phenomenal skill and Cilappathikaaram describes these temples as though
they were like skyscrapers, when it says they were “jostling with the
clouds ”.
The beginning of shrines and making of images for worship really
goes back to the early days when people lived in small communities,
and the deities were local and they ruled over only their own villages.
Many of them were female. The prevalence of the fertility cult may
be responsible for this. These shrines are made of mud or ordinary
bricks and have a thatched roof, or the deities are set up on a clay platform under atree. The images are made of clay by the ordinary potters.
They are in folk style and symbolic in appearance, highly embellished
with a variety of decorations, also of clay. These are generally made
by women with great care and devotion like a ritual. The deities are
mostly regarded as protectors against evil spirits, diseases or wild beasts.
A village hero who served to protect the village against onslaughts also
becomes enshrined amongst them. These clay deities are foundin a
fascinating variety, often with horses, elephants, bulls and dogs.

are enormous and life size, 7 to 8 feet in height.

is that they have continued

down

Some

What is of interest

to the present day in the same folk

form side by side with the highly sophisticated classical images in wood
and bronze which later became one of the glories of Tamilnad. They
are cast hollow with kneaded clay laid on a straw model, with vent
holes at suitable points, decorated externally by incised marking, thumb

nail decorations and appliqué ornamentation, and fired as a whole.
Te 33
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When the combustible internal mould burns away, flames and smoke
find their outlet through the vents.
These are renewed and reconsecrated periodically, for they perish very soon. There are also figurines
called mathalai added as votive offerings.

Perhaps the earliest man-made embellishment is cloth.

The Puta-

nhaanuutu refers to spinning as generally done by women. In Cilappathikaaram a wide variety of textiles, almost forty in number, are mentioned
in different contexts, and poetically described.
Among silk fabrics was koosikam described as looking like the
Paathirippuu flower, as stated in the Perungkathai.
There is in the
Cilappathikaaram a description of a silk chaddar with flower design.
The Pattinappaalai pictures a moonlight party with women clad in silk
clothes while Mathurakkaanjci talks of the aristocrats of the city driving
in chariots clad in silk.

A great art of the time and one which throws light on the life and

crafts of the time, was painting. Temple and palace walls were covered
by these fine paintings, mainly epic scenes. Every temple had its mandap
(a pavilion) and every palace a chitrasala, that is picture salon. The
Paripaatal calls this ezhuththunilaimantapam.
From early literary
contexts one knows that the deity of that time in the temple was a wall
painting or a painted stucco relief or a painted wooden carving. There
were also brush drawings in outline without colour filling, called punaiya
ooviyam, described in the epic Manimeekalai.
While the earlier temples
of perishable material were destroyed, the later ones, especially in the
rock-cut temples from 7th century a.p., have survived and bear ample
testimony to their excellence. Some of the fine ones can be seen at
Panamalai (south Arcot), Kailasnath temple at Kanchi, Siva temple at
Tirumalaipuram (Tirunelveli district), and the celebrated Pandya paint-

ings at Sittannavasal.

Above all are the masterpieces of

the Chola

period, 11th century, in Brihadisvara temple in Thanjavur.
They seem to have continued down to late 19th century. The
technique of painting followed is the “lime medium ~, the “ fresco
buono” or “fresco secco”’ process as contrasted with the tempera or
dry surface paintings in other parts of India (Ajanta, Bagh etc.). This
technique of painting with mineral colours on wet lime surface or mixed
with lime and water, required extreme quickness and firmness, as well
_ as deftness of hand in covering large surfaces as found in the
places
mentioned. (In tempera, painting is on dry surfaces employing mineral

colours mixed with suitable adhesives.)

The adept outlining and firm

brush work, the body colouring, relief and modelling, the fine features
and other refinements, reveal the skill and mastery of the painters.
The
subjects showa wide range from gods, goddesses, men, women,
dancers
and.musicians to dwarfs, goblins, animals, plants, flowers. Large
pieces
_ of cloth were also painted with similar scenes. The cloth had to have

a primary coating of bees-wax before laying on the colours.
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All these paintings throw a flood of light on the life of that period
and show a range of contemporary crafts, architecture, furniture, textiles,
jewellery.
One sees for instance a queen’s couch carved in ivory
with embossed metal plate, the canopy posts lacquered brilliantly,
while the canopy is embroidered and printed with the sun and
zodiac signs.
Wood and ivory carving seem to have flourished in very fine form
from earliest times. Temple crafts especially gave scope for them as
one can see from the doors, door frames and lintels, the carved chariots,

palanquins ete. Turned wood and lacquered articles are mentioned
in
Cituppaanaattuppatai, evidently in the making of toys, dolls, caskets,
furniture pieces etc. It also describes vividly different types of boats

with the prow or stem shaped like the head of a horse, elephant or lion.
Similarly carts, chariots and palanquins are exuberantly described, all
testifying to the superb workmanship.
Soft wood like the Morinda,
fine woods like teak and rosewood, hard woods like Mimusops (paalai),
were all used. Even the very ordinary articles of common use were
decorated with designs and inlay, especially of metal. Iron plating of
doors for example was given a rustproof coating of red lead in
mustard oil.
The Cilappathikaaram has also described the artisans at work on
jewellery. A very popular ornament was the anklet, a very characteristic jewel of the women, made in numerous ways. In those days,
pieces of gems like ruby, coral, pearl were placed inside the hollow of
the ornament,

according to the status of the wearer.

At the waist the

garment was held by the meekalai of different makes, while below it
hung a girdle of string pearl, coral and gems. There were a large variety
of ear ornaments (like oolai and thootu) in different shapes; countless
necklaces, bangles, bracelets, wristlets, armlets, hair ornaments, in the
shape of the sun and crescent moon, a long piece to cover the plaited
hair. These and more are ennumerated in inscriptions or described in
the idylls and ancient naratives.
South Indian bronze images and icons attained lasting renown.
They were earlier made by the cire perdue process. Some of the finest
forms both in elegance and dignity were to be found in the metalware
of everyday use, cooking and serving vessels, storage vessels, plates,
tumblers, bathroom vessels, and a host of others in brass, bell metal
and copper which enriched the daily life of the humblest. It is said
that in the earlier period, clay articles were much more in use. But
over centuries metal has been in vogue. One of the grandest items in
metal is ‘the Indian lamp. Its variety is too large to be ennumerated.
For each occasion a different lamp was used.
Particularly in the
Southern temples one saw a large array of lamps. The Sangam works
describe some of the very unusual ones, like the paavai vilhakku or

lamp held by a damsel.
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The end of the 19th century and early 20th century witnessed the
rapid decline in Indian handicrafts all over the country.
Though some
consciousness in Indian products was stimulated by the swadeshi movement, there was no stirring of an intelligent awareness of the situation,
except a general sentiment. The impact of western machine-made
articles, their shapes and designs, cheap and new to look at, served to
undermine the beautiful indigenous products.
As the richer and
English-educated started imitating western articles and ways of living,
the tradition began to go out of vogue in these circles.
It is only since independence, mainly as the result of Gandhiji’s
long exhortation on the need for patronising Indian-made things, that
under the Five Year Plans, attention was paid once more to the revival
of handicrafts.
Thus some of the dead or dying crafts have been
revived. The development has been more discriminating, and attempts
have been made to resuscitate the finer ones and restore the old quality.
There has been a tremendous revival in textiles.
The saris of
Tamilnad are in a class by themselves.
Traditionally they are heavier,
with broad borders and elaborate ends, usually in contrasting colours,
cast together to make a pleasing composition.
The body is plain or
with stripes or big checks, of long dew-drops interspersed throughout
the material. The concentration of designs is more conscpicuously on
the border and end. Kanchipuram, Kumbakonam and Madras are
best known for silks, while cottons are widely dispersed and include
Coimbatore, Salem, Madura, Tirunelveli and Sankaran Koil. Tamilnad
excels in shirting, especially in its superb quality and designs, and these
are exported all over the world. The famous “ bleeding Madras” is
one of the numerous varieties.
Tamilnad was once famous for its prints. The styles in printing
were so elaborate and complex, that fifty blocks would go to make a

single printed piece.

But that craft declined.

Some attempt is being

made to revive it.
Painting on cloth, that once flourished in
Kumbakonam, Salem and Madura, depicting figures as well as zeometrical designs, had gone into a decline, but it has been

carried on at Chikkanaikanpeta near Tanjore.

revived

and

is

Madura is also noted for its tie-dye work, which is really a speciality

of western India.

The original artisans are said to have come from

Saurashtra and settled in Madura and now carry on their traditional
craft. Originally the saris they made were only in red and black with
polka dots. Now they are made in a number of pleasing colours,

employing the designs commonly used for decorating the floors in the

houses with white powder (koolam).

Thus an entirely new dimension

has been given to what once was a restricted craft.

___ household linen is also made in this elaborate process.

Besides saris,

_____ Embroidery was once practised in this region but is no more.
Appliqué, closely allied to embroidery, was developed
in a distinctive
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form in the Tanjore area. Mostly figures of deities were produced
through appliqué, vivid and colourful. Like the handpainted textiles,
these too were used in temples for decoration in the form of panels,
shaped

as

pillars,

doors,

arches

etc.

This

has,

however,

practically

disappeared.
METALWARE
Brass, copper and bell metal wares are an important craft common
in many villages. The main items are kitchen and bathroom and table
ware. The wide range of shapes that once prevailed had greatly contracted and many were disappearing.
There has been a conscious revival
and several of the traditional pieces have been restored. Originally
these shapes were beaten into the required form by placing the sheet
metal in the hollow in the stone die or mould, and beating it into the
hollow by hammer.
Now the artisans are encouraged to use machines

and mechanised processes.
Tanjore has long been famous for its repoussé or chased ornamental
work of very fine quality. These metal pieces are highly decorative.
But being rather costly, they are done on a rather limited scale. Some
of the best are made in silver.
Earlier the brass surface used to be encrusted with copper. Now,
however, the vogue is to have silver on copper which gives a very pleasing
contrast effect.

The repoussé is done

on plates, jugs, tumblers, bowls,

water pots. The figures encrusted are from the Hindu pantheon, together
with floral representation.
sheaths,

sword-

handles etc. Not much work is done currently on armoury
old pieces are of remarkable workmanship.

but the

work

Repoussé

Highly

were

is

ornamental

also made

mainly

indispensible to women,

also

done

caskets,

boxes,

from

on

brass.

called cel/lam.

armoury,

baskets

on

for

collecting

flowers

There were special jewel boxes
The vessel for holding water at

worship (cempu) in brass or copper, had a lot of embellishment lavished
on it.

It usually had

and a broad

body.

a narrow

neck fashioned

like an

opening lotus

This was covered with deities, floral and animal

Other articles finely ornadesigns, dancing figures, sun, moon etc.
mented were braziers for burning incense, betel-nut boxes, snuff boxes,
A large number of toys were also made from brass, including a
etc.

wide range of toy animals and birds. Among these were some special
items, crawling creatures like lizards, frogs, scorpions, snakes. beetles
grasshoppers, scaly fishes, tortoises etc.
In the birds, particularly the peacock, the tail and crest are formed

by the threads being twisted into spirals of different sizes.

Similarly

the tail of the lizard gets a most fantastic curl which gives a real stunning

effect. These have also been revived and there is a special centre in
Madura for making them. Fine chiselling in the making of these delicate
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creatures is the hall-mark of the South Indian metalware.
include a vast array
trumpeteer,

of figures like the mounted

armoured

warrior,

standard

horseman,

bearer on elephant

The toys
mounted
back,

man

with bow and arrow on camel, a lancer, a spearsman; ceremonial scenes

like a king in a howdah on elephant back or on a throne.

Commenting

on these figures, Sir George Birdwood, the noted authority on Indian
handicrafts says: ‘‘ For skilful modelling, finish and a certain irresistible
arresting expression, they are the finest I have seen. They seem to
graphically illustrate the whole gamut of military swagger in the military
and the beast.”
Some of the brass figures seem to have been cast in the cire perdue
process, but with a difference. The core of the figure is roughly encased
in clay as is usually done. But instead of laying on the wax in an even
thickness, thin wax threads are first made, and arranged over the core
so as to form a network, or placed in parallel lines or diagonally, according to the form of the figure or the dictates of the artisan’s imagination.
These wax threads are made by means of a bamboo tube into the end
of which a moveable brass perforated plate is fitted. The wax sufficiently softened by heat, is pressed through the perforation at the end
of the tube, and comes out in long threads and must be quickly used
before hardening.
In the revival of metalware, there are two centres of promise,
Nachiarkoil near Kumbakonam and Vagaikulam in Tiremaveli district.
These two mainly concentrate on bell-metal, an alloy of copper, brass
and tin that has a lovely gold tint. It does not need any tinning
for
cooking purpose. Nachiarkoil has a training section and a production
unit run by a co-operative. The trainees as they complete their
course
can join the co-operative and go into production.
Several

improved

tools

and

small machines

with new techniques to accelerate and improve

have

been

production.

introduced

A

variety of articles both for ordinary as well as ceremon
ial occasions
are made..
For revival of ornamental metal work a centre has
been working

in Madura for the purpose of manufacturing decorated
handles for
doors, boxes, cupboards et¢., as well as lamps.
These have proved
very popular and some of the designs copied are based on the traditi
onal
_ but there are also new ones based on the
old.
i Copper was largely used in making articles of worship, and only
silver came next, for this purpose. Elaborate shrines were made
for

the deity with excellent flower carvings, as also the pedesta
l on which
the
image was placed.

aoe
made.
—

Highly

and boldly decorated dishes, platters,

and water containers
ES

and

other items for worship
:

—

large

were
்

_A unique use to which copper was put from early days was
to

make fine plates on which would be engraved appropriate inscriptions

|
|
|

|
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and given as an award or symbol of a grant to persons distinguishing
themselves.

Copper

plates

were

also

used

for

recording

on

them

‘important historical events.
Silver has been considered a clean and
articles used for worship.
The designs in
same as in brass and copper.
It was also
for eating, in middle and upper classes,

precious material for making
silver were more or less the
the custom to use silverware
and earlier even for serving.

This is becomingless common except for special ceremonial purposes.
Silver however continues to be used for containers for perfumes, betel
leaves and sprinkling rose water.
ARMS

Reference has already been made to the repoussé work done on
Some of the swords, daggers and other arms were damascened
armoury.
in gold and made into beautiful works of art. For this the sword would
be cut in fine diagrams of flowers or other patterns, into which a thin
wire of gold or silver was placed and hammered, until it was thoroughly
This attained a certain perfection.
incorporated as an ornament.
Indian arms were wrought out of iron. In fact India is said to be
the earliest country to have brought iron into use in weapons, and in
the early Christian era the Indian blades were in demand in the Eastern
as well as the Western worlds, as is proved by historical records and
from museum collections. The spears of Tanjore, Sivaganga and KonaIt is said that several pieces which
samudram were widely renowned.
under the Arms Act under the
destroyed
were
people
private
with
were
British, because of the ban on keeping arms.
A sword would consist of a fine steel blade sculptured throughout
in half relief with hunting scenes, while the scabbard was decorated
or
with elaborate floral designs enchased sometimes in gold or silver
that
so
shade
dark
a
in
stained
ivory
of
be
would
stock
brass. A gun
the wild animals carved delicately on them, could make an exquisite
or drooping
cameo. The barrel would be damascened with fresh buds

flowers, one nodding over the other in langorous fashion.

:
JEWELLERY
prevailing in Tamilnad
y
jeweller
in
variety
wide
the
noted
have
We

from ancient times, with the multitude of motifs.

The origin of many

he naturally
of these motifs may be traced to the early urge of man when
these still
of
Several
himself.
h
embellis
to
imitated nature around him
y and
jeweller
peasant
the
in
forms
original
near
or
retain their original
lot of
a
though
are also in cheaper metals such as brass and copper,
்
silver is also used.
items
early
the
of
out
evolved
Several of the ornaments no doubt
resemblance
made of grass, leaves, seeds, shells and still bear striking
together
joined
be
to
used
that
grass
of
tubes
the
,
necklace
tothem. Ina
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in pairs are now imitated in metal, forming a simple repeat, which is
strung in alternate rows with beads between, and makes an effective
pattern. Some of the armlets also suggest translation of chopped grass
stalks and the double tubes are identical with tribal ornaments of the
same kind. There are also cylindrical metal tubes, originally used for
enclosing acharm or arelic. These tubes are now covered with engraved
designs or embossed work or set with stones and turned into an orna-

mental jewel.

There is a necklace where on a plain metal circle are

strung dozens of small imitations of vegetables. The spiral forms the
filigree in jewellery and appears in several ornaments and is said to have
been inspired by the serpent’s coils. They are also used in toe rings.
Toe rings are also made in fish pattern.
There is a pendant whose
convex discs represent dhol, a preparation of split peas and gram, and
the repeat forming the pattern consists of conventionalised grains of
rice joined together.
Some silver anklets are in imitation of the long bean called
veelangkaay, the fruit of a tree from which alcohol is made.
An innerembossed ring on each link of an anklet seems to imitate the swelling
of a seed within the pod. There is also a necklace with melon-like
seeds strung together, which is an imitation of the merabolan fruit
(nhellikkaay).
:
Several real and mythical animals and birds are used, carved or
embossed, like the elephant, the lion, swan, parrot, as well as the yaalhi
(mythical lion). Necklaces made of coins strung together have been
popular. Almost an infinite variety of earrings have been in vogue.
At one
time each ear carried more than one jewel. A padlock-shaped ornament
would be hung at the end of the lobe and above this on the right side
would be fastened the nhaakapatam, a cobra with an expanded hood.
Finally a miniature bracelet-like ornament called thantatri is fastened
on the left of the main earring, opposite the nhaakapatam.
Then just
above the lobe, on the outer rim of the ear there is fixed the curi, symbol

of the sun. Above this again comes the crescent-shaped ““ moon jewel ”’.
Finally on the highest point of the ear would come the two koppu,
looking like a pair of dumb-bells crossing each other. The commonest
earring is the kKammal, a frame resembling a flower into which stones
are set. Attached to this there is sometimes a chain, the upper end of
which is looped into the hair above the ear and a dangling pendant
coming down below the lobe. In addition, the curl of hair in front

has a special jewel assigned to it.

Similarly there is a whole set of head ornaments.

The one known

as thalaiccaamaan encircles the forehead and temples and covers the

parting of the hair.

There are two designs for the centre band, while

_ the side bands would be chain patterns fringed with pearls.

A pendant

hanging over the forehead in the centre is generally shaped like a crescent,
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Fastened on the right and left of the thalaiccaamaan

is a kind of tassel, which hangs in front of each ear and is called campu.
The sun and moon ornaments are fastened on the top of the head. All
these ornaments are also jewelled, but normally are chased and designed

into patterns.

Finally there is the jataanhaagam, a richly chased or

jewelled ornament to cover the long plait into which the hair is twisted.
At the top it is shaped as a five-headed cobra, while the links which
cover the plait have the yaalhi’s head (the mythical lion) supported by
Garuda, the bird.
Above it at the back of the head is placed a combination of the sun and moon emblems, the crescent fitting close to the

circumference of the sun.
While these are worn only at a marriage by the bride or on some
very special occasion, hair jewels in the form of various flowers, buds,
serpent’s head, intricate designs to form a pattern, are used normally.
Armlets are also designed in several patterns, some in repouss¢
work, depicting Garuda, parrot, serpent’s head, yaalhi, etc. There are
also combinations of, say, the lotus and the bird, or the deity Lakshmi
standing on the lotus. Belts for circling the waist have some of the
On a plain band of twisted metal are
very finest workmanship.
embossed exquisite designs, sometimes also encrusted with gems. The
lower edge is often finished by clusters of little bells.
When indigenous arts and crafts began to decline, several of the
jewellery pieces went out of use. Ideas of fashion changed. Lighter
and flimsier pieces began to replace the more solid and heavier ones.
But the present revival has served to popularise many of the old objects
and especially to give a social status to the pronouncedly peasant ornaments, adding generally to the richness of the world of ornamentation.

i
WOOD CRAFTS
one
For
Tamilnad.
in
excellence
great
very
attained
ng
Wood-carvi
There
thing it formed an integral part of the home and its environment.
were carvings on the doorways, windows, ceiling, etc. The shrines in
the homes for worship were fine specimens of this art. The couch, the
bed and its posts, low stools for sitting on, the stool to which was
attached the vegetable cutting knife, nut-cracker, the scraper, ladle,
wooden

spoons,

the

fan,

the

comb,

were

decorated

with beautiful

carvings.
Another: representation of this craft was combining carving with
metal inlay. This was done mostly on boxes, chests, doors, swings etc.
Here brass carvings were embossed on wood with slight carving, so
that the two balance. There has been a revival in this type of work
because of its growing popularity, especially for boxes, caskets and chests.
Architectural wood carving is no more in vogue. But wood carvings
Some
as panels, wall decorations, lampstands are greatly in demand.
revival
the
Under
cars.
temple
in
found
be
to
were
carvings
of the finest
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of temple crafts, several compositions from the old temple car carvings
are copied for this purpose.
Small furniture pieces like tables, stools,
teapoys with elaborately carved legs.in the shape of பப. are made
in Madura, Virudhnagar and their vicinity.
A speciality of the woodwork in architecture in the 15th and 16th
centuries was the use of elaborately carved brackets, in place of the
arch construction of the European builders. The long beam is divided
into panels filled with various designs of foliage, birds, gryphons etc.
The variety of the patterns used and the treatment of these subjects
gives a fair idea of the mastery of these craftsmen over drawing the
designs and their execution.
The

best known

centres

already mentioned, Chettinad
centre is being run for work
Nagercoil and Suchindram.

for wood. carvings

are,

apart

from

those

and Ramnathpuram district. A special
on the style of temple car canvings in

STONE CARVING
Stone carving has been as distinguishea a craft in the South as
bronze casting. Mahabalipuram, Dindivanam and Coimbatore have
long been noted for stone carving. There are so many monumental
stone carvings remaining from early times, that there can be no lack
of inspiration or examples. Superb carving is also seen on panels of
the ceiling, in the spandrils between the square and the octagon. The
faces with the scroll work flowing from them are almost detached by
under cutting from the stone on which it is worked, and the scroll work
is riddled with perforations. The fine deep shadows caused by this
gives the work a most pleasing contrast of light and shadow.
The wild
profusion of whorls in the arabesque is displayed in a masterly skill in
drawing them together into general forms. In the cornice may be seen
processional figures with prancing horses in spirited action, standing
on the ledge of the cornice and almost entirely separated from it.
Modaiyur near Tiruvannamalai is famous for stone work in folk
style. Figures and animals are made in simple folk form. A fairly
large concentration of stone carvers making deities according to
SilpaSastra is located at Thirumuganpoondi.
They still conform to the
old mode of working.
They make no drawings or sketches of the figures
they are going to make. Mahabalipuram, famous for its rock-cut
temples, is the venue of a school in stone carvings, run by the State
Government, where instruction is Biven in the traditional image-making
in a proper scientific manner.
MIRROR

WORK

Tanjore was known for டாம special emt exclusive crafts: One was
wood-work with small mirrors studded on it. The mirrors impart to

a very plain wooden piece an unusual gorgeousness, and even a simple
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Quite a few articles are made

in this such as animals in small and large sizes, fruits and nuts, plates,

bowls, boxes, mugs, pieces of small size furniture, cradles, swings, etc.
This too had died away, but has been revived again.
ORNAMENTAL PAINTING
The other special Tanjore craft is painting and covering the pictures
with gold leaf and sometimes together with small semi-precious stones.

Krishna, particularly as a babe, is the most popular subject in this, and

his body is covered with jewels and studded with gems. Many scenes,
structures like temples, group compositions are also done in this style.
Well-known saints besides deities are also depicted, in alluring pictures
aglow with gold and gems. This craft has been revived, though the
excellent earlier standard has not been attained as yet. Another craft
now very rare is painting on glass. The subject matter of these glass
paintings was the same as the pictures already described. The style of
painting was the same, except that no external gold or ornamentation
Now the little work that is done in this is at
was laid on here.
Rameshwaram.
MATS

Mats from different types of grass and reeds are produced all over
great
Tamilnad, and are excellent in quality and design and are in
ai,
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at
made
one
But the most outstanding is the
demand.
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is
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single
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CONCH-SHELL
has
times
early
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from
craft
hell
The prevalence of the conch-s
same,
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be
to
es
continu
craft
this
of
mode
The
been already noted.

with.
except that there are better tools available now to work

The

at Rameshwaram, Kanyakumari and Ramnad.

:

designs depict a flower, like the lotus, ora deity.

This craft is to be seen
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Ivory craft was once a highly developed one. Mostly figures of
the deities were carved. Also made were boxes, caskets, combs,

paper-knives, fans and little fancy items.

Various patterns were etched

in black on the ivory. Ivory was also used for inlay. There were also
patterns with ivory chips set into rosewood or ebony.
At one time very exquisite miniatures were painted on ivory with
very pleasing results. Today a very small amount of this is done in
Tanjore. Other work in ivory is done in Madras and Kanyakumari.
CARPETS
In weaving, carpets came next to textiles. Carpet centres that
were once famous in the South like Ayyampet, Tanjore District,
Ranjangedi, Tiruchirapalli District, Wallajapet and North Arcot District, Bhavani and Coimbatore District do not produce them any more,
with the exception of Bhavani.
But cotton carpets known as durries
are woven in a good many places. They are done in ordinary weave
in plain colours or in stripes. Carpets continue to be woven in
Bhavani either in silk or in staple. They are usually in a single bright
shade or relieved by a single motif.
ல
_ Pile carpet weaving has recently been introduced through a new
medium, the sun hemp at Gopalsamudram.
It is done exactly like any
pile carpet. Several experiments in designing and colour combinations
are attempted, as this is an entirely new innovation.
TERRACOTTA

Amongst the earliest crafts we have already noted is working with
clay. Amongst these the most outstanding are the human and animal
figures in pure folk style. These being purely votive offerings made
only at festivals or a special celebration in a family, were never a commercial commodity.
But as their popularity grew in recent years, it
was felt necessary to manufacture them

a

growing

throughout

demand.

At

Vandipalyam

near

co-operative society

that

manufactures

terracotta

the year to supply

Cuddalore
items,

there

is

plain

coloured, mostly deities, especially local village deities and masks;
also at Mathur,

40 miles from

Madras,

which

a

and

as

specialises in folk items

in a very wide range.
POTTERY

Pottery, whether moulded by hand or on the wheel, remains man’s
first craftsmanship
and has continued to remain his longest companion.
Most of the skill, however, has largely revolved round pots as most
Hindus did not fancy eating out of clay plates or bowls. This may
account for the paucity in the development of glazes. Ordinary pottery
: is made everywhere, as every village has a potter. One small village
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Karigiri, in North Arcot District, has however attained distinction by
developing a special glaze. It won a gold medal in an international

exhibition.

Under the Nawab of Arcot, this fine type of glazed pottery

was encouraged.
Warm shades in yellow, green and dark blue were
evolved. This glaze has been produced through a certain type of kiln,
which originally consisted of straw and cowdung.
Now newer and
modern types of kilns, which still maintain that singular character of
the glaze, have been introduced.
This glaze seems to have a strong
attraction and the pottery is very popular. In the past only a few items
used to be made.
But now new designs have been created and a large
number

of articles,

such as table ware,

serving

dishes etc.,

are made in

a wide range of sizes.
BASKETS
Basketry must be almost as ancient as pottery, because like clay
articles, they have been an indispensable and integral part of the
household, Like all other utility items, these too were gradually evolved
into works of beauty.
The raw material can be grass, reeds or bamboo.
The material
can either be woven or coiled ; in the former the pattern is made up of
strands

in

a more

or less fixed

position,

while

the

weft

crosses

and

recrosses; in the latter, the foundation is first laid by coiling the material
round a central core at the base, and is built up spirally, gradually
widening the diameter of each until the desired height and form is
attained.
These baskets vary in size and pattern depending on the purpose
for which each is made. All of Tamilnad is very rich in basketry and
the varieties are almost infinite. Baskets are used for grain, vegetables,
fruits, merchandise, for picking leaves in plantations and flowers in a
garden and for throw-away garbage. The special finer varieties are
used for flowers, fruits, sweets, bread. Large chests hold clothes and
artistic caskets jewellery. Dainty small ones are for betel leaves. Some
are made of sweet smelling strands of roots.
MUSICAL

ae

i

INSTRUMENTS

The South has been a very great patron of music and this is
in the variety and quality of musical instruments produced.
variety of substances are requisitioned in the manufacture of
instruments, chief amongst them being wood, reeds, bamboos,
iron,

brass,

shells,

bone,

ivory,

gut,

bladder

and

skin.

The

reflected
A great
musical
gourds,
varieties

Only a fe
of the instruments are too numerous to be enumerated.
important ones can be described.
Among the percussion instruments, the drums are the most
important. Here again they are too many for individual mention.
Generally the body of the drum is made of a hollowed section of wood,
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but some shaped like a kettle are of iron, and covered by a strong hide.
In the larger ones, the ends are closed with sheep skin, but in the smaller
ones bladder is used. They. are laced with ropes, except in some like
the manthalam, gidikatti and dolki when leather thongs are used. There
is the pombai, which has two oblong shaped drums lashed together and
laced by rope, one being played by beating with the fingers and the
other rubbing a stick covered with leather. There are the dape and the

kanjir (tambourines), the latter with attached cymbals and rattles; and
the tickri, a pair of small castanets.
Among the wind instruments, some are with reeds, others without.
Among the latter is kombu, an S-shaped brass trumpet looking like a
horn, from which it gets its name.
There are several others in this line.
Amongst those with reeds, the most important is nagaswaram, the
counter-part of clarionet, an oboe-like instrument made of black wood
and brass mounted.
The upper end which carries the reed is made of
brass, and the reed is made from the spathe of the palm.
An interesting instrument is the majidi, used by the snake-charmer.
It consists of a bottle gourd with a blow pipe at the smaller end and
tubes
brass

inserted into the bulbous end, the lower end opening into
bell. Inside there is a reed for each tube, made by cutting

a
a

vibrating tongue in a kind of reed. The centre tube is the chanter, the
side ones the drones tuned to the chanter. Thuththi is a kind of a
bag-pipe.
There are also a variety of stringed instruments, some simple, others
complicated.

Amongst

these the thambura

occupies a basic place, for

it is indispensible in any musical ensemble to provide the background
Tesonance. It is a long semi-globular instrument made of wood. Both
the body and the neck are inlaid with ivory decorated with floral patterns,
etched and filled in with black and red pigment. It has four strings,
and the same number of tuning pegs, artistically designed and also
decorated. The belly is convex, the bridge being of dark wood; and
to keep the strings clear of the sharp convexity behind the bridge, they
are ingeniously passed through bone heads.
It is believed that
originally the body was of gourd and this was the same instrument used
by the ancient Egyptians and Assyrians.
The vina is a classic instrument and highly developed. The
body

is hollowed

out

of fine,

seasoned jackwood,

with

the belly

of

the same wood. It is protracted into a long neck, like that of a
guitar but has a gourd at the upper end to increase the sound. _ There
are seven strings of wire, four of which are mounted over a bridge,
and furnished with a number of frets. Three of these wires run
along the

side

of

the

neck,

and

have an

arched

bridge

of metal,

and the scroll is adorned with a gilded griffin’s head. While the left
hand fingers caress and press over the frets, the Hehe) handர
strum the strings at the bridge.
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INTRODUCTION
In the twentieth century world, science touches us at almost every point.
Intelligent laymen are curious to know the how and why of the develop-

ments that are taking place in the realms of science and technology.
Scientific literature for laymen is intended to satisfy the

curiosity

stimulate the interest of the layman.
As Cassius Jackson Keyser has beautifully summed
of scientific literature should be
(1) to explain

scientific ideas,

methods

and

and

up,’ the aim

achievements

in

terms readily intelligible to the laymen;
(2) to set forth for such laymen

the more

important

philo-

sophical implications of the findings of science;
(3) to signalize and, in some measure, to appraise the human
significance of the resulting scientific conception of the

world—the significance of it as bearing upon the feelings,
the

the

sentiments,

outlooks

the

and

life

attitudes

of

mankind.”
This paper

proposes to survey the available scientific literature in

Tamil and to examine how far they satisfy the aims mentioned above.
HISTORY

“ Science for laymen”

OF

SCIENTIFIC

is a concept

LITERATURE

of the twentieth century and

to search for popularized science in the classical literature is rather a
far-fetched attempt.
SANGAM PERIOD

The contacts that the Tamils of the Sangam Age had with Romans,

Arabs

and Chinese, the interest in astronomy

evinced by them as a

mercantile and sea-faring race, their notions of engineering as brought

out by their architecture and town-planning, their keen observation of
nature, and their sense of health and hygiene will no doubt establish
the awakening of Man’s interest in the wonders of nature in this part
of the

world

and

his

awareness

of the

pieces

of information

and

knowledge which was to flower as science in the years to come.
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journals which were

their appearance.
longer published.

for spreading such knowledge made

solely meant

Twosuch journals, ANukathir and Vinjnjaani,*° are no
The scientific journals published are Kalaikkathir and

Ilham vinjnjaani from India and Ativolhi and Nhaviina vinjnjaani from
Kalaikkathir has done yeoman service during the past nineteen

Ceylon.

years in introducing many competent authors dealing with diverse sub-

jects in the spectrum of knowledge.
to publish articles on technology.

It has ventured for the first time
Many of the technical terms that

first appeared in the pages of the journal gained currency and were
adopted by science writers in general. Artivolhi, the official organ of
an association in Ceylon for the betterment

of scientific education in

Tamil, has been doing very useful work for the past three years.
SCIENCE

WRITING

SINCE

1950

Even though the publication of articles on science in general has
virtually ceased, the number of popular science books has been on the
increase since the second world war.

TAMIL ENCYCLOPAEDIA
The publication of the Tamil Encyclopaedia is an important event.”
Dr.

T.

P.

Meenakshisundaram

writes;

“That

the

Tamil

language

is

sufficiently flexible and can lend itself to the requirements of scientific
exposition may
paedia.”’ 18

be seen in the pages

of the current Tamil
E

Encyclo-

SCIENCE

There has been a spurt in the publication of general books as the
world entered into the Space Age, thanks to the patronage extended
by local libraries, and school and college libraries. The fact that popular
science books have to depend on school libraries for sales and not on
individuals restricts the writing to text-book pattern; attempts by authors
who try to compromise and cater to the need of the adults as well as
children result in books suitable for neither of them.
_However, public bodies like the Southern Languages Book Trust,
the Bureau of Tamil Publications, the Madras and Annamalai Univer-

sities and the Official Language Committee of Ceylon have sponsored
the publication of quality books, both originals as well as translations.

There

have been several authors to bring the world

of science

within the easy reach of any reader.
Considering the books and essays
that appeared since 1950, the following writers of science deserve special |
mention:

K. S. Mahadevan (astronomy), P. Savarimuthu (physics), N. Subbu

Reddiar (atom), Paa. Balasubramaniam
® (biographies of scientists),
Jeyabarathan (atom), A. Krishnamurthy (space travel),T. A. Karup-
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panan (physics), K. Buvaneswari (biology), A. Natarajan (physics) and
G. Shanmugasundaram (statistics).
V. Sivaguru of Ceylon has written a book on energy in which he
compares the concept of energy in science with that in religion.
““Nandhi”’, ““Ambi” and Murugayyan are the writers from Ceylon
who write frequently and effectively.
TECHNOLOGY
Books on technology are few in number. G. R. Damodaran 50
(electron), T. Manickavasagam (textile industry), and R. Ramadurai
(engineering) are some of the writers who have explained their fields of
study in terms that every one can understand.
YV. Arunachalam and
M. M. Khan have written on radio.

MEDICINE
Special mention may be made of writers on health and medicine
like Dr. “ Lakshmi”, Dr. “‘ Srihari ” and Captain Seshadrinathan.
AGRICULTURE
S. K. Ganapathi
agriculture.

Aiyar

has

written

very

popular

books

on

BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
There are a few talented writers who do technical writing for
children. Kalvi Gopalakrishnan successfully copes with the task of
presenting complex problems in a simple and entertaining manner.
Na. Ki. Nagarajan and Sa. Ya. Subramanian employ every-day incidents
to illustrate the principles of science. M.S. Udayamurthy has written
for children on more serious themes. Aru. Somasundaram has written
for children a book of verses on scientific inventions.
RECREATIONAL SCIENCE
Most

of the books

on recreation based on science are translations.

Y. L. Pearlmen’s books on recreational mathematics, astronomy and
physics have been translated into Tamil from Russian. It is unfortunate
that science fiction remains a virgin field.
REVIEW

Though there exist many books addressed to the layman, popular

science continues to be confusing in treatment and haphazard in collec-

tion of materials. Generally, a
a uniform pattern of exposition;
requirements while in others it
Sometimes it is
understanding.

popular science book does not follow
in some chapters it caters to juvenile
is written up to the level of adult
in treatment and on
very elementary
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(v) Authors should venture to write on philosophical and sociological problems created by science and enable the reader to
cross the barriers that our present knowledge has erected
between non-scientists and scientists.

NOTES
Mathe_*C. J. Keyser, Mathematics as a culture clue and other essays, Scripta
matica, New York, pp. 71-2.
2 Putanhaanuutu, 30.
3 Nhetunal vaatai, 75-78.
4 Putanhaanuutu, 66.
5 Thirumanhthiram, 724.
Sanjeevinatha
6 ANTa piNTa viiyaakkiyaanam (Physical Science Tr.) by Persia
by John Murdoch.
Swami (1874) is one of the books listed in the catalogue compiled
Cakunaka marunhthin
In the British Museum catalogue we come across such books as
and Vaana caastiram
kaiththuNai (Homeopathic Guide) by Rev. S. Antony (1892)
(Astronomy) by J. R. Arnold (1861).
Hara Siva (1900).
7 Viyaaca Manjcari (Handbook of essays) by P. A. Pranatharthi
Jana vinhoothini
(1855),
ni
varththamaa
8 B.g., Thamizh paththirikai (1831), Thina
(1877), Viveeka cinhthaamani (1892), etc.
Inhthiya Vinjnjaannikalh,
® Author of Atputha Ulakam, Vanoli, ANuvin kathai,
;
Carvatheeca vinjnjaanikalh, etc.
Vinjnjaana
makalhum,
Thanhthaiyum
makanum,
Appaavum
of
Author
.
Periyaarkalh etc.,
1 Author of Aalayamani, Vaanakaavci, etc.”
‘
12 Author of Veetu Vaithyar.
18 Author of Vaanakumizhi, Cuuriyan, etc.
14 Author of Thomas Alva Edison, etc.
15 Author of Mannum vinNum, etc.
18 A journal that was published from Ceylon (1953-55).

volumes.
17 The Tamil Encyclopaedia was published in nine

The first volume

appeared in 1954 and the last in 1963.
1959, p. 278.
18 Indian Literature, Sahitya Akademi, Delhi,

19 Rditor of ANukathir.
20 Editor of Kalaikathir.

translate ‘satellites’ as
21 For examples, the writers from Tamil Nadu
employ the word ceymathi.
canhthiran whereas their counterparts in Ceylon

ceyatka
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ALEXANDRO VALIGNANO
The famous Italian Jesuit Alexandro Valignano, Visitor for India and
Japan (1573-83), Provincial of India (1583-87) and again visitor until
his death in 1606, arrived in Goa in 1574. The following year he visited
the Pearl Fishery Coast of Tamilnad and took with him to Goa
Fr. Henrique Henriques.
The Provincial Congregation of the Jesuits
in India was held in Goa in 1575. There it was decided among other

things that various works

of instruction should be prepared for the

native Christians including (1) a Catechism, (2) a Confessionary, (3) a
Christian Doctrine and (4) a Book of Lives of Saints. Valignano, who
presided over the meeting, deplored the fact that not even a short
catechism was available to the native Christians
Of course there was

the Cartilha® containing a short Tamil Catechism printed in Lisbon in
1554.

Paravas.

But as it was in Roman characters it was of no use to the Tamil

So Valignano ordered Fr. Henriques to prepare those four

books in Tamil, and to make it convenient for him to do that work,
he relieved him of his job of Jesuit Superior over the Pearl Fishery
Coast (Pescaria was the term the Portuguese used for this region), an

office he held for over twenty years.

his Spanish preface to his Tamil Flos:

Henriques refers to this order in
“ And

so by the order of the

same Provincial (Valignano), I kept busy composing
the same language which were afterwards printed.”
DR.

JOAM

some books in

GONSALVES

Further Valignano enjoined on the Jesuit lay-brother Joam Gonsalves the difficult task of making the Tamil types. Gonsalves, whom
some call a Portuguese while others call him a Spaniard,’ was born
in 1525, entered the Society of Jesus in Lisbon in 1555, took the simple
vows in Goa in 1557 and was there in 1575 as a kind of smith, * Prefectus

fabricae domesticae et faber ferrarius ’. Being in feeble health he was

prematurely worn out and died in 1578.4 That is all we know
the man who made the first types in Tamil. To help him with the
of the Tamil types, Pero Luis, the first Indian Jesuit, went to
Concerning this work of Gonsalves, Henriques has the following
ye

about
design
Goa.
in the
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_ poorer than the one we find in the sixteenth century, because the types
used are made of wood, whereas the first types made by Gonsalves and
Faria were metallic. It isin these wooden types that the first three volumes
of Nobili’s Catechism were printed as well as the Tamil-Portuguese
dictionary of Fr. Proenga. This may be easily verified by looking at
the photostats we have of those volumes as well as by looking at the
Tamil-Portuguese dictionary edited by Fr. Thani Nayagam in photostat

form.1$
HENRIQUE HENRIQUES
So far we spoke about the effort of Valignano to edit Tamil books:
on the one hand he ordered Fr. Henriques to write the books and on
the other he asked Br. Joam Gonsalves to prepare the types; Faria and
Bustamente continued the work left undone by Gonsalves.
Now we
shall speak of the part Henriques played in the printing work.
The
Tamil press owes its beginning so much to him that he may be called
the “father of the Tamil Press”.
He it was who collected the
necessary funds from the Paravas, who generously contributed 400
cruzados

towards

it; 14

he sent also the first Indian

Jesuit, Pero

Luis;

to Goa to give the design for the Tamil letters; he wrote several books
and got them printed with great care; not all of them have come down
to us but we are sure that at least four were printed: Thampiraan
vanakkam,
Kiriiciththiyaani vanakkam,
Confessionario (in Tamil:
Kompeciyoonaayaru), and the Flos Sanctorum in Tamil, whose title has
not come down to us, though we have the whole book.
Here we shall
give a short account

of the man

who

is so much

responsible

for the

Tamil press and who was the first westerner to make a systematic study
of the Tamil language.
Henriques was born at Vila Vicosa in Portugal in 1520.

He joined

the Franciscans but had to leave them as he was descended from Jewish
parents. He studied Canon Law in the University of Coimbra till 1545.
Then he joined the Society of Jesus as a deacon after leaving to the poor
his property, which amounted to 4,000 crusados.
He was ordained
priest in the following year and sailed for Goa. There he remained
till the beginning of 1547, when St. Francis Xavier sent him to look

after the Christians of the Fishery Coast.

Here he spent all his life

except for brief intervals. He died at Punnaikayal on February 6, 1600.
The Jesuit Annual Letter for 1601 has this about him: 5

“In the Church of Tutucurim is buried our good Father

Anrique Anriques, who died last year: He was one of the first
Fathers that came to this Coast and was like an Apostle of this
whole Christian community. The devotion which these Christians
have

for

him

is so

great

that

I cannot

describe

it.

There

is

nothing to wonder at the Christians doing this, who were brought

PADRE HENRIQUE HENRIQUES, THE FATHER OF THE TAMIL PRESS
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up by him and nurtured in the Faith for so many years, when
the Moors and the Hindus who were not such beneficiaries,
showed and go on showing him so great a devotion that one
cannot but praise the Lord for it. At Puncali (Punnaikayal)
further they consider their oath most solemn and binding when
Moreover on the day he died
they swear by Father Anriques.
all the Muslims of the neighbouring village Patanam (Kayalpattanam) fasted; the Hindus also of the neighbouring places
fasted two days and closed all their shops and bazaars to express
their grief over the death of the good and holy old man. So
great was the respect and consideration every one had concerning
his holiness.”

When his body was taken to Tuticorin “in his company went
seven tonis full of people and at the landing it was hard work to remove
the multitude on account of the great concourse of these that wanted
to touch the corpse with their rosaries and tried to get something of
There is no doubt that he was buried in the
him to keep it as relic.’
church of our Lady of Snows at Tuticorin. But as there were many
wars and violent changes during which Churches were destroyed, we
kept
are not able to locate his grave. Perhaps the bones which were
in a glass case and are still preserved in that church are his.

a
Thanks to his literary activity Henriques has gained for himself
the
was
He
e.
literatur
Tamil
in
place
nt
permanent and an importa
imagine that
first grammarian of the spoken dialect. Many people
know that before
Fr. Beschi was the first to write such a grammar; few

da Costa,
Beschi there were people like Ziegenbalg, Balthasar
the first
also
was
es
Henriqu
s.
Fr. Aguilar and Henrique Henrique
him
after
tely
immedia
came
who
ries
missiona
lexicographer. All the
s.
Henrique
Fr.
by
written
ry
dictiona
and
grammar
the
made use of
rs
foreigne
the
taught
He presided over a school of Tamil studies and
are
grammar
and
ry
dictiona
Tamil in a systematic way. Though his
remain, the first of the kind
not now available, his printed works which

d with pride and
in Tamil, will always be remembered and treasure
great man picked
affection. It will be interesting to know how this
of it from his
account
an
up Tamil so well. Happily for us we have
31-10-1548
dated
Vembar
from
writes
own mouth recorded in a letter he
to St. Ignatius.
give you a
“ Since Father Master Francis orders me to
as soon
that
know
ce
minute account of myself, let your Reveren
the
read
and
speak
to
learn
to
as I came to this Coast, I began
being
ever
of
d
despaire
I
that
difficult
so
language, but it was
able to master it, and

so I gave it up,

and

difficulty, I always used a topaz (interpreter).

on account

of the

So when Father
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Master Francis came from the Moluccas in the month of February
1548, I did not know more than two words of Tamil. At that
time my interpreter having left me to attend to other business
I decided to learn the language, and day and night I made it my
my only occupation, without however omitting to visit the places
entrusted to me, and God was. pleased to help me greatly. I
discovered a sort of method to learn: Just as in Latin they learn
_.‘ the conjugations, so I did in this language; I conjugated the
verbs, learning the preterites, the futures, the infinitives, subjunctives etc.
This cost me much labour; I learnt also the
‘accusatives, genitives, datives and the other cases. And so I
came to know which is to be put first, whether the verb, or the
noun and the pronoun.
I learned it all in a short time, so that

when I speak to these people in their language, they are greatly
‘astonished that I should have learned it in such a short time.
There are some Portuguese who for four, five or six years have
been speaking some words of the language, but when they want
to use the present they use the future, and they do not know
which is which. When the people of the country hear me speak_ ing their language using the proper moods, tenses, and persons,
they are astonished;

and they

are still more

amazed,

whenthey

see that in five months I have made such progress; they say that
I could not do that by natural means.
“TI have learned to read and to write as well, and Father
Master Francis orders me to send you a written ola. It is now
three or four months that I do not use any interpreter. I speak
and preach to them in the same tongue, and as the pronunciation
is very difficult and very different from ours, at times all-do not
understand me,-and therefore when I have given an instruction
in the Church, I ask some one else to repeat it in Malabar
(Tamil)

and in the same words, so that all may understand better, but
in a few months with God’s help, I shall not be in ‘need of such
help and I shall speak in such a way that all will understand me.
I have no interpreter here who knows how to state clearly our
doctrine; the Father says one thing, and the interpreter often
Says another.

. . . With God’s help, I shall execute Father Master

_ Francis’s command to make a kind of Grammar of this language,
so that the Fathers may easily learn it. I shall insert in it the
conjugations and declensions, and the rules of grammar which
are very useful whether you speak through an interpreter or in —
the language itself.’”
்
்
Further,

in his Spanish

preface to the Flos Sanctorum

says that he had already written that Grammar:
ப

in 1586 he

“ Thirty-seven years

PADRE HENRIQUE HENRIQUES, THE FATHER OF THE TAMIL PRESS

ago, Holy Obedience sent me with other Fathers of the Society
and administer the Sacraments to the said Christians; during
I have made a very careful study of this language with the
helping those Christians; and at the cost of much labour, and
grace, I came
language.”
CALENDAR

to know

it well enough
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to preach
that time
desire of
by God’s
of that

to write a grammar

:

REFORM

The Tamil

Calendar, which begins somewhere in April, does not

agree with the Gregorian or Julian Calendar, which is followed all over

the world, particularly in Christian liturgy. So feasts like Christmas
which fall on a definite day (Dec. 25) in the Gregorian calendar cannot

be permanently fixed on a definite day in the Tamil Calendar.

This

created a problem for the early missionaries. Fr. Henriques (1520-1600)
sent by St. Francis Xavier to work among the Paravas of the Pearl
Fishery Coast was, so far as we know, the first to tackle this problem

and find out a practical solution. He examined carefully the Indian
Calendar and noted which Tamil months corresponded to which Gre-

gorian months. Thai, the Tamil month, more or less corresponded
So he made it identical to January, giving it the same
to January.
number of days and also making it begin on the same day as January.
and got
The next month, Maaci, was made to correspond to February
other
the
Similarly
years.
29 days in leap years and 28 in ordinary
the
below
give
We
other.
each
to
months were made to correspond
Henriques
Fr.
by
given
as
calendars
the
between
table of correspondences
in his Tamil Flos Sanctorum printed in 1586.»

Thai
Maaci ©
Pangkuni
Ciththirai
3724128801
Aani

January
February
March
April
May
June

31 days
28(29)
31
30
31
30

July
இலார்
August
Aavani
September
Puratraci
October
Aippaaci
Kaarththikai November
December
Maarkazhi

31 days
31
30
a
30
31

immovable feasts
According to this system it was very easy to fix

in the Tamil Calendar.

Christmas fell always on Maarkazhi 25, Assump-

etc. All the missionaries
tion on Aavani 15, Circumcision on Thai 1,
we are told that it is still
and
who came after him followed this system
Henriques worked.
where
es
Church
followed in Ceylon and in coastal
ty, this system
majori
the
in
were
Hindus
the
But in the interior, where
one in use.
only
the
ar was
was never accepted and the old Tamil calend
different
two
with
e
struggl
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between
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Fr. Beschi solved this
‘De
the two calendars.in his treatise
11-35

Annis

ac Mensibus

Tamulicis ””
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neither
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rule
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presented in

the

Tholkaappiyam and Nhannuul nor the method introduced by Veeramamunivar.
The 1741 edition uses a dash above the letter to indicate
that the vowel sound is long. Thus, in the title page we found

மத்தெவுசு 1௦1 மத்தேவுசு ஊர் சுவிசெஷம் 1௦ சுவிசேஷம்,
when the sound of the vowel letter
erousgj.
It will be noticed in the
ஏழுதிவைத்த
ஹர ஏங்களுடைய 188
is only a flourish and is not used to
Similar flourishes will be noticed

The

short

vowel

sound

has no

Similarly,

is long, it uses a dash, thus
title page the short vowel in
உ 811016 கம் 11டி 0௦14௦0.
715
denote any changes in sound.
in the letters 2, &, 9 etc.

special

distinguishing mark.

The

1748 edition uses the dash occasionally, but generally it dispenses
From the context the reader has to decide whether
with the dash.
the vowel sound is short or long.
In this connection it is worth noting what Baldeus, a Dutch
missionary scholar, has to say on this subject. In his book The EastIndia Coasts of Malabar and Coromandel, [and] the Island of Ceylon
(Vol. Il, English translation, London, 1704) he has a chapter on what
he calls the “ Malabar language” (i.e. Tamil) in which he includes a
short description of the Tamil Script.

எ ena
eT eana
Similarly about @
@ ona
ஓ. 014714

He refers to 6 and @ and thus:

a short e
a long é
a short o
a long 6

with the short
Thus according to him, though there are two distinct letters

lly
and long sound respectively, the written form is the same. Incidenta
Malabar
“
the
in
he refers to a Bible printed in Rotterdam in 1671
The
This appears to be the first book printed in Tamil.
language”.
edition
1741
the
in
also
purpose
another
dash above the letters serves
the vowelof the Bible. The aravu, the vowel symbol in 47 etc. and
slanting stroke
a
add
we
Today,
7.
thus:
written
were
ra
t
consonan
7. In the
at the bottom to distinguish the yowel-consonant thus:
be left wondering
absence of this distinction, very often the reader will

as a separate
whether 7 should be read with the preceding consonant or
that 7 should
show
to
t
consonan
the
above
used
was
dash
The
letter.
consonant.
be read along with the preceding letter as part of a long vowel
uniform
not
is
this
But
ra.
as
read
is
In the absence of the dash 7
should
7
the
dash
no
is
there
where
even
that
find
we
and occasionally
t.
consonan
g
precedin
the
with
along
symbol
vowel
a
as
be read
It indicates
Thus the dash above the word serves two purposes; (a)
(6) that
one;
long
a
as
read
be
should
@
or
that the vowel sound «
g conprecedin
the
with
symbol
vowel
a
as
read
be
the letter 7 should

sonant and not as the letter ra.

In the word இதொ

it serves both
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purposes.

However this can occasionally cause a little confusion.

For

example, in the title page we find the expression பிளை தொப்பட்டது.
The

dash

has

moved a little too much to the

right and we should

read it 86 தேரப்பட்டது ஹம் ௩௦ தோப்பட்டது.
The other obvious peculiarity
written 9. So are its derivations
this peculiar way. Baldeus has
Tamil language. He writes 7 rana

is the way in which the ‘ trilled r’ is
(e.g. #) which are also written in
got confused by the two r’s in the
and places it just above «7. Though

the position is wrong, he knew that this is the ‘ fricative’ or ‘ untrilled r’,
Below the letter 4 he has this » r.

Obviously this is the trilled ர, but

this form 5 again is an unusual one. However, in the section dealing
with vowel consonants the letter r follows w and the letter . precedes
er, All the vowel-consonants use this base.
It is worth pursuing the development of these peculiar letters used
in Dutch printing as they appear to indicate some peculiarities of written

Tamil in Ceylon.

These peculiarities may in turn be helpful in decipher-

ing some inscriptions which cannot be deciphered at present.
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“ MERCURY—THE UNIVERSAL REMEDY FOR ALMOST
DISEASES ’” ACCORDING TO SIDDHAS’ CONCEPT

M.

ALL

SHANMUGAVELU

Mercury is considered by Siddhas as an universal remedy for almost
Mercury as an individual preparation stands
all kinds of diseases.
foremost in the Siddha system of medicine as a cure for almost all
diseases and it is considered as a specific for treating individuals as a
That is to say, known and unknown ailments are said to be
whole.
eradicated by the administration of properly purified and prepared
mercurials.
This is achieved when mercury is converted into a highly advanced
Such high order of mercurial preparations or for that
preparation.
metal and mineral preparations are possible only
other
any
matter

when we are well versed with what is known as muppu, which is a
At the same time we should
catalytic agent, or other allied substances.

also be aware of other chemical agents known as cayanhiir, thiraavakam,
kulithailam etc. So it is absolutely essential that we, the Siddha medical
practitioners, should have studied Mercury and its preparations in
detail.
The word, racam means ‘taste’ or cuvai. Racam (‘ mercury ’)
presents

all the

stitution

of the

environments

six tastes

human

of which

body

is predominant.

sweet

depends

for

its healthy

The

growth

con-

upon

or food possessing all the six tastes in proper proportions.

conRacam is therefore capable of acting independently on the human
stitution without

the aid

of other metals

No

or minerals.

other drug

among vegetable, mineral and animal kingdoms can be considered
equivalent to mercury in point of its composition of six tastes. Mercury
is considered ‘‘ king” of drugs. ~
Further,

racam

presents

ciitham

(cold)

as well

as

ushnam

(hot)

Hence it is fit to be used for all kinds
viiriyam in proper proportions.
type of diseases or for a comushNam
of diseases, either ciitham or
both internally and externally.
used
is
Mercury
types.
both
bination of
nature of vehicles
It also has the property of co-ordinating with the
(anupaanam) used.
is (1) paatharacam
It is well-known that the mercury we now use
which is extracted
racam
vaalai
which is collected from the earth and (2)

by a sublimation process from lingkam.

While dealing with mercury,
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compatibles and incompatibles should also be known.

It is considered

a foremost drug among all other drugs for the following reasons:
1. It produces good health in the body.

2. It maintains good health always, and
3. When disease is caused, mercury arrests it and cures it.
It is also said that properly prepared high order of mercury has the
property of maintaining youth or manhood without running into senility.
Mercury is used as No. 1 kaayakatpam when it is prepared with the aid
of muppu.
This fact may be noted from the following quotations:
1.

“மூப்பு

தொட்டுக்

கற்பமுண்டாதார்க்கு

எப்போ துங்

காலனெமன்.!£

2.

“வண்ணானைக்

3.

“உப்பினைப்

கூட்டாமல்
மருந்துமே
செய்தால்
வாதி மகனல்ல வல்ல மாடுதானே.””
பிடித்தால் சூதமும் புரைகமண்டும்.??

Further it is said that the son of Alchemist is ‘‘ Vaidyan ’ which
means alchemists prepare muppu at first and then make use of the same
for preparing racaccunnam, thaalhakaccunnam, viiram cunnam, kenhthakaccunnam, etc. These cunnams become effectively useful for alchemy,
vaiyam and kaayakatpam etc., which fact may be noted from the
following quotation:
“*சூதத்தை நீறு போலும் சுயமான தாளகத்தைச் சுண்ணம்
:
பண்ணக்
காதலாய்க் கெந்தகத்தை கனிவாக நீறு செய்க காவலோரும்
பாதகமாய்
வீரத்தைப்
பதிவாக
சுண்ணமுதல்
பாவிப்
போரும்

வாதத்தைக்

கண்டோர்கள்

வடிவாகச்

சொல்லுமொரு-வன்மைதானே??

Much is said about racaccunnam prepared with the aid of muppu.

However,

this

cannot

be

discussed

in

detail

in

a short

paper.

The

same applies to mereury’s important purifications. Unless it is properly
purified it becomes unfit for internal administration and is considered

equivalent to ““ venomous poison” and held to be likely to hasten death.

Well-purified mercury is said to be amirtham.
our laboratory as follows:
Paatharacam

quick

silver

is

taken,

kept

We

purify mercury in

soaked

in

erukkanpaal

(arka ksheera) in a bottle for a day, then washed with water, rubbed

in a kalvam with சாசர் (cobwebs), manjcalh powder, cengkal powder
karumpucarkkarai, common salt, atukampul kalkam, vettilai, koovai
leaves,

koriveeli

leaves

and

meeni

leaves-kalkams

for

one

day

Every time it is washed with water, and finally rubbed again each.
___velhthaippuuntu kernels and washed. This sort of purified mercurywith
is

_

taken for ouruse.

-
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USE OF MERCURY IN GENERAL

is
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Mercury is curative of eye diseases, syphilis, kunmam, cuulam, ulcers
of all kinds—including makaa kushtam (leprosy) vaatha diseases including
hemiplegia, paralysis and joint affections. It is a cure for all kinds of
known and unknown ailments including cancer of all types.
(வெண்பா)

“விழி நோய் இரந்தி குன்மம் மெய்ச சூலை புண்குட்டம்
அழிகாலில்
விந்துவினால்
அத்தை- வழியாய்ப்
_ புரியு விதியாதும் புரியுனோயெல்லாம் இரியுவிதியாது
மிகல்”£

QUALITIES OF MERCURY
1. It purifies the blood by removing bad fluid or toxins or other
'
impurities.
. Itimproves blood and semen.
. It promotes appetite.
4. It destroys all kinds of bacilli or parasites and ensures quick
healing of ulcers and sinuses etc.
5. It cures diseases affecting any part of the body or any
particular organ or system.
:
. It promotes facial complexion.
. It promotes the power of memory.
. It tones up the nerves.
. It promotes concentration of mind and improves one’s
intelligence.
10. It prevents senility and ensures rejuvenation and longevity of
life as kaayakatpam.
In my view, it would cure any number of incurable, chronic and acute
diseases if only proper research is made on this particular drug according
to Siddha system.
Oo

cont nN

wn

GOOD

EVIL EFFECTS OF IMPURE RACAM OR ERRONEOUS PREPARATION OF RACAM
a
1. Mercurials not properly purified and prepared are said to be

dreadful sin (rmakaapathakam) and may cause even death.

2. This may bring about thimir (inalertness), laziness, thirst, general
weakness, bleeding of various kinds, impotency, anaemia, vomiting,
one’s own
biliousness, delirium, tearing of cloths and throwing away of
others,
upon
throwing
and
stones
up
picking
,
97eru1b)
(or
cloths
slurred
or
t
incoheren
increase of body heat, nausea, perspiration,
shivering, tremors,
speech, unconsciousness, diarrhoea, flatulence,
etc.
teeth,
of
ing
loosen
,
hiccup, mercurialism
CONCLUSION
ட்
mental
Mercury when properly prepared acts on the physical and
body.
the
in
s
ailment
n
unknow
and
known
cures
It
bodies as a whole.
at
while
disease,
It is supposed to destroy the seed factor, namely the

TREATMENT

OF

KIIL VAAYU (CHRONIC
JOINT DISEASES
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Kiil vaayu, i.e. cases of chronic arthritis differ very widely
All of
other in regard to pathology and clinical course.
signs and symptoms in relation to the loco-motor system
The common signs and
to general constitutional changes.
are

pain,

stiffness

of the muscles

and joints

with

from each
them cause
in addition
symptoms

tenderness,

swelling

In the initial stages the articular symptoms
and restricted movement.
nature and clear off with rest and simple
in
transient
and signs are
Most of the joint diseases relapse after a variable period of
treatment.
complete remission.
A few types of chronic arthritis due to the derangement of kapam
and vaatham affect mainly the mere peripheral joints, running a prolonged course with exacerbations and remissions and accompanied by
The disease is characterised by swelling
a general systemic disturbance.
of the joints with pain, tenderness, stiffness, restricted movement and
wasting of the associated muscles.

Pini-utpaththi
sical

exertion,

kaaraNam

mental

worries,

(Aetiology).
emotional

Incompatible

food,

overindulgence

upsets,

phyin

sexual affairs, consuming certain imperfectly prepared patpam and
cenhthuuram, residence in marshy places vitiate primarily the vaatham
function
which is responsible for maintaining the proper structure and
vitiated
This
on.
locomoti
for
of joints and muscles which are intended
kapam,
of
functions
the
deranges
and
disturbs
vaatham gradually
and
am
canhthik
u,
murunhth
thacai,
nhinam,
kuruthi,
caram,
piththam,
enpu and manifest the joint disease.

(Clinical features.) In the majority of cases.
Kuti kuNangkalh
atham and
the onset of chronic diseases of the joints due to kapava
before
months
or
weeks
of
period
a
piththavaatham is insidious. For
ess
tiredn
of
in
compla
may
patient
the
ed
involv
the actual joints are
ntly
Freque
.
debility
general malaise, fatigue, loss of weight and general
some cases the onset
there is transient articular or muscular pain. In
of the joints. J
ement
involv
l
gradua
and
fever
may be acute with
larly marked o
particu
is
it
Muscular stiffness is a prominent symptom and
2:
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after periods of inactivity. The affected joints are spindle shaped. As
the disease progresses, the joint pain and swelling increase and muscular
stiffness becomes more marked.
The muscles around the affected joints
gradually undergo atrophic changes.
Sometimes systemic disturbances
are present. Pyrexia, insomnia, loss of appetite and anaemia are commonly found.
In some refractory cases the affected joints develop a
mild degree of deformity.
In the beginning the malady is characterised by remission and
relapses, cases with deformity and fibrous or bony ankylosis have been
carefully eliminated.

Nhooy kaniththal (Diagnosis). The diseases are classified according
to the degree of the doshas primarily vitiated and according to sub-

sequent involment

of the other doshas

and

dhdtus.

Persons

vary

considerably in their tendency to complain of symptoms.
This is
influenced by sex, upbringing and general background.
The diagnosis
is made mainly by the envakai-theervu (eight methods employed in
clinical diagnosis). Most important among them are mhaati, nhiirkkuti
and mnheykkuti. Nhaati (pulse reading) is acquired by scientifically
developing the faculty of intuition in the methods of diagnosing both
immediate and remote causes of observation of mind and body. Yoga
practice

is helpful

to

attain

this

power.

Seven

further

methods

of

examination are inspection, palpitation, percussion, naked eye examination
of the urine,

faeces,

tongue,

conjunctive

and

other functions

of the

patient’s sense by interrogation. The cases appended to this article
were also investigated concurrently according to the modern methods

of diagnosis, i.e. X-ray of the lungs, affected joints, sputum examination,
V.D.R.L. tests, E.S.R. through urine and motion examination and
general blood tests. Cases with history of V.D. and evidence of tuber-

culosis, gout, pyogenic infection have been carefully eliminated. Only
cases with kapavaatham and piththakapam types have been
taken up for
treatment. These are the diseases of obscure etiology according to

modern science.

Kapavaatham type of kiil vaayu resembles in clinical

features the rheumatoid arthritis, and piththavaatham type resembles in.

clinical features the osteo-arthritis. In most of the cases selected for.

trial the X-ray evidence of the joint involment was not detected. In
these early cases only the signs and symptoms may be the indication
of the presence of disease. In most of the cases teal difficulty lies in
the interpretation of the mediographic results.

__ Treatment.

Treatment is directed towards the setting right of the

vitiated doshas and thereby the relief of symptoms, improvement of
__ the patient’s general condition and restoration of function of the affected

ப
_ There

ப

are several effective preparations for joint diseases.

These
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include:
1. aayaviiram;
2. canhthiramarutham; 3. ampar mezhuku;
4. raca kenhthi mezhuku; 5. itivallathi mezhuku; 6. thangka parppam.
The above preparations are administered internally with suitable vehicles
and diet restrictions in kiil vaayu cases.
Externally also some pastes
and oils are applied, fomented, massaged and bandaged according to
the condition of the affected joints.
The following remedies were tried with a view to evaluating their
therapeutic value:
1. Ampar mezhuku (internal use).
2. Mezhuku thailam (external use).
3. Cahasrapeethi paste (external use).
Composition of

1. Ampar mezhuku:
jaathi Kooshtam
Kaattu moovi
arici thippili
akkarakaaram
raca cinhthuuram
thaalhicapaththiri
yeeppampuit

cukku
milhaku
vaalham
nhitrnhai virai
kungkamappuu
Kastuuri
ampar

cathura kalhlhippaal

2. Mezhuku thailam:
manjcalh mezhuku

catamanjcalh

manal

kappumanjcalh

uppu

ooman

cakkikkal

a
்
:
3. Cahasrapeethi paste :
Cahasrapeethi mixed with white of hen’s egg and applied over the affected joints
under pressure bandage to reduce swelling and relieve pain.
(The method of preparing the above remedies is given at the end of this paper,
along with the statistical statement),

In addition to the above specific medicines ordinary routine medi-

cines are also administered to reduce fever, relieve constipation, dyspepsia
etc. The only reaction this ampar mezhuku produces in some individuals
is that it acts as a mild purgative.
This side effect is controlled by the
simultaneous administration of an astringent such as sliagit or nhaththai
parppam..
Diet:

milk,

bread,

coffee,

sugar, biscuits, rice conjee,

rice, mutton

curry, vegetable curry, butter, pepper water, butter-milk etc. All actions
and diet articles which aggravate vaatham, piththam and kapam should
be carefully avoided. The results of the treatment are based on the
control method of trial.

Therapeutic trials in muscles skeletal disease.

been used to assess the value of treatment.

Group methods have

=o

Out of the 35 cases treated only five cases showed osteo-arthritic
changes and osteoporosis of the affected joints. In the remaining cases

the symptoms and physical signs were only the indication of the presence
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of disease.

14 cases were below 25 years of age, 7 cases above 45 years

of age and 14 cases were between 25 and 45 years.
The results of the
treatment and other particulars are given in the statistics that follow.
The majority of them were manual labourers witha poor income.
They
are all non-vegetarians and some of them are addicted to alcohol and
tobacco.
They live in sanitary surroundings.
As they have to earn
their daily bread by manual work, they do not even take appropriate
treatment in proper time. They neglect treatment till the disease becomes
irreversible, due to ignorance and their backward social and economic
conditions.
Follow up: As all the cases treated have come from the labouring
class, they do not reply to our repeated requests regarding their
complaint after discharge.
Relapse: Only six cases out of 35 cases relieved and discharged
came back for treatment of the relapse of their joint trouble.
Rest,
diet and the administration of ampar mezhuku internally and application
of mezhuku thailam externally gave them complete relief.
A brief Siddha Research Report
Kanucuulai (chronic arthritis).

on

the

therapeutic

value of ampar

mezhuku

in

Number of cases selected for trial 35
Number of cases relieved completely 22
Number of cases partially relieved
Number of cases with no response

8
5

Medicines used;
1. ampar mezhuku (internal):
Jaathi kooshtam
kaatru moorvi
arici thippili
akkarakaaram
raca cinhthuuram

thaalhicapaththiri
veeppampuu
cukku
milhaku
vaalham

nhiirnhai virai.
kungkamappuu
vaca karppuuram
kastuuri
ampar

cathura kathlhippaal

2. Cahasrapeethi paste (external):
Cahasrepeethi powder mixed with white of hen’s egg and applied over the
affected joints under pressure bandage to relieve pain and
reduce the swelling.
3. Mezhuku thailam (external):

manjcalh mezhuku

cakkikkal

manal

kappumanjcath

catamanjcalh

oomam

uppu

_ The grains of ampar mezhuku are administered internally along with palm jaggery
twicea day. The paste and the oil are applied over the affected
joints. Kanucuulai
1s
mainly a vaatha disease.

The vitiated vaatham

derange and disturb the functions
of kapam, piththam, racam and raktham, kozhuppu, thacai,
enpu, murunhthu, canhthikam
ete. and manifest

the following signs and symptoms: fever, pain, swelling and tenderness,
‘stiffess, restricted movement, deformity of one or more joints, slight anaemia,
atrophy

of the muscles around the affected joints, constipation, loss of appetite, disturbed
sleep, irritability, lack of interest, weakness etc.
.
:
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_ _ According to the kuttangkalh, wratkartukalh and kazhvivukalh affected the disease
is classified as twelve in number. Kapa vaatham and piththa vaatham are the two most
important and common chronic complaints of the joints. The vaatham is primarily
vitiated by incompatible diet, physical exertion, mental worries, excessive indulgence
in sexual affairs, administration of certain improperly prepared metallic parppams,
residence in marshy places. These factors disturb the functions of vaatham and
produce this joint disease in susceptible individuals.

Only cases with history of sub-acute or chronic pain, swelling, tenderness, stiffness
restricved range of movement of one or more joints were admitted and treated.
Indigenous methods

of investigation:

1. Kutampa carithai—suya carithai.

Pazhaya nooy—vivaram.

2. Poriyal theerthal—pothu utal nhilai—envakai theervu—nhaati—maaththirai
sparicam—mozhi—vizhi—malam. Moothiram—nitam—manam—eTai—nhurai.

Enjcal—minjcal—nhiirkkuti.

3h

த

அல்

Nheykkuti.

Kuruthi—thacai—kozhuppu—enpu—muulhai—cuk-

ilam.
4. Kazhivupporulh—malam—citunhiir— viyarvai—kanmalam—kutumpi—
muukku-

malam—nhakam—mayir—piththanhiir.
5. Kuttangkalh—kaal athan pirivukalh.
thii

»

uhiir ,,

”

99

6. Thozhil—potikalh—peecal—nhataththal—koruththal—vaangkal—malamuuthi-

ram—kaczhiththal—vinhthuvital.
Ts

Uratkuutu—muulhai—thaamarangkaay —nhuraiyiiral—manniiral—kalliiral—

pirukkam—vithaikalh—vayitu—citukutal—perungkital—thunaikkucral—nhiirppai—kaalkalh—kaikath.

8. Theekam—eethuvenal.
9. Panpu—eethuvenal.
10. Nhooy—nhaatal—karanam—nutkuti—kutikkunangkalh—kuttangkalh—kazhivupporulh—utuppukalh.

11. Nhooy nhaatal—nhooy kaniththal.
12.

Nhooy pookkumutai atithal—nhooy nhilai—nhooyaathi nhilai—nhooyin vanmai—
nhooyaalhiyin vanmai—kaalam.

13. Pdrikaaram.
14. Nhooy nhilai—avvappoothu maatiya nhilat.

Modern methods of investigation:
X-ray of the affected joints.
X-Ray of the lungs.

Sputum examination for A.F.B.
Blood examination in general and E.S.R.
V.D.R.L.
General examination of blood, motion and urine,
Only five cases showed
X-Rayed.
were
The affected joints of all the patients
narrowing of the joint
arthritic changes and osteoporosis with three
i
cases had complete
ment,
Berries ine cases one showed noed improve
y.
partiall
respond
case
one
only
and
y
clinical recover

Statistical Significant:
Total No. of cases

35

Total No. of success

22

Difference (d1)

13

Difference (d2)

26

Observed mean difference

0.75
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உடலிற் கிடந்த உறுதிக்குடிநீர்

கடலிற் சிறு கிணற்றேற்ற மிட்டலொக்கும்
உடலில் ஒருவழி ஓன்றுக்கிறைக்கில்
கடலை

பாதுயிர் நாடலுமா மே.
—559

தெளிதரும் இந்தச் சிவநீர் பருகில்
ஒளிதரு

மோராண்டில்

ஊனமொன்றில்லை

வளியுறும்

எட்டின் மனமும் ஓடுங்குமே

கனிதரும்

காயங்

கனகமதாமே.
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The Siddha system of medicine provides a multiphasic or multidimensional theory of personality. It has within it the broad psychological
conceptionalization of Sivam and Sakti along with their physiological
At this juncture, a
typicalities specified in terms of panjcapuuthams.
note of warning is essentially required to state that Sivam and Sakti

should not be taken figuratively as stated in the camayam

(religion).

Religious or philosophical personalities have imbibed the meaning of
Sivam and Sakti figuratively, whereas Siddhars connoted as Siva thathThe Siddhars equate the
thuvam and Sakti thaththuvam scientifically.
camayavaathikalh (philothe
thaththuvam;
Siva
with
infinity
primordial
sophical personalities) mean the same as Sivaperuman and Sakti (Uma).

Both are referring to one and the same objects with diverse expositions.
So, under the name muppuu, Siddhars include a number of complex

colloidal organic catalysts formed by living cells and capable of exerting
Minimal quantities of muppuu
their action after removal from the cells.
of
can induce chemical changes; the effect of an increased quantity

muppuu

is to quicken the rate of the change.

In this respect, their

of as
action is similar to that of a whole class of bodies which are spoken

catalysers of catalysts. A catalyser is a substance which will increase
the
(or diminish) the velocity in the reaction or taking any part in

்
்
promotion of the end products (Substratum).
salt,
water,
with
tissues
the
from
extracted
be
Muppuu may often
Such is soluble muppuu or civakurtilai
solution or alcohol or excretions.

‘muppuu.
U—36

241
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Others are insoluble either because they are bound chemically by

the cell cytoplasm or because they are absorbed to a constituent
(endomuppuu).
The Siddhars have grouped and classified the different
types of muppuu into two great classes according to their sources of
origin. The first class, the eivakuTinhiir muppuu breaks up larger molecules into smaller ones by effecting simple hydroplysis.
The second
class puuniir muppuu breaks up the molecules more profoundly as by
oxidation. The civakutinhiir muppuu is developed in the body (i.e. vivo)
and puuniir muppuu is developed in the universe (i.e. vitro).

“MR

FIA

பிண்டத்திலு

ar@Qoeryn NBO
மதுவே

பேசு?”
--(ஒளவை

குறள்)

MUPPUU AS CATALYSERS
Whereas the influence of most catalysers on the velocity of a
reaction increases rapidly with rise of temperature, in the case of
civakutinhiir muppuu this increase occurs only up to a certain point.
This point is spoken of as the Samagni (optimum temperature) of the
muppuu

action.

If the mixture

be heated

above

this point,

the action

of the muppuu rapidly slows off and then ceases owing to destruction
of the muppuu.
The same applies to those aNta or inorganic catalysers
(puuniir muppuu).
Since the action of civakutiniir muppuu, like that of catalysts, would
otherwise occur at an infinitely slow rate, many investigations have dealt
with the velocity of the reaction induced

by the action

of muppuu.

Is

has been found that the velocity of muppuu action is accelerated
by rise
of temperature and by increase in concentration of substance or muppuu.

MUPPUU AS HORMONES, ANTIBODIES, ANTI-TOXIN ETC.

In spite of the excessively fatal character of the toxins, it is possible
to render an animal immune to their reaction. The body tissues
are
capable of producing specific substances (anti-toxins) to
counteract the
particular exotoxins that have entered the body.
Thus, for an entry of
a foreign body whether it is bacteria, virus or toxins, specific bodies are
_ developed to that particular foreign body to neutralize the
harmful
action and activities and thus avoid the danger to the life factor.
Such
production of substances in the body are called
muppuu in vivo (pinta
muppuu Or civakutiniir muppuu).
In the same Way, in the universe,
during the months

of January,

February,

March,

days, puuniir muppuu is formed in marshy places.

_ ‘Imuppuu is called anta muppuu.
organic substance which

ர்

April

on full moon

This kind of puuniir

ANta muppuu is the simplest complex

is the beginning stage of development of all

other organism in this universe.

oe

So far, muppuu has been explained with an analyti
cal study in
_ Felation to biochemical and biophysical principles. But the concep
t of

_
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muppuu is a controversial subject even among the present day Siddha
physicians who have not come to any conclusion. Each and every one
has his own individual opinion which cannot be bridged by their
arguments.

So the orthodox groups of physicians have heterodox views.

It is the duty of the physician who has bilateral qualifications to come
forward to probe into this subject and to pronounce to the world its

real scientific aspect.
The present study aims at finding out an explanation of the concept

of muppuu on the basis of modern biochemical and biophysical principles.
Siddhars like Akaththiyar, Pookar, Thirumuular, Yuukimuni, Karuvuuraar, Caaththamuni etc., have categorically stated that the muppuu is
a catalyser or catalyst and they have classified them as follows:

வளமுடனே முப்பூவைக் கண்டபோது
வாகுடனே யேமத்துக்குறுதியாச்சு
பளமையுடன் வயித்தமும், வாத. யோகம்
பலிக்கும் மாப்பூவின் மார்கத்தாலே
இளமையுடன் மூப்பகலு மூப்பூவாலே

வெழி.
போகர்

7000

That is to say, they are divided into:
1. Yooka muppuu.
2. Vaatha muppuu.

3. Vaiththiya muppuu.
YOOKA MUPPUU
In Thirumanhthiram 3000, in the Kayakatpam chapter, Thirumuular
has stated that the Civakwtilai muppuu like hormones, enzymes, antitoxins, antibodies etc., can be developed in the body by the constant
These muppuu so developed are potent
practice of Astanga Yoga.
of the exotoxins and foreign bodies,
effects
the
neutralise
to
enough
whatever their form, and thus retard the degeneration of the cells. They
is proare responsible for the regrowth of the tissues. The life period
is the
it
and
muppuu
Civakutilai
longed, so to say, by enriching the
endoreticulo
premodial
the
of
important factor for the regeneration
intact
kept
are
cells
premodial
these
If
organism.
the
of
thelial cells

for ever, death can be conquered and evaded.

if
In pursuant of the above fact, it could be very well understood
where
12,000
iyar
Akathth
the
any reader goes through a section of
states that
the author describes the hormones as muppuu. Akaththiyar
r) of
(paninii
fluid
c
amnioti
the
ng
collecti
by
d
muppuu can be obtaine

the primipara in a golden vessel and dried in the hot sun.
amorphous

substance will

be

found,

which he

says

stituent of Sivam and Sakti, ie., nhaatham and vinhthu.

present-day analytical view the muppuu
nothing but the sex hormones.

is

A white

the

con-

According to

so termed by Akaththiyar is” ie
:
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VAATHA MUPPUU
During the search for this muppuu the Siddhars have discovered
that the same muppuu can also convert the lower or base metal into
higher metal (i.e. gold) by oxidation. The process of conversion of
one into another has been dealt with elaborately by very many Siddhars.
But the methods of these processes have been described in the secret
or code words (paripaashai). To make it possible to understand them,
there are explanatory notes in the cadjan leaves.
Above all, one who
aims at this kind of alchemy process should definitely attain Rajayogam,

without which nothing can be accomplished.
VAITHTHIYA MUPPUU
Vaiththiya

muppuu

is

used

in

the

preparation

cinhthuurams, (oxidation) of higher orders.

of patpams

and

The usage of muppuu here

cuts short the tedious and laborious process.
The patpam and
cinhthuuram prepated with the aid of vaiththiya muppuu, really do
marvellous work on the diseases. Especially they are enriched highly
with a high potency of specific action. These vaiththiya muppuu are
described in various Siddha literature and so much so, that even to-day
reputed Siddha physicians have their own vaiththiya muppuu and have
them as hereditary secret medicines (i.e. ravi and mathi or kum-vinhthu
nhaatha vaiththiya muppuu). These are to be unearthed and brought
before the world at large.

ANTIARTHRITIC AND ANTI- INFLAMMATORY ACTIVITY
NEEM OIL (MELIA AZADIRACHTA LINN) AND
ITS CONSTITUENTS

Davip

SHANKARA

OF

NARAYANAN

INTRODUCTION
Many drugs of synthetic and natural origin are advocated as remedies
for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis. While a radical cure is not
obtained, these drugs by virtue of their antiarthritic and anti-inflammatory actions give a fair degree of relief from pain and induce
cousiderable reduction of the swelling of the joints and the tissues.

Many plant products from quite ancient times have been used
empirically for treatment of inflammatory conditions of joints and
other tissues and many of them have been investigated 1.6 for their
antiarthritic activity.
in
The oil from neem (Melia azadirachta) is already empirically
use for rheumatism.7-°
EXPERIMENTAL

the open
Neem oil obtained from ghani process was procured from

The constituents of the oil tested namely, sodium nimbidinate,
market.
according to the
nimbidol, nimbin and nimbinin, have been isolated

methods of Siddiqui !° ef al.
METHODS
paw developed by
The formaldehyde induced arthritis of the rat’s
adopted in our
been
have
Brownlee" and the Cotton pellet method *
studies.
a. Effect of Neem

de
Oil and its constituents on formaldehy
induced arthritis in rats

gms, bred and reared
Male albino rats, weighing between 100-150
taken.
were
tions
condi
under hygienic
of a 2% _ solution of
Arthritis was induced by injecting 0-1 cc.
formaldehyde

in both

hind feet just beneath

the plantar

aponeurosis.

by formalin has been described
The pathology of inflammation induced
2
by Brownlee.**
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In the next columns are given the daily mean measurements for the
groups on ten consecutive days. In the last three columns are given
respectively, the mean measurement in millimeters for all groups, their
“t’ value for significance and the probability of the significance of the

observations.
A simple analysis of the means for the test groups (M.) and the
control group (M,) and their respective standard errors (E, and E,)
makes it possible to estimate the significance of the difference of the
means by using the formula.

MM,
V BPE?
142
B. The Effect of Neem Oil and its constituents on
‘“* Cotton pellet inflammation ”
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Neem oil and its bitter principles, sodium nimbidinate, nimbidol,
nimbin and nimbinin were the compounds tested. Cortisone acetate
was used for comparative analysis.
The

drugs

were

administered

as in the

previous

but

method,

doses of 50 mg/kg body weight and cortisone acetate at 20 mg/kg
weight.

Gum

at

body

acacia, at the same dose as present in the test compounds,

was also administered to the control group of rats.
The method in brief is as follows:
Four sterile cotton pellets about 5 mgm each, weighed accurately,
were implanted subcutaneously under the skin of the anaesthetized rat,
one in each gronin and axilla.
These pellets were left

in situ for six days,

the rats being

injected

daily intramuscularly with the drug preparation under test.
tissue
The rats were then killed, the pellets removed, extraneous
in
overnight
dried
pellets
the
and
off
adhering to the pellets trimmed

்
ட
an oven at 60°C.
the difference
The amount of granulation tissue formed is taken as
pellets.
between the initial and final weights of the
Groups

of six adult, male rats weighing about

180 gms were used

controls.
for each preparation and compared with uninjected

:
é
RESULTS
calculated
1s
group
each
in
pellets
the
for
The mean gain in weight
the signiof
ment
assess
together with its standard error. A statistical
nted
represe
are
results
The
ficance is made by the students’ “t” test.
tissue
ation
granul
the
of
ion
inhibit
tage
in table 3 and also the percen
formation for each compound.
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DISCUSSION

Present studies indicate that neem

oil and its bitter principles

possess varying degrees of anti-inflammatory properties.
All the drugs
lessen the inflammatory reaction caused by the formalin injection.
This is observed on both the occasions after formaldehyde injection,
the one given initially and the second on the third day.
Neem oil and nimbidol (80 mg/kg) are almost as effective as
cortisone and sodium salicylate (50 mg/kg) in checking the extent of
development of oedema after the formaldehyde injection. This is
brought forth clearly in figure 1. Sodium-nimbidinate was the least
active in the group. Nimbin (80 mg/kg) was more effective than sodium
salicylate (50 mg/kg) while nimbinin (80 mg/kg) was equipotent to that
of sodium salicylate (50 mg/kg).
The suppression of the inflammatory
reaction by the bitter principles was evident throughout the period of
observation and was statistically significant at 0-1% level. The erythema
was

also

considerably

reduced.

In

more

than

50%

of the

animals,

treated with the bitter principles, extent and intensity of necrosis that
was seen in the control formalin injected rats was not apparent and
in a few, no necrotic lesions developed.
Cortisone and sodium salicylate
also exhibited a similar inhibition on oedema, erythema and necrosis.
Another observation of interest pertains to the growth of the
animals during the period of drug administration.
While the animals
treated with neem oil and some of its constituents show an increase or
absence of weight loss as compared to the untreated group, cortisone
in the dose given has a definite adverse influence (figure 3).
The investigations on the effect of neem oil and its bitter constituents on the “cotton pellet inflammation” reveal that nimbin and
nimbinin caused about 50%

inhibition

of granulation

tissue formation.

This anti-inflammatory action equals that shown by 20 mg/kg cortisone
acetate.

Neem oil also manifested this property but was slightly of a lower
order.
ROSS
Nimbidol, which had exhibited a powerful inhibitory effect on
formalin induced arthritis, was found to be a feeble depressant on cotton

pellet granulation tissue formation.

Sodium nimbidinate and gum acacia-were devoid of any suppressive

effect.

_

்

:

Such variations in potency have been observed with other anti-

inflammatory drugs #3 also and emphasize the fact that the drugs covered

by the broad terminology “ antiarthritic and anti-inflammatory ” may

not be found to be therapeutically effective in all types of inflammatory
disorders.
:
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HYPOTENSIVE

EFFECTS

N.

OF

CARICA

PAPAYA

PADMANABHAN

We have been carrying out investigations on the hypotensive, antiinflammatory, cholagogue, anticholagogue and antidiabetic drugs used
Our observations on the hypotensive
in the Siddha system of medicine.
effects of the leaves of Carica papaya and its other protective effects
will be described here.
Among the many plants used in the Siddha system of medicine, the
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Plumbagog zeylanica
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aqueous extract as in boiling decreases its potency, to a certain extent.
The alcoholic extract of the papaya leaves was equally and to a slightly
better extent effective. Curiously the aqueous or alcoholic extracts of
the papaya fruits produced only a slight fall in blood pressure.
The hypotensive effects of papaya leaves were not accompanied
by any inhibition of the heart rate or the force of its contraction. Presumably their effects are not mediated through the parasympathetic
system or the higher centres, but by a peripheral mechanism.
Further
experiments have to be done to confirm this aspect. It will be helpful
to isolate the active principles from the leaves of the papaya plant.
On the basis of these observations it is felt that the hypotensive
properties of papaya leaves are worth a therapeutic trial under controlled clinical conditions to standardise the dosage and method of
administration. This will provide a cheap and simple dietary means
of controlling mild to moderate hypertension.
The Siddha system of medicine provides simple preparations like
these for the control and treatment of many maladies.
Their effects
and properties can be analysed

and their pharmaceutics

established

on

experimental animals. These studies may reveal other potent effects of
the preparations in addition to the known ones. This can be established
by a healthy correlation and liaison between the ancient system of
Siddha medicine and the research workers of modern medicine.
PAPAYA FRUITS AND CROSSED-RESISTANCE

Papaya

fruits are mentioned

in Siddha

medicine

to build

up

resistance of the individual in addition to their germicidal properties.
This we have been able to confirm in experimental animals and formulate

an explanation on the basis of modern physiological observations.
Papaya fruits contain a proteolytic enzyme, papain.

This enzyme,

when it is injected intravenously in animals like albino rats in large
doses, produces selectively a variety of cardiac necrosis called ‘ papain
cardiopathy *. This cardiopathy is accompanied by degenerative changes
in

the

kidneys,

extensive

liver

necrosis

and

multiple

bleeding

with

jaundice. —
These manifestations of papain cardiopathy can be prevented by
first exposing the animals to various ‘stressors’ before the injection
of papain. These stressors release protective hormones in the body.
For example, when animals are restrained for seventeen hours first,
prior to the intravenous injection of an otherwise fatal dose of papain,
the

animals

not

only

survive,

but

the

cardiac

muscle

shows

almost

complete resistance to the necrotising effect of the proteolytic enzyme.

Other stressors give rise to similar protective effect.

phenomenon

2 Tesistance.

on

This

non-specific

designates

adaptation

the ability

or

This is due.to 4

resistance called

‘cross-

of the body. to withstand

a

_* stressor” agent qualitatively different from. that to which it has, been
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